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ACOUSTICAL NEWS—USA
Elaine Moran
Acoustical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502

Editor’s Note: Readers of this Journal are encouraged to submit news items on awards, appointments, and other activities about
themselves or their colleagues. Deadline dates for news items and notices are 2 months prior to publication.

New Fellows of the Acoustical Society of America

Notice of Annual Meeting of the Society

The Annual Meeting of the Membership of the Acoustical Society of
America will be held on Wednesday, 6 June 2001, at 3:30 p.m. at the Palmer
House Hilton Hotel, 17 East Monroe Street, Chicago, IL. All members are
encouraged to attend.

CHARLES E. SCHMID
Executive Director

Preliminary Notice: 141st Meeting of the
Acoustical Society of America

The 141st Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America~ASA! will
be held Monday through Friday, 4–8 June 2001 at the Palmer House Hilton
Hotel in Chicago, Illinois. Further information about the meeting can be
found on the ASA Home Page at http://asa.aip.org/meetings.html.

Technical Program

The technical program will consist of lecture and poster sessions in all
branches of acoustics. Technical sessions will be scheduled Monday through
Friday, 4–8 June.

List of Special Sessions

The special sessions described below have been organized by the ASA
Technical Committees.

Acoustical Oceanography (AO)

Acoustical instrumentation for water column measurements
Examine new developments in instrumentation for water column oceanog-
raphy

Benchmarking range dependent numerical models~Joint with Underwater
Acoustics!
Looking at the problems created for state-of-the-art numerical models by
complicated oceanography and geology

Inverse methods for sub-bottom surveys~Joint with Underwater Acoustics!
Examine inverse techniques for obtaining the geoacoustic structure of the
top kilometer of the seabed

Animal Bioacoustics (AB)

Comparative aspects of auditory system development~Joint with Psycho-
logical and Physiological Acoustics!
Development of hearing in various species from tadpoles to humans

Information theory analysis of animal acoustic communication~Joint with
Signal Processing in Acoustics!
Application of information theory to study animal acoustic communications

Role of signal processing in understanding echolocation~Joint with Signal
Processing in Acoustics!
Focuses on direct application of signal-processing theories to behavioral and
physiological data from bats and dolphins in an effort to enhance under-
standing of echo processing

Architectural Acoustics (AA)

Acoustical test facilities~Joint with Engineering Acoustics and Noise!
Poster session showcasing facilities involved in acoustical materials testing,
product development, and underwater acoustics

Angelo J. Campanella—For contribu-
tions to acoustical standards, noise con-
trol and architectural acoustics.

W. Jack Hughes—For contributions to
the development of electroacoustic trans-
ducers.
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Concert hall measurements
Measurements of halls, stages, coupled spaces in performance spaces

Halls for music performance . . Another two decades of experience, 1982-
2002
Halls completed since the publication of ASA’s poster book that covered the
period 1962-1982

The first 80 milliseconds in auditoria
On the objective measures and subjective effects of early reflections and
diffraction on the perception of sound in concert halls

The sound of baseball~Joint with Noise, Physical Acoustics and Engineer-
ing Acoustics!
The game from an acoustics point of view: From the crack of the bat and the
roar of the crowd to stadium acoustics and noise in the neighborhood

Walking tour of three Chicago theatres—An acoustical perspective
A look into theatres in the Chicago Loop with a brief technical presentation
in each venue

Biomedical UltrasoundÕBioresponse to Vibration (BB)

Beamforming and adaptive aberration correction~Joint with Signal Process-
ing in Acoustics!
Methods to adjust ultrasound imaging systems to maximize image quality

Brad Sturtevant memorial session in lithotripsy~Joint with Physical Acous-
tics!
Mechanisms, bioeffects, and practical considerations in stone-breaking hon-
oring the memory of Brad Sturtevant

Novel imaging techniques in biomedical ultrasound~Joint with Signal Pro-
cessing in Acoustics!
Pulse inversion,~sub! harmonic, elasticity, contrast agents, and other new
ultrasound imaging methods

Ultrasound bioeffects
Heat- and-cavitation related effects of ultrasound on biological tissues

Education in Acoustics (ED)

Hands on demos with high school students
Demonstrations in many areas of acoustics presented to high school students
with opportunities for individual interaction and learning

Take fives for high school presentations; Sharing ideas for teaching acous-
tics
Five-minute presentations on demonstrations and other educational methods
appropriate for high schools

Undergraduate research poster session
Posters by undergraduate students reporting on their research

Engineering Acoustics (EA)

Magnetostrictive materials and transducers~Joint with Underwater Acous-
tics!
Recent developments and studies of modern magnetostrictive materials and
transducers

Transducers for underwater vehicle sonars~Joint with Underwater Acous-
tics!
Recent developments in transduction technologies for underwater vehicle
sonars

Musical Acoustics (MU)

Experimental musical instruments
Studies of acoustic instruments outside the categories of standard concert
and folk instruments

New synthesis techniques
Musical sound synthesis for real-time and non-real-time applications

3-D spatialization for music applications
Issues in production, delivery, and composition in spatial formats: Multime-
dia, home listening, theatre, concerts or art installations

Noise (NS)

Community noise ordinances - Topics for Chicago
The status of local and state noise ordinances is reviewed at the location
where one of the first was written: Chicago, Illinois

International noise initiatives
Discussion of I-INCE technical study group initiatives, including noise la-
bels, noise from outdoor recreational activities, noise policies and
regulations and noise control for classrooms

Measurement procedures in social studies on soundscapes and annoyance
~Joint with Architectural Acoustics and Psychological and
Physiological Acoustics!

Motor vehicle interior noise control~Joint with Architectural Acoustics!
The acoustics of cars, vans and buses

Physical Acoustics (PA)

Extraterrestrial acoustics
Applications of acoustical concepts in the solar system and beyond, includ-
ing cosmology, helioseismology, comet and meteor impacts, etc., as
well as global acoustics

Psychological and Physiological Acoustics (PP)

Behavioral studies and physiological correlates
Research using simultaneous psychophysical and physiological measure-
ment

Exploring the dynamics of auditory perception through neuroimaging
Overview of neuroimaging and addressing topics such as within- and cross-
modality processes, cognitive influences, and plasticity following pathology

Signal Processing in Acoustics (SP)

Bayesian signal processing approach in acoustics~Joint with Underwater
Acoustics!
Bayesian techniques evolve in many estimation and detection problems

Coded signals for acoustics applications~Joint with Underwater Acoustics,
Biomedical Ultrasound/Bioresponse to Vibration and Architectural
Acoustics!
Development of coded sequences for localization, imaging and communica-
tions

Speech Communication (SC)

Dynamics of speech production and perception
One relatively neglected body of theories and data pictures the system of
speech communication as one in which the information is conveyed by
dynamic changes in the production stage that generates a dynamically
changing acoustic signal; the receiver stage retrieves this information by
employing dynamic processes optimally adapted for these acoustic signals

Session honoring Harry Levitt~Joint with Psychological and Physiological
Acoustics!
Topics covered that Harry Levitt was involved in and to which he contrib-
uted

Speech analysis and synthesis techniques and their applications to acoustics
~Joint with Signal Processing in Acoustics!
Update on signal processing techniques and how they apply to speech analy-
sis and/or synthesis problems

Structural Acoustics and Vibration (SA)

Complexity and random matrix theory
Response of complex structures, and random matrix techniques that can be
applied to this problem

Machinery prognostics~Joint with Signal Processing in Acoustics, Noise
and Engineering Acoustics!
Various machinery conditions and faults as well as the processing tech-
niques for detection and classification of faults

David Crighton memorial session~Joint with Physical Acoustics!
Topics covered that David Crighton was involved in and to which he con-
tributed

Underwater Acoustics (UW)

Underwater acoustic communications: Algorithm design and analysis for
realistic propagation conditions~Joint with Signal Processing in
Acoustics!
Design and analysis~not presentation of data! of algorithms that take com-
plex propagation into consideration
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Other Technical Events

History Lectures and Hots Topics Session

A ‘‘Hot Topics’’ session sponsored by the Tutorials Committee is
scheduled. Also, the Committee on Archives and History will jointly spon-
sor the next two in a series of lectures on the history of acoustics with the
Technical Committee on Psychological and Physiological Acoustics. The
lecturers will be Ira J. Hirsh for Psychological Acoustics and Murray Sachs
for Physiological Acoustics.

Distinguished Lecture

Bernard Widrow of Stanford University, who is a pioneer in develop-
ing algorithms for adaptive beamforming will present a Distinguished Lec-
ture titled ‘‘A microphone array for hearing aids.’’

Student Design Competition

The Technical Committee on Architectural Acoustics of the Acoustical
Society of America and the National Council of Acoustical Consultants are
sponsoring a student design competition which will be judged at the meet-
ing. The purpose of this design competition is to encourage students en-
rolled in Architecture, Architectural Engineering, and other University cur-
riculums that involve building design to express their knowledge of
architectural acoustics and building noise control in the schematic design of
portions of a building where acoustical considerations are of primary impor-
tance. The submitted designs, which will be displayed at the Chicago ASA
Meeting, will be judged by a panel of professional architects and acoustical
consultants. An award of $1,000 will be made to the submitter~s! of the
design judged ‘‘first honors.’’ Four awards of $500 each will be made to the
submitters of four entries judged ‘‘commendation.’’ Entries may be by in-
dividual students or teams of students with a maximum of three members.
Students intending to enter this competition must make their intentions
known by sending an E-mail message to Bob Coffeen on or before 16 April
2001. Please indicate your name~s!, school, faculty advisor, and E-mail
address. Entries must be received no later than 18 May 2001. Full details
can be found on the ASA web site at asa.aip.org/chicago/design.pdf.

Meeting Program

An advance meeting program summary appears in this issue of JASA
and a complete meeting program will be mailed as Part 2 of the May issue.
Abstracts will be available on the ASA Home Page~http://asa.aip.org! in
April.

Tutorial Lecture

A tutorial presentation on Demonstrations in Acoustics will be given
by Thomas D. Rossing of Northern Illinois University, Uwe J. Hansen of
Indiana State University, and a team of Chicago-area physics teachers at
7:00 p.m. on Monday, 4 June. Lecture notes will be available at the meeting
in limited supply. Those who register by 2 May 2001 are guaranteed to
receive a set of notes. To partially defray the cost of the lecture a registration
fee is charged. The fee is $15 for registration received by 2 May and $25
thereafter including on-site registration at the meeting. The fee for students
with current ID cards is $7 for registration received by 2 May and $12
thereafter, including on-site registration at the meeting. Use the meeting
registration form that appeared in the call for papers or online at,http://
asa.aip.org/chicago/chicago.html. to register for the Tutorial Lecture.

Short Course on Applied Digital Signal Processing in Acoustics

This short course will be held Friday Afternoon, 8 June, 1:00 to 6:00
p.m. and Saturday, 9 June, 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

This short course is designed to develop digital signal processing
~DSP! techniques that are applicable to acoustical signal processing prob-
lems. The discussions range from basic digital signal processing techniques
such as digital filtering and the fast Fourier transform~FFT!, to more ad-
vanced approaches such as spectral estimation and adaptive processing, to
some of the even more sophisticated adaptive and model-based techniques-
.The intent is to provide an overview which will provide the participant with
additional details of a particular approach to investigate them further. At
each stop along the way we will apply the various DSP techniques to an

acoustical application. The participant will obtain a basic understanding of
the approaches and their applicability discussed from the practictioner’s
perspective, rather than that of a DSP expert.

The course instructor is James V. Candy is the Chief Scientist for
Engineering and Director of the Center for Advanced Signal and Image
Sciences at the University of

California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. He received his
B.S.E.E. degree from the University of Cincinnati and his M.S.E. and Ph.D.
degrees in Electrical Engineering from the University of Florida, Gaines-
ville. Dr. Candy is a Fellow of the IEEE and a Fellow of the Acoustical
Society of America~ASA! as well as a member of Eta Kappa Nu and Phi
Kappa Phi honorary societies. He has published over 125 journal articles,
book chapters, and technical reports as well as written two texts in signal
processing, ‘‘Signal Processing: the Model-Based Approach,’’~McGraw-
Hill, 1986! and ‘‘Signal Processing: the Modern Approach’’~McGraw-Hill,
1988!.

The registration fee is $250.00 and covers attendance, instructional
materials and coffee breaks. The number of attendees will be limited so
please register early to avoid disappointment. This course was first offered
at the last meeting of the Society in Newport Beach, CA and was oversub-
scribed. Only those who have registered by 2 May will be guaranteed receipt
of instructional materials. There will be a $50 discount for registration made
prior to 2 May. Full refunds will be made for cancellations prior to 6 No-
vember. Any cancellation after 2 May will be charged a $50 processing fee.
Use the meeting registration form that appeared in the meeting call for
papers or online at,http://asa.aip.org/chicago/chicago.html. to register for
this short course.

Student Transportation Subsidies

A student transportation subsidies fund has been established to provide
limited funds to students to partially defray transportation expenses to meet-
ings. Students presenting papers who propose to travel in groups using eco-
nomical ground transportation will be given first priority to receive subsi-
dies, although these conditions are not mandatory. No reimbursement is
intended for the cost of food or housing. The amount granted each student
depends on the number of requests received. To apply for a subsidy, submit
a proposal~e-mail preferred! to be received by 16 April: Elaine Moran,
ASA, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502,
516-576- 2360, Fax: 516-576-2377, E-mail: asa@aip.org. The proposal
should indicate your status as a student, whether you have submitted an
abstract, whether you are a member of ASA, method of travel, whether you
will travel alone or with other students, names of those traveling with you,
and approximate cost of transportation.

Young Investigator Travel Grants

The Committee on Women in Acoustics is sponsoring a Young Inves-
tigator Travel Grant to help with travel costs associated with presenting a
paper at the Chicago ASA meeting. This award is designed for young pro-
fessionals who have completed the doctorate in the past five years~not
currently enrolled as a student!, who plan to present a paper at the Chicago
meeting. Up to $500 in support for travel and lodging costs is available.
Applicants should submit a request for support, a copy of the abstract they
have submitted for the meeting and a current resume/vita to Eliza~Z.-H!
Michalopoulou, Department of Mathematical Sciences, New Jersey Institute
of Technology, Newark, NJ 07102; Tel: 973-596-8395; email:
elmich@m.njit.edu. Deadline for receipt of applications is 16 April.

Students Meet Members for Lunch

The Education Committee has established a program for students to
meet with members of the ASA over lunch. Students who are interested in
participating in this program are strongly encouraged to contact Elaine Mo-
ran, Acoustical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle,
Melville, NY 11747-4502, USA; Tel: 516-576-2360; E-mail: asa@aip.org
prior to the meeting. Please include the area of acoustics you are studying
and the days you will be at the meeting. There will also be a sign up sheet
available at the registration desk for those students who have not responded
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prior to the meeting. Members who wish to participate are also encouraged
to contact Elaine Moran. Participants are responsible for the cost of their
own meal.

Plenary Session, Awards Ceremony, Fellows Luncheon and

Social Events

Complimentary buffet socials with cash bar will be held early on Tues-
day and Thursday evenings. The Plenary session will be held on Wednesday
afternoon when Society awards will be presented and recognition of Fellows
will be announced. A Fellows’ Luncheon will be held on Thursday. Each
ASA Fellow may bring one guest to the luncheon and tickets may be pur-
chased using the registration form that appeared in the call for papers or
online at,http://asa.aip.org/chicago/chicago.html..

Paper Copying Service

Authors are requested to provide one paper copy of their projection
material and/or paper~s! to the Paper Copies Desk upon arrival. The copy
should contain material on one side only on 8-1/2 x 11 inch or A4 paper
suitable for photocopy reproduction. Copies of available papers will be
made for a nominal charge.

Technical Tours

There will be technical tours to The Riverbank Acoustical Laboratores
~RAL! in Geneva, Illniois, a Walking Tour of three theatres in the Chicago
Loop, and a presentation at Orchestra Hall. Additional information and
sign-up sheets will be available at the meeting.

Accompanying Persons Program

Accompanying persons are welcome. A hospitality room, specifically
designated for accompanying persons, will be open each day at the Palmer
House Hilton. Information will be available about activities in the Chicago
area. Spouses and accompanying persons may register in advance using the
registration form. The accompanying person registration fee includes the
buffet socials on Tuesday and Thursday evenings and refreshments in the
accompanying persons hospitality suite during the conference technical ses-
sions. An Accompanying Persons Reception is scheduled for Monday, 4
June at 9:00 a.m. in the hospitality room. A local tour representative will
give a brief talk about Chicago and its major points of interest. Advice on
tour options and maps will be available. The Chicago area is rich with
homes and public buildings designed by the world’s most notable architects.
The wide variety of museums and cultural institutions throughout the area
have something to pique every interest. Outdoor activities are also available
with walks through any of the many parks and miles of lakefront walking
paths. Places of interest within walking distance of the Palmer House in-
clude the Art Institute of Chicago, Grant Park and Buckingham Fountain,
Orchestra Hall at Symphony Center, Auditorium Theater, Chicago’s theater
district, Civic Opera House, Sears Tower, State Street shopping district,
Chicago Architecture Foundation and many architectural tours of the city on
foot or bus. The Michigan Avenue shopping area, John Hancock Building,
historic Water Tower, Navy Pier, boat tours, and the Museum Campus in-
cluding the Shedd Aquarium/Oceanarium, Field Museum of Natural His-
tory, and Adler Planetarium can be reached easily by taxi, public transpor-
tation or longer walks. A number of universities and colleges as well as the
Museum of Science and Industry can also be reached easily by taxi or public
transportation. Further information about Chicago can be found at the fol-
lowing web site: www.chicago.il.org/.

Air and Ground Transportation

Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport is served by all major airlines.
The airport designation is ORD. Other airports serving Chicago are Midway
Airport ~MDW! and Meigs Field~CGX!.

The Palmer House Hilton Hotel is located 18 miles from Chicago
O’Hare International Airport~35-60 minutes!. Transportation from the air-
port to the hotel may be by car, taxi, shuttle service, or public transportation
~The El!. Taxi fare: $35-$49~30 to 60 minutes!; ‘‘El:’’ the elevated train
~blue line! leaves from inside the O’Hare terminal parking garage, fare:
$1.50 ~45 to 60 minutes!; Hotel shuttle: Continental Airport Express~60
minutes!, fare: $17.50~serves all the downtown hotels!. Midway Airport is
located 12 miles from the Palmer House Hilton~30-45 minutes!. Taxi fare:
$22; ‘‘El:’’ the elevated train~orange line! leaves from the parking area at
Midway Airport, fare: $1.50~45 minutes!; Hotel shuttle: Continental Airport
Express~45 to 60 minutes!, fare: $13.50~serves all the downtown hotels!.

Room Sharing

ASA will complete a list of those who wish to share a hotel room and
its cost. To be listed, send your name, telephone number, e-mail address,
gender, smoker or nonsmoker, by 9 April, preferable by e-mail to
asa@aip.org. The responsibility for completing any arrangements for room
sharing rests solely with the participating individuals.

Hotel Accommodations

The meeting will be held at the Palmer House Hilton Hotel in Chicago.
Please make your reservations directly with the hotel and ask for one of the
rooms being held for the Acoustical Society of America. The reservation
cut-off date for the special discounted ASA rates is 2 May; after this date the
conference rate will not be available. Guest rooms at discounted rates have
been reserved for conference participants at the Palmer House Hilton. To
reserve a room, please contact the hotel directly. Early reservations are
strongly recommended. Note that the conference rates are not guaranteed
after 2 May. You must mention the Acoustical Society of America when
making your reservation to obtain the special ASA conference rates.

The room rates are $165 Single, $175 Double, $199 Tower Rooms
~high-speed internet access, complimentary beverage, bathrobes! plus tax.
Send reservations to: The Palmer House Hilton Hotel, 17 East Monroe
Street, Chicago, IL 60603, Tel.: 312-726-7500, Toll-free reservations: 800-
HILTONS, Fax: 312-917-1707.

Weather

The temperatures in Chicago in June range from 57 to 80 degrees F. It
is the second highest month of the year for rainfall, so it might be prudent to
bring an umbrella.

Assistive Listening Devices

Anyone planning to attend the meeting who will require the use of an
assistive listening device, is requested to advise the Society in advance of
the meeting by writing to: Acoustical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2
Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502, asa@aip.org.

Preregistration and Registration

The registration desk at the meeting will open on Monday morning, 4
June at 7:30 a.m. at the Palmer House Hilton. The preregistration deadline is
2 May. If your registration is not received at the ASA headquarters by 23
May you must register on-site.
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Registration fees are as follows:

Preregistration by Registration after
Category 2 May 2 May

Acoustical Society Members $225 $275

Acoustical Society Members
One-Day

$115 $140

Nonmembers $275 $325

Nonmembers One-Day $140 $165

Nonmember Invited Speakers $225 $275
~Note: The fee is waived for
these speakers if they attend
the meeting on the day of their
presentation only!

Students~with current ID cards! Fee waived Fee waived

Emeritus members of ASA $35 $45
~Emeritus status pre-approved
by ASA!

Accompanying Persons $35 $45
~Spouses and other accompanying
persons who will not attend or
participate in the technical
sessions!

Nonmembers who simultaneously apply for Associate Membership in the
Acoustical Society of America will be given a $50 discount off their dues
payment for the first year of membership~2001!. ~Full price for dues: $100!.
Invited speakers who are members of the Acoustical Society of America are
expected to pay the registration fee, but nonmember invited speakers who
participate in the meeting for one day only may register without charge.
Nonmember invited speakers who wish to participate in the meeting for
more than one day will be charged the member registration fee, which will
include a one- year membership in the ASA upon completion of an appli-
cation form at the meeting. Note: A $25 processing fee will be charged for
cancelations of registration after 2 May.

To register use the registration form in the Call for Papers or online at
,http://asa.aip.org/chicago/chicago.html.

ASA Student Design Competition Awards

The Acoustical Society of America~ASA! Technical Committees on
Engineering Acoustics and Architectural Acoustics, in association with the
American Loudspeaker Association, JBL Professional, JBL Consumer, In-
finity Systems, and Revel sponsored a Loudspeaker Student Design Com-
petition, which was judged by a group of six audio professionals at the 4–8
December 2000 meeting of the ASA in Newport Beach, CA. Four entrants
submitted samples and a ‘‘poster board’’ presentation detailing the design.
Judging was based on a double-blind listening test performed by Sean Olive,
a series of standard objective measurements, sample build quality, and the
poster board presentation. Three of the entries met all of the design criteria.
One of the loudspeakers had a minimum impedance below the allowable
limit but complied otherwise.

Ara Baghdassarian~California State University—Northridge! submit-
ted a two-way loudspeaker system with a 6-in. woofer and a 1-in. dome
tweeter. Shawn Devantier~University of Victoria, British Columbia! also
submitted a two-way system with a 6-in. woofer, but featured a 1-in. tweeter
fitted to a waveguide. These two speakers performed exceptionally well in
the double-blind listening test. Geoff Christopherson~University of South-
ern California! submitted the only three-way system with a 10-in. woofer,

5-in. midrange and a 1-in. dome tweeter. Due to the three-way approach this
was the most complicated loudspeaker submitted. This model did well in the
double-blind test, and the poster presentation explained the design approach
well. Dave Tremblay~University of Colorado! submitted a design that was
significantly more sensitive than the other entrants. Given its high sensitivity
it is not surprising that this sample had the least bass of all the systems and
therefore did not perform well in the double-blind test. Otherwise, the de-
sign was very well executed and documented. This system featured two
8-in. woofers and a horn tweeter and was fitted with a switch to allow
smooth operation on a stand or flush mounted in a wall.

All of the designs impressed the judges and the final scoring was very
close. Shawn Devantier was awarded the $1000 first prize. Ara Baghdassar-
ian, Geoff Christopherson, and Dave Tremblay all received $500 ‘‘commen-
dation’’ awards.

Addendum: Reviewers of Manuscripts, 1998
and 1999

The Journal previously published in the November 2000 issue~pp.
1955–1960! a list of 1223 persons who had reviewed manuscripts during
the calendar years 1998 and 1999. In the preamble to that list it was ac-
knowledged that it might not be complete and readers were asked to send
corrections to either Elaine Moran~elaine@aip.org! or Allan Pierce
~adp@bu.edu!. Subsequently, several associate editors and reviewers have
brought to our attention some names that were missing from the original
published list and these names are listed here.

Åbom, M.
Ashford, N. A.
Atalla, N.
Balachandran, B.
Berger, E. H.
Berglund, B.
Berry, A.
Blanc-Benon, P.
Bodén, H.
Bolton, J. S.
Botteldooren, D.
Burdisso, R.
Carello, C.
Champoux, J.
Chandler-Wilde, S. N.
Crawford, D. H.
Dancer, A. L.
Di, X.
Don, C. G.
Duhamel, D.
Egli, M.
Engdahl, B.
Erdreich, J.
Everbach, E. C.
Fields, J. M.
Flindell, I. H.
Foker, W.
Franchek, M. A.
Frederickson, C. K.
Gauthier, F.
Gjestland, T. T.
Gottlieb, H. P. W.
Habault, D. M. L.
Hamernik, R. P.
Hansen, C. H.
Heng, C. C.
Heutschi, K.
Horne, J. A.
Horoshenkov, K.
Hothersall, D. C.
Huang, L.
Jain, V. K.

Jean, P.
Job, R. F. S.
Johnson, D. L.
Johnson, M. E.
Kang, Y. J.
Kittinger, E.
Koopman, G. H.
Kostek, T. M.
Landsberger, B. J.
Laroche, C.
Makarewicz, R.
Marino, G.
McGee, J.
Mechel, F. P.
Micheau, P.
Miedema, H. M. E.
Morgan, D. R.
Nelson, P. A.
Öhrström, E.
Oldham, D. J.
Omoto, A.
Pascal, J.-C.
Pearsons, K. S.
Poulsen, T.
Prieto, T. E.
Prince, M. M.
Qiu, X.
Rafaely, B.
Rasmussen, K. B.
Reichard, K. M.
Remington, P. J.
Rienstra, S. W.
Ronneberger, D.
Royster, L. H.
Rylander, R.
Sabatier, J. M.
Saunders, W. R.
Schulte-Fortkamp, B.
Shepherd, K. P.
Silvati, L.
Snyder, S. D.
Solberg, S.
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Stusnick, E.
Sullivan, B. M.
Swanson, D. C.
Taherzadeh, S.
Tarnow, V.
Taylor, S. M.
Thompson, D. J.

Timmerman, N. S.

Truman, C. E.

Umnova, O.

Velea, D.

Vos, J.

Yoshida, T.

USA Meetings Calendar

Listed below is a summary of meetings related to acoustics to be held
in the U.S. in the near future. The month/year notation refers to the issue in
which a complete meeting announcement appeared.

2001
30 April–3 May 2001 SAE Noise & Vibration Conference & Exposi-

tion, Traverse City, MI@Patti Kreh, SAE Int’l., 755 W.
Big Beaver Rd., Suite 1600, Troy, MI 48084, Tel.: 248-
273-2474; Fax: 248-273-2494; E-mail: pkreh@sae.org#.

4–8 June 141st Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
Chicago, IL, Palmer House Hilton Hotel@Acoustical
Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quad-
rangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502; Tel.: 516-576-2360;
Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail: asa@aip.org; WWW:
asa.aip.org#.

7–9 June International Hearing Aid Conference VI. Novel Pro-
cessing and Fitting Strategies, Iowa City, IA@Rich
Tyler, Tel.: 319-356-2471, E-mail: rich-
tyler@uiowa.edu, WWW: www.medicine.uiowa.edu/
otolaryngology/news/news#.

9–13 July 2001 SIAM Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA@Society
for Industrial and Applied Mathematics~SIAM!, Tel.:
215-382-9800; Fax: 215-386-7999; E-mail:
meetings@siam.org; WWW: www.siam.org/meetings/
an01/#.

15–19 Aug. ClarinetFest 2001, New Orleans, LA@Dr. Keith Koons,
ICA Research Presentation Committee Chair, Music
Dept., Univ. of Central Florida, P.O. Box 161354, Or-
lando, FL 32816-1354, Tel.: 407-823-5116; E-mail:
kkoons@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu#.

19–24 Aug. Asilomar Conference on Implantable Auditory Prosthe-
ses, Pacific Grove, CA@Michael Dorman, Dept. of
Speech and Hearing Science, Arizona State Univ.,
Tempe, AZ 85287-0102, Tel.: 480-965-3345; Fax: 480-
965-0965; E-mail: mdorman@asu.edu#.

4–6 Oct. Ninth Annual Conference on the Management of the
Tinnitus Patient, Iowa City, IA@Rich Tyler, Tel.: 319-
356-2471; E-mail: rich-tyler@uiowa.edu; WWW:
www.medicine.uiowa.edu/otolaryngology/news/news#.

7–10 Oct. 2001 IEEE International Ultrasonics Symposium Joint
with World Congress on Ultrasonics, Atlanta, GA@W.
O’Brien, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Univ.
of Illinois, 405 N. Mathews, Urbana, IL 61801; Fax:
217-244-0105; WWW: www.ieeeuffc.org/2001#.

3–7 Dec. 142nd Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
Ft. Lauderdale, FL@Acoustical Society of America,
Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY
11747-4502; Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377;
E-mail: asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org#. Abstract
submission deadline: 3 August 2001.

2002
3–7 June 143rd Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,

Pittsburgh, PA@Acoustical Society of America, Suite
1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-
4502; Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org#.

2–6 Dec. Joint Meeting: 144th Meeting of the Acoustical Society
of America, 3rd Iberoamerican Congress of Acoustics,
and 9th Mexican Congress on Acoustics, Cancun,
Mexico @Acoustical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2
Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502;
Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org/cancun.html#.
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ACOUSTICAL NEWS—INTERNATIONAL

Walter G. Mayer
Physics Department, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057

JASJ „E… changes name
The English language edition of the Journal of the Acoustical Society

of Japan, JASJ~E!, has changed its name as of 1 January 2001. The journal
will be published asAcoustical Science and Technologywith no further
reference to the country of origin. The first issue will not be Vol. 1, No. 1
but, keeping the sequence of the former JASJ~E!, Vol. 22, No. 1.

A listing of Invited Papers and Regular Papers appearing in the latest
issue of the English language version of the Journal of the Acoustical Soci-
ety of Japan, JASJ~E!, was published for the first time in the January 1995
issue of the Journal. This listing, now forAcoustical Science and Technol-
ogy, is continued below.

The January 2001 issue, Vol. 22, No. 1, contains the following contri-
butions:

J. Hasegawa and K. Kobayashi, ‘‘Blood flow noise transducer for detecting
intracranial vascular deformations’’
T. Hoshishiba and S. Horiguchi, ‘‘Improved DP matching between a musi-
cal score and its performance using interpolation’’
F. N. Ucar, Y. Yamakoshi, and E. Yazgan, ‘‘3D image reconstruction algo-
rithm based on subaperture processing for medical ultrasonic imaging’’
E. Obataya, Y. Ohno, M. Norimoto, and B. Tomita, ‘‘Effects of oriental
laquer ~Urishi! coating on the vibrational properties of wood used for the
soundboards of musical instruments’’

International Meetings Calendar
Below are announcements of meetings to be held abroad. Entries pre-

ceded by an ‘‘* ’’ are new or updated listings with full contact addresses
given in parentheses.Month/year listings following other entries refer to
meeting announcements, with full contact addresses, which were published
in previous issues of theJournal.

April 2001
9–11 Acoustical Oceanography, Southampton.~Fax: 144

1727 850553; Web: www.ioa.org.uk! 8/00
23–25 1st International Workshop on Thermoacoustics,

s’Hertogenbosch.~Web: www.phys.tue.nl/index.html!
12/00

May 2001
21–25 5th International Conference on Theoretical and

Computational Acoustics „ICTCA2001…, Beijing.
~Fax: 11 303 497 3577; Web: www.etl.noaa.gov/
ictca01! 12/00

22–25 8th International School on Acousto-Optics and Ap-
plication, Gdańsk-Jurata.~Fax: 148 58 341 3175;
e-mail: fizao@univ.gda.pl! 02/01

28–31 3rd EAA International Symposium on Hydroacous-
tics, Jurata. ~Fax: 148 58 625 4846; Web:
www.amw.gdynia.pl/pta/sha2001.html! 12/00

July 2001
2–5 Ultrasonics International Conference „UI01…, Delft.

~Fax: 11 607 255 9179; Web: www.ccmr.cornell.edu/
;ui01/! 12/00

2–6 8th International Congress on Sound and Vibration,
Kowloon, Hong Kong.~Fax: 1852 2365 4703; Web:
www.iiav.org! 8/00

23–24 *2nd Symposium on Underwater Bio-Sonar Systems
and Bioacoustics, Loughborough, UK.~D. Goodson,
Dept. of Electronics and Electrical Engineering, Lough-

borough University, Loughborough, Leicestershire
LE11 3TU, UK; Fax:144 1509 22 7053; Web: sonar-
fs.lboro.ac.uk/uag/ioa!

August 2001
28–30 INTER-NOISE 2001, The Hague. ~Web:

internoise2001.tudelft.nl! 6/99

September 2001
2–7 17th International Congress on Acoustics„ICA …,

Rome.~Fax: 139 6 4976 6932; Web: www.ica2001.it!
10/98

10–14 International Symposium on Musical Acoustics
„ISMA 2001…, Perugia.~Fax: 139 75 577 2255; Web:
www.cini.ve.cnr.it/ISMA2001! 10/99

30–5 *Conference on Microgravity Transport Processes
in Fluid, Thermal, Materials, and Biological Sci-
ences, Banff, Canada.~Fax: 11 212 591 7441; Web:
www.engfnd.org/engfnd/lay.html!

October 2001
17–19 32nd Meeting of the Spanish Acoustical Society, La

Rioja. ~Fax: 134 91 411 76 51; Web: www.ia.csic.es/
sea/index.html! 10/99

25–26 Fall Meeting of the Swiss Acoustical Society, Wallis/
Valias. ~Web: www.sga-ssa.ch! 02/01

November 2001
21–23 Australian Acoustical Society Annual Meeting, Can-

berra. ~e-mail: m.burgess@adfa.edu.au; Web:
www.users.bigpond.com/Acoustics! 02/01

March 2002
4–8 German Acoustical Society Meeting„DAGA 2002…,

Bochum.~Web: www.ika.ruhr-uni-bochum.de! 10/00

June 2002
4–6 6th International Symposium on Transport Noise

and Vibration , St. Petersburg.~Fax:17 812 127 9323;
e-mail: noise@mail.rcom.ru! 02/01

10–14 Acoustics in Fisheries and Aquatic Ecology, Mont-
pellier. ~Web: www.ices.dk/symposia/! 12/00

August 2002
19–23 16th International Symposium on Nonlinear Acous-

tics „ISNA16…, Moscow.~Fax:17 095 126 8411; Web:
acs366b.phys.msu.su/isna! 12/00

September 2002
16–21 Forum Acusticum 2002„Joint EAA-SEA-ASJ Meet-

ing…, Sevilla. ~Fax: 134 91 411 7651: Web:
www.cica.es/aliens/forum2002! 2/00

December 2002
2–6 Joint Meeting: 9th Mexican Congress on Acoustics,

144th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
and 3rd Iberoamerican Congress on Acoustics. Can-
cún. ~e-mail: sberista@maya.esimez.ipn.mx; Web:
asa.aip.org! 10/00

April 2004
5–9 *18th International Congress on Acoustics

„ICA2004…, Kyoto, Japan.~Web: ica2004.or.jp!
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BOOK REVIEWS

P. L. Marston
Physics Department, Washington State University, Pullman, Washington 99164

These reviews of books and other forms of information express the opinions of the individual reviewers
and are not necessarily endorsed by the Editorial Board of this Journal.

Editorial Policy: If there is a negative review, the author of the book will be given a chance to respond to
the review in this section of the Journal and the reviewer will be allowed to respond to the author’s
comments. [See ‘‘Book Reviews Editor’s Note,’’ J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 81, 1651 (May 1987).]

Acoustics of Wood

Voichita Bucur

CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL, 1995.
xi1284 pp. Price: $264.95 ISBN: 0849348013.

This is a valuable book, covering many aspects of wood and its acous-
tical properties. From the Preface, we learn that the book is intended to ‘‘be
helpful for scientifically educated persons wishing to know more about
wood, as a natural anisotropic composite material.’’ Its aim is ‘‘to present a
comprehensive account of progress and current knowledge in wood acous-
tics,’’ covering the last 30 years or so.~Note that the book was published in
1995.! In fact, there are about 800 bibliographic items, although~inconve-
niently! these are grouped~alphabetically! at the end of each chapter. This
bibliography is an excellent resource in itself because the literature is very
scattered.

This is neither a textbook nor a research monograph. It is written as an
extended survey, giving brief descriptions of the cited literature, together
with many tables and figures. This compilation of data and acquired expe-
rience is also very useful.

The book is divided into three parts: Environmental Acoustics~2 chap-
ters, 24 pages!, Material Characterization~3 chapters, 100 pages!, and Qual-
ity Assessment~5 chapters, 132 pages!. There is also a brief introductory
chapter, an Appendix listing the wood species cited in the book, and a
subject index.

Part I considers the propagation of acoustic waves in forests and the
effects of wood on architectural acoustics. Typical applications are the use
of trees to attenuate sound and the use of wood as an acoustic insulator in
concert halls.

Part II begins with a summary of wave propagation in a homogeneous
anisotropic elastic solid. Wood is usually modeled as an orthotropic solid,
with three distinguished symmetry planes. The elastic constants for various
woods are given. They can be obtained using dynamic experiments, and
such methods are discussed. Much of this is not specific to wood, but there
are exceptions. For example, how do wave speeds depend on moisture con-
tent? Wave attenuation through wood is also considered, using a viscoelastic
model.

The orthotropic model is local; the symmetry planes may vary with
position. One way to deal with this is to attempt to give a global character-
ization based on the assumption that the properties of a piece of wood ‘‘can
be represented by an equivalent homogeneous anisotropic continuum’’~p.
91!; this is taken up in Chapter 5. Many results from the literature are
summarized. Another way to proceed is to change the local model, assuming
cylindrical orthotropy, for example, or a layered composite structure. Appli-
cations of acoustic microscopy to determine local structure are described. At
the local level, wood is certainly a complicated anisotropic material. We do
not have good continuum models in place. Chapter 6 concludes by noting
that there is ‘‘a whole hierarchy of questions concerning the interaction of
ultrasonic waves with the complex structural organization of wood species’’
~p. 130!. We can hope that this book will stimulate further research on these
questions.

As wood is a natural product, its properties will vary from sample to
sample. Part III is concerned with assessing the quality of wooden objects,
with emphasis on acoustical properties and methods of nondestructive
evaluation. Chapter 7 is devoted to wood as used in musical instruments,

including violins, guitars, and pianos; most work in this area is experimen-
tal. Applications of ultrasonic methods to inspect live trees, logs, planks,
poles, and wooden composites are reviewed in Chapter 8; the aim here is
usually to search for defects of various kinds.

The properties of wood can change significantly due to environmental
variations. For example, wood can decay and it can crack. Chapter 9 opens
with the observation that ‘‘the scientific literature lacks sufficient data on the
dynamic, nondestructive characterization of wood’’~p. 197!. This chapter
reviews how wood is changed by the environment and how these changes
can be detected using ultrasonics. Acoustic-emission techniques can also be
used ~Chapter 10! to monitor changes in wooden structures, such as the
growth of cracks or termite activity. The last chapter discusses briefly how
high-energy ultrasonic waves can be used to modify the internal structure of
wood.

In summary, the author has done an admirable job, collecting, orga-
nizing, and reviewing the disparate literature on most aspects of theAcous-
tics of Wood.

PAUL A. MARTIN
Department of Mathematical and Computer Sciences
Colorado School of Mines
Golden, Colorado 80401

Fundamentals of Physical Acoustics

David T. Blackstock

John Wiley & Sons, 2000.
560 pp. Price: $90.00 hc ISBN: 0471319791.

This text is an outgrowth of a two-semester course that has introduced
a generation of beginning graduate students in engineering and physics at
the University of Texas at Austin to acoustics. Its 15 chapters cover the
fundamentals of acoustics of fluid media in the clear and deliberate manner
that has come to be expected of the author. A natural question is how does
this book compare to standards such as Kinsler, Freyet al.; Morse; Morse
and Ingard; or Pierce? Although some general comments along these lines
will be offered at the end, the bulk of this review will be devoted to describ-
ing the content of the book in some detail so that the readers might answer
this question for themselves.

After a brief, nonmathematical discussion of what constitutes a wave,
Chapter 1 moves rapidly to a statement~without derivation! of the 1D wave
equation and to its general, time-domain solutions. Time-domain methods
are emphasized to a large degree in this book. In fact, with a few exceptions,
use of steady-state, complex exponential solutions is postponed until Chap-
ter 4. Blackstock explains that his preference for time-domain methods is
founded in his experience in nonlinear acoustics research, in which the
time-domain approach is sometimes the simplest. While this approach may
be more difficult for many beginning students than steady-state harmonic
analysis, it does offer the opportunity to introduce concepts, such as char-
acteristics, that many presentations omit. In addition, it emphasizes the
physical basis of some phenomena that tends to get lost in steady-state
analyses, e.g., whether radiated pressure is proportional to the velocity of a
source or its acceleration.

The chapter continues with several examples of waves on strings, in-
cluding d’Alembert’s general solution to 1D problems with general bound-
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ary conditions. Following this discussion, fairly traditional derivations of the
1D linear wave equation are presented for the electrical transmission line,
the string, and sound. The concept of characteristic impedance is introduced
here. Next comes a brief discussion of 1D spherical and cylindrical waves,
including the introduction of the velocity potential. This section ends with
sound generated by a pulsating sphere. The chapter concludes with a section
on various concepts commonly encountered in acoustics, including the Fou-
rier transform, impedance, intensity and power, and levels.

Blackstock suggests that the logical progression of topics would skip
Chapter 2 and proceed to Chapters 3–9 which continue the development of
plane-wave acoustics. Chapter 2 contains a rigorous derivation of the three-
dimensional wave equation in dissipative fluids, including body forces. It
begins with a detailed derivation of the equation of continuity, conservation
of momentum, conservation of energy, the equation of state, and the entropy
equation. The next section is devoted to developing the nonlinear wave
equation. The three-dimensional nonlinear wave equation for a lossless ideal
gas is derived in the first part of this section, followed by the exact solution
for finite-amplitude plane progressive waves. The section continues with a
discussion of second harmonic distortion of plane waves in a lossless tube
driven by a sinusoidal excitation. Chapter 2 concludes with the derivation of
the small-signal wave equation. Cases considered are the wave equation in a
lossless medium at rest, moving with constant velocity, and in a gravita-
tional field; a thermoviscous medium; and a relaxing medium.

The development of 1D systems resumes with Chapter 3, which treats
reflection and transmission of normally incident plane waves. The first half
of the chapter introduces the pressure and sound power reflection and trans-
mission coefficients, and discusses rigid and pressure release surfaces, and
changes in cross sectional area. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to
three examples, including a rectangular pulse in finite-length tube with dif-
ferent terminations, the pressure disturbance generated in a shock tube, and
the pressure disturbance generated by a bursting balloon. The treatment in
this chapter is in the time-domain, so the results are valid for arbitrary
waveforms. Characteristic diagrams are used to facilitate the analysis.

The discussion of normal incidence continues in Chapter 4, which is
restricted to time harmonic waves. This chapter contains a wide range of
topics, some of which one might not expect to find in a chapter devoted to
normally incident waves. The discussion begins with standing waves in
tubes with arbitrary termination impedance. Impedance tube calculations are
used as an example. The next topic, perhaps unexpectedly, is lumped-
element approximations. The analysis is introduced by taking the short
~compared to the wavelength! tube limit of results found in the previous
section. Particular cases treated are the short closed cavity, the end correc-
tion for an open tube, the short open cavity, the Helmholtz resonator, and
the orifice. The chapter continues with examples of application of lumped-
element analysis to side branches, filters, and the probe tube microphone.
The discussion then turns to reflection and transmission of harmonic waves
in three-medium problems. The case of constant cross section and different
cross sections are both treated. The chapter concludes with a lumped-
element treatment of wall transmission loss.

Chapter 5 deals with transmission phenomena at oblique incidence.
Two derivations of Snell’s law and the law of specular reflection are offered.
The first is based on requiring the trace velocities of the incident, reflected
and transmitted waves to all be equal. The second derivation is based on
continuity of pressure and normal component of velocity at the interface.
Both derivations assume arbitrary waveforms. At the end of the second
derivation, the formulas for the pressure reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients for both normal~discussed in Chapter 4! and oblique incidence are
shown to have a common form if written in terms of acoustic impedance.
Next, special cases including angle of intromission, critical angle, and graz-
ing incidence are addressed. Harmonic time variations are assumed for the
discussion of critical angle and evanescent waves. Chapter 5 continues with
the transmission of sound through panels at oblique incidence. The discus-
sion assumes that the medium is the same on both sides of the panel, the
more general case being saved for an end-of-chapter problem. The first case
treated is the one in which the mass of the panel dominates the transmission
phenomena. The mass law for time harmonic waves is derived. The second
case, leading to the coincidence effect, takes the panel stiffness into account
by modeling the panel as a lossless, Euler–Bernoulli plate. A very clear
derivation of the transmission coefficient of time harmonic waves is pre-
sented. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of sound transmission
in composite walls.

Chapter 6 is devoted to normal modes in Cartesian coordinates. The
four sections in this chapter treat the vibrating string, the vibrating rectan-
gular membrane, the rectangular enclosure, and the rectangular waveguide,
respectively. The discussion emphasizes the use of the method of separation
of variables for solving the wave equation, and the use of boundary condi-
tions to find the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. Fourier analysis is used to
determine the arbitrary coefficients from initial conditions. The waveguide
section, intended to be only a brief introduction, includes phase and group
velocity, cutoff, traveling and evanescent waves, and modal excitation. A
more complete discussion of waveguides is postponed until Chapter 12.

The treatment of one-dimensional phenomena continues with horns in
Chapter 7. The chapter begins with a derivation of the equation of continuity
and conservation of momentum in ducts of variable cross section, leading to
Webster’s horn equation, followed by a discussion of the exponential horn.
The next section deals with impedance, transmitted power and transmission
factor. The conical horn is treated as a spherical wave system and its prop-
erties are compared and contrasted to those of the exponential horn. Chapter
7 continues by introducing the WKB method and using it to treat the
catenoidal horn. The derivation of Webster’s horn equation at the beginning
of the chapter was accomplished by eliminating particle velocity from the
fundamental equations, the result being a differential equation for pressure.
Chapter 7 concludes by noting that had pressure been eliminated in favor of
particle velocity, the resulting differential equation would not have had the
form of Webster’s horn equation. However, a change of variables from
particle velocity to volume velocity does lead to an equation in the correct
form.

The subject of Chapter 8 is propagation in stratified media. After a
brief overview of the static properties of the atmosphere and ocean, the
wave equation for vertical propagation of plane waves in derived including
the effects of gravity. Vertical propagation through an isothermal atmo-
sphere is discussed and its relation to propagation in an exponential horn
pointed out. Having related the wave equation for vertical propagation and
Webster’s horn equation, a general solution is obtained through use of the
WKB method. From there, the chapter turns to an elementary discussion of
ray theory. First, the radius of curvature of a ray is found in terms of the
sound speed gradient and Snell’s constant. This result is applied to find the
paths of rays in a medium with a linear sound speed profile and in a medium
comprised of two regions with different linear profiles. The chapter con-
cludes with a discussion of travel time along a ray path.

The discussion of plane-wave phenomena concludes in Chapter 9 with
a detailed discussion of absorption and dispersion in dissipative fluids. After
introducing the complex propagation constant, the development addresses
bulk absorption in thermoviscous and relaxing fluids, and thermoviscous
boundary layer losses. The treatment of bulk absorption begins with the
derivation of the wave equation for plane waves in a viscous fluid. Use of
time harmonic solutions leads to the dispersion relation. The usual~rela-
tively! low frequency approximation is used to arrive at expressions for the
absorption coefficient and phase speed. The viscous fluid is a simple enough
medium so that this section can demonstrate how, by introducing the appro-
priate physics into the conservation equations, the dispersion relation can be
found in a straightforward manner. The same procedure is applied next to a
thermally conducting fluid. However, the discussion is complicated by the
need to deal with energy conservation in a much more detailed manner than
in the case of a viscous fluid. Perseverance leads to a fourth order dispersion
relation, where it is pointed out that two of the roots correspond to ‘‘ther-
mal’’ waves and two correspond to sound waves. After taking the appropri-
ate roots, the discussion arrives at the absorption coefficient and the phase
speed. The viscous and thermal effects are then combined to lead to the
absorption coefficient for a thermoviscous fluid. Attention turns to absorp-
tion and dispersion in a fluid with a single relaxation process. The physics is
truncated in this section~for instance, the equation of state is stated, not
derived! in favor of moving briskly to the dispersion relation. The section
concludes with a discussion of the frequency dependence of absorption and
dispersion in a relaxing fluid. An overview of boundary layer absorption and
dispersion follows. Viscous and thermal boundary layers and hydraulic di-
ameter are introduced. The dispersion relation and expressions for the ab-
sorption coefficient and phase speed are given in the limit that the boundary
layers are small compared to the hydraulic diameter. Chapter 9 concludes
with a summary of the important equations developed in the chapter. The
discussion of relaxation phenomena is supplemented with Appendix B,
which contains formulas and graphs for absorption of sound in the atmo-
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sphere and the ocean. The discussion of boundary layer absorption is
supplemented with Appendix C, which contains a detailed treatment of the
viscous boundary layer.

The remainder of the text, Chapters 10 through 15, addresses
nonplane-wave phenomena. As mentioned previously, these chapters would
follow sequentially after the development of the three-dimensional wave
equation in Chapter 2. Chapters 10 and 11 are similar to Chapter 6~dealing
with problems in rectangular coordinates!, in that they address a particular
coordinate system, spherical and cylindrical, respectively. Each begins with
the solution of the wave equation using the separation of variables method,
and by introducing the needed special functions and their relevant proper-
ties. Each chapter then proceeds to address bounded systems and radiation
problems. After introducing Legendre polynomials, spherical Bessel and
Hankel functions, and spherical harmonies in Chapter 10, the bipolar pul-
sating sphere is used to demonstrate the expansion of functions in a Leg-
endre series. The solution of Legendre’s equation and discussion of Leg-
endre polynomials is supplemented with Appendix D, which includes the
solution of Legendre’s equation by power series. The next section treats
standing waves in spherical enclosures, using the pressure release sphere as
the primary example. The remainder of Chapter 10 is devoted to a detailed
discussion of monopole and dipole radiation introduced through the multi-
pole expansion of the solution of the wave equation in spherical coordinates.
Monopole radiation from both simple sources and finite-radius spherical
sources is treated, the latter leading to discussion of radiation mass loading.
The dipole is modeled as both two simple sources of opposite phase and as
a translating sphere.

Chapter 11 includes a discussion of~cylindrical! Bessel and Hankel
functions and the Fourier–Bessel series. The free and driven vibrations of a
circular membrane are treated, including discussion of the pie-shaped mem-
brane. The chapter moves on to standing waves in cylindrical enclosures and
concludes with radiation problems, including the infinite pulsating cylinder,
the infinite vibrating wire, and solution for a finite line source~neglecting
end effects!.

Chapter 12 extends some of the material in Chapters 6 and 11 in a
more thorough treatment of waveguides. Three cases are treated: the rect-
angular and circular cross section waveguides, and a waveguide formed
between two parallel infinite planes. This chapter considers the driven wave-
guide and modal excitation in more detail than was done previously.

Chapter 13 is devoted to radiation from a baffled piston. The Rayleigh
integral is introduced and specialized to time harmonic piston vibration. The
example of a baffled ring piston is used as an illustrative example. The
treatment is extended to the farfield and on-axis radiation from a baffled
circular piston. The analysis of the time harmonic circular piston concludes
with the derivation of the radiation impedance and piston functions, which
are tabulated along with the directivity function for a baffled circular piston
in Appendix E. Transient radiation from a circular piston is addressed from
the time-domain perspective. Two central points are made regarding the
on-axis pressure. One is that the spatial dependence can be explained in
terms of the superposition of two plane waves, one emanating from the
center of the piston and the other from the edge. The other is that the
pressure is proportional to the acceleration of the piston, not the velocity. An
operator formulation is used to analyze the farfield behavior of transient
radiation. It is shown that the off-axis radiation is proportional to higher-
order derivatives of the piston velocity. Chapter 13 concludes with a discus-
sion of the farfield radiation from a shaded circular piston.

Chapter 14 deals with diffraction. The Helmholtz–Kirchhoff integral
is derived in the frequency-domain, starting from Green’s theorem. The

integral is then converted into the time-domain by taking its inverse Fourier
transform. The result is then used to analyze diffraction of normally incident
plane waves through a circular aperture. The discussion is reminiscent of
parts of Chapter 13, in that it describes the diffracted pressure field in terms
of the superposition of a direct wave and an edge wave. Diffraction of
spherical waves is discussed briefly. Attention turns next to the reflection of
plane waves from a rigid circular disk. The chapter concludes with diffrac-
tion from complementary objects through use of Babinet’s principle. The
discussions are aided with reference to measurements of diffraction of
spark-generated N-waves, clearly motivated from the author’s research ex-
perience. Neither Fresnel diffraction nor Fourier approaches to diffraction
are addressed.

The final chapter is a brief discussion of time harmonic, far field ra-
diation from arrays. The chapter begins with definitions of the amplitude
directivity function, the intensity directivity factor, and the directivity index.
The example of a monopole next to a rigid plane is used to illustrate these
concepts. Next an array composed of two equal-amplitude point sources is
presented. The discussion includes the case of arbitrary relative phase to
introduce beam steering. The results for the two-element array are general-
ized for a linear, N-element array, with particular emphasis on the directivity
function. The continuous line array is discussed next by taking the results
for the N-element linear array in the limit of very large N and very small
element spacing. The chapter concludes with a statement of the product
theorem.

The text contains approximately 270 problems of varying degrees of
difficulty and approximately 140 references. The only appendix yet to be
mentioned is Appendix A, which tabulates the elastic properties of selected
solids, liquids and gases.

While some readers may appreciated a broader scope, from the stu-
dent’s perspective the limited scope is likely to be one of the books’
strengths. Rather than fitting more topics into a given number of pages,
space is devoted to a thorough development of fundamental concepts and
analytical methodology. Derivations are complete enough so that interme-
diate steps are easily scaled. In addition, examples are interspersed to dem-
onstrate the analytical techniques. The problems provide ample opportunity
for readers to challenge their understanding and to extend their investigation
of acoustics beyond the topics presented in the text. As such, this text fills
the gap between undergraduate-level books and advanced graduate-level
texts that assume thorough knowledge of advanced mathematics. At the risk
of being overly brief, the level of presentation is somewhat higher than that
of Kinsler and Frey, although not as much so with the addition of new
material in the new fourth edition. However, Blackstock’s book does not
contain the introduction to vibrations, nor the discussions of transduction,
hearing, environmental noise, or architectural acoustics included in K&F.
The level is somewhat lower than that of either Morse and Ingard or Pierce,
and the scope is certainly narrower. Of the four ‘‘standards’’ mentioned at
the outset, this book is closest in level and scope to Morse. In many respects,
Blackstock is the contemporary version of Morse. It can serve much the
same function as an introduction to fundamental concepts and mathematical
formalism. As such, Blackstock is a valuable source for students beginning
their study of advanced acoustics.

ANTHONY A. ATCHLEY
Graduate Program in Acoustics
The Pennsylvania State University
State College, Pennsylvania 16804
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6,104,670

43.25.Ba ULTRASONIC HARMONIC IMAGING
SYSTEM AND METHOD

John A. Hossacket al., assignors to Acuson Corporation
15 August 2000„Class 367Õ7…; filed 2 March 1995

A method and apparatus for harmonic imaging is given that calls for
transmission of ultrasound at a fundamental frequencyf, focused at two
depths along a scan line, then reception of a harmonic off from a target in
the scan line associated with the two depths. The target may or may not
include contrast agents.—IMH

6,095,978

43.30.Jx METHOD OF MANUFACTURING AN
ULTRASONIC PROBE AND THE ULTRASONIC
PROBE AND AN ULTRASONIC IMAGING
APPARATUS

Yasuhito Takeuchi, assignor to GE Yokogawa Medical Systems,
Limited

1 August 2000„Class 600Õ443…; filed in Japan 11 November 1997

A low-impedance ultrasonic probe is described, having a plurality of
holes34 in the thickness dimension of the piezoelectric material32. The

interior surfaces of the holes are coated to form electrodes36. An imager
using an array of such structures is provided.—IMH

6,097,670

43.30.Sf METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
TRACKING OBJECTS UNDERWATER

Robert L. Johnson, assignor to Battelle Memorial Institute
1 August 2000„Class 367Õ120…; filed 27 May 1998

The position of an underwater object, e.g., a fish, is tracked by tagging
the object with an acoustic transmitter that preferably operates at about 200
kHz. The position of the transmitter is then determined by processing the
outputs from one or more fixed-position, split-beam hydrophones whose
positions are known.—WT

6,108,270

43.30.Tg TORPEDO SEEKER HEAD HAVING
DIRECTIONAL DETECTION INDEPENDENT OF
FREQUENCY

Martin L. DePoy II, Cleveland, New York
22 August 2000„Class 367Õ124…; filed 6 July 1999

A torpedo seeker head, which provides directional information about a
target relative to three predetermined orthogonal axes, is realized from a
combination of three orthogonally oriented directional hydrophones and one
omni-directional hydrophone. Phase information from the signals generated
by any pair of the directional hydrophones and by the omni-directional
hydrophone is used to compute the angle of arrival of an incident acoustical
wave in the plane defined by the principal response axes of those two di-
rectional hydrophones. Hence the three possible pairs provide orientation
directions in three orthogonal planes.—WT

6,128,250

43.30.Yj BOTTOM-DEPLOYED, UPWARD LOOKING
HYDROPHONE ASSEMBLY

Robert J. Reid et al., assignors to the United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Navy

3 October 2000„Class 367Õ153…; filed 18 June 1999

A hydrophone assembly for deployment on the bottom of a body of
water consists of a cylindrical shell12 that houses appropriate electronics
100 in its interior while a belt of vibration isolation material16 over the
exterior of the shell supports a number of hydrophone elements20 spaced
around the outermost circumference of the assembly. Each element20 has
an associated tilt switch28 so that, when deployed, only those few elements
near the top of the assembly, whose principal acoustic response axes are
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directed towards the surface of the body of water, are activated. Each hy-
drophone element20 is a laminated structure wherein the active piezoelec-
tric material is chosen to be a piezorubber composite because of bandwidth
considerations.—WT

6,128,251

43.30.Yj SOLID MARINE SEISMIC CABLE

Louis W. Erath et al., assignors to Syntron, Incorporated
3 October 2000„Class 367Õ154…; filed 16 April 1999

A seismic streamer comprises an interior cable, a surrounding strength
member, an overlaying foam flotation member, and a surrounding acousti-
cally transparent jacket. Elongated channels are cut out of the flotation layer
and a number of ferroelectric sensor elements are mounted in these channels
which are then backfilled with polyurethane potting material.—WT

6,099,670

43.35.Ty ULTRASONIC BONDING METHOD

John W. Louks et al., assignors to 3M Innovative Properties
Company

8 August 2000„Class 156Õ73.1…; filed 11 September 1998

A method is described for bonding a thermoplastic and another mate-
rial, utilizing an ultrasonic horn and an anvil. Peak pressures of at least
2.0683107 N/m2 and acoustic velocities of no more than 4.72 m/s are used.
The materials are quenched prior to reducing the pressure to allow for bonds
to form.—IMH

6,098,514

43.35.Zc ULTRASONIC VIBRATION CUTTER

Shigeru Sato and Ryoichi Ishii, assignors to Ultex Corporation
8 August 2000„Class 83Õ425.3…; filed in Japan 12 April 1996

An ultrasonic vibration cutter having a resonator10 onto which dia-
mond cutting disks11 and12 are changeably-mounted with attachment nuts

13 and14, thus allowing for the exchange of the cutters.—IMH

6,105,431

43.35.Zc ULTRASONIC INSPECTION

Colin Duffill and Maurice Geoffrey Silk, assignors to Aea
Technology PLC

22 August 2000„Class 73Õ624…; filed in the United Kingdom 18
May 1995

A method for nondestructive testing of a plate or a pipe wall is given
using two ultrasonic transducers. A series of pulses, emitted from one of the
transducers at an angle suitable to induce both compressional and shear

waves in the sample, reaches the second transducer. The received signals
may then be used to determine the existence of flaws in the tested sample.—
IMH

6,106,103

43.35.Zc INK-JET SPRAYING DEVICE AND
METHOD USING ULTRASONIC WAVES

Byung-sun Ahn, assignor to SamSung Electronics Company,
Limited

22 August 2000„Class 347Õ55…; filed in Korea 11 January 1997

An ink-jet printing device nozzle assembly is provided, which uses an
ultrasonic vibrating plate201 to separate pigment particles in the ink. The
particles are passed through a charged mesh grid202 into a holding chamber

207. The particles are then ejected from a nozzle opening210 under the
influence of an electric field between points203 and204.—IMH
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6,105,408

43.35.Zc NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING OF STEEL
DURING ROLLING

Horst Scharlemann, assignor to Georgsmarienhutte GmbH
22 August 2000„Class 72Õ31.07…; filed in Germany 24 July 1998

A method is presented for nondestructive testing of hot deformable
steel while still being rolled in a roller. An ultrasonic pulse-echo system
applied at the point of rolling is used to detect interior flaws by the echoes
they produce.—IMH

6,095,889

43.38.Ar INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT DEVICE

Paul M. Demarinis, San Francisco, California
1 August 2000„Class 446Õ397…; filed 25 January 1999

Nozzle 11 is vibrated by an audio signal from power amplifier12.

Modulated raindrops fall on umbrella13, thus producing audible sound
waves.—GLA

6,102,860

43.38.Hz ULTRASOUND TRANSDUCER FOR
THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGING

Matthew Mooney, assignor to Agilent Technologies, Incorporated
15 August 2000„Class 600Õ443…; filed 24 December 1998

An imaging transducer assembly having a two-dimensional array of
elements disposed on a surface having curvature in two orthogonal direc-
tions is presented. The system also includes a control circuit for sweeping an
aperture across the array in two 2-D patterns to yield 3-D imaging data.—
IMH

6,073,723

43.38.Ja ACOUSTIC DAMPING MATERIAL

Anthony Gallo, Brooklyn, New York
13 June 2000„Class 181Õ151…; filed 5 June 1998

This damping material is intended mainly for use in sealed box loud-
speaker systems. Plastic film is loosely rolled into small, multi-layered cyl-
inders. These are used to stuff the speaker back chamber. The result, we are
told, is exceptionally flat low-frequency response with a 20% improvement
in attack rate and a 30% improvement in decay rate.—GLA

6,079,514

43.38.Ja ACOUSTIC HORN TRANSDUCER WITH A
CONIC TYPE DIFFUSER HAVING AND
EXPONENTIAL PROFILE IN WOOD

Giuseppe Zingali, assignor to Zingali S.N.C
27 June 2000„Class 181Õ152…; filed in Finland 30 May 1995

This very short patent is easy to understand. The inventor believes that
the ideal high-frequency horn should~a! be made of wood without knots,
and~b! have a circular section, fairly rapid exponential flare, and relatively
large mouth. With a few more qualifications, the patent could have defined
a somewhat vague but legitimate invention. Instead, it is an example of a
disturbing trend in writing patent applications: make the first claim as broad

as possible, preferably encompassing everything in the known universe. In
the case at hand, Claim 1 omits the reference to wood and simply defines
any circular exponential horn having an axial length less than its mouth
diameter. Needless to say, prior art is abundant. What purpose this serves, or
why the claim was allowed, remains a mystery.—GLA

6,081,602

43.38.Ja ARRAYABLE TWO-WAY LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEM AND METHOD

John D. Meyer et al., assignors to Meyer Sound Laboratories,
Incorporated

27 June 2000„Class 381Õ99…; filed 19 August 1997

Mechanical provisions are described for stacking modular, two-way
loudspeaker systems. Individual units can be rotated around the axis of the
high-frequency horns’ lateral acoustic origin.—GLA
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6,094,497

43.38.Ja LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM HAVING BACK
PRESSURE EQUALIZATION

David S. Mohler, assignor to Lucent Technologies, Incorporated
25 July 2000„Class 381Õ386…; filed 9 April 1999

The chronicles of misguided audio engineering are littered with at-
tempts to ‘‘equalize’’ acoustic loading between the front and rear surface of
a loudspeaker cone. The first entry for the year 2000 has been assigned to
Lucent Technologies Inc.—GLA

6,111,962

43.38.Ja REVERBERATION SYSTEM

Takahashi Akio, assignor to Yamaha Corporation
29 August 2000„Class 381Õ63…; filed in Japan 17 February 1998

Multiple loudspeakers—say, 12—are spaced around the walls of a
listening room. The patent explains how digital delays and filters are
computer-adjusted to synthesize a different, virtual acoustic room.—GLA

6,104,817

43.38.Lc SPEAKER AND AMPLIFIER SYSTEM

Chih-Shun Ding, Buena Park, California
15 August 2000„Class 381Õ96…; filed 12 December 1996

A combination of velocity and current feedback is used to achieve
predictable, stable extension of loudspeaker low-frequency response, even

in a vented box system. The patent document includes extensive analysis of
loudspeaker loading and feedback circuitry.—GLA

6,111,957

43.38.Md APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
ADJUSTING AUDIO EQUIPMENT IN ACOUSTIC
ENVIRONMENTS

Samuel L. Thomasson, assignor to Acoustic Technologies,
Incorporated

29 August 2000„Class 381Õ15…; filed 2 July 1998

Supersonic signals in air have long been used for vehicle detection,
intrusion alarms, and the like. In theory, a modulated supersonic carrier
could faithfully transmit a high-fidelity audio signal without degradation by
loudspeaker distortion or room acoustics. The inventor’s earlier two patents
propose a kind of simulcast in which a conventional audio signal and its
supersonic equivalent are reproduced at the same time by the same loud-
speaker. In this latest variant, the two are comparedin situ and the informa-
tion used to automatically equalize a playback system.—GLA

6,094,279

43.38.Ne SYSTEM AND PROCESS FOR NON-
PERCEPTIBLY INTEGRATING SOUND DATA INTO
A PRINTED IMAGE

Peter P. Soscia, assignor to Eastman Kodak Company
25 July 2000„Class 358Õ1.9…; filed 28 October 1997

Audio signals are invisibly encoded onto a printed image by means of
infrared dye. The patent discloses a well thought-out system and process for
incorporating sound information on color prints.—GLA

6,067,361

43.38.Vk METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TWO
CHANNELS OF SOUND HAVING DIRECTIONAL
CUES

Michael Kohut et al., assignors to Sony Corporation and Sony
Electronics, Incorporated

23 May 2000„Class 381Õ17…; filed 16 July 1997

During the process of motion picture sound mixing, left and right
surround signals are processed using head-related transfer functions to pro-
vide front–rear cues. Bandwidth is not reduced and no special playback
provisions are required.—GLA

6,111,958

43.38.Vk AUDIO SPATIAL ENHANCEMENT
APPARATUS AND METHODS

Robert Crawford Maher, assignor to EuPhonics, Incorporated
29 August 2000„Class 381Õ17…; filed 21 March 1997

Numerous circuits have been developed to enhance the subjective spa-
ciousness of two-channel stereo playback. This clearly written patent de-
scribes a method which avoids spectral coloration by providing a generally
flat transfer function from input to output. Those involved in this field will
want to download a copy.—GLA

6,111,819

43.38.Zp REDUCED MECHANICAL COUPLING
INTERLINK FOR SPATIALLY EXTENDED
HYDROPHONES

Antonio L. Deus III et al., assignors to the United States of
America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

29 August 2000„Class 367Õ173…; filed 4 October 1999

An interlink for connecting adjacent fiber optic hydrophone elements,
in a coaxial line array of cylindrical shaped elements, is fashioned from a
flexible open cell foam material. Hence the connecting optical fiber between
adjacent hydrophone elements, which is supported by this cylindrically
shaped interlink, should not be susceptible to noise sources associated with
mechanical resonances of a more rigid interlink structure. Also, this flexible
interlink allows the array to experience considerable bending during han-
dling without damage to the interlink or the optical fiber.—WT
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6,111,820

43.38.Zp SEMI-RIGID LOW-NOISE INTERLINK FOR
SPATIALLY EXTENDED HYDROPHONES

Gregory H. Ames, assignor to the United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Navy

29 August 2000„Class 367Õ173…; filed 4 October 1999

An interlink for connecting adjacent fiber optic hydrophone elements,
in a coaxial line array of cylindrical-shaped elements, consists of a semi-
rigid tube of a plastic material which surrounds a cylinder of flexible open
cell foam material. A helical slot is cut through the wall of the plastic tube
so that the optical fiber that connects adjacent hydrophone elements actually
is supported by the open cell foam cylinder. This patent can be viewed as a
combination of some concepts discussed in two related patents~United
States patents 6,118,733 and 6,111,819!. The semi-rigid tube enables this
compound interlink structure to be a more rigid connection between adja-
cent hydrophone elements without compromising the desirable features of
the foam material interlink.—WT

6,118,733

43.38.Zp INTERLINK FOR SPATIALLY EXTENDED
HYDROPHONES

Gregory H. Ames, assignor to the United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Navy

12 September 2000„Class 367Õ173…; filed 4 October 1999

An interlink for connecting adjacent fiber optic hydrophone elements,
in a coaxial line array of cylindrical-shaped elements, consists of a semi-
rigid tube of a plastic material in which a helical slot has been cut through
the wall of the tube to make the tube substantially more flexible. An addi-
tional helical groove has been cut into the remaining material to accommo-
date and support the optical fiber that connects adjacent hydrophone ele-
ments. The interlink is intended to both protect the optical fiber during
handling and deployment and to desensitize the portion of the fiber that rests
upon the interlink structure during operation.—WT

6,082,486

43.66.Ts ARTICLE FOR COLLECTING SOUND FOR
EARS

Young S. Lee, Los Angeles, California
4 July 2000„Class 181Õ136…; filed 1 February 1999

Cupping a hand to one’s ear improves high-frequency sound pickup. A
pair of reflectors on a headband works even better and leaves both hands
free.—GLA

6,128,392

43.66.Ts HEARING AID WITH COMPENSATION OF
ACOUSTIC AND ÕOR MECHANICAL FEEDBACK

Hans Leysieffer and Hans Delfs, assignors to Implex
Aktiengesellschaft Hearing Technology

3 October 2000„Class 381Õ318…; filed in Germany 23 January 1998

A pulse generator is used to determine the transfer function of the
feedback path for either an implanted or conventional hearing aid. The im-
pulse response is used to set the coefficients of an FIR digital filter to form
a compensator to prevent the occurrence of mechanical or acoustic feedback
oscillation. Assumptions are made that the feedback path transfer function
remains relatively constant and that the effect of external signals on the
impulse response measurement is negligible.—DAP

6,134,329

43.66.Ts METHOD OF MEASURING AND
PREVENTING UNSTABLE FEEDBACK IN HEARING
AIDS

Shawn X. Gao and Sigfrid D. Soli, assignors to House Ear
Institute

17 October 2000„Class 381Õ60…; filed 5 September 1997

The open loop transfer function of a hearing aid fitting is derived by
three measurements of closed loop transfer functions without breaking the
path. The open loop transfer function determines the maximum gain achiev-
able before oscillation and frequencies at which gain might be attenuated or

phase shifted to avoid oscillation. The amount of gain attenuation required
to avoid oscillation is recommended. The methodology does not require a
two-channel signal analyzer and utilizes real ear probe microphone measure-
ment equipment commonly used in hearing aid dispensing practices.—DAP

6,134,334

43.66.Ts DIRECTIONAL MICROPHONE ASSEMBLY

Mead C. Killion et al., assignors to Etymotic Research,
Incorporated

17 October 2000„Class 381Õ356…; filed 31 December 1996

A wearer-switchable omnidirectional/directional hearing aid micro-
phone capsule is described in which the frequency response in the two
modes is equalized using two acoustic delay/damping resistors. In addition
to the single acoustic resistor normally used in the rear port to make a
microphone directional, another acoustic resistor of appropriate value to

produce the required delay/response is placed in the front sound inlet asso-
ciated with the front volume of the directional microphone. Electrical equal-
ization circuitry is used in combination with the acoustic resistors to provide
the desired smooth frequency response in directional mode.—DAP
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6,137,889

43.66.Ts DIRECT TYMPANIC MEMBRANE
EXCITATION VIA VIBRATIONALLY CONDUCTIVE
ASSEMBLY

Adnan Shennib and Richard C. Urso, assignors to Insonus
Medical, Incorporated

24 October 2000„Class 381Õ328…; filed 27 May 1998

A direct vibrational drive to the tympanic membrane mechanism is
described for which a vibratory transducer is packaged with microphone,
energy efficient amplifier, and battery. This electronics package is placed for
long-term use in the unoccluded ear canal with a thin, vibration-conducting

filament connected to the vibratory transducer and extending to the tym-
panic membrane. The design ensures that only a weak static pressure is
exerted by either a removable or permanently attached filament assembly on
the tympanic membrane.—DAP

6,109,107

43.70.Dn METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
DIAGNOSING AND REMEDIATING LANGUAGE-
BASED LEARNING IMPAIRMENTS

Beverly A. Wright et al., assignors to Scientific Learning
Corporation

29 August 2000„Class 73Õ585…; filed 7 May 1997

An impairment in language learning ability known as specific lan-
guage impairment~SLI! has been related to particular deficits in perceptual
processing of rapid transitions in the speech signal. Further, it has been
found that these deficits can be reduced with proper training. This patent

presents a system for diagnosing and training individuals with such deficits.
The figure shows a performance map with open circles marking perceptual
failures in cases which clearly indicate an SLI condition.—DLR

6,109,923

43.70.Dn METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
TEACHING PROSODIC FEATURES OF SPEECH

Martin Rothenberg, assignor to Syracause Language Systems
29 August 2000„Class 434Õ185…; filed 24 May 1995

The prosodic, or nonsegmental, features of speech include pitch, loud-
ness, rate of speech, and glottal source variations. Such features can be
difficult to learn, especially for an adult foreign language learner and, in
some cases, for the native-language speaker as well. This patent describes a
device to display the prosodic structure of a speech sample and to produce a
sound which limits or eliminates the articulatory or segmental content so as
to allow the user to concentrate on the prosodic information.—DLR

6,113,393

43.70.Dn RAPID AUTOMATIZED NAMING METHOD
AND APPARATUS

Graham Neuhaus, Houston, Texas
5 September 2000„Class 434Õ178…; filed 29 October 1997

Automated testing is becoming popular as a way to assess reading and
other verbal skills, particularly in kindergarten through second grade stu-
dents. This patent describes a computer system for measuring the test re-
sponse times based on detected energy levels. Various types of data are
presented showing the expected variation in response times for students in
different grades and with different levels of ability.—DLR

6,098,038

43.72.Dv METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ADAPTIVE
SPEECH ENHANCEMENT USING FREQUENCY
SPECIFIC SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO ESTIMATES

Hynek Hermansky and Carlos M. Avendano, assignors to Oregon
Graduate Institute of Science and Technology

1 August 2000„Class 704Õ226…; filed 27 September 1996

This speech noise reducer separates the signal into subbands and filters
each subband ideally according to the SNR value measured in that subband.
The figure shows precomputed filter responses for subbands with SNR val-
ues of115 and26 dB ~as shown by4!. The frequency scales are shown as

differences from the band center frequency. In general, bands with lower
SNR levels pass less energy at greater differences from the band center. The
filtered subband signals are recombined to produce the output speech
signal.—DLR
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6,115,687

43.72.Ew SOUND REPRODUCING SPEED
CONVERTER

Naoya Tanaka and Hiroaki Takeda, assignors to Matsushita
Electric Industrial Company, Limited

5 September 2000„Class 704Õ269…; filed in Japan 11 November
1996

The basic task in increasing the rate of recorded speech is to locate
similar portions of the speech waveform, one or more of which can be cut
out without drastically changing the signal. This patent adds little to that
background. The search for similarity of waveform segments uses the output
of a linear prediction coding system as a starting point.—DLR

6,098,041

43.72.Ja SPEECH SYNTHESIS SYSTEMS

Tatsuro Matsumoto, assignor to Fujitsu Limited
1 August 2000„Class 704Õ260…; filed in Japan 12 November 1991

This speech synthesis server provides multiple speech synthesis ser-
vices to network clients, typically on a local-area network. The client may
use any or all of the conversions from text to phonetic codes, phonetic codes
to acoustic parameters, or acoustic parameters to speech waveforms. A va-
riety of coding techniques are available, such as ADM, ADPCM, PARCOR,
line spectral pairs, and various forms of LPC vocoding. Resources such as
dictionaries and pronunciation rules are available.—DLR

6,098,042

43.72.Ja HOMOGRAPH FILTER FOR SPEECH
SYNTHESIS SYSTEM

Duy Quoc Huynh, assignor to International Business Machines
Corporation

1 August 2000„Class 704Õ260…; filed 30 January 1998

This patent describes a series of processing steps to generate the cor-
rect pronunciations for homographic words, such as ‘‘lead,’’ ‘‘live,’’ or
‘‘wind.’’ The first level procedure is based on syntactic patterns, such as
whether the word follows an article or an adjective, and the part-of-speech
category~or categories! of the word itself. Several layers of rules, known as
probability rules, certainty rules, and special rules, deal with varying gram-
mar structures. Additional levels of fallback procedures rely on the statistics
of locally occurring words to correct any remaining ambiguities.—DLR

6,101,470

43.72.Ja METHODS FOR GENERATING PITCH AND
DURATION CONTOURS IN A TEXT TO SPEECH
SYSTEM

Ellen M. Eide and Robert E. Donovan, assignors to International
Business Machines Corporation

8 August 2000„Class 704Õ260…; filed 26 May 1998

This speech synthesis procedure uses pairs of lexical stress and pitch
contour information collected from natural speech to compute appropriate
pitch contours for the synthetic speech. Natural speech from several speak-
ers is analyzed to collect pitch contour fragments corresponding to moments
of determined lexical stress levels. The pitch levels are normalized such that
they can be applied to a synthesized pitch contour at the moments corre-
sponding to lexical stress levels as determined by dictionary lookup of the
synthesized words.—DLR

6,101,469

43.72.Ja FORMANT SHIFT-COMPENSATED SOUND
SYNTHESIZER AND METHOD OF OPERATION
THEREOF

Steven D. Curtin, assignor to Lucent Technologies, Incorporated
8 August 2000„Class 704Õ258…; filed 2 March 1998

The patent describes a sound synthesizer particularly suited to the
synthesis of speech with pitch variations, such as required for inflectional
patterns. A periodic input signal is transformed to the frequency domain and
modified by some sort of nonlinear operation. The details of these modifi-

cations are rather sketchy, but are characterized as following changes to the
fundamental while maintaining a desired spectral envelope. It is hard to see
what is novel here.—DLR

6,108,630

43.72.Ja TEXT-TO-SPEECH DRIVEN
ANNUNCIATION OF CALLER IDENTIFICATION

Timothy Augustines Keuchler et al., assignors to Nortel Networks
Corporation

22 August 2000„Class 704Õ270…; filed 23 December 1997

Several previous systems have been proposed for voice announcement
of caller information upon identification by a caller ID system on the tele-
phone. Typically, the caller ID information itself is not sufficient for a
suitable voice message, requiring a database access for additional informa-
tion. The system described in this patent includes the database lookup step,
but also performs several kinds of ‘‘tricks,’’ such as counting vowels and
vowels surrounded by consonants, to determine which portions of the infor-
mation to play as a voice announcement.—DLR

6,112,178

43.72.Ja METHOD FOR SYNTHESIZING
VOICELESS CONSONANTS

Jaan Kaja, assignor to Telia AB
29 August 2000„Class 704Õ267…; filed in Sweden 3 July 1996

One problem which occurs when creating synthetic speech from re-
corded fragments of natural speech is that if a given fragment is repeated too
often, the repetition will be noticeable. This patent presents a novel solution

by time-reversing the copied fragment about half of the time. The method is
only applicable for noise portions, such as voiceless consonant sounds, but
could be useful in those cases.—DLR
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6,101,463

43.72.Kb METHOD FOR COMPRESSING A SPEECH
SIGNAL BY USING SIMILARITY OF THE F 1 ÕF0

RATIOS IN PITCH INTERVALS WITHIN A FRAME

Sang Hyo Leeet al., assignors to Seoul Mobile Telecom
8 August 2000„Class 704Õ207…; filed in Republic of Korea 12 De-

cember 1997

The patent describes a novel method of speech compression. For each
voice frame of the incoming speech, the ratio of formant 1 to the pitch
frequency is computed. A particular F1/F0 ratio implies a more or less
repeatable waveform shape during each glottal cycle. If a sequence of

frames has a sufficiently similar set of F1/F0 ratios, then the speech within
those frames can be shortened by making cuts at corresponding waveform
points.—DLR

6,108,626

43.72.Kb OBJECT ORIENTED AUDIO CODING

Luca Cellario et al., assignors to Cselt-Centro Studi E Laboratori
Telecomunicazioni S.p.A.; Robert Bosch GmbH

22 August 2000„Class 704Õ230…; filed in Italy 27 October 1995

The goal this patent claims to have met is a difficult one, that of
segmenting an audio signal into portions corresponding to each of several
types of objects. To the extent this goal can be reached, then distinctive
routing, bitrate adjustments, and signal coding conditions can be applied for
each type of object. In this case, the task has been much simplified by a
preset list of available objects, each of which has fairly distinctive sound
characteristics. The objects include voice, music, noise, and signaling
tones.—DLR

6,098,040

43.72.Ne METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
PROVIDING AN IMPROVED FEATURE SET IN
SPEECH RECOGNITION BY PERFORMING NOISE
CANCELLATION AND BACKGROUND
MASKING

Marco Petroni and Stephen Douglas Peters, assignors to Nortel
Networks Corporation

1 August 2000„Class 704Õ234…; filed 7 November 1997

This patent describes the application of a well-known method of im-
proving recognition of noisy speech for use in an automated voice-activated
telephone dialing system. Fourier transforms of the input speech frames are
separated into barklike bands and classified by energy level into nonspeech,
voiceless, and voiced frames. The energy levels of the speech frames are
reduced by the amount of the nonspeech levels. These adjusted frames are
then used for recognizer training.—DLR

6,100,882

43.72.Ne TEXTUAL RECORDING OF
CONTRIBUTIONS TO AUDIO CONFERENCE USING
SPEECH RECOGNITION

Richard Anthony Sharman and Paul Stuart Adams, assignors to
International Business Machines Corporation

8 August 2000„Class 345Õ320…; filed in the United Kingdom 19
January 1994

The patent describes a voice-operated workstation suitable for online
audio conferences. While the local station is transmitting speech, a recogni-
tion system is also converting the outgoing speech to text. The text is dis-

played for the local user, transmitted to the other stations, and also retained
as a conference record.—DLR

6,101,241

43.72.Ne TELEPHONE-BASED SPEECH
RECOGNITION FOR DATA COLLECTION

Susan J. Boyceet al., assignors to AT&T Corporation
8 August 2000„Class 379Õ88.01…; filed 16 July 1997

The patent describes an automated system for the collection of large
amounts of speech data by telephone. Such data would then be used for
training telephone speech recognition systems for various uses. The key
elements are the recognition of out-of-grammar items and various verbal
cues which tend to indicate speaker confusions or other difficulties. Based
on such results, the system retunes the structure of prompts so as to improve
the interaction with the person.—DLR
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6,101,338

43.72.Ne SPEECH RECOGNITION CAMERA WITH A
PROMPTING DISPLAY

Bryan D. Bernardi et al., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company
8 August 2000„Class 396Õ287…; filed 9 October 1998

This voice-operated digital camera uses a limited vocabulary recogni-
tion system in order to reduce battery power needs. To compensate for the
limited voice capability, a display provides immediate response to the user,

improving the nature of the interaction. There is no discussion of whether
the user can reprogram the interactive voice sequences.—DLR

6,101,467

43.72.Ne METHOD OF AND SYSTEM FOR
RECOGNIZING A SPOKEN TEXT

Heinrich Bartosik, assignor to U.S. Philips Corporation
8 August 2000„Class 704Õ235…; filed in European Patent Office 27

September 1996

This is an extreme case of a patent which goes on for several pages
and says nothing. The flows of speech and text data through a typical rec-
ognition system are described in great detail. Coming to the recognition
technology itself, the patent states that the ‘‘technology is known per se and

is not described further hereinafter.’’ The system provides a display of rec-
ognized and reference texts, allowing the user to make manual corrections,
after which a second recognition pass is performed.—DLR

6,101,468

43.72.Ne APPARATUSES AND METHODS FOR
TRAINING AND OPERATING SPEECH
RECOGNITION SYSTEMS

Joel M. Gould et al., assignors to Dragon Systems, Incorporated
8 August 2000„Class 704Õ251…; filed 13 November 1992

This patent presents a variety of strategies for improving the operation
of a speech recognition system running on a user’s personal computer. By
typing one or a few letters, lists of alternate words can be suggested, altering
the recognition results. During a training phase, additional words can be
spoken, again altering the recognition probabilities. Other words identified
by moving the text cursor can be used to alter recognition results. Informa-
tion about other programs running on the same computer can be used to alter
word lists. Acoustic models from various sources can be combined to im-
prove results.—DLR

6,101,471

43.72.Ne APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
PROCESSING VOICES, AND STORAGE MEDIUM
USING ATTRIBUTE DATA

Yoshihiro Shintaku and Shuzo Kugimiya, assignors to Sharp
Kabushiki Kaisha

8 August 2000„Class 704Õ270…; filed in Japan 9 October 1997

This speech recognition system, intended for use with a personal
scheduling device, includes specific capabilities for recognizing date and
time information in the spoken input. In addition, it uses the computer
system’s access to current date and time information, together with spoken
time information, to produce a clear record of the person’s intended sched-
ule. It is said that the system would reduce errors in scheduling
arrangements.—DLR

6,108,628

43.72.Ne SPEECH RECOGNITION METHOD AND
APPARATUS USING COARSE AND FINE
OUTPUT PROBABILITIES UTILIZING AN
UNSPECIFIED SPEAKER MODEL

Yasuhiro Komori et al., assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha
22 August 2000„Class 704Õ256…; filed in Japan 20 September 1996

This speech recognition system is said to be both fast and accurate as
a result of a multilayer strategy of recognition with various language mod-
els. A preliminary recognition pass results in a broad assessment of speaker
characteristics, particularly gender and a broad speaker-type classification.

The input speech is then retested using an improved choice of language
model. This process is repeated until a high degree of confidence is reached
in the final results.—DLR
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6,115,820

43.72.Ne DETERMINING THEFT OF GRAMMAR
CODE

James R. Lewis, assignor to International Business Machines
Corporation

5 September 2000„Class 713Õ200…; filed 1 June 1998

The trick described in this patent has the intended purpose of revealing
whether the speech recognition grammar which contains this trick is being
used in an unauthorized application. Embedded in the grammar is a phrase
which is very unlikely to be spoken during normal usage. If the recognition

system responds to an utterance of the ‘‘trick’’ phrase, cause for a more
thorough investigation of the origins of the grammar material is indicated.—
DLR

6,112,174

43.72.Ne RECOGNITION DICTIONARY SYSTEM
STRUCTURE AND CHANGEOVER METHOD
OF SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM FOR CAR
NAVIGATION

Shinji Wakisaka et al., assignors to Hitachi Limited; Hitachi
Microcomputer System Limited

29 August 2000„Class 704Õ251…; filed in Japan 13 November 1996

The patent describes the organization of a speech recognition system,
such as in an automobile, in which it is desirable to rapidly change the
recognition vocabulary. A system of multiple dictionaries allows any one to

be activated depending on external or internal conditions. In the figure, an
automobile has moved into a new section of the city. This triggers a switch
to a new dictionary with place names for the new district.—DLR

6,111,937

43.72.Ne APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
AUTOMATICALLY DETERMINING WHETHER A
TELEPHONE SERVICE USER SPEAKS
THE LANGUAGE OF THE SERVICE

Shingo Kuroiwa et al., assignors to Kokusai Denshin Denwa
Kabushiki Kaisha

29 August 2000„Class 379Õ88.06…; filed in Japan 23 August 1996

International telephone services of various types are available to call-
ers who speak a particular language. However, calls to these services from
individuals who do not speak the language can be disruptive and, in medical
cases, a threat to the proper performance of the services. This patent de-
scribes an automated screening process by which the caller is prompted with
a well-chosen keyword. Depending on the response, the caller is allowed to
continue or denied access to the service.—DLR

6,107,935

43.72.Pf SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR ACCESS
FILTERING EMPLOYING RELAXED
RECOGNITION CONSTRAINTS

Liam David Comerford and Stephane Herman Maes, assignors to
International Business Machines Corporation

22 August 2000„Class 340Õ825.31…; filed 11 February 1998

This speaker recognition and verification system includes a speaker-
dependent codebook for classification of the provided voice inputs. For each
enrolled speaker, the system builds lists of distances to the enrolled speak-
er’s voice patterns from those of each other speaker in the system. When a
candidate uses the system and passes the first test of similarity to the voice
patterns of the alleged speaker, the system then computes distances from the
new speaker to all other enrolled speakers. If all of these distances closely
agree with the earlier computed distances, the candidate is accepted as being
the alleged person.—DLR

6,112,175

43.72.Pf SPEAKER ADAPTATION USING
DISCRIMINATIVE LINEAR REGRESSION ON TIME-
VARYING MEAN PARAMETERS IN TRENDED
HMM

Rathinavelu Chengalvarayan, assignor to Lucent Technologies,
Incorporated

29 August 2000„Class 704Õ256…; filed 2 March 1998

Recently, several methods of adapting hidden Markov model~HMM !
parameters have been used to track speaker characteristics in a speech rec-
ognition system. This patent describes such a process, known as trended
HMM, to adapt to a speaker. In addition, a process of minimum classifica-
tion error training is used to optimally estimate the linear transformations to
be applied to the trended HMMs.—DLR
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Generalized optical theorem for scatterers having inversion
symmetry: Applications to acoustic backscattering

Philip L. Marstona)

Department of Physics, Washington State University, Pullman, Washington 99164-2814

~Received 22 November 2000; accepted for publication 4 January 2001!

The far-field acoustic scattering amplitudes for the scattering of plane waves by targets having
inversion symmetry obey a generalized optical theorem in the absence of dissipation. The theorem
allows a component of the complex scattering amplitude in an arbitrary direction to be expressed in
terms of an angular integration involving scattering amplitudes evaluated at different angles. The
result reduces to the usual optical theorem in the case of forward scattering. The theorem is applied
to the backscattering by a perfectly soft sphere as a numerical example. The relevant integrand is
shown to be oscillatory. Some potential applications to inverse problems, multiple scattering, and
the verification of numerical algorithms are noted. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1352082#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Fn, 43.40.Fz, 43.30.Ft@JJM#

I. INTRODUCTION

The optical theorem as it is ordinarily applied to the
scattering of sound allows the extinction cross section of an
object to be expressed in terms of a component of the com-
plex forward scattering amplitude.1–3 For the special case
where the scatterer is modeled as having no dissipation, the
theorem simplifies the calculation of the scattering cross sec-
tion integrated over all solid angles4 or the transmission cross
section of an aperture.5,6 The present paper is also concerned
with situations where scatterers are modeled as having no
dissipation but unlike the ordinary optical theorem, a com-
ponent of the complex scattering amplitude in an arbitrary
direction is related to an angular integration involving scat-
tering amplitudes in other directions~related by supplemen-
tal conditions to the direction of interest! provided the scat-
terer hasinversion symmetry. Potential applications of this
result include certain inverse problems~such as the approxi-
mation of backscattering amplitudes from measurements
taken at other angles at sufficiently low frequencies! or it
may provide a computational test of numerical algorithms
for evaluating scattering amplitudes.7,8

Symmetry, reciprocity, and energy conservation are
widely used in general formulations for acoustic
scattering;9,10 however, the result described here does not
appear to be widely utilized in acoustics. For quantum-
mechanical scattering amplitudes, Heisenberg11 is reputed to
have derived a theorem similar to the one considered here
which is now commonly known as thegeneralized optical
theorem.12 ~Newton12 also reviews the history of the ordinary
optical theorem.! In quantum-mechanical scattering, an im-
portant inverse problem is the determination of partial-wave
phase shifts from scattering data.13,14 Because quantum-
mechanical measurements usually provide only differential
cross sections~without phase information!, there can be non-
trivial ambiguities in the determining the partial-wave phase
shifts.15 The generalized optical theorem has assisted in the

understanding and resolution of such ambiguities.12–14 The
importance of inversion symmetry in the generalized
quantum-mechanical theorem for scattering by noncentral
potentials was noted by Glauber and Schomaker.16 A gener-
alized optical theorem for the special case of the scattering of
sound of perfectly soft targets having inversion symmetry
has been noted by Dassios.17 The theorem has been applied
to the derivation of low-frequency expansions of the scatter-
ing by soft and hard inversion-symmetric targets.17,18

The notation for the complex acoustic scattering ampli-
tudeA(n,ni) as given by Levine6 and by Gerjuoy and Saxon9

is used here. Suppose a scatterer~referred to as the ‘‘target’’!
is illuminated by a plane wave such that the complex pres-
sure amplitude at the originO in Fig. 1 is given by
pi exp(2ivt) for the incident wave in the absence of the
target. At large distancesr from the origin, the pressure am-
plitude of the scattered wave in the direction denoted by the
unit vectorn is ps5pi@A(n,ni)/r #exp(ikr), whereni is the
direction of the incident wave andk5v/c. From
reciprocity9 ~which is equivalent to time-reversal symmetry
in the present context!, it follows that the amplitude is un-
changed for a wave incident along direction2n and scat-
tered into direction2ni

A~n,ni !5A~2ni ,2n!. ~1!

For objects which have inversion symmetry about the
origin as illustrated in Fig. 1,

A~n,ni !5A~2n,2ni !, ~2!

because nothing is changed when all vectors are inverted
through the origin. The relevant directions for arbitraryn and
ni are illustrated in Fig. 1.~When the wave is incident along
direction2ni , it is incident from the side opposite the indi-
cated dashed portion.!

Following the notation of Ref. 9, define the complex
scattering function~or ‘‘matrix’’ ! S(n,ni) such that

kA~n,ni !/2p i 5d~ni2n!2S~n,ni !, ~3!

where d(n2ni) denotes a two-dimensional delta function
defined such that when it is integrated over a solid anglea!Electronic mail: marston@wsu.edu
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completely containingni , the integral gives unity. From the
conservation of energy it follows that9

E
4p

S~n,n8!S* ~n,n9!dV5d~n82n9!. ~4!

For the purposes of the present paper, the scattering of sound
by spheres is used as an example so that the application of
Eqs.~3! and~4! to spheres is reviewed in Sec. II. The acous-
tical generalized optical theorem is given in Sec. III, with the
application to spheres given in Sec. IV. Some potential ap-
plications, including multiple scattering by arrays, are noted
in Sec. V.

Though the numerical example given in Sec. IV is for
backscattering by a sphere, the principal result in Sec. III,
Eq. ~13!, is applicable to dissipationless inversion-symmetric
scatterers such that Eq.~2! is applicable with the proper
choice for the origin. While this may include rigid or soft
impenetrable symmetric targets, the target may also have sig-
nificant scattering contributions associated with~elastic! me-
chanical responses often attributed to resonances or specific
ray contributions.19–21 Some examples of targets made of
isotropic elastic solids of suitable shape having nontrivial
elastic responses include cubes8,22,23 and truncated
cylinders.24 In addition to cubes, most other regular polyhe-
dra ~the octahedron, the icosahedron, and the dodecahedron!
have the required symmetry along with many other
polyhedra.25 The target may contain defects provided they
are inversion symmetric, as is the case with the bevel at each
end of the target shown in Fig. 1 which, in the absence of the
defect, would be a bluntly truncated circular cylinder. Back-
scattering enhancements due to elastic responses are also
present for spheroids19 and for tilted disks26 and bluntly trun-
cated cylindrical shells.27,28

II. SCATTERING BY SPHERES

It is instructive to consider the special case of scattering
by spheres having neither energy dissipation nor anisotropy
in their material properties. The scattering amplitudeA(n,ni)
may be expressed as19,20,29A(n,ni)5(a/2) f (n•ni), wherea
is the radius of the sphere and the complex dimensionless
form function is given by the partial-wave series

f ~n•ni !5~2 i /ka! (
n50

`

~2n11!Pn~n•ni !~sn21!, ~5!

wherePn denotes a Legendre polynomial. The complexsn

depend onka and are determined by the boundary conditions
and material properties. For each term of the seriesusnu51.
To verify the decomposition in Eq.~3! and to obtainS(n,ni),
express eachPn in Eq. ~5! with the addition theorem for
spherical harmonics30

Pn~n•ni !5@4p/~2n11!# (
m52n

n

Ynm~u,w!Ynm* ~u i ,w i !,

~6!

whereu and w (u i and w i) denote the polar and azimuthal
angles ofn(ni), respectively, with respect to a reference
axis. The term of the series in Eq.~5! proportional to
2(2n11)Pn(n•ni) may be summed using the completeness
relation30

d~ni2n!5 (
n50

`

(
m52n

n

Ynm~u,w!Ynm* ~u i ,w i !, ~7!

which confirms the first term on the right in Eq.~3!. Com-
parison with Eq.~5! gives

S~n,ni !5~1/4p! (
n50

`

~2n11!Pn~n•ni !sn . ~8!

This result forS is verified to satisfy Eq.~4! by using Eqs.
~6! and~7! with the appropriate substitutions forni andn and
by using the conditionusnu51.

III. GENERALIZED OPTICAL THEOREM FOR
ACOUSTICS

Elimination of S andS* from the following integral by
using Eq.~3! gives

E
4p

S~n,n8!S* ~n,n9!dV5I 11I 21I 3 , ~9!

I 15~k/2p!2E
4p

A~n,n8!A* ~n,n9!dV, ~10!

I 252k~2p i !21@A~n9,n8!2A* ~n8,n9!#, ~11!

I 35E
4p

d~n2n8!d~n2n9!dV5d~n82n9!. ~12!

Comparison with Eq.~4! givesI 152I 2 , which is the special
lossless case of a general scattering theorem noted by
Dassios and Kleinman.18 Application of Eqs.~1! and ~2!
gives i @A(n9,n8)2A* (n8,n9)#5 i @A(n9,n8)2A* (n9,n8)#
522 Im@A(n9,n8)# where Im denotes the imaginary part.
From the conditionI 152I 2 and a substitution ofni for n8
andn8 for n9,

4p Im@A~n8,ni !#5kE
4p

A~n,ni !A* ~n,n8!dV, ~13!

which is the generalized optical theorem. The usual optical
theorem in the case of a dissipationless target follows by
takingn85ni giving 4p Im A(ni ,ni)5ksT , wheresT is the

FIG. 1. Scattering by a target having inversion symmetry about the originO.
For an incident plane wave directed along an arbitrary direction denoted by
ni , the illumination progresses along the dashed line toward the origin. An
arbitrary direction for the scattering is denoted byn. Symmetric vectors are
also indicated.
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total scattering cross section given by the integral in Eq.~13!
with n85ni . The generalized theorem, Eq.~13!, gives an
integral condition onA(n8,ni) for arbitrary scattering direc-
tion n8 and incident directionni . The integral involves scat-
tering amplitudes in all directions where the incident direc-
tions become bothni andn8. A corollary to Eq.~13! is that
for the broad class of symmetric targets considered, the in-
tegral must be a real-valued function ofn8 and ni . Conse-
quently, within the integralA(n,ni)A* (n,n8) may be re-
placed by Re@A(n,ni)A* (n,n8)#. For the particular case of
backscattering, n852ni .

IV. GENERALIZED THEOREM APPLIED TO SPHERES

For the special case of scattering by spheres,A(n,ni)
5(a/2) f (n•ni) and the generalized theorem gives

Im@ f ~n8•ni !#

5S ka

8p D E
0

p

du f ~cosu!sinu E
0

2p

dw f * ~cosg!, ~14!

whereu andw denote, respectively, the polar and azimuthal
angles ofn and cosg5n•n8. The polar axis is taken alongni

so thatu50 denotes forward scattering. The explicit depen-
dence ofg on u and w follows from the addition theorem,
Eq. ~6!, which gives30 ~with n51)

cosg5cosu cosu81sinu sinu8 cos~w2w8!. ~15!

With the aforementioned polar axis,n8•ni5cosu8 so that
any dependence onw8 is lost because of the integration.
Equation~14! may also be derived directly from Eqs.~5!–~8!
and the unitarity conditionusnu51.

In the case of backscattering by spheres,u85p so thatg
no longer depends onw2w8. The form function for back-
scatteringf (21) will be denoted byf B . The generalized
optical theorem gives

Im@ f B#5~ka/4!E
0

p

Re@ f ~cosu! f * ~2cosu!#sinu du.

~16!

Let m5cosu and f (m)5a(m)1 ib(m) wherea andb
are real functions. It follows that

Re@ f ~m! f * ~2m!#5a~m!a~2m!1b~m!b~2m!, ~17!

is an even function ofm so that

Im@ f B#5~ka/2!E
0

p/2

Re@ f ~cosu! f * ~2cosu!#sinu du.

~18!

The results in Eqs.~16! and ~18! were confirmed nu-
merically for the case of a perfectly soft sphere. In that case
f is given by Eq. ~5! with29,31 sn52hn

(2)(ka)/hn
(1)(ka),

wherehn
(1,2) denote spherical Hankel functions. The partial-

wave series was terminated at a value ofn sufficiently larger
than ka to ensure convergence. For the high-frequency ex-
ample shown in Fig. 2, Eq.~18! was used to reduce the time
for computation. For largeka,Im@fB# is approximately peri-
odic in ka with a period ofp. This is because the scattering
is largely the specular contribution, which is31 f B

'2exp(2i2ka). The cause of the oscillations of Im@fB# fol-

lows from elementary geometrical considerations.21

To understand why the integral in Eq.~18! is approxi-
mately periodic inka whenka is large, it is instructive to plot
the integrand F(u,ka)5Re@f(cosu)f* (2cosu)#sinu as
shown in Fig. 3. Theka values were chosen as follows:~a!
ka531.423 858..., which is close to a null in Im@fB# such that
the partial-wave series gives 131026; ~b! ka530.64 where
Im@fB#521.0007; and ~c! ka532.21 where Im@fB#
51.0006. For case~a!, the numerical evaluation of the inte-
gral nearly vanishes and the right side of Eq.~18! is found to
be less than 1025. For cases~b! and ~c!, the behavior of
F(u,ka) changes at small angles and the sign of Im@fB# cor-
responds to the sign of the first oscillation ofF(u,ka) on the
left. The sign of this oscillation is governed largely by theka
dependence of the phase of the backscattering. That is be-
cause whenu is small, f (cosu) is dominated by the forward
diffraction contribution31 and the phase of that contribution
depends only weakly onka. The significance of the first os-
cillation of F(u,ka) was also confirmed by truncating the
integration in Eq.~18! below p/2.

FIG. 2. The solid curve gives Im@fB# for backscattering by a perfectly soft
sphere as computed directly from the partial-wave series. The points give
Im@fB# from the generalized optical theorem where the integral in Eq.~18! is
numerically evaluated. The dashed curve is given from the geometric ap-
proximation to the specular reflection: Im@2exp(2i2ka)#.

FIG. 3. The integrandF(u,ka) for the integral in Eq.~18! evaluated for a
perfectly soft sphere.~a! Solid curve:ka531.423 858...;~b! long dashes:
ka530.64; and~c! short dashes:ka532.21. These correspond to the null
and the negative and positive extreme of Im@fB# in Fig. 2.
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When ka is not large,F(u,ka) oscillates more slowly,
as shown in Fig. 4. Theka values were selected to lie close
to a null and a maximum of Im@fB# corresponding to~a! ka
53.20775 and~b! ka53.98. The corresponding values of
Im@fB# computed directly from the partial-wave series as well
as from the integral in Eq.~18! were 8.210931026 and
1.030 11, respectively.

V. DISCUSSION

As noted in the Introduction, one application of the gen-
eralized optical theorem is the determination of a component
of the complex scattering amplitude from measurements of
the complex amplitude atother scattering angles. Inspection
of Fig. 3 suggests, however, that this would be impractical at
high frequencies because of the angular oscillations of the
integrand even for the case as simple as backscattering by a
soft target. Whenka is not large, however, Fig. 4 indicates
that the complexf (u) may be sampled at relatively coarse
intervals in order to infer Im@fB#. This inversion procedure
may be repeated at differentka to be able to inferu f Bu and
the differential cross section for backscattering in cases
where theka dependence ofu f Bu is weak.

For the case of scattering by a bounded array of scatter-
ers, the amplitudeA(n,ni) for the array must include the
effects ofmultiple scattering~see, e.g., Ref. 32!. The gener-
alized optical theorem, Eq.~13!, is applicable provided the
collection of scatterers has inversion symmetry and energy is
not dissipated. It is widely known~see, e.g., Ref. 33! that the
ordinary optical theorem is applicable to an array of scatter-
ers. Figure 5 illustrates an example where the individual

members of the two-element array do not have inversion
symmetry though the collection does and the theorem ap-
plies. The number of array elements offset from the origin
must be even. The array may be three-dimensional as if, for
example, the members are placed at the vertices of imaginary
inversion-symmetric polyhedra.

For the special case of backscattering by a nonspherical
target, Eq.~13! may be reduced to Eq.~18! provided two
supplemental conditions are met:~a! the target~or array of
targets as in Fig. 5! has both inversion symmetry andaxial
symmetry; ~b! the backscattering is to be evaluated on the
symmetry axis. This may be demonstrated by noting that ifn
or ni lies along the symmetry axis, a dimensionless form
function f (n•ni) exists such thatA(n,ni)5(a/2) f , wherea
has dimensions of length andf is given by Eq.~5! with
usnu51. The amplitudeA(n,ni) has lost its azimuthal depen-
dence.
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Numerical methods based on the Helmholtz integral equation are well suited for solving acoustic
scattering and diffraction problems at relatively low frequencies. However, it is well known that the
standard method becomes degenerate if the objects that disturb the sound field are very thin. This
paper makes use of a standard axisymmetric Helmholtz integral equation formulation and its
boundary element method~BEM! implementation to study the behavior of the method on two test
cases: a thin rigid disk of variable thickness and two rigid cylinders separated by a gap of variable
width. Both problems give rise to the same kind of degeneracy in the method, and modified
formulations have been proposed to overcome this difficulty. However, such techniques are better
suited for the so-called thin-body problem than for the reciprocal narrow-gap problem, and only the
first is usually dealt with in the literature. A simple integration technique that can extend the range
of thicknesses/widths tractable by the otherwise unmodified standard formulation is presented and
tested. This technique is valid for both cases. The modeling of acoustic transducers like sound
intensity probes and condenser microphones has motivated this work, although the proposed
technique has a wider range of applications. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1350399#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Fn@ANN#

I. INTRODUCTION

Phenomena where the physical setup contains very close
domain boundaries are not uncommon in practice. Typical
cases are fins or appendages from bulky structures, thin
plates, and shells. All of them have parts that are very thin
compared to the overall dimensions. It is well known that the
conventional boundary element method has difficulties in
dealing with such tasks. Considerable effort has been put
into this so-called thin-body problem in recent years in order
to make it tractable with BEM, and different formulations
have been proposed that can alleviate or remove such
difficulties.1–4

There is a second family of cases that shares many fea-
tures with thin bodies. This may be named the narrow-gap
problem. Examples are coatings, lubricant layers, cracks, and
some acoustic transducers. The domain of interest in these
cases is situatedbetweenthe close boundaries, and very often
a two-dimensional simplification cannot be used if the trans-
versal variations are of physical relevance.

BEM formulations that can deal effectively with thin
bodies become of no use in narrow gaps, and only a few
techniques remain that can provide results in practical engi-
neering work. One of these techniques is described in this

paper, which has been motivated by numerical modeling of
sound intensity probes and condenser microphones.5 The be-
havior of sound fields inside narrow gaps plays a central role
in these devices. Therefore, the performance of BEM formu-
lations in such situations must be understood in order to
obtain meaningful results.

The conventional BEM has two difficulties whenever
two parts of the surface are very close.4 First, the coefficient
matrix becomes ill-conditioned as the distance gets smaller,
and second, the integrals are near singular and difficult to
solve numerically. The methods proposed to get around these
difficulties in the thin-body variant fall into two groups: mul-
tidomain methods and normal-derivative equation methods.
In multidomain methods an imaginary surface is constructed
so as to replace the original problem of a thin body in a
single domain with bulky bodies in two domains or more,
coupled at an imaginary surface.2 Such methods are advan-
tageous for certain problems such as muffler analysis, but for
other cases the imaginary surface may be quite large and will
therefore give rise to considerable computational work. The
alternative methods involve the normal derivative of the
Helmholtz integral equation~HIE!. A popular implementa-
tion is a combination of the HIE with its normal derivative,
since this combination also can be shown to overcome the
nonuniqueness problem of the standard HIE.6 A strategy of-
ten chosen is to apply the combined equation on the midsur-
face of the thin body.1,3 Another procedure, which does not

a!Electronic mail: vcutanda@bksv.com
b!Electronic mail: pmjuhl@itf.sdu.dk
c!Electronic mail: fjac@oersted.dtu.dk
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assume the approximation of an infinitely thin body, applies
the HIE on one side of the thin body and its normal deriva-
tive on the other.4

For a plane narrow gap a multidomain strategy could be
used in which the gap could be modeled as a two-
dimensional problem coupled to an exterior three-
dimensional problem. However, this approach is only ap-
proximate for any finite gap width, and not suitable for
problems where the sound field details inside the gap are
important. As to the combined formulation in Ref. 4, the
regularizing effect seems to rely on a medium being present
outside, as in the case of inclusions.

Since complete removal of the ill-conditioning in the
gap case is problematic, it is interesting to examine whether
the conventional formulation can still provide correct results
for practical cases under such circumstances. As pointed out
in Ref. 4, adequate treatment of the near-singular integrals
can prevent a breakdown due to poor integration, but it
leaves the ill-conditioning. We will show in this paper how a
simple numerical integration strategy can extend the range of
aspect ratios~smaller dimension/overall dimension! by sev-
eral orders of magnitude despite ill-conditioning, thus plac-
ing most practical gap problems within reach of the standard
BEM. Besides, the proposed numerical integration only re-
quires a very small increase of computing resources.

The nature of the problem of close boundaries is re-
viewed in the next section, with emphasis on the features of
the gap case. An explanation of the numerical integration
technique developed follows. The remainder of the paper is
dedicated to thin-body and narrow-gap test cases. An axi-
symmetrical formulation is used, which is outlined along
with details of the study methodology. The behavior of the
method’s convergence towards the solution is analyzed on
the test cases, as well as the ill-conditioning of the coefficient
matrix. The influence of frequency, mesh density, and aspect
ratio is investigated.

II. THE PROBLEM OF CLOSE DOMAIN BOUNDARIES

A. The standard Helmholtz integral equation „HIE…

The BEM approach to acoustic radiation and scattering
problems is based on the Helmholtz integral equation that
relates the pressurep(Q) and normal velocityn(Q) on the
surface of a body of any shape~see Fig. 1! with the pressure
at any pointp(P) and the pressure of an incoming wave
pI(P).7 The harmonic time dependenceeivt is omitted,
giving

C~P!p~P!5E
S
S ]G

]n
p~Q!1 ikz0n~Q!GDdS14ppl~P!,

~1!

whereS is the surface of the body,Q a point on that surface,
andP any exterior or interior point. The normal vectorn is
directed into the computational domain. The Green’s func-
tion for 3D free space is

G~R!5
e2 ikR

R
, R5uP2Qu. ~2!

The factorC(P) is the geometrical constant and represents
the exterior solid angle atP. It is calculated by

C~P!54p1E
S

]

]n S 1

RDdS. ~3!

The expression~3! is valid for exterior problems; for interior
problems 4p should be subtracted. In the present study only
scattering by rigid bodies is considered; thus,pI(P) is the
excitation andn(Q)50, making Eq.~1! simpler. However,
the coefficient matrix obtained from the BEM numerical
implementation of~1! will be the same as for radiation prob-
lems, and therefore the conclusions discussed below will still
be general. The standard collocation formulation will be
used.

B. The thin-body problem

The case of a thin planar body has been discussed ex-
tensively in the literature, and hence the results are merely
listed. For a thin disk using constant elements and unmodi-
fied numerical integration, the coefficient matrix of the BEM
becomes

2pS I ;0

;0 I D , ~4!

where I is the identity matrix and;0 is approximately a
matrix of zeros. This matrix is perfectly conditioned, but
does not lead to the correct solution of the problem.8 The
problem is grounded in the nonhandling of the near singular-
ity of the integral as the integration pointQ to the surfaceS1

passes the collocation pointP on the near surfaceS ~see Fig.
2!. With proper treatment of the near singularity, one finds a
correct matrix representation for the problem4,8

2pS I ;I

;I I D . ~5!

Here, the near degeneracy is reflected in an ill-conditioned
matrix, which potentially may lead to incorrect solutions. As
mentioned in the Introduction, two solutions have been pro-
posed to deal with thin bodies, the multidomain method and
the use of the normal derivative. Both of them reformulate
the problem in a way that makes the ill-conditioning disap-
pear, although in the case of some combined formulations

FIG. 1. Generic integration domain and boundary surface.
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using the normal derivative, near-singular integrals are still
present and must be taken care of.4,9

C. The narrow-gap problem

Consider a rigid bulky object with a narrow gap, as rep-
resented in Fig. 3. The surface on the exterior of the object is
denoted byS, and the surfaces in the gap byS2 and S1 ,
respectively. Since there is no pressure jump across the gap
in the limit of a gap of zero thickness, the normal derivative
methods do not pose any new information for this kind of
problems. The standard HIE for a scattering problem with
such an object is

C~P!p~P!5E
S
p~Q!

]G

]n
dS1E

S2

p2~Q!
]G

]n
dS

1E
S1

p1~Q!
]G

]n
dS14ppI~P!. ~6!

Let P be onS. In the limit of an infinitely narrow gap, con-
tinuity of the pressure requires thatp25p1 so the two inte-
grals for the two gap surfaces cancel out. Hence, in the limit
of narrow gaps the sound field outside the gap is not influ-
enced by the sound field inside the gap. This is in agreement
with what one would expect physically. Therefore, the solu-
tion strategy for a problem involving a very narrow planar
gap with rigid surfaces could be to solve an exterior problem
neglecting the gap, and then to solve the gap problem as a
two-dimensional interior problem with the pressures ob-
tained for the exterior problem as the boundary conditions.
However, if the gap width cannot be neglected, if parts of the
gap surface are of finite impedance, and/or if viscosity is to
be taken into account, the need for a simultaneous analysis of
the gap and the exterior field is envisaged. If the near singu-
larity is properly taken into account, the block of identity
matrices of Eq.~5! is found in the matrix equivalent of Eq.
~6!

S A D 2D

C 2pI ;2pI

;C ;2pI 2pI
D S p

p2

p1

D 54ppI . ~7!

The first block of rows in Eq.~7! refers to collocation points
on the exterior surfaceS, and the second and third block of
rows refer to collocation points onS2 andS1 , respectively.
Again, the near degeneracy due to the two close surfaces is
reflected in ill-conditioning of the coefficient matrix. If the
near singularity is not dealt with properly, the lower right
corner of the coefficient matrix is to be replaced with Eq.~4!

S A D 2D

C 2pI ;0

;C ;0 2pI
D S p

p2

p1

D 54ppI , ~8!

and the resulting~false! system of equations will be well-
conditioned. In the latter case, which represents a standard
numerical implementation, it is easy to show that the solu-
tion will tend towards zero inside the gap as the gap width
tends towards zero. The solution outside the gap will still
tend towards the solution of the equivalent exterior problem
with the gap removed.

III. IMPROVEMENT OF THE NUMERICAL
INTEGRATION

To achieve the goal of obtaining valid solutions for
narrow-gap problems, the strategy chosen is the improve-
ment of the numerical integration technique. A system of
equations of the form in~7! should be guaranteed for a range
of aspect ratios of practical importance. As mentioned in the
last section, there is still ill conditioning, and therefore the
accuracy of the elements in the coefficient matrix, which are
obtained by numerical integration, imposes a limit to the
aspect ratio that can be calculated. Nevertheless, if this limit
is high enough, the cases left out will be too narrow to have
practical use or even physical meaning.

Several authors propose ways to handle near-singular
integrals. For example, in Refs. 4 and 9 an analytical re-
moval of the near singularity that splits the integral is per-
formed. The resulting terms are treated with variable changes
and the Stokes theorem in order to reduce or eliminate their
difficulty. However, the approach taken in this paper will be
numerical, not analytical.

The behavior of a near-singular integrand differs in
many ways from a genuine singularity. If a collocation point
is in the neighborhood of an element to be integrated, it
produces a perturbation on the integrand around its projec-
tion on the element, more localized and more acute the
shorter the distance. This effect can be observed in Fig. 4,
which is a near-singular integrand along a one-dimensional
element. It has been obtained from the disk test case to be
presented in the following section. Note that integrand values
are represented in a logarithmic scale and that only a part of
the element is shown. It becomes clear from Fig. 4 why
standard numerical integration methods, like Gauss–
Legendre, miss this troublesome area for a given relative
distance and lead to results as shown in Eqs.~4! and~8!. This
situation has often been described as the ‘‘breakdown’’ of
the BEM standard formulation.

FIG. 2. Thin-body setup.

FIG. 3. Narrow-gap setup.
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Only very limited improvement is obtained by merely
increasing the order of the numerical integration formula.
The integration does not concentrate the effort around the
near singularity, where the integrand has a peak. The use of
numerical formulas designed for singular integrals has also
been considered, but they do not perform well due to the
different nature of the near-singular integrand.

Another possible choice is an adaptive numerical inte-
gration routine. Such routines have been used for many years
on all kinds of problems and are implemented in most math-
ematical software packages. Basically, the algorithm tries to
decrease the integration error down to a given value. To do
this, the error is estimated during every iterative step, and
more integration points are used on the difficult areas. When
applied to near-singular integrals in BEM, there is a clear
improvement. However, these methods often fail in the limit
of very close collocation points. The floating-point precision
of the machine is reached during the internal calculation of
integration error estimates, with unpredictable results. This
lack of reliability and control on the routine behavior seems
to rule them out.

An optimal numerical integration scheme for this par-
ticular problem should be simple enough to minimize errors
but, on the other hand, it should concentrate the effort around
the difficult area. If the information about the near singular-
ity and its strength can be used in order to perform each
integration in the most appropriate way, the computer load
can also be reduced.

In view of this, the approach finally adopted employs an
exponential interval division according to the expected near-
singular behavior, as shown in Fig. 5. In this study, one-

dimensional quadratic elements are used, but the technique
can be translated to other implementations. The distance
from each subinterval boundary to the collocation point pro-
jection is expressed byc•bn

•d, whereb andc are constants,
d is the distance from collocation point to the element, rela-
tive to the element size, andn is the subinterval number. In
practical calculations, it was adjusted tob52 andc5225.
Each subinterval can be numerically integrated using low-
order standard techniques. In this way the information avail-
able about the integrand is used to perform the numerical
integration, and no complex adaptive integration strategy is
needed.

The improved integration does not involve a significant
increase in computer load. Computational effort is only ap-
plied where it is necessary; that is, only in those cases where
the collocation point is very close to the element and, within
that element, around the near singularity and proportional to
its strength. Table I presents some run times for the narrow-
gap test case and a 60-element fixed mesh. The interval di-
vision technique adds around 10%–20% to the normal pro-
cessing time, with a slight increase for narrower gaps. This is
logical if we consider that the technique is only used to cal-
culate an order ofN elements in anN3N matrix.

IV. TEST CASES

A. BEM axisymmetrical formulation

If an axisymmetric body or bodies on the same axis are
considered, it is possible to simplify the standard BEM from
a surface integral to an integral along the generator and an-
other over the angle of revolution, in a cylindrical coordinate
system. The use of a cosine expansion ofp(Q) andn(Q) in
orthogonal terms allows the isolation of the singularities con-
tained in the revolution integrals so that only the generator
has to be discretized, saving computing time and storage
capacity. Although the excitations described in this paper are
also axisymmetrical, the cosine expansions permit nonaxi-
symmetrical boundary conditions. This implementation re-
tains most features of the full 3D version, which means that
the problem of close boundaries can be studied more easily
and over a larger number of test cases.10

FIG. 4. Near-singular behavior of an integrand in the thin disk calculation.
Abscissas are local coordinates along the element@21,1#; ordinates are val-
ues of the integrand on a logarithmic scale. The curves are integrands with
a collocation point at 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025, and 1026 units’ distance
from the local coordinate 0. The disk radius is 1 unit. Five elements per disk
side are used.

FIG. 5. Exponential interval division on a one-dimensional quadratic ele-
ment. Relative distance and local coordinate of the collocation point are
used to calculate the number and sizes of the subintervals.

TABLE I. Processing time results on a DEC Alpha 433 MHz for the two-
cylinder test case~see Sec. IV B! with 60 elements. Gauss–Legendre nu-
merical integration of order 20 and the interval division technique are com-
pared.

Gap width Integration Time~s! Result

1022 Gauss 82.7 Good
Division 91.4 Good

1023 Gauss 83.0 Fail
Division 93.2 Good

1024 Gauss 83.2 Fail
Division 93.9 Good

1025 Gauss 82.7 Fail
Division 94.4 Good

1026 Gauss 82.6 Fail
Division 96.7 Fail
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B. Test cases

Two test cases have been chosen to represent the thin-
body problem and the narrow-gap problem. These are, re-
spectively, a disk of variable thickness and two cylinders
with a common axis that form a narrow gap. They are rep-
resented in Fig. 6.

These cases have rotational symmetry along the cylin-
drical coordinateu and therefore the axisymmetrical BEM
formulation can be applied. The bodies are supposed to be
rigid ~infinite impedance! and excited by a plane wave com-
ing from thez1-axis direction. Several values ofka ~wave
number times radius! have been used in the calculations, but
only the results forka51 are presented, since no relevant
variation with the frequency has been observed. The radiusa
of disk and cylinders is normalized to 1, as well as cylinder
lengths.

The numerical implementation is made by dividing the
generators into line elements. Both pressure and geometry
are modeled using quadratic shape functions.

C. Sound-pressure results

The sound-pressure modulus along the generator of the
objects in Fig. 6 is shown in Figs. 7~disk! and 8~gap! for a
variety of thicknesses/widths. Standard Gauss–Legendre in-
tegration@Figs. 7~a!/8~a!# succeeds only if the disks or gaps
are thicker than 1022 units, while the proposed interval di-

FIG. 6. Test cases.~a! thin disc; ~b! narrow gap.

FIG. 7. Calculated sound-pressure modulus on the generator of a disk@see
Fig. 6~a!# of variable thickness using a mesh of 10 elements per unit, 20
elements in total. The thicknesses are 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025, and 1026.
The analytical solution for a infinitely thin disk is also plotted. An axial
plane wave ofka51 and unit amplitude is scattered by the disk. Calcula-
tions using~a! Gauss–Legendre numerical integration of order 20;~b! with
interval division as explained in Sec. III.

FIG. 8. Calculated sound-pressure modulus on the generator of two coaxial
rigid cylinders@see Fig. 6~b!# separated by a variable narrow gap calculated
using a mesh of 10 elements per unit, 60 elements in total. The gap widths
are 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025, and 1026. An axial plane wave ofka51 and
unit amplitude is scattered by the setup. Calculations using~a! Gauss–
Legendre numerical integration of order 20;~b! with interval division as
explained in Sec. III.
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vision can give good results down to 1025 units @Figs. 7~b!/
8~b!#. The two breakdowns are different. An integration fail-
ure causes the pressure to drop to zero on the close surfaces,
while the improved integration avoids this down to a point
where ill-conditioning is too serious for the limited precision
of the computer to cope with, and unpredictable results ap-
pear. Other calculations not shown here have demonstrated
that neither mesh density nor frequency has any influence on
the ill-conditioning breakdown. It is only dependent on the
aspect ratio.

Figure 7 also includes the corresponding analytical so-
lution for a disk of zero thickness, which can be obtained as
a series of oblate spheroidal functions. This solution has
been calculated in order to validate the results and study the
convergence. A brief summary is given in the Appendix of
this paper.

The pressure increase in the gap observed in Fig. 8 can
be explained in the limiting case of a vanishing gap. Ideally,
the external sound field would not be influenced by the pres-

ence of a very narrow gap. Therefore, considering the gap as
two-dimensional, the sound pressure along the radius~gen-
erator! inside the gap has the form of a Bessel function.11 Its
boundary condition is the sound pressure on the external
surface connected to the gap~abscissas 2 and 4 in Fig. 8!.
For ka51, there are no zeros of the Bessel function within
the gap; therefore, only a pressure increase is observed.

D. Convergence of the improved solution

Using the calculated complex sound pressure on the
generator nodes and the corresponding analytical values for
an infinitely thin disk, it is possible to study the convergence
of the thin-disk calculation as a function of mesh density and
disk thickness.

The thicknesses examined are small enough to make
them physically very similar to a disk with no thickness. The
error is calculated as the length of the residual vector relative
to the analytical solution

Relative error5
A( j 51

M @~Re~Pj analytical!2Re~Pj calculated!!21~ Im~Pj analytical!2Im~Pj calculated!!2#

A( j 51
M @Re~Pj analytical!

21Im~Pj analytical!
2#

, ~9!

where Pj analytical is the analytical solution at nodej and
Pj calculated is the calculated complex pressure at the same
node.M is the total number of nodes of every solution. See
Fig. 9.

Unfortunately, the narrow-gap case does not have a suit-
able analytical solution. The two-dimensional analogy men-
tioned in the last section is not precise enough to study con-
vergence, since it is dependent on the boundary conditions at
the rim that are themselves subject to calculation errors,
which are aggravated because of the sharp edge singularity.12

The convergence can nevertheless be studied by using a so-
lution with a very fine mesh as a reference. This is what Fig.
10 represents.

The convergence is clear in the disk case, and indepen-
dent of the thickness. Only the 1026 case cannot converge

due to the ill-conditioning of the coefficient matrix, but
thicker disks do not show any strange behavior. The gap case
is physically more complicated because what happens inside
the gap is strongly influenced by the phenomena on the gap
rim; therefore, the convergence pattern differs. Nevertheless,
the solutions clearly converge again except for the 1026

case. The use of a calculated solution as a reference produces
also a shift in the error scale.

E. Ill-conditioning

The condition number of the coefficient matrix has been
calculated for a number of mesh densities and disk/gap thick-
nesses. It was shown in Sec. III that a good numerical inte-
gration in a problem of close surfaces produces an ill-

FIG. 9. Convergence towards the analytical solution of a thin disk@see Fig.
6~a!# of variable thickness, using the proposed numerical integration. The
thicknesses are 1022 (1), 1023 (L), 1024 (h), 1025 (s), and 1026

(3). The relative error is represented as a function of the mesh density. An
axial plane wave ofka51 and unit amplitude is scattered by the disk.

FIG. 10. Convergence towards the ‘‘true’’ solution of a narrow gap@see Fig.
6~b!# of variable width, using the proposed numerical integration. The
widths are 1022 (1), 1023 (L), 1024 (h), 1025 (s), and 1026 (3).
The relative error in the gap nodes is represented as a function of the mesh
density. An axial plane wave ofka51 and unit amplitude is scattered by the
cylinders.
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conditioned system of equations, and therefore a high
condition number of the coefficient matrix. Conversely, a
failure of the integration generates low condition numbers,
but with erroneous solutions.

Figures 11 and 12 show that the ill-conditioning behaves
similarly in the two test cases. If the near-singular integrals
are not dealt with, the condition number does not grow very
much, but the calculation gives erroneous results. When the
interval division technique is used the condition number
grows exponentially as the surfaces get closer, no matter
which mesh density is used. The frequency also has very
little influence, as other calculations not presented here have
shown. Hence, the aspect ratio indeed seems to determine the
condition number, independently of whether we deal with
narrow gaps or thin bodies.

V. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that a case of practical importance in
engineering like the narrow gap can be modeled using con-
ventional BEM despite the ill-conditioning of the coefficient
matrix and with no need of denser meshes. A convergence
study has also revealed that the solution improves normally
for gradually denser meshes. A simple strategy of interval
division with low computational cost is enough to extend the
range of tractable aspect ratios by three orders of magnitude,
from 1022 to 1025. This makes it possible to deal with prob-
lems like condenser microphones and sound intensity probes,
which have motivated this study. For example, the air layer
behind the diaphragm of a 1/2-in. condenser microphone is
about 20mm, giving an aspect ratio of about 1023.

APPENDIX: ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR
SCATTERING BY A FLAT DISK

The infinitely thin disk is the limiting case of the oblate
spheroid, which is better described in the oblate spheroidal
coordinate system~j, h, f!. Its relation with rectangular Car-
tesian coordinates is

x5 1
2dA~j211!~12h2!cosf,

~A1!
y5 1

2dA~j211!~12h2!sinf, z5 1
2djm.

The wave equation is separable in this coordinate system into
spheroidal wave functions, thus providing analytical solu-
tions for a range of cases. The particular solution used in this
paper corresponds to an infinitely thin hard disk~j50 and
d5diameter! excited by a plane wave coming from the posi-
tive z axis. The sound pressure~incident and scattered! on its
surface can be expressed by the series13

Pi1Ps5
2

ka (
n50

`
i n

N0n~2 ika!

S0n~2 ika,21!S0n~2 ika,h!

R0n
~3!8~2 ika,i0!

,

~A2!

whereSmn are the oblate spheroidal angular functions,Rmn
(3)

are the derivatives of the oblate spheroidal radial functions of
the third kind, andNnm are the normalization factors.14 These
functions are also expressed as infinite series, and computer
algorithms have been used to calculate them with sufficient
accuracy.15

FIG. 11. Condition number of the coefficient matrix for the narrow-gap test
case, as a function of gap width. Three mesh densities are plotted: 2~1!, 10
~3!, and 60~s! elements per unit. Calculations using~a! Gauss–Legendre
numerical integration of order 20;~b! with interval division as explained in
Sec. III. Calculation made withka51.

FIG. 12. Condition number of the coefficient matrix for the thin-disk test
case, as a function of thickness. Three mesh densities are plotted: 2~1!, 10
~3!, and 60~s! elements per side. Calculations using~a! Gauss–Legendre
numerical integration of order 20;~b! with interval division as explained in
Sec. III. Calculation made withka51.
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The reflection coefficients and inertial end corrections of several duct terminations, including finite
length duct extensions perpendicular to an infinite wall, as well as at a number of angles, curved
interface surfaces, and annular cavities, are determined and analyzed in the absence of flow by
employing the boundary element method. Predictions for the classical unflanged and flanged
circular ducts show good agreement with analytical and computational results available in the
literature. The predictions for curved interface surfaces~bellmouth or horn! are also consistent with
the available experimental data. In view of its high reflection coefficient, the duct termination with
an annular cavity may be suggested for the suppression of noise radiation in a specific frequency
band or for an effective wave reflection from the termination. ©2001 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1348298#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv@ANN#

I. INTRODUCTION

Part of the acoustic wave reaching a duct exit is reflected
back to the source and the remainder radiates into the sur-
roundings, presenting a coupled phenomenon between the
sound propagation in the duct and external sound radiation at
this boundary. The reflection and radiation characteristics de-
pend strongly on the geometry of duct termination. Thus, the
reflection coefficient amplitude and the inertial end correc-
tion ~or the complex reflection coefficient! of duct termina-
tion are the important parameters for the complete acoustic
analysis of duct system.

For an infinite circular duct without flange, Levine and
Schwinger1 presented an elaborate analytical derivation for
the reflection coefficient and end correction in the absence of
mean flow. While the numerical results were given as a
function of Helmholtz number,H[ka, the limiting value of
the end correctiond was determined to bed/a50.6133 as
H→0, with k being the wave number anda the duct
radius. Davieset al.2 provided empirical fits to end correc-
tion of Ref. 1 asd/a50.6133– 0.1168H2 for H,0.5 and
d/a50.6393– 0.1104H for 0.5,H,2.

For a circular duct with an infinite rigid flange,
Rayleigh3 obtained an approximate value of the end correc-
tion asd/a50.824 22, while Daniell4 provided the bounds as
0.821 41,d/a,0.821 68 at zero frequency. This estimate
was later recalculated by Nomuraet al.5 asd/a50.8217, by
Kergomard and Garcia6 as d/a50.261 53p50.821 62, and
by Norris and Sheng7 asd/a50.821 59. Nomuraet al.5 used
Weber–Schafheitlin integrals and Jacobi polynomials to de-
rive a coupled system of two infinite sets of linear equations
for the unknowns, which are then solved numerically. An
approximate expression,d/a50.821720.367H2, was pro-
vided by Peterset al.8 for H,0.5. Norris and Sheng7 also
presented an analytical approach for this configuration.
While the method also involves numerical computation, only
a single set of equations needs to be solved for the modal

amplitudes in the duct. They implemented a rational function
approximation to get the expressions for the reflection coef-
ficient and end correction of the flanged and unflanged ducts.
Ando9 and Peterset al.8 included the effect of duct wall
thickness on the reflection coefficient and end correction.
Their studies have demonstrated that, as the thickness of the
duct wall is increased, these two quantities vary between the
limits of the unflanged duct and infinite flanged duct at lower
Helmholtz numbers. Ando’s work has been reconsidered
later by Bernard and Denardo.10 Peterset al.8 also experi-
mentally investigated the reflection coefficient and end cor-
rection of a duct terminated by a horn with a radius of cur-
vature twice the duct diameter. Their measurements revealed
d/a>2.3 for lowH, and an increasingd/a with increasingH
for H,0.3.

While the foregoing studies have provided information
for some basic configurations, there remains a significant
need to determine the reflection coefficient and the end cor-
rection for a number of other duct terminations that are fre-
quently encountered in practice. The objective of the present
study is then to calculate and analyze these two quantities for
a chosen set of duct terminations, including finite-length duct
extensions~perpendicular as well as at an oblique angle to
the wall!, bellmouthed interfaces, and interfaces with annular
cavities.

Following the Introduction, Sec. II provides the formu-
lation for the calculation of reflection coefficient amplitude
and inertial end correction of duct termination, and Sec. III
develops a numerical approach based on the subdomain
boundary element method. The results from the predictions
are discussed in Sec. IV. The study is concluded with final
remarks in Sec. V.

II. FORMULATION

The duct terminations considered in this study include
~1! a finite duct,~2! an extended duct from an infinite rigid
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wall, ~3! a duct with bellmouth,~4! a duct with annular uni-
form cavity, and~5! a duct with annular step cavity. Assum-
ing plane wave propagation in the duct, the acoustic load
impedance of duct may be expressed as

Zl5
pl

rcn l
5

Zr cos~kl !1 j sin~kl !

jZr sin~kl !1cos~kl !
, ~1!

wherepl andn l are the acoustic pressure and velocity,r is
the density,c is the speed of sound,Zr is the equivalent
radiation impedance at the exit,k is the wave number,l is the
length of the duct, andj is the imaginary unit. Equation~1!
may be rearranged to solve forZr as

Zr5
Zl cos~kl !2 j sin~kl !

cos~kl !2 jZl sin~kl !
. ~2!

The complex reflection coefficientR at the exit of duct can
then be expressed in terms ofZr as

R52uRuexp~2 j 2kd!5
Zr21

Zr11
, ~3!

whered is the inertial end correction of the duct. Thus, once
Zl is determined, Eq.~2! givesZr and Eq.~3! the reflection
coefficient amplitudeuRu and the inertial end correctiond.
To evaluate the acoustic load impedanceZl that accounts for
the multidimensional waves, particularly in the neighbor-
hood of duct exit, a subdomain boundary element approach
is developed, as described next.

III. NUMERICAL APPROACH

To employ the boundary element method in determining
the acoustic load impedance of the duct, the sound field is
first divided into the internal and the external acoustic do-
mains separated by the opening surface.

A. Internal acoustic domain

The internal domain may also be divided into several
subdomains. For the internal domain or each subdomain, the
boundary integral expression is represented11 as

C~X!P~X!5E
G
FG~X,Y!

]P

]n
~Y!2P~Y!

]G

]n
~X,Y!GdG~Y!,

~4!

whereG is the boundary surface of the acoustic domain,n is
the unit normal vector onG directed away from the domain,
the functionG(X,Y)5exp(2jkR)/4pR is Green’s function
of free space,R being the distance between any two pointsX
andY in the domain or on the surface, andC(X) is a coef-
ficient which depends on the position of pointX and may be
evaluated11 by

C~X!5E
G

]

]n S 1

4pRDdG~Y!. ~5!

A numerical solution of the boundary integral Eq.~4! can be
achieved by discretizing the boundary surface of the domain
into a number of elements. By using discretization and nu-
merical integration, the following algebraic system of equa-
tions is obtained11

@F#$P%5rc@G#$V%, ~6!

where@F# and @G# are the coefficient matrices, and$P% and
$V% are the vectors of sound pressure and outward normal
particle velocity at boundary nodes, respectively,rc is the
characteristic impedance of the medium. The boundaries are
grouped into the inlet, opening and wall, represented by the
subscriptsi, o, and w, respectively. Equation~6! combined
with the rigid wall boundary condition yields12

H Pi
d

Po
dJ 5rc@Td#H Vi

d

Vo
dJ , ~ for the duct!, ~7!

$Po
c%5rc@Tc#$Vo

c%, ~ for the cavity!. ~8!

Combining duct and cavity gives

H Pi
d

Po
i J 5rc@Ti #H Vi

d

Vo
i J , ~9!

where

$Po
i %5H Po

d

Po
cJ , $Vo

i %5H Vo
d

Vo
cJ ,

and

@Ti #5FTd 0

0 TcG
is the transfer impedance matrix between the inlet and open-
ing for the internal acoustic domain.

B. External acoustic domain

For the full-space external sound field, the boundary in-
tegral expression is represented11 as

Ce~X!Pe~X!5E
G
FG~X,Y!

]Pe

]n
~Y!

2Pe~Y!
]G

]n
~X,Y!GdG~Y!, ~10!

Ce~X!512E
G

]

]n S 1

4pRDdG~Y!. ~11!

Similar to the formulation of internal acoustics, discretiza-
tion and numerical integration of Eq.~10! lead to the follow-
ing algebraic system of equations:

@Fe#$Pe%5rc@Ge#$Ve%. ~12!

The boundaries are grouped into the opening and wall, rep-
resented by subscriptso and w, respectively. Equation~12!
combined with the rigid wall boundary condition yields

$Po
e%5rc@Te#$Vo

e%, ~13!

@Te# being the radiation impedance matrix for the external
acoustic domain.

For the external acoustic domain with duct extension
from an infinite rigid wall, the boundary integral equation
can be written11 as
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Ce~X!Pe~X!5E
Gw1Go

FGH~X,Y!
]Pe

]n
~Y!

2Pe~Y!
]GH

]n
~X,Y!GdG~Y!, ~14!

whereGw is the wall of extended duct from the infinite wall,
Go is the opening,

GH5
exp~2 jkR!

4pR
1

exp~2 jkR1!

4pR1

is the half-space Green’s function,R1 being the distance be-
tweenY and the image point ofX with respect to the flange;
and

Ce~X!512E
G

]

]n S 1

4pRDdG~Y!, ~15!

G being the total boundary of the duct extended from the
infinite wall. Similar to the full-space problem, the acoustic
radiation impedance matrix@Te# for this case can be ob-
tained by using discretization and numerical integration of
Eq. ~14!. For the limiting case of no-extension~a duct with
infinite rigid flange!, the sound pressure at the opening may
be expressed as

Pe~X!5E
Go

Fexp~2 jkR!

2pR

]Pe

]n
~Y!GdG~Y!. ~16!

Similarly, the acoustic radiation impedance matrix@Te# for
the semi-infinite external acoustic domain can also be ob-
tained by using discretization and numerical integration of
Eq. ~16!.

C. Coupling

At the opening, the solution should satisfy the continuity
conditions of sound pressure and particle velocity:

$Po
e%5$Po

i %, ~17!

$Vo
e%52$Vo

i %. ~18!

Combining Eqs.~9! and ~13! with the continuity conditions
~17! and ~18! yields the acoustic load impedance as

Zl5@T11
i 2T12

i ~T22
i 1Te!21T21

i #. ~19!

FIG. 1. Unflanged finite duct.

FIG. 2. Unflanged finite duct:~a! reflection coefficient and~b! end correc-
tion.

FIG. 3. Duct extended from an infinite rigid flange.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, the effect of length of an unflanged finite duct
~Fig. 1! on the reflection coefficient and end correction is
examined. Figure 2 shows the numerical predictions of re-
flection coefficient and end correction for four different duct
lengths ~l/a50.5,1.0,2.0,3.0!. For a duct withl /a.2, the
results illustrate that the effect of duct length on these two
quantities becomes negligible in the region ofH,3, and the
present predictions agree with the analytical results of Le-
vine and Schwinger1 for the classical configuration of the
infinite duct without flange.

The effect of duct extensionl e from the infinite rigid
wall ~Fig. 3! on the reflection coefficient and end correction
is shown in Fig. 4. The finite extension introduces an os-
cillatory behavior on both quantities as a function ofH due
to the presence of an infinite rigid wall. The period of oscil-
lations in H may be crudely~via a one-dimensional argu-
ment! related to two subsequent quarter wave resonances be-
tween the duct opening and the infinite rigid wall leading to
DH>p/@( l e1d)/a#. As expected, the oscillatory behavior
diminishes asl e /a becomes large. For the limiting case of
no-extension~l e /a50, flanged duct!, the present predictions
of the reflection coefficient and end correction are in good
agreement with the available literature~Rayleigh,3 Daniell,4

FIG. 4. Duct extended from an infinite rigid flange:~a! reflection coefficient
and ~b! end correction.

FIG. 5. Duct at an angleu extended from an infinite rigid flange.

FIG. 6. Duct at an angleu545° extended from an infinite rigid flange:~a!
reflection coefficient and~b! end correction.
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Nomura et al.,5 Kergomard and Garcia,6 and Norris and
Sheng7!. The present predictions in Fig. 4~b! for l e /a50
agree very well with Fig. 7 of Nomuraet al.5 to the degree
that the two sets of results cannot be distinguished from each
other over 0,H,3.0, including, for example, a specific
value ofd/a50.821 forH50.05.

The predictions for the reflection coefficient and end
correction for a duct extension from an infinite rigid wall
with an oblique angle ofu ~Fig. 5! are shown in Fig. 6 for
u545°. Similar to the duct extension with 90° angle, the
oscillatory behavior is observed again. Figures 7 and 8 com-
pare the reflection coefficients and end corrections for, re-
spectively, the unflanged and flanged ducts withl e50 and
u530°,45°,60°,90°. At higher Helmholtz numbers ducts with
largeru provide, in general, higher reflection coefficients. In
view of the definition ofd in Fig. 5, a reduction on the order
of radius may be anticipated foru545° ~relative tou590°!
at low Helmholtz numbers as shown in Fig. 7. Note thatH
<1.8 in Figs. 6–8 to remain below the first diametral mode
~1,0!.

The acoustic characteristics of a duct with bellmouth
~Fig. 9! are examined next to understand the effect of radius
of curvature on the reflection coefficient and end correction.
The latter is defined relative to the end of the straight section
of the duct, consistent with Peterset al.8 Figures 10 and 11

depict the computed results for these two quantities for five
different radii of curvature~r/a50.5,1.0,2.0,3.0,4.0!, and
without and with an infinite flange, respectively. With
increasing radius of curvature, the reflection coefficient
decreases and the end correction increases. For the special
case ofr /a54, the present predictions agree with the experi-
mental results of Peterset al.8 who determinedd/a>2.3 at
low values ofH. For this special case atH50.025, for ex-
ample, the predicted numerical values ared/a52.322 and

FIG. 7. Unflanged ducts withu530°,45°,60°,90°: Comparison of~a! reflec-
tion coefficient and~b! end correction.

FIG. 8. Flanged ducts withl e50 andu530°,45°,60°,90°: Comparison of
~a! reflection coefficient and~b! end correction.

FIG. 9. Ducts with unflanged and flanged bellmouth.
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d/a52.369 for Fig. 10~b! and Fig. 11~b!, respectively. The
differences in these configurations beyond the radiused inlet
do not have a significant impact on the end correction for
low H. In comparison with the straight duct, the duct with
bellmouth leads to much lower wave reflection at higher
Helmholtz numbers. Thus the bellmouth with large radius of
curvature should be avoided, for example, at the exhaust exit
in order to promote effective pressure reflections from the
termination for noise control. Figure 12 shows the effect of
curved interface with the radiused length subtracted from the
end correction, transforming the dimensionless end correc-
tion to (d2r )/a. Such manipulation essentially shifts the
reference point for end correction to the very end of the duct
~end of bellmouth section!. Relative to the end of the curved
duct, Fig. 12 then suggests that a duct with a large-radius
termination, such asr /a54, will appear to be shorter than
the actual total length when the end correction is incorpo-
rated.

Finally, ducts with annular cavities~unflanged and
flanged! are considered as shown in Fig. 13 with a constant
cross section and Fig. 14 with a step transition. The com-
puted results for the reflection coefficient and the end correc-
tion are compared in Fig. 15 forl c /c54 andc/a51/2. The
results with cavities here may be contrasted with the ducts
alone of Figs. 2 and 4. As a result of the interaction of waves

reflected from attached cavities with those radiated from the
opening, it is important to note that~1! the behavior of re-
flection coefficient changes dramatically including the addi-
tional peaks, therefore the sound radiation may be sup-
pressed effectively in a specific frequency band, and/or~2!
the pressure wave reflections from the termination back to
the duct would be strengthened. Compared to the uniform
cavity, the step cavity moves the first additional peak to a
higher Helmholtz number, and the second peak to a lower
Helmholtz number. The high reflection coefficient, in a spe-
cific frequency band, of duct with annular cavity may be
used to compensate the low attenuation in the corresponding
frequency region of a silencer, therefore an improved acous-
tic attenuation performance may be obtained. Similar behav-
ior can possibly be utilized to promote stronger pressure
wave reflections from the opening, thereby providing mecha-
nisms to manipulate engine tuning.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This study has shown the effect of duct termination ge-
ometry on the reflection coefficient and the inertial end cor-
rection by employing the subdomain boundary element ap-
proach. These two quantities were determined and analyzed
for ~1! an unflanged finite duct,~2! a duct extended from an
infinite rigid wall, ~3! a duct extended with an angleu from

FIG. 10. Duct with unflanged bellmouth:~a! reflection coefficient and~b!
end correction.

FIG. 11. Duct with flanged bellmouth:~a! reflection coefficient and~b! end
correction.
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an infinite rigid wall, ~4! ducts with unflanged and flanged
bellmouth, and~5! ducts with unflanged and flanged annular
cavities. The effect of flow, which was well established in
the literature for certain configurations~see, for example, Pe-
terset al.8!, as a function of Mach and Strouhal numbers was
excluded from the study. Instead, the current work has cho-
sen to concentrate on quantifying the impact of interface ge-
ometry which has not been investigated in detail with the
exception of limiting cases. For unflanged configurations, a
finite duct with l /a.2 exhibits similar acoustic characteris-

tics to an infinite duct at low Helmholtz numbers. The duct
extension from an infinite rigid wall introduces an oscillatory
behavior in the reflection coefficient and end correction near
the baseline unflanged duct due to the interaction of waves
reflected from the infinite wall and those radiated from the
duct opening. Within about a diameter-distance from the

FIG. 12. (d2r )/a for ducts with~a! unflanged bellmouth and~b! flanged
bellmouth.

FIG. 13. Ducts with unflanged and flanged annular uniform cavity.

FIG. 14. Ducts with unflanged and flanged annular step cavity.

FIG. 15. Ducts with unflanged and flanged annular cavity withl c /c54 and
c/a51/2: ~a! reflection coefficient and~b! end correction.
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wall, the acoustic behavior of the two quantities approaches
that of an unflanged wall with the exception of oscilla-
tions. The oblique duct extension from an infinite rigid
wall, in general, decreases the reflection coefficient of a
duct at higher Helmholtz numbers as compared to the
perpendicular extension. The bellmouth interface reduces
the reflection coefficient significantly at higher Helmholtz
numbers. The duct termination with cavity influences end
correction and introduces additional peaks in the reflection
coefficient and may be used for the suppression of noise
radiation, or to promote effective wave reflection from the
open end.
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In this paper a numerical discretization and transformation into the time domain of a hybrid
Kirchhoff/diffraction method is presented for the modeling of high-frequency pulse scattering from
rigid bodies. A series of benchmark cases, for smooth and rough spheres and cylinders, is presented
to establish the accuracy of the method in the time domain.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1350400#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Kirchhoff approximation~see, for example, Refs.
1–5! is often used to model high-frequency scattering from
rough surfaces1–3 or objects.4,5 At a point on the scattering
surface, the surface is considered to be locally flat and a
tangent–plane approximation is used to relate the field on the
surface to the incident field. The Helmholtz integral equation

psc~r !5E
S
@Gn~r ur 8!p~r 8!2G~r ur 8!pn~r 8!#dS ~1!

is then used to compute the scattered pressure field at a spa-
tial point r whereG is the free-space Green’s function de-
fined below in Eq.~3!. In this paper, we only consider the
case that the object is rigid; in this case the value of the
pressure field on the object is approximated as twice the
value of the incident field and Eq.~1! becomes

psc~r !52E
S
Gn~r ur 8!pinc~r 8!dS. ~2!

For an object or surface that has sharp edges, such as a
flat-ended cylinder, the Kirchhoff approximation does not
yield the correct scattering behavior from these edges. This
shortcoming has been discussed by some authors who have
derived the correct diffraction behavior for edges.6,7 In the
case of a smooth body with edges, it is necessary to combine
the Kirchhoff ~or physical optics! solution with the diffrac-
tion solution in such a way that the hybrid solution is valid
for both the diffractive and smooth body effects. This issue
has been addressed by various authors8–10 who have derived
uniformly valid solutions. In Ref. 5 the authors combine the
Kirchhoff approximation for a smooth flat-ended cylinder
with Keller’s6 diffraction theory to yield a hybrid solution for
scattering from a cylinder with ribs. Sammelmanet al.11

have described a hybrid approach to modeling ‘‘smooth,’’
diffractive, and point-scattering effects with a facet model.

In Sec. II we summarize the theory due to Tran Van
Nhieu10 which models uniformly the smooth and diffraction
scattering from a rigid three-dimensional body. An efficient
time-domain numerical implementation of this frequency-
domain theory is then presented in Sec. III. A set of numeri-
cal examples is presented comparing this method, in the time
domain, to the results of analytic and boundary integral
equation method~BIEM! benchmark computations. Scatter-

ing model comparisons are often presented in the frequency
domain ~perhaps, for multiple frequencies! in terms of, for
example, scattering strength as a function of angle. For
broadband pulse scattering measurements, it is, in fact, the
time series which is of interest. It is sometimes difficult to
deduce how approximation errors in the frequency domain
will manifest themselves in the time domain, and so in this
paper, we emphasize time-domain computations. In the time
domain it is sometimes possible to see at what time and
possibly where on the scatterer an approximation begins to
fail. Some of the numerical benchmarks presented in this
paper are for standard objects, such as a sphere and a flat-
ended cylinder. Some of the examples, however, involve sig-
nificantly corrugated spheres and cylinders, where multiple
scattering or shadowing effects could possibly be significant.
The benchmark computations for all these cases, when trans-
formed into the time domain, provide an interesting set of
test cases for the Kirchhoff/diffraction method. The advan-
tage of the approximate method described in this paper is
that it is at least a couple of orders of magnitude faster than
the BIEM and, as we shall see, the accuracy is often very
good.

II. THEORY

We first briefly describe the concepts of Kirchhoff mod-
eling for a smooth body~i.e., there are no discontinuities in
the derivatives of the function describing the surface of the
body! and then briefly describe the approach taken in Ref. 10
to uniformly correct for edge. In Sec. III we then describe
our numerical discretization of the edge-corrected Kirchhoff
formulation and its analytic transformation into the time do-
main.

The Kirchhoff approximation to scattering is given by
Eq. ~2!. For the Green’s function, we use

G~r ur 8!5
eikur2r8u

4pR
, ~3!

and the normal derivative is approximated by the far-field
expression,
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Gn[ ik r̂ •n̂
eikur2r8u

4pR
, ~4!

whereR[ur2r 8u.
For some simple shapes, such as a flat-ended cylinder, it

is possible to perform the surface integral of Eq.~2! analyti-
cally or semianalytically using the far-field approximation
for the Green’s function.4 In general, for azimuthally sym-
metric objects, the azimuthal integral can be expressed in
terms of special functions and the remaining ‘‘vertical’’ in-
tegration can be done numerically. However, in this paper,
although most of our examples fall into this class, we con-
sider a numerical discretization of the surface integral, using
triangular facets, which is applicable to general surfaces.

The expressions for the field diffracted by an edge have
been given by various authors.5–7 For sufficiently high fre-
quencies and at scattering angles away from specular, these
expressions yield an accurate approximation to the scattered
field. However, at angles near specular, these diffraction ex-
pressions are not accurate. On the other hand, the Kirchhoff
approximation does model near-specular scattering accu-
rately, but is inaccurate for the scattering from edges. We use
the approach of Tran Van Nhieu10 to combine these solu-
tions.

In Ref. 10 the field diffracted by an edge,pd , is ex-
pressed as a line integral around the edge. Also, an expres-
sion for the edge contributions~which are incorrect! of the
Kirchhoff expressionpe

k is derived in terms of a line integral.
A uniform expression is then obtained by subtractingpe

k

from the Kirchhoff solution,pk(r ) and adding in the correct
edge terms; i.e.,

p~r !5~pk~r !2pe
k~r !!1pd~r !. ~5!

Let us consider an incident plane wave with wave vector
k ~it is straightforward to generalize this to other incident
fields such as that due to a point source!. An expression for
the diffracted field in terms of a source distribution along the
curve,C, is given by

pd5
i

2p E
C
j~a,l !He~ l !

eik•r8~ l !1kr

r
dl, ~6!

wherea, j, andHe( l ) are defined below. Along the curve of
the edge three unit vectors are defined:ê1 is tangent to the
curve edge,ê2 is perpendicular toê1 and is pointed inwards
along the top surface, andê35ê23ê1 . For example, for a
cylinder aligned along thez axis the edges at the upper and
lower plates are a circle;ê1 is tangent to the circle,ê2 points
inward along the circle’s radial vector, andê3 is along thez
axis. The vectorx̂r is a unit vector in the direction of the
receiver andk̂ is unit vector oriented opposite to that of the
incident plane wave.

Some necessary definitions of angles are

b5A cos~ ê1• x̂r !, ~7!

bs5A cos~ ê1• k̂!, ~8!

a5A cosS ê2• x̂r

sin~b! D , ~9!

as5A cosS ê2• k̂

sin~bs!
D . ~10!

The functionj is then defined as

j~a!51, 0,a,2p2s, ~11!

j~a!50, 2p2s,a,2p, ~12!

and

He[2
~H~n,u,a,2as!1H~~n,u,a,as!!

n
, ~13!

and

H[
eip/n2u2e2 ip/n

eip/n1u2e2 ip/n22u cos~~a1as!/n!
, ~14!

whereu[(sinb/sinbs)
1/n; n is the open angle formed by the

two tangent planes at the edge. For the example of a flat-
ended cylinder,n53/2p. Simple expressions5–7 for the dif-
fraction field due to the edge can be obtained from a station-
ary phase analysis of the integral of Eq.~6!.

Similarly, for the edge contribution of the Kirchhoff so-
lution, we can write

pe
k5

i

2p E
C
j~ l !Ke~ l !

eik•r 8~ l !1kr

r
, ~15!

where

Ke[2e~as!K~a,as!2e~np2as!K~np2a,np2as!,
~16!

and

t5
sinb

sinbs
, K~a,as!52

e2 ias2t2eias

e2 ias1t2eias12t cosa
. ~17!

The function e is equal to one or zero depending if that
section of the face is included in the surface integral. Using
the expressions of Eqs.~15! and ~6! in Eq. ~5!, the hybrid
Kirchhoff/diffraction formulation is obtained.

III. NUMERICAL DISCRETIZATION AND
TRANSFORMATION TO THE TIME DOMAIN

Above, we discussed the theoretical expression for the
field scattered by a smooth, rigid body with edges at a single
frequency. To obtain a numerical implementation we will
first spatially discretize the surface and edge integrals and
then we will analytically perform the Fourier transform of
these results to yield the time-domain expressions. This is
similar in spirit to the approach taken, for example, in Ref. 2,
to the standard Kirchhoff approach to rough surface scatter-
ing.

The surface of an object is broken into triangular facets;
it is assumed that any edges of the object will be covered by
the sides of some of the triangular facets. Let us first consider
a single triangular facet with the simple Kirchhoff expression
applied to it. From Eq.~2! let us approximate the field scat-
tered from a single facet,Psc , as

Psc52
1

2pR
ikr̂ •n̂ exp~ ikur2r 8u!exp~ ik•r 8!. ~18!
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To numerically integrate this expression over the facet,
we will consider the amplitude to be a constant, the value at
the midpoint of the triangular facet, and allow the phase
terms to vary linearly about their midpoint values. Consider
the triangle as shown in Fig. 1 with the vectors defined be-
tween the three vertices~note that although the triangle is
shown on a plane in Fig. 1, it represents a general orientation
in three dimensions!. We also define two orthogonal unit
vectors lying in the plane of the triangle

û[û1 , ~19!

v̂[
u22~u2•û!û

uu22~u2•û!ûu
~20!

~we useû to denote a unit vector!, and the two angles

g[a cos~ û2•û1!, ~21!

t[a cos~2û3•û1!. ~22!

Defining

a[û•~ r̂ 2 k̂!, ~23!

b[ v̂•~ r̂ 2 k̂!, ~24!

we can express*SPsc dS as

1

2ikp
~ r̂ •n̂!@exp~ ikf1!/a11exp~ ikf2!/a2

1exp~ ikf3!/a3#, ~25!

wheref1 , f2 , f3 are the phases corresponding to the dis-
tances from the three vertices of the triangle to the receiver
and the values of the incident phase. The amplitudes are
given by

a1[a~a cotg1b!, a2[a~a cott2b!

~26!

a3[2
~a cotg1b!~b2cott!

~cott1cotg!
.

This is the contribution from a single facet; the total
field is computed by adding together all these contributions.
It is important to note that Eq.~25! can also be written as

Feikf22eikf3

a2
G2Feikf32eikf1

a1
G . ~27!

In this form, it is seen that there is the possibility of small
numerators over small denominators. Numerically, we moni-
tor the coefficients of Eq.~26! and if any of them exceed
1000, we use the simpler form for the facet contribution;

namely, Eq.~18! evaluated at the midpoint of the facet and
multiplied by the area of the facet.

It is straightforward to put Eq.~25! into the time do-
main; namely, we perform the Fourier transform of the terms
exp(ikf)/ik to yield

psc~ t !5
1

2p
~ r̂ •n̂!F S̄~ t2V1!

a1
1

S̄~ t2V2!

a2
1

S̄~ t2V3!

a3
G ,

~28!

where V i is the time delay from pointi,S is the incident
source pulse, andS̄ denotes

S̄[E
2`

t

S~t!dt. ~29!

In other words,S̄ is the time integral of the incident source
pulse. If the simpler form of numerical integration is used
then the derivative of the source pulse,S8(t2V i) is re-
quired.

To account for the diffraction terms we discretize the
line integrals of Eq.~6! and Eq.~15! and we will take the line
segments to correspond to the side of one of the facet tri-
angles, although this is not necessary. Considering one such
line segment, it can be shown that the contribution to the
field is given by

Pedge5
E

A
~exp~ ikf1!2exp~ ikf2!!/~ ik !, ~30!

whereE is the midpoint value ofHe2Ke , these values given
by Eqs.~13! and~16!, andA5ê•( k̂2 r̂ ); ê is the unit tangent
vector of the line segment andk̂ andr̂ are the unit directional
vectors of the incident wave and receiver direction, respec-
tively. In the time domain this contribution can be expressed
as

Pedge~ t !5
E

A
@~S̄~ t2V1!2S̄~ t2V2!#, ~31!

which has the same time-functional form as Eq.~28!.
We do not use any sophisticated shadowing corrections

to the Kirchhoff approximation in our method. We simply
set facet contributions to zero if eitherr̂ •n̂<0 or 2 k̂•n̂
<0.

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

A. A rigid sphere

In this example we consider plane wave Ricker pulses
centered at 10 and 40 kHz incident upon a rigid sphere of
radius 0.25 m. For the waveletS̄ ~the time integral of the
source pulse! we use the integral of the Ricker wavelet,
yielding a derivative of a Gaussian pulse. The receiver is
located 10-m distance from the center of the sphere. For the
sphere there are no edges, so this example only verifies the
smooth Kirchhoff approximation to the solution. We com-
pare the Kirchhoff solution to an analytic solution obtained
from the standard harmonic series solution using Fourier
synthesis to obtain the time-domain pulse. For the facet
model, 41 points for the 10-kHz case and 101 points for the
40-kHz case are used to discretize the vertical anglef,

FIG. 1. A schematic of a triangular facet, shown as a two-dimensional
projection.
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0<f<p and azimuthal angleu, 0<u<2p. The wave is
incident at an angle of 1° off the vertical@this was done to
simply avoid a numerical~but removable! singularity in one
of our expressions# and the receiver is placed in the mono-
static backscatter direction. Good results were obtained in
both cases using fewer discretization points, but slight nu-
merical oscillations could be observed in the time series be-
hind the specular reflection if, for example, half this number
of points were used. As can be seen in Fig. 2 the agreement
between the Kirchhoff~dotted line! and the analytic result is
very good. The only differences between the two are that the
Kirchhoff approximation predicts a small arrival correspond-
ing to the hemispherical boundary between the illuminated
and shadow faces of the sphere; this is stronger for the 10-
kHz case than for the 40-kHz case. This arrival is not evident
in the analytic solution.

In order to show the flexibility of the method, we now
compute the scattering from a corrugated sphere. This sphere
has a radius which is defined as a function of the angle off
vertical,

R~f!50.2510.02 sin~bf!2. ~32!

A three-dimensional rendering of this sphere is shown in Fig.
3 for b510.

In Figs. 4 and 5 we show a comparison between the
results of a 3D BIEM~for azimuthal symmetry! and the
Kirchhoff approximation for the cases of 5- and 8-kHz
Ricker pulses andb55 and 10 in Eq.~32!. The details of the
BIEM can be found in Ref. 12; it is a BIEM formulation for
objects which possess azimuthal symmetry, in which case
the full three-dimensional scattering problem can be broken
down to a series of two-dimensional problems. If the source
is placed along the axis of symmetry, then in fact only the
scattering solution for the zeroth azimuthal order need be
computed and the code can compute the scattered fields ef-
ficiently.

Here, we can see that the agreement between the BIEM
and the Kirchhoff solutions is very good for the first portion

FIG. 2. Comparisons between analytic~solid! and Kirchhoff time series
~dashed! for scattering from a rigid sphere for~a! 10 kHz and~b! 40 kHz.

FIG. 3. Three-dimensional rendering of corrugated sphere.

FIG. 4. Comparison between benchmark BIEM computation~solid! and
Kirchhoff approximation~dashed! for b55 and f 55 kHz and 8 kHz.
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of the time series until such a time that the Kirchhoff solu-
tion is cut off due to the shadowing. It is somewhat surpris-
ing that the Kirchhoff approximation does so well as the
wavelengths for the center frequency of the pulses~0.29 and
0.18 m, respectively! are larger than the wavelength of the
roughnesses which are approximately 0.2 and 0.1 m for the
two values ofb. The agreement between the Kirchhoff and
benchmark solutions is somewhat better for the higher fre-
quency, as would be expected.

Unlike the BIEM code we are using, the Kirchhoff ap-
proximation is not limited to objects with azimuthal symme-
try; we now also consider a rough sphere, whose functional
form is given by

R~f,u!50.2510.02 sin~10f!2 sin~5u!. ~33!

A three-dimensional rendering of this surface is shown be-
low in Fig. 6.

The resulting backscattered time series for the 40-kHz
incident pulse is shown in Fig. 7~a! for the corrugated sphere
of Fig. 3 and in Fig. 7~b! is the time series for the rough
sphere of Fig. 6. In both cases the amplitude of the return is
stronger than for the smooth sphere. The amplitude of the

series for the two-dimensional corrugation is somewhat less
than that for the one-dimensional corrugation; this is not sur-
prising as in this case the ‘‘ridges’’ of Fig. 7~a! are now
broken up.

B. A rigid cylinder

We now consider the scattering of a plane wave from a
rigid, finite cylinder; the radius of the cylinder is 0.25 m and
the length is 2.0 m. A receiver is located 6 m from the center
of the cylinder and the monostatic scattering angle is varied
between290° ~end-on incidence! to 190°. The angle of 0°
denotes broadside incidence. The resulting time series~am-
plitude! as computed by the BIEM for an incident 5-kHz
pulse are shown below as a function of the aspect angle in
Fig. 8. That is, at each angle in Fig. 8 the backscattered time

FIG. 5. Comparison between benchmark BIEM computation~solid! and
Kirchhoff approximation~dashed! for b510 andf 55 kHz and 8 kHz.

FIG. 6. Three-dimensional rendering of rough sphere described by Eq.~33!.

FIG. 7. Kirchhoff scattering of 40-kHz Ricker pulse from~a! rough sphere
I and ~b! rough sphere II.
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series~amplitude! is shown. The specular and diffraction ar-
rivals are evident as bright curves. There are also weaker
events which we believe are multiple diffraction events, and
which are not predicted by single diffraction theory. For ex-
ample, starting at end-on incidence a curve of arrivals behind
the first two diffractions from the top face of the cylinder can
be seen. This curve eventually coalesces with the second
diffraction curve at about 40° off broadside. There are also
other weak arrivals which can be seen after the third diffrac-
tion curve.

This is a more demanding BIEM computation than that
for the rough sphere. In this example, we are now consider-
ing off-axis geometries and hence must compute the BIEM
solution for several azimuthal orders as well as for the fre-
quencies required for Fourier synthesis of the pulse.

In the top panel of Fig. 9 we show a comparison of the
actual time series as computed by the BIEM method~solid
line! and the hybrid Kirchhoff/diffraction method~dashed
line! for 287° ~or 3° off vertical!, 12° off vertical, 45° off
vertical and broadside~0°!. As can be seen, the agreement
between the two methods is excellent for all angles consid-

FIG. 8. Time-angle plot of scattering from rigid finite cylinder.

FIG. 9. Comparison of backscattered time series as computed using a BIEM
~solid! for monostatic scattering angles of~a! 3°; ~b! 12°; ~c! 45°; ~d! 90°;
and for ~a! top panel Kirchhoff/Diffraction method~dashed!; ~b! standard
Kirchhoff method~dashed!.

FIG. 10. Comparison of backscattered time series as computed using a
BIEM ~solid! for monostatic scattering angles of~a! 30°; ~b! 45°; ~c!
60°; and for~a! top panel Kirchhoff/diffraction method~dashed!; ~b! stan-
dard Kirchhoff method~dashed!.
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ered. In the bottom panel of Fig. 9 we show the correspond-
ing comparison between the BIEM and the time-domain
pulses computed using the standard Kirchhoff approximation
~i.e., we numerically use only our surface discretizations and
‘‘turn off’’ all edge contributions!. We can see that, in fact,
this approximation also does very well, except at 45°. It is
actually where the diffractions dominate over specular scat-
tering that we expect the standard Kirchhoff approximation
to deteriorate. To illustrate this, we show in the top panel of
Fig. 10 a comparison between the BIEM computations
~solid! and the hybrid Kirchhoff/diffraction method for
angles 30°, 45°, and 60° off vertical, and in the bottom panel
of Fig. 10 we show the corresponding results using the stan-
dard Kirchhoff approach. Although the standard approach
seems to model the first diffraction well, the second and third
diffractions are not modeled as well as by using the hybrid
method. Its also interesting to note for the 30° aspect the
relatively strong multiple diffraction event arriving after the
first three. This is not modeled by either method.

We now consider the same cylinder~see Fig. 11! but
with a sinusoidally varying radius down its side

r ~z!50.2510.02 sin2~5~z21!p!. ~34!

The benchmark solution is once again computed using
the BIEM. The time-angle plot as in Fig. 8 is shown below in
Fig. 12. The diffractions are still evident in the time series
plots for aspects within about 20° of endfire. However, the
scattering from the roughness is also very clear and begins to
dominate for aspects past 20° off endfire until within about
20° from broadside~0°!, at which point this scattered energy

is significantly diminished. In Fig. 13 individual time series
comparisons~the BIEM solid and the Kirchhoff/diffraction
method dashed! are made for selected aspects. As can be
seen, the agreement is excellent.

V. SUMMARY

We have implemented a Kirchhoff/diffraction model in
the time domain, using triangular facets to describe an ob-
ject’s surface. This method showed excellent agreement with
analytic and BIEM methods for smooth and rough spheres
and cylinders. Even for situations where the wavelength of
the roughness was smaller than the acoustic wavelength, ex-
cellent agreement was found. The Kirchhoff/diffraction
method described in this paper is applicable to arbitrarily
shaped objects where the edges are specified. Although 40
kHz was the largest center frequency considered in this pa-
per, the method can model scattering up to 200 kHz or so in
a reasonable amount of time.

FIG. 11. Three-dimensional rendering of the corrugated cylinder.

FIG. 12. Time-angle plot of scattering from corrugated, rigid finite cylinder.

FIG. 13. Comparison of backscattered time series as computed using a
BIEM ~solid! and the Kirchhoff/diffraction method~dashed! for monostatic
scattering angles of~a! 3°; ~b! 12°; ~c! 45°; and~d! 90°.
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In the conformal near-field acoustic holography~NAH! using the boundary element method~BEM!,
the transfer matrix relating the vibro-acoustic properties of source and field depends solely on the
geometrical condition of the problem. This kind of NAH is known to be very powerful in dealing
with the sources having irregular shaped boundaries. When the vibro-acoustic source field is
reconstructed by using this conformal NAH, one tends to position the sensors as close as possible
to the source surface in order to get rich information on the nonpropagating wave components. The
conventional acoustic BEM based on the Kirchhoff–Helmholtz integral equation has the singularity
problem in the close near field of the source surface. This problem stems from the singular kernel
of the Green function of the boundary integral equation~BIE! and the singularity can influence the
reconstruction accuracy greatly. In this paper, the nonsingular BIE is introduced to the NAH
calculation and the holographic BIE is reformulated. The effectiveness of nonsingular BEM has
been investigated for the reduction of reconstruction error. Through interior and exterior examples,
it is shown that the resolution of predicted field pressure could be improved in the close near field
by employing the nonsingular BIE. Because the BEM-based NAH inevitably requires the field
pressure measured in the close proximity to the source surface, the present approach is
recommended for improving the resolution of the reconstructed source field. ©2001 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1350401#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Ye, 43.35.Sx, 43.40.Yq, 43.50.Yw@ANN#

I. INTRODUCTION

The near-field acoustic holography~NAH! is one of the
indirect methods for identifying the vibro-acoustic properties
of the vibrating sound source. This technique is equivalent to
solving an inverse or backward problem recovering the
vibro-acoustic properties at the source plane from measured
pressure data on the hologram plane. Not only the source
data are vital for the effective noise control, but the sound
propagation field calculated forward from the restored source
data is important as well.

Two major techniques have been suggested in realizing
the NAH. In one method, discretely and uniformly measured
field pressures on a regular hologram plane are decomposed
into the space-wave number domain by the spatial Fourier
transform. After compensating the pressure decay during
propagation, the pressure on a target plane is reconstructed
by the inverse spatial Fourier transform.1,2 In another
method, the sound radiation and transmission between the
vibrating source surface and the measurement field are mod-
eled by the vibro-acoustic transfer matrix using the boundary
element method~BEM!.3–6 The distribution of surface
acoustic parameters of the source can be reconstructed by
multiplying the inverse of vibro-acoustic transfer matrix and
the measured field pressure vector. Any shape of the near-
field plane including the conformal one can be used as the
hologram plane and this conformal NAH can deal with the

complex-shaped sources that cannot be described with sepa-
rable coordinates. Compared with this latter method, the
former method should be involved only with regular shapes
of source surface and hologram plane, otherwise a hypotheti-
cal regular plane near the actual source should be considered
a target source plane for reconstruction. Due to this advan-
tage, the ‘‘BEM-based NAH’’ has been the subject of many
previous studies in spite of the fact that it includes difficul-
ties arising from the BEM modeling of source and field, and
from dealing with the ill-conditioned system. Successful re-
sults were reported by applying this method to several inte-
rior or exterior acoustic problems, either experimentally or
numerically.6–12

When a source field is being restored by this BEM-based
NAH, one tends to position sensors as close to the source
surface as possible in order to get profound information on
the field. When the field points are placed very close to the
source surface, it is generally thought that the singularity of
transfer matrix will be relatively improved and the ratio of
measured field pressure to background noise can be in-
creased. In addition, the measured near-field pressures in-
clude the rich information on the nonpropagating wave com-
ponents. All of these factors seem to be beneficial to the
precision of reconstruction. However, the conventional
acoustic BEM based on the Kirchhoff–Helmholtz integral
equation suffers from the singularity problem in the near
field of the source surface. Computational error increases
very rapidly approaching from the far field to the source
surface. The problem is due to the singular kernel in thea!Electronic mail: ihih@sorak.kaist.ac.kr
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fundamental solution of the boundary integral equation~BIE!
and it can influence the reconstruction accuracy. In the three-
dimensional Kirchhoff–Helmholtz BIE, the monopole and
dipole terms expressed by the Green function and its deriva-
tive are proportional to 1/R or 1/R2, respectively, whereR is
the distance between source and field point. When the field
points are located in the very near field,R becomes very
small and thus calculation of Green functions diverges in the
numerical integration. This can invoke a dilemma that the
field pressure should be measured in the near field for the
precise reconstruction, while the prediction accuracy is dete-
riorated in the near field due to the singularity of the Green
function and its derivative.

A nonsingular boundary integral equation was formu-
lated to solve this singularity problem of BEM in the near
field.13 In this method, the level of singularity can be lowered
by eliminating the propagating plane wave term from the
integral identity. All singularities included in the conven-
tional acoustic BIE can be changed to the weak ones or can
be entirely removed by utilizing this formulation. As a result,
the near-field pressure can be determined precisely.

In this paper, the BIE for holography is reformulated to
remove the near-field singularity. Conventional and nonsin-
gular methods are applied to the interior and the exterior
examples and the reconstructed results are compared with
each other. It is observed that the nonsingular formulation
can provide the accurate vibro-acoustic transfer matrix be-
tween source and field and thus improve the resolution of the
reconstructed source field.

II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

A. Brief overview of the nonsingular acoustic BIE
„Ref. 13…

For a domainV enclosed by the boundarySo filled with
the isothermal, homogeneous, inviscid, compressible, and

stationary fluid medium, the well-known Kirchhoff–
Helmholtz integral equation is expressed as follows:

c~r !p~r !5E
So

FG~r ,ro!
]p~ro!

]n~ro!
2

]G~r ,ro!

]n~ro!
p~ro!GdS~ro!.

~1!

Here, p(ro) means the surface pressure,G(r ,ro)
5exp(2jkR)/R is the three-dimensional free-space Green
function,R5ur2rou denotes the distance between field point
r and surface pointro ,]/]n means the outward normal de-
rivative on the surface, and the coefficientc(r ) represents
the solid angle atr .

In the right-hand side of Eq.~1!, G and ]G/]n are in-
versely proportional toR and R2, respectively. If a field
point is located very close to the boundary surface,R andR2

become very small. In order to implement Eq.~1! in BEM,
each term in Eq.~1! should be integrated numerically. For a
function f represented by local coordinatesj andh, one can
employ the discrete Gauss integration technique as

E E f ~j,h!dj dh5(
i 51

q

wi f ~j i ,h i !, ~2!

where q is the number of integration points andwi is the
weighting factor for each point. Therefore, the singularities
of 1/R and 1/R2 remain in the numerical calculation and the
integral calculations diverge when the field point is located
very close to the surface.

In order to remove the singularity existing in the con-
ventional BIE, the propagating plane wave can be deducted
from the integral identity of Eq.~1!. Introducing an addi-
tional propagating plane wave and carrying out several steps
of calculations, the nonsingular BIE can be derived as fol-
lows:

2 j E
So

G~r ,ro!@rovVn~ro!1kn~ro!•$h~y! p̂~ro ;y,h~y!,p~y!!2h~y! p̂~ro ;y,h~y!,q!1n~y!p̂~ro ;y,n~y!,q!%#dS~ro!

2E
So

]G~r ,ro!

]n~ro!
@p~ro!2 p̂~ro ;y,h~y!,p~y!!2 p̂~ro ;y,h~y!,q!1 p̂~ro ;y,n~y!,q!#dS~ro!

5H 0, for interior problem~rPSo ,r¹V!,

p~r !2 p̂„r ;y,h~y!,p~y!…2 p̂„r ;y,h~y!,q…1 p̂„r ;y,n~y!,q…, for interior problem ~r¹So ,rPV!,

p~r !, for exterior problem~rPSo ,r¹V, or r¹So ,rPV!.

~3!

Here,h(y) is the unit tangential vector aty, n~x! is the unit
normal vector atx, p~y! is the sound pressure aty, q
52rocVn(y), r0 is the density of medium,c is the speed of
sound, andVn(y) is the normal velocity aty. Whenr repre-
sents a point on the surface,y coincides withr , whereasy
represents the closest point tor on the surface ifr denotes a
point in the domain. The propagating plane wave that satis-

fies both the Helmholtz equation and Kirchhoff–Helmholtz
integral equation can be expressed as

p̂~x;y,a,p̄!5 p̄ exp@ jk~x2y!•a#, ~4!

where p̄ is the amplitude of plane wave,y denotes an arbi-
trary reference point,a is the direction vector of the plane
wave aty. Physically, Eq.~4! implies the field pressure at
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point x when a plane wave is propagating with an amplitude
of u p̄u in a directiona that is determined at pointy. Note that
a uniform potential field could be combined with the govern-
ing equation for solving the singularity problem, but it would
involve inefficient calculations. In spite of the fact that Eq.
~3! can be used at any position of field pointr , it is appli-
cable only to the smooth surface where the surface normal
vector can be defined uniquely. Although Eq.~3! looks very
complicated in comparison with Eq.~1!, the same physical
meanings with the case of conventional BIE are conserved in
the involved terms. The first integrand is connected with the
effect of monopole and the second integrand means the ef-
fect of dipoles. The bracketed term in each integrand defines
the strength of each pole. In Eq.~3!, all singularities are
eliminated and thus the pressure can be estimated accurately
even in the very near field.

B. Reformulation of the holography equation

A discrete form of Eq.~3! can be used in realizing BEM
and its matrix-vector form can be written as

$p% f5@D# f$p%s1@M # f$v%s in the domain, ~5!

@D#s$p%s5@M #s$v%s on the boundary. ~6!

Here,$p%s , $v%s are the pressure and velocity vector on the
surface, respectively,$p% f denotes the field pressure vector
in the domain,@D#s , @M #s mean the dipole and monopole
matrices on the surface, and@D# f , @M # f are those corre-
sponding to field pressures, respectively. From Eq.~5!, the
following field pressure can be described only by the surface
velocity provided@D#s

21 exists:

$p% f5~@M # f1@D# f@D#s
21@M #s!$v%s[@G#$v%s . ~7!

Here, @G# is the vibro-acoustic transfer matrix correlating
the surface normal velocity and the field pressure that con-
tains the geometric information of the system as well. If the
field pressure atm points is known, the surface velocity at
n(<m) nodes can be uniquely determined. This can be ac-
complished by utilizing the overdetermined least-squared so-
lutions approach and the singular value decomposition
~SVD! technique.14 The SVD of the transfer matrix@G# is
given by

@G#5@U#@L#@W#H, ~8!

where

@L#5diag~l1 ,l2 ,...,ln!,

l1>l2>¯>ln>0, $ui%
H$uj%5d i j ,

$wi%
H$wj%5d i j . ~9!

Here, d i j is the Kronecker delta, the elements of diagonal
matrix @L# are singular valuesl i , and @U#, @W# mean the
vectors, each of which has orthonormal columns. Physically,
$ui% and $wi% mean the wave vectors that decompose the
distribution of field pressure on the hologram plane and that
of surface velocity on the source plane at a selected fre-
quency. By using Eq.~8!, one can derive the following in-
verse equation:

$v%s5@G#1$p% f5~@G#H@G# !21@G#H$p% f

5@W#@L#21@U#H$p% f . ~10!

Here, the superscripts ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘ H’’ signify the pseudo-
inverse and the Hermitian operator, respectively. If the trans-
fer matrix @G# is generated by the nonsingular BEM and the
field pressure$p% f is measured, the surface velocity$v%s can
be determined from Eq.~10!.

The transfer matrix@G# is ill-conditioned in general
and, therefore, the condition number (5lmax/lmin) of this
matrix is much larger than unity. In the source reconstruction
that involves the inversion of@L#, the high-order components
of singular values affect the reconstructed result dominantly
and they are correlated with the nonpropagating wave com-
ponents. If the measured field pressure is contaminated with
the noise, the noise can be amplified greatly by the high-
order componentl i and the reconstructed result will be dis-
torted from the actual source field. The problem can be par-
tially sorted out by the regularization of a singular matrix. In
the regularization process, the wave-vector filter can be de-
signed optimally by taking advantage of the trade-off rela-
tion between bias error and variance error.7,15 By performing
the proper wave-vector filtering,@L#21 can be regularized as

@LF#215@F#@L#21

5diag~ f 1 /l1 , f 2 /l2 , f 3 /l3 ,...f n /ln!, ~11!

where the diagonal elements of@F# are optimally designed
wave-vector filter coefficients. In this study, the iterative
regularization method15 is employed in the calculation.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

A. Test of nonsingular BEM for improvement of near-
field accuracy

As mentioned before, the nonsingular BEM is the basis
of the present study scope: the removal of sensor proximity
error in the NAH. In order to test the performance of nons-
ingular BEM, two simple acoustic systems that permit ana-
lytic solutions are dealt with here and they correspond to
exterior and interior problems, respectively. All computa-
tional details in realizing nonsingular BEM followed those
mentioned in Ref. 13.

When the sphere with a radius ofa is pulsating with a
harmonic surface velocity ofUej vt in the infinite homoge-
neous medium, the field pressure at distancer from the ori-
gin is given by16

p~r !5
2r0cU

r

jka2

~12 jka!
exp$ jk~r 2a!%. ~12!

For the BEM calculation, a sphere having a radius of 50 mm
was modeled with 98 nodes and 48 quadratic triangular ele-
ments. The characteristic length (Lc) of the model was 52.1
mm. Figure 1 shows the predicted error ratio of pressure
amplitude obtained by BEM compared to the theoretical
value in the radial field. The error ratio is presented as a
function of the distance ratio, (r 2a)/Lc . It is noted that the
calculated result of nonsingular BEM~hereafter, NBEM!
agrees very well with the theoretical value even in close
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proximity to the surface. However, the result of conventional
BEM ~hereafter, CBEM! shows large errors in the locations
where the distance between the field point and the nearest
surface is smaller than about 0.2Lc . This large amount of
error obviously stems from the singularity of the Green func-
tion and its derivative in the near field. The estimation error
of field pressure is shown as a function of frequency in Fig.
2. For this purpose, a field point located at 0.0575Lc from the
surface was chosen. For the NBEM, the change of error ratio
is less than 1% when the wavelength is longer than 4Lc .
This means that at least eight nodes are required to represent
a wavelength in order to expect the accurate results with the
error ratio less than 1%. The result of NBEM shows small
bias error in the low-frequency range. This bias error is due
to the modeling error of BEM that is associated with the
difference in surface area or volume velocity from the ideal
pulsating sphere and it can be reduced by using the effective
radius concept.

A tube-shaped parallelepiped of 300(w)3300(h)
31700(l ) mm in size was considered a test example of the
interior problem. The BEM model was made up of 468 linear
triangular elements and 236 nodes. The characteristic length
of this model wasLc5141.2 mm. It was assumed that an end
surface atz50 was vibrating as a rigid piston with a har-
monic velocity ofUej vt and all other walls were rigid. The
theoretical field pressure from the one-dimensional plane
wave theory is given by

p~z!5
2 j r0cU

sin~kl !
cos@k~ l 2z!#, ~13!

wherel is the length of the parallelepiped andz denotes the
longitudinal coordinate. Figure 3 shows the calculated field
pressure on the longitudinal axis whenU5(11 j 1)e
23 m/s at 140 Hz. Similar to the previous exterior example,
the field pressure predicted by CBEM has large errors when
z,0.2Lc, whereas NBEM result coincides with the exact
theory. In Fig. 4, the predicted pressure response spectrum is
shown atz50.0425Lc on the longitudinal axis. The reso-

FIG. 1. Predicted error ratio of field pressure amplitude for a pulsating
sphere model atka51: —s—, NBEM; ––3––, CBEM.

FIG. 2. Predicted error ratio spectrum of field pressure amplitude for a
pulsating sphere model atr 5a10.0575Lc : —s—, NBEM; ––3––,
CBEM.

FIG. 3. Predicted field pressure amplitude on the longitudinal axis of the
parallelepiped box interior due to a vibrating end face at 140 Hz: ———,
exact analysis;s, NBEM; 3, CBEM.

FIG. 4. Predicted pressure response spectrum atz50.0425Lc in the paral-
lelepiped box interior due to a vibrating end face: ———, exact analysis;s,
NBEM; 3, CBEM.
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nance frequencies of longitudinal mode are determined by
kl5mp (m5 integer), i.e.,f m5100.9,201.8,302.7,..., in Hz.
It is observed that the NBEM result is far better than the
CBEM result for all frequency ranges and the solution agrees
reasonably with the analytic value, especially whenl>6Lc

28Lc . At resonance frequencies, the amplitude of theoreti-
cal value is infinite and it becomes zero at antiresonance
frequencies. Consequently, the prediction accuracy is poor at
these frequencies.

B. NAH based on the nonsingular BEM

1. Exterior problem

A parallelepiped radiator with the dimension of
500~w!3320~h!3700~l! mm was chosen as an application
example of NAH based on nonsingular BEM. The boundary
element model consisted of 234 nodes and 464 linear trian-
gular elements as depicted in Fig. 5. The characteristic length
of this model wasLc593.8 mm. It was assumed that only
the top plane made of 1-mm-thick steel plate would vibrate
and other faces were rigid.

When the top plate is vibrating with~5,1! mode at 163
Hz, the pressure distribution on the vertical field plane (y
5250 mm) above the box can be calculated as in Fig. 6. One
can find that the field pressure estimated by CBEM is highly
distorted in the close neighborhood of the source surface
where the distance from the surface is less than about 20
mm,viz., 0.213Lc . In Fig. 7, the predicted error ratio of field
pressures calculated by CBEM and NBEM is shown at 163

Hz and the calculation is done for the evenly spaced 609
field points varying the distancez from the source surface.
Statistical curves including the error mean (emean) and the
standard deviation (sp) are illustrated and the shaded area
corresponds to 95% possibility interval of the prediction er-
ror. From this figure, one can clearly find that the prediction
error in the near-field pressure by CBEM increases very
much when the distance of field point to source surface be-
comes less than about 0.2Lc . One may recall that the same
result was already found in the pulsating sphere model. Here,
the prediction inaccuracy reveals that the vibro-acoustic
transfer matrix in the close near field does not correctly rep-
resent the relation between the surface velocity and the field
pressure. The CBEM overestimates or underestimates the
field pressure at certain points in the close near field and
these points correspond to Gauss integration points. In Fig.
8, the pressure field atz51 mm plane is compared with the
surface pressure field and the foregoing remarks can be con-
firmed easily. The field pressure pattern calculated by NBEM
is very similar to the surface pressure distribution, whereas
the pattern by CBEM is quite different from the surface pres-
sure pattern, especially near Gauss integration points.

The holographic reconstruction was carried out for~5,1!
vibrating mode of top plate at 163 Hz. The field pressure was
estimated for the evenly distributed 117 points in a 50
350-mm pattern and the distance of these points from the
surface was within the range of 1–200 mm or, equivalently,
0.0107Lc– 2.13Lc . It was assumed that the measured field
pressure was contaminated by the unbiased Gaussian random
noise with a noise variance~5(uni u2; ni5noise included in
field pressure at thei th node! of 50. All results were aver-
aged ones for 100 attempts in the simulation.

The singularity of transfer matrix is compared in terms
of the singularity factor (5(l i

22) and the condition number
in Fig. 9. The singularity factor is proportional to the square
of velocity reconstruction error.7,15 The condition number
represents the upper bound of the excessive error that is ex-
pected in the inversion of the transfer matrix. In the far field,
the transfer matrix generated by both BEM is nearly the
same and highly singular. In the very close near field, the
singularity of transfer matrix generated by CBEM is nearly

FIG. 5. BEM model of the parallelepiped box (70035003320 mm) of
which the top plate vibrates and radiates sound. Other side walls and bottom
plate are rigid.

FIG. 6. Distribution of predicted field pressure on the vertical plane aty
5250 mm~163 Hz!:---, NBEM; ———, CBEM.

FIG. 7. Predicted error ratio of the field pressure calculated by CBEM and
NBEM at 163 Hz, ~5,1! mode. The shaded area shows 95% confidence
interval of the prediction error with varyingz for 609 field points: —h—,
mean value; ––s––, maximum; ---n---, minimum; —-—, (mean12sp);
—--—, (mean22sp).
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constant for the distance variation, but the singularity due to
NBEM decreases steadily with shortening the distance. This
is because smaller high-order components of singular values
are calculated by CBEM than those done by the nonsingular
method. For an assumed noise variance, the S/N ratio
(5(upi u2/(uni u2) is compared in Fig. 10. The S/N ratio
worsens in the far field since the amplitude of pressure de-
creases when the field point grows distant from the source
surface.

In order to design a proper wave-vector filter for the
regularization, the noise variance should be estimated since
the true noise variance cannot be knowna priori in the actual
reconstruction process. The estimated noise variance can be
defined as

ŝ25
1

m2n
i$ p̃% f2@G#$v̂%siF

2, ~14!

wherei iF
2 denotes the Frobenious norm and$v̂%s is the es-

timated velocity vector. In the actual reconstruction based on
the measurement,$ p̃% f is the measured field pressure. How-
ever, in the simulation,$ p̃% f is the field pressure obtained by
using NBEM and is subject to the additive noise having a
certain variance. In the simulation, the assumed noise vari-
ance of$ p̃% f should be identical withŝ2 in the ideal case.
When @G# is determined by CBEM,@G# is distorted in the
near field and, consequently,ŝ2 is much different from the
preset value. Figure 11 demonstrates this fact. The estimated
noise variance being determined by NBEM is the same ev-
erywhere with the target value. However, the noise variance
estimated by CBEM is quite deviant from the target value in
the near field. This can lead to the design mistake of the
wave-vector filter and can then yield large reconstruction er-
rors.

The error in reconstructing surface velocity before and
after the iterative regularization is presented in Fig. 12,
where the velocity reconstruction error is given by

«5
i$v%s2$v̂%si2

i$v%si2 3100 ~%!. ~15!

Before applying the optimal wave-vector filter, the recon-
struction error has a similar trend with that of singularity of
the transfer matrix because small singular values affect the
reconstructed results dominantly. The higher-order singular

FIG. 8. Distributions of predicted field pressure atz51 mm plane due to the
excitation of~5,1! plate mode at 163 Hz, where the points represented by
‘‘ 3’’ denote Gauss integration points: ---, surface pressure; ———, field
pressure.~a! NBEM; ~b! CBEM.

FIG. 9. Calculated singularity factor and condition number of the vibro-
acoustic transfer matrix for the exterior problem in Fig. 5. Singularity factor:
—s—, NBEM; ––3––, CBEM. Condition number: —h—, NBEM;
---1---, CBEM.

FIG. 10. S/N ratio of the noise-contaminated field pressure.

FIG. 11. Estimated noise variance being used for the vibro-acoustic recon-
struction: —s—, NBEM; ––3––, CBEM.
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values corresponding to the nonpropagating wave compo-
nents becomes smaller as the field point grows distant from
the source surface. These small singular values excessively
amplify the noise included in the measured field pressure.
For the field plane located farther than 0.2Lc , the results of
NBEM and CBEM calculations are nearly the same. When
the field plane is located at or far from 1.07Lc , the velocity
reconstruction error is more than O(105)% for both NBEM
and CBEM calculations. In the near-field plane located
closer than 0.2Lc , the resultant error of NBEM is reduced
steadily closer to the source surface. This fact reveals that the
precise information on the nonpropagating wave components
is very important to enhance the accuracy of the final recon-
struction of the source. When using the CBEM in NAH, the
reconstruction error is minimal at certain distance nearr
50.1Lc and it increases abruptly closer to the source surface.
The reconstruction error minimum is 23.3% atz50.010Lc

when the NBEM is used in NAH and, in contrast, it is 63.2%
at z50.107Lc when the CBEM is used. After applying the
regularization, these errors are reduced to 1/4–1/5 of those
before the application. The reconstruction error is 5.1% for
NBEM and is nearly 70% for CBEM atz50.0107Lc . The
minimum reconstruction error in using CBEM can be found
at z50.107Lc ; that is, 7.9%. By applying the regularization,
the relative ratio of errors determined by both BEMs is re-
duced. From the foregoing facts, one can conclude that the
regularization is required for the essential improvement of
the reconstruction results.

It is not easy to use CBEM in the close near field for
obtaining a fine reconstruction result, notwithstanding the
fact that the difference in minimal error is small between the
two methods. This is simply because it is very hard to know
where the error is minimized. Figure 13 shows the change of
reconstruction error with three different levels of noise vari-
ances (s2). As can be easily expected, the reconstruction
error decreases with reducing the variance of added~or mea-
sured! noise. From this figure, one can find that the position
of minimal error in using CBEM changes with varying the
noise variance. If CBEM is utilized in an actual reconstruc-
tion process when the field point is located inz,0.2Lc , it is
very hard to estimate the noise variance accurately. Further-

more, the correct distance for minimal error cannot be found
easily and this means that the restoration accuracy cannot be
assured. One can also observe from Fig. 13 that the change
of noise variance in the signal does not invoke too much
variation of the reconstruction accuracy in the close near
field. This means that the type of BEM and the regularization
are most crucial factors in obtaining the adequate precision
for reconstructed results. The actual and reconstructed veloc-
ity fields by two boundary element methods are compared in
Fig. 14 and the foregoing statement can be easily confirmed
with this figure.

2. Interior problem

As an example of the interior problem, a parallelepiped
cavity with the dimensions of 500~w!3500~h!31500~l! mm
was chosen and a similar analysis as in the preceding exterior
problem was given. The boundary element model of the box
consisted of 382 nodes and 761 linear triangular elements as
in Fig. 15. The characteristic length of this model wasLc

588.4 mm. It was assumed that only an end plate atz50
was vibrating in~2,2! mode and the other walls were rigid.

The field pressure estimated by CBEM is highly dis-
torted in the close proximity to the source surface, where the
distance from the nearest surface is less than about 0.2Lc .
This trend is the same with the case of the exterior problem.
In the interior problem, the singularity at the rigid walls be-
comes relatively important compared with the exterior prob-
lem. This is because many field points can be located near
the boundary surface. Consequently, the field pressure pre-
dicted by CBEM diverges near the Gauss integration points
on the stationary walls even if the field point is located far
from the source surface. The reconstruction error by using
CBEM does not become equal to that by using NBEM, even
in the far field.

In the simulation, the holographic reconstruction works
were carried out for~2,2! mode at 200 Hz. The field pressure
was calculated at the evenly arranged 81 points in a 50
350-mm pattern and the distance of these points from the

FIG. 12. The error in reconstructing surface velocity for the exterior prob-
lem. NBEM: —s—, before regularization; —n—, after regularization.
CBEM: –1–, before regularization; ––3––, after regularization.

FIG. 13. Effect of target noise variance in the reconstruction error for sur-
face velocity before and after applying the iterative regularization. The
curves with symbols are for using CBEM and those without symbols are for
NBEM. Before regularization: —h—, s25100; —s—, s2550; —3—,
s2510. After regularization: ––h––, s25100; ––s––, s2550;
––3––, s2510.
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surface were within the range of 1–400 mm or, equivalently,
0.0113Lc– 4.526Lc . The noise variance is assumed as 50.

The reconstruction errors of surface velocity are com-
pared in Fig. 16. Before applying the wave-vector filtering
properly, the reconstruction error is 1066 and 60 012% for

FIG. 17. Reconstructed surface velocity field from evenly distributed 81
field points atz53 mm plane.~a! actual;~b! by NBEM and nonregularized
(e510.0%); ~c! by CBEM and nonregularized (e5399%); ~d! by NBEM
and regularized (e52.17%); ~e! by CBEM and regularized (e513.2%).

FIG. 14. Reconstructed surface velocity field from evenly distributed 117
field points atz54 mm plane.~a! actual;~b! by NBEM and nonregularized
(e531.4%); ~c! by CBEM and nonregularized (e5111%); ~d! by NBEM
and regularized (e55.65%); ~e! by CBEM and regularized (e518.2%).

FIG. 15. BEM model of the parallelepiped cavity (500350031500 mm)
for the simulation of the interior problem. Only an end plate atz50 vibrates
in ~2,2! mode and the other walls are rigid.

FIG. 16. The error in reconstructing surface velocity for the interior prob-
lem. NBEM: —s—, before regularization; —n—, after regularization.
CBEM: –1–, before regularization; ––3––, after regularization.
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NBEM and CBEM, respectively, whenz50.905Lc . Even if
the distance of the field plane from source surface is more
than 0.2Lc , the results of the two methods never get close. In
the close near field, the reconstruction error in using NBEM
is reduced steadily with shortening the distance, but the error
increases in using CBEM. The latter trend is similar to the
result of the exterior problem. The error minimum is 8.32%
at z50.0113Lc for NBEM and it is 45.5% atz50.113Lc for
CBEM. After applying the iterative regularization, these er-
rors are reduced. When NBEM is adopted, the error mini-
mum becomes 2.10% atz50.0113Lc . When CBEM is uti-
lized, the error minimum becomes 3.39% atz50.113Lc .
The actual and reconstructed velocity fields by two boundary
element methods are compared in Fig. 17 when 81 evenly
spaced field points at az53 mm plane are used.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The conventional boundary integral equation has the sin-
gularity problem that is originated by the singularity of the
Green function near the Gauss integration points. This sin-
gularity problem induces inaccurate prediction of field prop-
erties and the problem can be solved by utilizing the nons-
ingular boundary integral equation. Through examples of
exterior and interior problems, the strong points of nonsin-
gular BEM in NAH are demonstrated. The effectiveness of
nonsingular BEM has been investigated for the reduction of
reconstruction error caused by the singularity problem in the
near field. It is shown that the resolution of predicted field
pressure is improved in the close near field by employing the
nonsingular BIE. The BEM-based NAH inevitably requires
the field pressure measured in close proximity to the source
surface. Therefore, the nonsingular approach in BIE is rec-
ommended for yielding an accurate transfer matrix and thus
improving the resolution of the reconstructed source field.

In order to generate the transfer matrix by using NBEM,
extra computation time is required compared to the case us-
ing CBEM due to the complexity of BIE. However, in the
actual NAH process, most of the time is spent measuring
field pressures and regularizing the results. Once the transfer

matrix is calculated for the model at the frequency of inter-
est, it can be used repeatedly for later calculations.
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A model equation is derived for nonlinear medical ultrasound. Unlike the existing models, which
use spatial coordinates, material coordinates are used and hence a model for a heterogeneous
medium is able to be derived. The equation is a generalization of the Westervelt equation, and
includes the nonlinearity, relaxation, and heterogeneity of soft tissue. The validity of the generalized
Westervelt equation as a model equation for a Piola–Kirchoff acoustic pressure and as an equation
for the acoustic pressure is discussed. In the second case it turns out that the model follows from two
geometric approximations which are valid when the radius of curvature of the phase fronts is much
larger than the particle displacements. The model is exact for plane waves and includes arbitrary
nonlinearity in the stress–strain relation. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that nonlinear effects are important in
medical ultrasound. This is clearly the case for lithotripsy1

and hyperthermia2 applications, but it has been recognized
since 19803 that nonlinearity plays a role also at diagnostic
levels. Nonlinearity at diagnostic levels introduces some
problems, for instance when it comes to safety regulations
based on linear theory,4 but it may also be used to obtain a
marked improvement in image quality in technically difficult
patients by tissue harmonic imaging.5 The principal ideas
behind tissue harmonic imaging were published by Ward
et al. in 1995 at the World Congress on Ultrasonics in Ber-
lin, and similar results were published by various authors in
1997.6–8 The reason for the current success in applying non-
linear effects for image improvement is largely due to recent
improvements in transducer technology, including in particu-
lar fabrication of transducers with sufficient sensitivity over
a wide frequency range. This implies that it is now possible
to utilize finer properties of the received ultrasound echos,
and motivates the investigation of detailed models for non-
linear ultrasound in tissue. Considerable attention is cur-
rently being devoted to the modeling and experimental test-
ing of propagation and focusing of intense sound beams.
This attention is due in large part to applications in medicine.
Despite the fact that tissue is heterogeneous, the main focus
has been on models from underwater acoustics which are
only valid for a single material, such as water.

In 1971 Kuznetsov stated~Ref. 9, p. 467!: Unlike linear
theory, which uses a wave equation, the theory of nonlinear
acoustics is beset with added difficulties in connection with
the absence of a nonlinear wave equation. We feel that this
is still true, but now in the heterogeneous case, and in par-
ticular for nonlinear ultrasound in tissue. The main content
of the present article is a derivation of a simple model equa-
tion in material coordinates which includes heterogeneity.

The resulting generalized Westervelt equation may be trans-
formed to the more traditional spatial description, but the
resulting equation is much more complex even for plane
waves. When using material coordinates it is customary to
derive a wave equation for the displacement field,10–12but it
seems to be a novelty here to derive an equation for the
pressure. We will not consider numerical solution of the sug-
gested generalized Westervelt equation, but many of the ex-
isting algorithms in the literature may be adapted to either a
solution by propagation along the beam direction13–16 or by
propagation in time.12,17–20Anisotropy may be a significant
factor in the modeling of ultrasound through the muscle lay-
ers in the body wall,21–23 but this will be ignored in the
following. To put our derivation in perspective, we start with
a brief review of some existing models. More thorough in-
troductions to nonlinear acoustics may be found in recent
books on this subject.10,11,24

II. EXISTING MODELS FOR ULTRASOUND IN TISSUE

The majority of the existing models for ultrasound in
tissue~Ref. 10, Biomedical applications, pp. 421–447! are
modifications of well-known models from underwater acous-
tics to include relaxation loss. The most popular equation is
the KZK equation,9,25 which may be viewed as a parabolic
approximation to the Westervelt equation,26 which may be
viewed as a simplification of the Kuznetsov equation.9 The
lossless Kuznetsov equation is a second-order approximation
of the following wave equation~Ref. 27, p. 713!:

2f̈1c2Df5~] t1
1
2¹f•¹!~¹f!2. ~1!

In the lossless case the above wave equation is an exact
model equation for a potential velocity fieldu5¹f. An ar-
bitrary nonlinear equation of state gives the speed of soundc

as a function ofḟ1u2/2, and the above wave equation is
then a closed equation for the velocity potentialf.28 Thea!Electronic mail: gunnar.taraldsen@informatics.sintef.no
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effect of heat conduction and viscosity, and more general
relaxation as is needed in medical ultrasound, can be in-
cluded to first order by standard methods. This gives a start-
ing point for numerical and experimental investigations of
nonlinear effects in medical ultrasonics. Investigations by
numerical solutions of the KZK equation and experiments in
a water tank were initiated in 19803 and have continued up to
the present time,29 with good agreement between theory and
experiment.6,10,11 Some have also given numerical solutions
of the Westervelt equation combined with the bioheat equa-
tion in order to investigate nonlinear heating effects.30

However, these models are correct only for homoge-
neous media, such as water, but tissue is heterogeneous. In
the linear case a conventional model which includes hetero-
geneity is given by¹p52r0u̇ and¹•u52k0* t ṗ. Instead
of a single unknown fieldf as in Eq.~1!, we have here four
unknown fields given by the velocity fieldu and the acoustic
pressurep. Relaxation is modeled by a time-dependent com-
pressibilityk0 , and the time convolution* t can be reformu-
lated in terms of extra relaxation equations.20 Heterogeneity
may be modeled by letting the ambient mass densityr0 and
compressibilityk0 be functions of position given by realistic
tissue cross sections.18,31A related model, which includes the
second-order parameterB/A ~Ref. 10, Chap. 2! of nonlinear-
ity is given by¹p52r0u̇ and p52(1/k0)(¹•c1(B/2A)
3(¹•c)2)2(mB1(4/3)m)¹•u, where c is the displace-
ment field.17,32,33 The model includes viscositym and bulk
viscositymB . A simpler, but still interesting case is given by
just introducing inhomogeneity through variations in the am-
bient state.34,35 Considering only second-order effects for a
thermoviscous inhomogeneous fluid, one arrives at a gener-
alized Westervelt equation@Ref. 36, Eq.~255!#37

p̈2k0
21¹•~r0

21¹p!5~bnk0p21nk0ṗ!••. ~2!

Second-order nonlinearity is included throughbn51
1B/(2A), andn includes viscosity and heat conduction to
first order. This is a generalized Westervelt equation com-
pared to the original26,10 in that the material parametersr0 ,
k0 , bn ,n may depend on position as a result of variations in
the ambient state. This is adequate in underwater acoustics,
where gravity and temperature variations give a variation in
the ambient density and pressure of the seawater, but seems
questionable in tissue where different materials are present.

However, it is difficult to find references to models
based on first principles which includes the nonlinearity and
heterogeneity of soft tissue. The reason for this may be that
the use of spatial coordinates quickly leads to major prob-
lems in the heterogeneous case. The problem is already
manifest in the simplest lossless case, where the densityr is
a function of the pressureP. This function describes the ma-
terial, and as such we have one function for each material
point x. Let r5 r̃(P,x). In the derivation of the equations of
fluid mechanics it is assumed that there is a one–one corre-
spondence between material pointsx and spatial pointsx8 at
each timet. This means that we may consider the fields
either as functions of~x,t! ~material description! or as func-
tions of (x8,t) ~spatial description!. The displacement fieldc
is defined byx85x1c. In linear theory we may use the
approximationr5 r̃(P,x)'r̃(P,x8), but not in nonlinear

theory. In nonlinear theory we are forced to user(x8,t)
5 r̃(P(x8,t),x82c(x8,t)) when we use spatial coordinates
(x8,t). This gives an awkward equation forc when inserted
into the conservation equations for mass and momentum. It
is well-known that this awkwardness is removed if we use
material coordinates, and this is also demonstrated in the
following.

III. PIOLA–KIRCHOFF PRESSURE WAVES

We consider sound in a medium where conservation of
momentum~3! and elastic properties~4! are given in mate-
rial coordinates by

r0c̈52¹p, ~3!

2¹•c5D~p!. ~4!

It is well-known that the conservation equation for mo-
mentum becomes linear in material coordinates by the intro-
duction of the Piola–Kirchoff pressure tensor~Ref. 38, p.
106, Ref. 10, p. 265, Ref. 39, p. 220!, but here we have
simplified further by restriction to deformations where the
Piola–Kirchoff pressure tensor can be replaced by a scalar
acoustic Piola–Kirchoff pressurep. The pressurep is force
per unit undeformed area and includes viscous forces and
possibly more general contributions due to relaxation. The
other quantities in Eq.~3! are the ambient mass densityr0

and the particle displacementc. The partial derivatives are
with respect to material coordinates~x,t!. In Eq. ~4! we have
restricted to deformations where the divergence of the dis-
placement fieldc is given by the history ofp through the
nonlinear condensationD. A typical model is given byD
5k0(p2n(p)2Lp), wherek0(p2n(p)) corresponds to an
equation of state at constant entropy, andL is a linear opera-
tor corresponding to relaxation corrections. This assumption
gives the generalized Westervelt equation

p̈2k0
21¹•~r0

21¹p!5n̈~p!1L̈p. ~5!

The medium parametersk0 ,r0 , the nonlinearity function n,
and the linear relaxation operatorL all depend on the mate-
rial point x and hence this generalized Westervelt equation
describes waves in a heterogeneous medium. The model
goes beyond second-order nonlinearity in that arbitrary non-
linearity is allowed in n. It is for instance possible to express
n to arbitrary order inp from a virial expansion of the equa-
tion of state.28 The model goes beyond viscous effects in that
the relaxation operatorL is allowed to be a convolution op-
erator. This is necessary in order to model the observed fre-
quency dependence of absorption in medical ultrasonics.22 If
a nonlinear relaxation operator is to be considered, then these
considerations should also include a nonlinear heat equation.
This can be combined with a material equation where the
condensationD is also a function of temperature or entropy,
but we will not pursue this further here.

The condensationD can in particular cases be found by
inverting a more conventional material equation. It is suffi-
cient to consider a plane deformation and we choose coordi-
nates such thatc85¹•c. A conventional material equation
for a thermoviscous solid is2p5(K14G/3)c81@(3/2)(K
14G/3)1A813B81C8#c821nċ811,38 ~Ref. 10, p. 267!.
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Here,K andG are, respectively, the bulk and shear moduli,
and A8, B8, C8 are the third-order moduli used by Landau
and Lifshitz. The coefficientn includes bulk and shear vis-
cosity, and the effect of thermal conductivity to first order.
The Fourier transformation of the material equation in time
implies that it may be viewed as a second-order material
equation in small parameters given by the condensationD
52c8 and the frequencyv. The Fourier-transformed equa-
tion can be solved with respect to the condensationD and
expanded to second order inp, v. The result after an inverse
Fourier transform isD5k0p2bn(k0p)22nk0

2ṗ, with the
identifications k051/(K14G/3) and bn53/21(A813B8
1C8)/(K14G/3). In particular we havebn53/2 in the case
of a linear stress–strain relation, because of the quadratic
term in the definition of the strain. A similar argument for a
liquid givesbn511B/(2A) andk051/K. In both cases, we
get

n~p!5bnk0p2, Lp5nk0ṗ. ~6!

We see that Eq.~5! for a thermoviscous solid coincides with
the generalized Westervelt equation given in the previous
section. The model is, however, not equivalent since the par-
tial derivatives in Eq.~5! is with respect to material coordi-
nates, and we allow a separate equation of state for each
material point. Additionally, Eq.~5! is an equation for the
Piola–Kirchoff acoustic pressure. The above turns out also to
be a justification of the model used by Wojciket al.,32,17,33

but we use an inverted material equation and have a some-
what different interpretation. A similar second-order equa-
tion in material coordinates and with the ordinary pressure
was derived by Angelsen@Ref. 40, Eqs.~12.100!, ~12.144!#.
He has an additional termk0p¹'

2 p, and in his derivation it is
assumed thatcurl c50. His argumentation is complemen-
tary to the arguments we have given.

We will briefly sketch how the above argumentation for
a thermoviscous solid can be generalized. General conven-
tional material equations are of the formp5p(]xc,]xċ).
The dependence on]xċ includes in particular the possibility
of modeling viscous effects. More generally, it is reasonable
to assume a material equation of the formp5pop(]xc)
wherepop is an operator which maps tensor-valued functions
of time to tensor-valued functions of time. This corresponds
to the intuition that the pressure tensor at a certain timet
depends on the history of the deformation up to timet. The
viscosity assumption corresponds intuitively to a material
with short memory since the dependence on the past is just
through the time derivative]xċ of the deformation]xc. It is
convenient to replace the material assumptionp5pop(]xc)
with an inverted material assumption of the form2]xc
5Dop(p). It seems no less intuitive to assume that the de-
formation depends on the history of the stress, than to as-
sume that the stress depends on the history of the deforma-
tion. The operatorDop may also in some cases be obtained
directly by invertingpop ~Ref. 38, p. 11!. The trace ofDop

gives the condensation2¹•c5D(p) at a certain timet as
function of the history of the pressurep up to time t. This
holds generally, but in particular when we restrict attention
to waves wherep is scalar.

Since material coordinates are unconventional in medi-
cal ultrasonics, we will briefly justify that conservation of
momentum is given by Eq.~3!. Let P be the Piola–Kirchoff
pressure tensor so thatPS(dx) is the differential force acting
on the oriented undeformed area elementS(dx). Conserva-
tion of momentum is then given by Newton’s law
] t*Rr0ċdx52*]RPS(dx)1F, whereF is the total external
force acting on the material regionR. This includes in par-
ticular gravitational forces. If we assume thatF is time inde-
pendent, then the divergence theorem gives conservation of
acoustic momentum as in Eq.~3!. Here, we have introduced
the acoustic Piola–Kirchoff pressurep by ¹•P5¹•P0

1¹p, and used an equilibrium consideration to cancel the
term with the ambient Piola–Kirchoff pressure tensorP0

against the external fieldF.
In the above it must be understood that we have re-

stricted the class of possible waves under consideration by
assuming that the Piola–Kirchoff volume force is given as
the gradient of a scalarp. This assumption is fulfilled if and
only if the acoustic wave is irrotational in the sense that
curl(r0c)50. In analogy with the acoustic mode known
from linear theory, we refer to these waves as Piola–
Kirchoff acoustic waves. This assumption differs from the
conventional in that the ambient mass density is included,
and in the case of a constant ambient mass density it still
differs: curl with respect to material coordinates is different
from curl with respect to spatial coordinates. The physical
relevance of such waves depends on the boundary condi-
tions.

IV. PRESSURE WAVES

In this section we will derive the ultrasound equation~5!
in material coordinates as an approximate equation for the
conventional pressure. We simplify the discussion by only
considering materials for which the mass density is a func-
tion of the pressure, and will thereby also neglect energy
loss. The loss terms represents no problem when they are
only accounted for to linear order and can be taken into
account by standard methods. We consider the case where
external forces are canceled by gradients in the ambient pres-
sure, and conservation of momentum is then given by39,41

r0c̈52det~F !F21¹p. ~7!

The presence of the deformation gradient tensorF51
1]xc in Eq. ~7! and not in Eq.~3! is becausep in Eq. ~7! is
the ordinary acoustic pressure.

We assume that we have an equation of state on the
form r5 r̂(p,x). The dependence on the material coordinate
x gives the possibility of having a different material in every
material point, but anx dependence may also be due only to
variations in the ambient state as for an inhomogeneous liq-
uid. This assumed pressure–density relation can be turned
into a stress–strain relation by conservation of mass, as we
will explain. The Jacobi determinant change of variables
theorem gives us thatr det(F) is the mass per material vol-
ume. With r0(x)5r(x,0) we obtain the equationr0

5r detF for the conservation of mass, sinceF(x,0)51. This
equation holds under more general conditions than the cor-
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responding differential equation in Euler coordinates, includ-
ing in particular the possibility of discontinuities inr. The
main point is, however, the simplification introduced by the
removal of the unknown fieldr in the conservation equa-
tions. The conclusion is a stress–strain relation of the form
~Ref. 10, p. 265!

det~F !5
r0

r̂~p,x!
. ~8!

Equations~7! and ~8! together with relevant boundary con-
ditions determine the displacement fieldc and the pressure
field p. The equations are exact and are comparable with the
simpler and exact description given by Eq.~1!. However, Eq.
~1! is only valid for potential flow, and it is well-known that
this is not sufficiently general for the heterogeneous case. An
example is given by a boundary between two materials
where shear waves may be created and as a result the total
velocity field fails to be irrotational. It seems that Eqs.~7!
and ~8! are the simplest possible exact description in the
heterogeneous case for general acoustic waves. In the com-
pressible case it is typically possible to solve Eq.~8! with
respect to the pressurep, and insertion into Eq.~7! gives a
single vector equation for the displacement field. This equa-
tion is related to the arbitrary order equation for the displace-
ment field known in elasticity@Ref. 10, p. 267, Eq.~15!#.

However, given some assumptions on the geometry of
the waves it is possible to simplify further. The standard
procedure is to simplify the equation for the displacement
field ~Ref. 10, p. 267!, but we choose instead to consider the
pressure. For plane waves we have simply

det~F !511¹•c, ~9!

det~F !F21¹p5¹p. ~10!

By combining Eqs.~8! and ~9! we get a special case of Eq.
~4!. Equation~7! is simplified by Eq.~10! into Eq. ~3!. The
conclusion is that the generalized Westervelt equation~5! is
exact for plane waves as an equation for the acoustic pres-
sure.

In order to arrive at the generalized Westervelt equation
for more general waves, we can seek to obtain the conden-
sationD52Tr ]xc as a function of pressure. From Eq.~8!
this means to obtain the trace Tr]xc as a function of the
determinant det(11]xc). This is clearly impossible for gen-
eral deformations, and relates to a restriction on the deriva-
tion given in the previous section: It is reasonable to assume
an invertible stress–strain relation, but it is not possible in
general to recover the deformation gradientF from the strain
E5(FTF21)/2. If we restrict to particular waves, for in-
stance such thatF is positive, thenF is given byE and the
spectral theorem. In this section we do not, however, have an
invertible stress–strain relation, but have rather started with a
pressure–density relation. In this case, if we assume addi-
tionally thatF is positive, then the condensationD is a func-
tion of the pressure if and only if we have a plane deforma-
tion. This leads us to consider the class of waves where Eqs.
~9! and~10! are sufficiently good approximations. This class
of waves include waves where the transversal coordinates are
slow as in a sound beam. By introducing a small parameter

in the scaling of the transversal coordinates, it follows that
the generalized Westervelt equation~5! is a second-order
equation for the acoustic pressure. We choose not to give the
details leading to this conclusion, but find it more enlighten-
ing to consider a special case.

We finish this section by considering spherical waves to
get insight into the approximate Eqs.~9! and ~10!. For
spherical deformations we have

det~F !5
R2

r 2 R8, ~11!

11¹•c5R812
R2r

r
, ~12!

det~F !F21¹p5S R

r D 2

¹p, ~13!

whereR8 is the derivative of the radial particle positionR
with respect to the radial material coordinater. For spherical
waves we conclude that the geometric approximations~9!
and ~10! are given by ignoring the material displacementR
2r compared tor. This is a very reasonable approximation
also when this is generalized to sound beams: The displace-
ment for a 2.5-MHz pressure pulse in water with amplitude
in the range22 to 7 MPa is bounded by 0.2mm and the
radius of curvature is on the cm scale.

The generalized Westervelt equation~5! is not valid
when the radius of curvature of the phase front is comparable
with the material displacement. An example is given by the
case of the modeling of the sound field from contrast agents
which may have an equilibrium radius equal to 4mm, and
displacements as large as 5 times the radius.42 This case is
better modeled by Eq.~1!.

V. CONCLUSION

We have argued that the commonly accepted use of ma-
terial coordinates in elasticity is a good choice also in the
case of soft tissue, because of heterogeneity. The natural
models are then found in the theory of elasticity. Conven-
tional theory gives differential equations for the displace-
ment field, but we have obtained a simpler model for the
pressure. In one approach we derived a generalized Wester-
velt equation for the Piola–Kirchoff acoustic pressure, which
is force per undeformed area. The model is exact for a class
of waves which in particular includes plane waves in a het-
erogeneous solid with relaxation loss and a stress–strain re-
lation. In a second approach we derived the generalized
Westervelt equation as an approximate model for the acous-
tic pressure in a heterogeneous material given by a pressure–
density relation. The approximation is valid for sound beams
when the radius of curvature of the phase front is much
larger than the displacement field. The importance of the
generalized Westervelt equation compared to the corre-
sponding equations from underwater acoustics is that it in-
cludes the modeling of heterogeneous materials as is re-
quired for medical ultrasound in tissue. Compared to well-
known models from elasticity, it is a simplification which is
sufficiently general for many applications in medical ultra-
sonics.
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Vortex sound generation due to a flow impedance discontinuity
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The sound generated by the unsteady motion of a vortex filament moving over a flat boundary with
a sharp flow impedance discontinuity is studied theoretically. Theoretical results show that the
vortex filament undergoes significant accelerating or decelerating motions and radiates sound at the
instant when it moves across the plane of impedance discontinuity. The accelerations and
decelerations of the vortex filament are shown to be the major mechanisms of sound generation. The
sound so produced has a large low-frequency content such that the change in the flow impedance
affects only the sound generation process but not the subsequent sound propagation to the far field.
© 2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1349186#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Flows in air ducts are turbulent. It is well-known that
this turbulence will react with reactive duct elements, such as
bends and dampers, to produce sound.1 However, though
Curle2 had introduced a formulation for the production of
sound by a turbulent flow close to solid boundaries, theoret-
ical study of this turbulent sound-production process is still
difficult due to the unknown flow dynamics within the tur-
bulence. Experimental investigation into this topic is also not
easy, as the experimental setup has to be large and it is very
difficult to measure flow velocities and the hydrodynamic
pressure on or close to a solid surface without using intrusive
devices. In addition, the magnitudes of the associated sound-
pressure fluctuations are usually too low to be measured with
reliable accuracy.

Vortices are believed to be the backbone of turbulent
flows.3 It is also possible to calculate their motions under the
influence of solid boundaries. A typical example of this can
be found in Milne-Thomson,4 where the speed of a two-
dimensional vortex filament over a rigid flat plate is related
to its perpendicular distance from the plate. The theory of
vortex sound of Powell5 has significant contributions to the
study of turbulent flow noise as its enables the estimation of
the sound field once the vortex dynamics are obtained.
Though vortices are drastic simplifications of the real turbu-
lent flows, the vortex theory5 still provides insights to many
practical low Mach number aerodynamic noise problems.
Some examples can be found in Obermeier,6 Tang and Ko,7

and Tang and Ffowcs Williams.8

Self-generated noise is the noise produced by a turbulent
flow when it flows along a traditional dissipative silencer in
an air duct.1 This unwanted but currently unavoidable noise
lowers the efficiency of the silencer. Its effect is especially
substantial in high-attenuation silencers. However, its gen-
eration mechanism is not very clear, though it must be re-

lated to the turbulent flow. The results of Quinn and Howe9

and Ffowcs Williams10 have showed that sound can be pro-
duced by the interaction of the turbulent pressure fluctuations
within the pores on the steel plate covering the porous ma-
terial inside the silencer. However, the effects of the porous
materials are not explored. If one models the turbulent flow
as patches of incompressible vortices, it is then expected that
the propagation speeds of the vortices will change when they
enter or leave the silencer as the porous material offers an
impedance to the fluid flow.11 The vortex sound theory of
Powell5 then suggests a possibility of sound production by
the silencer.

In the present study, the sound produced by a two-
dimensional vortex filament in the presence of a flat surface
with a sharp flow impedance discontinuity in an otherwise
unbounded medium is investigated theoretically. An analyti-
cal method to determine the dynamics of the vortex is intro-
duced and the sound so produced is then related to the ac-
celerations of the vortex. Though this flow configuration is
not equivalent to a real flow duct, it is hoped that the present
investigation can provide a picture for the generation mecha-
nism of the self-generated noise and clues for further inves-
tigation into this controversial topic.

II. THE THEORIES

A. Vortex dynamics

This section introduces an analytical method to deter-
mine the associated vortex velocities, which is crucial in the
computation of sound production in later sections. Figure 1
is the schematic diagram showing the flow configuration
considered in the present study. The vortex possesses an an-
ticlockwise circulationG and is initially at a transverse dis-
tancey2o from the liney250 which represents the flat sur-
face. The boundary aty1,0, y250 is rigid, while the porous
material is located aty1.0, y2,0. The junction between the
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hard and porous materials is therefore aty150, y2,0 and
the normal fluid velocity at this interface vanishes. The prop-
erties of the porous material are assumed to be characterized
by the flow resistanceRf and the effective fluid densityre

inside its lattice.12 For simplicity,m is introduced hereinafter
to denote the ratiore /r wherer is the fluid density in the
unbounded medium. Also, the porous material is treated as a
continuum as in Bear.11 The equation governing the fluid
flow inside the porous material is, according to Morse and
Ingard12

rm
]u

]t
1Rfu52¹ph , ~1!

where u is the fluid velocity vector,ph the hydrodynamic
pressure, andt the time. It is assumed that the viscous effect
of the fluid in the unbounded medium is negligible. How-
ever, since the tiny pores of the porous material are usually
of very small dimensions,Rf cannot be neglected.

Direct calculation of the vortex dynamics from the flow
boundary conditions specified in Fig. 1~a! is not easy be-
cause of the presence of the discontinuous flow boundary.
The Wiener-Hopf method13 is also not easy in this situation
due to the anticipated unsteady vortex velocity. However,
one can observe that the coordinate system in Fig. 1~a! can
be transformed into a two-dimensional passage@Fig. 1~b!#
through the use of complex variables.14 Introducing i
5A21 and two complex planesz andw, where

z5y11 iy2 and w5j11 i j2 ,

the appropriate conformal mapping function for the transfor-
mation of the coordinate system in Fig. 1~a! to that in Fig.
1~b! is

z5 f ~w!5epw. ~2!

z is normalized by y2o , w by the width of the two-
dimensional passage. The hard surface backing the porous
material in Fig. 1~b! is at j2520.5. The properties of the
porous material are unchanged during this transformation un-
der the Cauchy-Riemann principle14 ~details are given in the
Appendix!. In thew plane, one can expect that the direction
of the vortex velocity is parallel to the passage walls. Sup-
posing this speed isVw and assuming that it can be found,
the velocity of the vortex at the pointzv(5y1v1 iy2v) in the
z plane Vz can then be obtained by using the Routh’s
correction15

Vz5
1

f 8~wv! S Vw1
G

2p

f 9~wv!

f 8~wv! D , ~3!

wherewv5j1v1 i j2v denotes the position of the image vor-
tex in the w plane andzv5 f (wv). Though Vw is a real
number as the velocity of the vortex in thew plane is parallel
to the walls,Vz is complex, indicating that the vortex veloc-
ity in the z plane has a transverse component. OnceVz is
found, a newzv can be found by using standard integration
procedure. In the present study, the fourth-order Runge–
Kutta method with adaptive step-size control was adopted.
Then, a newwv and thus newVw andVz are calculated. The
process is repeated and the vortex trajectory in thez plane
can be obtained. Though the conformal mapping allows ba-
sically a one-to-one mapping between thez- and the w
planes, one should note that the image vortex in thew plane
is actually not a physically moving vortex. That is, the loca-
tion of this vortex is determined solely by the mappingf, not
by Vw directly such that its position cannot be determined by
any time integration ofVw . Such a concept of using confor-
mal mapping in the determination of vortex motions in the
presence of complicated boundary geometry is well-known.
Typical examples of conformal mapping application in fluid
research include the works of Crighton,16 Panaras,17 and
Conlisk and Rockwell.18 Detailed description on the under-
lying theory can be found in Routh15 or Woods.19

Assuming a stream functionc for the fluid motion exists
in the flow region 0,j2,1 in thew plane@Fig. 1~b!#, one
can write in the flow region

¹2c52Gd~j12j1v!d~j22j2v!. ~4!

The target here is to determine the instantaneousVw

(5]j1v /]t). One should note thatVw depends only onj2v

and the instantaneous vortex velocity in thej2 direction is
zero. Fourier transformation of Eq.~4! with respect toj1

gives

]2cj1

]j2
2 2k2cj1

52Gd~j22j2v!eikj1v, ~5!

wherecj1
is the Fourier transform of

cS cj1
5E

2`

`

ceikj1 dj1D .

It is straightforward to show that the corresponding trans-
form of the stream function from an isolated vortex atj1

5j1v , j25j2v is

cv5
G

2uku
eikj1v1ukuj22ukuj2v

20.

The velocity Vw can be obtained after performing an
inverse Fourier transformation overk

Vw5
1

2p E
2`

` ]

]j2
~cj1

2cv!U
j25j2v

e2 ikj1v dk. ~6!

Equations~5! and ~6! and the fact thatVw does not depend
on j1v together suggest thateikj1v is the only time-varying
component incj1

.
Normal fluid velocities vanish on all the hard surfaces in

the w plane @Fig. 1~b!#. Assuming another stream function
cp exists inside the porous material, as in Bear11

FIG. 1. Thez- andw planes in the conformal mapping.
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]cp

]j1
U

j2520.5

50 and
]c

]j1
U

j251

50. ~7!

Also,

¹2cp50. ~8!

At the porous material interfacej250, and since the porous
material is assumed to be a continuum, the hydrodynamic
pressure and the normal fluid velocity are both continuous
across this boundary

rm
]

]t S ]cp

]j2
U

j250
D 1Rf

]cp

]j2
U

j250

5r
]

]t S ]c

]j2
U

j250
D ,

~9a!

and

]cp

]j1
U

j250

5
]c

]j1
U

j250

. ~9b!

By taking Fourier transform overj1 , it can be shown that
both the transformedcp and c take the form ofAe2ukuj2

1Beukuj2. The values ofA andB in each region in Fig. 1~b!
can be obtained by combining Eqs.~5!, ~7!–~9! and taking
into account the vorticity jump across the vortex atj2

5j2v .20 Certainly,c is continuous in the region 0<j2<1.
It can be shown that

cj1
5E

2`

`

ceikj1 dj1

5
G

2uku ~e2ukuj21Geukuj2!
e2ukuj2v2euku~j2v22!

G1e222uku eikj1v,

~10!

where G5@ ikVwr1( ikVwmr1Rf)coth(uku/2)#/@ ikVw r
2( ikVwmr1Rf)coth(uku/2)#. The velocity of the vortex in
the w plane can be obtained by taking the inverse Fourier
transform overk

Vw5
1

2p E
2`

` ]

]j2
~cj1

2cv!U
j25j2v

e2 ikj1v dk

52
G

4p E
2`

` Ge2uku~j2v21!1e22ukuj2v

G1e22uku dk. ~11!

SinceG containsVw , Eq. ~11! has to be solved by the itera-
tion method in general. The velocity of the vortex in thez
plane which contains the discontinuous boundary condition
@Fig. 1~a!# can then be found using Eq.~3!. The technique
employed here is basically very similar to that of Panaras17

and Conlisk and Rockwell,18 but the present situation be-
comes more complicated due to the presence of the porous
material which makes the vortex velocity in thew plane
much less obvious. Time and all velocities presented in Sec.
III are normalized by 4py2o

2 /G and G/4py2o respectively.
Vortex accelerations are thus normalized byG2/16p2y2o

3 .

B. Aeroacoustics

The formula that relates the production of sound to the
unsteady low Mach vortex motions is due to Powell5

1

c2

]2p

]t22¹2p5¹•~v3u!, ~12!

where v is the vorticity, p the pressure fluctuation,c the
ambient speed of sound, andt the far-field observer time
(t5t1uxu/c). The coordinate system of Fig. 1~a! is adopted.
In an unbounded medium, the far-field solution of Eq.~12! at
a large distancex in the field field from the vortex filament is
given by Lighthill21

p~x,t!5
1

4pc E xi2yi

ux2yu2

]

]t
Fi~y,t2ux2yu/c!dy, ~13!

whereFi is thei th component of the vortex force (G3u). In
the two-dimensional case following the discussion in Tang
and Ffowcs Williams,8 Eq. ~13! can be expressed as

p~x,t!5
G

4pc E2`

`

~2a2 cosu1a1 sinu!dy3 /ux2yu,

~14!

whereai is the acceleration of the vortex in theyi direction,
u is the azimuthal angle (tanu5x2 /x1), andy3 is in a direc-
tion normal to paper in Fig. 1~a!. The integrand is evaluated
at the retarded time. The integration alongy3 can be trans-
formed into a time integral as in Ffowcs Williams and
Hawking22 and be computed numerically as in Tang and
Ko.7 The form of Eq.~14! suggests thatp has an amplitude
that varies withM2.5, whereM is the characteristic Mach
number of the problem. This is typical of two-dimensional
vortex sound generation.23

The porous material offers an acoustic impedanceza to
the sound radiation. Though there are many models to accu-
rately characterize the acoustical impedance of porous
materials,24,25 it is found that the simple model according to
Morse26 is sufficient for the present study. The model is

za5rcAm1 iRf /2pr f s

g«
,

wheref s is the sound frequency,« the porosity of the porous
material, andg the ratio of specific heat capacity. If the po-
rous material is replaced by a nonpermeable liquid so that«
is zero, the surface of the liquid is acoustically hard. The
far-field pressure fluctuationp is thus given by the summa-
tion of the contribution from the source in the unbounded
mediumy2.0 and that from the acoustical image inside the
materials. Thus, Eq.~14! becomes

p~x,t!5
G

2pc E2`

`

~2a2 cosu1a1 sinu!dy3 /ux2yu,

~15!

as the separation between the source and its image is infini-
tesimal when compared to the far-field distanceuxu and the
wavelength of the sound generated. Equation~15! suggests
that the sound field is made up of two dipoles with time-
dependent strengths. The longitudinal and transverse dipole
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strengths, hereinafter denoted byD1 and D2 , respectively,
are therefore

D152
G

2pc E2`

`

a2 dy3 /ux2yu

and ~16!

D25
G

2pc E2`

`

a1 dy3 /ux2yu.

The resultant is also dipole but with a time-varying axis.
Similar phenomena have been observed by Tang and Ffowcs
Williams8 and Tang and Ko.7 Equation~15! also reveals ex-
plicitly that the accelerating motions of the vortex filament is
the major source of sound in the present investigation.

If the vortex circulationG is weak, one can expect the
frequency of the sound so produced is low and thus the
acoustic impedance of the porous surface is therefore very
large. As it will be shown later that the source strengths are
of low frequency, this impedance is taken to be infinite for
simplicity in the present investigation so that the sound field
is again given by Eq.~15! even in the presence of the porous
material.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Hard surface Õliquid

When the porous material in Fig. 1~a! is replaced by a
liquid, which is immiscible with the fluid in which the vortex
is propagating, the porosity« is so small that the liquid sur-
face becomes hard to acoustics. Then, the discontinuity of
the flow boundary will only affect the flight path of the vor-
tex, but not the propagation of sound to the far field.

Figure 2 shows the flight path of the vortex form
5100 with initial vortex position sufficiently upstream of the
plane of discontinuityy150. The vortex moves gradually
towards the flat surface. Relatively large change in the vortex
velocity is observed at the instant the vortex moves across
y150, suggesting significant sound generation.5,7 The in-
crease inm results in less significant change in the transverse
position and the velocity of the vortex. This may imply a
weaker generation of sound. Figure 3~a! illustrates the time
variations of the longitudinal velocities of the vortex form

5100 and 1000. Those of the corresponding transverse ve-
locities are shown in Fig. 3~b!. Hereinafter,to represents the
instant the vortex moves across the plane of discontinuity
y150. Figure 3 suggests that the vortex undergoes rapid
changes in both its longitudinal and transverse velocities
when it is close to the plane of boundary discontinuity. The
larger the value ofm, the less significant these changes will
be. The time variations of the corresponding vortex accelera-
tions for m5100, which are also proportional to the source
strengths@Eq. ~15!#, are shown in Fig. 4.

The time variations of the strengths of the two dipole
sound fields,D1 and D2 , are obtained by integrating the
source strengths along the length of the vortex filament as
depicted in Eq.~16!. Results form5100 are illustrated in
Fig. 5. The increase inm lowers the dipole strengths but their
time variations very much resemble those shown in Fig. 5
and thus are not presented. The transverse dipole sound so
produced is basically of low frequency except at zero re-
tarded time, which corresponds to the time when the vortex
moves across the discontinuity plane. The longitudinal di-
pole sound is pulse-like and vanishes relatively quickly att
.to . The resultant far field will become a transverse dipole
when the vortex is sufficiently distant from the plane of dis-
continuity y150. However, the frequency of the sound is
then very low.

FIG. 2. Vortex flight path form5100.

FIG. 3. Time variations of vortex velocities.~a! Longitudinal velocity;~b!
transverse velocity. ———:m5100; –•–: m51000.
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B. Hard surface Õporous material

The investigation in this section will be focused on the
cases where 1,m,5 as it is rare to havem>5 or m<1 in
reality.12 The flow resistanceRf and the sound frequencyf s

hereinafter are normalized byrG/4py2o
2 andG/2y2o

2 , respec-
tively. Figure 6 is a typical example showing that the vortex
moves towards the surface of the porous material as it propa-
gates downstream from the region with negativey1(m
53,Rf510). Though the vortex flight path appears quite
similar to those in the previous liquid case~Fig. 2!, a ‘‘kick’’
is observed in Fig. 6 aty1v'0, suggesting that the vortex
actually undergoes a series of accelerations and decelerations
close to the instant when it crosses the plane of discontinuity.
The increase inRf or m reduces the magnitudes of the vortex
acceleration/deceleration as illustrated in Figs. 7~a! and ~b!.
The corresponding data forRf5100 are shifted by 10 posi-
tive time units in order to avoid serious overlapping of data
at t'to . At largem, the time span of significant acceleration
variation increases due to a lower vortex propagation speed
for t.to as shown in Fig. 3. Results shown in Fig. 7 imply
weaker sound radiation at increased magnitude of boundary
impedance.

The time-variation patterns of the vortex accelerations

and decelerations imply that the frequency of the sound so
produced at or close to the instant when the vortex crosses
the plane of discontinuity is higher than those in the previous
section, where the porous material is substituted by a liquid.
However, the source strengths, which are the rates of change
of the vortex forces, are in general of very low frequency

FIG. 4. Time variations of vortex accelerations. ———: longitudinal; –•–:
transverse.m5100.

FIG. 5. Time variations of dipole strengths. ———: transverse; –•–: lon-
gitudinal.m5100.

FIG. 6. Vortex flight path in the presence of a porous material.Rf510,
m53.

FIG. 7. Effects of relative fluid density and flow resistance on the time
variations of vortex accelerations.~a! Rf510; ~b! Rf5100. ———: longi-
tudinal acceleration,m53; –•–: transverse acceleration,m53; ---: longi-
tudinal acceleration,m54; –••–: transverse acceleration,m54.
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such that the hard surface approximation for the far field
depicted by Eq.~15! works well in the present situation. A
typical example of the vortex acceleration spectra, which
also represents those of the source strengths asG is constant,

is shown in Fig. 8 (m53,Rf510). The effect of the imped-
ance surface is therefore mainly on the dynamics of the vor-
tex filament rather than on the modification of sound propa-
gation.

Figures 9~a! and ~b! illustrate the time variations of the
strengths of the longitudinal and transverse dipoles, respec-
tively, at Rf510, 2<m<4. The corresponding results atRf

5100 are shown in Fig. 10. It is observed that the magni-
tudes of the far-field sound increases withm but decreases
with increasing flow resistanceRf . Since the variation ofm
is limited in reality, the far-field sound, especially the trans-
verse dipole strength, depends very much onRf . The major-
ity of the sound energy is radiated close to the instant when
the vortex filament moves across the plane of impedance
discontinuity as expected. Though the magnitude of the
transverse dipole soundD2 does not die down quickly after
this instant@Figs. 9~b! and 10~b!#, its very low-frequency
content renders it hard to be heard shortly after the vortex
moves over the impedance discontinuity.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The sound generated by a vortex filament moving over a
boundary with a sharp flow impedance change is investi-
gated theoretically by using the potential theory and vortex

FIG. 8. Frequency spectra of source strengths. ———: Longitudinal dipole;
¯ : transverse dipole.

FIG. 9. Effects of porous material on time variations of dipole strengths for
Rf510. ~a! Transverse dipole;~b! longitudinal dipole. ———:m52; --:
m53; -•-: m54.

FIG. 10. Effects of porous material on time variations of dipole strengths for
Rf5100. ~a! Transverse dipole;~b! longitudinal dipole. ———:m52; --:
m53; -•-: m54.
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sound theory. Both the flight paths of the vortex filament and
the corresponding far-field sound pressure under different
flow impedance changes are computed. The roles of the flow
resistance and relative fluid density inside the boundary ma-
terial lattice are also discussed.

The theory shows that sound is generated mainly
through the accelerating motions of the vortex filament. The
resultant far-field sound is dipole. Its magnitude varies with
the two-and-a-half power of the characteristic velocity and
thus, the vortex circulation, as in other two-dimensional vor-
tex sound cases. The majority of the sound energy is radiated
at the instant when the vortex filament moves across the
plane flow impedance discontinuity. This instant is also the
one at which the vortex filament undergoes substantial lon-
gitudinal and transverse acceleration. In the case where the
boundary is made up of a hard solid and a liquid, the strength
of the final dipole decreases as the density of the liquid in-
creases. When the liquid is replaced by a porous material, the
corresponding dipole strength decreases as the flow resis-
tance inside the porous material increases. However, the op-
posite is observed when the relative fluid density in the po-
rous material is concerned.

The source strengths, which are the vortex forces and
thus the accelerations, are of very low frequency in the
present investigation. The flow impedance change on the
flow boundary therefore affects the propagation path of the
vortex filament and thus the sound generation process only.
The consequent sound propagation to the far field is not af-
fected.
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APPENDIX: POROUS REGION UNDER CONFORMAL
MAPPING

The flow equation in the unbounded mediumy2.0 in
Fig. 1~a! is not altered by the conformal mapping given by
Eq. ~2! as far as potential flow is concerned. Inside the po-
rous material, the flow is governed by Eq.~1!. Since z
5 f (w), one obtains for any continuous quantityK that
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Recalling Eq.~1! and after resolving quantities in the two
directions, one obtains
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Therefore,
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and
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The Cauchy-Riemann principle14 states that for the adopted
conformal mapping
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,

and it is straightforward to show by adding up Eqs.~A3a!
and ~A3b! that
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where J15(]j1 /]y1)2(]j2 /]y1) and J25(]j2 /]y1)
1(]j1 /]y1). Since Eq.~A4! is valid at any point in the
porous material in thew plane andJ1 andJ2 are in general
linear independent, the equations governing the flow in the
porous material in thew plane are
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which are exactly Eq.~A2! with y1 and y2 replaced byj1

andj2 , respectively.
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The quarter-wave resonator, which produces a narrow band of high acoustic attenuation at regularly
spaced frequency intervals, is a common type of silencer used in ducts. The presence of mean flow
in the main duct, however, is likely to promote an interaction between these acoustic resonances and
the flow. The coupling for some discrete flow conditions leads to the production of both large wave
amplitudes in the side branch and high noise levels in the main duct, thereby transforming the
quarter-wave silencer into a noise generator. The present approach employs computational fluid
dynamics~CFD! to model this complex interaction between the flow and acoustic resonances at low
Mach number by solving the unsteady, turbulent, and compressible Navier–Stokes equations.
Comparisons between the present computations and the experiments of Ziada@PVP-Vol. 258,
ASME, 35–59~1993!# for a system with two coaxial side branches show that the method is capable
of reproducing the physics of the flow–acoustic coupling and predicting the flow conditions when
the coupling occurs. The theory of Howe@IMA J. Appl. Math. 32, 187–209~1984!# is then
employed to determine the location and timing of the acoustic power production during a cycle.
© 2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1350618#

PACS numbers: 43.28.Ra, 43.28.Py@LCS#

LIST OF SYMBOLS

c speed of sound
d side branch length in flow direction
f frequency
h height of main duct
L side branch length perpendicular to flow
M U/c, Mach number
Prms root mean squared acoustic pressure
St f d/U, Strouhal number

T 1/f , acoustic period
u total velocity vector minus acoustic velocity
u8 acoustic velocity vector
U average mean flow velocity in main duct

Greek symbols

P acoustic sound power
r0 mean density
v vorticity vector

I. INTRODUCTION

Quarter-wave resonators are used as acoustic silencers in
numerous applications. This well-known silencer produces a
large acoustic attenuation at frequencies where the length of
the side branch is an odd multiple of a quarter wavelength,
( f 5c/4L, 3c/4L, 5c/4L,..., with c being the speed of sound
andL the length of the side branch!. In the presence of mean
flow, however, a shear layer is created between the moving
fluid in the main duct and the stationary fluid in the side
branch. Under certain flow conditions, instability in the shear
layer creates oscillations, which can then go on to excite
acoustic resonances in the side branch. The acoustic reso-
nances then amplify the oscillations in the shear layer, and
the whole process continues to amplify until large-amplitude
vortices are formed. This coupling can lead to the production
of both large wave amplitudes in the side branch and high

noise levels in the main duct. Thus, this interaction causes
the quarter-wave resonator to become a noise source rather
than an acoustic silencer.

Numerous works have been conducted on the noise and
high-pressure amplitudes generated by flow over rectangular
cavities. These configurations can be categorized into two
groups: deep cavities and shallow cavities, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. The deep cavities have a length to diameter ratio,
L/d, greater than 1, and include the side branches of the
current investigation. In these cavities, flow-induced noise is
produced primarily when oscillations in the shear layer cre-
ate waves which travel along the length of the cavity,L, and
reflect back to interact again with the shear layer. These long
side branches are commonly investigated both in confined
flows, whereh is a finite dimension, and in half-plane flows
whereh is infinite. The shallow cavities, whereL/d is less
than or equal to 1, are similar in nature to deep cavities and
share many common properties. For these short cavities,
however, the stronger acoustic interactions take place overa!Electronic mail: selamet.1@osu.edu
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the longer dimension of the cavityd. The shallow cavities
have typically been investigated in half-plane flows. Detailed
reviews of flow noise in cavities can be found, for example,
in Naudascher~1967!, Rockwell and Naudascher~1978!, and
Komerathet al. ~1987!.

Some of the early experimental work on deep cavities
was performed by East~1966!, who examined low Mach
number flows over a two-dimensional~rectangular cross sec-
tion! unconfined cavity. East showed that these deep cavities
excite primarily discrete frequencies that occur near the fun-
damental acoustic resonance frequency of the side branch,
and concluded that the tones are produced when oscillations
are amplified by coupling between the shear layer fluctua-
tions and the cavity acoustic modes. He also noted that the
peak excitation occurred in two discrete ranges of Strouhal
number St5 f d/U50.3– 0.4 andSt50.6– 0.9, suggesting
two different modes of shear layer excitation. Visualization
studies by Ericksonet al. ~1986!, Erickson and Durgin
~1987!, and Ziada~1993! showed that the excitation near
St50.4 is characterized by a single vortex in the branch
mouth, while the excitation nearSt50.8 is characterized by
two simultaneous vortices in the branch mouth. Later experi-
mental work by Jungowskiet al. ~1987, 1989! for a circular
side branch mounted to a circular duct showed excitation in
similar ranges of Strouhal number.

Shallow cavities withL/d,1, as shown in Fig. 1~b!,
also exhibit flow–acoustic coupling similar in nature to that
of the deep cavities. Several experimental works document-

ing the properties of these shallow cavities include Krishna-
murty ~1955!, Ball ~1959!, Dunham~1962!, Heller and Bliss
~1975!, Franke and Carr~1975!, Shaw~1979!, and Sarno and
Franke~1990!. These studies have shown that, with the long
length of the cavity in the flow direction, as many as five
different shear layer modes can be excited. The Strouhal
number of the first vortex mode excitation occurs near 0.4,
which is similar to that of deep cavities. Helmholtz resona-
tors, which consist of a cavity connected to the main flow
duct through a smaller orifice opening, also have distinct
acoustic resonances and have shown excitation properties
similar to the side branches~De Metz and Farabee, 1977;
Anderson, 1977; Hershet al., 1978; Panton, 1988!.

Due to the complexity of the problem with unsteady,
nonlinear, viscous, compressible, and turbulent flow, the for-
mulation of analytical methods becomes difficult and in-
volves numerous assumptions. Covert~1970! used linear sta-
bility theory to couple mean flow with oscillations in a
cavity. For shallow cavities, Tam and Block~1978! added
the shear layer momentum thickness and acoustic wave
propagation and reflection in the cavity to their linear model.
They demonstrated that the shear layer momentum thickness
and the length to depth ratio of the cavity were important in
determining how the Strouhal number at excitation varies
with Mach number. With estimated values for the momen-
tum thickness, their results correlated well with experiments
in determining the Strouhal number for excitation. Their
acoustic model did not allow for wave reflections from the
open end of the cavity, however; thus, this method would
require modification to allow for cavity normal-mode reso-
nances. Howe~1981, 1997! used linear theory to model a
cavity connected to the mean flow through a small aperture.
His predictions of excitation velocity also correlated well
with experimental values. More complicated models by
Bruggemanet al. ~1991! and Durgin and Graf~1992! intro-
duce concentrated vortices into the flow and are able to pre-
dict acoustic pressure amplitudes for cavity flows. These vor-
tex models perform well in providing qualitative predictions
of changes in the acoustic amplitudes, although the predicted
amplitudes exceed experimental values by a factor of 4 in
Bruggemanet al. and 5 in Durgin and Graf. In another vor-
tex model by Krieselset al. ~1995!, the interaction between
acoustic waves and distributed vortex ‘‘blobs’’ was studied
at the junction between a duct and a deep side branch. Com-
parisons between Schlieren visualization and computational
predictions of the vortex growth and propagation using this
method were excellent. The model requires that acoustic
boundary oscillations be specified from measured values,
however, and thus does not reproduce self-sustaining oscil-
lations. Several authors including Nelsonet al. ~1983!,
Bruggemanet al. ~1991!, Durgin and Graf~1992!, and Krie-
selset al. ~1995! have combined their vortex models with the
theory of Howe~1984! to examine when and where in the
acoustic cycle sound power is produced.

Recently, attempts have been made to use conventional
CFD methods to solve for the acoustic field generated by
flow over a shallow cavity. The majority of these works con-
siders high Mach number flows greater than 0.95, except for
Hardin and Pope~1995!, who examine a low Mach number

FIG. 1. Geometry for~a! deep cavities or side branches (L.d) and ~b!
shallow cavities (L,d).
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of 0.1. Hardin and Pope used an uncoupled approach in
which the acoustic field is solved from incompressible and
laminar flow-field results. This method does not allow, how-
ever, for coupling or feedback between the acoustic and flow
fields. The works of Hankey and Shang~1979!, Rizzetta
~1988!, Baysalet al. ~1988, 1990, 1994!, Kim and Chokani
~1990!, Chokani and Kim~1991!, and Tamet al. ~1996! treat
high Mach number flows by solving the compressible
Navier–Stokes equations with a simple algebraic turbulence
closure model. These works show that the computational
method is adequate for predicting the properties of the mean
flow field. Rizzetta~1988! also demonstrates the ability to
predict the generated acoustic noise. The first three reso-
nance frequencies of excitation are predicted in the cavity,
although the pressure amplitudes are overpredicted across
the frequency spectrum. A most recent work by Lilleyet al.
~1997! uses a large eddy simulation to close the turbulence
equations for flow over a shallow cavity. No results concern-
ing the acoustic pressure field are provided in this work,
however.

The present approach solves the compressible Navier–
Stokes equations with a turbulence closure model, similar to
some of the previous computational investigations of flow
over shallow cavities. Rather than focusing on modeling the
mean flow field, however, the objective of the present work
is to accurately reproduce the interaction between the acous-
tic waves in the cavity and the vortices that form in the shear
layer between the flow duct and the cavity. While other re-
searchers have studied similar shallow cavities at high Mach
number using this method, the present work considers deep
side branches which are capable of producing nonlinear
wave amplitudes from low Mach number flow. As indicated
earlier, other authors have used various types of simplified
models to study the same interactions in deep side branches.
Many of the assumptions and limitations of these models can
be overcome using the present approach, however. By solv-
ing the full Navier–Stokes equations, the nonlinearities in
the acoustic waves can be properly modeled, thereby circum-
venting the constraint of linear wave amplitude treatments.
Also, rather than approximating the vortex strength, location,
and path as it travels across the mouth of the side branch, as
is done in many of the vortex methods, the present approach
allows the vortex to develop naturally and interact with both
the acoustic waves and the flow field as it travels over the
side branch. Many of the analytical and vortex models also
use the assumption of incompressible flow for low Mach
numbers, which requires that the acoustic waves be intro-
duced externally from experimental measurements. Such ap-
proach does not allow for a true interaction between the vor-
tices and the acoustic field, as the vortices are unable to alter
the fixed acoustic amplitude. Thus, this simplification makes
prediction of variations of the acoustic pressure amplitude at
different flow velocities impossible. By solving the com-
pressible flow equations with the current method, the vorti-
ces and the acoustic waves are allowed to interact, with each
affecting the other until a natural equilibrium is reached.
This enables the present work to determine both when the
flow–acoustic coupling will occur and how the acoustic
pressure varies as the mean flow velocity and various duct

dimensions are changed. The present computational ap-
proach also has the potential to include irregular-shaped ge-
ometry which would be difficult to include in many of the
foregoing analytical models. Several authors, including Dun-
ham~1962!, Franke and Carr~1975!, Jungowskiet al. ~1987,
1989!, and Bruggemanet al. ~1991! have shown that small
changes in the geometry of the interface between the flow
field and the cavity, such as the addition of a small ramp or
radius, can help to reduce the acoustic pressure amplitudes or
eliminate the coupling altogether. Finally, the present ap-
proach allows for reflections from the inlet and outlet bound-
aries of the main duct. Bruggemanet al. ~1986! demon-
strated experimentally that when the side branch is
connected to another duct, as shown in Fig. 1~a!, the reflec-
tions from the inlet and outlet ducts can have a major impact
on the acoustic pressure amplitudes produced during the
flow–acoustic coupling. They emphasized that the acoustic
properties of the entire system, not just the side branch itself,
need to be accounted for, and were able to reduce acoustic
amplitudes by 20 dB by altering the termination length. This
effect has been largely overlooked elsewhere in the litera-
ture, however.

The objective of the present study is to assess the feasi-
bility of using computational fluid dynamics to solve flow–
acoustic coupling problems in deep cavities at low Mach
numbers,0.1. A two-dimensional investigation has been
performed comparing the numerical predictions to experi-
mental results obtained by Ziada~1993!. His experimental
configuration consists of a main duct with two side branches
positioned at the same duct location opposed from each
other. Results are provided for the acoustic pressure ampli-
tude versus Strouhal number, as well as smoke visualization
of the interaction between the main duct and a side branch.
The detailed computations also allow the theory of Howe
~1984! to be applied to the flow field to approximate the
acoustic power produced by the flow–acoustic interaction.
Following this Introduction, a brief description of the com-
putational approach is given in Sec. II. A comparison of the
computations with the experimental results of Ziada is pre-
sented in Sec. III, along with a detailed investigation into
how acoustic power is produced by the coupling. Finally,
results and concluding remarks are given in Sec. IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

The effect of acoustic propagation and bulk fluid flow
can be obtained simultaneously if the unsteady viscous com-
pressible flow equations are solved with sufficient accuracy.
In the present problem, the acoustic waves and the mean
flow are strongly coupled, with oscillations in the mean flow
exciting acoustic waves which in turn feed energy back into
the mean flow oscillations. This requires an accurate resolu-
tion of both acoustic waves and fluid flow in the time do-
main. To ensure accurate resolution of the acoustic waves,
the effects of time-step size and grid spacing were investi-
gated for a single side-branch configuration similar in dimen-
sion to the double side-branch configuration used for the
present study. With the current resolution, acoustic ampli-
tudes are underpredicted within about 2–3 dB at the quarter-
wave resonance frequency of the side branch due to numeri-
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cal dissipation. Better accuracy can be obtained by
increasing the temporal and spatial resolution further; how-
ever, the higher accuracy is not justified due to the excessive
increase in computational time. The present computational
approach solves the unsteady flow equations using the PISO
algorithm~Issa, 1986; Issaet al., 1986!, which is an implicit,
noniterative method for unsteady compressible flow equa-
tions. The standardk-epsilon turbulence model of Launder
and Spalding~1974! is used to close the flow equations. This
turbulence model requires the solution of only two additional
differential equations, and has been documented extensively.
Yet, it has not been used for flow–acoustic problems exten-
sively, as limited research is available in this area. While it is
almost certain that a better closure exists or can be developed
specifically for flow–acoustic-type problems, such develop-
ment is beyond the scope and main objective of the present
work.

As discussed in the Introduction, the success thus far in
modeling flow–acoustic interactions for flow over cavities
has been limited, and the majority of the work is confined to
shallow cavities. In order to evaluate the feasibility of the
numerical approach, an investigation on deep side branches
is undertaken by modeling the configuration used by Ziada
~1993!, who provides information on acoustic pressure am-
plitudes versus the Strouhal number and clear smoke visual-
ization of the vortex as it travels across the branch mouth.
The geometry, which is shown in Fig. 2, consists of a square
main duct with two opposed side branches that are rectangu-
lar in cross section. The rectangular cross section allows for
simple two-dimensional modeling. The main duct height is
h50.092 m, and the dimension of the side branch in the flow
direction is d50.052 m. Both side branches are of equal
length L51.0 m. The visualization study was performed at
atmospheric pressure and low Mach number (M,0.1) with
a loudspeaker placed at the end of one of the side branches,
as shown in Fig. 2, to control the acoustic excitation level in
the system. The effect of the Strouhal number on acoustic
pressure amplitudes was also investigated~without the loud-
speaker! by varying the flow velocity. In order to reduce the
viscous dissipation of acoustic waves, experiments not re-
quiring visualization were performed at an elevated pressure

of 0.35 MPa~approximately 3.5 atm!. Ziada and Buhlmann
~1992! showed that increasing the mean pressure from 0.098
to 0.35 MPa increased the nondimensionalized acoustic pres-
sure 2Prms/r0U2 by 60%.

The computational domain is two dimensional with a
2.0-m inlet duct and a 1.0-m outlet duct leading to a mesh of
17 250 cells. The inlet boundary condition reflects acoustic
waves as a solid boundary would, while the outlet imposes a
fixed pressure. The inlet length of 2.0 m was chosen to be
twice the length of the side branch in order to reduce acous-
tic coupling between the two. A law of the wall model is
used to simplify the turbulence model at the solid wall
boundaries. Investigation of the specified turbulence inten-
sity imposed at the inlet revealed that the intensity above 6%
does not affect the acoustic pressure amplitudes. An inlet
turbulence intensity of 10% was specified for the present
runs. The inlet velocity was imposed using a 1/7 power-law
velocity profile. All computational runs were initialized with
a mean pressure of 0.35 MPa to match the pressure used by
Ziada, and a temperature of 293 K. A mean velocity was also
specified in the main duct initially, with zero velocity in the
side branches. Ziada reported that the two side branches os-
cillated out of phase~the acoustic pressure at the top branch
was maximum when the acoustic pressure at the bottom
branch was minimum!; therefore, a small pressure imbalance
was introduced to the side branches at start-up to promote an
out-of-phase response. The system was then run until a
quasi-steady state was reached in which the only change in
time was the acoustic oscillations. Computational time on a
single SGI Origin 2000 processor for the above runs is ap-
proximately 2.431025 CPU second/cell/time step or about 2
to 3 days per run. Details of the computations can be found
in Radavich~2000!.

Once the computations reach a quasi-steady state, the
theory of Howe~1984! is used to relate the acoustic power
generation

P52E
CV

r0u8•~v3u!dV, ~1!

to the integral over a control volume, CV, of the time aver-
age of a triple product between the acoustic velocityu8, the
vorticity v, and the flow velocityu. Here, the acoustic ve-
locity is the unsteady irrotational component of the velocity
and the flow velocityu excludes the acoustic velocity. As
shown by Jenvey~1989!, Eq. ~1! is a constant entropy, in-
viscid, low Mach number approximation to the sound power.
For the present high Reynolds number, low Mach number
flow, it provides a reasonable approximation to the sound
power, and is convenient for studying the interaction be-
tween the flow and acoustic fields. Equation~1! is solved
computationally by storing the velocity and density for each
cell in the domain for an acoustic cycle. The vorticity is
calculated from the total unsteady velocity, and the solenoi-
dal velocity is solved from the vorticity. The irrotational ve-
locity is simply the difference between the total velocity and
the solenoidal velocity. Fast Fourier transforms~FFTs! of the
irrotational velocity and density are then taken cell by cell to
separate the acoustic irrotational velocityu8 and the mean
densityr0 . As the mean component of the irrotational ve-

FIG. 2. Geometry for the experiments of Ziada~1993!.
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locity is solenoidal~Batchelor, 1967!, it has been added to
the solenoidal velocity which yields the flow velocityu used
in Eq. ~1!. The unsteady acoustic power is then integrated for
each cell~or control volume! followed by time averaging
once again using an FFT. Results of this approach along with
experimental comparisons are discussed next.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An example of the transient start-up of a run for
St50.4 is given in Fig. 3, which shows the acoustic pressure
at the closed ends of the top and bottom side branches versus
the time step. The acoustic amplitude at the first time step in
Fig. 3~a! is determined by the pressure discontinuity speci-
fied in the initial conditions. This discontinuity promotes an
out-of-phase oscillation in which vortices are shed alter-
nately between the top and the bottom branches. Later in Fig.
3~b!, the system has reached a quasi-steady state in which the
acoustic pressure oscillations are repeating. If there were no
coupling between the mean flow and the acoustic waves, the
combined effect of viscosity and the numerical dissipation
would cause the initial oscillations of Fig. 3~a! to gradually
dissipate to zero amplitude, since there is no acoustic source
in the system to sustain these oscillations. Instead, the am-
plitudes grow until a final amplitude is reached in Fig. 3~b!
that is greater than the initial oscillation. For this to occur,
energy must be transferred from the mean flow to the acous-
tic oscillations, demonstrating a true coupling between the
acoustic field and the flow field.

To determine how this coupling varies with flow condi-
tions, a series of runs was performed by holding the geom-
etry of the side branches fixed and varying the inlet flow
velocity to obtain Strouhal numbers ranging from 0.2 to 0.5.
Figure 4 demonstrates how the acoustic pressure amplitude
at the resonance frequency of the side branches varies with
the Strouhal number. Since both branches produce similar
amplitudes, only results from the bottom branch are shown
here. The computations show excitation in the region from
St50.25– 0.5. The nondimensionalized pressure amplitude
peaks near a value of 8 atSt50.35 and drops off as the
velocity goes lower or higher. Outside of the region from
St50.25– 0.5 the acoustic oscillations are so small that the
nondimensionalized pressure approaches zero amplitude.
The experimental results from Ziada~1993! are also shown
in Fig. 4. According to Ziada, the loop in the experimental
data is a nonlinear hysteresis effect which shows that as the
flow velocity is gradually increased, there is a region where
the feedback loop is ‘‘locked in’’ and the coupling continues
above its normal value. Decreasing the flow through this
region avoids the lock-in region and produces different re-
sults. It was not attempted to reproduce the loop in this study
due to the additional computational time needed to slowly
ramp up the velocity. In the experiments by Ziada, mufflers
were placed upstream and downstream of the side branch,
and because of this the reflection properties of the experi-
mental inlet and outlet are unknown. In the computations, the
inlet and outlet lengths were chosen so that they would not
couple with the side branch at its quarter-wave frequency. If
the mufflers used in the experiments are assumed to reduce
the interaction between the main duct and the side branch by
decreasing reflections at the boundaries, then the experimen-
tal pressure amplitudes should be similar to the computa-
tional results, which is observed to be true in Fig. 4. Al-
though a direct comparison cannot be made between the
experiments and the computations due to these boundary dif-
ferences, it is important to emphasize that the computational
method predicts the flow–acoustic coupling in the same

FIG. 3. Acoustic pressure amplitude during transient start-up atSt50.4; ~a!
start of run;~b! quasi-steady state.

FIG. 4. Nondimensionalized acoustic pressure amplitude versus Strouhal
number.
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Strouhal range of 0.25 to 0.5. In terms of sound-pressure
level, the difference between the computations and the ex-
periments is only about 6 dB atSt50.3. As discussed in Sec.
II, however, increasing the resolution of the computations
may increase its acoustic predictions by as much as 3 dB,
which would drop the difference to only 3 dB.

The paper by Ziada also contains detailed smoke visual-
ization of the formation and propagation of vortices at the
interface between the main duct and the side branch.
Sketches of these smoke figures are shown in Figs. 5 and 6
for St50.4. This experimental work provides a series of
eight figures that shows the formation and propagation of the
vortex during a single acoustic cycle; however, neither the
phase of the first figure nor the phasing between consecutive
figures is specified. It is assumed here that the acoustic cycle
was divided into equal increments with one figure at each
increment. In order to compare with experiments, the present
computational method released a large number of particles
into the flow and tracked their positions to simulate smoke
plots. The computational work divided the acoustic cycle
into regular intervals and these figures were then matched to
the experimental smoke pictures. Due to the uncertainty in
the phase of the experimental figures, some phase differences
may exist between the experiments and computations in
Figs. 5 and 6. In the experiments performed by Ziada, a

loudspeaker was used to increase the oscillation amplitudes
for improved visualization~recall Fig. 2!, and the experi-
ments were conducted at atmospheric pressure to simplify
the smoke injection process. The computations achieved
similar high amplitudes by imposing an oscillating velocity
at the top side-branch end. To equalize the comparisons, the
ratio of acoustic velocity to mean flow velocityu8/U was
matched, with both having a ratio of 0.5. The acoustic veloc-
ity is approximated in both the experiments and the compu-
tations by normalizing the pressure at the bottom closed
branch end byr0c. The results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6
for one complete cycle where the acoustic period,T, has
been divided into eight increments. Overall, the comparison
between the computational predictions and the experiments
is excellent, suggesting that the actual physics of the flow–
acoustic coupling is captured in the computations. In the se-
quence of figures, the acoustic pulse pulls downward into the
side branch atT/8, enhancing the roll-up of the vortex off of
the upstream edge. The vortex continues to grow and is con-
vected along by the mean flow at 2T/8 and 3T/8. The com-
pressed fluid in the side branch then pushes back, forcing the
vortex upwards from 3T/8 to 5T/8. The cycle then repeats
itself as the acoustic pulse reverses at 6T/8 and 7T/8, caus-
ing the roll-up of another vortex. The simultaneous existence
of two vortices generated one acoustic period apart at 7T/8

FIG. 5. Smoke visualization comparison between com-
putations and experiments at four points in the acoustic
cycle @experimental data sketched from Ziada~1993!#.

FIG. 6. Smoke visualization comparison between com-
putations and experiments at four points in the acoustic
cycle @experimental data sketched from Ziada~1993!#.
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allows for an approximation of the average vortex convec-
tion velocity for the cycle. Dividing the distance~measured
in the mean flow direction! between the estimated centers of
the two vortices by the acoustic period gives an average vor-
tex convection velocity of approximately 5 m/s. This yields a
vortex convection velocity to mean flow velocity ratio near

0.45 for this case withSt50.4 and u8/U50.5, whereas
Ziada~1993! approximates the value to be closer to 0.6. This
difference is due primarily to the difficulty in locating the
vortex centers from the smoke plots; however, as Figs. 5 and
6 reveal, the vortex convection velocity is closely matched
between the computations and experiments.

The approximate acoustic power produced over an
acoustic cycle by the interaction between the vortex, the ve-
locity field, and the acoustic velocity is shown in Fig. 7.
Since the computations are two-dimensional, the power is
displayed per unit depth in the third dimension. This plot,
which focuses on the junction between the main duct and the
lower side branch, was produced by integrating the triple
product@Eq. ~1!# over each computational cell and time av-
eraging the results. The computations predict that a large net
source of acoustic power is produced in the main duct just
outside of the side branch, while a concentrated acoustic sink
is located near the upstream corner. The details of where in
the acoustic cycle this acoustic power is produced can be
examined by solving for the instantaneous approximate
sound power

P inst52E
CV

r0u8•~v3u!dV, ~2!

FIG. 7. Acoustic source power time averaged over the acoustic cycle for
St50.4, u8/U50.5 ~black lines denote zero amplitude!.

FIG. 8. Instantaneous sound power forSt50.4,u8/U50.5, timing of acoustic period corresponds to Figs. 5 and 6;~a! 2T/8; ~b! 4T/8; ~c! 6T/8; ~d! T ~black
lines denote zero amplitude!.
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taken at different points in the acoustic cycle before time
averaging. The instantaneous power at four different times
are shown in Fig. 8. These four times correspond to 2T/8,
4T/8, 6T/8, andT in the smoke plots of Figs. 5 and 6. For
each time instant in Fig. 8, further details of the flow field are
given in Figs. 9–12, which display the instantaneous velocity
vectors, acoustic velocity vectors, vorticity, and the cross
product2u3u8. The triple product in Eq.~2! can be rear-
ranged as

P inst52E
CV

r0v•~u3u8!dV, ~3!

indicating that the product of the vorticity with the cross
product 2u3u8 is the main component of the acoustic
power.

Focusing on the first time corresponding to 2T/8 in Fig.
5, Fig. 8~a! shows a small source with peak amplitude of
about 0.05 W/m located near the upstream corner of the
junction between the main duct and lower side branch. A
weaker sink is also located further down in the side branch.
The instantaneous and acoustic velocity vectors at this time
are shown in Figs. 9~a! and ~b!. The velocity in Fig. 9~a!
shows a large recirculation near the upstream corner where
the smoke plot rolls up at 2T/8 in Fig. 5. The acoustic ve-
locity in Fig. 9~b! shows that the acoustic pulse is weakly
pushing up out of the side branch at this time. With the
outward acoustic velocity being primarily perpendicular to
the flow in the main duct, the cross product of the velocity
and acoustic velocity in Fig. 9~c! reveals a negative contri-
bution outside of the side branch. The presence of the vortex

tends to augment the negative cross product near the up-
stream corner, while it creates a weaker positive contribution
further down in the side branch. The negative vorticity in
Fig. 9~d! is located near the transition from positive to nega-
tive in the cross product, thus via Eq.~3! producing a source
near the upstream corner and a sink below this as shown in
Fig. 8~a!. The peak negative contribution of the cross product
is greater in amplitude than the positive contribution, and
thus the acoustic source at this time is stronger than the sink.

At the next time step of 4T/8 in Fig. 5, the instantaneous
power in Fig. 8~b! shows a large strong source with a peak
amplitude near 2.3 W/m located in the main duct nearly cen-
tered on the junction. Comparison with Fig. 7 reveals that
this portion of the acoustic cycle is a major contributor to the
time-averaged acoustic source. Breaking down the triple
product in Fig. 10 shows that the acoustic pulse is pushing
strongly out of the side branch at this time. This strong up-
ward pulse perpendicular to the flow in the main duct pro-
duces a large negative cross-product term in Fig. 10~c!. This,
in the presence of the vorticity in the junction, yields a strong
contribution to the acoustic power. Comparison with Fig. 9
reveals that the magnitude of the vorticity near the center of
circulation in Fig. 10~d! is approximately the same as the
vorticity in Fig. 9~d!. The amplitude of the cross product has
increased greatly from Fig. 9~c! to Fig. 10~c! however, which
causes the acoustic power in Fig. 8~b! to be much greater
than the power in Fig. 8~a!. Comparison between the location
of the acoustic sources for these two times with their corre-
sponding smoke plots in Fig. 5 illustrates that the location

FIG. 9. Components of the triple prod-
uct @Eq. ~1!# for Fig. 8~a!, St50.4,
u8/U50.5; ~a! u; ~b! u8;
~c! 2uÃu8; ~d! v @black lines in~c!
and ~d! denote zero amplitude, white
in ~d! is due to amplitudes off of color
bar#.
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FIG. 10. Components of the triple
product @Eq. ~1!# for Fig. 8~b!,
St50.4, u8/U50.5; ~a! u; ~b! u8; ~c!
2uÃu8; ~d! v @black lines in~c! and
~d! denote zero amplitude, white in~d!
is due to amplitudes off of color bar#.

FIG. 11. Components of the triple
product @Eq. ~1!# for Fig. 8~c!,
St50.4, u8/U50.5; ~a! u; ~b! u8; ~c!
2uÃu8; ~d! v @black lines in~c! and
~d! denote zero amplitude, white in~d!
is due to amplitudes off of color bar#.
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and size of the sources closely resemble the location and size
of the smoke vortices.

Next at 6T/8 in Fig. 6, the acoustic source has turned to
a large relatively weak sink in Fig. 8~c!, with peak amplitude
near20.024 W/m. The vorticity in Fig. 11~d! still shows a
large negative circulation above the downstream corner of
the side branch, and the strength of the vortex has decreased
only slightly. The acoustic velocity has now reversed direc-
tion in Fig. 11~b!, and is now weakly pulling into the side
branch. This downward pull creates a mostly positive cross-
product contribution outside of the side branch, as shown in
Fig. 11~c!. The combination of the positive cross product
with the negative vorticity now produces an acoustic sink
over the downstream corner. However, the weak acoustic
velocity does not give the cross product a strong contribu-
tion, and the sink is relatively weak because of this.

Finally, the last frame investigated corresponds to timeT
in Fig. 6. Figure 8~d! shows that the acoustic power is mostly
negative during this portion of the acoustic cycle, with a
local concentrated peak sink of approximately24.2 W/m
located at the upstream corner. The velocity in Fig. 12~a!
reveals that the vortex has already begun to roll up near the
upstream corner at this time. During this portion of the
acoustic cycle, the acoustic pulse in Fig. 12~b! is drawing
strongly down into the side branch. This produces a positive
cross-product component outside of the side branch in Fig.
12~c!. Similar to the observations in Fig. 9~c!, but with the
acoustic velocity in the opposite direction, the presence of
the vortex near the upstream corner tends to augment the
cross product near the upstream corner and create a negative

component further down in the side branch. The presence of
the negative vorticity in Fig. 12~d! combined with the strong
positive cross product near the upstream corner creates a
strong acoustic source near the upstream corner. Because the
vorticity is highly localized near the upstream corner, how-
ever, the strong sink in Fig. 8~d! is confined to the vicinity of
the upstream corner.

Comparing the figures at different times in the acoustic
cycle, the acoustic source is produced as the acoustic veloc-
ity pulse pushes upward out of the side branch, while an
acoustic sink is produced as the acoustic velocity pulls back
into the side branch. Comparing these two conditions in Figs.
10 and 12 reveals that the peak amplitude of the negative
values of the cross product from Eq.~3! in Fig. 10~c! is
nearly half the peak amplitude of the positive values of the
cross product in Fig. 12~c!. The vorticity in Fig. 10~d! occurs
over a broader area than the stronger, more condensed vor-
ticity in Fig. 12~d!, which results in the source of Fig. 8~b!
being larger in size than the sink in Fig. 8~d!. Examining the
time-averaged acoustic source in Fig. 7 once again shows
that the source and sink produced during the upward and
downward acoustic pulses carry over into the time averaged
power. Once the entire acoustic cycle has been accounted
for, a large source remains over the junction between the
main duct and the side branch with a localized sink near the
upstream corner.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This work has demonstrated the ability of conventional
CFD methods to solve coupled flow–acoustic problems for a

FIG. 12. Components of the triple
product @Eq. ~1!# for Fig. 8~d!,
St50.4, u8/U50.5; ~a! u; ~b! u8; ~c!
2uÃu8; ~d! v @black lines in~c! and
~d! denote zero amplitude, white in~d!
is due to amplitudes off of color bar#.
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configuration with two coaxial side branches attached to a
main duct. A true coupling is computationally possible be-
tween the flow field and the acoustic field, allowing acoustic
oscillations to grow larger than their initial values at certain
flow conditions. Computations with several different flow
velocities demonstrated the ability to properly identify when
the flow–acoustic coupling should and should not occur.
Comparisons with the experimental smoke visualization
work of Ziada~1993! show the ability to duplicate the mo-
tion of the vortex as it propagates across the side-branch
opening and interacts with the acoustic waves in the side
branch. Using the theory of Howe~1984!, it was shown that
a large net acoustic source is produced in the main duct just
outside of the side branch due to the interaction between the
vortices and the flow and acoustic fields.
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The authors demonstrate MFP using data-derived modes and the sound speed profile, using noa
priori bottom information. Mode shapes can be estimated directly from vertical line array data,
without a priori knowledge of the environment and without using numerical wave field models.
However, it is difficult to make much headway with data-derived modes alone, without wave
numbers, since only a few modes at a few frequencies may be captured, and only at depths sampled
by the array. Using a measured sound speed profile, the authors derive self-consistent, complete sets
of modes, wave numbers, and bottom parameters from data-derived modes. Bottom parameters
enable modes to be calculated at all frequencies, not just those at which modes were derived from
data. This process is demonstrated on SWellEx-96 experiment data. Modes, wave numbers, and
bottom parameters are derived from one track and MFP based on this information is demonstrated
on another track. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1353592#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Bp, 43.30.Wi@DLB#

I. INTRODUCTION

Matched field processing~MFP! ~Refs. 1, 2, and 3! uti-
lizes models that require accuratea priori knowledge of the
physical properties of the ocean and its bottom. However, the
costly and often unattainable environmental accuracy de-
manded by current MFP processes provides strong motiva-
tion to develop localization methods that do not require such
complete knowledge of the environment and that provide
some flexibility in setting the trade-off between robustness
on the one hand and localization accuracy and processing
gain on the other.

Our main result in this paper is to show how MFP can
be done with the aid of a measured sound speed profile but
with no a priori bottom properties. The bottom properties are
usually required as inputs to acoustic models used to con-
struct MFP replicas with which the measured data is
matched. We will initially estimate the mode depth functions
of the prevailing ocean waveguide directly from data at se-
lected frequencies from a moving source, then make use of a
measured sound speed profile to estimate the parameters of a
half-space bottom. Having the bottom parameters enables us
to use acoustic models, as is usually done, to construct pres-
sure field replicas for MFP at all frequencies. We demon-
strate this process on experimental data from a realistic shal-
low water coastal environment.

Mode shapes can be extracted from cross-spectral den-
sity matrices~CSDMs! measured on vertical arrays. This has
previously been discussed in Refs. 4–9. In Sec. II we review
how and when modes can be derived from data. Although it
is remarkable that it can be done at all, it is unfortunate that
the modes are extracted without their horizontal wave num-
bers. This and other difficulties~see Secs. II and III! make it
challenging to make much practical use of data-derived
modes without additional information.

Modes-only~without wave numbers! source depth esti-

mators have previously been described in Refs. 10–15. Of
these, Refs. 11, 13, 14, and 15 show results with experiment
data. To overcome the inherent difficulties in working with
data-derived modes using incoherent processing approaches
such as these, we chose to relax our initial goal of making do
with no a priori environmental information. In Sec. III, we
show how to use a measured sound speed profile~our a
priori information! and data-derived modes to derive a self-
consistent set of modes, wave numbers and bottom param-
eters. In Sec. IV, we apply this technique to experimental
data, and then use the resulting modes, wave numbers, and
bottom in a MFP process on another track from the same
experiment. We obtain results that are nearly identical to
those achieved using MFP based on modes and wave num-
bers calculated by a normal mode model~see Ref. 16 for a
description of the normal mode model! using the environ-
mental information~including bottom properties not used in
the data-derived MFP! obtained at great cost in an earlier
experiment~see Ref. 17!.

II. EXTRACTING MODE SHAPES FROM VERTICAL
LINE ARRAY MEASUREMENTS

Various source distributions in range and depth previ-
ously have been reported to produce modes that are uncor-
related at the receiver~Refs. 18, 19, 20, and 9!. In a modal
context, this means that individual mode contributions to the
pressure field at the receiver, considered as an individual
time series, are uncorrelated. A consequence of this is that
the eigenvectors of the cross-spectral density matrix~CSDM!
measured on a vertical line array will correspond to the mode
shapes. A number of previous reports have independently
described extracting modes using this technique~Refs. 4, 6,
8, 9, and 21!.

a!Present address: Science Applications International Corporation, 888 Pros-
pect Street, Suite 201, La Jolla, CA 92037. Electronic mail:
paul.hursky@saic.com
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A. Why the eigenvectors of the CSDM correspond to
the modes

To describe how the eigenvectors of the CSDM mea-
sured on a vertical array can correspond to the normal
modes, consider the modal expansion ofp, the pressure at a
vertical receiver array,

p5Ura, ~1!

where vector elementp( i ) is the pressure at theith receive
array element. The columns ofUr ~indexed bym!,

Ur~ i ,m!5um~zi !, ~2!

are the acoustic modes, sampled at the vertical array element
depthszi ~i runs over the array elements!, where um is a
vector containing themth mode.

Vector a depends upon the source location parameters,
ranger s and depthzs . In a range-independent propagation
environment, themth element ofa,

a~m!5um~zs!e
jkmr s, ~3!

is the contribution of themth mode to the pressure field and
is often called themth mode amplitude.

The cross-spectral density matrix~CSDM! measured on
this vertical line array is represented by

R5E$ppH%, ~4!

in which E$ % indicates expectation. The CSDMR is typi-
cally estimated by time averagingppH.

The CSDM can also be represented by a modal expan-
sion,

R5UrE$aaH%Ur
T . ~5!

The middle matrix factor in this expansion is the corre-
lation matrix of mode amplitudes,

Ra5E$aaH%. ~6!

An eigenvector decomposition ofR produces the factor-
ization VDVH, in which unitary matrixV has columns that
are the orthonormal eigenvectors ofR, and diagonal matrix
D has diagonal elements that are the eigenvalues ofR. When
Ra is diagonal, the columns ofUr are orthogonal~sinceR is
Hermitian! and the eigenvector decompositionVDVH corre-
sponds factor for factor to the modal expansion ofR,
UrRaUr

T , with the eigenvectors~columns ofV) correspond-
ing to the modes~columns ofUr).

In Appendix A we discuss the challenges faced by this
approach with short or sparse arrays.

B. Scenarios that produce uncorrelated modes at the
receive array

For the modes to be uncorrelated, the source distribution
over depth and range must result in a diagonal matrixRa .
Refs. 18, 19, 20, and 9 have described source distributions in
which this is the case.

In the waveguide theory for surface ambient noise dis-
cussed in Refs. 18 and 20, a modal expansion of the cross-
spectral density is derived for a sheet of uncorrelated, uni-
formly distributed sources near the ocean surface. For typical
values of horizontal wave numbers and modal attenuations,

the predicted off-diagonal elements of the matrixRa dis-
cussed in Sec. II A are small compared to the diagonal ele-
ments, with the result that the modes are uncorrelated. The
critical parameters are the attenuation coefficients that deter-
mine whether the more distant larger surfaces contribute
more than the less distant but smaller surfaces.

Reference 9 describes how a source moving over a long
enough range interval will also result in a mode expansion in
which the modes are uncorrelated. We have confirmed this in
simulations and will demonstrate our processing on experi-
ment data containing a moving source.

In both of these scenarios, the separation of the wave
numbers plays a role. The closer the wave numbers, the
longer their modal interference distance, and the larger the
range interval the sources must be distributed over~or travel
over! for the modes to be uncorrelated at the receive array.
The spacing between wave numbers depends on a variety of
factors, including the sound speed profile, ocean depth, and
frequency. In general, as the depth of the ocean~measured in
wavelengths! increases, the more modes the environment
will support, causing more wave numbers to be packed into
the same wave number interval~bracketed by the slowest
sound speed in the water and the bottom sound speed!. A
deep water profile produces wave number spacings that are
smaller at higher-order modes, while a shallow water profile
produces wave number spacings that are smaller at the
lower-order modes.

In Appendix A we describe how to compensate for array
deformations such as tilt. Array deformations are a dilemma
when extracting modes from ambient noise measurements.
Such sources are typically distributed over large areas of the
ocean at many different azimuths. Without separating such
sources, as might be possible with a volumetric array, there
is no way to compensate the data for array tilt, since each
azimuth requires a different correction. Because the
SWellEx-96 array had tilts of up to several degrees, we have
worked on single moving sources for which array tilt can be
compensated.

C. Getting real modes from complex eigenvectors

Given a less than fully spanning array and the resulting
noisy and incomplete~not all the modes are found! modes
that are eventually estimated, it is not immediately obvious
how to identify which eigenvectors actually correspond to
modes. In addition, the eigenvectors are typically complex
and must be converted to mode depth functions that are real.

The technique that we have used is to progressively
eliminate candidate eigenvectors throughout our processing
sequence by checking their consistency with the physical
constraints being imposed throughout our process. Initially,
we eliminate eigenvectors having high-frequency content.
We convert the remaining eigenvectors to real vectors by
identifying their zero crossings and then taking their magni-
tude and applying an alternating sign to each interval delim-
ited by zero crossings. During the shooting method, we
eliminate candidate modes that are not consistent with the
sound speed profile. While matching a bottom half-space
model with the data-derived modes, we eliminate candidate
modes that are not consistent with any bottom model.
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III. MODE EXTRAPOLATION AND WAVE NUMBER
INTERPOLATION

Practical difficulties making use of data-derived modes
include the following:

~1! Incomplete arrays provide noisy estimates of modes.
~2! Modes are estimated only at depths spanned by the array

so we cannot construct replicas for sources at other
depths.

~3! Having modes but not wave numbers results in modes-
only processes that provide only marginal gain.

~4! Only some of the modes are captured and only at fre-
quencies emitted by the moving source of opportunity
we are exploiting.

In this section, to overcome these difficulties, we relax
the ambitious initial goal of making do with noa priori
environmental information. We assume the sound speed pro-
file has been measured over the water column, but that the
bottom properties are not known. These are modest assump-
tions. The sound speed is routinely measured in most experi-
ments, but the bottom properties are typically much more
difficult to obtain. Yet bottom properties are an essential in-
gredient if acoustic models are to be used to calculate pres-
sure field replicas for MFP. In Sec. III A, we present the
data-dependent shooting method. We use a measured sound
speed profile and the data-derived modes to extrapolate indi-
vidual modes from the array depths to the entire water col-
umn. Significantly, the wave numbers are estimated in this
process as well. In Sec. III B, we embed the data-dependent
shooting method in a larger optimization process that pro-
duces a self-consistent set of bottom parameters, modes, and
wave numbers.

A. Data-dependent shooting method—mode
extrapolation

We can use the depth-separated wave equation to propa-
gate~or shoot! a mode depth functionC(z) from initial val-
ues at the surface to the bottom. A finite difference represen-
tation of this differential equation is

ui 1152ui 211H 22h2F v2

c2~zi !
2k2G J ui , ~7!

in which i is an index over depth. This depends on the fre-
quencyv, depth-dependent sound speedc(z), and the hori-
zontal wave numberk ~the parameter we seek for each
mode!. Density and attenuation must be added if we propa-
gate through the bottom. Givenc(z) in the water and two
initial values~we useu050 andu151), u(z) can be calcu-
lated for all values ofk. However, this does not identify
which discrete set of wave numbers corresponds to the nor-
mal modes of the waveguide. A well-known method used by
normal mode models to find the discrete set of normal modes
~and theirkm) is to varyk and look for modes~produced by
shooting at those values ofk! that satisfy a boundary condi-
tion at the bottom~see Ref. 20, Chap. 5!. The boundary
condition is based on the properties of the bottom. However,
in our case, we do not need to match a boundary condition
requiring bottom properties. We already have data-derived

modes in the water column that we can match our shooting
modes to. We can shoot modes at trial wave numbers until
we produce a mode that matches our data-derived mode.
This matching can be performed without knowing the bot-
tom properties, since the shooting method must propagate
the modes only to depths spanned by our data-derived
modes, which are confined to the water column. This pro-
vides the modes over the entire water column~and their hori-
zontal wave numbers!! without knowing the bottom informa-
tion.

To find the wave number corresponding to a particular
data-derived modeûi ~where i runs over the array element
depths!, we seek a global minimum of the function

F~k!5(
i

„ûi2ui~k!…2, ~8!

in which Eq.~7! is used to calculate a mode shapeui(k) at
each candidatek. This function is the squared difference be-
tween the data-derived modeûi and the modeu(k). The
mode and wave number at the global minimum of this func-
tion are adopted as estimates of the full water column mode
and its wave number that correspond to the particular data-
derived modeûi that they were matched with.

The shooting method produces denoised modes, ex-
trapolated from the span of the array to the full water col-
umn, and estimates wave numbers in the process. However,
we still have the same subset of the modes we started with,
and only at the frequencies at which we were able to extract
modes from data.

B. Matching a bottom model to data-derived modes—
Wave number interpolation

The shooting method finds modes that are consistent
with the measured sound speed profile, but does not take
advantage of what we know about how modes relate to each
other. For example, modes are orthogonal and they all see
the same bottom~expressed as a boundary condition based
on the bottom properties!. Admitting only modes that meet
these criteria collectively would reduce the overall search
space. We initially imposed an orthogonality constraint, but
got poor results. We speculate this is because orthogonality
and consistency with the sound speed profile do not uniquely
specify a mode set. Although it was attractive to simply side-
step having to deal with unknown bottom properties, forcing
the modes to be consistent with a physical bottom model
yielded much better results. We varied the parameters of a
bottom model until we found the set of bottom parameters
that produced modes that matched the data-derived modes.
Since the shooting method is a Sturm–Liouville system, all
modes and wave numbers calculated as we varied the bottom
properties were implicitly orthogonal, as well as consistent
with a single bottom model.

The way we implemented our optimization is similar to
a technique reported in Ref. 22, in which the intent was to
avoid having to completely recalculate modes and wave
numbers every time a dynamic ocean environment changed.
Only a small fraction of the water column near the surface
was changing, while most of the sound speed profile and the
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bottom remained fixed. The shooting method was used to
precalculate modes for the fixed part of the environment~by
shooting from the bottom up to the dynamic part of the pro-
file! over a fine grid of horizontal wave numbers. With each
change in the small uppermost part of the sound speed pro-
file, the shooting method was used to shoot modes from the
surface, using the changed profile, down to the fixed part of
the profile. The discrete set of modes was selected by match-
ing the impedances of the lower modes with the~new! upper
modes. The modes and impedances for the fixed lower part
of the profile did not have to be recalculated with every
change in the upper part of the profile.

In our case, we are interested in finding the bottom that
is most consistent with the data-derived modes and the pre-
vailing sound speed profile, which we regard as fixed. So,
instead of precalculating the modes from the bottom up to a
dynamic surface layer, the modes in the water column~as-
sumed fixed in our optimization! were precalculated down to
the bottom, whose parameters were varied during the opti-
mization. For every candidate set of bottom parameters,
modes and wave numbers were found by matching the im-
pedance of the precalculated modes with the impedance of
our candidate bottom. These modes were compared with the
data-derived modes. The bottom parameters corresponding
to the modes that best matched the data-derived modes were
selected.

We chose a half-space bottom model with two param-
eters: compressional wave speed and density. This resulted
in a particularly simple form for the impedance~see Ref. 20,
Chap. 5!,

Zbottom5
rb

Ak22~v/cb!2
. ~9!

The impedance from the precalculated mode depth functions
~obtained by shooting from the surface down to the bottom!
is

Zwater5
c

dc/dzU
z5zbottom

. ~10!

Figure 1 shows the precalculated continuum of modes
versus horizontal wave number~for the SWellEx-96 environ-
ment!. For reference, the black dashed lines indicate the dis-
crete or normal mode wave numbers~as calculated by a nor-
mal mode model!. Figure 2 shows two sets of impedances:
the dashed line curves are calculated from the mode depth
functions using Eq.~10! and the solid line curves show im-
pedances calculated from several half-space bottom models
using Eq.~9!. Bottom impedances for wave speeds of 1550,
1600, 1700, and 1800 m/s are shown, all with a bottom den-
sity of 1.83 g/cm3. The horizontal wave numbers of the nor-
mal modes occur where the impedance calculated from the
mode-depth functions intersects the impedance calculated for
a particular bottom.

To find a self-consistent set of modes, wave numbers,
and bottom parameters, the measured sound speed profile
was used by the shooting method to precalculate modes over
a fine grid of wave numbers. At each wave numberk, the
impedance at the bottom~looking up into the water! was
calculated using Eq.~10!, producing a curve like the dashed
line curve shown in Fig. 2. A two-dimensional search grid
was formed over the two bottom parameters. At each set of
bottom parameters, the impedance looking into the bottom is
calculated for eachk using Eq.~9!, producing a curve like
the solid line curves in Fig. 2. The normal modes for this set
of bottom parameters occur at thek where these two imped-
ance curves intersect. The modes are calculated at these dis-
crete wave numbers~by shooting! and compared with the
data-derived modes. This process is repeated for every can-
didate set of bottom parameters until the minimum summed
squared difference between the calculated and data-derived
modes is found. This resolves the bottom model that best
matches our data-derived modes.

FIG. 1. Mode depth functions versus wave number at 94 Hz in the
SWellEx-96 environment. The black dashed lines indicate the discrete
modes calculated by a normal mode model, given the bottom information.

FIG. 2. Impedance calculated from mode depth functions~dashed lines! and
the impedances calculated for several bottom half-space models at progres-
sively higher compressional wave speeds~1598, 1650, 1700, and 1800, all
solid lines, all speeds in m/s!. The two impedances~one based on modes, the
other based on the bottom! intersect at the discrete normal mode wave
numbers. At 94 Hz in the SWellEx-96 environment.
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Note that to be compared with modes based on the bot-
tom model, the data-derived modes must be assigned specific
modes to be matched up with. This is done by counting zero
crossings in the modes calculated by the shooting method
that have been matched with the data-derived modes. This
was adequate with the sound speed profile for which the
method was demonstrated, but may be more challenging for
more exotic profiles. For profiles where the number of zero
crossings does not unambiguously identify which mode is
which, multiple assignments would be evaluated, with the
best result at each candidate set of bottom parameters kept
for comparison. We have adapted the Hungarian algorithm
~see Ref. 23!, originally formulated for square assignment
problems, for assigning a lesser number of data-derived
modes to a subset of the larger complete set of modes in
simulations, where the intent was to compare the data-
derived with modes calculated by a normal mode model.

Note that the impedance looking up into the water only
needs to be calculated a single time, since it depends on the
sound speed, which we regard as fixed. The only calculations
that must be repeated as bottom parameters are varied are the
following.

~1! Use Eq.~9! to calculate the impedance looking into the
bottom ~again, over a finely spaced grid of wave num-
bers!.

~2! Find the wave numbers at which the bottom impedance
matches the precalculated impedance looking up into the
water.

~3! Calculate~by shooting! the modes for these wave num-
bers~where the two impedance curves intersect!.

We have embedded the data-dependent shooting method
in a larger optimization, in which modes are sought that are
consistent with the sound speed profile and the data-derived
modes as before, and also consistent with a single physical
bottom model. Although a simple bottom model was used,
this technique can easily be generalized to more complex
bottom models. For a bottom consisting of an arbitrary num-
ber of horizontal layers, we would shoot the wave equation
up through all the layers, and calculate the impedance from
the resulting wave function, using Eq.~10!. However, this
would impose more of a computational load than the half-
space bottom model.

IV. PROCESSING SWellEx-96 EXPERIMENT DATA

In this section we will present results of processing data
from the SWellEx-96 experiment, conducted in May 1996
ten kilometers off the coast of San Diego in California. Fig-
ure 3 shows the experimental configuration for the
SWellEx-96 experiment~see Ref. 24!. The summer sound
speed profile has a thermocline at the surface and a nearly
isovelocity profile below 50 m. The array spans the lower
part of the water column~from 94 to 212 m!. Figure 4 shows
the bathymetry in the area of the experiment and two tracks,
S5 ~broken up into two legs, labeled S5a and S5b! and S9.
The vertical line array was deployed from the FLIP research
vessel, whose location is indicated by the black circle. Track
S5 runs at 5 knots South to North along an isobath at a depth

of 60 m. Two legs of Track S5 are shown. The first leg,
labeled S5a, starts at a range of 8–9 km away from FLIP and
closes to a range of 3–4 km. The second leg, labeled S5b,
starts at a range of 3 km away from FLIP, closes to a closest
point of approach~CPA! at 1 km, and then opens out to a
range of 3 km on the North side of the CPA. The second
track, Track S9~only the half of the track that we processed
is shown!, runs nearly perpendicular to track S5 and the iso-
bath lines from 3 to 5 km away from FLIP, traveling up-
slope from a point where the ocean depth is 200 m to a point
where the ocean depth is less than 100 m. The bathymetry
contours are spaced 20-m apart, with the heavier lines at
100-m increments.

In Sec. IV A, the techniques described in Secs. II and III

FIG. 3. The SWellEx-96 experiment environment: vertical line array and
sound speed profile.

FIG. 4. Topographical map of the SWellEx-96 experiment site showing
tracks S5 and S9.
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will be applied to SWellEx-96 Track S9 data to find a self-
consistent set of modes, wave numbers, and bottom param-
eters. In Sec. III B, a fully coherent MFP process will be
applied to SwellEx-96 Track S5 using the modes and wave
numbers derived from Track S9. These methods rely upona
priori knowledge of the sound speed profile in the water, but
assume no knowledge of the geoacoustic properties of the
bottom, which would otherwise be needed to obtain modes
and wave numbers from a normal mode model.

A. Modes, wave numbers, and bottom properties
derived from SwellEx-96 Track S9

As the source travels up-slope along Track S9, a rich
diversity in modal excitations is created at the receive array,
because all of the different ocean depths generate different
mode structures along the source track. This diversity in ex-
citations at the receive array serves to produce the uncorre-
lated modes that enable us to extract modes via an eigenan-
alysis of the CSDM. As shown in Ref. 25, because of
adiabatic mode propagation in this environment, the progres-
sively shallower depths along the S9 track served to create
‘‘mirages’’ of the actual source locations at greater ranges
and depths than the actual ranges and depths. So, although
the actual range interval traveled by the source was several
kilometers, in terms of the adiabatically propagating modes
that arrived at the receiver, the receiver saw an apparent
range interval that was several times that. Likewise, although
the actual source depth was nearly constant, at 60 m, the
apparent depth varied from 60 to 120 m, because of the
changing bathymetry. From a MFP perspective, the range
and depth bias errors resulting from these mirages are a nui-
sance, but for our modes-from-data process they were a great
benefit.

We applied our mode extraction process to the CSDMs
averaged over the part of the S9 track shown in Fig. 4. A
significant number of modes was extracted from the tones at
49, 64, 79, and 94 Hz. Figure 5 shows four rows, corre-
sponding to these four frequencies. The number of elements
in each row corresponds to the number of modes at its fre-
quency @as calculated by a normal mode model~see Ref.
16!#. The rows corresponding to lower frequencies have
fewer modes. The modes that were extracted are gray. The
modes that were not extracted are white.

Unfortunately, at higher frequencies~the same source
also transmitted a series of tones from 112 to 388 Hz!, only
a few modes were extracted. This was consistent with our

simulations of the SWellEx-96 experimental configuration,
in which the array only spanned half the water column. We
speculate that, because the number of propagating modes
increases with frequency, the spacing between wave numbers
tends to decrease and, as a result, the length of the range
interval required for the modes to become uncorrelated in-
creases with frequency.

We applied the optimization described in Sec. III B to
the modes extracted at these four frequencies. Figure 6
shows the ambiguity surface for matching a half-space bot-
tom model to the modes derived from the experiment data.
The circles, minimum points along the columns of the ambi-
guity surface, highlight the path through the lowest part of a
valley running parallel to the horizontal density axis. Clearly,
the modes are more sensitive to wave speed than density.
The plus mark indicates the lowest point in the valley, and

FIG. 7. Previously reported bottom parameters for the SWellEx-96 environ-
ment, based on direct measurements and joint source localization and bot-
tom inversion. Our optimization produced a wave speed of 1598 m/s and a
density of 1.83 g/cm3. The 1598 m/s wave speed is indicated by the dashed
vertical line. The sets of four parameters listed at each interface are depth m,
compressional wave speed~m/s!, density ~g/cm3!, and attenuation~dB/
km Hz!.

FIG. 5. The subset of modes extracted via eigenvector analysis from the
SWellEx-96 S9 data at 49, 64, 79, and 94 Hz. The frequency index is shown
along they axis. The mode index is shown along thex axis. Gray indicates
that a mode was extracted.

FIG. 6. Ambiguity surface for matching data-derived modes to a half-space
bottom model based on bottom compressional wave speed and bottom
density.
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occurs at a compressional wave speed of 1598 m/s and a
bottom density of 1.83 g/cm3. Previous measurements and
inversion efforts for this environment have resolved the three
layer model shown in Fig. 7. Our optimal values are compa-
rable to values at the bottom of the first layer of the three
layer model. Figure 8 shows the modes that were resolved by
this optimization at 49 Hz. The data-derived modes are
shown as solid lines~only modes 1, 2, 4, and 5 were recov-
ered!. The modes calculated from matching a bottom model
to the data-derived modes are shown as dashed lines. The
‘‘true’’ modes ~calculated by a normal mode model, using
the best available environmental information! are shown as
dotted lines.

B. Source localization results

We constructed replicas using the modes and wave num-
bers calculated in Sec. III A and performed MFP on both legs
of the S5 track shown in Fig. 4.

The data was bandshifted, low pass filtered in two stages
from 1500 Hz to 30 Hz, and spectrum analyzed using FFT
periods of 256 points with Hanning windowing and no over-
lap. The spectra were incoherently averaged over all ele-
ments and the tones of interest were tracked using a peak
picker confined to follow the peak within a small window.
CSDMs were averaged over four spectrum snapshots~34.13
seconds per CSDM!. A Bartlett matched field processor was
used to generate all the results shown. MFP was performed
at each individual frequency and the resulting individual am-
biguity surfaces were normalized and averaged across fre-
quency to form one composite ambiguity surface~see Ref.
26!. To provide a benchmark against which to compare these
results, we also performed MFP using modes and wave num-
bers calculated by a normal mode model~see Ref. 16!, al-
though these results will not be shown.

To show the relative processing gain provided by the
various stages in our processing. Figures 9, 10, and 11 show
three sets of MFP results. All plots show the time interval
corresponding to the second half of Track S5, labeled S5b in
Fig. 4. The source goes through its closest point of approach
halfway through this interval, which was 40 min long and
produced 70 range-depth MFP ambiguity surfaces. All plots
show time in terms of the CSDM index along their horizon-
tal axis ~34.13 s per CSDM!. The images shown in these
figures contain time-evolving range~depth! tracks, as images
in which each column is a slice versus range~depth! from a
single range-depth MFP ambiguity surface. Each MFP

range-depth surface contributed a slice versus range and a
slice versus depth, both intersecting the maximum correla-
tion peak of the range-depth surface.

Figures 9, 10, and 11 show results based on using only
four of the available frequencies, those at which modes were
extracted from data. Three processors are being compared in
these figures: a modes-only depth estimation based on modes
extrapolated by the shooting method and using only the sub-
sets of modes extracted from data; a Bartlett MFP process
based on modes and wave numbers obtained by the shooting
method using complete sets of modes as a result of a poly-
nomial interpolation of the wave numbers at the missing
modes; a Bartlett MFP process based on modes and wave
numbers calculated using the half-space bottom parameters
resolved by the optimization process described in Sec. III B.
Of these three, only the third would be able to exploit fre-
quencies other than those at which modes were extracted
from data. To provide a fair comparison between these pro-
cessors, the third processor was limited to the same frequen-
cies the other two processors were limited to. Later on, re-
sults based on all 13 tones and on 9 tones from a completely
different source will be presented as well.

Figure 9 shows modes-only depth estimation results.
Only a depth track is shown, because without wave numbers,
we cannot form replicas that are functions of the source
range. The data-dependent shooting method described in

FIG. 8. Modes at 49 Hz resulting from our processes: subset of modes
derived from eigenvectors of CSDM~limited to the span of array! are solid
lines; modes calculated using resolved bottom half-space parameters are
dashed lines; modes calculated by a normal mode model using the best-
available environmental parameters are dotted lines.

FIG. 9. The modes-only depth esti-
mate track for the second half of
SWellEx-96 track S5. Results are inte-
grated over the four frequencies~49,
64, 79, and 94 Hz! at which modes
were derived from the data in track S9.
Modes have been extrapolated from
the span of the array to the entire wa-
ter column using the shooting method
described in Sec. II. Only the modes
derived from data were used~i.e., the
modes drawn in gray in Fig. 5!.
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Sec. III A, was used to extrapolate the data-derived modes
from the span of the array to the entire water column. Only
the subset of modes shown in Fig. 5 was used to generate
these results. Note that, although the data-dependent shoot-
ing method produces wave numbers, we are not using these
wavenumbers in order to show a qualitative comparison be-
tween incoherent~modes only! and coherent methods. With
a fully spanning array, it would have been possible to obtain
these results without a measured sound speed profile, which
was only used to extrapolate the modes from the span of the
array to the depth of the source.

Figure 10 shows coherent MFP results using modes and
wave numbers calculated using the shooting method prior to
matching a bottom model to the data-derived modes. The
missing modes were calculated by fitting the wave numbers
from the data-derived modes to a polynomial and using the
polynomial to interpolate the missing wave numbers. Al-

though such an interpolation is clearlyad hoc and could
produce spurious results in other environments, in this envi-
ronment, it served to complete the subsets of modes that had
been extracted from data, and yielded better results than if
we had only used the modes extracted from data. The tracks
produced by this process extend only out to 2 km~it may be
difficult to distinguish where these tracks drop out, because
there are gaps in the source tones, but we have also pro-
cessed the other half of this track where source ranges extend
out to 9 km to corroborate these ranges!.

Figure 11 shows coherent MFP results using modes and
wave numbers derived using the optimization approach de-
scribed in Secs. III and IV A. The improvement over the
previous two processes is very evident, and it is clear that
forcing the modes and wave numbers to be consistent with a
bottom model resulted in significant processing gains, even if
by all previous accounts it was a simplistic bottom model

FIG. 10. MFP range and depth tracks
for the second half of SWellEx-96
track S5. Results are integrated over
the four frequencies~49, 64, 79, and
94 Hz! at which modes were derived
from data in track S9. Full sets of
modes were used, after performing
polynomial interpolation on the wave
numbers to get the missing modes
~i.e., the modes drawn in white in
Fig. 5!.

FIG. 11. MFP range and depth tracks for the second
half of SWellEx-96 track S5. Results are integrated
over the four frequencies~49, 64, 79, and 94 Hz! at
which modes were derived from data in track S9. Full
sets of modes were calculated using a normal mode
model for the bottom half space matched to the data-
derived modes, as described in Sec. II B.
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~i.e., a half-space model compared to the three layer models
that were measured and inverted for in other efforts!.

Note that the shooting method was an essential part of
both of the coherent MFP processes. The shooting method
required a measured sound speed profile, but noa priori
bottom properties were used in either process.

As mentioned above, in the third processor, resolving
the bottom parameters enable modes and wave numbers to
be calculated across the entire spectrum. There were two
sources being towed during Track S5, a shallow source at
10-m depth emitting nine tones from 109 to 385 Hz, and a
deep source at 60-m depth emitting 13 tones from 49 to 388
Hz. Modes and wave numbers were calculated for the mea-
sured sound speed profile and the half-space bottom model
resolved by our optimization for all of these tones. To show
the benefit of being able to calculate modes at all frequen-

cies, we present results for both sources using all available
tones. Figures 12 and 13 show MFP tracks for much longer
ranges out to 9 km along Track S5a~the first half of Track
S5! for both the deep and shallow sources, respectively, in
which all available tones were processed. For the shallow
source, all nine tones are at frequencies at which no modes
had been extracted. For the deep source, 9 of 13 tones are at
frequencies at which no modes had been extracted. The cor-
relation values produced by MFP based on data-derived
modes ~without a priori bottom information! were nearly
identical to those produced by MFP using modes calculated
by a normal mode program~normal mode model docu-
mented in Ref. 16! using environmental information ob-
tained in an earlier experiment~including the bottom infor-
mation we did not use in our process based on data-derived
modes!.

FIG. 12. MFP range and depth tracks
for a deep source~at 60-m depth! from
the first half of SWellEx-96 track S5.
Thirteen frequencies were used.
Modes and wave numbers were calcu-
lated using half-space bottom param-
eters resolved by matching data-
derived modes.

FIG. 13. MFP range and depth tracks
for a shallow source~at 10-m depth!
from the first half of SWellEx-96 track
S5. Nine frequencies were used, all
distinct from frequencies at which
modes were derived from data. Modes
and wave numbers were calculated us-
ing half-space bottom parameters re-
solved by matching data-derived
modes.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed how and when it is possible to ex-
tract modes from data in Sec. II. Unfortunately, having
modes without wave numbers only enables incoherent pro-
cesses with only limited processing gain. However, using
even incomplete sets of modes in conjunction with limited
environmental information improved prospects considerably.
In Sec. III, starting with a measured sound speed profile asa
priori information ~bottom properties were assumed to be
unknown! and using data-derived modes limited to the span
of the array, an optimization process was presented to obtain
complete sets of modes sampled over the entire water col-
umn, their wave numbers, and the parameters of a half-space
bottom model. Having the bottom parameters enabled modes
and wave numbers to be calculated across the entire spec-
trum, not just at the frequencies at which modes were ex-
tracted from the data. In Sec. IV, this optimization process
was demonstrated on data from SwellEx-96 experiment track
S9. Subsets of modes at four frequencies being emitted by a
towed source were recovered, and with the aid of a measured
sound speed profile were used to obtain self-consistent
modes, wave numbers, and bottom parameters. Using these
bottom parameters, modes and wave numbers were calcu-
lated for tones over roughly three octaves~49–388 Hz!.
Most of these tones were distinct from the ones at which
modes were initially extracted. These modes and wave num-
bers were used to construct replicas for a MFP process that
was able to unambiguously resolve two sources at depths of
10 and 60 m out to ranges of 9 km. The resulting range and
depth tracks, shown in Figs. 12 and 13, were consistent with
the known source locations. Moreover, the MFP process
based on limited environmental data~sound speed only! pro-
duced correlation values nearly identical to those produced
by a MFP process using modes and wave numbers calculated
by a normal mode model supplied with the best available
environmental information.
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APPENDIX A: SPARSE ARRAYS AND SHORT
ARRAYS

If the array spans the water column and adequately
samples the modes, and we average our CSDM over an in-
terval that contains a suitable source distribution~as dis-
cussed in Sec. II B!, the eigenvectors of the CSDM will cor-
respond to the normal modes of the ocean waveguide.

If the array is too sparse, the higher-order modes that
have a higher spatial frequency content will not be ad-

equately sampled and their higher spatial frequencies will
alias into lower spatial frequencies. Even more fundamen-
tally, with less elements than the number of modes in the
environment, there will not be enough eigenvectors for there
to be a one-to-one relationship between modes and eigenvec-
tors.

We have considered arrays that have enough elements
sufficiently closely spaced that spatial aliasing of the modes
is not an issue. This is the case in the experiment we show
results from in Sec. IV. The SWellEx-96 array has a half-
lambda spacing at 400 Hz. It has 64 elements, of which we
have used 63. At 94 Hz, the highest frequency at which we
extracted modes from data, there are 12 propagating modes,
so clearly we have more eigenvectors than modes.

If the array does not span the water column, even with
adequately sampled modes, the modes will be orthonormal
over the entire water column but not necessarily over the
interval spanned by the array. The eigenvectors by contrast
are guaranteed to be orthonormal over this interval, since the
CSDM is Hermitian. Therefore, since the eigenvectors are
orthonormal and the modes are not, the two sets of vectors
cannot be the same. This is a serious issue, since our results
indicate that the method works, despite expectations to the
contrary.

Why do we ultimately get results? It is a question of the
degree by which the eigenvectors deviate from the modes
with progressively shorter arrays. Apparently, the eigenvec-
tors are enough like the modes that, when we apply our

FIG. A1. Modes from eigenvectors of synthetic CSDMs from progressively
shorter arrays~the lowest element at the bottom, the upper element depth
varying along the horizontal axis!. This simulation was of a 49 Hz source
traveling over a 10-km track changing the depth from 60 to 120 m in the
215-m deep SWellEx-96 environment. Each subplot shows eigenvectors that
match a particular mode, with six subplots showing modes 1–6. The black
dashed lines show the zero crossings of the true modes. Some of the modes
were not found at particular array lengths, as indicated by the gaps in the
images for modes 3, 4, 5, and 6.
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process, which basically seeks modes that are closest to the
eigenvectors and also consistent with a physical environment
~measured sound speed and a bottom half-space!, the modes
and wave numbers of the prevailing environment are re-
solved.

Figure A1, the results of a simulation, shows how the
modes remain represented in the eigenvectors of CSDMS,
even with short vertical arrays. The modes-from-CSDM pro-
cess was applied to a series of progressively shorter arrays.
All arrays terminated at the bottom at 215 m. To construct
progressively shorter arrays, the upper array element depth
was varied from 5 to 100 m. A CSDM was synthesized at
each of these vertical array lengths for a 49-Hz source trav-
eling from 1 to 10 km in range and from 60 to 120 m in
depth in the SWellEx-96 environment~see Sec. IV!. Figure
A1 contains six subplots, corresponding to the six modes at
49 Hz in this environment. The depth of the upper array
element is indicated by the horizontal axis values, starting
with the longest array on the left. Each column in the images
shown corresponds to a different length array and contains
the eigenvector that best matches the mode being depicted in
that subplot. As the arrays get shorter, some of the higher-
order modes are no longer found among the eigenvectors,
and there are gaps in the modes at these shorter arrays. Only
the part of the mode that overlaps the array can be captured
by the eigenvector, so the image columns get shorter as the
arrays get shorter moving from left to right in each subplot.
To show the correspondence between the eigenvectors de-
picted in these images and the modes they estimate, the zero
crossings of the normal modes in this environment are over-
laid as black dashed lines. The eigenvectors capture the fun-
damental structure of the modes very well, even with as
much as 100 m of the water column missing from the array.

The capacity for eigenvectors to represent the modes
with progressively shorter arrays will undoubtedly depend on
the particular environment. In the shallow water summer
profile we were in, the thermocline at the surface traps most
of the acoustic energy in the isovelocity layer below, creat-
ing a shorter effective waveguide concentrated in the lower
part of the water column, where our array is.

We have performed many simulations to assess the fea-
sibility of extracting modes from the eigenvectors of a
CSDM under varying conditions, and have found that span-
ning a larger portion of the water column consistently im-
proves the prospects for this method. Certainly, with a fully
spanning array, not only would the modes be estimated over
the entire water column, but a larger percentage of the modes
would be extracted and with greater accuracy. This would
greatly improve the capabilities of a modes-only depth esti-
mator.

APPENDIX B: ARRAY TILT

Processing our experiment data, we found that uncom-
pensated array shape changes such as tilt can seriously im-
pact not only MFP, but also the culling of modes from data
via an eigenvector analysis of the CSDM. When individual
array elements are not aligned along the vertical with their
peers, at least in the direction of the source, the individual

mode contributions to the received field will have phase
shifts proportional to their wave number and the horizontal
offset in the direction of the source. Because this phase offset
depends on the mode, the array element, and the direction of
the source, it is not immediately clear how to correct for such
an offset.

Because the phase shift caused by array tilt varies across
the modes, a complete compensation would require the sig-
nal to be separated into its modal components. This is not
possible unless the modes are already known. However, be-
cause the spread between the wave numbers is so much
smaller than the average wave number, it is possible to use
the average wave number to compensate for the array tilt
across all modes, at least for small deviations from vertical.
This is enough to bring all the phase shifts close enough to
zero that they do not seriously impact the correspondence
between the eigenvectors and the modes.
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A set of tank experiments was performed to investigate acoustic transmission across a roughened
fluid–fluid interface with the intention to test heuristic Bragg scattering predictions used to explain
observations of anomalous transmission in field experiments. In the tank experiments, two
immiscible fluids~vegetable oil floating on glycerin! formed the layers. Small polystyrene beads
were floated at the interface to simulate roughness. An array of hydrophones placed in the bottom
layer ~glycerin! was used to measure the acoustic levels transmitted across the interface. This array
was also employed as a beamformer to determine the apparent angle and sound speed of the
scattered signals. Data were acquired at subcritical grazing angles in the frequency range of 100–
200 kHz for three different bead diameters and for various configurations in which the locations of
the beads floating on the interface were varied. Results of these measurements demonstrated that a
significant amount of acoustic energy can be scattered into the bottom layer by beads floating at the
interface. The scattered levels increased with increasing bead diameter. However, discrepancies
occurred between observed propagation properties and the Bragg predictions. By comparing the
processed tank data to a computer simulation of the same it was determined that these discrepancies
are a consequence of near-field reception of the scattering by the bead array and ignoring the
directionality of the scattering by the beads. Consequences to observations made in field
experiments are discussed. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1350450#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Hw, 43.30.Ma@DLB#

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent studies of acoustic transmission into fast, ocean
sediments1–7 reveal in-sediment sound pressure levels that
are unexpectedly high when the field incident on the bottom
approaches at a shallow grazing angle. The enhancement is
especially pronounced when the angle is shallower than the
‘‘critical’’ angle below which the Green function for a flat
bottom predicts high reflection and very little transmission.
The most notable mechanisms proposed to explain this phe-
nomenon are the excitation of Biot’s slow wave in the po-
roelastic bottom,4 scattering of sound into the bottom by sur-
face roughness,8–11 and scattering of the evanescent wave by
volume inhomogeneities.12,13 Due to difficulties in assessing
properties of ocean sediments and in performing ocean
acoustics measurements, the appropriate choice of mecha-
nism for modeling the transmission of sound is still some-
what uncertain.

In the present paper, a set of tank experiments is de-
scribed that are meant to test the roughness scattering mecha-
nism of transmission. Surface roughness effects are isolated
from effects attributed to bottom poroelasticity and bottom
inhomogeneity by modeling the bottom as a homogeneous
fluid. Therefore, the experiments involve a tank filled with
two immiscible fluids~vegetable oil over glycerin!, where
floating polystyrene beads of various sizes at the intervening
interface control the roughness of the interface. With the
specified combination of fluids, a critical grazing angle of
about 40° results for the flat interface. Sound transmitted
through the bead layer into the lower fluid is recorded at a
hydrophone array and analyzed using techniques analogous

to those reported by Chotiros and collaborators.4,14

A number of assumptions are implicit in the use of this
setup. First, it is assumed that the surface scattering effects
proposed to occur at lower frequencies in field measurements
can be scaled to the dimensions of the tank by raising the
frequency. Second, although anomalous sound pressure lev-
els have most often been observed in transmission into sandy
sediments, the sound speed of these sediments is generally
lower and the density generally higher than that of glycerin.
Therefore, it is assumed that the dominant effects due to
roughness scattering are not affected by variations in these
parameters. In this regard, it is also assumed that mode con-
verted shear waves produced on transmission into sand sedi-
ments do not contribute significantly to these scattering ef-
fects. Given the low shear speeds characteristic of sand
sediments, this is not expected to be unreasonable. Finally,
the use of polystyrene beads to mimic roughness is assumed
to be feasible even though the material parameters of poly-
styrene may differ somewhat from those of either oil or glyc-
erin. The rationale is that scattering by roughness features is
the essential ingredient for producing enhanced sound trans-
mission. Varying the bead size relative to the acoustic wave-
length is expected to produce scattering levels associated
with typical roughness features and any anomalous transmis-
sion due to scattering will be exhibited.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, a
description of the experimental setup is provided. In Sec. III,
a model that provides a qualitative but realistic representa-
tion of tank data is described. In Sec. IV, results of the tank
measurement and model are presented and compared to the
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predictions based on Bragg scattering. In Sec. V, the model
is used to compare predictions of subcritical transmission
with that reported from a field experiment.4 The last section
is a summary of relevant points.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Prior to conducting transmission experiments, time-of-
flight and attenuation measurements of vegetable oil and
glycerin were made in a small 88-gallon test tank using four
International Transducer Corporation~ITC! 1089D hydro-
phones at preset positions. One hydrophone was driven as a
projector while the others were employed as receivers. Mea-
surements were made in the 100–300 kHz frequency range.
When compared to data collected with this setup in fresh
water, the attenuation measurements indicated that there
were no differences observed in the signal levels collected
with the vegetable oil and there was, at most, a 10% reduc-
tion in the signal levels acquired with the glycerin. Thus little
signal attenuation due to absorption by either of these fluids
is expected. The time-of-flight measurements determined the
sound speeds of vegetable oil and glycerin to be 1455 m/s
and 1905 m/s, respectively, with no noticeable dispersion.
This results in a 40° critical grazing angle for transmission
from oil to glycerin. Table I summarizes important properties
of the vegetable oil, glycerin, and polystyrene beads.

The setup for the transmission experiments is depicted
schematically in Fig. 1. A 1.22-m-deep31.22-m-wide32.13-
m-long wooden tank was filled with the two fluids, first with
glycerin to a depth of 48.5 cm and then with a 69.1-cm layer
of vegetable oil. Since these fluids are immiscible, this two-
layer system remains stable and polystyrene beads, which
have a mass density between that of either fluid, can float at

the oil/glycerin interface to simulate roughness. The distribu-
tion of the polystyrene beads was confined in an area about
65-cm long and 60-cm wide over a hydrophone array located
in the glycerin. Confinement was maintained by bounding
this area of the interface with light nylon monofilament line.
Initially, the beads were distributed in a square ‘‘lattice’’
arrangement by dropping them through holes of a template
resting above the tank. The beads were spaced approximately
1.5 cm along the length and 1.5 cm along the width of the
tank.

An array of four ITC 1089D hydrophones was placed in
the glycerin. The hydrophones were supported by Delrin
tubes that extended from aluminum braces attached to the
sides of the tank. The tubes were machined to hold each
hydrophone securely in place and to lead the transducer
cable to a side of the tank in a manner that minimized rever-
beration problems and kept the sensor’s sensitivity pattern up
and/or towards the source.~When calibrated, the hydro-
phones exhibited a flat response in the 20–250 kHz fre-
quency band and were omnidirectional aside from a small
dip in sensitivity in the direction of the cable.! Two addi-
tional ITC 1089D hydrophones that could be removed during
data collection were also employed. One of these hydro-
phones was placed at mid-depth in the oil and 1 m from the
source; this hydrophone was used to collect signals transmit-
ted by the source. The second hydrophone was attached so
that the sensing element lay on the oil/glycerin interface at
5-cm from the mid-width of the tank and approximately 76.8
cm from the back of the tank. It was used to help aim the
beam of the source transducer. Relative to an origin placed
on this ‘‘surface’’ hydrophone, the (x,y,z) positions of the
four hydrophones in the array were given by:~1! ~5.0,23.2,
24.0! cm; ~2! ~14.1, 29.1, 27.0! cm; ~3! ~14.4, 25.8,
211.7! cm; and~4! ~14.5, 27.49, 219.6! cm. Here, direc-
tions are specified such that, when looking down the length
of the tank from the source to the receive array, thex direc-
tion is forward, they direction is from right to left, and thez
direction is up. These coordinates were determined by using
a computational code that resolved uncertainties in the actual

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of experimental setup.

TABLE I. Properties of vegetable oil, glycerin, and polystyrene.

Material Density~g/cm3! Speed of sound~m/s!

vegetable oil 0.992 1455
99.5% glycerin 1.261 1905
polystyrene 1.05 2309 at 20 °C
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hydrophone positions by optimizing a fit of these coordinates
to expressions for the propagation distances between hydro-
phones. Inputs to the code included the measurable coordi-
nates of each hydrophone after the array was placed in the
tank as well as propagation times obtained from time-of-
flight measurements from one hydrophone to the other three.
The hydrophones and their corresponding mounting brackets
were arranged to minimize any scattering from one to an-
other. A photograph of the hydrophone array in the tank is
shown in Fig. 2.

The source is a circular piston transducer with a 5.08-
cm-diam aperture. A geared housing, constructed to hold the
source, allowed the transducer face to be tilted manually. A
pendulum tilt sensor was attached to the housing to allow the
tilt angle of the projected beam to be monitored during data
collection. The transducer housing with the attached tilt sen-
sor was suspended via a telescoping arm from aluminum
tracks attached to the top of the tank. The aluminum tracks
allowed translation of the source along the length of the tank
while the telescoping arm permitted the source to be posi-
tioned at selected heights between 35 and 62 cm above the
oil/glycerin interface. To minimize wall reverberations in the
present experiments, the source was not operated much be-

low 100 kHz; at this frequency, a conical beam is produced
with a 3-dB-down angular width of 15.5°. Measurements
were made in the 100–200 kHz band. A photograph of the
transducer mounting is shown in Fig. 3 and part of the alu-
minum tracks that the mounting was suspended from are
shown at the upper left of Fig. 2.

A block diagram of the drive and receive electronics is
shown in Fig. 4. The projector was driven using 0.1-ms du-
ration sinusoidal pulses that had a 0.04-ms taper on the lead-
ing and trailing edge of the pulse. This taper minimized ring-
ing in the waveform generated by the source. An ENI Model
240L power amplifier amplified the generated signals and the
amplified signals were used to drive the projector. Signals
acquired by the hydrophones were conditioned using
Wavetek brickwall amplifier/filters along with waveform
multiplier circuits when it was desired to record field inten-
sities; the multiplier circuits squared the signals acquired by
the hydrophones. In all instances the signals were high
passed at a frequency of 600 Hz. The conditioned signals
were then ping averaged and digitized at a sample rate of 5
MHz using a Phillips PM3394 digital oscilloscope. The digi-
tized data were recorded with the aid of a computer.

Data were collected at shallow grazing angles in the

FIG. 2. Photograph of hydrophone array in the tank.

FIG. 3. Photograph of transducer mounting structure.
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frequency range of 100–200 kHz for bead diameters of 6.35
mm, 4.76 mm, and 2.38 mm. The source was placed approxi-
mately 35 cm above the oil/glycerin interface and was posi-
tioned at the end of the tank furthest from the hydrophone
array. This arrangement yielded an 18° grazing angle with
the axis of the main projected beam crossing an area of the
interface directly over the hydrophone array. This setup also
insured that the incident field on the interface directly over
the hydrophone array was in the far field of the source. Here
the far field is estimated with anA/2l criterion, whereA is
the radiating area of the source andl is the wavelength of
the acoustic beam in vegetable oil.

Data were collected two distinct ways. First, full wave-
form data were acquired with and without the beads by ver-
tically tilting the source in one-degree increments from a
grazing angle of 14°–37°. At each angle, data were recorded
for source pulses configured as described above and centered
on the following frequencies: 80, 100, 115, 130, 145, 160,
180, 200, and 250 kHz. Waveforms at each angle and center
frequency were averaged over 64 pings and the beads were
only deployed in the square lattice arrangement. These tilt
runs were used as an initial assessment of the level of
roughness-induced transmission enhancement possible as a
function of frequency, time, and grazing angle.

In the second set of measurements, the grazing angle
was held constant at 18° and data were acquired for different
bead arrangements within the 65-cm long and 60-cm wide
deployment area. While the beads were initially arranged as
a square lattice, subsequent arrangements were produced by
manually stirring the beads at the oil/glycerin interface using
a 1-m long, 1

4-in diameter wooden dowel. Data collection
proceeded after the beads and the interface settled. The data
were acquired in two formats: as full waveform signals and
as squared~intensity! signals via the multiplier circuitry,
each signal corresponding to a different bead configuration.
Of the full waveform signals, 30 waveforms at each hydro-
phone corresponding to 30 bead configurations and associ-
ated with source pulses centered on 100, 145, 200, and 250
kHz were recorded. Each waveform was averaged over 64
pings received by the hydrophones. Of the squared signals,
96 sets associated with 96 different bead configurations were
collected by the Phillips PM3394 oscilloscope and averaged.
The averaged intensity history was then recorded. Due to
difficulties in making sure the interface had settled between
pings, the squared signals were collected for 100-kHz cen-

tered source pulses only. Both of these types of data were
processed to investigate the direction of the signal propagat-
ing in the glycerin.

III. MODEL

Although the tank measurements are intended to test
predictions based on Bragg scattering, the predictions are
formulated with several assumptions that are not maintained
in our tank. For example, the roughness is not of infinite
extent, reverberation from tank walls may not be insignifi-
cant, the incident field is not a monotone~cw! plane wave,
and, due to the low attenuation of the glycerin, the sound
scattered from the roughness may have more than downward
propagating components at the receiver. A simulation of the
tank measurements was performed to provide a qualitative
but realistic representation of data, accounting for tank-wall
reverberation, effects due to the dimensions of the roughness
and the proximity of the source, the incident pulse shape, and
the placement of the receive hydrophones. The simulation is
created by using the source, hydrophone, and bead locations
to determine time delays for pulses propagated from the
source to each bead to the hydrophone. These pulses are
superimposed in the time domain at the hydrophone position
with the appropriate time delay and propagation loss factors
imposed to create the simulated signal. Including contribu-
tions from mirror images of the beads and the source ac-
counts for reverberation from tank walls.

The simulation may be represented by the following for-
mulas:

^I ~r ,t !&5
1

N (
j 51

N

pj~r ,t !2, ~1!

where

pj~r ,t !5 (
n51

Nb 2A~j!ur suJ1~k1a sinq!e2Im~k2!ur2rb~n, j !u

Nbk1a sinqur2rb~n, j !uurb~n, j !2r su

3SS t2
ur2rb~n, j !u

Re~c2!
2

urb~n, j !2r su
c1
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In Eq. ~1!, ^I (r ,t)& is the intensity history atr averaged over
an ensemble ofN roughness configurations andpj (r ,t) is the
pressure history atr for the jth configuration. Each rough-
ness configuration results from using a random number gen-
erator to specify uniformly distributed bead positions within

FIG. 4. Block diagram of the drive and receive elec-
tronics.
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a specified area. The pressure history is specified by Eq.~2!
as a sum overNb copies of the incident pulse history,S(t),
where the time argument has been shifted to account for
propagation to thenth bead in the simulation and then from
that bead tor . S(t) is assumed known and, in our simula-
tions, is a numerically generated copy of the experimental
pulse shape. The amplitude of the pulse history for each bead
is also adjusted relative to the others by multiplying by some
extra factors. An exponential factor accounts for medium
attenuation in the glycerin and is specified by adding an
imaginary part to the wave numberk2 in glycerin. Two fac-
tors take into account spherical spreading loss as a conse-
quence of propagation to each bead and from there tor . A
factor involving a cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind
J1 adjusts the field amplitude incident on each bead to simu-
late a circular piston source.15 For this source, the amplitude
at each bead depends on the wave number in the oil layerk1 ,
the radius of the source aperturea, and the angleq from the
main axis of the piston to the vectorrb(n, j )2r s , whererb

and r s specify the bead and source positions, respectively.
Finally, an angular scattering amplitude factorA(j) is used
to adjust the pulse history of each bead according to the
angle j between the vectorsrb(n, j )2r s and r2rb(n, j ).
ThusA(j)51 for an omnidirectionally scattering bead. For
beads that scatter with more complicated angular patterns a
look-up table of the amplitude-angle dependence was gener-
ated, although noncylindrically symmetric patterns were not
considered.

Although the simulation described above is meant to be
qualitative due to assumptions inherent in its use, a few of
the more significant assumptions are worth mentioning. First,
pulse dispersion effects are ignored and when medium at-
tenuation is included, it is kept constant over the bandwidth
of a given pulse. The angular factorA(j) is also assumed to
describe the scattering pattern of the beads over the entire
bandwidth of the pulse. Both of these assumptions can affect
the fidelity of transmission spectrum simulations because at-
tenuation and scattering patterns can have significant fre-
quency dependence. Modifications toA(j) as a consequence
of refraction at the oil/glycerin interface are also ignored.
Another assumption is that multiple scattering can be ig-
nored, both between the beads and between the beads and the
oil/glycerin interface. Multiple scattering can be expected to
lengthen the pulse histories created in the simulation. The
consequences of these assumptions will be discussed in the
ensuing analysis.

IV. BRAGG PREDICTIONS AND ANALYSIS OF
RESULTS

The tank and simulation data are studied to assess the
enhanced transmission at shallow grazing angles based on
Bragg theory. Prior to these studies, the origins of the basic
predictions of Bragg scattering are first reviewed.

A. Review of predictions based on Bragg scattering

The predictions based on Bragg scattering can be de-
duced from the simple picture given in Fig. 5. A broadband
pulse is incident at a grazing anglea on a patch of surface
with small-scale roughness. When translated into the fre-

quency domain, the dominant Bragg wave vector of the field
scattered into the bottom by the roughness is found by sum-
ming the wave vector of the incident field with the wave
vectors representing the dominant spatial components of the
roughness. Assuming roughness characterized by a single
spatial frequency 1/l r ~i.e., a regular lattice with spacing
l r), the dominant transmitted acoustic frequencyf d is pre-
dicted by requiring that this component of the scattered field
add in phase in the bottom medium as the incident pulse
travels past each lattice point. This suggests that the spacing
of the wave fronts propagating at the angleb away from the
patch of roughness should correspond to the wavelength of
the dominant Bragg component in that direction. Assuming
waves that scatter omnidirectionally from each lattice point,
this leads to the following expression for the dominant fre-
quency

f d5Fl r cosa

coil
2

l r cosb

cgly
G21

, ~3!

where coil and cgly are the oil and glycerin sound speeds,
respectively.

In regard to transmission of acoustic energy, it is noted
that the frequency components predicted to scatter into the
glycerin layer by Eq.~3! do so without regard to the grazing
anglea being below the critical grazing angle that character-
izes a flat interface. Therefore, enhanced acoustic penetration
at angles shallower than the critical grazing angle can be
expected if roughness is present. Also, for a receiver placed
well below the evanescent region of the interface it is usual
to assume the most energy would be detected directly be-
neath the rough patch due to lower propagation losses. By
settinga518°, b590°, l r51.5 cm and using the parameters
from Table I, the frequency estimated by Eq.~3! to dominate
the energy detected at a hydrophone submerged in the glyc-
erin below an illuminated rough patch isf d5102 kHz.

Although energy will be scattered from the roughness
overhead, the waves detected are not expected to be homo-
geneous. The constant phase fronts will not be aligned with
the contours of the transmitted pulse because the transmitted
pulse is a superposition of waves excited at different scatter-
ing centers as the source field propagates past them. For
constant phase wave fronts propagating in a direction deter-

FIG. 5. Depiction of Bragg scattering.
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mined byb, the constant amplitude fronts defining the trans-
mitted pulse at a given time are tilted by an angleg that was
shown by Moe10 to be given by

tan~b2g!5S cgly cosa

coil
2cosb D Y sinb. ~4!

Since the constant phase fronts are propagating with the
speedcgly , the constant amplitude fronts will appear to
propagate at the reduced speed

cca5cgly cos~b2g!. ~5!

For b590° ~the case considered most often8–11! anda518°
this leads to a tilt of aboutg539° from the interface for the
propagation direction of the constant amplitude front and an
apparent speed ofcca51193 m/s for this front.

The estimates forf d , g, and cca constitute the basic
predictions made in regard to Bragg theory for acoustic en-
ergy scattered by roughness into a fast bottom layer. The
goal of the subsequent analysis will be to examine the tank
data for enhanced subcritical transmission of acoustic energy
and test the predictions forf d , g, andcca associated with this
transmission. By doing so and studying when and why dis-
crepancies with these predictions can exist, the transmission
data from field measurements can be better understood.

B. Assessment of enhanced subcritical transmission

The tank data used to assess enhanced subcritical trans-
mission are displayed in a waterfall format. This format is a
plot of processed ping trace data versus time for successive
source tilts, with the tilt measured in terms of grazing angle.
The data are processed by enveloping the recorded wave-
form, normalizing with respect to the maximum level ob-

tained with deployment of the largest beads, converting the
amplitude for each point into a decibel~dB! level, and map-
ping the resulting levels onto a color scale. For each set of
processed data over the entire collection of angles, the maxi-
mum amplitude level is determined and assigned the color
red; this level is referenced as 0 dB. The lowest displayed
level in the waterfall plots corresponds to the color blue and
is 40 dB below the maximum level.

Figures 6, 7, and 8 contain waterfall plots at 100, 145,
and 200 kHz, respectively, showing the impact of the beads
~i.e., a rough interface configured as a square lattice! on the
acoustic energy transmitted into the glycerin layer. Each fig-
ure displays processed transmission data corresponding to no
beads as well as with the three different bead sizes. In addi-
tion, all of these figures refer to signals recorded with the
hydrophone located 11.7 cm below the oil/glycerin interface.
In each figure, the processed data is displayed in the time
window between 0.72 and 0.97 ms. This window is a time
interval containing scattering effects due solely to the beads
as observed at the interface hydrophone; i.e., the period of
time between arrival of the transmitted signal and tank wall
reverberation.

Several signals appear at various times and grazing
angles in these figures. One signal is seen in all four plots of
each figure at a ping time beginning at about 0.78 ms and
extending to around 0.83 ms, except at 145 kHz where it
extends to about 0.87 ms. The amplitude of this signal in-
creases with increasing grazing angle, reaching a maximum
level at about 41° in data not shown in the plots. At this
angle, just above the critical grazing angle, the acoustic beam
can reach the recording hydrophone by refraction across the
oil/glycerin interface. Therefore, this first signal is a refracted

FIG. 6. Waterfall plot for f
5100 kHz. Beads deployed:~a! none,
~b! 2.38 mm, ~c! 4.76 mm, ~d! 6.35
mm.
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wave that appears at angles shallower than critical by virtue
of the width of the main acoustic beam. Note that, except at
145 kHz, the duration of this wave appears shorter than the
0.1-ms duration of the source drive signal because of the
0.04-ms taper applied to each end of the pulse to reduce
source ringing. Some spurious weak signals following the

main refracted pulse after about 0.84 ms and above 27° ap-
pear nevertheless and are possibly an artifact of the poor
response of the source.~The spurious signals could also be
caused by reverberation among the hydrophone elements or
their mounts but this was not seen to be a problem in pre-
liminary tests of the experimental setup.! At 145 kHz, the

FIG. 7. Waterfall plot for f
5145 kHz. Beads deployed:~a! none,
~b! 2.38 mm, ~c! 4.76 mm, ~d! 6.35
mm.

FIG. 8. Waterfall plot for f
5200 kHz. Beads deployed:~a! none,
~b! 2.38 mm, ~c! 4.76 mm, ~d! 6.35
mm.
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refracted wave is stretched because the source has a reso-
nance near this frequency, which caused it to ring beyond its
cutoff time. As frequency increases, oscillations in the decay
of the refracted energy with decreasing grazing angle be-
come evident due to refraction of the source’s side lobes.
This was confirmed with additional data showing this energy
exhibited the correct main lobe beamwidth, the proper angu-
lar location of the side lobe, and the correct amplitude of side
lobe levels for the source used in this experiment. The re-
fracted side lobe pulses often appear distorted, which we
attribute to angular dispersion of the signal.

For ping times greater than 0.85 ms and grazing angles
less than 25°, little acoustic energy is observed in those wa-
terfall plots where no beads or 2.38-mm-diam beads are de-
ployed. However, acoustic transmission into the glycerin at
grazing angles between 14° and 22° increases significantly
with bead size when the 4.76-mm or the 6.35-mm-diam
beads are floated at the interface. The enhanced energy ap-
pears to be well extended in length compared to the trans-
mitted pulse. In some instances, the observed signal levels
exceed the background noise floor of the no-bead case by
almost 40 dB. This energy is clearly a consequence of scat-
tering from the beads into the glycerin. The angular range of
enhancement is consistent with an 18° grazing angle required
for the projected beam to illuminate an area of the interface
directly over the hydrophone array and the timing is consis-
tent with propagation of the scattered energy directly from
the beads to the recording hydrophone.

The results of these transmission measurements may be
compared with other reported work. In a laboratory experi-
ment, Simpson and Houston5 showed similar increases in
subcritical transmission levels for a deliberately roughened
water-sediment interface when compared to an interface that
was carefully scraped flat. The authors estimated the root-
mean-square interface roughness to be between 1 and 2 cm,
which is larger than the roughness associated with the largest
diameter beads used in our transmission measurement. In
addition, enhanced subcritical transmission into sediments
due to interface roughness has been predicted in modeling by
Thorsoset al.8,9 In their model, the sediment is treated as an
attenuating liquid and the roughened interface is modeled in
terms of a roughness spectrum with a roughness parameter
defined as the productkh wherek is the acoustic wave num-
ber in water andh is the root-mean-square roughness height.
Their model has shown that a significant amount of energy
can be scattered into the sediment forkh50.66 at a fre-
quency of 20 kHz; this corresponds toh58.07 mm. If this
were scaled to a frequency of 100 kHz, one would needh
51.61 mm, which is consistent with using the 4.76-mm-
diam beads used in our measurements. On the other hand,
little transmission is seen with the smallest sized beads~2.38
mm diam! in our tank. This is to be contrasted with the
enhanced penetration observed by Boyle and Chotiros2 and
Chotiros4 in another tank experiment with a sand bottom.
Since their sand surface was reported to be scraped flat, the
small beads in our tank were expected to be a reasonable
model of the residual interface roughness in their tank ex-
periment. Therefore, the low signal level observed in our

tank suggests a different mechanism may be responsible for
the penetration reported in Refs. 2 and 4.

Although past results are not in complete accord with
the present measurements, the larger bead sizes did produce
considerable transmission into the glycerin layer and, when
scaled to the frequencies used, correspond to reasonable di-
mensions for bottom roughness features observed in field
experiments. Therefore, it is likely that at least some of the
transmission observed in field experiments is caused by in-
terface roughness. However, it is also notable that the trans-
mission enhancements shown in Figs. 6–8 did not follow the
expected trend as a function of frequency for a bead arrange-
ment spaced to optimize Bragg scattering near 100 kHz.
Thus the 100-kHz plots did not necessarily show the greatest
transmission when the grazing angle was near 18°. The rea-
son for this will be made clearer as the Bragg predictions are
investigated.

C. Assessment of the Bragg scattering predictions

In the following, the predictions of enhanced shallow-
grazing-angle transmission based on Bragg theory are com-
pared with the tank and simulated data. First, the frequency,
f d , associated with the prediction of the maximum transmit-
ted energy is tested by spectral analysis. Following this, the
predicted propagation direction of the constant amplitude
fronts, g, and the apparent sound speed,cca, are tested by
beamforming techniques.

1. Frequency

The peak of the shallow-grazing-angle transmission
spectrum associated with Bragg scattering predictions is
tested by processing tank signals recorded by the hydro-
phone located 11.7 cm below the interface. This hydrophone
is chosen for the spectral analysis because it is located in the
same vertical plane as the main response axis of the source;
thus, issues arising from possible off-axis pulse distortions
are avoided. As done for the waterfall plots, only scattering
data for beads arranged in a square array are used. For this
data, the source beam was set at an 18° grazing angle, which
would optimize Bragg scattering atf d5102 kHz for the
given bead spacing above the hydrophone. Also, the
6.35-mm bead deployment was used to optimize the scatter-
ing strength. A spectral response amplitude,R( f ), defined as

R~ f !5Uggly~ f !

goil~ f !
U ~6!

forms the basis of the analysis. Hereggly( f ) is the Fourier
transform of signals recorded by the hydrophone in the glyc-
erin andgoil( f ) is the Fourier transform of a reference signal
recorded in the vegetable oil at a distance of 1 m from the
source. Tank signals resulting from transmitting 0.1-ms
pulses centered at 100, 115, 130, 145, and 200 kHz through
the array are analyzed by performing fast Fourier transforms
over a time window from 0.83 ms to 1.6 ms. This window is
dominated by scattering from the beads and excludes any
contribution due to the refracted wave associated with the
source’s side lobe. The transformed signals are overlapped in
the frequency domain to span a broad frequency range.
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As an aid for interpretation of the results, simulated tank
data are generated and processed in a similar fashion for
comparison. To obtain the simulated data, the model de-
scribed in Sec. III was configured to mimic the required ex-
perimental geometry, source characteristics, and fluid prop-
erties as specified in Table I. In addition, an angular
scattering pattern was assigned to the beads in the model by
amplitude weighting the signals scattered by the beads over
the scattering anglej specified in Eq.~2!. This is necessary
because the scattering pattern of the 6.35-mm beads is not
very omnidirectional at the frequencies considered. Although
the actual scattering pattern associated with these beads is
not known, it is conjectured that the pattern associated with
the free-field condition~in vegetable oil! will be a reasonable
approximation and this is used. However, because the free-
field scattering pattern of polystyrene spheres changes with
frequency, the transmission of pulses centered at closer fre-
quency intervals than measured in the tank had to be simu-
lated in order to obtain good overlap of the transformed sig-
nals across a broad frequency range. Thus to create the
modeled spectral response, transmission was calculated for
0.1-ms pulses centered at 2.5-kHz intervals between 100 and
202.5 kHz.

Two spectral amplitude plots, obtained from~a! mea-
sured tank data and~b! simulated tank data, are given in Fig.
9. Note that the difference in overall amplitude is not signifi-
cant here because the model used merely assumes the beads
are perfect point scatterers. Aside from modulating their
scattering pattern, no attempt is made to account for their

intrinsic scattering strength since we are primarily interested
in the relative distribution of energy from the array as a
function of parameters such as frequency and receiver coor-
dinates. Other differences in detail may be attributed to sev-
eral possibilities; e.g., the bead array could not be deployed
as perfectly square as in the model, the model does not ac-
count for refraction of the bead scattering pattern at the oil/
glycerin interface, and there may be effects due to dispersion
and multiple scattering~between the beads and between the
beads and the oil/glycerin interface! which the model ig-
nores.

In any case, Fig. 9 indicates that the model predictions
are in qualitative agreement with the measured results. Both
plots show a highly variable spectrum with no dominant fre-
quency band. In particular, neither plot shows a definite
maximum in amplitude at 102 kHz as expected based on
Bragg scattering arguments. The reason for this is likely due
to near-field effects. In the near field of an illuminated patch
of roughness, Eq.~3! allows for a richer spectrum because
reception will include signals scattered from a range ofb
angles. The beads floating at the oil/glycerin interface act as
the radiating source for the signals recorded by the hydro-
phone in the glycerin. For the hydrophone to be in the far
field of this effective radiating source, it should be located a
distance below the oil/glycerin interface that is greater than
Abeads/2lgly . Here,Abeadsis the area of the beaded interface
illuminated by the incident acoustic beam, andlgly is the
wavelength in glycerin. For the parameters used in the tank
measurements, the far field approaches 10 m at a frequency
of 100 kHz.

The effect of signal reception in the near field on the
spectral amplitude is demonstrated in Fig. 10. The spectra
given are generated from simulated data in which 0.1-ms
plane-wave pulses are incident on the oil/glycerin interface at
an 18° grazing angle. To span the band shown, incident
pulses centered on 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 115, 130, 145,
160, 180, and 200 kHz are used. A receiver is placed in the
same vertical plane as the source and directly beneath an
array of 15 by 15 scatterers. The scatterers are deployed on
the interface in a regular lattice with a spacing of 1.5 cm.
Their scattering pattern is assumed to be omnidirectional and
the glycerin is assumed to be a nonattenuating fluid. Figures
10~a!, ~b!, and ~c! correspond to the receiver placed 11.7,
46.8, and 93.6 cm below the oil/glycerin interface, respec-
tively. Note that at 100 kHz, the far field of the 15 by 15
array in the glycerin is calculated to be 1.33 m. The basic
results may be summarized as follows. At the shallowest
receiver depth, the spectral amplitude oscillates with fre-
quency, and there is no clearly dominant maximum. For the
46.8-cm-deep receiver, a high amplitude region containing
two peaks appears to be forming in the 85–120 kHz fre-
quency band. However, at the deepest receiver, this high
amplitude region is already well formed with a single peak at
the predicted frequency of 102 kHz.

Figure 10 demonstrates the need to be in the far field of
the illuminated roughness to observe the frequency maxi-
mum caused by Bragg scattering. In fact, further simulations
show the spectrum in Fig. 10~c! is little changed even if the
225 scatterers in the ‘‘roughness’’ are randomly but uni-

FIG. 9. Spectral amplitude of~a! tank data and~b! simulated tank data.
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formly distributed in the same area as the regular lattice.
However, our model indicates this observation may still be
frustrated in realistic environments such as sandy bottoms
because the sediment can attenuate the scattered acoustic
field. Figure 11 presents another spectral amplitude plot ob-
tained using simulated data. Transmission is modeled as for
Fig. 10~c! except a glycerin attenuation level of 0.953 dB/lgly

~which is comparable to sandy ocean bottoms!4,16,17 is used
in the simulation. With attenuation included, incident pulses
spaced at closer center-frequency intervals were needed to
improve the overlap of signal spectral bands spanning the
frequency range plotted. Thus tapered 0.1-ms pulses centered
at 2.5-kHz intervals from 32.5 kHz to 205 kHz were used
and the superposed spectral bands were smoothed into a

single curve by using an averaging routine. The plot exhibits
a general decay with frequency so that the highest displayed
amplitude occurs at the low end of the plotted frequency
range. Per predictions, a local maximum in amplitude ap-
pears at about 102 kHz, but the curve is skewed and not
symmetric about this frequency. Furthermore, the level of
this local maximum is almost 200 times lower than that
shown in Fig. 10~c!. If noise levels exceed the signal level at
the predicted frequency, this local maximum can be obscured
relative to less attenuated minor peaks at lower frequency.

2. Apparent sound speed and depression angle

The apparent sound speed,cca, and direction of constant
amplitude wave fronts~i.e., depression angle!, g, scattered
by the beads into the glycerin layer are obtained by process-
ing the signals collected by the hydrophone array using tech-
niques analogous to those reported by Chotiros and
collaborators.4,14 These techniques are similar to those used
in time-delayed beamformers. A search through combina-
tions of sound speed and depression angle is used to find a
pair that results in high correlation between signals recorded
at several hydrophones, indicating detection of a signal
propagated through the receive array with the associated
speed and angle. High correlation is displayed as a peak in a
map spanning sound speed and depression angle space that is
referred to as an ambiguity plot. In separate field experi-
ments, Chotiros and collaborators used two different pro-
cessing techniques to generate ambiguity plots from data col-
lected with buried hydrophone arrays. In one experiment,
they employed coherent processing methods.14 In the other
experiment,4 these methods were not useful because uncer-
tainties in the locations of the buried array elements were
comparable to the acoustic wavelength for the range in fre-
quencies covered. Therefore, in that case, ambiguity plots
were generated based on incoherent~or intensity! processing
methods. Our tank and simulated data will be processed and
displayed using both these techniques. The processing steps
employed to generate both coherent and incoherent ambigu-
ity plots are described in the Appendix.

Figure 12 presents typical ambiguity plots obtained by
coherently processing full waveform tank data taken from
the set of waveforms acquired for 30 different bead configu-

FIG. 10. Spectral amplitude of simulated data with receiver~a! 11.7 cm,~b!
46.8 cm, and~c! 93.6 cm below the fluid–fluid interface.

FIG. 11. Spectral amplitude of simulated data illustrating impact of attenu-
ation.
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rations. In each instance, the frequency is 100 kHz and the
6.35-mm-diam beads are deployed at the interface. Data
were processed over a time interval that was clearly domi-
nated by scattering from the beads and in which refracted
signals and reverberation from tank hardware were low or
excluded. Therefore, intense peaks in these plots are the re-
sult of signals scattered by the beads only. Ambiguity plots
for the first, tenth, twentieth, and thirtieth bead configura-
tions are shown. The first bead configuration corresponds to
the beads arranged in a regular lattice and the maximum
amplitude in all plots is scaled by the maximum exhibited for
this configuration. Also shown in each plot is a curved white
line that has been proposed as a bound for scattering effects.
Chotiros et al.14 claimed that, in observations of enhanced
acoustic bottom penetration at grazing angles below critical,
peaks caused by rough surface scattering will occur above
this bound. The sound speed and depression angle coordi-
nates (cca,g) of this line are determined by the following
two equations:

cca5
cfch

Acf
21ch

2
~7!

and

g5tan21~ch /cf !. ~8!

Here cf is the fast compressional wave speed andch is the
horizontal phase speed, which is treated as a variable. In
subcritical penetration data acquired in a silty, sandy bottom
and processed coherently, Chotiroset al. observed peaks in
ambiguity plots that were located at speed and angle coordi-
nates below this line. They attributed these peaks to a propa-
gating Biot slow wave.

In each plot of Fig. 12, multiple peaks are seen and these
peaks are located at different coordinates for the different
plots. In some instances, these peaks appear above the white
line; in others, they are below. Similar results are observed in
ambiguity plots generated from data associated with the 26

FIG. 12. Ambiguity plots generated
by coherently processing the tank data
for ~a! first, ~b! tenth, ~c! twentieth,
and ~d! thirtieth configuration of the
location of the beads.

FIG. 13. Ambiguity plots correspond-
ing to ~a! tank and~b! simulated data
generated by incoherent processing
techniques.f 5100 kHz.
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remaining bead configurations. Clearly, the location of the
beads on the interface impacts the position of the peaks ap-
pearing in the ambiguity plots. As a result, two important
observations are made. First, peaks associated with rough-
ness scattered signals can not necessarily be excluded from
the region below the white line. To do so would require
moving the receiver array far enough from the area of rough-
ness being illuminated by the acoustic beam to limit the
range of scattering anglesb ~see Fig. 5! accessible to the
array. This is not likely to be the case when an acoustic beam
is scanned over a buried receiver array at a shallow grazing
angle as in our tank experiment or most field experiments.
The acoustic beam intercepts an elongated area, allowing
reception of scattered signals from over a wide range of
angles. Therefore, Eqs.~7! and ~8! cannot be used as sug-
gested by Chotiroset al. to rigorously separate enhanced bot-
tom transmission caused by roughness scattering at the sur-
face from that caused by other possible transmission
mechanisms. This point was also made by Thorsoset al.8

based on simulations but Fig. 12 demonstrates the failure
explicitly through experiment.

The second important observation made from Fig. 12

concerns the high variability in peak positions as the bead
configuration is changed. This is also observed in ambiguity
plots generated incoherently from the intensity envelopes of
the full waveform tank data. The variability is a consequence
of placing the hydrophone array in the near field of the illu-
minated rough area. Signals scattered from the beads inter-
fere to produce signals traveling in directions that depend on
the group configuration. In the near field, these signals can
be received from many different directions and Eq.~4! will
predict a different apparent direction for each. However, in
regard to the average scattered intensity, it has been
suggested10,11 that the dominant values forcca andg should
still coincide with, or at least come close to, Bragg predic-
tions as stated for a downward~b590°! scattered field; i.e.,
cca51193 m/s andg539°. This is tested in the following by
averaging the intensity envelopes recorded by each hydro-
phone over an ensemble of bead configurations. These aver-
aged intensity envelopes are then used to generate the ambi-
guity plots.

Figures 13 and 14 show ambiguity plots for squared
signals~intensities! averaged over 96 bead configurations at
100 kHz and over 30 bead configurations at 200 kHz, respec-
tively. Figures 13~a! and 14~a! refer to the tank data while
Figs. 13~b! and 14~b! correspond to predictions of our model.
Here, the difference in ensemble size arises because the 200-
kHz plot of tank data was processed from the usual set of 30
waveforms acquired for 30 different bead configurations.
However, the 100-kHz plot of tank data was processed from
the extra intensity histories output from the Phillips PM 3394
oscilloscope after averaging 96 squared signals from the
multiplier circuits. To create the simulated data, our model
was set up to mimic the experiment, employing the same
number of scatterers confined in the same size area of the
interface and assuming uniform distribution of the beads so
that their positions could be set by a random number genera-
tor. Intensities averaged over 100 and 30 configurations were
used to obtain Figs. 13~b! and 14~b!, respectively.

In each figure, a broad, high amplitude region appears
between depression angles of about 0° and 45° and sound
speeds of approximately 1200 and 2000 m/s. It is noted that,
for each frequency, a significant portion of the high ampli-
tude regions seen in the tank and simulated data overlap,
indicating fair agreement between the two. Also, the sound
speed associated with the peak is consistently less than 1905

FIG. 14. Ambiguity plots correspond-
ing to ~a! tank and~b! simulated data
generated by incoherent processing
techniques.f 5200 kHz.

FIG. 15. Ambiguity plot generated using intensity envelopes obtained from
simulated data in which the hydrophone array is located in the far field
region of interface scatterers.f 5100 kHz.
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m/s, which is the actual propagating speed of scattered sig-
nals in the glycerin. However, at each frequency, both the
tank data and the simulated data yield significantly higher
sound speeds and shallower depression angles than the 1193
m/s sound speed and 39° depression angle predicted by
Bragg theory for reception of a predominantly downward
~b590°! scattered field. The simulated data are, compara-
tively, farther off in sound speed and closer in depression
angle but the modest mismatch with the measured data prob-
ably arises because the model does not include the effects of
refraction at the oil/glycerin interface on the bead scattering
pattern. Including refraction effects would tend to shift the
peak produced by simulated data toward shallower depres-
sion angles because scattering would be biased toward shal-
lower angles. Insufficient ensemble averaging could also be a
factor in the 200-kHz comparisons since simulations includ-
ing larger ensembles do produce small shifts in the peak
position. Nevertheless, in contrast to previous expectations, a
significant discrepancy remains between the peak position in
both measured and simulated ensemble-averaged ambiguity
plots and the Bragg predictions, which appears to worsen
with frequency. Additional simulations indicate that both the
scattering pattern of the scatterers and their proximity to the
hydrophone array affect the position of the peak in the am-
biguity plot with the bead scattering pattern impacting this
position the most. The significance of these two effects can
be demonstrated with our model by relaxing both restric-
tions.

Figure 15 shows an ambiguity plot generated using in-
tensity envelopes obtained from simulated data in which the
hydrophone array is located in the far field region of an array
of omnidirectional scatterers. In this case, the intensity enve-
lopes are unaveraged; i.e., derived from a single scatterer
configuration. A 100-kHz plane wave is directed at an 18°
grazing angle. An array of 15 by 15 scatterers, separated by
1.5 cm, float at the oil/glycerin interface in a square lattice
arrangement directly over a hydrophone array.~The scatter-
ing array starts at anx-coordinate of13.75 cm from that of
the interface hydrophone.! Relative receiver positions in the
hydrophone array are the same as used in our tank measure-
ment except that the hydrophone array is moved farther
down in the glycerin layer by 81.9 cm. A peak in the ambi-
guity plot occurs at sound speed–depression angle coordi-
nates of~1235 m/s, 41.5°!, which compare favorably to that
of 1193 m/s and 39° based on Bragg scattering predictions. It
is noteworthy that no ensemble averaging was required to
obtain this result and the choice of using a regular array or
distributing the scatterers uniformly in the same area led to
the same result in simulation. This analysis as well as the
previous spectral amplitude comparisons demonstrate valid-
ity of the predictions based on Bragg theory for a hydro-
phone array placed in a nonattenuating medium and in the

far field region of illuminated interface scatterers.
As a final note, we point out that, while medium attenu-

ation may limit our ability to observe the frequencyf d pre-
dicted from Bragg arguments to dominate the spectrum scat-
tered by roughness, it does not affect agreement with the
predicted apparent sound speed and depression angle. When
the glycerin layer is modeled as an attenuating liquid in the
scattering configuration used to obtain Fig. 15, the resulting
simulations yield ambiguity plots essentially identical to Fig.
15. There are two reasons for this. First, with the exception
of a reduction in amplitude, the waveform recorded by a
particular hydrophone for the attenuated case is similar to
that of the nonattenuated case. Second, in the processing
technique used to generate an ambiguity plot, the signals
recorded by each hydrophone are normalized to offset signal
loss for the deeper hydrophones~see the Appendix!.

V. MODEL PREDICTIONS COMPARED TO FIELD
EXPERIMENTS

In most field experiments, shallowly buried hydrophones
are used to assess bottom transmission. Assuming scattering
from a rough interface is the dominant mechanism for sub-
critical penetration, such shallow burial depths may result in
near-field reception if the surface patch illuminated by the
source is sufficiently large. By processing tank and simulated
tank data in the previous section, near-field effects were
shown to impact the validity of predictions based on Bragg
scattering. As a result, the maximum spectral amplitude of
the scattered signals can deviate from the predicted fre-
quency and the peak in ambiguity plots generated by inco-
herent processing methods can be broadened and shifted. In
this section, Eqs.~1! and ~2! are used to demonstrate the
extent to which the effects seen in our tank can appear in
field experiments by simulating results of a subcritical trans-
mission experiment reported by Chotiros.4 Simulated data
are first spectrally processed to assess the extent to which the
buried hydrophone array is in the near field of the acousti-
cally illuminated part of the interface and then processed to
generate an ambiguity plot which is compared with those
reported in the literature.

Our model is configured according to Chotiros’ field ex-
periment. A 20-kHz conical acoustic beam, with a 10° 3-dB-
down beam width, is incident on a water-sediment interface
at a 12.7° grazing angle. A six-element hydrophone array is
buried in the sediment under the illuminated area. Table II
lists the coordinates of the source and buried hydrophones.8

In the simulation, the sediment is assumed to be an attenu-
ating liquid with an attenuation of 0.865 dB/lsed, wherelsed

is the wavelength of the acoustic beam in the sediment. The
water column and sediment have a sound speed of 1536 m/s
and 1729 m/s, respectively. It is further assumed that dis-

TABLE II. Coordinates of source and buried hydrophones used in simulation of field experiment.

Coord.~m! Source Hydro.1 Hydro.2 Hydro.3 Hydro.4 Hydro.5 Hydro.6

X 220.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.95
Y 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Z 4.5 20.05 20.18 20.35 20.57 20.78 20.42
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crete, omnidirectionally scattering, identical, point scatterers
are sufficient to represent the roughness that exists on the
ocean bottom, using an average separation based on the pre-
dictions of Bragg theory to produce a downward scattered
beam at 20 kHz. Thus a square array of 70~x-direction! by
50 ~y-direction! scatterers, separated by 7.87 cm, is initially
placed on the fluid–fluid interface, centered above the hydro-
phone array. The size of the scatterer array corresponds to an
area of 5.5 m by 3.9 m, which is comparable to the area on
the interface illuminated by the incident beam~as defined by
the 3-dB-down beam width!. Inputting the appropriate pa-
rameters in Eqs.~4! and~5! ~assumingb590°!, Bragg theory
predicts an apparent sound speed of 1164 m/s and depression
angle of 42° for the downward scattered field.

Figure 16 is a spectral response plot obtained from the
simulated signals received by the hydrophone located 78 cm
below the water-sediment interface. The frequency range
shown is spanned by overlaying responses computed for in-
cident pulses centered 5 kHz apart from 5 to 50 kHz. This
plot does not show a maximum amplitude at the frequency
predicted by Bragg theory. As observed in comparisons with
the tank measurements, this implies that the buried hydro-
phone is in the near field of the scatterer array. Although
wave attenuation mechanisms in the bottom were expected
to reduce the effective area of the array audible to the hydro-
phone by reducing the signals scattered by the outer portion
of the illuminated area, this reduction is insufficient to place
the hydrophone in the far field. If the entire 5.5 m by 3.9 m
scattering area produces signals accessible to the hydro-
phone, theAscatter/2lsed criterion requires it to be buried ap-
proximately 125 m below the water-sediment interface to be
in the far field at 20 kHz. Additional simulations indicate that
scattering arrays as small as 15 by 15~corresponding to an
area of about 1.2 m by 1.2 m! will still not exhibit a maxi-
mum at the frequency predicted according to Bragg theory.
For the deepest hydrophone listed in Table II to be in the far
field, scatterers on the interface should be illuminated by a
beam projected on an area smaller than 35 cm by 35 cm.
Therefore, even if interface scattering is the dominant
mechanism for subcritical penetration in Chotiros’ measure-
ment, the results of our model suggest that the spectral con-
tent of the field scattered through the roughness will not be in

accord with expectations based on heuristic Bragg scattering
arguments; i.e., Eq.~3! with b590°. Similar caveats can be
made regarding the expected depression angle of the con-
stant amplitude fronts,g, and their apparent speed,cca.

Figure 17 is an ambiguity plot generated using intensity
envelopes obtained from further simulations of the field ex-
periment. The intensity envelopes are obtained by averaging
squared signals from over 100 different scatterer configura-
tions. These configurations retain the same number of scat-
terers in the regular array confined to an area of approxi-
mately 5.5 m by 3.9 m, but now they are uniformly
distributed along thex- andy-directions with positions deter-
mined by a random number generator. The ambiguity plot
exhibits a peak at a 35° apparent depression angle and 1310-
m/s sound speed, which lies within a broad high amplitude
region spanning 20° to 50° and 1100 to 1500 m/s. While
close, this peak position is noticeably shifted from the 42°
and 1164-m/s predictions based on Bragg scattering as well
as the observed values of 40° and 1200 m/s previously
reported.4 However, the present results do compare quite
well with the 34° and 1300-m/s values reported by Thorsos
et al.8 and Moe10 who modeled Chotiros’ experiment with a
water/fluid-sediment interface characterized by small-scale
Gaussian roughness and calculated the average transmitted
intensity with perturbation theory.

Although limited, the agreement between ambiguity
plots produced from field data and their model has been used
by Thorsoset al. and Moe to argue in favor of roughness
scattering as the mechanism responsible for observations of
enhanced acoustic transmission at shallow grazing angles.
Discrepancies were generally attributed to not being able to
ensemble average over many roughness configurations in the
field experiments. Our simulations bear out the consequences
of not averaging. Simulations of Chotiros’ field experiment
with propagation through individual uniformly distributed
scatterer configurations produced ambiguity plots displaying
highly variable peak positions in sound speed–depression

FIG. 16. Spectral response plot corresponding to simulation of the field
experiment performed by Chotiros.

FIG. 17. Ambiguity plot generated using intensity envelopes obtained from
simulating the field experiment performed by Chotiros.f 520 kHz.
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angle space. Even when the scatterer distribution is not ran-
domized, but arranged as a square lattice, the peak in the
ambiguity plot varies quite a bit around the average position
upon shifting the position of the hydrophone array by a frac-
tion of a wavelength. As noted in the comparisons with tank
data and in agreement with the simulated spectral response in
Fig. 16, this variability is a result of signal reception in the
near field of the illuminated roughness patch. Both the vari-
ability with scatterer configuration and the deviation from
Bragg theory disappear in simulations of the far field recep-
tion. Therefore, the agreement between sound speed–
depression angle values obtained from available field data
and those predicted by Bragg theory is likely to be accidental
if roughness scattering is the primary mechanism for
shallow-angle transmission. This could explain the difficul-
ties sometimes experienced in obtaining consistent results
from bottom transmission measurements in the field.18

However, we also note it is not clear that the deviation
of the peak in the ensemble-averaged ambiguity plot from
the position predicted by Bragg theory will remain generally
small in reality. Our experience with tank data suggests that,
if the scattering by the roughness features is not omnidirec-
tional, an ambiguity plot based on an ensemble-average of
recorded field data can exhibit significant deviation in peak
position from the Bragg prediction for downward scattered
field components. Furthermore, at high enough frequencies,
this can cause the peak to shift as a function of frequency.
Therefore, one cannot conclude that agreement with Fig. 17
or with the plots of Thorsoset al. and Moe would result
upon ensemble averaging Chotiros’ field data. Models as-
suming small-scale roughness such as those used by Thorsos
et al.and Moe may not be sufficient to achieve agreement. In
this regard, we merely suggest that the roughness level cor-
responding to using the 6.35-mm-diam beads in our tank
experiments at 100 kHz is reasonable when scaled to retain
the same roughness size to wavelength ratio at 20 kHz.

VI. SUMMARY

A set of tank experiments was performed to test Bragg
scattering arguments for enhanced transmission into a bot-
tom layer at subcritical grazing angles. In these experiments,
two immiscible fluids, vegetable oil floating on glycerin,
formed an interface where polystyrene beads of three sizes
~6.35, 4.76, and 2.38 mm diam! were floated to simulate
roughness. An array of hydrophones placed in the bottom
layer ~glycerin! was used to measure the acoustic levels
transmitted across the interface. This array was also em-
ployed as a beamformer to determine the apparent depres-
sion angle and sound speed of the scattered signals. Data
were acquired in the frequency range of 100–200 kHz both
with and without beads deployed and for various configura-
tions in which the locations of the beads floating on the
interface were varied. In addition, a simulation of the tank
measurements was performed to provide a qualitative but
realistic representation of data, accounting for most tank-
related artifacts including those due to the dimensions of the
roughened area, the proximity of the source, the incident

pulse shape, reverberation from tank walls, directional scat-
tering by the beads, and the location of the receive hydro-
phones.

Results of the measurements demonstrated that scatter-
ing by interface roughness is a viable mechanism for en-
hanced penetration at subcritical grazing angles. In general,
signal levels scattered by the beads into the glycerin layer
increased with increasing bead diameter. The largest beads
exhibited signal levels exceeding the background noise floor
of the no-bead case by almost 40 dB, whereas the signal
levels scattered by the smallest beads were close to the back-
ground noise floor. Furthermore, the tank and simulated data
were spectrally processed to test the frequency maximumf d

predicted in the spectrum of the scattered field. When the
beads were modeled with a realistic scattering pattern, the
spectrum obtained from simulation was in good qualitative
agreement with that obtained from measurements. However,
neither the spectrally processed tank nor simulated data ex-
hibit a dominant maximum atf d . With additional simula-
tions it was determined that simple Bragg frequency predic-
tions break down for reception of the scattered field in the
near field of the acoustically illuminated area. Recovery of
the Bragg prediction was verified by simulating reception in
the far field.

The tank and simulated data were also beamformed to
test Bragg predictions for the apparent sound speedcca and
the depression angleg of the constant amplitude fronts.
When using single-ping, full-waveform signals acquired in
the tank, the beamformed results exhibitedcca andg combi-
nations that were not well localized and were dependent on
the bead positions on the oil/glycerin interface. As with the
frequency comparisons, this was a consequence of placing
the hydrophones in the near field of the bead array. Never-
theless, previous work10,11suggested that the apparent sound
speed and depression angle of the average field propagation
should come close to Bragg predictions for a downward scat-
tered field. To characterize the average field propagation, the
intensity envelope of the scattered signals received at each
hydrophone was ensemble averaged over various bead con-
figurations. The resulting beamformed intensity-enveloped
tank data showed that roughness scattering transmits a field
that, on average, still propagates at a significantly shallower
g and highercca than predicted from Bragg arguments. A
simulation of the tank data, incorporating a scattering pattern
to the beads, yielded qualitative agreement with the mea-
sured results. Additional simulations were then used to show
that these discrepancies with heuristic Bragg predictions can
result when the roughness scatters a nonomnidirectional field
and when reception is in the near field of the illuminated area
of roughness.

As mentioned above, enhanced transmission levels were
easily observed in our tank with the two larger diameter
beads, but little transmission was observed with the smallest
beads. The ineffectiveness of the roughness level represented
by the small beads is in contrast to the transmission reported
by Chotiros and collaborator2,4 in their tank experiment. But,
despite this discrepancy, it is likely that at least some of the
transmission observed in field experiments is caused by in-
terface roughness. When our simulation was configured to
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examine transmission effects in Chotiros’ field experiment,
the results suggested roughness scattering to be a feasible
mechanism for explaining the enhanced bottom transmission
observed at shallow grazing angles, but care needs to be used
in interpreting the results. In this case, our simulations indi-
cate that agreement with transmission properties predicted on
the basis of heuristic Bragg arguments for downward scat-
tered field components are not guaranteed. Unaveraged,
near-field reception of the transmitted field can result in de-
viations from expected values off d , g, and cca. Further-
more, ensemble-averaged predictions of the near-field recep-
tion can also be flawed if the roughness features are large
enough to scatter in a nonomnidirectional pattern.
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APPENDIX: PROCESSING METHODS USED TO
GENERATE AMBIGUITY PLOTS

Chotiros and collaborators employed both incoherent4

and coherent14 processing techniques to generate ambiguity
plots. In both methods, one hydrophone in the array is des-
ignated as a reference; and the signals from each of the non-
reference hydrophones are processed and normalized to off-
set for signal loss in the deeper hydrophones. The reference
hydrophone provides a reference time,t ref , which corre-
sponds to the time when the signal passes this hydrophone.
The reference hydrophone is also used to provide a spatial
reference,r ref , with respect to the other hydrophones in the
array. The arrival time of an acoustic signal, traveling at a
sound speedc in the direction given by the unit vectorn, and
recorded by thekth hydrophone in the array that is posi-
tioned atr k , is given by

tk5t ref1n"~r k2r ref!/c. ~A1!

In the processing it is noted that the vectors in Eq.~A1! are
two-dimensional projections onto the vertical plane contain-
ing the source beam axis because the wave front illuminating
the roughness above the hydrophone array is assumed to be
planar. This simplification was tested using simulations of
data collected on and off the plane and found to be reason-
able.

For a particular sound speed and depression angle pair,
the processed signals obtained by each nonreference hydro-
phone are time-shifted with respect to the reference time
with the aid of Eq.~A1!, and the resultant time-shifted sig-
nals are summed. This procedure is repeated until the entire
sound speed and depression angle space is covered. For the
entire set of sound speed and depression angle coordinates,
the amplitude associated with a particular sound speed–

depression angle pair is assigned a color with red corre-
sponding to the highest amplitude level and blue represent-
ing the lowest level.

In this work, no significant advantage was gained by
using either the summed signals or the decibel equivalent of
the summed signals to isolate the sound speed–depression
angle peaks in ambiguity plots. As a result, we chose to
generate all ambiguity plots displayed in this paper using the
summed signals and not their decibel equivalent.

For all examples shown in this paper, the hydrophone
located in the bottom fluid layer that is closest to the rough-
ened fluid–fluid interface is used as the reference hydro-
phone. In our tank experiment, simulations of our tank ex-
periment, and simulations showing far field effects, the
reference hydrophone is positioned in the glycerin 4.0 cm
~tank and simulated tank data! and 85.9 cm~far field effects!
below the oil/glycerin interface. For the frequency range
used~100–200 kHz!, these distances are below the evanes-
cent zone; and the only signals of appreciable amplitude that
each hydrophone in the array records are those which are
scattered into the glycerin by the beads. This insured that the
ambiguity plot illustrates the apparent sound speed and de-
pression angle due solely to the energy scattered into the
glycerin by the beads. In our simulations of Chotiros’ field
experiment,4 the hydrophone located 5 cm below the rough-
ened water-sediment interface is chosen as the reference hy-
drophone to mimic the reported work even though this is in
the evanescent zone at 20 kHz and evanescent waves are not
accounted for in our simulation.

For the ambiguity plots generated by incoherent process-
ing methods, the signals are processed as follows. First the
intensity envelope of the signals recorded by each nonrefer-
ence hydrophone is cross-correlated with the intensity enve-
lope obtained by the reference hydrophone. Next, these
cross-correlated signals are enveloped using a 25-point box
car filter run in both directions on the signal trace and then
squared. This procedure is somewhat similar to that used by
Chotiros who processed his data with a spike function to
localize the signals at a higher resolution than at the 10-kHz
sample rate at which his data were recorded.4 Our tank and
simulated data were recorded at a 5-MHz sample rate which
provided the resolution required by correlation techniques to
adequately localize the signals obtained with our hydrophone
array.

For ambiguity plots generated by coherent processing
methods, the recorded signals are processed similar to that of
Chotiros et al.14 The waveforms collected by each of the
nonreference hydrophones are Hilbert transformed to pro-
duce real and imaginary time domain signals. For a particu-
lar sound speed and depression angle pair, these complex
signals are time-shifted as described above and then summed
~real with real and imaginary with imaginary!. The square of
the absolute value of the summed complex signals is the
amplitude observed in these types of ambiguity plots.
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In this paper, backscattering from 3D volume inhomogeneities in the seabed is modeled and the
results compared with experimental data at 250–650 Hz. The experiment was part of the Acoustic
Reverberation Special Research Program~ARSRP! and the data were obtained in a sediment pond
on the western flank of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. A volume scattering model based on first-order
perturbation theory is developed incorporating contributions from both sound speed and density
fluctuations. With the propagators, i.e., the Green’s functions, handled accurately through numerical
wave number integration and random fluctuations generated effectively by a new scheme modified
from the spectral method, the model is capable of simulating monostatic, backscattered fields in the
frequency domain as well as in the time domain owing to 3D volumetric sediment inhomogeneities.
The model compares favorably and consistently with the ARSRP backscattering data over the entire
frequency band, with the fluctuations of sound speed and density in two irregular sediment layers,
identified from the data analysis, described by a power-law type of power spectrum. ©2001
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1348300#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Gv, 43.30.Ft, 43.30.Hw@DLB#

I. INTRODUCTION

A considerable amount of effort has been expended on
the study of acoustic scattering from the ocean bottom,
which is critical to various sonar operations. Rough seafloor
surfaces, exposed rocks on the seafloor, and large topo-
graphical features such as sea mountains and ridges have
historically been considered the primary contributors to bot-
tom scattering. In recent years, however, increasing evidence
has shown that inhomogeneities within sediments can be a
dominant factor in total bottom scattering, especially when
the seafloor is relatively flat and/or the bottom attenuation is
small. In his early work on the measurement of the bottom
backscattering strength, Merklinger1 speculated that subbot-
tom inhomogeneities may be the primary contributors to the
backscattered field. At high frequencies, Jacksonet al.2–4

and Lyons et al.5 successfully developed bottom volume
scattering models and compared the models to field data.
Tang et al.’s6 analysis of high-frequency scattering data
showed that the gas voids in the sediment are probable sig-
nificant scatterers.

As part of the Office of Naval Research Bottom/
Subbottom Acoustic Reverberation Special Research Pro-
gram ~ARSRP!, a backscattering experiment was conducted
over a sediment pond on the western flank of the Mid-
Atlantic Ridge in July 1993. Analysis of experimental data
revealed that sediment inhomogeneities within two irregular
layers beneath the water/sediment interface were the major
contributors to backscattering at oblique angles.7,8

In order to achieve a good understanding of the scatter-
ing mechanism, the objective of this work is to develop a
backscattering model that can incorporate layers of 3D bot-

tom volumetric inhomogeneities in sediments and to com-
pare the results with the ARSRP backscattering data. In the
model, the incident field will be obtained by a numerical
wave number integration technique using OASES.9 OASES
is a general purpose computer code for modeling seismo-
acoustic propagation in horizontally stratified waveguide.
The importance of having a good propagation model such as
OASES has been discussed in Refs. 10, 11. This approach
enables the model to deal with volume scattering by scatter-
ers embedded in a stratified background medium. A first-
order perturbation method4,12–14 is applied to determine the
scattered field, where sound speed and density fluctuations in
the fluid sediment are considered to be the causes of scatter-
ing. Rough surface scattering is not included here since field
survey reveals that the seafloor roughness is small compared
to the wavelength concerned. The ARSRP data analysis also
demonstrates the insignificance of the water/sediment inter-
face scattering in the experimental area.7,8 While the neces-
sity to include poro-elastic effects in a sediment scattering
model remains an open question,4 a fluid model is assumed
appropriate for the soft sediments and low frequencies under
consideration. The volume inhomogeneities, i.e., the sound
speed and density variations, are assumed to be statistically
homogeneous and can be generated by a spectral method.15

The random field is assumed to be correlated in all three
dimensions and defined by a power spectrum. The computa-
tion to generate the above random field are greatly reduced
after taking advantage of the fact that the source and all the
hydrophones on the receiving array are omnidirectional and
are co-located along a vertical line. The model is then used
to interpret the backscattering phenomena that have been ob-
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served in the ARSRP sediment scattering experiment.
This paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II, we present

the volume scattering model based on a first-order perturba-
tion theory. The description of the random sound speed and
density fluctuations, as well as the scheme to generate 3D
azimuthally-summed random fields, are introduced. Section
III is devoted to the comparisons between model predictions
and experimental data.

II. FORMULATIONS FOR MODELING BOTTOM
VOLUME BACKSCATTERING

In this section we derive the formula for modeling vol-
ume scattering due to sound speed and density fluctuations.
It is similar to the approaches by Morse and Ingard,12

Chernov,13 Hines,14 and Jacksonet al.4 Also included are the
correlation function to describe random sound speed and
density fluctuations, and the description of a scheme to gen-
erate 3D random fields using the spectral method.

A. Volume scattering theory

The wave equation in an inhomogeneous medium16 can
be written as

r~r !¹•S 1

r~r !
¹p~r ,t ! D2

1

c2~r !

]2p~r ,t !

]t2 5 f ~r ,t !, ~1!

where p(r ,t) represents the pressure,r(r ) represents the
density,c(r ) represents the sound speed, andf (r ,t) repre-
sents the source term as a function of spacer and time t.
Assuming a point source and harmonic time dependence
exp(ivt), wherev is the radial frequency, the pressure field
obeys the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation:13

@¹21k2~r !#P~r !2
¹r~r !

r~r !
•¹P~r !5Svd~r2r s!, ~2!

wherek(r ) is the medium wave number

k~r !5
v

c~r !
, ~3!

andSv is the source strength, while

f ~r ,t !5F~r ,v!eivt, p~r ,t !5P~r ,v!eivt.

We assume that the background density is constant and the
background sound speed varies only with depthz. Assume
small variations of both density and sound speed, we write

r~r !5r01drr ), c~r !5c0~z!1dc~r !, ~4!

where dr(r )!r0 and dc(r )!c0(z), and they both have
zero means.

If we expand the Helmholtz equation against the small
quantitiesdc and dr up to first-order terms. Equation~2!
becomes

F¹21k0
2~z!2

2dc~r !k0
2~z!

c0~z!
GP~r !

2
¹~dr~r !!

r0
•¹P~r !5Svd~r2r s!. ~5!

We also express the pressure fieldP(r ) as the summation of
the zeroth-order fieldP0(r ) and the first-order scattered field
Ps(r ):

P~r !5P0~r !1Ps~r !, ~6!

where the zeroth-order fieldP0(r ) satisfies

@¹21k0
2~z!#P0~r !5Svd~r2r s!. ~7!

Then the scattered field satisfies

@¹21k0
2~z!#Ps~r !5

2dc~r !k0
2~z!

c0~z!
P0~r !

1
¹~dr~r !!

r0
•¹P0~r !. ~8!

Similar to the approaches by Hines14 and Jacksonet al.,4

dc anddr are assumed correlated. If we use the notation

e~r ![
dc

c0
, ~9!

then we assume

dr

r0
5be~r !, ~10!

where b is the ratio between the density and sound speed
variations. Then the scattered field equation becomes

@¹21k0
2~z!#Ps~r !52k0

2~z!e~r !P0~r !1b¹e~r !

•¹P0~r !. ~11!

Applying Green’s Theorem to the equation above, we have

Ps~Rr !5E
v
@2k0

2~z8!e~r 8!P0~r 8!1b¹e~r 8!

•¹P0~r 8!#G~Rr ,r8!dr 8, ~12!

whereRr stands for the receiver position andr 8 stands for
the scatterer position and the corresponding Green’s function
can be obtained from

@¹21k0
2~r !#G~r,r s!5d~r2r s!, ~13!

and the boundary conditions, e.g., continuity of normal par-
ticle velocity and pressure across each layer interface for a
fluid medium. After integration by parts, the scattered field
can be further expressed as

Ps~Rr !5E
v
e~r 8!@~21b!k0

2~z8!P0~r 8!G~Rr ,r8!

2b~¹P0~r 8!•¹G~Rr ,r8!!#dr 8. ~14!

The scattered intensityI s is
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Here ~* ! stands for the complex conjugate operation.
In the above equation,̂e(r 1)e* (r 2)& is the correlation

function of the sound speed fluctuation. In this first-order
scattering model, we note that the scattered intensity is de-
termined solely by the second-order statistics of the random
sound speed and density variations.

The technique of Fourier synthesis can be applied if the
scattered field as a function of time needs to be calculated,

y~ t !5
1

2p E
2`

`

Ps~Rr,v!S~v!exp~ ivt !dv, ~16!

whereS(v) is the spectrum of the source signal.
The validity of the above volume scattering formula is

not restricted to layered fluid media. As long as the scatterers
are located in a fluid layer, the bottom can be a fluid, fluid-
elastic, or elastic layered medium. The random scattering
layer is not necessarily immediately beneath the water/
sediment interface. The attenuation of both compressional
waves and shear waves and the background sound speed gra-
dient are easily incorporated into the model because they are
included in the calculation of the Green’s function by OA-
SES. This theory will be suitable for studying scattering by a
sediment bottom, where interface roughness does not domi-
nate the scattering process. This is exactly the situation that
we encountered in the ARSRP scattering experiment.

B. Description of random sound speed and density
fluctuations

The second-order statistics of sound speed and density
variations are of great importance to volume scattering mod-
eling, as can be seen in the previous subsection. However, it
is difficult to have direct measurement of such sediment
properties, let alone a good model of them. Traditionally,
Gaussian and exponential correlation functions have often
been used because of their mathematical simplicity.13,14,17

Recently, correlation function with a power-law type power
spectrum has been shown to be more closely related to real
sediments.4,18,19Model/data comparisons in the next section
will reveal that the best fit is obtained by a power-law spec-
trum. For conciseness, description of only the power-law dis-
tribution will be given in the following.

In the last subsection, we defined two random variables,
the relative sound speed variatione and the density variation.
Since they are assumed to be fully correlated, only the sta-
tistics of e will be needed. In addition to the zero mean
assumption regardinge, we require that the sound speed
fluctuation be a homogeneous random variable. In other

words, the process is spatially wide-sense stationary, by
which we mean that the covariance of the random variable is
invariant with respect to spatial translation,

^e~r 1!e~r 2!&5C~r 12r 2!. ~17!

One may argue that stationarity can never be achieved in a
real environment. Nevertheless, from a practical point of
view, it is a reasonable assumption if we confine ourselves to
a small enough region so that the change across the whole
region is little. A stationary random process can be charac-
terized in the wave number domain by its power spectrum

W~k!5E
2`

` E
2`

` E
2`

`

C~r !exp~2 ik•r !dr , ~18!

wherek5(kx ,ky ,kz) is the wave number vector.
A power-law type of power spectrum has been used to

describe turbulence~Tatarski20!, to characterize heterogene-
ity in the earth’s crust~Frankel and Clayton19!, and to model
the seafloor morphology~Goff and Jordan21!. In this work,
we will follow Goff and Jordan’s development and propose a
power-law type of power spectral density function with a
cutoff wave number. The power spectrum for a two-
dimensional random field is

W~kx ,ky!55
4pns2l xl y

~11kx
2l x

21ky
2l y

2!n11 nÞ0

4ps2l xl y

~11kx
2l x

21ky
2l y

2!
n50

. ~19!

An asymptotic roll-off rate22(n11) of the spectrum is
related to the fractal~Hausdorff! dimensionD fractal of such a
stochastic process as:

D fractal532n. ~20!

Therefore, decreasing the parametern would increase the
randomness, which is the case for the three-dimensional case
as well. In the special case ofn51/2, the power spectrum
reduces to the isotropic exponential power spectrum when
l x5 l y . For a correlated three-dimensional case, the power
spectrum is

W~kx ,ky ,kz!5
8pAp l xl yl zs

2G~n13/2!

G~n!~11kx
2l x

21ky
2l y

21kz
2l z

2!n13/2, ~21!

where G represents the Gamma function. The roll-off rate
now is 22(n13/2) and the related fractal~Hausdorff! di-
mension is

D fractal542n. ~22!

C. Generation of 3D random field: The spectral
method

As derived in subsection A, scattered fields can be ob-
tained from Eq. ~14!, applying first-order perturbation
theory. In a backscattering scenario, where the source and
receiver are on the same vertical axis, only the sound speed
fluctuatione in the above equation is dependent on azimuth
f if the integral is carried out in cylindrical coordinates.
Consequently,
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h~r ,z!5E
0

2p

e~r ,f,z!df, ~23!

can be generated to reduce a 3D problem to a 2D one.
The spectral method for generating an azimuthally

summed 3D random fieldh(r ,z) will be presented in this
subsection. For the sake of simplicity, generation of azimuth-
ally summed 2D random fields will be studied first. In other
words, the dimensionz ~corresponding to the vertical direc-
tion! is dropped for the time being. However, it can be added
to the formulas in a straightforward manner.

In Cartesian coordinates, the power spectral densityW
can be obtained as

W~kx ,ky!

5 lim
L→`

1

L2K U E
2L/2

L/2 E
2L/2

L/2

e~x,y!e2 i ~kxx1kyy! dx dyU2L ,

~24!

wherekx , ky are the wave numbers in thex, ydirections,L2

is the patch size assuming a square area,^•& stands for the
ensemble average operation andu•u indicates the modulus
operation. The power spectral density should be normalized
such that

1

~2p!2 E
2`

` E
2`

`

W~kx ,ky!dkx dky5s2, ~25!

wheres is the standard deviation of the sound speed pertur-
bation. Equation~24! can be proved to satisfy the relation22

W~kx ,ky!5E
2`

` E
2`

`

C~jx ,jy!e2 i ~kxjx1kyjy! djx djy ,

~26!

whereC(jx ,jy) is the correlation function andjx , jy are
the lag distances between two points in thex and y direc-
tions. The consistency between Eq.~24! and Eq.~26! has an
important implication. It guarantees that if the power spectral
density of the generated random field, estimated through Eq.
~24!, converges to the desired one, the generated random
field would have the desired correlation function according
to Eq. ~26!, and therefore the desired second-order statistics.

According to Eq.~24!, a random field can be generated
by

e~x,y!5
1

~2p!2 E
2`

` E
2`

`
AW~kx ,ky!L2Rn

3~kx ,ky!ei ~kxx1kyy! dkx dky . ~27!

Here the random numberRn fits the distributionRn(kx ,ky)
;@N(0,1)1 iN(0,1)#/&, whereN(0,1) stands for a normal
distribution with zero mean and standard deviation 1. In or-
der for e(x,y) to be real,Rn(kx ,ky) has to be conjugate
symmetric between the first and the third quadrants as well
as the second and the fourth quadrants. If the following co-
ordinate transformations

H kx5kr cosu
ky5kr sinu and H x5r cosf

y5r sinf, ~28!

are performed, Eq.~27! becomes

e~r ,f!5
1

~2p!2 E
0

`E
0

2p
AW~kr ,u!L2Rn

3~kr ,u!eikr r cos~u2f!kr dkr du, ~29!

and the equation forh(r ) is

E
0

2p

e~r ,f!df5
1

2p E
0

`E
0

2p
AW~kr ,u!L2Rn

3~kr ,u!krJ0~krr !dkr du. ~30!

We point out thath(r ) is a nonstationaryprocess. Here
df52p/N(r ), J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function, and
N(r ) is the number of scatterers around the circle with radius
r. Assuming constant density for the scatterers,N(r ) will
increase proportionally tor.

Therefore, the variance ofh(r ) will decrease accord-
ingly, which makesh(r ) a nonstationaryprocess. Collecting
the items on the right-hand side which depend onu, we have

F~kr !5
1

2p E
0

2p
AW~kr ,u!L2Rn~kr ,u!du. ~31!

Changing the continuous integral to a discrete sum and using
the relation

~2p!2

L2 5DkxDky5krDkrDu ~krÞ0!,

where D(•) represents the sampling interval, Eq.~31! be-
comes

F~kr !5 (
i 51

M ~kr ! AW~kr ,u i !Du

krDkr
Rn~kr ,u i !, ~32!

whereu i5 iDu andM (kr) is the number of samples around
a circle of radiuskr . The value ofF at kr50 can be arbitrary
as long as it is finite because it will be multiplied bykr ,
which is 0 here, in Eq.~30!. F(kr) can be treated as a new
random variable with mean 0 and variance

(
i 51

M ~kr !
W~kr ,u i !Du

krDkr
~krÞ0!,

sinceRn(kr ,u i) are independent of each other and each has
the variance of 1. Therefore,F(kr) can be replaced by

A*0
2pW~kr ,u!du

kr dkr
Rn~kr ! ~krÞ0!,

where Rn(kr);N(0,1). Notice that hereRn(kr) is a real
number due to the fact that the imaginary parts ofRn(kr ,u)
have been canceled because of the earlier mentioned prop-
erty of conjugate symmetry. Equation~30! now becomes

h~r !5(
i 51

` A*0
2pW~kr i

,u!du

kr i
Dkr

Rn~kr i
!kr i

J0~kr i
,r !Dkr ,

~33!

wherekr i
5 iDkr .
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As mentioned above, the correct second-order statistics
of the generatedh(r ) should be guaranteed. From Eq.~26!,
the correlation function ofe in Cartesian coordinates can be
written as

^e~x1 ,y1!e* ~x2 ,y2!&

5
1

~2p!2 E
2`

` E
2`

`

W~kx ,ky!ei @kx~x22x1!1ky~y22y1!#

3dkx dky . ~34!

If the coordinate system is again changed to polar coordi-
nates, we obtain

^e~r 1 ,f1!e* ~r 2 ,f2!&

5
1

~2p!2 E
0

`E
0

2p

W~kr ,u!eikr @r 1 cos~u2f1!2r 2 cos~u2f2!#kr

3dkr du. ~35!

Therefore, the correlation function ofh(r ) is

^h~r 1!h* ~r 2!&5E
0

2pE
0

2p

^e~r 1 ,f1!e* ~r 2 ,f2!&df1 df2

5E
0

`F E
0

2p

W~kr ,u!duGkrJ0~krr 1!J0

3~krr 2!dkr . ~36!

It can be seen thath(r ) generated by Eq.~33! satisfies the
above equation.

Let us denote

Ws5E
0

2p

W~kr ,u!du,

which can be considered theradial power spectral density. It
is instructive to compute the spectral estimatesŴs from the
random realizations of sound speed perturbations generated
by Eq.~33! for comparison withWs . In continuum notation,
we calculate

Ŵs5
2pkr

L K U E
0

L/2

w~r !h~r !rJ0~krr !drU2L , ~37!

where w(r ) is a real non-negative weighting or window
function normalized such that

2

L E
0

L/2

w2~r !dr51. ~38!

The weighting function is chosen to improve the spectral
estimation by reducing an effect known as spectral leakage.
So if the estimatedŴ agrees with the desiredWs , the gen-
eratedh(r ) can be considered satisfactory. Equation~37! has
been used in numerical experiments10 as the criterion to de-
termine the acceptability of the generated random field.

Equation~33! can be easily extended to the generation
of a 3D azimuthally-summed random field in cylindrical co-
ordinates:

h~r ,z!5
1

2p (
m50

`

(
n52`

` AD*0
2pW~kr m

,kzn
,u!du

kr m
Dkr

3Rn~kr m
,kzn

!kr m
J0~kr m

r !eikzn
zDkrDkz , ~39!

where kr m
5mDkr , kzn

5nDkz , and Rn(kr ,kz) has to be
conjugate symmetric in thez direction in order forh(r ,z) to
be real. The layer thickness is denoted byD. This process
can be viewed as passing the random seriesh(r ) generated
according to Eq.~33! through a filter in thez direction. As
for the power spectral densityW(kr ,kz ,u) used in the gen-
eration, it can be in any form, including the result of a direct
measurement in an experiment.

If the area within a few wavelengths distance from the
origin is not a concern, Eq.~39! can be evaluated using a
Fourier transform instead of a Hankel transform in ther di-
rection and a Fourier transform in thez direction, which is
essentially the same as the Fast-Field-Program~FFP! ap-
proach introduced by DiNapoli and Deavenport.23 First the
Bessel functionJ0(krr ) is expressed in terms of Hankel
functions,

J0~krr !5 1
2@H0

~1!~krr !1H0
~2!~krr !#, ~40!

whereH0
(1) andH0

(2) are the zeroth-order Hankel functions of
the first and second kind, respectively. Next,H0

(1)(krr ) and
H0

(2)(krr ) are replaced by their asymptotic forms24

lim
kr r→`

H0
~1!~krr !5A 2

pkrr
ei ~kr r 2p/4!,

~41!

lim
kr r→`

H0
~2!~krr !5A 2

pkrr
e2 i ~kr r 2p/4!,

to arrive at the following expression,

h~r ,z!5
Dkz

2p
ADkr

2pr

3 (
m50

`

(
n52`

` Fe2 i ~p/4!ADE
0

2p

W~kr m
,kzn

,u!du

3Rn~kr m
,kzn

!ei ~kr m
r 1kzn

z!

1ei ~p/4!ADE
0

2p

W~kr m
,kzn

,u!du

3Rn~kr m
,kzn

!e2 i ~kr m
r 2kzn

z!G . ~42!

Numerical experiments10 have shown that the random
fields generated by the above scheme possess the desired
second-order statistics, although we will not present the re-
sults here for the sake of conciseness.

III. MODELÕDATA COMPARISONS

A. ARSRP backscattering experiment scenario

On July 24–26, 1993, as part of the Acoustic Reverbera-
tion Special Research Program~ARSRP!, a bottom back-
scattering experiment was conducted over the Site A sedi-
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ment pond located at 26 °118N, 46 °098W in the vicinity of
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.25 The water depth was about 4400 m
for most of the sediment pond area and the sound speed
profile was a typical linear deep ocean profile obtained from
XBT measurements. The gradient was 0.0154/s for the water
column close to the seafloor. The sound speed in the water at
the water-sediment interface was extrapolated to be 1530
m/s. The top layer beneath the water-sediment interface was
made of calcareous mud with a sound speed of 1510 m/s
according to core data.26 No direct measurements of the at-
tenuation coefficient or the sound speed gradient were avail-
able in the sediment area where the experiment was con-
ducted.

A chirp source~DTAGS27! and vertical line array were
deep-towed 200 m to 400 m above the seafloor. The receiver
was a 24 element vertical line array~VLA ! hung beneath the
source, with a spacing between adjacent hydrophone ele-
ments of 2 m. For areas where the backscattered data were
collected, the sediment was at least 100 m thick. For a trans-
mitted acoustic source level of approximately 200 dBre: 1
mPa @1 m and a source frequency of 250–650 Hz, the
acoustic signal can penetrate to the rock basement beneath
the sediment layer in spite of sediment attenuation and geo-
metrical spreading. The duration of the source signal was
0.125 s. For each ping, the raw waveform was recorded on
all hydrophones for 4.5 s starting 0.1 s before each chirp
trigger with a sampling interval of 0.432 ms. The sampling
interval was 0.432 ms. During the experiment, the ship
moved from southwest toward northeast across the sediment
pond area. More details about the experiment can be found in
Refs. 10, 7, 8, 25.

B. Data analysis results

Previous analysis of the ARSRP experimental data re-
vealed that the inhomogeneities within two irregular layers
beneath the water/sediment interface were the primary con-
tributors to oblique backscattering. Detailed description of
the data processing techniques are given in Refs. 7, 8. Only
the data analysis results are introduced in the following. Tak-
ing advantage of the vertical line array, endfire beamforming
yields signals which are dominated by normal incidence re-
turns. With the source/receiver moving across the sediment
pond, sediment profiling can be obtained by aligning the nor-
mal incidence returns with respect to reflection arrivals at the
water/sediment interface. After employing an edge detection
algorithm,28 the inferred sediment structure is shown in Fig.
1 at the east side of the sediment pond. Evidently, layering
with gentle horizontal changes is the main characteristic of
the sediment. However, some random features can be seen in
two irregular layers beneath the water/sediment interface,
from 0.02 s to 0.045 s and from 0.065 s to 0.11 s. A geo-
logical interpretation suggests that they are most likely to be
chaotic bedding or turbidity layers.29 What interests us is to
model these inhomogeneities contribute to backscattering in
oblique directions.

Previous analyses of part of the data30,8 indicate that
these irregular layers are the main scatterers. Before going
into modeling in the next subsection, we elaborate further the
point that inhomogeneous layers are the dominant scatterers.

The backscattered returns at oblique grazing angles are much
weaker than the returns at normal and near normal incidence
angles. Due to the sidelobe effect, the usual conventional
beamforming cannot provide enough attenuation to the latter
so as not to contaminate the oblique returns. Therefore, a
hybrid method has been applied:7,8 The returns in the normal
and near normal incidence directions, obtained through end-
fire beamforming, are first subtracted from the total returns;
the backscattered returns at oblique grazing angles can then
be isolated by multiple constraints beamforming. Averaging
the envelope of the beamformed results over eight consecu-
tive pings and further smoothing the curve by a low-pass
filter allows detection of any potential trends. The averaged
envelope is shown in Fig. 2. Three groups of peaks appear in
each look direction. Assuming that these peaks occur at hori-
zontal interfaces and using a nominal sound speed of 1530
m/s, we obtain the best fit indicated by the solid lines. Here
time 0 corresponds to the arrival time of the first water/
sediment interface reflection. In contrast to the third group of
peaks, which is associated with sediment/basement interface
interaction according to travel time, the first two interfaces
would reside at the locations of the abovementioned two
irregular layers, where planar interfaces do not appear to
exist. Consequently, the probable sources of the observed

FIG. 1. The inferred sediment structure at the east side of the sediment
pond.
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strong backscattering are the sediment inhomogeneities in
the two irregular layers.

The same procedure is executed also for pings collected
at the west side of the sediment pond.10 Interestingly, the
upper irregular layer is absent on this side of the sediment
pond. Only one group of peaks, corresponding to the lower
irregular layer, is observed instead of two groups of peaks in
the two irregular layer case. This confirms our finding that
the irregular layers beneath the water/sediment interface are
the dominant contributors to backscattering in oblique direc-
tions.

Notice that the water/sediment interface contribution
should have arrived at 0.02 s at 60 deg grazing angle in Fig.
2, the lack of which suggests the insignificance of back-
scattering at the water/sediment interface. This has been in-
dependently confirmed by Jeffrey and Ogden.31

C. The sediment background model

The sediment background model specifies the acoustic
parameters governing the zeroth-order field. A simple fluid
sediment background model is proposed to account for
propagation to and from the scatterers, as shown in Fig. 3.
All the parameters were carefully selected based on measure-
ments or archival data. Table I lists the model parameters
and their sources. Based on the arrival time of the sediment/
basement interface returns, the average sound speed gradient
in the sediment is estimated to be 1.12/s,7 compared to a
typical sound speed gradient of 1/s for the same type of
sediment according to Hamilton.32 From the amplitudes of
the normal-incidence reflections at the water/sediment inter-
face, together with the arrival time, the attenuation is esti-
mated as 0.1 dB/l, consistent with values in the literature33,34

for the calcareous mud type of sediment in this area. The
density of the sediment is chosen to be 1500 kg/m3, well
within the range for this type of sediment. The sound speed
is assumed to be linear from the water/sediment interface
down to 100 m. A false interface and an isovelocity bottom
is added at 100 m beneath the water/sediment interface. As a
result, the possible returns from beneath the false interface
are ignored. Figure 2 shows that the only strong returns after
the second group of peaks are due to the interactions at the
sediment/basement interface. However, they would arrive
later than backscattered returns at 30 deg grazing angle,
which is the smallest angle at which backscattered returns
can still be distinguished from the background noise. There-
fore, a simple time-gating will eliminate their effect on
model/data comparisons. The positions of the two irregular
layers can be determined from the travel time obtained from
bottom profiling shown in Fig. 1 together with the above
proposed sound speed profile. A simple calculation indicates
that the first irregular layer is located fromH1515.85 m to
H2531.42 m beneath the water/sediment interface, while the
second one is fromH3556.42 m toH4585.7 m. Notice that
these numbers are different from those marked on the side of
the bottom profiling plot where a nominal sound speed of
1530 m/s was used. The water/sediment interface was found
to be flat as mentioned in the previous section and verified by
the data analysis in Refs. 8, 31, which vindicates the choice
of a range-independent water/sediment interface with no
roughness in the model. All the above parameters are input
to OASES so that the Green’s function can be evaluated.

D. Estimation of the backscattering strength

To characterize the backscattering process quantita-
tively, we use the backscattering strength, recognizing the

FIG. 2. The average envelope of ob-
lique angle beamforming results over
eight pings at the east side of the sedi-
ment pond~arbitrary units!.
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need to be cautious in using the backscattering strength to
describe a volume scattering process.11 This quantity is ap-
propriate when multi-path effects are insignificant, which is
the case for backscattering from the two irregular layers
found in the ARSRP experiment, even though reflections at
layer interfaces and the sediment/basement interface compli-
cate the picture. Here are the reasons: First, thanks to the
vertical line array and beamforming, the oblique backscat-
tered returns can be discriminated from reflections at layer
interfaces, which makes the angular dependence of the esti-
mated backscattering strength trustworthy; second, the multi-
path effect is not significant in an environment with a small

sound speed gradient in the bottom and a lower sound speed
at the top of the sediment compared to that in the water right
above it; third, the interest is confined to the angular regime
between 30 and 60 deg grazing angles, where the sediment/
basement reflections arrive late as discussed before and can
be filtered out by time-gating.

The estimation of the backscattering strength from data
is described in Ref. 8. The concentration here is on how to
arrive at the frequency dependence of the backscattering
strength. Let’s start from

BSS510 log10

I sR
2

I inA
, ~43!

where I s is the intensity of the backscattered signals at the
reference receiver,I in is the intensity of the incident sound
wave a unit distance away from the scattering volume,R is
the distance from the reference receiver to the top of the
scattering volume, andA is the top area of the scattering
volume.

A reference receiver is needed because we now have a
vertical line array instead of a single receiver. In this data
analysis, the middle hydrophone of the array~the twelfth
from the top! is chosen as the reference receiver. Also, the
directivity aspect of the array and subsequent beamforming
makes it difficult to determine the insonified area precisely.
Here, a simple case is considered where the returns are from
the maximum response axis~MRA! of the array, i.e., the
returned signals suffer little attenuation passing through the
beamformer. As a result,A is estimated by the 3 dB area

FIG. 3. Fluid bottom reverberation
scenario.

TABLE I. The parameter values and their sources for the sediment model.

Parameter Value Source

Sound speed in the water at
the water/sediment interface

1530 m/s Extrapolation of the
CTD measurement

Sound speed in the
sediment at the
water/sediment interface

1510 m/s Acoustic Lance Data

Sediment sound speed
gradient

1.12/s Estimated from the arrival
time of the sediment/basement
interface returns

Sediment attenuation 0.1 dB/l Estimated from the amplitudes
of the sediment/basement
interface reflections

Sediment density 1500 kg/m3 Predicted based on sediment
type and Hamilton results
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corresponding to the annulus where the array response is
within 3 dB compared to the MRA. By applying ray tracing,
A can be calculated by

A5p~r 2
22r 1

2!, ~44!

wherer 1 andr 2 are the horizontal ranges between the refer-
ence receiver and the radial bounds of the 3 dB area~annu-
lus! at the top of the scattering layer, as shown in Fig. 4.
Bear in mind that the 3 dB beamwidthu3 dB and therefore the
3 dB insonified area will change with frequency. The lower
the frequency, the wider the beam, the larger the insonified
area. In order to get the backscattering strength for each fre-
quency, we need to estimateI in( f ) andI s( f ), wheref stands
for the frequency. To calculateI in( f ), the source signal re-
corded at the hydrophone is first Fourier transformed. The
amplitude squared of the source spectrum is then adjusted for
the spreading loss sinceI in( f ) should be measured a unit

distance away from the scattering volume. Meanwhile, the
calculation of I s( f ) would involve one more procedure,
which is to determine the exact piece of beamformed data at
each angle that corresponds to the backscattered returns from
each scattering layer. It can be expressed as follows,

I s~ f !5^uFFT$y~ t !%u2&, T1<t<T2 , ~45!

wherey(t) are the scattered returns, FFT$•% stands for the
Fourier transform,u•u stands for modulus,̂•& stands for en-
semble average over different pings, andT1 andT2 are the
travel times corresponding to arrivals from the top and the
bottom of a scattering layer. Note thaty(t) along with T1

and T2 are different for each scattering angle. The back-
scattering strength versus grazing angle for each frequency
can then be evaluated according to Eq.~43!.

The two irregular scattering layers are treated separately.
When computing the incident field on the lower irregular
layer, the effect of the upper irregular layer on the transmit-
ted field beneath it is neglected. This approach is consistent
with the Born approximation employed in our scattering
model since scattering from volume inhomogeneities is as-
sumed to be weak. Taking into consideration the attenuation
in the sediment, an amount of 2aR1 will be added to the
above backscattering strength, wherea is the attenuation co-
efficient andR1 is the ray-path length in the sediment.

Figures 5 and 6 show the estimated backscattering
strength versus grazing angle and frequency. Notice that the
grazing angle here and from now on is the angle measured at
the water/sediment interface instead of at the top of the ir-
regular region. However, due to the fact that the sound speed
gradient is small, the largest difference, appearing at 30 deg,
is 1.4 deg for the upper layer and 3.4 deg for the lower layer,
values which are smaller than the beamwidth. Therefore, the

FIG. 4. Schematic illustration of the scattering strength estimation.

FIG. 5. The estimated backscattering
strength for the upper irregular region
at the east side of the sediment pond.
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angular dependence obtained can be considered as reliable. It
can be seen that, in general, the backscattering strength de-
creases with an increase of the frequency and/or a decrease
of the scattering grazing angle. The widely used Lambert’s
law states that the backscattering strength is a function of
sin2 u and the constant Mackenzie coefficient. It would fail to
produce the observed frequency dependence of the back-
scattering strength.

In Fig. 6, there is a peak standing out at low frequencies
and high grazing angles. The peak is only confined to graz-
ing angles larger than 50 deg and frequencies less than 350
Hz, which looks artificial. It may be related to the aforemen-
tioned subtraction procedure applied to alleviate the strong
normal and near normal incidence reflections. Since the sub-
traction can hardly be perfect in a real environment, the resi-
due of the subtraction process would manifest itself prima-
rily at large grazing angles. To make matters worse, the
tilting of the layers beneath the lower irregular layer, as can
be seen around 0.11 s in Fig. 1, may affect the subtraction
process as well. Incidentally, the returns from the above tilt-
ing layers would have about the same arrival time as the
scattered returns from the lower irregular layers at about a 60
deg grazing angle. In addition, there is a problem related to
the beamformer used to obtain the oblique backscattered re-
turns. The beam width of the main lobe is larger at lower
frequencies and for look directions closer to normal inci-
dence, which increases the chance of picking up those resi-
dues in the normal and near normal incidence directions.
These may help explain the appearance of the above peak.
To avoid this artificial peak, we will concentrate on the back-
scattering strength at frequencies larger than 300 Hz in the
model/data comparisons.

Notice that the estimation of the backscattering strength

from the data is related to the sediment background model,
especially the attenuation coefficient. Because the scattered
returns from the two irregular layers are identified by their
travel times, errors in the sound speed profile would have
little impact on the backscattering estimation. However, the
attenuation coefficient would determine the compensation
level of the backscattering strength at different scattering
angles, therefore influencing the angular dependence of the
backscattering strength as well as the level. In this study, we
obtain the best estimate of the attenuation coefficient from
the normal incidence returns as 0.1 dB/l. According to the
archival data compiled by Kibblewhite,33 the attenuation co-
efficient for silt and clay sediment is between 0.01 dB/l to
0.12 dB/l. The example shown in Fig. 7 illustrates the sen-
sitivity of the estimated backscattering strength at 450 Hz to
the attenuation coefficient.

E. Model and data comparisons

Backscattering strength versus grazing angle is chosen
to be compared between model simulation and experimental
data for a selected set of frequencies over the signal spec-
trum. The model will simulate the scattered field at each
hydrophone on the receiving array for selected frequencies
using Eq. ~14!. Subsequently, the beamforming operation,
the same as that used in experimental data analysis, will
yield the backscattering intensity at different grazing angles
for each frequency. The backscattering strength can then be
estimated using Eq.~43!. The entire model/data comparison
process is summarized in Fig. 8.

Model/data comparisons will be carried out for the two
irregular layers at the east side of the sediment pond only.
We choose to compare at six frequencies: 300 Hz, 350 Hz,

FIG. 6. The estimated backscattering
strength for the lower irregular region
at the east side of the sediment pond.
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400 Hz, 450 Hz, 500 Hz, and 550 Hz. As for the power
spectrum and characteristic length scale to describe the inho-
mogeneous sound speed and density fluctuations, we elect to
test the Gaussian distribution and the power law distribution.
There is no evidence suggesting horizontal anisotropy in the
ARSRP Site A sediment pond area. So we will simply let the
horizontal correlation lengthl x5 l y in the model. Meanwhile,
there is no measurement of the correlation length in this sedi-
ment area. Sediment profiling, shown in Fig. 1, suggests that
the random field is much better correlated horizontally than
vertically. This is consistent with the geoacoustic model pro-
posed by Lysanov,35 in which he suggested large-scale in the
horizontal plane and small-scale in depth for random inho-
mogeneities in the sediment. The above sediment profiling
covered a horizontal distance of about 330 m. A rough esti-
mate indicates that the horizontal correlation length is on the
order of 10 m, recognizing that this estimate is just the start-
ing point of our parameter search. In the meantime, the stan-
dard deviations of the sound speed fluctuation can range
from 1.5% to 8% andb, the ratio between density and sound
speed fluctuations, between 1 and 10 according to
Yamamoto.36 Hines choosesb to be 2 in his model.14 The
density fluctuations, incorporated in the model byb, act like
a dipole source with its major axis in the backscattering di-
rection. Therefore, total backscattering will be enhanced.
Also in Yamamoto’s estimation, both sound speed and den-
sity fluctuations are characterized by a power-law distribu-
tion with n @cf. Eq. ~21!# between 0.4 and 0.65.

Comparisons are conducted by examinating the back-
scattering strength curves for both the model and data across
all selected frequencies. As shown in Fig. 9, the best fit for
the upper irregular layer is with a power law distribution.
The parameters for the model are correlation lengthsl x5 l y

520 m, l x50.7 m, the standard deviation of sound speed
fluctuationss52.8%, b53, and n50.5. The model pre-
dicted curves are ensemble averages of 200 realizations;
therefore the standard deviations, shown as error bars, are
small. Sincel x and l z are different, even withn50.5, the
power-law spectrum will not be equivalent to an exponential
distribution. In general, the model curves agree with the data
consistently. Notice that in the data curves, there is a small
bump at about a 47 deg grazing angle for all the selected
frequencies except 500 Hz. No specific cause has been found
for this and the model cannot predict it, either. As for the
parallel shift between the model and data curves at 300 Hz, it
might be partly due to the ambient noise found to be peaking
between 250 and 300 Hz.

Figure 10 shows the model/data comparison for the
lower irregular layer at the east side of the sediment pond.
The best fit again belongs to random sound speed fluctua-
tions with a power law type of power spectrum. The hori-
zontal correlation lengths arel x5 l y520 m, the vertical cor-
relation length is 0.8 m, the standard deviations52%, b
53, andn50.5. Here 200 realizations are used to obtain the
ensemble average. The matches are again satisfactory.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Based on perturbation theory and the Born approxima-
tion, a volume scattering model has been developed which is
capable of simulating the backscattered field and time series
due to 3D volumetric bottom inhomogeneities, e.g., sound
speed and density fluctuations. Using OASES as the propa-
gation model in this work, we then have the ability to model
volume scattering from a bottom with complicated sound

FIG. 7. The sensitivity of the esti-
mated backscattering strength to the
attenuation coefficient at 450 Hz for
the upper irregular layer at the east
side of the sediment pond.
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speed structures such as sound speed gradients, multi-
layering, and even an elastic basement as long as the scatter-
ers are located in a fluid layer.

While simulating scattering from full 3D volumetric in-
homogeneities is still very computationally expensive, we
have taken advantage of the monostatic backscattering con-
figuration in this work, so that the azimuthally summed 3D
random field can be generated with much relaxed computa-
tional requirements. It enables us to get a grip on the full

scope of monostatic volume backscattering in a real environ-
ment.

In the model and ARSRP backscattering data compari-
son, a power-law distribution of random sound speed/density
variations was found to fit the data very well in the frequency
range of 250–650 Hz. Parameter wise, on the one hand, the
horizontal correlation length is much larger than the vertical
correlation length, which is consistent with some of the geo-
physical models of the sediment~so-called ‘‘pancake’’ mod-

FIG. 8. The flow chart of the model/data comparison process.

FIG. 9. Model/data comparison for the upper irregular
layer at the east side of the sediment pond. Sound speed
fluctuations are described by a power-law distribution
with l x5 l y520 m, l z50.7 m, s52.8%, b53, and
n50.5. The error bars show the standard deviation of
the simulated backscattering strength.
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els!. The angular dependence is mainly determined by
the decay rate of the corresponding power spectrum versus
wave number, i.e., the fractal dimension, which is directly
related to the sound speed/density fluctuations at small
scales. Overall, this first-order volume scattering model has
been shown to be capable of matching the ARSRP experi-
mental data, and the power-law distribution was found to
describe the sound speed and density fluctuations in the sedi-
ment satisfactorily.
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The secular equation for surface acoustic waves propagating on a monoclinic elastic half-space is
derived in a direct manner, using the method of first integrals. Although the motion is at first
assumed to correspond to generalized plane strain, the analysis shows that only two components of
the mechanical displacement and of the tractions on planes parallel to the free surface are nonzero.
Using the Stroh formalism, a system of two second order differential equations is found for the
remaining tractions. The secular equation is then obtained as a quartic for the squared wave speed.
This explicit equation is consistent with that found in the orthorhombic case. The speed of subsonic
surface waves is then computed for 12 specific monoclinic crystals. ©2001 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1356703#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The modern theory of surface acoustic waves in aniso-
tropic media owes most of its results to the pioneering works
of A. N. Stroh. Although his two seminal articles1,2 went
largely unnoticed for a long time, their theoretical implica-
tions were far reaching, as many came to realize since their
publication. Among others, Currie,3 Barnett and Lothe,4

Chadwick and Smith5 were able to use his ‘‘sextic formal-
ism’’ to address many problems, such as the existence of a
single real secular equation for the wave speed, the existence
of a limiting velocity ~the smallest velocity of body wave
solutions! which defines ‘‘subsonic’’ and ‘‘supersonic’’
ranges for the speeds, or numerical schemes to compute the
polarization vectors and the speed of the surface wave. A
comprehensive review of these topics can be found in a text-
book by Ting.6

However precise numerical procedures might be, there
is still progress to be made in the search for secular equations
in analytic form. So far, explicit expressions have remained
few. The secular equation for surface waves in orthorhombic
crystals was established by Sveklo7 as early as 1948 and
later, Royer and Dieulesaint8 proved that it could account for
16 different crystal configurations, such as tetragonal, hex-
agonal, or cubic. For monoclinic media, Chadwick and
Wilson9 devised a procedure to derive the secular equation,
which is given as ‘‘explicit,@...# apart from the solution of
@a# bicubic equation.’’ The object of this paper is to derive
one expression for the secular equation which isfully ex-
plicit, when the surface wave propagates in monoclinic crys-
tals.

A classical approach to the problem of surface waves in
anisotropic crystals is to consider that a wave propagates
with speedv in the directionx1 of a material axis~on the
free plane surface! of the material, and is attenuated along
another material axisx2 , orthogonal to the free surface, so
that the mechanical displacementu is written asu5u(x1

1px22vt), wherep is unknown. Then, assuming a complex
exponential form for the displacement, the equations of mo-
tion are written in the absence of body forces and solved for
p. Finally, the boundary conditions yield the secular equation
for v. The principal mathematical difficulty arising from this
procedure is that the equations of motion yield a sextic~gen-
eralized plane strain! or a quartic~plane strain! for p which
in general are impractical to solve analytically, or even, as a
numerical scheme suggests in the sextic case, are actually
insoluble analytically~in the sense of Galois!.10

In 1994, Mozhaev11 proposed ‘‘some new ideas in the
theory of surface acoustic waves.’’ He introduced a novel
method based on first integrals12 of the displacement compo-
nents, which bypasses the sextic~or quartic! equation forp
and yields directly the secular equation. He successfully ap-
plied this method to the case of orthorhombic materials. In
the present paper, generalized plane strain surface waves in a
monoclinic crystal with plane of symmetry atx350 are ex-
amined. The method of first integrals is adapted in order to
be applied to the tractions components on the planesx3

5const, rather than to the displacement components. This
switch presents several advantages. First, the equations of
motion, the boundary conditions, and eventually the secular
equation itself, are expressed directly in terms of the usual
elastic stiffnesses. Second, it makes it apparent that one of
the traction components is zero and thus that, in this paper’s
context, generalized plane strain leads to plane stress. Third,
the boundary conditions are written in a direct and natural
manner, because they correspond to the vanishing of the
tractions on the free surface and at infinite distance from this
surface. Finally, this procedure can easily accommodate an
internal constraint, such as incompressibility13,14 ~the secular
equation for surface waves in incompressible monoclinic lin-
early elastic materials is obtained elsewhere!.

The plan of the paper is the following. After a brief
review of the basic equations describing motion in linearly
elastic monoclinic materials~Sec. II!, the equations of mo-
tion are written down in Sec. III for a surface acoustic wave
with three displacement components which depend on twoa!Electronic mail: destrade@math.tamu.edu
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coordinates, that in the direction of propagation and that in
the direction normal to the free surface~generalized plane
strain!. Then in Sec. IV, it is seen that one of the traction
components is identically zero~plane stress!, and that conse-
quently, so is one of the displacement components~plane
strain!. For the remaining two traction components, coupled
equations of motion and the boundary conditions are derived
in Sec. V. Finally in Sec. VI, the method of first integrals is
applied and the secular equation for acoustic surface waves
in monoclinic elastic materials is derived explicitly. As a
check, the subcase of orthorhombic materials is treated, and
numerical results obtained by Chadwick and Wilson9 for
some monoclinic materials are recovered.

II. PRELIMINARIES

First, the governing equations for a monoclinic elastic
material are recalled. The material axes of the media are
denoted byx1 , x2 , andx3 , and the planex350 is assumed
to be a plane of material symmetry. For such a material, the
relationship between the nominal stresss and the straine is
given by15

F s11

s22

s33

s23

s31

s12

G53
c11 c12 c13 0 0 c16

c12 c22 c23 0 0 c26

c13 c23 c33 0 0 c36

0 0 0 c44 c45 0

0 0 0 c45 c55 0

c16 c26 c36 0 0 c66

4 F
e11

e22

e33

2e23

2e31

2e12

G ,

~1!

wherec’s denote the elastic stiffnesses, and the strain com-
ponentse’s are related to the displacement componentsu1 ,
u2 , u3 through

2e i j 5~ui , j1uj ,i ! ~ i , j 51,2,3!. ~2!

The equations of motion, written in the absence of body
forces, are

s i j , j5rui ,tt ~ i 51,2,3!, ~3!

wherer is the mass density of the material, and the comma
denotes differentiation.

Finally, the 636 matrix c given in Eq. ~1! must be
positive definite in order for the strain-energy function den-
sity to be positive.

III. SURFACE WAVES

Now the propagation of a surface wave on a semi-
infinite body of monoclinic media is modeled. In the same
manner as Mozhaev,11 the amplitude of the associated dis-
placement is assumed to be varying sinusoidally with time in
the direction of propagationx1 , while its variation in the
direction x2 , orthogonal to the free surface, is not stated
explicitly. Thus callingv the speed of the wave, andk the
associated wave number, the displacement components are
written in the form

uj~x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,t !5U j~x2!eik~x12vt ! ~ j 51,2,3!, ~4!

where theU’s depend onx2 only. For these waves, the
planes of constant phase are orthogonal to thex1-axis, and
the planes of constant amplitude are orthogonal to the
x2-axis.

The stress-strain relations~1! reduce to

t115 ic11U11c12U281c16~U181 iU 2!,

t225 ic12U11c22U281c26~U181 iU 2!,

t335 ic13U11c23U281c36~U181 iU 2!, ~5!

t325c44U381 ic45U3 , t135c45U381 ic55U3 ,

t125 ic16U11c26U281c66~U181 iU 2!,

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect tokx2 ,
and thet’s are defined by

s i j ~x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,t !5kti j ~x2!eik~x12vt ! ~ i , j 51,2,3!. ~6!

The boundary conditions of the problem~surface x2

50 free of tractions, vanishing displacement asx2 tends to
infinity! are

t i2~0!50, Ui~`!50 ~ i 51,2,3!. ~7!

Finally, the equations of motion~3! reduce to

i t 111t128 52rv2U1 , i t 121t228 52rv2U2 ,
~8!

i t 131t328 52rv2U3 .

At this point, a sextic formalism could be developed for
the three displacement componentsU1 , U2 , U3 , and the
three traction componentst12, t22, t32. However, it turns out
that one of these traction components is identically zero, as is
now proved.

IV. PLANE STRESS

It is known ~see the Appendix of Stroh’s 1962 paper,2

and also Ting’s book,6 p. 66! that for a two-dimensional
deformation of a monoclinic crystal with axis of symmetry at
x350, the displacementsu1 andu2 are decoupled fromu3 .
Taking u350 for surface waves, it follows from the stress–
strain relationships~5! that t135t3250. Here, an alternative
proof of this result is presented.

Using Eqs.~5!4, ~8!3, and~5!5, two first order differential
equations fort32 andU3 are found as

t325 ic45U31c44U38 , t328 5~c552rv2!U32 ic45U38 .
~9!

These equations may be inverted to giveU3 andU38 as

~c44c552c45
2 2c44rv2!U35 ic45t321c44t328 ,

~10!
~c44c552c45

2 2c44rv2!U385~c552rv2!t322 ic45t328 .

Differentiation of Eq. ~10!1 and comparison with Eq.
~10!2 yields the following second order differential equation
for t32:

c44t329 12ic45t328 2~c552rv2!t3250. ~11!

The boundary conditions~7! and Eq. ~5!4 imply that the
stress componentt32 must satisfyt32(0)5t32(`)50. The
only solution of this boundary value problem for the differ-
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ential equation~11! is the trivial one. Consequently,

t32~x2!50 for all x2 , ~12!

and so it is proved that, as far as the propagation of surface
acoustic waves in monoclinic crystals with plane of symme-
try at x350 is concerned, generalized plane strain leads to
plane stress.

It is also worth noting that by Eq.~10!1, plane stress
leads in turn to plane strain which, as an assumption, was not
needed a priori. This result was obtained by Stroh2 in a dif-
ferent manner: ‘‘@when# there is a reflection plane normal to
the x3 axis, @...# there is no coupling of the displacementu3

with u1 andu2 ; any two dimensional problem reduces to one
of plane strain (u350) and one of anti-plane strain (u1

5u250).’’
Now the equations of motion can be written for the re-

maining displacements and traction components.

V. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Here, the equations of motion are derived, first as a sys-
tem of four first order differential equations for the nonzero
components of mechanical displacement and tractions, and
then as a system of two second order differential equations
for the tractions.

The stress–strain relations~5! and the equations of mo-
tion ~8! lead to a system of differential equations for the
displacement componentsU1 , U2 , and for the traction com-
ponentst1 , t2 , defined by

t15t12, t25t22. ~13!

This system is as follows

Fu8
t8 G5F iN1 N2

2~N31X1! iN1
TG Fut G , ~14!

where u5@U1 ,U2#T, t5@ t1 ,t2#T, X5rv2, and the 232
matricesN1 , N2 , andN3 are submatrices of the fundamental

elasticity matrix N, introduced by Ingebrigsten and
Tonning.16 Explicitly, N1 , N2 , N3 are given by6

2N15F r 6 1

r 2 0G , N25F s22 2s26

2s26 s66
G5N2

T ,

~15!

2N35Fh 0

0 0G52N3
T ,

where the quantitiesr 2 , r 6 , s22, s26, s66, andh are given in
terms of the elastic stiffnesses as

D5Uc22 c26

c26 c66
U5c22c662c26

2 ,

r 65
1

D
~c22c162c12c26!, r 25

1

D
~c12c662c16c26!,

si j 5
1

D
ci j ~ i , j 52,6!, ~16!

h5
1

D Uc11 c12 c16

c12 c22 c26

c16 c26 c66

U
5c112

c66c12
2 1c22c16

2 22c12c16c26

c22c662c26
2 .

Throughout the paper, it is assumed that the matrixN3

1X1 is not singular, which means that the surface wave
propagates at a speed distinct from that given byrv25h.
This assumption made, the second vector line of the system
~14! yields

u5 i ~N31X1!21N1
Tt2~N31X1!21t8. ~17!

On the other hand, differentiation of the system~14! leads to

Fu9
t9 G5F 2N1N12N2~N31X1! i ~N1N21N2N1

T!

2 i @~N31X1!N11N1
T~N31X1!# 2~N31X1!N22N1

TN1
TG Fut G . ~18!

Now the second vector line of this equation yields, using Eq.
~17!, a system of two second order differential equations for
t, written as

â iktk92 i b̂ iktk82ĝ iktk50, ~19!

where the symmetric 232 matricesâ, b̂, andĝ, are given
by

â52~N31X1!21,

b̂52N1~N31X1!212~N31X1!21N1
T , ~20!

ĝ5N22N1~N31X1!21N1
T ,

or, explicitly, by their components,

â115
1

h2X
, â1250, â2252

1

X
,

b̂1152
2r 6

h2X
, b̂125

1

X
2

r 2

h2X
, b̂2250,

~21!

ĝ115s221
r 6

2

h2X
2

1

X
, ĝ125

r 2r 6

h2x
2s26,

ĝ225
r 2

2

h2X
1s66.

The system~19! of second order differential equations
for the traction components is more convenient to work with
than the corresponding system for the displacement compo-
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nents, because the boundary conditions are simply written,
using Eqs.~7!, ~5!, and~13!, as

t i~0!5t i~`!50 ~ i 51,2!. ~22!

This claim is further justified in the next section, where the
secular equation is quickly derived.

VI. SECULAR EQUATION

Now the method of first integrals is applied to the sys-
tem ~19!. Mozhaev11 defined the following inner product,

~ f ,f!5E
0

`

~ f f̄1 f̄ f!dx2 , ~23!

and multiplying Eq.~19! by i t j gives

â ikDk j1b̂ ikEk j1ĝ ikFk j50, ~24!

where the 232 matricesD, E, F, are defined by

Dk j5~ i t k9,t j !, Ek j5~ tk9 ,t j !, Fk j5~ tk ,i t j !. ~25!

By writing down Fk j1F jk , it is easy to check that the
matrix F is antisymmetric. Integrating directlyEk j1Ejk ,
and integratingDk j1D jk by parts, and using the boundary
conditions Eq.~22!, it is found that the matricesE andD are
also antisymmetric. SoD, E, and F may be written in the
form

D5F 0 D

2D 0 G E5F 0 E

2E 0G F5F 0 F

2F 0G , ~26!

and Eq.~24! yields the following system of three linearly
independent equations for the three unknownsD, E, F,

â11D1b̂11E1ĝ11F50,

â12D1b̂12E1ĝ12F50, ~27!

â22D1b̂22E1ĝ22F50.

This homogeneous linear algebraic system yields nontrivial
solutions forD, E, andF, only when its determinant is zero,
which, accounting for the fact thatâ125b̂2250, is equiva-
lent to b̂12(â11ĝ222â22ĝ11)52â22b̂11ĝ12, or equivalently,
using the expressions Eqs.~21! and multiplying by X3(h
2X)3,

@h2~11r 2!X#$~h2X!@~h2X!~s22X21!1r 6
2X#

1X2@~h2X!s661r 2
2#%

52r 6X2~h2X!@~h2X!s262r 2r 6#. ~28!

Hence the secular equation is obtained explicitly as the
quartic Eq. (28) in X5rv2, with coefficients expressed in
terms of the elastic stiffnesses through Eqs.~16!.

For consistency, the orthorhombic case, wherec165c26

5c4550, is now considered. In this case, the coefficients Eq.
~16! reduce to

r 650, r 25
c12

c22
, s225

1

c66
,

~29!

s2650, s665
1

c22
, h5c112

c12
2

c22
,

and the right hand-side of Eq.~28! is zero, while the left
hand-side yields the equation

@h2~11r 2!X#$~h2X!2~s22X21!

1X2@~h2X!s661r 2
2#%50. ~30!

The nullity of the first factor in this equation corresponds to
b̂1250. Because for the orthorhombic case,â125ĝ125b̂11

5b̂2250 also, the equations of motion~19! then decouple
into

â11t191ĝ11t150, â22t291ĝ22t250, ~31!

whose solutions satisfying the boundary conditions Eqs.~22!
are the trivial ones. The nullity of the second factor in Eq.
~30! corresponds to the well-studied6,7,17secular equation for
surface waves in orthorhombic crystals,

c22

c11
S c11c222c12

2

c22c66
2

rv2

c66
D 2S 12

rv2

c66
D

2S rv2

c66
D 2S 12

rv2

c11
D50. ~32!

Finally, concrete examples are given~see Table I!. In
each considered case, the secular equation~28! has either
two or four positive real roots, out of which only one corre-
sponds to a subsonic wave. The elimination of the other roots

TABLE I. Values of the relevant elastic stiffnesses~GPa!, density~kg m23!, and surface wave speed~m s21! for
12 monoclinic crystals.

Material c11 c22 c12 c16 c26 c66 r v

aegirite-augite 216 156 66 19 25 46.5 3420 3382
augite 218 182 72 25 20 51.1 3320 3615
diallage 211 154 37 12 15 62.2 3300 4000
diopside 238 204 88 234 219 58.8 3310 3799
diphenyl 14.6 5.95 2.88 2.02 0.40 2.26 1114 1276
epidote 202 212 45 214.3 0 43.2 3400 3409
gypsum 50.2 94.5 28.2 27.5 211.0 32.4 2310 3011
hornblende 192 116 61 10 4 31.8 3120 3049
microcline 122 66 26 213 23 23.8 2561 2816
oligoclase 124 81 54 27 16 27.4 2638 2413
tartaric acid 46.5 93 36.7 20.4 212.0 8.20 1760 1756
tin fluoride 33.6 47.9 5.3 6.5 25.1 12.9 4875 1339
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is made by comparison with the speed of a homogeneous
body wave propagating in the direction of thex1 material
axis. For this body wave, the functionsUi(x2), t i(x2), (i
51,2), are constant, and the equations of motion imply that
the determinant of the 434 matrix in Eq.~14! is zero, con-
dition from which the body wave speed can be found. Also,
it is checked a posteriori that the valueX5h corresponds to
the supersonic range, and so that the matrixN31X1 is in-
deed invertible within the subsonic range. For instance, for
tin fluoride,h is of the order of 33107, the secular equation
~28! has the roots 1339, 2350, 2513, and 3403, and the slow-
est body wave in thex1 direction travels at 1504 m s21;
hence a subsonic surface wave travels in tin fluoride at 1339
m s21.

Barnett, Chadwick, and Lothe,18 and Chadwick and
Willson9 considered surface waves propagating in mono-
clinic materials, and computed the surface wave speedv in
two steps, first by solving numerically a bicubic, then by
substituting the result into another equation of whichv is the
only zero. These authors studied surface wave propagation
for every value of the anglea between the reference plane
and the plane of material symmetry. Numerical values forv
are only given in the cases of aegirite-augite, diallage, gyp-
sum, and microcline, and ata50, these results are in agree-
ment with those presented in Table I. Sources of experimen-
tal data and extensive discussions on limiting speeds,
existence of secluded supersonic surface waves, rotation of
the reference plane with respect to the plane of material sym-
metry, etc., can be found in these articles and in references
therein.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Surface wave motion in monoclinic crystals with plane
of symmetry atx350 turned out to correspond to plane
strain and plane stress motion~Sec. IV!. Thanks to this, the
equations of of motion yielded a system of only two differ-
ential equations for the tractions~Sec. V!. Once the method
of first integrals was applied, a homogeneous system of three
linearly independent equations for three unknowns was ob-
tained~Sec. VI!. Had the motion not corresponded to plane
stress, then the same procedure would have given a system
of 18 equations for 18 unknowns, when the equations of
motion are written for the displacement components,11 or a
system of 9 equations for 9 unknowns, when the equations of
motion are written for the traction components as in the
present paper. However, these equations are not linearly in-
dependent, and the secular equation cannot be obtained in
this manner. Hence, it ought to be stressed again that the
method presented in the paper is not a general method for a
surface wave traveling in arbitrary direction in an anisotropic
crystal, but was limited to the study of a surface wave propa-
gating in thex1-direction of a monoclinic crystal with plane
of symmetry atx350, with attenuation in thex2-direction.

Nevertheless, some plane strain problems remain open
and it is hoped that the method exposed in this paper might
help solve them analytically. Also, beyond mathematical sat-
isfaction, the derivation of an explicit secular equation pro-
vides a basis for a possible nonlinear perturbative analysis.
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A finite-element model is proposed for the time-domain analysis of electrostrictive materials. Hom’s
material model, developed for lead magnesium niobate~PMN! ceramics, is used. It includes the
quadratic dependence of strain with polarization, the saturation of polarization, assumes constant
temperature, and excludes hysteresis. The theoretical formulation is justified by the principle of
virtual works. The numerical model is obtained after discretization in space and time. The validation
is performed by comparing numerical results with semianalytical results for an electrostrictive
spherical shell subjected to a step in voltage or in charge. From these results, a method to compute
the coupling coefficient of electrostrictive materials, based on Ikeda’s definition, is proposed and
applied to a bar with parallel electric field. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1350452#

PACS numbers: 43.38.Ar, 43.38.Fx, 43.30.Yj@SLE#

I. INTRODUCTION

Since 1960, piezoelectric lead titanate zirconate~PZT!
ceramics have been used in most electroacoustical
transducers.1 The current need for high power in sonar ap-
plications leads to the emergence of new transduction mate-
rials relying upon the magnetostrictive2 or the electrostrictive
effects.3 In electrostrictive materials, the strain is propor-
tional to the square of the polarization.4,5 Compared to PZT
ceramics, lead magnesium niobate ceramics
(Pb~Mg1/3Nb2/3!O3! ~PMN! exhibit two interesting
properties:6–9

~1! the hysteresis in the electric field-polarization curve is
reduced if the temperature is correctly chosen; and

~2! high strains (D l / l 50.1%) can be obtained under mod-
erate electric fields.

Handling the material nonlinearities, the temperature de-
pendence and the application of the electrical polarization
remain a challenge, both at the designing and technological
levels, which limits the use of PMN in acoustic projectors.
For transducer design, several works have provided semiana-
lytical solutions: Shermanet al.10 have developed a general
approach to solve approximately nonlinear transducer equa-
tions by perturbation analysis. They consider six different
types of transducers including the electrostrictive transducer
and focus on the evaluation of the harmonic distortion. Pi-
quetteet al.11 have derived physical equations for two geom-
etries of electrostrictors~length expander bar with parallel
field and thickness vibrator!, to get a linearized equivalent
circuit accounting for the effect of prestress and polarization.
Their prediction includes coupling coefficient and harmonic
distortion. To avoid the geometrical limitation of analytical
models and describe an electrostrictive flextensional trans-
ducer, Homet al.12 have associated a one-dimensional de-
scription of the electrostrictive bar with an equivalent circuit
representation of the shell extracted from finite-element

modeling. Their results also include harmonic distortion pre-
diction. Progress has also been made in numerical models.
Debuset al.13–15 have derived a general finite-element for-
mulation for electrostrictive materials using the weighted-
residual method and have applied it to the static analysis of a
PMN bar. The resulting nonlinear equation was solved by
direct method, implying an iterative scheme for the linear
system resolution and an evaluation of electric displacement
D at Gauss points. Ghandiet al.16 have proposed an hybrid
finite-element model by addingD as an internal variable.
This method simplifies the introduction of material models
whereD is usually the independent variable. It also avoids
the evaluation ofD at Gauss points after resolution.

This paper presents the extension of the aforementioned
finite-element formulation15 to dynamic analysis. The consti-
tutive laws used in the model are briefly summarized in Sec.
II. Section III presents the theoretical formulation of the
time-domain analysis of electrostrictive materials and its nu-
merical implementation. Validation of the model on a PMN
spherical shell is given in Sec. IV. Finally, the model is
applied to the analysis of the coupling coefficient of a PMN
bar with parallel electric field in Sec. V.

II. CONSTITUTIVE LAWS FOR ELECTROSTRICTORS

Hom’s model9,17 has been retained to describe the me-
chanical and dielectric behavior of electrostrictive ceramics.
It includes the quadratic dependence of strain with electrical
displacement at zero stress, assumes constant temperature,
and excludes hysteresis.

Assuming stress and electric field as independent state
variables, the constitutive equations of electrostriction are
written in a condensed notation15

S5@sD#T1@g~@Q#,D!# tD,
~1!

E522@g~@Q#,D!#T1@bT~Ps,k,D…#D,
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where D is the electric displacement vector,E is the electric field vector,T is the condensed stress tensor, andS is the
condensed strain tensor. The superscriptt denotes matrix transposition.@sD# is the elastic compliance tensor at constant
excitation. The equivalent ‘‘piezoelectric’’ strain constant tensor@g#, is defined as

@g~@Q#,D!#5FQ11D1 Q12D1 Q12D1 0 ~Q112Q12!D3 ~Q112Q12!D2

Q12D2 Q11D2 Q12D2 ~Q112Q12!D3 0 ~Q112Q12!D1

Q12D3 Q12D3 Q11D3 ~Q112Q12!D2 ~Q112Q12!D1 0
G , ~2!

whereQi j are the electrostrictive constants of the condensed
tensor. Defining a new material constantk as

k5
1

Ps~b33
T !D50

, ~3!

wherePs is the spontaneous polarization, the dielectric im-
permeability constants are written

b i j
T ~Ps ,k,D!5

d i j

kuDu
arctanhS uDu

Ps
D , ~4!

whered i j is equal to 1 ifi 5 j and to 0 if iÞ j . Other consti-
tutive laws have been proposed4,11,18 for electrostrictive ce-
ramics, but will not be considered here. However, the formu-
lation given in the next section is valid for any constitutive
law and the numerical model can be easily modified.

III. FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL FOR DYNAMIC
ANALYSIS OF ELECTROSTRICTIVE MATERIALS

A. Basic equations

Let us consider an electrostrictive domainV limited by a
closed surfaceG pointing outwards. Newton’s law for an
elementary volume is written as

]Ti j

]xj
5r

]2ui

]t2 , ~5!

whereT is the~noncondensed! second-rank stress tensor,u is
the particle displacement,r the density of the electrostrictive
material, x the spatial coordinate, andt the time. Gauss’s
theorem is written as

]Di

]xi
50. ~6!

Small strains and electrostatic theory are considered. There-
fore,

Si j 5
1

2 S ]ui

]xj
1

]uj

]xi
D , ~7!

Ei52
]w

]xi
, ~8!

whereS is the ~noncondensed! strain tensor,E the electric
field, andw the electrostatic scalar potential. For an electros-
trictive material, the stress and the electrical displacement
are obtained by inverting the set of equations~1!15

T5@cE~k,Ps ,@Q#,D)]S2[e~k,Ps ,@Q#,D)] tE
~9!D52@e~k,Ps ,@Q#,D)]S1@«S~k,Ps ,@Q#,D!#E,

with

@«S~k,Ps ,@Q#,D!#5~@bT~k,Ps,D!#12@g~@Q#,D!#

3@sD#21@g~@Q#,D!# t!21, ~10!

@e~k,Ps ,@Q#,D!#5@«s~k,Ps ,@Q#,D!#@g~@Q#,D!#

3@sD#21, ~11!

@cE~k,Ps ,@Q#,D!#5@sD#2122@sD#21@g~@Q#,D!# t

3@«S~k,Ps ,@Q#,D!#@g~@Q#,D!#

3@sD#21. ~12!

It can be noted that Eqs.~10!–~12! are similar to usual rela-
tions between tensors in piezoelectricity.

B. Principle of virtual work

An arbitrary elementary generalized displacement vector
dw is defined as

dw5 H du
dwJ , ~13!

wheredu anddw are arbitrary variations of the displacement
field and of the electrical potential, respectively. Among all
the admissible generalized displacements verifyingdw50 at
t5t1 and t5t2, the solution satisfies the equation19

E
t1

t2H E E E
V

FrS ]ui

]t D dS ]ui

]t D2(Ti j dSi j 2DidEi)GdV

1E E
G
(duiTi j nj1dwDini)dGJ dt50, ~14!

wheren is the unitary vector normal toG pointing outwards.
The first integral corresponds to the variation of the Lagrang-
ian function of the considered problem defined as the kinetic
energy density minus the electric enthalpy. The surface inte-
gral contains two terms relative to the energy exchange
throughG. The first term corresponds to the work of applied
forces and the second term to the energy exchanged with the
external electrical generators. After integrating by parts the
time integral on the kinetic energy and considering thatdu
50 at t5t1 and t5t2, Eq. ~14! is written as

E
t1

t2H E E E
V

dui S r
]2ui

]t2 DdV1E E E
V

~Ti j dSi j 2DidEi !

3dV2E E
G
~duiTi j nj1dwDini !dGJ dt50. ~15!

As the choice oft1 and t2 is arbitrary, Eq.~15! is expressed
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E E E
V

dui S r
]2ui

]t2 DdV1E E E
V

~Ti j dSi j 2DidEi !dV

2E E
G
~duiTi j nj1dwDini !dG50, ~16!

or in a condensed notation

E E E
V

dwt@r* #
]2w

]t2 dV1E E E
V

dStQdV

2E E
G
dwtudG50. ~17!

S is the generalized strain vector, written as

S5 H S
2EJ , ~18!

andu is the generalized force vector acting per unit area of
the surfaceG

u5 H f
2qJ , ~19!

wheref is the surface force acting onG

f i5Ti j nj , ~20!

andq is the charge density onG

q52Dini . ~21!

The density matrix@r* # is defined as

@r* #5Fr 0

0 0G . ~22!

C. Method for space discretization

The solution of Eq.~17! is based on the finite-element
method and therefore requires a space–time discretization.
The space domainV ~and the surfaceG! are divided into
subdomains called elements interconnected at some points
called nodes. As the space boundary is not changing with
time, the combined space–time problem is prismatic.20

Therefore, inside elemente, the physical variables~displace-
mentu, electrical potentialw! are partially discretized

u~e!5@Nu
~e!#U~e!, ~23!

w~e!5@Nw
~e!#F~e!. ~24!

@Nu
(e)#5@Nu

(e)(x)# and @Nw
(e)#5@Nw

(e)(x)# are spatial shape
functions and x denotes the space coordinates.U(e)

5U(e)(t) andF(e)5F(e)(t) are the vectors of the nodal val-
ues of the displacement and electric potential, respectively.
The strain and the electrical field in each element are ex-
pressed as

S~e!5@Bu
~e!#U~e!, ~25!

E~e!52@Bw
~e!#F~e!, ~26!

where@Bu
(e)#5@Bu

(e)(x)# and @Bw
(e)#5@Bw

(e)(x)# are matrices
obtained from derivatives of the shape functions with respect

to space coordinates. Inside element~e!, the generalized
stress vector is expressed using Eq.~9! as

Q~e!5 H T~e!

D~e!J 5F @cE~e!# 2@e~e!# t

@2e~e!# @eS~e!#
G

3F @Bu
~e!# 0

0 2@Bw
~e!#

G H U~e!

F~e!J . ~27!

After applying the finite-element discretization, Eq.~17! be-
comes

(
e51

m E E E
V~e!

dw~e!t
@r* #

]2w~e!

]t2 dV~e!

1 (
e51

m E E E
V~e!

dS~e!t
Q~e!dV~e!

2 (
e51

n E E
G~e!

dw~e!t
u ~e!dG~e!50, ~28!

wherem is the number of elements in the domainV andn is
the number of elements on the boundaryG. Combining Eqs.
~23! to ~27! with Eq. ~28!, we obtain

$dUt, dFt%F @M # @0#

@0# @0#
G H Ü

F̈
J 1$dUt, dFt%

3S F @Kuu# @Kuw#

2@Kuw# t @Kww#
G H U

FJ 2 H F
2QJ D 50. ~29!

U andF are the vectors of the nodal values of the displace-
ment and the electric potential, respectively.Ü ~respectively,
F̈! is the vector of the second time derivative ofU ~respec-
tively, F!. The elastic stiffness matrix@Kuu#, the electrome-
chanical coupling matrix@Kuw#, the dielectric stiffness ma-
trix @Kww#, and the mass matrix@M# are defined as

@Kuu#5 (
e51

m E E E
V~e!

@Bu
~e!# t@cE~e!#@Bu

~e!#dV~e!, ~30!

@Kuw#5 (
e51

m E E E
V~e!

@Bu
~e!# t@e~e!#@Bw

~e!#dV~e!, ~31!

@Kww#52 (
e51

m E E E
V~e!

@Bw
~e!# t@eS~e!#@Bw

~e!#dV~e!,

~32!

@M #5r(
e51

m E E E
V~e!

@Nu
~e!# t@Nu

~e!#dV~e!. ~33!

We define the vectors of the nodal values of the external
force F and the electric chargeQ as

F5 (
e51

n

F~e!5 (
e51

n E E
G~e!

@Nu
~e!# tf dG~e!, ~34!

Q5 (
e51

n

Q~e!52 (
e51

n E E
G~e!

@Nw
~e!#q dG~e!. ~35!

As Eq. ~29! is valid for any value of the arbitrary dis-
placement, we obtain
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F @M # @0#

@0# @0#
G H Ü

F̈
J 1F @Kuu# @Kuw#

2@Kuw# t @Kww#
G H U

FJ 5 H F
2QJ .

~36!

Equation~36! constitutes the finite-element set of nonlinear
equations of an electrostrictive material for dynamic analy-
sis. The physical tensors appearing in Eqs.~30!–~33! are
functions of the electrical displacement@Eq. ~9!# which is
expressed in each element usingU(e) and Q(e) @second line
of Eq. ~27!#. Equation~36! is modified by a condensation of
the electrical potential nodal values to obtain an invertible
‘‘mass matrix’’

@M #Ü1$@Kuu#22@Kuw#@Kww#21@Kuw# t%U

5F1@Kuw#@Kww#21Q. ~37!

Q is then obtained from the second line of Eq.~36!. In the
following, Eq. ~37! is more generally written

@M #Ü1@K#U5F̄. ~38!

D. Method for time-domain integration and numerical
implementation

The method for time discretization is the explicit central
difference scheme which can be found in textbooks.20 De-
tails specific to electrostrictive materials analysis are de-
scribed hereafter. For the whole time domain, discretized
times tn5nDt are defined whereDt is the time step. After
time discretization, Eq.~38! and the second line of Eq.~36!
are written

1

Dt2 @M #Un115F̄n2@Kn#Un1
1

Dt2 @M #~2Un2Un21!,

~39!

Fn522@Kwwn
#21@Kuwn

# tUn2@Kwwn
#21Qn , ~40!

where the subscriptn denotes the value at timetn.
Two types of elements are developed in theATILA 21

code to include the nonlinear time domain analysis: an eight-
node quadrilateral and a six-node triangle for axisymmetrical
analysis. These elements are isoparametric. The following
procedure is used:

~1! Initialization of U0 ,U21 ~or U̇0!, andD0 ;
~2! Computation of@M #; and
~3! For each time step:

~i! Computation and assembling of the stiffness matrix

@K(Dn)# and F̄n ;
~ii ! Condensation of the electrical degrees of freedom;
~iii ! Linear solving of Eq.~39! to getUn11 , evaluation of

Fn11 from Eq. ~40!; and
~iv! Computation ofDn11 at each Gauss point used in

matrices integration as detailed in Ref. 15.

The initialization can be the solution of a previous static
analysis15 in order to include the effect of mechanical pre-
stress and electrical dc polarization. For nonlinear problems,
the proposed method reduces the memory required for the
storage of the matrices and leads to a reasonable computation

time, even if the number of time steps is large.20 However,
the stability is conditional and the time stepDt must be cho-
sen small enough to avoid the possible divergences. In the
following examples, we used 2.9431022,v rDt,3.56
31022 for the sphere and 0.9931022,v rDt,1.2131022

for the bar, wherev r is the fundamental frequency of vibra-
tion.

IV. VALIDATION: DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF A PMN
SPHERICAL SHELL

A. Description of the problem

The geometry of interest is anin vacuoPMN spherical
shell radially polarized having an average radius of 100 mm
and a thickness of 10 mm~Fig. 1!. The dynamic excitation is
provided electrically to the shell using electrodes located at
inner and outer surfaces. Material constants are taken from
Ref. 15 Sec. B 2. Two types of excitations are considered:

~1! a step in voltage where the voltageV applied to the elec-
trodes is written
V~t!5Vinit1VstepH~ t !; and ~41!

~2! a step in charge where the charge on the electrodes is
written
Q~t!5Qinit1QstepH~ t !. ~42!

Vinit, Vstep, Qinit, andQstep are the amplitudes of the initial
voltage, the voltage step, the initial charge, and the charge
step, respectively.H is the Heaviside step function. Initial
velocity is set to zero. The lumped constant model~LC! used
for validation is described in the Appendix.

FIG. 1. ~a! Geometry of the electrostrictive PMN spherical shell submitted
to a voltage step.~b! Geometry of the elementary volume.
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B. PMN spherical shell excited by a step in voltage

The response of the PMN spherical shell to a step in
voltage is considered first. The finite-element mesh consists
of six axisymmetrical electrostrictive~eight node quadrilat-
eral! elements~Fig. 2!. Figure 3 displays the displacement at
point P ~average radius! of the PMN shell versus time for the
lumped constant model~LC!, and finite-element computation
including ~FE2! or not including~FE1! saturation of polar-
ization. The initial voltage is 2000 V and the voltage step is
2000 V. A radial vibration of the shell at constantE is ob-
served~the corresponding natural frequency is denotedf E!.
Displacement of sphere surface~not represented! displays an
additional high-frequency vibration associated to wall thick-
ness mode. The PMN shell is always in contraction. An ex-
cellent agreement is found between the FE1 and LC results.
The average value of displacement~around 5.5mm! is ap-
proximately 4 times larger than the initial displacement
~around 1.4mm!. This result illustrates the quadratic depen-
dence of strain with electric field when saturation is ne-

glected. FE2 results display a distortion of the sinusoidal
vibration at large displacements due to the polarization satu-
ration.

A discrete Fourier transform~DFT! on displacement
gives the natural frequency of vibration~Fig. 4!. Frequencies
computed for various initial voltages and various magnitudes
of step are given in Table I. A decrease in the natural fre-
quency with increasing step and initial voltage is observed.
The sphere exhibits a behavior similar to Duffing’s softening
oscillator,22 whose resonance frequency shifts down when
the amplitude of vibration is increased. Increasing the time
window of observation does not reveal significant energy
transfer from fundamental mode toward other frequencies.

C. PMN spherical shell excited by a step in charge

The response of the PMN shell to a step in charge is
analyzed for various initial charges and various charge steps.
Figure 5 displays the displacement at pointP of the shell
versus time for LC and FE models for an initial charge and a
charge step equivalent, respectively, to 2000 V. The natural
radial vibration of the shell at constantD is observed~the

FIG. 2. PMN spherical shell submitted to an initial voltage and a voltage
step. Full line: strained structure; dashed line: initial structure.

FIG. 3. Displacement at the point P of the PMN shell submitted to 2000 V
voltage step~initial voltage of 2000 V! versus time. Thin line: finite element
~model FE1!; thick line: finite element~model FE2!; dashed line: semiana-
lytical model ~LC!.

FIG. 4. DFT on the displacement of the PMN shell~model FE2!. Time step
is 531027 s. Thick line: time window of 5.531024 s. Thin line: time win-

dow of 1.6531023 s. Ū is the amplitude of displacement in the frequency
domain.

TABLE I. Natural frequency of vibration~in kHz! at constantE of the PMN
spherical shell for various values of initial voltage and voltage step.

Step~V!
Initial ~V! Model 200 1000 2000 3000 4000

0 LC 11.31 11.26 11.14 10.96 10.71
FE1 11.31 11.26 11.14 10.96 10.73
FE2 11.32 11.28 11.17 11.01 10.83

2000 LC 11.14 10.96 10.71 10.42 10.08
FE1 11.14 10.96 10.73 10.44 10.08
FE2 11.15 11.01 11.83 10.68 10.53

4000 LC 10.66 10.44 10.08 9.73 9.35
FE1 10.68 10.44 10.08 9.73 9.35
FE2 10.81 10.68 10.53 10.42 10.36
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corresponding natural frequency is denotedf D!. A good
agreement is found between the different models. DFT on
displacement gives the natural frequency of vibration di-
rectly. This frequency is identical for any initial value and
any step and is equal to 11.31 kHz. These results can be
analyzed using Eq.~A2!. WhenD is prescribed to a constant
value independent of time, the first line of Eq.~A2! turns into
a linear stress–strain relationship independent ofD around a
static strain due toD. Therefore, the prescribed value ofD
affects the static value of the displacement and the amplitude
of vibration @through the second line of Eq.~A2!# but it has
no effect on the resonance frequency.

V. APPLICATION TO A PMN BAR

A. Description of the problem

The geometry of interest is anin vacuoPMN electros-
trictive bar having a length of 10 mm and a cross area of 4
mm2 ~Fig. 6!. Previous work done on this structure for static
analysis include measurements made at NUWC New London
~sample with square cross section!23 and finite-element mod-
eling performed at ISEN and NUWC/USRD Orlando
~sample with circular crosssection!.13–15,24The dynamic ex-
citation is provided electrically to the bar using the elec-
trodes located at both ends.

B. Results

The response of the PMN bar to a step in voltage is
computed using Hom’s model~FE2!. The finite-element
mesh consists of two axisymmetrical electrostrictive~eight
node quadrilateral! elements~Fig. 7!. Various initial voltages
are considered. Figure 8 displays the displacement at the end
of the bar versus time for the FE2 model for an initial volt-
age of 2000 V and a voltage step of 2000 V and for an initial
charge and charge step equivalent to 2000 V. Natural longi-
tudinal vibrations of the bar at constantE and constantD are
obtained. The first mode, as well as higher-order modes, are
seen in the figure. These high-frequency modes produce, at
start, a faster response for the bar compared to the sphere.
DFT on displacement gives the natural frequencies of vibra-
tion directly. Frequencies computed for values of initial volt-
age and magnitudes of steps are given in Table II. A decrease
in the natural frequency with increasing step or initial volt-
age is observed. The frequency of natural vibration at con-
stantD is found constant at 191.94 kHz.

C. About the coupling coefficient of electrostrictive
materials

To evaluate the coupling coefficient of an electrostric-
tive bar, Homet al.17 have extended the method published in
the IEEE standard on piezoelectricity.25 Let us consider an
idealized quasistatic electromechanical cycle where an ini-
tially mechanically and electrically free bar is connected to
an external power source and deforms. The electrical energy

FIG. 5. Displacement at the point P of the PMN shell submitted to 5.47 mC
charge step and an initial charge of 5.47 mC~equivalent to 2000 V! versus
time. Thin line: finite element~model FE1!; thick line: finite element~model
FE2!; dashed line: semianalytical model~LC!.

FIG. 6. Geometry of the electrostrictive PMN bar submitted to a voltage
step.

FIG. 7. Mesh of the PMN bar.

FIG. 8. Displacement at the end of the PMN bar versus time. FEM compu-
tation including polarization saturation. Thick line: initial voltage 2000 V,
voltage step 2000 V. Thin line: initial charge 151 nC, charge step 151 nC.
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stored in the bar at this stage is denotedW11W2. Then, the
strain is kept fixed and the electric field is removed. The
remaining electrical energy is denotedW1. The correspond-
ing electromechanical coupling coefficient is

k1
25

W1

W11W2
. ~43!

The results of Sec. IV suggest another method for com-
puting the coupling coefficient based on the variation of the
natural frequency of vibration with the electrical boundary
conditions. This definition can be seen as an extension of
Ikeda’s concept26 developed in the field of piezoelectric de-
lay lines

k2
25

cD2cE

cD 5
~ f D!22~ f E!2

~ f D!2 , ~44!

wherecD ~respectively,cE! is the apparent elastic stiffness
for the open-circuit~respectively, short-circuit! condition.

For the bar considered,k1 is computed using Hom’s
method under a dc bias.17 The following correspondence is
used:

Vbias5Vinit1
Vstep

2
, ~45!

Vac5
Vstep

2
, ~46!

whereVbias and Vac are the amplitudes of the bias voltage
and the ac driving voltage, respectively.k2 is evaluated from
response to voltage and charge steps using Eq.~44!. Results
are displayed in Fig. 9 for various initial voltage and voltage
steps. Bothk1 andk2 increase with increasing initial voltage
and step. They give similar results at high initial voltage but
clearly differ at zero initial voltage. Saturation is observed
around 45% at high electric field. The electrostrictive cou-
pling coefficients obtained for PMN are always smaller than
the usual piezoelectric coupling coefficient of PZT8 ceramics
~k33 around 60%!.

Computations are made at zero bias by choosingVstep

522 Vinit ~or Qstep522 Qinit!. A flat response with dis-
placement equal to its initial value is observed. When the
voltage~respectively, charge! is very rapidly switched from
Vinit to 2Vinit ~respectively,Qinit to 2Qinit! and no mechani-
cal prestress is applied, no change is seen on the mechanical
part because the electrostrictive effect is quadratic. Although
Eq. ~44! cannot be directly applied in this case, this result

suggests a null coupling coefficient for a PMN-PT bar at
zero bias consistent with Piquette’s result11 but different
from Hom’s result.17

VI. CONCLUSION

The variational formulation established in this paper for
the dynamic analysis of PMN electrostrictive ceramics is
valid for any electromechanical transduction material as long
as dissipative or hysteretic phenomena are not considered. It
can be directly applied to other materials such as PZT ce-
ramics in the nonlinear domain or electrostrictive polymers.

The finite-element implementation of this formulation
leads to a nonlinear analysis in the time domain. Classical
methods of analysis used to determine the characteristics of
resonant transducers cannot be applied: eigenvalue analysis
is impossible; time-domain response to an excitation at a
prescribed frequency produces data which are difficult to
use. The proposed method combines the response of the
electrostrictive structure to voltage and charge steps and dis-
crete Fourier transform. It provides an immediate insight on
typical characteristics of resonant transducers such as reso-
nance frequency and coupling coefficient interpreted accord-
ing to Ikeda’s definition.

FIG. 9. Coupling coefficient of the PMN bar submitted to various initial
voltages and voltage steps.~a! using Hom’s method;~b! using numerical
results and Ikeda’s definition.

TABLE II. Natural frequency of vibration~in kHz! at constant E of the
PMN bar for various values of initial voltage and voltage step.

Step~V!
Initial ~V! Model 200 1000 2000 3000 4000

0 FE1 191.57 190.84 189.03 185.53 181.16
FE2 191.76 191.20 189.04 186.22 183.15

2000 FE1 188.32 184.84 181.16 175.75 169.78
FE2 189.04 186.22 183.07 180.18 177.30

4000 FE1 181.16 175.75 169.78 163.67 156.99
FE2 183.32 180.18 177.30 175.44 174.22
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APPENDIX: LUMPED CONSTANT „LC… MODEL FOR
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF THE PMN SPHERICAL
SHELL

A lumped constants model is developed to describe the
transient analysis of a PMN spherical shell with a radial elec-
tric field. To find a simple semianalytical solution, it is nec-
essary to simplify Hom’s model. The new set of equations
assumes that the dielectric impermeability matrix@bT# used
in Eq. ~1! is constant, i.e., that the strain exhibits a quadratic
dependence on the electric field. This assumption is verified
in PMN ceramics whenE,E0 (E0'0.6 MV/m).15 Assum-
ing the usual hypotheses for thin-shell transducers1 ~thick-
ness is small compared to diameter and wavelength; stress
along the thickness is neglected!, the constitutive equations
are

S15s11
D T11s12

D T21Q12D3
2

S25s12
D T11s11

D T21Q12D3
2 ~A1!

E3522Q12D3~T11T2!1b33
T D3,

where S15S25u/a and E35f/e•T1 and T2 are, respec-
tively, the meridional and hoop stresses.

The set of equations~A1! can be written

u

a
5sc

DT1Q12D3
2

~A2!
f

2
522Q12D3T1b33

T D3,

wheresc
D5(s11

D 1s12
D )/2 andT5T11T2.

Newton’s law applied to an elementary volume of the
shell described using spherical coordinates~Fig. 1! is written
as

r a
]2u

]t2 52~T11T2!52T, ~A3!

wherea is the radius of the middle surface andr is the shell
density. A finite-difference method is used for time discreti-
zation. Computation is performed at timetn5nDt whereDt
is the time step. A central difference method is used20 to
express velocity and acceleration att5tn

nu̇5
n11u2n21u

Dt
, ~A4!

nü5
n11u22 nu1n11u

Dt2 . ~A5!

Superscriptn denotes thenth time step. After combining
Eqs. ~A2!–~A5!, the discretized set of equations at timet
5tn is

nD3
31

S sc
D22Q12

nu

a D
2Q12

2
nD31

sc
Df

2Q12
2 e

50, ~A6!

n11u52nu2n21u1
Dt2

rasc
D S nu

a
2Q12

nD3
2D . ~A7!

Initial conditions att50 are obtained from static solu-
tion of Eqs.~A1! and ~A3!

0D35
0f

eb33
T , ~A8!

0u5
aQ12

e2b33
T2

0f2, ~A9!

and assuming that initial velocity is zero.

1u521u50u1
Dt2

2rasc
D S 0u

a
2Q12

0D3
2D . ~A10!

This semianalytical model only describes the first mode of
the vibration, not the higher-order modes.
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New piezoelectric polymer for air-borne and water-borne
sound transducers
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Acoustic transducers made of a charged cellular polymer called EMFi have been designed and
investigated with respect to air-borne and water-borne sound. The longitudinal transducer constant
is around 90 pC/N, strongly exceeding the values of other piezoelectric polymers. This is mainly
attributed to the very low Young’s modulus of about 2 MPa. The acoustic impedance is only 2.6
3104 kg/~m2 s) and results in good matching to air but strong loading under water. Due to this
strong loading, a pronounced reduction of resonance frequency from 300 kHz in air down to 17 kHz
under water is observed. The experiments indicate that fluid loading is not only mass-like but also
compliant, reducing the transducer’s sensitivity below the resonance frequency of about263
dB re1 V/Pa ~0.7 mV/Pa! in air to 271 dBre1 V/Pa under water. This compliance is attributed to
the medium’s compressibility. Piezoelectricity of EMFi films is limited to temperatures below
70 °C; above, irreversible discharge of trapped charges takes place. Furthermore, a second type of
EMFi, called ‘‘OS’’ was investigated, having a piezoelectric constant of 15 pC/N and a Young’s
modulus of 6 MPa. In quasi-static sensor measurements, the piezoelectric constant increases with
the applied load. This nonlinearity explains the higher values reported in other publications on the
same materials. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1354989#

PACS numbers: 43.38.Fx, 43.30.Yj, 77.84.Jd, 43.30.Jx@SLE#

I. INTRODUCTION

Polymers are well-known materials for acoustic trans-
ducers, both for air-borne and water-borne sound applica-
tions. The most important ones are Teflon due to its charge
storing capabilities and piezoelectric polyvinylidene fluoride
~PVDF!. In the last few years, scientific interest on charge
retention in cellular and porous polymers1–8 and inorganic
porous electrets9 has grown rapidly. In this paper, the prop-
erties of transducers fabricated with two types of a novel
polymer, the so-called electro-mechanical film~EMFi, pro-
vided by the Finnish company VTT!, are presented and ex-
plained by a simple model. The two types are called ‘‘HS’’
~high sensitivity! and ‘‘OS’’ ~ordinary sensitivity!.

II. SAMPLES

The EMFi film is a foam based on polypropylene which
is biaxially stretched during fabrication.1 This results in the
formation of lens-like air bubbles with diameters of about 10
to 70 mm and a thickness of about 5mm resulting in a quite
soft material. The manufacturer reports for the HS~high sen-
sitivity! type of the material a thickness of 70mm, a density
of 330 kg/m3, a Young’s modulus of around 1 MPa, a rela-
tive permittivity of 1.2 and a sensitivity of 160 pC/N. The
respective values for the OS type are thickness, 37mm; den-
sity, 550 kg/m3; Young’s modulus, 9 MPa; relative permit-
tivity, 1.6, and sensitivity, 30 pC/N.1 The piezoelectricity is
induced by means of corona charging resulting in charge
storage inside the film.

EMFi films of several cm2 size metallized on one side
have been cut, glued on brass electrodes and mounted in
aluminum housings to assure good shielding. Transducers
with diameters of 20 and 35 mm active size were fabricated.
For the underwater measurements, only carried out with the
HS type, they have been covered with a thin waterproof film
to protect them from contact with the water. A schematic of
a transducer is given in Fig. 1.

III. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Air-borne sound measurements have been carried out in
an anechoic chamber under free-field conditions and a cou-
pler. For the water-borne sound experiments an approxi-
mately cubic plastic tank of 1 m3 size was used. The prob-
lems caused by its small opening of only 20 cm diameter are
discussed together with the results in the following section.

Calibrated sensors were from Bru¨el and Kjær~quarter-
inch microphone 4135, eighth-inch microphone 4138 and
hydrophone 8103!. Since the transducers’ active capaci-
tances are between 44 and 400 pF, a charge amplifier 2635
from Brüel and Kjær was used in the sensor experiments.
Furthermore, an audio analyzer UPD from Rohde and
Schwarz was used for signal generation and analysis.

A. Actuator response

The radiated sound pressure of a circular EMFi-HS ac-
tuator of 35 mm diameter driven sinusoidally with 100 V is
shown in Fig. 2. The actuator was baffled slightly unsym-
metrically with a wooden plate of 20315 cm2 size. The mi-
crophone was placed 60 cm apart from the sample on the
main axis. The sound pressure increases with the square of
frequency as expected below the resonance since in thisa!Electronic mail: kre@nt.tu-darmstadt.de
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range the deflection of the piezoelectric does not change with
frequency. From interferometric measurements of dynamic
deflection and dielectric measurements, a resonance fre-
quency of about 300 kHz is known.10 For the linear response,
the transmitting sensitivity at 1 m distance is 4.7 mPa/V at
100 kHz.

The resonance frequency changes drastically, if the
transducer is driven under water. The result shown in Fig. 3
is for an actuator of 35 mm diameter driven with 80 V at a
distance of 20 cm. Though the boundary of the tank is
strongly reverberant, it has been proved at a frequency of 10
kHz with gated actuation that the echoes from the walls are
10 dB weaker than the direct sound. The projector was
mounted with its back close to the water surface to prevent
contact at the electrical connectors with water. Therefore, the
projector is baffled by the sound-soft water surface. Unfor-
tunately, the adjustment of the reference hydrophone on the
main axis of the sample was not very successful. This mainly
results from the limited space for mounting transducers due
to the small opening of the tank of just 20 cm diameter.
Furthermore, the tank’s upper wall does not allow the usage
of heavy supports. Hence, the high frequency response of the
sample can only be explained by assuming a deviation of 25
degrees off axis. Since this coincides with a23 dB loss at 53
kHz it does not corrupt the data at lower frequencies.

The resonance shifts down to around 17 kHz which is
attributed to the medium load. The transmitting sensitivity in
water at 1 m distance is 8 mPa/V at 10 kHz.

The transmitting sensitivity in air of an EMFi-OS actua-
tor ~not shown! of 20 mm diameter is 0.32 mPa/V at 100
kHz.

Both in water and in air, a quite strong second harmonic
is present in the actuator experiments, whereas other har-
monics do not occur. The second harmonic is due to an elec-
trostatic effect as shown later in Eq.~7!. Unpoled films only
radiate the second harmonic and no fundamental. Poled
films, too, show a similar behavior after thermal discharge.
In this experiment, an EMFi actuator was placed inside an
oven, and the radiated fundamental and second harmonic
were recorded. The result is depicted in Fig. 4. The acoustic
signals have not been very stable due to refraction caused by
temperature gradients in the air between sample and micro-
phone.

Discharge takes place between 70 °C to 100 °C and is
irreversible.1,3 This is not surprising, since also solid poly-
propylene is known to show weak charge storage
capabilities.11 The slight decrease of the sound pressure level
during cooling is attributed to the lower Young’s modulus at
elevated temperature. After the experiment it could be seen
at the first view that the sample could not further be used.

B. Sensor response

The sensitivity to air-borne sound of a transducer of 20
mm diameter is depicted in Fig. 5. At low frequencies, a
three-port coupler with a diameter of 20 mm and a volume of
3 cm3 was used. It guarantees a constant sound pressure up
to 6 kHz. In the ultrasonics range, the substitution method in

FIG. 3. Sound pressure level of an EMFi-HS projector (2R535 mm) at 20
cm distance 25° off axis. This unusual orientation results from the geometri-
cal limitations of the small opening of the tank.

FIG. 4. Radiated sound pressure level in arbitrary units~a.u.! at 50 kHz
@fundamental~–!# and 100 kHz@second harmonic~––!# versus temperature.
Arrows indicate heating and cooling, respectively. The heating rate was
200 K/h.

FIG. 1. Schematic of EMFi transducers with diameter 2R.

FIG. 2. Sound pressure level of an EMFi-HS actuator in air (2R
520 mm) at 60 cm distance.
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free field12 using a baffled EMFi transducer as an actuator
was used. The reference microphone and the EMFi sensor
have been placed in the actuator’s far field on the main axis
and carefully adjusted with respect to inclination.

The frequency response of the EMFi-HS sensor is quite
flat between 4 Hz and 6 kHz at about 0.7 mV/Pa. This cor-
responds to a longitudinal piezoelectric charge constant of
about 100 pC/N, exceeding the data of PVDF, for instance,
by about 10 dB. EMFi-OS sensors have a sensitivity of about
60 mV/Pa yielding a piezoelectric constant of about 15 pC/N.
In the ultrasonics range, the sensors still work, but show
strong directivity due to their size. The equivalent
A-weighted noise level of the EMFi-HS microphone is 52
dB with the present setup. Even for sound pressure levels of
up to 144 dB ~at 300 Hz!, the total harmonic distortion
~THD! of both sensor types does not exceed that of the
eighth-inch reference microphone~B & K 4138!, which is
just 3% at 168 dB. No change in the piezoelectric constant is
observed for applied pressures between 20 mPa and 340 Pa.

The sensitivity of the EMFi-HS transducer used as hy-
drophone was measured with the comparison method and is
shown in Fig. 6. Owing to the large reverberation time inside
the tank, several frequency responses under various geomet-
ric configurations have been monitored. In this way, it is
possible to average over the various spatial modes inside the
tank. Below 6 kHz, the sound pressure level produced by the
projector is too low to permit an accurate measurement of
the sensitivity, and the number of modes inside the tank is
too small to guarantee a successful spatial averaging.

From Fig. 6 it can be seen that the resonance is shifted
down to 17 kHz as it appears in the actuator mode as well.
Furthermore, the sensitivity below the resonance frequency
is 0.3 mV/Pa, i.e., it is 8 dB lower in water than in air.

IV. THEORY

A. Mechanical–acoustical conversion

1. General remarks

In both air-borne and water-borne sound experiments the
actuator can be modeled as a circular piston mounted in an
infinite baffle13 radiating the powerN5Re$Zm%v2 with the
radiation impedance

Zm5rcpR2S 12
J1~2kR!

kR
1 j

S1~2kR!

kR D ~1!

and having a directivity ratio of

D5
~kR!2

12J1~2kR!/kR
. ~2!

In these equations,v is the velocity of the vibrating piston,
rc is the characteristic impedance of the medium,R is the
piston’s radius,k is the wave number, andJ1(x) andS1(x)
are the Bessel and Struve function of first order,
respectively.14 Then, the sound pressure amplitude on the
main axis at distancer can be computed:

p5
1

A4pr 2
ArcND5

1

2r
rR2v2x, ~3!

wherex is the deflection of the surface. Thev2 increase of
the pressure is confirmed experimentally up to about 100
kHz ~see Fig. 2!. The strong decrease of sound pressure of
the second harmonic at frequencies above 150 kHz is mainly
attributed to a decrease in sensitivity of the reference micro-
phone.

The following calculations have been carried out for the
HS type of EMFi films: Thev2 increase with frequency
holds from infra-sonic frequencies up to the mechanical reso-
nance, above whichx in Eq. ~3! decreases. The mass per area
is calculated from the geometry and the density of the film to
be M57.731023 kg/m2, in which it is considered that the
dynamic mass is only one-third of the static one since the
layer is clamped on one side. Any kind of impact of the
backing on the resonance frequency can be excluded. The
compliance is calculated from Young’s modulusY52 MPa
to beF53.5310211m3/N. These data result in a resonance
frequency of 307 kHz.

2. Fluid loading

For the water-borne sound measurement, carried out
with transducers of 35 mm diameter, an additional mass load
per area—computed from the imaginary part of Eq.~1! using
a power expansion being valid for low frequencies—

Ms5r
8R

3p
514.4 kg/m2 ~4!

FIG. 5. Sensitivity of EMFi transducers to airborne sound (2R520 mm).
The low-frequency sensitivity was recorded with a three-port coupler with
constant pressure up to 6 kHz. The sensitivity with respect to ultrasound was
measured in free field using the substitution method. The difference of the
values is attributed to the uncertainties of the measurements.

FIG. 6. Sensitivity of EMFi-HS under water~hydrophone, 2R535 mm!.
Below 6 kHz the data are corrupted by insufficient signal to noise ratio and
unsuccessful spatial averaging.
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has to be considered. The shifted resonance frequency would
be 7 kHz. Therefore, a further effect must be present, result-
ing in a slightly higher resonance and reduced sensor sensi-
tivity at low frequencies. This effect seems to be an addi-
tional restoring force due to the medium: Considering that
the same volume which is moved as a massMs is also com-
pressed, the medium’s compliant load times the area is

Fs5k
8R

3p
58310212m3/N, ~5!

using the compressibility of waterk55310210Pa21. As a
consequence, the total compliance is reduced by a factor of
about 5 which yields a resonance frequency of 18 kHz being
in fair agreement with the experiment.

Stiffness terms in radiation impedances of fluid-loaded
vibrating plates are well known in the literature for certain
vibration modes.15–17 In these experiments, however, we
have no reason to assume any kind of mode distribution on
the transducer’s surface, and it must be premised that the
surface vibrates piston-like. Furthermore, radiation imped-
ances with negative imaginary part only appear in a small
frequency range,15 whereas the present experiments show,
that both mass and compliant loading from the fluid take
place over a broader frequency range. This effect might not
have been observed in the past since its impact was small.
From Eq.~4!, it can be seen that mass loading increases with
increasing sensor area.

B. Electro-mechanical conversion

The electro-mechanical coupling of a stack of two di-
electrics of different elasticity with a charge layer in between
which is similar to an electret microphone18 has been already
investigated19 and extended to charged cellular polymers.2

The latter model assumes a material composed of alternating
air and solid layers with a finite charge densitys at the
boundary. It can be further simplified as shown in Fig. 7. The
following transducer constant, identical both for sensor and
actuator mode, is deduced:

d335
«d

Y

d1s

~d11«d2!2 5
x

U
. ~6!

In this equation, for HS-type transducers,d1526mm is
the total thickness of the solid layers,«52.35 is their per-
mittivity, and d2544mm is the total thickness of the air
layers.d1 andd2 are calculated from the total thicknessd of
70 mm and the density of the film. From the measured sound
pressure at the fundamental, a transducer constant of about
80 pm/V is computed from Eqs.~3! and ~6!. The respective

data for the EMFi-OS actuator ared1523mm, d2

514mm, d33515 pm/V.
A Young’s modulus ofY52 MPa ~EMFi-HS! and Y

56 MPa ~EMFi-OS! was calculated from the electrostatic
force per areaA,

Fel

A
5

«

2d2 U25
Y

d
x ~7!

which results for the actuating mode in radiation of the sec-
ond harmonic due to the nonlinearity with respect to the
driving voltage~Fig. 2!. Inserting these data into Eq.~6!, a
charge density ofs5631024 C/m2 for EMFi-HS and ofs
51.631024 C/m2 for EMFi-OS are computed. The actuator
constant has been also deduced from interferometric mea-
surement of deflection to be between 85 and 100 pm/V.
From this experiment a resonance frequency of about 300
kHz was obtained10 resulting in a Young’s modulus of 2
MPa.

V. DISCUSSION

The obtained piezoelectric constants vary up to 20%
from sample to sample, but are, on average, much smaller
than the data reported in the literature.2,20 These published
higher values are observed by applying a static load of about
104 Pa to the sample, whereas in the present sensor experi-
ments, the load was between 20 mPa and 340 Pa. The au-
thor’s experiments with static loading have shown, that in
this method a nonlinearity with respect to the loading ap-
pears. Furthermore, in the large-signal regime, the piezoelec-
trically induced charge increases, if just a small area of the
film is loaded. In this case, the air can flow from the bubbles
of the loaded area into the unloaded neighborhood resulting
in an apparently softer film. This also explains the slow re-
laxation reported in Ref. 20 which was also observed in our
experiments with quasi-static loading. The nonlinearity with
respect to loading will be discussed in more detail in a future
publication. A similar low value of 110 pm/V is reported in
Ref. 21 for the actuating mode monitoring the sample’s de-
flection under electrical load with an accelerometer.

Since the nonlinearity appears in the stress–strain rela-
tion, it affects both the measurement of piezoelectric con-
stant and Young’s modulus. But, the product of both, related
to the surface charge at the interface@see Eq.~6!# is indepen-
dent of this effect. Therefore, the lower Young’s modulus of
about 1 MPa reported in Refs. 2 and 20 leads to the same
surface charge.

Charged porous polymers show longitudinal piezoelec-
tric constants being much larger than those known for other
polymers, e.g., polyvinylidene fluoride~PVDF!. This follows
mainly from the very low Young’s modulus of EMFi-HS
layers which also results in a very low acoustic impedance of
aboutZ5ArY52.63104 kg/~m2 s!. Therefore, cellular lay-
ers are matched better to air than to water. It should be
clearly stated, that EMFi films are no piezoelectrics in the
classical sense. Polypropylene does not contain any dipoles,
and our measurement of the transversal coefficient yielded

FIG. 7. Schematic of simplified model of EMFi film.
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the very low value ofd3152 pC/N. The same value is re-
ported in Ref. 10. Hence, EMFi films have been called
pseudo-piezoelectrics.2

The observed low stability of EMFi films against heat-
ing is insufficient for many applications; it is inferior to that
of other common piezoelectrics, e.g., PVDF and PZT. This
problem might be overcome by using Teflon as a basic ma-
terial known to have excellent charge storage properties.11

Charge retention in porous polytetrafluorethylene has been
already investigated,4,5 and the piezoelectricity of various
solid double layers with charge layer at the boundary was
reported,6–8 but no experiments on temperature dependence
and transducers are reported up to now. In the latter publica-
tion, piezoelectric coefficients up to 600 pC/N are reported
for double layers, obtained from quasi-static measurements.
It should be remembered that our own measurements were
all obtained on the simpler and mechanically more stable
single layers.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The presented acoustic experiments on transducers for
water-borne and air-borne sound show that charged cellular
polymers are promising candidates for several applications,
mainly as hydrophones in shallow water or in air as ultra-
sonic sources or broadband sensors. The flexibility of the
polymer allows the fabrication of large-scale transducers
with almost arbitrary directivity pattern~e.g., a true omnidi-
rectional transducer at high frequencies!, if the film is fixed
on a curved substrate which can also contain a more or less
sophisticated electrode pattern. The underwater experiments
seem to indicate that a low impedance material as the EMFi
film is loaded by the medium simultaneously mass-like and
compliant. The very weak transversal piezoelectricity of 2
pC/N ~see above and Ref. 10! avoids bending of actuators
glued on a substrate. For narrow-band applications, the reso-
nance frequency can be tuned by applying an additional mass
on top of the film which might be also desirable for protec-
tion against any kind of environmental influence.

The main future scope is to fabricate layers with higher
temperature stability. Furthermore, the interaction between
EMFi films and water should be investigated more deeply.
Finally, the microscopic structure—both mechanically and
electrically—of cellular polymers is of great interest to im-
prove material properties and to understand the nonlinear
behavior. Higher piezoelectric constants are possible by fur-
ther softening films through enhanced gas content and higher
charge density.
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The transmission of waves through two discontinuities in a one-dimensional waveguide system is
considered. Attention is focused on transmission through a structural insert, which is defined here to
be a waveguide segment which is inserted into an otherwise continuous structural member with
different properties. A general expression for the net transmission through the insert is found. It has
bandpass/stop characteristics and its frequency average is somewhat greater than that normally
assumed due to the coherent interaction of the waves in the insert. The particular case is then
considered where the insert comprises a three-layer composite beam inserted in a thin beam which
vibrates in bending. The composite beam comprises two elastic faceplates and a core filled with a
tunable electro- or magneto-rheological fluid. The net transmission and the stop bands depend on the
properties of the insert. Since these properties are tunable by adjusting the field to which the tunable
fluid is exposed, then so too are the transmission characteristics of the insert. ©2001 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1352081#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Cw@CBB#

I. INTRODUCTION

Vibrations travel through structures as waves, carrying
energy from one part to another. This paper considers one
specific aspect of this, namely the net wave transmission
through two discontinuities on a one-dimensional wave-
bearing structure, and a technique for controlling this trans-
mission is described.

The situation considered is shown in Fig. 1. Three one-
dimensional waveguidesa, b, and c are connected at junc-
tions 1 and 2. The motion is time harmonic at frequencyv. It
is desired to find the amplitudesc1 of the transmitted waves
in terms of the amplitudesa1 of the waves incident on the
first junction. The waveguides may be rods, beams, pipes,
etc. In particular, the case is considered where waveguidesa
and c have identical properties which differ from those of
waveguideb. This is referred to here as a structural insert: a
segmentb is inserted into~or attached in parallel with! an
otherwise continuous structural member to control the trans-
mission of vibration. The length of the insert is typically half
a wavelength or more, so that it can support standing waves.
It is seen below that the insert has bandpass/stop transmis-
sion characteristics. These frequency bands can be controlled
by suitably designing the properties of the insert. Further-
more, in a tunable insert~e.g., the tunable fluid filled three-
layer beam described in Sec. III C! the properties can be
tuned on-line to accommodate design and modeling inaccu-
racies or to allow the stop bands to be continuously retuned
in the face of incident waves of varying frequency content.

In the next section the reflection and transmission matri-
ces of the insert are found. Then, some examples are consid-
ered. The first simple example concerns two point attach-
ments to a single, uniform rod-like waveguide. Bandpass
transmission characteristics are seen and the frequency aver-
age transmission is seen to differ from the value normally
assumed, due to coherent interference of the reflected waves
within section b. Then, bending waves in thin beams are
considered. Finally, results are presented for a tunable fluid-
filled insert, for which the stop bands are seen to be tunable.
This insert is a composite beam element comprising two
elastic outer layers with a core of tunable electro-rheological
~ER! or magneto-rheological~MR! fluid. Wave propagation
in such a waveguide was considered by Harlandet al.
~2000!. The properties of the fluid can be varied by changing
the applied field; hence, so too can the wave behavior of the
composite beam and the net transmission through the insert.

II. TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION MATRICES

Each waveguide in Fig. 1 carriesn distinct wave modes.
For example, for a bar in axial vibration only,n51, for
bending waves in a single plane in a thin beamn52 ~the
propagating and near-field waves!, while for a general one-
dimensional structural membern56 ~axial and torsional
waves, and bending waves in two perpendicular planes!. For
a symmetric tunable fluid-filled beam,n53. The wave am-
plitudes at any point in the waveguide can be written as
n31 vectors of positive- and negative-going waves.

The junctions may mark a change in waveguide proper-
ties or some point at which there is some attachment to thea!Electronic mail: brm@isvr.soton.ac.uk
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waveguide~e.g., a support, attached mass, etc.!. A wave in-
cident on a junction is partly transmitted and partly reflected,
the amplitudes of these waves being given by the appropriate
transmission and reflection matrices of the junction. In gen-
eral, wave mode conversion occurs, in that an incident wave
of one mode is scattered into reflected and transmitted waves
of all the modes that are supported by the waveguides.

Consider now wavesa1 incident on junction 1 between
waveguidesa andb. The wave amplitudes there are related
by

a25r1
aaa11t1

bab1
2 ; b1

15t1
aba11r1

bbb1
2 , ~1!

wherea, b, andc are the vectors of wave amplitudes and the
superscripts identify the direction of propagation. Here,r1

andt1 are matrices of reflection and transmission coefficients
for junction 1, with the two superscripts, respectively, iden-
tifying the waveguides along which the incoming and outgo-
ing waves propagate. These matrices can be determined from
the continuity and equilibrium conditions applicable to the
junction~e.g., Cremeret al., 1988; Harlandet al., 2000!. The
reflection matricesr1

aa and r1
bb are square and of dimension

na andnb , respectively, while the transmission matrices are
only square if na5nb . The transmitted wavesb1

1 then
propagate along waveguideb. When incident upon the junc-
tion with waveguidec they are further reflected and trans-
mitted, the reflected and transmitted wave amplitudes being
given similarly by

b2
25r2

bbb2
11t2

cbc2; c15t2
bcb2

11r2
ccc2. ~2!

The reflected wavesb2
2 propagate back along the wave-

guide. The wave amplitudes at the ends of waveguideb are
related by the propagation relations

b2
15fbb1

1 ; b1
25fbb2

2 , ~3!

where the propagation matrixfb is diagonal, thej th diagonal
element being exp(2ikj l), wherekj is the wave number of
the j th wave mode andl is the length of waveguideb. The
wave numbers may be complex. If damping is present then
the wave numbers have negative imaginary parts, so that the
amplitude of a wave decays as it propagates. The wave field
in waveguideb thus comprises the superposition of multiple
reflections between the two junctions. It is the interference
between successive reflections which produces the bandpass/
stop behavior.

The net transmission and reflection matrices are such
that, if c250,

c15taca1; a25raaa1, ~4!

They can be found from the above equations and are given
by

tac5t2
bc~ I2fbr1

bbfbr2
bb!21fbt1

ab ;
~5!

raa5r1
aa1t1

ba~ I2fbr2
bbfbr1

bb!21fbr2
bbfbt1

ab .

These matrices are the sum of a ‘‘direct’’ component~e.g.,
r1

aa! and components arising from the multiple reflections at
the junctions. Similar expressions can be found fortca and
r cc by reversing superscripts and subscripts where relevant.
The power carried by a specific wave component is propor-
tional to utacu2 since the energy carried by a wave is propor-
tional to the square of its amplitude.

It is normal when estimating the power transmitted
through two or more discontinuities to ignore the effects of
the coherent interference of the waves in regionb ~Cremer
et al., 1988!. This is particularly the case when the disconti-
nuities are well separated compared to the wavelength and
the disturbances broadband. Here, however, the separation is
of the order of the wavelength. The amplitude of the trans-
mitted power is then approximated by

t̂ac5t2
bcfbt1

ab . ~6!

Clearly, this may give discrete frequency errors when com-
pared to the exact result in Eq.~5!. However, the assumption
is implicitly made that the approximation is accurate when
averaged over frequency, since the relative phases of the
waves in regionb are uniformly random over a broad fre-
quency band. As will be seen in the examples below, this is
not true however. In particular,tac shows a pass/stop band
structure and its frequency average is larger than that oft̂ac.

III. EXAMPLES

A. Single wave mode

The net transmission is given in terms of the system
properties by a rather complicated expression. However, it is
possible to gain some physical insight by considering the
simplest case, where the waveguides are undamped, where

FIG. 2. Transmitted powertac as a function of phasekl1u, single wave
mode,T50.5: --- T4; ¯ frequency average.

FIG. 1. Waveguides and junctions.
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each carries only one wave mode~for example axial or tor-
sional waves in a rod! and where there are identical discon-
tinuities at the two junctions.

The junctions are described by reflection and transmis-
sion coefficientsr 5R exp(2iu) and t, respectively, where
utu5T, R and T are real, andu is some~typically slowly!
frequency-dependent phase. From conservation of energy it
follows thatR21T251. Thus,r1

bb5r2
bb5r , t1

ab5t2
bc5t and

fb5exp(2ikl), where k5v/c is the wave number of the
single wave mode,c being the wave speed. Equation~5! then
reduces to

tac5
e2 ikl

12e2 i2~kl1u!R2 t2. ~7!

The proportion of the incident power that is transmitted
is given by

tac5utacu25
T4

11R422R2 cos 2~kl1u!
. ~8!

Since k is proportional to frequency, the transmitted
power is strongly dependent on frequency and shows pass/
stop band behavior as illustrated in Fig. 2. Between the dis-
continuities, the net wave field consists of the superposition
and interference of multiple reflections. At certain frequen-
cies, whenkl1u5mp, wherem is any integer~the centers
of the pass bands! these waves interfere constructively and
the net transmission is large, withutacu51. Internal reso-
nance occurs, with, from Eqs.~1!–~3!,

ub1u5
1

T
ua1u; ub2u5

R

T
ua1u. ~9!

At other frequencies destructive interference occurs and the
net transmission may be small. The frequency average trans-
mitted power is found by averaging over frequency or,
equivalently here, wave numberk. By averaging Eq.~8! over
the range 0<2(kl1u),2p, the frequency average is found
to be

^tac&5
T4

12R4 , ~10!

and is thus somewhat larger~and perhaps substantially so!
than t̂ac5T4. The difference arises from the coherence of
the wave field between the two discontinuities: those fre-

quencies where the transmission is larger than average typi-
cally produce substantially larger transmission, thus biasing
the average. The geometric mean~i.e., the average of logtac!
transmission equalsT4, however, and this value is more typi-
cal of the transmission at any discrete frequency.

B. Flexural waves—Thin beam inserts

The waveguides in the second example considered are
each thin, Euler–Bernoulli beams which vibrate in bending.
Such beams are commonly used as structural members. Now
a second wave mode exists, namely the nonpropagating near
field ~Cremeret al., 1988!. This affects the overall behavior
at low frequencies but not at higher frequencies, where near-
field effects are localized around the junctions. Furthermore,
the waves are dispersive, the wave number beingk
5A4 m/EIAv, wherem and EI are the beam mass per unit
length and bending stiffness, respectively.

Suppose waveguidesa andc are identical, while wave-
guide b is made of the same material but has a different
thickness. Waveguideb can then be considered as a struc-
tural insert in an otherwise uniform member. The reflection
and transmission matrices required in Eq.~5! are ~Mace,
1984!

r1
bb5r2

bb5
2

D F22~b221!g2 ib~12g!2 ~11 i !b~12g2!

~12 i !b~12g2! 22~b221!g1 ib~12g!2G ,
~11!

t1
ba5t2

bc5
4

D F ~11b!~11g! 2~12 ib!~12g!

2~11 ib!~12g! ~11b!~11g!
G ,

where the parameters

b5
ka

kb
; g5

~EIk2!a

~EIk2!b
; D5~11b!2~11g!22~11b2!~12g!2. ~12!

Furthermore

FIG. 3. Transmitted powertac as a function of (kl)2}v, beam insert with
thickness equal to 25% of that of main waveguide; --- ‘‘incoherent’’ value,
¯ frequency average.
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fb5Fe2 ikl 0

0 e2klG . ~13!

The matrixt l
ab follows from Eq.~11! with a suitable change

of subscripts.
The transmitted energy per unit incident energy,tac,

shows similar pass/stop band characteristics~Fig. 3!, with
successive bands having different bandwidths due to disper-
sion. Figure 3 also shows the frequency average transmission
and the conventional value predicted under the assumption
of incoherent reflections within the insertut1

abt2
bcu2. The near-

field term in fb is only important at low frequencies. At
higher frequencies the behavior becomes analogous to the
case discussed in Sec. III A, except that the wave motion is
dispersive.

Clearly, this effect can be exploited in regions of the
structure with different static load-bearing requirements,
both to minimize structural mass and to reduce higher fre-
quency vibration transmission. However, a large change in
section is required to produce substantial attenuation, which
would limit applicability. More sophisticated inserts, such as
the split-beam isolator considered by Shoavi~1991!, can
show substantially better stop-band behavior without com-
promising static strength.

C. Tunable fluid-filled insert

As a final example consider the case of the system
shown in Fig. 4. This consists of a uniform Euler–Bernoulli
~EB! beam with an insert~waveguideb! which consists of a
tunable fluid-filled composite beam. The insert comprises
two elastic faceplates of thicknessh1 with a central core of
thicknessh2 filled with a tunable fluid such as an electro-
rheological~ER! or magneto-rheological~MR! fluid. When
the fluid is in the preyield state the composite beam behaves
like a sandwich beam with a visco-elastic core, as modeled
by Mead and Markus~1969!. However, the shear modulus
G2 of the middle layer is tunable. It depends on the electric
or magnetic field to which the tunable fluid is subjected. For
typical fluids the shear modulus can be approximated by
~Don, 1993!

G25G81 iG9; G85A01A1FB; G95C01C1FD, ~14!

whereA, B, C, andD are fluid-dependent constants andF is
the applied field~be it electric or magnetic!. Thus, in the
preyield state the shear properties of such fluids are tunable

and can be changed by varying the electric or magnetic field
the fluid experiences.

The wave propagation, reflection, and transmission char-
acteristics of the tunable fluid filled beam were considered by
Harland et al. ~2000!. Three wave modes exist, the wave
numbers being the solutions to

2k62g@11Y#k41
m̄

EI
k2v21g

m̄

EI
v250, ~15!

whereEI52Elh1
3Ly/12 is the total bending stiffness of the

elastic layers,m̄ is the total mass per unit length of beam,
g52G2* /Elh1h2 is the complex shear parameter andY
5(h11h2)2LyE1h1/2EI is known as Kerwin’s geometric
parameter. Here,E1 is the elastic modulus of the outer layers
and Ly is the width of the beam. Two wave modes are in
essence bending-like modes while the third is a ‘‘push–
pull’’-type motion in the outer faceplates. At higher field
strengths, though, such a simplified interpretation is not pos-
sible.

The wave numbers of these waves depend on the shear
modulus of the central core and hence on the applied field.
The wave numbers are thus tunable, hence, so too are the
pass/stop band characteristics of the insert.@The reflection
and transmission matrices also depend on the applied field,
but to a much lesser degree~Harlandet al., 2000!.# In par-
ticular the stop bands can be tuned to minimize the transmit-
ted energy in a desired frequency range. This gives the po-
tential to tune the transmission characteristics of the structure
on-line.

As a numerical example, consider a tunable fluid-filled
beam inserted into a thin, Euler–Bernoulli beam. The beam
and insert properties are given in Tables I and II, respec-
tively, with the properties of the elastic outer layers of the
insert being the same as those of the main beam. The prop-
erties of the tunable fluid are given in Table III and are taken
from manufacturers’ data or by fitting expressions of the
form of Eq. ~3! to the available data.

Figure 5 shows the transmitted power per unit incident
power for various electric fields for the ER fluid-filled case.
In Fig. 5~a! there is a distinct minimum at a particular fre-
quency, and this frequency is tunable by changing the elec-
tric field. The bandwidth is approximately equal to the center
frequency. Such an insert is therefore especially suited to the
isolation of structure-borne vibrations in those cases where

FIG. 4. Tunable fluid-filled beam insert.

TABLE I. Properties of Euler–Bernoulli beam.

Thickness 531023

E 7.2731010

r 2.73103

TABLE II. Properties of insert.

Thickness of elastic layers 131023

Thickness of fluid layer 331023

l 0.12

TABLE III. Properties of tunable fluids.

ER fluid MR fluid

G8 53104 F2 4.00310317.963105 F1.65

G9 4340F0.35 4.00310317.963105 F1.65

Units of F kV/mm kOe/mm
r 1.063103 3.283103
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the incident power is somewhat narrow band. At higher fre-
quencies@Fig. 5~b!# a clear pass/stop band structure can be
seen. This is also tunable, but to a lesser extent.

Figure 6 shows the MR fluid-filled case. The degree of
tunability is substantially greater than in the ER case, since
the MR fluid is much stronger. Moreover, the MR fluid in-
troduces substantially larger damping levels. This tends to
lead to somewhat higher transmitted energy levels in the stop
bands, while at the same time giving substantial levels of
energy absorption. The MR case is thus better suited to add-
ing tunable damping rather than tunable isolation.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper considered the net vibration transmission
through two discontinuities in a one-dimensional waveguide
system, and in particular through a structural insert. The
transmission shows pass/stop band characteristics, the bands
depending on the insert properties. The frequency average
transmission is somewhat greater than that normally assumed
due to the coherent interaction of the waves in the insert.
This behavior offers scope for vibration control either at the
design stage or as a retrofit. If a tunable insert is used, such

as the tunable fluid-filled composite beam considered as an
example, the stop bands may be tuned and retuned on-line.

Of course, there may be further reflections from some
third discontinuity at some point downstream in waveguide
c. If these are strong enough then further reflected waves will
be generated in the downstream region, and that will affect
the net transmission: the situation becomes more compli-
cated. However, the effects of these downstream reflections
will be small if the reflections are not strong@cf. R2 in Eq.
~7! is small# or if the effects of damping are large enough@cf.
exp(2i(2kl1u)) in Eq. ~7! becomes small#.
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Time-domain simulation of damped impacted plates.
I. Theory and experiments
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A time-domain formulation for the flexural vibrations in damped rectangular isotropic and
orthotropic plates is developed, in order to investigate transient excitation of plates by means of
sound synthesis. The model includes three basic mechanisms of damping~thermoelasticity,
viscoelasticity and radiation! using a general differential operator. The four rigidity factors of the
plate are modified by perturbation terms, each term corresponding to one specific damping
mechanism. The first damping term is derived from the coupling between the thermoelastic stress–
strain relations and the heat diffusion equation. The second term is obtained from the general
differential formulation of viscoelasticity. The third term is obtained through a Pade´ approximation
of the damping factor which governs the coupling of the plate with the surrounding air. The decay
factors predicted by the model reproduce adequately the dependence on both dimensions and
frequency of the decay factors measured on rectangular plates of various sizes and thicknesses made
of four different materials~aluminum, glass, carbon fiber, and wood!. The numerical resolution of
the complete problem, including initial and boundary conditions, and the comparison between real
and simulated sounds are presented in a companion paper@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.109, 1433–1447
~2000!#. © 2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1354200#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Dx@CBB#

I. INTRODUCTION

A noticeable part of our daily acoustic environment is
made of transient sounds radiated by vibrating structures.
These sounds may have pleasant qualities, like those pro-
duced by stringed and percussive musical instruments, for
example. On the contrary, most of the sounds produced by
impacts will likely be considered as undesirable noise.1,2

A frequency approach is generally not sufficient for un-
derstanding the complexity of transients, since most of the
auditory information is often included in the short initial part
of the sound. Therefore, a time-domain approach seems
more appealing. Another meaningful and attractive aspect of
this approach is that the sound resulting from time-domain
modeling can be used for musical purposes, in the context of
sound synthesis, and for the constitution of systematic series
of stimuli for psychoacoustical tests where the goal is to
investigate the relationships between physical parameters of
structures and subjective judgments.

The geometry of real vibrating structures are often very
complex, and it is not always conceivable to model them
with great accuracy. However, one efficient strategy consists
of approximating structures of complex shapes by structures
of simpler geometry, such as plates and shells, in order to
grasp the most essential features of the vibratory and acous-
tical problems. To a first approximation, some properties of
panels and of some stringed musical instruments such as the
guitar, for example, can be reasonably understood by study-
ing the vibroacoustical behavior of thin plates. The interest

in plates is reflected in the considerable amount of reliable
results and models published on these structures.

From an auditory point of view, the quality of impacts,
and of musical percussive sounds, is highly correlated to the
frequency-dependent decay times of the excited eigenfre-
quencies. A consequence of the dependence on frequency of
the decay times is that the power spectrum of the sounds
varies with time. The decay times are due to the various
mechanisms of loss in the materials. These mechanisms are
not identical for all materials: metallic plates will be sub-
jected to thermoelastic damping, whereas viscoelasticity will
be one major cause for the attenuation of sound in materials
such as glass and carbon fibers, for example. As a conse-
quence, there is a strong need for developing accurate mod-
els of these kinds of damping in order to reproduce convinc-
ingly the sounds generated by a large variety of materials.

In order to address some of the problems presented
above with the help of simulations, a time-domain numerical
model of damped isotropic and orthotropic plates excited by
an impact has been developed. Previous work by the authors
on the comparison between numerical simulations and ex-
periments for an undamped impacted isotropic plate has
shown the efficiency of the method.3

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the condi-
tions under which three fundamental mechanisms of damp-
ing in plates~thermoelasticity, viscoelasticity and radiation!
can be expressed by means of a general differential operator
are shown. The influence of each of these three mechanisms
on the decay times of the eigenfrequencies of the plate is
presented. In Sec. III, the procedure for measuring accurately
the eigenfrequencies and decay times of the free vibrations,
for freely suspended plates, is presented. From these mea-

a!Present address: ENSTA-UME, Chemin de la Hunie`re 91761 Palaiseau
cedex, France; electronic mail: chaigne@ensta.fr

b!Present address: 64 rue des Moines, 75017 Paris, France.
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surements, the values of the rigidity constants and of the
damping constants are derived for four different isotropic
and orthotropic materials~aluminum, glass, carbon fibers and
wood! which illustrate various combinations of damping
mechanisms. For each plate material, the dependence with
frequency of the decay factors predicted by the model is
compared to measurements. The presentation of the com-
plete model, including initial impact by a mallet and bound-
ary conditions, the numerical resolution of the problem, and
the comparison between real and simulated sounds is made
in a companion paper.4

II. THEORY

This section starts with a short review of the undamped
plate equations. This review is followed by the successive
presentation of the three mechanisms of damping under
study: thermoelasticity, viscoelasticity, and radiation. It is
shown, in particular, how the rigidity coefficients of the plate
can be modified in order to account for each of these mecha-
nisms. The section ends with the summary of the damped
plate equations used in the simulations. The equations are
generally written in the orthotropic case. In some situations,
however, the simplified equations, which are valid in the
isotropic case only, are highlighted.

A. The undamped orthotropic plate equations

In Cartesian coordinates, the free flexural vibrations of
an orthotropic Kirchhoff–Love plate of thicknessh, with
symmetry axes of the material parallel to the sides of the
plate in the (x,y) plane, are governed by the following
equations:5,6

S Mx~x,y!

M y~x,y!

Mxy~x,y!
D 52h3S D1 D2/2 0

D2/2 D3 0

0 0 D4/2
D S W,xx~x,y!

W,yy~x,y!

W,xy~x,y!
D ,

~1!
rhs2W~x,y!5Mx,xx~x,y!1M y,yy~x,y!12Mxy,xy~x,y!,

whereW(x,y,t) is the vertical transverse displacement. The
subscripts ,xx, ,yy and ,xy denote the partial derivatives.
Mx(x,y), M y(x,y) andMxy(x,y) are the bending and twist-
ing moments,r is the density andDi are the four rigidity
constants of the plate. For convenience, the equations are
written in the Laplace domain. As a consequence, a partial
derivative versus time]/]t is replaced by a multiplication by
s, wheres is the Laplace variable. This rule is used through-
out this paper.

B. Thermoelasticity

Thermoelastic damping can affect the vibrations in
plates with significant thermal conductivity, such as metallic
plates. A model for this damping can be derived from the
equations that govern the coupling between plate vibrations
and the diffusion of heat.7,8 In the present paper, the method
previously used by Cremer for isotropic bars is extended to
orthotropic plates, in order to derive the expressions for the
complex rigidity constants.9

The temperature changeu is assumed to be sufficiently
small so that the stress–strain relationships can be linearized.
Therefore, we get the stress components:

sxx5212zS D1W,xx1
D2

2
W,yyD2fxu,

syy5212zS D3W,yy1
D2

2
W,xxD2fyu, ~2!

sxy526zD4W,xy ,

wherefx andfy are the thermal coefficients of the material.
In the particular case of an isotropic material, we havefx

5fy5f. Equation~2! has to be complemented by the heat
diffusion equation, assuming thatu only depends onz:

ku ,zz2rCsu52zT0s~fxW,xx1fyW,yy!, ~3!

whereT0 is the absolute temperature,C is the specific heat at
constant strain, andk is the thermal conductivity. Following
the method used by Cremer,9 it is assumed thatu(z) is given
by an equation of the form:

u~z!5u0 sin
pz

h
for zPF2

h

2
,
h

2G , ~4!

which takes into account the fact that there is no heat trans-
mission between plate and air. Through integration ofzs i j

over the thicknessh of the plate, one obtains, in the Laplace
domain, the relationship between the bending and twisting
momentsMi j and the partial derivatives of the transverse
displacementW of the plate. It is found, finally, that the
rigidity factors are now complex functions of the form:

D̃1~s!5D11fx
2 sz

11ts
,

D̃2~s!5D212fxfy

sz

11ts
,

~5!

D̃3~s!5D31fy
2 sz

11ts
,

D̃4~s!5D4 ,

where the thermoelastic relaxation timet and the thermal
constantz are given by:

t5
rCh2

kp2 and z5
8T0h2

kp6 . ~6!

As a consequence of Eq.~6!, the thermoelastic losses
decrease as the thicknessh of the plate increases. Notice also
that D4 is real. As a consequence, the particular flexural
modes of the plate, such as the torsional modes, for example,
which involve this rigidity factor will be relatively less af-
fected by thermoelastic damping than the other modes. In
other words, the thermoelastic damping factors depend on
the modal shapes. These important features of thermoelastic
damping will be confirmed by measurements of the decay
times in aluminum plates of various sizes~see Sec. III!. In
what follows, the complex rigidities are written in the form:
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D̃ i~s!5Di@11d̃it~s!#5DiF11
sRi

s1c1 /h2G , i 5@1,2,3#,

~7!
D̃4~s!5D4 .

In practice, due to the order of magnitude for the thermal
constants of usual materials, thed̃it(s) can be considered as
perturbation terms of the complex rigidities, due to ther-
moelasticity. For convenience, these terms are written in Eq.
~7! using the following nondimensional numbers:

R15
8T0fx

2

p4D1rC
; R25

16T0fxfy

p4D3rC
; R35

8T0fy
2

p4D3rC
. ~8!

In addition, the decay factor 1/t is written here in the form
c1 /h2 in order to highlight the fact that this factor is propor-
tional to the inverse squared thickness of the plate.

C. Viscoelasticity

A large class of materials is subjected to viscoelastic
damping.10 This is the case for three of the four materials
investigated in this study: glass, carbon fiber and wood. A
convenient method for representing the viscoelastic phenom-
ena in a material is to use a differential formulation between
stress~s! and strain~«! tensors of the form:11

s1 (
w51

N

qw

]ws

]tw 5EF«1 (
v51

N

qv

]v«

]tv G . ~9!

As a consequence, the differential equations involving
the flexural displacements and moments in thin plates con-
tain time derivatives up to orderN. By taking the Laplace
transform of both sides in Eq.~1!, one can define the com-
plex rigidities due to viscoelasticity:

D̃ i~s!5Di~11d̃iv~s!!5Di

11(v51
N svpiv

11(w51
N swqw

. ~10!

Equation~10! is a particular class of representation for the
complex rigidities. This operator is bounded under the
condition:12

qNÞ0. ~11!

Another restrictive condition on the coefficients in Eq.~10!
follows from the fact that the energy for deforming the ma-
terial from its initial undisturbed state must be positive. In
other words, this means that the model must be a so-called
‘‘dissipative’’ model.13 For a generalized viscoelastic strain–
stress relationship the Laplace transform of which is given
by:

s̃ i j 5(
k,l

ãi jkl ~s!ẽkl . ~12!

Gurtin and Sternberg12 have proved that one necessary con-
dition for the model to be dissipative is:

Im~Xi j ãi jkl ~ j v!Xkl!>0 for v>0 ~13!

for any real symmetric tensorXi j . For our viscoelastic plate
model, Eq.~13! together with Eq.~10! yield the following
conditions:

p1N.0, p3N.0, p4N.0,
~14!

p1Np3N2
D2p2N

2

4D1D3
.0.

In our method, a so-called Wiechert model~also called gen-
eralized Maxwell model! is used. It is a convenient formula-
tion of Eq.~10! which fulfills the conditions~14! and ensures
that the model is dissipative.14 This model is written:

d̃iv~s!5 (
n51

N
sRin

s1sn
. ~15!

As for thermoelastic damping, the viscoelastic losses in
the materials considered here are relatively small and thus,
the corresponding terms can be viewed as first-order correc-
tion terms of the rigidity terms.

One property of Eq.~15! is that the loss factor tends to
zero asv tends to zero. Therefore, in order to account for the
fact that experimental decay factors usually tend to a con-
stant~positive! value asv vanishes, it is necessary to intro-
duce, in addition, an arbitrary viscous damping term propor-
tional to velocity2Rf (]w/]t) in the bending wave equation
@Eq. ~1!#. The values obtained forRf are the result of least-
square fit procedures performed on the measured decay fac-
tors ~see Sec. III!. It has been found that introducing this
term reduces significantly the numberN of factors in the
viscoelastic model, for a given degree of accuracy between
the model and the experimental data. In practice, it turns out
that, for the presently investigated materials, and for the ac-
curacy required, the numberN of factors in Eq.~15! remains
less than or equal to 2.

D. Damping due to radiation „isotropic plates …

The interaction of vibrating plates with the surrounding
air is a fundamental problem in vibroacoustics.15–17 In this
section, the goal is to develop an approximate model in the
time-domain which takes into account the effect of radiation
on the temporal decay of the free bending vibrations for iso-
tropic plates.

The leading idea is to derive a differential operator for
the radiation losses~i.e., a polynomial formulation in the
Laplace domain!, similar to the one presented in the previous
sections for thermoelastic and viscoelastic damping. This
should allow us to group all three mechanisms of damping
for the free vibrations of plates into a single unified formu-
lation.

The experiments described here, where the plates are
freely suspended by light threads, show that in the ‘‘low-
frequency’’ domain~i.e., below the critical frequency!, vis-
coelastic and/or thermoelastic losses are the main causes of
damping~see Sec. III for the four materials under investiga-
tion!. In this particular situation, there is no damping due to
coupling at the boundaries. Above the critical frequency, the
damping is mainly governed by radiation for low dissipative
materials, such as aluminum and glass. In what follows, it is
assumed that the radiation losses become relevant when the
wavelength is significantly lower than the dimensions of the
plate. Therefore, an asymptotic infinite plate model is used,
which simplifies substantially the formulation of the radia-
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tion damping. In what follows, no attempt is made to model
accurately the mode-by-mode radiation of the finite plate be-
low the critical frequency.

The equations governing the flexural motion of an infi-
nite isotropic plate surrounded by air are the following:18

rh
]2W~x,y,t !

]t2 1h3DS ]4

]x4 12
]4

]x2]y2 1
]4

]y4DW~x,y,t !

5 f z~x,y,t !1p~x,y,02,t !2p~x,y,01,t !, ~16!

]p

]z U
z501

52ra

]2W

]t2 , ~17!

Dp2
1

c2

]2p

]t2 50, for z.0 and z,0, ~18!

where D5D15D35(D21D4)/2. For a traveling wave of
the formW(x,y)exp j(ṽt2kI.xI) wherek is the wave number
andṽ5v1 j a r the complex frequency, one can derive from
Eqs. ~16!–~18! the dispersion equation for the fluid-loaded
plate:18

2ṽ2S 11
2ra

rh

1

Ak22
ṽ2

c2
D 1

Dh2

r
k450. ~19!

Under the assumption of a light fluid, one can equiva-
lently derive the radiation decay factora r from Eq. ~19! by
reformulating this equation through introduction of a rigidity
modulusD̃ of the form:

D̃.DS 12
2rac

vcrh

1

AV2V2D , ~20!

with

vc5c2A r

h2D
and V5

v

vc
. ~21!

Now, in order to find an appropriate form for Eq.~20!,
the complex rigidityD̃ is rewritten in the form of a third
order Pade´ development. The optimization procedure is per-
formed fors5 j v in the audio range. In the time domain, this
yields:

D̃~s!5̂DS 11
2rac

vcrh

(m51
3 bm~s/vc!

m

(n50
3 an~s/vc!

n D 5D~11d̃r~s!!,

~22!

with a051.1669, a151.6574, a251.5528, a351, b1

50.0620,b250.5950,b351.0272. For orthotropic plates, it
is known that Eq.~19! depends on the direction of propaga-
tion of the flexural wave in the plate. As a consequence, it
was not possible to formulate the radiation damping in the
time-domain using an approximation similar to Eq.~22!.
Therefore, the two examples below which show a relevant
contribution of radiation losses in the decay factors, will be
limited to isotropic materials: glass and aluminum. For the
two examples of orthotropic materials~wood and carbon fi-
ber! presented in Sec. III, the radiation losses are generally
masked by the relatively high internal~viscoelastic! losses.
In these cases, the discussion on the radiation damping will

be restricted to limiting situations, for waves propagating
along the axes of symmetry of the material.

E. Summary of the damping model

It is assumed that the three previously examined physi-
cal mechanisms of damping are uncorrelated. It is also as-
sumed that the perturbation termd̃i(s), for each complex
rigidity, is given by the sum of three perturbation terms, each
of them corresponding to one specific mechanism. Therefore,
in the most general case, the four complex rigidities in our
model are given by:

D̃ i~s!5Di~11d̃i~s!!5Di~11d̃it~s!1d̃iv~s!1d̃r~s!!,

i 51,..,4, ~23!

whered̃it refers to thermoelastic damping,d̃iv refers to vis-
coelastic damping andd̃r refers to radiation damping. It is
clear that the relative contribution of each perturbation term
in the measured global damping varies with the material. In
some specific cases, one or two terms will become negli-
gible, as will be shown in Sec. III.

In summary, the system of equations used in our model
for simulating damped plates is similar in form to Eq.~1!,
except that each rigidity constantDi is now replaced by a
complex rigidity D̃ i(s), which represents a differential op-
erator. In addition, a viscous damping term with constantRf

is inserted in the bending wave equation:

S M̃ x~x,y,s!

M̃ y~x,y,s!

M̃ xy~x,y,s!
D 52h3S D̃1~s! D̃2~s!/2 0

D̃2~s!/2 D̃3~s! 0

0 0 D̃4~s!/2
D

3S W̃,xx~x,y,s!

W̃,yy~x,y,s!

W̃,xy~x,y,s!
D ,

~24!
rh~s21Rfs!W̃~x,y,s!5M̃ x,xx~x,y,s!1M̃ y,yy~x,y,s!

12M̃ xy,xy~x,y,s!1 f̃ z~x,y,s!.

In Eq. ~24!, f̃ z(x,y,s) represents the source term due to im-
pact which is presented with more details in the companion
paper.4

III. MEASUREMENTS

A. Experimental set-up

Measurements of eigenfrequencies and decay times are
performed on rectangular plates in an anechoic room. The
plates are suspended vertically by means of a nylon thread in
order to avoid transmission losses. In a first series of experi-
ments, the plate is set into vibration by means of an impact
hammer. An FFT~fast Fourier transform! frequency analysis
is then performed, with a B&K 2032 frequency analyzer, on
the pressure signal recorded at a distance of approximately 1
m from the plate. This analysis yields a first estimate for the
eigenfrequencies of the freely vibrating plate.
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In a second series of experiments, the plate is acousti-
cally excited by means of a loudspeaker driven by a Philips
PM 5193 programmable frequency synthesizer. The fre-
quency of the synthesizer is initially set equal to one of the
previously estimated eigenfrequencies of the plate. The
transverse velocity of one arbitrary point on the plate is mea-
sured by means of a Polytec OFV 2600-352 laser vibrome-
ter. This procedure ensures noncontact excitation and mea-
surements. The frequency is adjusted until the magnitude of
the plate velocity reaches its maximum. This yields an accu-
rate estimation of the eigenfrequency. The acoustic source is
then suddenly turned off, and the velocity signal delivered by
the vibrometer is recorded on a DAT tape. This signal is
analyzed using the matrix pencil method.19 In this parametric
method, the signal is assumed to be composed of a finite sum
of exponentially decaying sinusoids, whose frequencies, de-
cay times, magnitude, and phases are estimated. In our case,
this signal processing technique yields the decay times of the
successive eigenfrequencies of the plate with great accuracy.

In case of high damping, the acoustic power of the
sound source is not sufficient for exciting flexural vibrations
in the plate with enough magnitude. This is the case, for
example, in this study for both the carbon fiber and wooden
plates, for frequencies above 500 Hz. In this frequency
range, an impact hammer excitation had to be used.

B. Link between measured decay times and the
damping model

Within the framework of the model, and with the as-
sumption of ‘‘small damping,’’ the four loss factorsh i pre-
dicted by the model are given by:20

h i~v!.Im~D̃ i~ j v!!/Di5Im~ d̃i~ j v!!, i 51,..,4.
~25!

Notice that in Eq. ~25! the loss factors are frequency-
dependent. As mentioned above, the available measured
quantities, for each plate, are the eigenfrequenciesvp and
the decay factorsap . These decay factors are the inverse of
the decay timestp , which are measured as the plate vibrates
freely with frequencyvp . The link between the measured
ap and the loss factors defined in Eq.~25! are now exam-
ined. The simple case of proportional damping is discussed
first.

In a limited number of cases, it is justified to make the
assumption of proportional damping.21 With the additional
assumption of small damping, it can be shown that the loss
factors and the decay factors, for a given modep are linked
by the expression:22

ap~vp!5
vp

2
h~vp!. ~26!

This is the case, for example, for glass plates~see below!.
In the general case, however, this assumption of propor-

tional damping is too restrictive and does not account for the
observed complicated frequency dependence of the decay
factors. In this case, it can be shown that the decay factors,
for an orthotropic plate, are given by:20

ap~vp!5(
i 51

4
vp

2
h i~vp!Ji ,p ~27!

with

Ji ,p5
ai~up ,up!

vp
2iupi2 , ~28!

whereup is the eigenvector of modep in the undamped case,
and where the scalar productsai(up ,up) are defined by:20

a1~up ,up!5E
S
h3D1S ]2up

]x2 D 2

dS,

a2~up ,up!5E
S
h3D2

]2up

]x2

]2up

]y2 dS,

~29!

a3~up ,up!5E
S
h3D3S ]2up

]y2 D 2

dS,

a4~up ,up!5E
S
h3D4S ]2up

]x]yD 2

dS.

In Eqs.~29!, S is the surface of the plate of thicknessh and
densityr and iupi2 is the norm defined as:

iupi25v2E
S
rhup

2 dS. ~30!

In the isotropic case, Eq.~27! reduces to

ap~vp!5
vp

2
@h1~vp!I 1,p1h4~vp!I 4,p#, ~31!

where

I 1,p5J1,p1J3,p1
2D1

D2
J2,p and I 4,p5J4,p2

D4

D1
J2,p .

~32!

C. Determination of the rigidity constants

1. First estimates of the rigidities

The method used here is largely inspired by the work of
McIntyre and Woodhouse.20 Using Rayleigh’s method with
polynomial functions as trial functions, a first estimate for
the rigidity factorD4 is obtained from measurement of the
first torsional~or twisting! mode f 11:

D45 f 11
2 4p2

144
r

~ l xl y!2

h2 . ~33!

The rigidity constantsD1 and D3 are estimated from mea-
surements of the first flexural modesf 2 and f 3 in thex andy
directions, respectively. Assuming that these modes can be
approximately predicted from the free–free bar equations,
we get:20

D1.0.0789
r f 2

2l x
4

h2 and D3.0.0789
r f 3

2l y
4

h2 . ~34!

Finally, a first estimate forD2 is obtained by considering
that, for orthotropic plates, we have the relation:

D252AnxynyxD1D3. ~35!
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Setting the productnxynyx to an arbitrary, though realistic,
value of 0.01, we getD2.0.2AD1D3 as a starting value. In
the isotropic case, we simply have:

D15D3 and D252D12D4 . ~36!

2. Accurate calculation of the rigidity constants

The next step consists of calculating the eigenfrequen-
cies vp of the plate from the first estimates of the rigidity
constantsDi . This calculation is made by means of the clas-
sical Rayleigh–Ritz method, using polynomial trial
functions.21 The procedure is typically applied to the lowest
20 modes of the plate. Correcting termsDDi are then ob-
tained using a first-order approximation:

Dvp
25(

i 51

4 ]~vp
2!

]Di
DDi with

]~vp
2!

]Di
5Ji ,p

vp
2

Di
, ~37!

where theDvp
2 are the differences between the measured and

calculated squared frequencies. The procedure is iterated un-
til the Dvp

2 are less than a fixed accuracy limit. In practice, a
maximum of 3 iterations is necessary for the required accu-
racy in audio applications~the order of magnitude fixed here
is about 1%!.

D. Examples of results on four different materials

In order to illustrate the relevance of the above-
presented model of damping, the eigenfrequencies and decay
times of the free vibrations for rectangular plates made of
four different materials are measured and compared to the
predictions of the model. For each material, the contributions
are specific. For the aluminum plate, it turns out that the
damping is mainly governed by thermoelastic and radiation
mechanisms. For the three other plates, the damping is due to
viscoelasticity and radiation. In the thermoelastic and radia-
tion cases, the damping parameters in Eqs.~7! and ~22!, re-
spectively, can be compared to predictions based on the
physical properties of the material. In the viscoelastic case,
there is no similar theoretical background: the model and the
damping constants are the results of a least-square fit per-
formed on the experimental data. From the observation of
the results obtained for the frequency-dependent decay fac-
tors, which generally highlight the most relevant damping
mechanisms for each material, damping models are built,
with the help of standard optimization procedures, and are
tested against the experimental data. In the figures, the ex-
perimental points are indicated by ‘‘s,’’ whereas the theo-
retical points are indicated by ‘‘3.’’ In some cases~radia-
tion, viscoelasticity for the glass plate!, the theoretical model
is represented by a solid line.

1. Aluminum

Measurements were conducted on two different plates
~see Table I!. The first 30 modes were measured by means of
acoustic excitation and optical measurement, with the help of
a laser vibrometer, in an anechoic room, following the pre-
viously described procedure.

Figures 1~a! and~b! show the decay factors~in s21) as a
function of frequency between 0 and 2 kHz, for platesa1 and
a3 , respectively. These figures show that the frequency de-

pendence of the decay factors is far from being monotonic,
but rather show an apparently random distribution of values,
however with a general tendency to increase with frequency.
This apparent randomness is more pronounced for the thin-
ner platea1 than for the thicker onea3 . In addition, it can be
seen that the mean value of the decay factor is about four
times greater for platea1 than for platea3 . This is an indi-
cation that the damping in this frequency range might be due
to thermoelasticity, see Sec. II, since the decay factors vary
as the inverse of squared thickness.

Figures 1~c! and ~d! show the variation of the decay
factors with frequency, up to 12 kHz, for the same two
plates. These figures show clearly that the damping increases
strongly above 6 kHz~for the thin platea1), and above 3
kHz ~for the thick platea3), which correspond to the critical
frequencies for these two plates. The solid lines superim-
posed on the experimental points are obtained from the
asymptotic model of radiation for isotropic plates developed
in Sec. II. This comparison shows that, for these metallic
plates, the radiation clearly becomes the dominant damping
mechanism above the critical frequency. In Figs. 1~a! and~b!
it can be seen that, in the frequency range where thermoelas-
ticity damping is the main cause of damping, the radiation
model is significantly lower than the measured decay factors
and, consequently, will not affect the prediction of damping
in this range.

In order to build a model for these plates, the rigidity
constantsD1 andD4 are derived from the measurements of
the 20 first modes, using the method described above. The
iteration process is repeated until the average relative fre-
quency error between measurements and simulations is less
than 0.5%. The values obtained forD1 andD4 are listed in
Table I.

For the damping model, in view of the previously de-
scribed measurements, it is assumed that the perturbation
terms in the complex rigidities are only due to thermoelas-
ticity and to radiation. As mentioned in Sec. II, the ther-
moelastic term only affectsD̃1 . Therefore, we write:

d̃1~s!5d̃1t~s!1d̃r~s! and d̃4~s!5d̃r~s!. ~38!

As mentioned in Sec. II, a viscous damping term with con-
stantRf is added to the bending wave equation, in order to
account for the finite damping near the zero frequency. Fi-
nally, from Eq. ~38!, the following decay factors, for each
modep, are derived:

ap5
vp

2
Im~ d̃1t~ j vp!I 1,p1d̃r~ j vp!!1

Rf

2
. ~39!

Figures 1~a!–~d! show the agreement between the mea-
sured decay factors and the simulations obtained with the
damping parameters shown in Table I. It is found, in particu-
lar, that the thermoelastic constants derived from least-square
optimization procedures are of the same order of magnitude
as the general constants found in the literature for aluminum.
For frequencies below 2 kHz~for plate a1), or below 1.2
kHz ~for platea3), it can be seen that the model accounts for
the apparent erratic law of dependence of damping on fre-
quency. For frequencies above the critical frequencies~6
kHz for a1 , 3 kHz for a3), the asymptotic radiation model
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FIG. 1. Aluminum plates. Comparison between predicted and measured decay factors~in s21) vs frequency. ‘‘s’’ measured points; ‘‘3’’ predicted points
with thermoelastic damping model. Solid line: asymptotic radiation model.~a! and~c! platea1 (h52 mm). ~b! and~d! platea3 (h54 mm). ~a! and~b! 0–2
kHz. ~c! and ~d! 0–12 kHz.

TABLE I. Measured elastic and geometrical parameters of the plates.

Aluminum plates
r52660 kg m23 D156160 MPa D458600 MPa
platea1 : l x5304 mm l y5192 mm h52 mm f c56 kHz
platea3 : l x5419.5 mm l y5400 mm h54 mm f c53 kHz

Glass plate
r52550 kg m23 D156700 MPa D4510 270 MPa
platev1 : l x5229.5 mm l y5220.5 mm h52 mm f c55.8 kHz

Carbon plate
r51540 kg m23 D158437 MPa D25463 MPa D35852 MPa D452267 MPa
platec1 : l x5399 mm l y5200 mm h52.2 mm critical zone5@3.6,11.3# kHz

Wooden plate
r5388 kg m23 D151013 MPa D2527.5 MPa D3553.7 MPa D45221 MPa
plateb1 : l x5515 mm l y5412.5 mm h54.8 mm critical zone5@2.4,10.3# kHz
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based on the dispersion equation for the infinite plate ac-
counts globally for the frequency dependence of decay fac-
tors measured on finite plates. It can be seen that the standard
deviation of the experimental points increases as the thick-
ness of the plate decreases.

2. Glass

Figure 2~a! shows the decay factors measured on the
rectangular glass plate forf ,3 kHz, i.e., below its critical
frequency~5.8 kHz!. The results show an almost linear rela-
tionship between the decay factors and the eigenfrequencies,
which completely differs from the results obtained in the
case of aluminum. In addition, the decay factors are nearly
ten times greater than those obtained for an aluminum plate
of comparable size and thickness~plate a1). Comparing
these experimental results to Eq.~26! shows that the assump-
tion of proportional damping is pertinent here. As a conse-
quence, the decay factors are independent of the modal
shapes of the plate. Therefore, we can write in this range:

ap5
vp

2
h~vp! with h~vp!5h1~vp!5h4~vp!. ~40!

Above the critical frequency@see Fig. 2~b!#, the mea-
sured decay factors for the glass plate are comparable to
those of the aluminum plate. Here again, the asymptotic ra-
diation model fits well with the average value of the experi-
mental points: a noticeable increase around the critical fre-
quency followed by an almost constant value (150 s21). The
standard deviation in this range is of the same order of mag-
nitude as that observed for aluminum platea1 .

Below the critical frequency, the damping model for the
glass plate is built with a two-cell viscoelastic model which
ensures that the loss factorsh1 and h4 are almost constant
below the critical frequency:

d̃iv~s!5d̃v~s!5
sR1

s1s1
1

sR2

s1s2
, i 51,4. ~41!

The efficiency of this viscoelastic model is shown in Fig.
2~a!. The decay factors are reproduced within less than 5%.
Above the critical frequency, the radiation is modeled with
the perturbation termd̃r(s) given by Eq. ~22!. Finally, a
viscous dampingRf is added, as with aluminum plates, in
order to account for the damping near the zero frequency. As
for the aluminum plates, it is assumed that the two mecha-
nisms of damping are uncorrelated, and that the two pertur-
bation terms, viscoelasticity and radiation, are added in the
complex rigidities. In summary, the decay factors predicted
by the model used for the glass plate are given by:

ap5
vp

2
Im~ d̃v~ j vp!1d̃r~ j vp!!1

Rf

2
. ~42!

3. Carbon fibers

The rectangular plate made of carbon fibers used for the
measurements is orthotropic, with axes of symmetry parallel
to the edges. For this plate, measurements of eigenfrequen-
cies and decay rates, used for the estimation of the damping
constants and reported here, are limited to the range@0,2#
kHz. The reason is that this material is highly dissipative,
compared to glass and aluminum, for example. As a conse-
quence, the bending vibrations are damped very rapidly and
it is difficult to measure the decay times above 2 kHz with
great accuracy. In order to allow comparisons with previous
studies on such materials, the results are presented here in
terms of quality factors. Figure 3 shows the dependence of
quality factors on frequency for the carbon plate. The major-
ity of the modes exhibit constantQ values around 250, al-
though a substantial number of modes show an apparent er-
ratic distribution of Q values, as it was the case for the
aluminum plates below the critical frequency. Due to low
thermal conductivity, the thermoelastic losses are negligible
in such a material, and it is reasonable to assume here that
the internal losses are almost entirely due to viscoelasticity.

With the assumption of a proportional damping, it was
not possible here to predict the decay factors with sufficient
accuracy. Therefore, in order to account for the measured
decay factors, it is assumed here that the complex rigidities
D̃ i take the form:

FIG. 2. Glass plate. Comparison between predicted and measured decay
factors~in s21) vs frequency.~a! Solid line: viscoelastic model; ‘‘s’’ mea-
sured points.~b! Solid line: complete model (viscoelasticity1radiation!;
‘‘ s’’ measured points.
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d̃iv~s!5
sR1i

s1s1i
1

sR2i

s1s2i
, i 5~1,3,4! and d2v~s!50,

~43!

where three of the four rigidities are perturbed by a specific
two-cell viscoelastic function. As for the other materials, a
viscous damping is added to the bending wave equation.
Thus, the predicted decay factors are given by:

ap~vp!5
vp

2
Im~ d̃1v~ j vp!J1,p1d̃3v~ j vp!J3,p

1d̃4v~ j vp!J4,p!1
Rf

2
. ~44!

SinceD2 , and thusJ2,p , are relatively small compared to the
other terms in Eq.~44!, there is no need for adding a pertur-
bation term toD2 , since it has no influence on the decay
factors. In terms of quality factors, Eq.~44! becomes:

Qp5p
f p

ap
. ~45!

Unlike isotropic materials, it was not possible to derive a
satisfactory approximation for the radiation damping of
orthotropic plates, because of the angular dependence of the
dispersion equation~see Sec. II!. In some fortunate cases, the
material and the geometry of the plate are such that the ra-
diation damping is masked by other mechanisms and can be
neglected. This is the case, in our study, for the carbon plate
and, to a lesser extent, for the wooden plate. Otherwise, we
must content ourselves with a simplified approach to the ra-
diation modeling for orthotropic plates by considering two
limiting cases: a wave traveling either in thex or in the y
direction. In these cases, an upper boundf c3 and a lower
bound f c1 for the critical frequency can be found by replac-
ing D in Eq. ~21! by D3 and D1 , respectively. This yields
the limits of a ‘‘critical zone.’’ Using Eq.~22!, one can then
derive two asymptotic curves for predicting the contribution
of radiation damping in the decay factors following a proce-
dure similar to the isotropic case. For the carbon plate under
studyc1 ~see Table I!, for example, this zone is given by the
interval @3.6,11.3# kHz. This means qualitatively that the ra-
diation losses are higher for the eigenmodes that are spatially
oriented along thex-axis.

Figure 3 shows the comparison between measured and
calculated quality factors for platec1 using Eq.~44!, which
amounts to assuming that the damping is only due to vis-
coelasticity. It can be seen that the model is able to predict
most of the quality factors with great accuracy in the interval
@0,2# kHz, except for a limited number of low-frequency
modes with highQ.

4. Wood (Spruce)

The fourth measured plateb1 is made of Spruce. This
rectangular plate is cut along the Longitudinal-Radial plane
~LR plane or quarter-cut!.23 This plate was selected and pre-
pared by an instrument maker for designing a guitar sound-
board. Compared to the other measured orthotropic plate in
carbonc1 , the wooden plate exhibits a more pronounced
degree of orthotropyD3 /D1.20 ~see Table I!. A modal
analysis performed on this plate showed some distinct asym-
metry of some modal shapes which might be the conse-
quence of heterogeneities in the material. Measurements of
the thickness at different points of the plate showed relative
differences of nearly 5% which also contributes to the inho-
mogeneous properties of the plate.

The flexural vibrations in the material are damped very
rapidly, which is immediately perceptible by tapping the
plate with the finger, as an instrument maker usually does for
testing them. Due to the small decay times, measurements
were only possible below 3 kHz. Accurate measurements
were obtained for the first 23 eigenfrequencies~see Fig. 4!.
These measurements were used for estimating the elastic and
damping constants~see Tables I and II!.

For this plate, the structure of the viscoelastic model is
the same as the one given in Eq.~43! for the carbon platec1 .
Consequently, the prediction of the decay factors is governed
by an equation similar to Eq.~44!. As for the carbon plate,
the results shown in Fig. 4 are presented in terms ofQ fac-
tors, using an equation similar to Eq.~45!. This figure shows
that the quality factor for this material is almost constant and
nearly equal to 80 for a large number of modes in the ob-
served range, with again an apparent erratic distribution for
the other modes. There is excellent agreement between mea-
sured and predictedQ values, except for one mode around
230 Hz.

Here also, the radiation damping is neglected, due to the
high rate of energy dissipation in the material. However, this

FIG. 3. Carbon plate. Comparison between predicted and measured quality
factors vs frequency. ‘‘s’’ measured points; ‘‘3’’ predicted points with
viscoelastic damping model. The solid lines indicate the distance between
measured and predicted values.

FIG. 4. Wooden plate~Spruce!. Comparison between predicted and mea-
sured quality factors vs frequency. ‘‘s’’ measured points; ‘‘3’’ predicted
points with viscoelastic damping model. The solid lines indicate the distance
between measured and predicted values.
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assumption is less justified here than for the carbon platec1

because of both the relatively larger size and lower density of
the wooden plate. Schematically, it is found that the critical
frequency for flexural waves propagating along thex-axis is
here equal to 2.4 kHz, which means that the radiation damp-
ing will become significant for frequencies near and above
this value. In comparison, the radiation damping for platec1

was found to be significant for frequencies greater than or
equal to 3.6 kHz. The consequence of this is that the global
damping in the model will be underestimated for frequencies
above 2.4 kHz, as it will be seen in the simulations.4 On the
contrary, adding a simplified radiation contribution using an
‘‘equivalent isotropic’’ model by means of a perturbation
term similar to the one shown in Eq.~22! yields an overes-
timation of the global damping. In the case of the present
wooden plate, it has been shown that these approximations in
the radiation damping do not affect substantially the estima-
tion of the quality factors, since the radiation effects are
masked by the intrinsic damping of the material.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The aim of the work reported in this paper was to derive
an appropriate model for the time-domain simulation of
damped flexural vibrations in plates. The main interest of
this work is to investigate the link between tone qualities and
material properties by means of sound synthesis. This goal is
not only of prime importance for the design of musical in-
struments, but also for a better understanding and control of
all sources of noise, especially those resulting from impacts.

In the literature, one can find many papers dealing with
the frequency domain modeling of damping in structural
dynamics.24 In comparison, relatively few papers address
this problem in the time-domain. Therefore, it was decided to
put emphasis here on the damping model. In musical acous-
tics, previous work on strings, bars, and membranes has
shown the importance of accurate damping parameters in the
realism of the simulated sounds.25,26

The strategy selected here was to take three basic
mechanisms of damping in plates into account by adding
perturbation terms in the rigidities. The advantage of this
method is to yield a simplified system that governs the vi-

brations of the plate itself, without any coupling to acoustical
and thermal fields. From these equations, the eigenfrequen-
cies and decay rates of the plates can be estimated. The elas-
tic plate model is based on the Kirchhoff–Love approxima-
tions, and is treated for a simple rectangular geometry.

The method has been validated on two isotropic~glass
and aluminum! and two orthotropic~carbon fiber and wood!
materials. The damping phenomena in each of these materi-
als are, to some extent, representative of the three investi-
gated mechanisms: thermoelasticity and radiation in alumi-
num, viscoelasticity and radiation in glass, viscoelasticity in
carbon and wood. For each of these materials, the compari-
son between measured and predicted eigenfrequencies and
decay factors show that the model is able to reproduce fairly
well the complicated frequency dependence of the decay fac-
tors, and the influence of the plate geometry~size, thickness!
on the decay times. However, the simplified asymptotic ra-
diation model is only valid for isotropic materials and is not
relevant enough for orthotropic materials. For these latter
materials, it is likely that it will be necessary to model the
complete fluid-structure interaction in order to predict the
decay rates with sufficient accuracy, as has been done for
other vibrating structures.26

The next step of the work will now consist of the nu-
merical formulation of the problem in order to simulate
waveforms in the time domain. In order to facilitate the fu-
ture finite-difference formulation of the damped plate equa-
tions, a convenient differential operator was selected for the
damping terms. Attention was paid, in particular, to the
mathematical properties of this formulation, in order to en-
sure the well-posedness of the problem in terms of dissipa-
tivity. The numerical model and the results are presented in a
companion paper.4
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Time-domain simulation of damped impacted plates.
II. Numerical model and results
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A time-domain model for the flexural vibrations of damped plates was presented in a companion
paper@Part I, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.109, 1422-1432~2001!#. In this paper~Part II!, the damped-plate
model is extended to impact excitation, using Hertz’s law of contact, and is solved numerically in
order to synthesize sounds. The numerical method is based on the use of a finite-difference scheme
of second order in time and fourth order in space. As a consequence of the damping terms, the
stability and dispersion properties of this scheme are modified, compared to the undamped case. The
numerical model is used for the time-domain simulation of vibrations and sounds produced by
impact on isotropic and orthotropic plates made of various materials~aluminum, glass, carbon fiber
and wood!. The efficiency of the method is validated by comparisons with analytical and
experimental data. The sounds produced show a high degree of similarity with real sounds and allow
a clear recognition of each constitutive material of the plate without ambiguity. ©2001 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1354201#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Dx@CBB#

I. INTRODUCTION

A time-domain model of damped isotropic and orthotro-
pic plates was derived in a companion paper~Part I! in order
to investigate the relevance of material properties in the qual-
ity of sounds produced by vibrating structures. This plate
model includes damping terms expressed by means of a gen-
eral differential operator similar to the one commonly used
in viscoelasticity. In the previous paper it was shown under
which conditions this operator is able to account for vis-
coelastic, thermoelastic and radiation losses in materials.1

In this paper~Part II, Sec. II! the equations of motion for
the damped plate are briefly reviewed in the general case.
For convenience, these equations are written in the Laplace
domain with complex rigidity factors. The system is comple-
mented by initial and boundary conditions. The initial impact
is modeled by Hertz’s law of contact. Most of the presented
results are obtained in the case of freely suspended plates.
However, the model is able to account for other simple
boundary conditions, such as clamped or simply supported
plates.

The main purpose of this paper is to validate a vibra-
tional model for the impacted plate. No attempt is made to
compute the complete acoustic field around the plate with
great accuracy. However, in order to facilitate the compari-
son with real sounds, rather than with vibrational quantities
~such as velocity or acceleration at a given point of the
plate!, a simple radiation model is to calculate radiation from
the plate displacement, in order to obtain simulated wave-
forms having the same dimension as recorded sounds.

In Sec. III, the equations of the model are put into a

numerical form using an explicit finite-difference scheme of
second order in time and fourth order in space. Similar
schemes were successfully applied in the past to the coupling
between plate vibration and acoustic radiation by Frendi
et al.2 and by Schedinet al. for the time-domain simulation
of undamped isotropic plates subjected to impacts.3 The nu-
merical formulation is followed by a necessary analysis of
stability and dispersion properties, since no previous refer-
ences were found in the literature for similar problems which
included damping.

The results presented in Sec. IV show the efficiency of
the simulation. Following the mode of presentation previ-
ously used for xylophones,4 the method is first validated by
comparisons between analytical and numerical results in
simple situations and, second, by comparisons between mea-
surements and simulations for damped rectangular plates
made either of isotropic or orthotropic materials.

II. THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS

A. The damped-plate equations

The flexural vibrations of a rectangular Kirchhoff–Love
plate are considered here~see Fig. 1 for the geometry of the
problem!. The equations are written in the orthotropic case.
The losses are expressed by means of a differential operator
similar to the one used in viscoelasticity. For a plate of small
thicknessh, the transverse displacementW(x,y,t), as a
function of the coordinatesx,y and timet, is governed by
the following equations~expressed in the Laplace domain
with Laplace variables):1,5

a!Present address: 64 rue des Moines, 75017 Paris, France.
b!Present address: ENSTA-UME, Chemin de la Hunie`re 91761 Palaiseau ce-

dex, France, electronic mail: chaigne@ensta.fr
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S M̃ x~x,y,s!

M̃ y~x,y,s!

M̃ xy~x,y,s!
D 52h3S D̃1~s! D̃2~s!/2 0

D̃2~s!/2 D̃3~s! 0

0 0 D̃4~s!/2
D

3S W̃,xx~x,y,s!

W̃,yy~x,y,s!

W̃,xy~x,y,s!
D ,

~1!
rh~s21Rfs!W̃~x,y,s!5M̃ x,xx~x,y,s!1M̃ y,yy~x,y,s!

12M̃ xy,xy~x,y,s!1 f̃ z~x,y,s!,

where the subscripts ,xx, ,yy and ,xy denote the partial de-
rivatives of the variables. The first three equations corre-
spond to the viscoelasticlike strain-stress relationships for
thin orthotropic plates. M̃ x(x,y,s), M̃ y(x,y,s) and
M̃ xy(x,y,s) are the Laplace transforms of the bending and
twisting moments andD̃ i(s) are the four complex rigidities.
W̃(x,y,s) is the Laplace transform of the displacement. The
fourth equation in Eq.~1! derives from Newton’s second
law, wherer is the density of the material,Rf a viscous
damping coefficient, andf z(x,y,t) an excitation source term.

The finite-difference formulation of the problem is fa-
cilitated by expressing the strain–stress relationships in
terms of differential equations. In the present model, the
complex rigidities are written in the form:

D̃ i~s!5Di~11d̃i~s!!5Di

11(v51
N svpiv

11(w51
N swqw

, ~2!

where the coefficientspiv and qw depend on the damping
mechanisms~see Table II!. The Di correspond to the static
rigidities of the plate. Thed̃i are perturbation terms due to
damping. In order to ensure that the model is dissipative the
coefficientspiv andqw must fulfill a number of constraints.1

B. The boundary conditions

For a plate of finite size, Eq.~1! must be completed by
the boundary conditions. Only three ideal conditions for

edges parallel to the axes of symmetry of the material are
considered here. For the edges located atx50 andx5 l x ~see
Fig. 1!, these conditions are6

• for a free edge~F!:

Mx50 and
]Mx

]x
12

]Mxy

]y
50, ~3!

• for a simply supported edge~SS!:
W50 and Mx50, ~4!

• for a clamped edge~C!:

W50 and
]W

]x
50. ~5!

Similar conditions are given for the edges located aty
50 andy5 l y by interchangingx andy in Eqs.~3!–~5!.

C. The interaction between the plate and the impactor

In Eq. ~1!, it is assumed that the loadf (x,y,t) due to the
interaction between the plate and the impactor is governed
by Hertz’s law of contact.7 This method has been used with
success in the past for the time-domain modeling of im-
pacted xylophone bars8 and for a mixed time-frequency in-
vestigation on impacts on plates.9 The motionWi of the im-
pactor is a solution of the following system:

f ~x,y,t !5g~x2x0 ,y2y0!FH~ t !,

FH~ t !5H @~W~x0 ,y0 ,t !2Wi~ t !!/kH#3/2

if Wi~ t !,W~x0 ,y0 ,t !,
0 otherwise

~6!

d2Wi~ t !

dt2
5

FH~ t !

mi
,

whereg(x2x0 ,y2y0) is a normalized spatial window cen-
tered at the impact point,FH is the interaction force,W
2Wi is the relative displacement between the impactor and
the plate at the impact point,mi is the mass of the impactor
and kH is Hertz’s constant which depends on the surface
geometries and elastic properties of the two bodies in con-
tact. In Eq.~6!, the vibrations in the impactor are neglected
and it is assumed that the contact surface remains constant
during the impact. These assumptions are reasonable when
the dimensions of the impactor are small compared to those
of the plate.9

D. The radiation equation

For the purpose of simplicity, only the case of baffled
plates will be considered here. Thus, for computing the radi-
ated pressure from the plate displacementW, the following
time-domain formulation of the Rayleigh integral was used:

p~r ,t !52
ra

2p E E
S0

1

ur2r0u
]2W

]t2 S r0 ,t2
ur2r0u

c DdS0 ,

~7!

wherep is the sound pressure at the positionr in the sound
field, ra is the air density,c is the speed of sound in air,S0

is the surface of the plate andr 0 refers to the position of the
source points on the plate surface.

FIG. 1. Geometry of the plate of dimensionsl x and l y and of thicknessh.
The flexural displacementW(x,y) is oriented along thez axis.
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III. THE NUMERICAL MODEL

The present work is limited to rectangular plates for
which the boundaries coincide with the nodes of a regular
rectangular grid. For this class of geometries, it is known that
the Finite-Difference Methods~FDM! are convenient for
solving vibration problems in the time domain.10,11

In this section, the use of a 2–4 finite-difference scheme
for solving the impacted plate equations is studied in terms
of stability and numerical dispersion. This scheme is of sec-
ond order in time and fourth order in space. The numerical
parameters to be determined are the time stepDt and the two
spatial stepsDx, Dy along thex and y axis, respectively.
The appropriate selection of these parameters is imposed
both by the numerical stability condition and by the order of
accuracy required for the dispersion.

In what follows, the guideline for the dispersion criteria
was given by the accuracy required in the context of audio
applications. According to Moore,12 the minimum value of
the relative difference limen for pitch of a pure tone is about
0.5% at 2 kHz, and becomes greater than 5% for frequencies
above 5 kHz. Since there are no available data for the differ-
ence limen relative to tones made of simultaneous inhar-
monic frequencies, the pure tone difference limen was used
as reference for the required accuracy of the numerical
model.

A. Explicit finite-difference schemes

The transverse displacement of the plate is computed at
the nodes (x5 lDx, y5mDy, t5nDt) of a rectangular grid.
The value of a field variablev(x,y,t) expressed on this mesh
is denotedv l ,m

n 5v( lDx,mDy,nDt).
The elastic and inertial terms, involving second order

partial derivatives versus time or space, are discretized by
means of centered finite difference operators~see Appendix
A!. The damping terms are approximated by decentered op-
erators which has the advantage to keep the explicit character
of the numerical formulation. This strategy is justified by the

fact that the damping termsd̃i defined in Eq.~2! are assumed
to be first order correction terms. Centered operators for the
damping terms would have led to an implicit scheme. The

time derivatives in the damping termsd̃i are approximated
by backward difference operators which, in terms of the
z-transform, amounts to replacing the continuous Laplace
variables by the discrete operator (12z21)/Dt. Thus, the

discrete approximation ofd̃i , written in descending power of
z, is written:

( r 50
N x ir z

2r

11( r 51
N c rz

2r 5
DtN1( r 51

N DtN2r~12z21!rpir

DtN1( r 51
N DtN2r~12z21!rqr

. ~8!

In Eq. ~8!, the constantsx ir and c r are obtained by identi-
fying term by term the two sides of Eq.~8!.

The finite-difference approximation of Eq.~1! is then
given by:

~Mx! l ,m
n 52h3D1(

r 50

N

x1r~DxxW! l ,m
n2r

2h3
D2

2 (
r 50

N

x2r~DyyW! l ,m
n2r2(

r 51

N

c r~Mx! l ,m
n2r

~M y! l ,m
n 52h3D3(

r 50

N

x3r~DyyW! l ,m
n2r

2h3
D2

2 (
r 50

N

x2r~DxxW! l ,m
n2r2(

r 51

N

c r~M y! l ,m
n2r

~9!

~Mxy! l 11/2 ,m11/2
n 52h3

D4

2 (
r 50

N

x4r~DxyW! l 1 1/2,m11/2
n2r

2(
r 51

N

c r~Mxy! l 11/2 ,m11/2
n2r

Wl ,m
n115~22RfDt !Wl ,m

n 1~RfDt21!Wl ,m
n21

1
Dt2

rh
~~DxxMx! l ,m

n 1~DyyM y! l ,m
n

12~D̃xyMxy! l ,m
n 1~ f z! l ,m

n !,

where the discrete spatial operatorsDxx , Dyy , Dxy andD̃xy

are fourth order approximations~see Appendix A!. It can be
seen from Eq.~9! that the transverse displacementW is re-
cursively determined at timen11 from its values at previous
time steps.

B. Boundary conditions

The numerical approximation of the boundary condi-
tions is obtained by means of the image method. It consists
of replacing the boundaries by virtual sources located at
points external to the plate. In what follows, only the bound-
ary conditions for a free straight edge located atx50, for a
semi-infinite plate, is discussed@see Eq.~3!#. The results can
be easily extended to simply supported and clamped edges.13

The numerical formulation of the boundary conditions de-
scribed below is conducted so as to maintain the overall ac-
curacy of the scheme and to limit the computational domain.

It is assumed that the semi-infinite plate is located inx
.0 ~see Fig. 1! and that the transverse displacementW, at
time nDt and at every previous time step, is known at each
point lDx,mDy such thatl>21. The values ofW at time
n11 are then obtained by using the following procedure:

• First, the bending and twisting moments are computed at
time nDt. This computation is performed by applying the
first three equations in Eq.~9! to each point of the grid for
which x.0. For x50, Mx is equal to zero andM y is de-
rived from the displacement by using the second equation
in Eq. ~9!, after replacingDxx

(4) by the second order operator
Dxx

(2) in order to limit the spatial extension of the boundary
domain. (Mxy)21/2,m

n is given by the third equation in Eq.
~9! whereDxy

(4) is replaced by the operatorDx
(2)oDy

(4) de-
fined as:
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~Dx
(2)oDy

(4)W!21/2 ,m11/2
n

5
1

24DxDy
@~W0,m22

n 227W0,m21
n

127W0,m
n 2W1,m12

n !2~W21,m22
n 227W21,m21

n

127W21,m
n 2W21,m12

n !#. ~10!

• The application of the image method also involves the
computation of the values ofMx at pointsx52Dx. This
is performed by considering the second condition in Eq.
~3!, for which a third order decentered approximation in
Dx and fourth order inDy leads to:

~Mx!21,m
n 53~Mx!1,m

n 2 1
2 ~Mx!2

n23Dx~~D̃y
(4)Mxy!21/2 ,m

n

1~D̃y
(4)Mxy!1/2 ,m

n !, ~11!

where

~D̃y
(4)Mxy!l11/2 ,m

n 5
9

8Dy
~~Mxy!l11/2 ,m11/2

n 2~Mxy!l11/2 ,m21/2
n !

2
1

24Dy
~~Mxy! l 11/2 ,m13/2

n

2~Mxy! l 11/2 ,m23/2
n !. ~12!

• The final task consists in computingW at time (n
11)Dt. This is performed by using the fourth equation in
Eq. ~9! for the pointsl .0, and by replacing the fourth
order operators inDx by second order ones in this equa-
tion at pointsl 50. The displacement at the image points
l 521 is derived from the free edge conditionMx50 at
x50, for which a second order inDx, and fourth order in
Dy approximation leads to the following expression of
W21,m

n11 :

W21,m
n11 52

Dx2D2

2D1
~Dyy

(4)W!0,m
n1112W0,m

n112W1,m
n11. ~13!

The influence of the damping terms is neglected in the dis-
crete approximation of the boundary conditions. The
schemes for the three other edges of the plate obey the same
principles as the one presented above forx50.

C. Stability

The numerical parameters of explicit difference schemes
must fulfill a stability condition which guarantees the con-
vergence of the numerical solution.14 In this paragraph, the
stability condition for the 2–4 scheme applied to the un-
damped plate model is presented. The results are then ex-
tended to the damped model. A distinction is made in what
follows between two definitions of stability:14

• The numerical scheme is calledweakly stableif the solu-
tion at a fixed timeT5nDt is bounded for allDt with
respect to the Euclidean normiWni5(( l ,muWl ,m

n u2)1/2.
• The scheme is calledstrongly stableif the solution remains

bounded for allT.

A strong stability condition can be obtained for the un-
damped model. In the damped case, paradoxically, only a
weak stability condition can be given.

1. Undamped model

In this paragraph, the fluid damping constantRf and the
damping coefficientspir and qr are set equal to zero. The
Fourier method is used for determining the stability
criterion.14 It consists of studying the modulus of one par-
ticular solutionWl ,m

n 5wn exp(jkxlDx1jkymDy) of the homo-
geneous equation. InjectingWl ,m

n in Eq. ~9! for f l ,m
n 50 leads

to the following equation forwn :

wn111~b~kx ,ky!2Dt222!wn1wn2150, ~14!

with:

b~kx ,ky!2516S j1
2

Dx4 S X21
1

3
X4D 2

1
j3

2

Dy4 S Y21
1

3
Y4D 2

1
j2

2

Dx2Dy2 S X21
1

3
X4D S Y21

1

3
Y4D

1
j4

2

Dx2Dy2 S X1
1

6
X3D 2S Y1

1

6
Y3D 2D ,

~15!

and where

j i5Ah2Di

r
, X5sin

kxDx

2
, Y5sin

kyDy

2
. ~16!

The stability criterion is satisfied if the discriminant of the
characteristic polynomial associated with Eq.~14! is nega-
tive for all kx andky . This leads to the following condition:

Dt<
1

2AS 4

3
D 2S j1

21
j2

2

r 1
2 1

j3
2

r 1
4D 1S 7

6
D 4 j4

2

r 1
2

, ~17!

wherer 15Dy/Dx.

FIG. 2. Numerical isotropyI (u,F,r ) for a reduced frequencyF equal to
0.2 and for different values of the degreer of anisotropy: r
5$0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1%.
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2. Damped model

A model including the damping terms is now consid-
ered. To facilitate the presentation, the case of a damped
bending bar~1D problem! is first presented and the results
are then extended to plates~2D!.

Similarly to Eq. ~1!, the equations governing the trans-
verse displacementW(x,t) of a thin bar are written:

M̃x52EI
11( r 51

N prs
r

11( r 51
N qrs

r W̃,xx

~18!
rS~s21Rfs!W̃5M̃ x,xx1 f̃ z.

The corresponding FD scheme is written:

~Mx! l
n52IE(

r 50

N

x r~DxxW! l
n2r2(

r 51

N

c r~Mx! l
n2r ,

~19!

Wl
n115~22RfDt !Wl

n1~RfDt21!Wl
n21

2
Dt2

rS
~~DxxMx! l

n1~ f z! l
n!,

whereE is Young’s modulus,I is the geometrical moment
andS is the cross-section of the bar. The termf z denotes the
external force density by unit length.Dxx is a fourth order
discrete operator.

A necessary condition for weak stability is obtained by
studying the amplification matrix14 ~see Appendix B!. This
condition is written:

Dx2>2DtAIEpN

rSqN
. ~20!

It is found that the condition expressed in Eq.~20! is
similar to the one obtained with the Fourier method in the
undamped case, except thatE is now replaced byEpN /qN .
This term corresponds to the high frequencies’ asymptotic
value of the complex Young’s modulus.

The stability condition for the 2D system Eq.~9! is de-
termined in the same way as for the 1D case~see Appendix
B!. It is found that the weak stability condition of the
damped 2–4 scheme is similar to Eq.~17!, after replacing
eachDi by DipiN /qN . SincepiN /qN is always greater than
unity for a dissipative model, this result shows that the sta-
bility condition is more restrictive when damping terms are
taken into account than for the undamped plate. However,
for the investigated materials~aluminum, steel, glass and
wood!, it has been found that the consecutive increase in size
of the minimum space step remains below a few percent,
compared to the undamped case.

D. Accuracy

One method for estimating the deviation between exact
and approximate solutions consists of calculating the differ-
ence between continuous and discrete frequencies.10,15 For
simplicity, only the undamped model will be discussed here.

Inserting the solution W(x,y,t)5(Aej vt

1Be2 j vt)exp(jkxx1jkyy) in Eq. ~1!, without damping terms
and for f z50, yields the continuous dispersion equation:

k5Av

ju
with k5Akx

21ky
2, u5arctan

ky

kx
, ju5

h2

r
~D1 cos4 u1~D21D4!cos2 u sin2 u1D3 sin4 u!. ~21!

FIG. 3. ~a! Infinite isotropic plate profile at successive instants of timet
5$0,0.05,0.10,0.15,0.20,0.25% ms. Top: analytical solution. Bottom: nu-
merical solution.~b! Relative error~in %! between analytical and numerical
solutions versus time for four different sampling frequenciesf e

5$150,200,250,300% kHz.
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Similarly, provided that the stability condition is verified, the
introduction of the component Wl ,m

n 5(Aej vnumnDt

1Be2 j vnumnDt)exp(jkxlDx1jkymDy) in Eq. ~9! leads to the
numerical dispersion equation:

vnum5
2

Dt
arcsin

b~kx ,ky!Dt

2
, ~22!

whereb(kx ,ky) is defined in Eq.~15!.
In order to simplify the mathematical derivations, it is

assumed here thatj250 and thatj45A2j1j3 which consti-
tutes a reasonable approximation for a large class of ortho-
tropic materials.16 This allows us to characterize the anisot-
ropy of the material with only one parameterr 5j3 /j1 .
Under these conditions Eqs.~21! and ~22!, combined with
Eq. ~17!, yield:

Vnum52 arcsinF 36

A9410
S S X21

X4

3 D 2

1S Y21
Y4

3 D 2

12S X1
X3

6 D 2S Y1
Y3

6 D 2D 1/2G
X5sinS S 4705

2592D
1/4 AV cosu

Acos2 u1r 2 sin2 u
D ~23!

Y5sinS S 4705

2592D
1/4 rAVsinu

Acos2 u1r 2 sin2 u
D ,

whereV5vDt52pF and Vnum5vnumDt are the reduced
angular frequencies.

Finally, the relative error in frequency is given by:

e~V,u!5
V2Vnum

V
. ~24!

It has been observed that about 15 time steps per period
are required with the 2–4 scheme in order to keep the error
in frequency smaller than 5% at 20 kHz, whereas more than
40 time-steps by period would have been needed with the
2–2 scheme. In the audio range 0–20 kHz, this degree of
accuracy requires a sampling rate approximately equal to
300 kHz for the 2–4 scheme, whereas 800 kHz would have
been needed with the 2–2 scheme.

For a material with a given anisotropy degreer , Eq.~23!
shows that the numerical error not only depends on fre-
quency, but also on the propagation angleu in the plate. A
convenient method for representing this error is to define an
isotropy index:15

I ~u,F,r !5
cnum

c
, ~25!

wherecnum is the numerical phase velocity andc the exact
phase velocity. Figure 2 represents the variations ofI with u,
for a given reduced frequencyF50.2, and for different val-
ues of the degreer of anisotropy. Notice that the angleum

corresponding to the maximum indexI M moves fromp/4 to
zero as the anisotropy degreer of the material decreases.
However, the ratioI M /I m between the maximum and the
minimum values of the isotropy index remains unchanged as
r varies.

In our applications, the plate equation has been solved
with a 2–4 scheme and with a sampling rate of 192 kHz.
This leads to an error of 8% in the estimation of the phase
velocity at 20 kHz and of 2.5% at 10 kHz.

FIG. 4. Bending vibrations of a L-shaped isotropic
plate, a few ms after the impact, with different bound-
ary conditions.~a! Geometry of the plate at rest.~b!
Simply supported plate.~c! Clamped plate.~d! Free
plate.
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E. Computation of the plate-impactor interaction

The discrete formulation of Eq.~6! is given by

f l ,m
n 52gl ,mFh

n

Wi
n1152Wi

n2Wi
n211

Dt2

ms
Fh

n ~26!

Fh
n115H @~Wp

n112Wi
n11!/kH#3/2 if Wi

n11,Wp
n11

0 otherwise.

Wp is the displacement of the plate at impact point (x0 ,y0).
The spatial windowgl ,m is a triangular function of width
2Dx and 2Dy, centered at point (x0 ,y0).

F. Computation of the sound pressure

The semi-discrete formulation of the Rayleigh integral
presented in Eq.~7! is obtained by using a standard trapezoi-
dal rule:

p~r ,t !52
ra

2p (
l 50

Nx21

(
m50

Ny21
DxDy

4

d2

dt2 S Wl ,m~ t2Rl ,m /c!

Rl ,m

1
Wl 11,m~ t2Rl 11,m /c!

Rl 11,m
1

Wl ,m11~ t2Rl ,m11 /c!

Rl ,m11

1
Wl 11,m11~ t2Rl 11,m11 /c!

Rl 11,m11
D . ~27!

In this equation,Nx and Ny are the nearest integers
smaller than or equal tol x /Dx and l y /Dy, respectively,
where 0,x, l x and 0,y, l y is the plate domain.Rl ,m is the
distance between the listening point and each mesh point of
the plate andRl ,m /c is the corresponding time delay. After
time-domain discretization, this quantity is approximated by
the nearest multiple ofDt such that:

Wl ,m~nDt2Rl ,m /c!.Wl ,m
n2 i l ,m with i l ,m5 intS Rl ,m

cDt D .

~28!

Finally, the discrete formulation of Eq.~27! is written:

p~r ,nDt !5pn5Dtt (
i 5 i min

i max

(
l 50

Nx

(
m50

Ny

d i i l ,m
Al ,mWl ,m

n2 i , ~29!

where

i min5min~ i l ,m!, i max5max~ i l ,m!

Dtt discrete backward time-derivative operator
~30!

Al ,m52
DxDyra

2pRl ,m
Bl ,m

Bl ,m55
1 if 0, l ,Nx and 0,m,Ny

1/2 if ~~ l 50 or Nx! and ~0,m,Ny!!

or ~~m50 or Ny! and ~0, l ,Nx!!

1/4 otherwise.

IV. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS

In order to assess the validity of the method, this section
starts with a comparison between the numerical result and
the theoretical solution obtained in a simple case where the
plate displacement is given analytically. This presentation is
followed by the simulation of the plate for three different
boundary conditions. The force pulse obtained with our nu-
merical scheme is then compared to the force pulse calcu-
lated for the same plate impacted with the same impactor
using the method developed by McMillan.9 Finally, simu-
lated waveforms, and their corresponding spectra, are com-
pared to measurements for four different materials~alumi-
num, glass, carbon fiber and wood!.

A. Comparison with analytical displacement

An analytical solution to the plate equation can be ob-
tained only for a limited number of cases. One example of
such an analytical solution can be found in textbooks for an
infinite isotropic plate subjected to the initial Gaussian
shape:6

FIG. 5. Interaction force between an orthotropic plate and an impactor dur-
ing the contact time, for two different initial velocities of the impactor:~a!
1.45 m/s,~b! 0.6 m/s. Left: Simulation with the present Finite-Differences
Method ~FDM!. Right: Simulation made by McMillan~Ref. 9!.
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TABLE I. Elastic and geometrical parameters of plates and impactors.

Aluminum plates
r52660 kg m23 D156160 MPa D458600 MPa
platea1 : l x5304 mm l y5192 mm h52 mm f c56 kHz
platea3 : l x5419.5 mm l y5400 mm h54 mm f c53 kHz

Glass plate
r52550 kg m23 D156700 MPa D4510270 MPa
platev1 : l x5229.5 mm l y5220.5 mm h52 mm f c55.8 kHz

Carbon plate
r51540 kg m23 D158437 MPa D25463 MPa D35852 MPa D452267 MPa
platec1 : l x5399 mm l y5200 mm h52.2 mm critical zone5@3.6,11.3# kHz

Carbon–Epoxy plate
r51581 kg m23 D156912 MPa D2551.5 MPa D354750 MPa D451015 MPa
platem1 : l x570.7 mm l y570.7 mm h52 mm

Wooden plate
r5388 kg m23 D151013 MPa D2527.5 MPa D3553.7 MPa D45221 MPa
plateb1 : l x5515 mm l y5412.5 mm h54.8 mm critical zone5@2.4,10.3# kHz

Titanium impactor
radiusR510 mm mi51.12 kg
kH54.031026 m N22/3

Rubber impactor
radiusR510 mm mi523.6 g
kH59.031026 m N22/3

TABLE II. Damping parameters.

Thermoelastic damping~aluminum!

D̃1~s!5D1S11
sR1

s1 ~c1/h2!
D, D̃4(s)5D4

R158.4531023 c158.031024 rad m2 s21

Viscoelastic damping~glass!

D̃i~s!5DiS11
sR1

s1s1
1

sR2

s1s2
D, i 5@1, 4#

R151.6331023 s155180 rad s21 R251.96231023 s2555 100 rad s21

Viscoelastic damping~carbon!

D̃i~s!5DiS11
sRi1

s1si1
1

sRi2

s1si2
D, i 5@1, 3, 4# D̃2(s)5D2

R1151.3231023 s11510.13103 rad s21 R1255.031023 s12594.03103 rad s21

R3158.831023 s3152.53103 rad s21 R32544.031023 s32570.0 rad s21

R41510.431023 s4152.273103 rad s21 R42514.431023 s42540.03103 rad s21

Viscoelastic damping~wood!

D̃i~s!5DiS11
sRi1

s1si1
1

sRi2

s1si2
D, i 5@1, 3, 4# D̃2(s)5D2

R1158.1831023 s1153.23103 rad s21 R12510.0 1023 s12550.23103 rad s21

R31516.731023 s3151.13103 rad s21 R32570.031023 s32550.2 rad s21

R41515.231023 s4151.753103 rad s21 R42535.031023 s42550.23103 rad s21

Radiation damping~isotropic plates!

D̃i~s!5DiS11
2rac

rhvc

(1
3bm~s/vc!

m

(0
3an~s/vc!

n D i 5@1, 4# vc5c2A r

h2D1

ra51.2 kg m23 c5344 m s21

a051.1669 a151.6574 a251.5528 a351
b150.0620 b250.5950 b351.0272

Fluid dampingRf in s21

aluminumRf50.032 glassRf50.88 carbonRf50.8 woodRf52.4
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W~0,r !5W0e2r 2/a2
. ~31!

In this case, the displacement at timet is given by:

W~ t,r !5
W0

11t2 e2 r 2/a2(11t2)

3Fcos
r 2t

a2~11t2!
1t sin

r 2t

a2~11t2!G , ~32!

where

t5
4t

a2Ah2D1r. ~33!

Figure 3~a! shows the shape of the plate at successive
instants of time~between 0 and 0.25 ms! for an aluminum
plate with thicknessh52 mm, and for an initial Gaussian
shape of widtha52.5 cm. The other dimensions of the plate
are sufficiently large (1 m31 m) so that no reflexions from
the boundaries are observed during the selected time scale.
No differences can be easily seen between the exact solution
@top of Fig. 3~a!# and the simulated solution obtained with

FIG. 6. Aluminum plate. FFT analysis of the sound pressure during the first
20 ms.~a! Simulated vs measured frequencies in the range 0–5 kHz~‘‘ s’’ !.
The solid line indicates perfect matching between the two frequency sets
~slope equal to 1!. ~b! Comparison between simulated~‘‘ 3’’ ! and measured
~‘‘ s’’ ! magnitudes of the main FFT peaks.

FIG. 7. Glass plate. FFT analysis of the sound pressure during the first 20
ms. ~a! Simulated vs measured frequencies in the range 0–5 kHz~‘‘ s’’ !.
The solid line indicates perfect matching between the two frequency sets
~slope equal to 1!. ~b! Comparison between simulated~‘‘ 3’’ ! and measured
~‘‘ s’’ ! magnitudes of the main FFT peaks.

FIG. 8. Carbon plate. FFT analysis of the sound pressure during the first 20
ms. ~a! Simulated vs measured frequencies in the range 0–1.5 kHz~‘‘ s’’ !.
The solid line indicates perfect matching between the two frequency sets
~slope equal to 1!. ~b! Comparison between simulated~‘‘ 3’’ ! and measured
~‘‘ s’’ ! magnitudes of the main FFT peaks.

TABLE III. General simulation parameters.

Typical time and spatial steps
f e51/Dt5192 kHz Dx5Dy59.5 mm

Impact position
xo5 l x/2 yo5 l y/2

Listening point
x5 l x/2 y5 l y/2 z524 cm
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our finite-difference scheme@bottom of Fig. 3~a!#. Therefore,
in order to better show the discrepancies between these two
solutions, Fig. 3~b! shows the relative error between the two
waveforms as a function of time for four different sampling
frequencies. For a sampling frequency equal to 200 kHz, for
example, it can be seen that the relative error remains always
smaller than 5% and tends rapidly to less than 1%.

B. Boundary conditions

Figure 4 illustrates the ability of the numerical method
to calculate the flexural vibrations of the plate under various
boundary conditions: simply supported@Fig. 4~a!#, clamped
@Fig. 4~b!# and free plate@Fig. 4~c!#. This figure shows, in
addition, that the scheme is able to simulate L-shaped plates,
provided that the sides are parallel to the axes. Thus, the
model is not restricted to simple rectangular plates.

C. Impact simulation: Comparison with another
method

In her thesis, McMillan tackles similar problems of im-
pacted plates, using a method based on Green functions of
the vibrating structure at the impact point.9 Figure 5 shows
the simulated forces obtained with the two methods, using
the same geometric and elastic parameters, in the case of a
Carbon–Epoxy plate struck by a Titanium impactor~see
Table I!. The force histories obtained with the present finite-
difference method are on the left-hand side of the figure,
whereas the force histories obtained with the McMillan
method are on the right-hand side. Figure 5~a! corresponds to
an impact with initial velocity 1 m/s, whereas Fig. 5~b! cor-

responds to an impact velocity of nearly 0.6 m/s. It can be
seen that the two methods yield identical waveforms. The
ripples in the force pulses are due to the fact that the inverse
of the lowest eigenfrequency of the plate here is about 20
times lower than the interaction time, a consequence of the
particular selected set of parameters.

D. Comparison between measured and simulated
pressure

The simulated sounds are now compared with measured
sounds. Due to the large number of excited modes in each
case, no quantitative information can be easily derived from
the visual comparison between measured and simulated
waveforms. In this respect, comparisons in the spectral do-
main are more informative. All spectra are calculated by FFT
~fast Fourier transform! on the first 20 ms on the sound and
normalized ~in dB! with respect to the magnitude of the
highest peak. In order to allow quantitative comparison be-
tween measured and simulated spectra, only the most signifi-
cant peaks are displayed in the figures. These data are ex-
tracted from the FFT analysis by means of a simple peak
detection algorithm. The values of the parameters used for
the simulations can be found in Tables I–III.

Figure 6 shows the results obtained for an aluminum
plate excited with a xylophone rubber mallet with initial ve-
locity 1.45 m/s. Figure 6~a! shows that the number and fre-
quencies of the spectral peaks, between 0 and 5 kHz, are
very well reproduced. The spectral envelopes of both real
and simulated sounds are comparable. The displayed spectral
domain is limited here to 5 kHz for reasons of clarity, and
also because the magnitude of the peaks above 5 kHz are
relatively small~less than240 dB below the maximum!, a
consequence of both excitation spectrum and damping. The
damping here is mainly due to thermoelastic and radiation
losses.1

Figure 7 shows the results obtained for a glass plate.
Here again, the measured and simulated frequencies and
magnitudes of the spectral peaks look very similar, which is
confirmed by listening to the corresponding sounds. The
losses in this material are mainly due to viscoelasticity and
radiation.1

A first example of impact against an orthotropic plate is
given in Fig. 8 which compares measurements with simula-
tions in the case of a plate made of carbon fibers. It can be
seen on the spectra that the high frequencies are rapidly
damped: the magnitude of the peaks are less than240 dB
below the maximum for frequencies above 1.2 kHz. Here,
the impact produces a duller sound than with aluminum and
glass. The damping is almost entirely due to viscoelastic
losses in the material, and the radiation losses can be
neglected.1 Similar conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 9
which shows the results obtained in the case of wood
~Spruce!. Here, the damping of the vibrations in the plate is
mainly due to viscoelastic losses. However, due to the di-
mensions of the plate, the radiation losses cannot be totally
neglected. The discrepancies between measurements and
simulations for some of the peaks are probably due to the
approximations made in the radiation model.

FIG. 9. Wooden plate. FFT analysis of the sound pressure during the first 20
ms. ~a! Simulated vs measured frequencies in the range 0–1.5 kHz~‘‘ s’’ !.
The solid line indicates perfect matching between the two frequency sets
~slope equal to 1!. ~b! Comparison between simulated~‘‘ 3’’ ! and measured
~‘‘ s’’ ! magnitudes of the main FFT peaks.
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In a previous paper, measured decay factors were com-
pared to the values predicted by the continuous plate model
solved in the frequency domain.1 To completely assess the
validity of the method, Fig. 10 shows, in addition, the com-
parison between measured and simulated decay factors,
where the simulated damping factors are now obtained from
a frequency analysis of the simulated waveforms. The analy-
sis method used here is the Matrix Pencil method.17 Figure
10~a! shows that the thermoelastic model of losses accounts
for the apparent erratic distribution of the decay factors in the
low-frequency range for metallic plates. This distribution es-
sentially follows from the fact that the decay time of each
eigenfrequency depends on its modal shape. In this fre-
quency range~below 2 kHz, for the plate shown on this
figure! the radiation damping is negligible. The low values of
the decay factors below the critical frequency play a major
role in duration and tone quality of the sound generated by
the free vibrations of the plate. Figure 10~b! shows the rel-
evance of the asymptotic radiation model which accounts for

the losses above the critical frequency of the plate. For this
plate ~aluminuma3 , see parameters in Tables I and II!, the
average decay factor above 4 kHz is about 100 times the
average decay factor below 1 kHz.

Figures 10~c! and ~d! show the relevance of the vis-
coelastic model for orthotropic plates. It can be seen that the
viscoelastic losses fully account for the measured decay fac-
tors, except for the wooden plate above 2 kHz where the
radiation losses are not negligible. Here again, the model is
able to reproduce the apparent erratic distribution of decay
factors with frequency. This distribution is not due to error in
the measurements~a commonly erroneous conclusion! but
rather to the fact that there is a specific damping model for
each complex rigidity~see Table II!. Notice further that 13
damping parameters only are needed here for reproducing
adequately the temporal evolution of more than 40 modes.
This is an interesting feature of the method in terms of data
reduction.

FIG. 10. Decay factors.~a! Aluminum plate. Range 0–1.2 kHz.~‘‘ s’’ ! Experiments;~‘‘ 3’’ ! simulations.~b! Aluminum plate. Range 0–12 kHz. Top:
simulations; bottom: measurements.~c! Carbon plate. Range 0–5 kHz. Top: simulations; bottom: measurements.~d! Wooden plate. Range 0–3 kHz. Top:
simulations; bottom: measurements.
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V. CONCLUSION

A time-domain model for the simulation of flexural vi-
brations and sounds radiated by damped isotropic and ortho-
tropic plates has been presented. In order to demonstrate the
particular interest of the method for the synthesis of tran-
sients, the study was made for plates excited by an impact.

The key point of the model is that the losses in the plates
are modeled in the time domain with the help of a general
differential operator applied to the rigidities of the material.
This formulation gives great flexibility for modeling the
damping of plates. As shown in a companion paper, this
formulation allows the modeling of the three main mecha-
nisms of damping in plates: viscoelasticity, thermoelasticity,
and radiation.1 Therefore, it makes it possible to reproduce
adequately the complicated frequency dependence of the de-
cay times observed in a large variety of materials with only a
small number of damping parameters.

The sounds synthesized with this model allow a clear
recognition of the materials without ambiguity. This accurate
reproduction would not be possible with a simple description
of the damping, as with a single loss factor, for example.
All measured and simulated sounds presented in this paper
can be heard at the following Web address:http://
wwwy.ensta.fr/ ;chaigne/plaque/
compar –exp –sim.html .

The equations are solved numerically by means of a
finite-difference scheme of second order in time and fourth
order in space~2–4 scheme!. The presence of complex ri-
gidities makes it necessary to investigate thoroughly the sta-
bility of the scheme, which contributes to filling a gap in the
literature. It has been shown that a weak stability condition
can be obtained from the study of the amplification matrix,
following the method by Richtmyer and Morton.14

The accuracy of the method is studied in terms of nu-
merical dispersion. A comparison with another scheme of
lower order in space~2–2 scheme! shows that, for a given
accuracy, the required computing time with the selected 2–4
scheme is about 4 times lower than with the 2–2 scheme.

In order to show the validity of the method, a compari-
son is made first between an exact analytical solution and the
numerical result obtained for an infinite undamped isotropic
plate. The impact model is further validated by comparing
the calculated force pulses imparted to the plate with the
force pulses obtained with another method.9 Finally, simu-
lated sounds are systematically compared to measurements
for four different materials. These comparisons show a par-
ticularly good agreement in terms of frequencies and damp-
ing factors despite the relatively low number of damping
parameters inserted in the model.

The present model is limited to rectangular plates and to
plates with rectangular corners~see Fig. 4!, for which the use
of finite differences is particularly well-suited. Extension of
this model to more complicated shapes makes it necessary to
use other numerical methods, such as finite elements based
on a variational formulation of the problem.18

APPENDIX A: FINITE-DIFFERENCE OPERATORS

The discrete operators given below are obtained by lin-
ear combinations of Taylor expansions of the field variable

v(x,y,t). In this paper, (Dtp
( i )v) l ,m

n denotes the approximation
of the pth time derivative ofv at point (lDx,mDy,nDt),
where the subscripts (i ) is the order of the truncation error in
Dt.

1. First order decentered operators

The following operators are used to approximate the
time-derivatives in the damping terms.

~Dt
(1)v !n5

1

Dt
~vn2vn21!5~v l ,m

n ! ,t1O~Dt !

~Dtt
(1)v !n5~Dt

(1)oDt
(1)v !n

5
1

Dt2 ~vn22vn211vn22!5~v l ,m
n ! ,tt1O~Dt !

~A1!

~Dt3
(1)v !n5~Dt

(1)oDt
(1)oDt

(1)v !n

5
1

Dt3 ~vn23vn2113vn222vn23!

5~v l ,m
n ! ,ttt1O~Dt !.

A

2. Second order centered operators

~Dtt
(2)v ! l ,m

n 5
1

Dt2 ~v l ,m
n111v l ,m

n2122v l ,m
n !

5~v l ,m
n ! ,tt1O~Dt2!, ~A2!

~Dxx
(2)v ! l ,m

n 5
1

Dx2 ~v l 11,m
n 1v l 21,m

n 22v l ,m
n !

5~v l ,m
n ! ,xx1O~Dx2!, ~A3!

~Dyy
(2)v ! l ,m

n 5
1

Dy2 ~v l ,m11
n 1v l ,m21

n 22v l ,m
n !

5~v l ,m
n ! ,yy1O~Dy2!, ~A4!

~Dxy
(2)v ! l 11/2 ,m11/2

n 5
1

DxDy
~v l 11,m11

n 1v l ,m
n

2v l 11,m
n 2v l ,m11

n !,

5~v l 11/2 ,m11/2
n ! ,xy1O~Dx2!1O~Dy2!,

~A5!

~D̃xy
(2)v ! l ,m

n 5
1

DxDy
~v l 11/2 ,m11/2

n 1v l 21/2 ,m21/2
n

2v l 11/2 ,m21/2
n 2v l 21/2 ,m11/2

n !

5~v l ,m
n ! ,xy1O~Dx2!1O~Dy2!. ~A6!
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3. Fourth order centered operators

~Dxx
(4)v ! l ,m

n 5
1

12Dx2 @2~v l 12,m
n 1v l 22,m

n !

116~v l 11,m
n 1v l 21,m

n !230v l ,m
n #

5~v l ,m
n ! ,xx1O~Dx4!, ~A7!

~Dyy
(4)v ! l ,m

n 5
1

12Dy2 @2~v l ,m12
n 1v l ,m22

n !

116~v l ,m11
n 1v l ,m21

n !230v l ,m
n #

5~v l ,m
n ! ,yy1O~Dy4! ~A8!

~Dxy
(4)v ! l 11/2 ,m11/2

n 5
1

242DxDy
@~v l 21,m21

n 1v l 12,m12
n 2v l 21,m12

n 2v l 11,m21
n !127~v l 21,m11

n 1v l ,m12
n 1v l 11,m21

n 1v l 12,m
n !

227~v l 21,m
n 1v l ,m21

n 1v l 11,m12
n 1v l 12,m11

n !1272~v l ,m
n 1v l 11,m11

n 2v l 11,m
n 2v l ,m11

n !#

5~v l 11/2 ,m11/2
n ! ,xy1O~Dx4!1O~Dy4! ~A9!

~D̃xy
(4)v ! l ,m

n 5
1

242DxDy
@~v l 23/2 ,m23/2

n 1v l 13/2 ,m13/2
n 2v l 13/2 ,m23/2

n 2v l 23/2 ,m13/2
n !127~v l 23/2 ,m11/2

n 1v l 21/2 ,m13/2
n

1v l 11/2 ,m23/2
n 1v l 13/2 ,m21/2

n !227~v l 23/2 ,m21/2
n 1v l 21/2 ,m23/2

n 1v l 11/2 ,m1 3/2
n 1v l 13/2 ,m11/2

n !

1272~v l 21/2 ,m21/2
n 1v l 11/2 ,m11/2

n 2v l 11/2 ,m21/2
n 2v l 21/2 ,m11/2

n !#5~v l ,m
n ! ,xy1O~Dx4!1O~Dy4!. ~A10!

APPENDIX B: STABILITY

1. 1D problem

By introducing the spatial Fourier transforms of both the displacementwn exp(jklDx) and bending moment
(mx)n exp(jklDx), Eq. ~19! can be rewritten in the following matrix form:

vn115G̃~Dt,k!vn, ~B1!

with

vn115@wn11,wn,¯,wn2N11 ,~nx!n ,¯,~nx!n2N11#T, ~B2!

where (nx)n5Dx2(mx)n . The amplification matrixG̃(Dt,k) is given by:

1
A 2BCx2 ¯ ¯ 2BCxN Cc1 ¯ ¯ ¯ CcN

1 0 ¯ ¯ 0 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0

0 1 0 ¯ 0 A A

A � A A A

0 ¯ 0 1 0 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0

Bx0 ¯ ¯ ¯ BxN 2c1 ¯ ¯ ¯ 2cN

0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 1 0 ¯ ¯ 0

A A 0 1 0 ¯ 0

A A A � A

0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 0 ¯ 0 1 0

2 , ~B3!

with

P522RfDt, B54IEX2, C5
4X2Dt2

rSDx4 , F5RfDt21, X5sin
kDx

2
, A5~P2BCx0!~F2BCx1!. ~B4!
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The discrete system in Eq.~B1! is called weakly stableif
there exists a real constantK(t,T) such that:14

iG̃~Dt,k!ni<K~t,T!, for all H 0,Dt,t
0<nDt<T
k real

, ~B5!

where iG̃(Dt,k)i denotes the spectral norm of the matrix
G̃(Dt,k). A condition for strong stability is obtained by re-
placingK(t,T) by 1 in Eq.~B5!. The following criterion has
been applied here:14

‘‘If G̃(Dt,k) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous
for Dt50, so far as G̃(Dt,k)5G̃(0,k)
1O(Dt), asDt→0, where the constant implied
by the expressionO(Dt) does not depend onk,
then the scheme is weakly stable if and only if
G̃(0,k) is stable.’’

To apply this criterion, the first step consists of studying
the dependence ofG̃(Dt,k) on Dt. This parameter appears
in the coefficientsA, C andF defined in Eq.~B4! and in the
expressions of the coefficientsx r andc r :

x r5~21!r
pN

qN
1O~Dt !

~B6!
c r5~21!r1O~Dt !.

All the coefficients of the amplification matrix can be
expressed asgi j 1O(Dt) and thusG̃ is uniformly Lipschitz
continuous. The determination of a stability condition now
consists of the study ofG̃(0,k). It must be checked whether
the spectral radius of this matrix remains smaller than or
equal to unity for allk or not. The eigenvaluesl i of G̃(0,k)
are such that the vector:

S ~nx!n

wn
D5l i S ~nx!n21

wn21
D ~B7!

is a solution of the discrete system in Eq.~19! for Dt50,
given by:

S (
r 51

N

~21!rl i
2r 2B

pN

qN
(
r 50

N

~21!rl i
2r

C l i221l i
21

D S ~nx!n

wn
D5S 0

0D .

~B8!

The nontrivial solutions of this system are obtained by zero-
ing the determinant of the matrix:

S (
r 50

N

~21!rl i
r D S l i

21S X4

js

IEpN

rSqN
22Dl i11D50 ~B9!

from which the following necessary condition for weak sta-
bility is obtained:

Dx2>2DtAIEpN

rSqN
. ~B10!

2. 2D problem

A necessary condition for the system Eq.~9! to be stable
is now determined in the same way as for the 1D case. It is
assumed that the dissipativity conditions on the coefficients
piN andqN are fulfilled ~see Ref. 1!. As Dt tends to zero,x ir

andc ir can be expanded as follows:

x ir 5~21!r
piN

qN
1O~Dt !, 1< i<4

~B11!
c ir 5~21!r1O~Dt !, i 5@1,4#.

As for the 1D case, it can be shown that the amplification
matrix is Lipschitz-continuous forDt50. The eigenvaluesl i

of G̃(0,kx ,ky) are now solutions of the following system:

S Q~l i ! 0 0 2~P1~l i !2P21~l i !!

0 Q~l i ! 0 2~P3~l i !2P23~l i !!

0 0 Q~l i ! 2P4~l i !

C1 C3 C4 P~l i !

D
•S ~nx!n

~ny!n

~nxy!n

wn

D 5S 0
0
0
0
D , ~B12!

with:

Q~l i !5(
r 50

N

~21!rl i
2r , P23~l i !52h3D2X2

p2N

qN
Q~l i !,

C15
4X2

rhjs
2 , P~l i !5l i221l i

21 ,

P3~l i !5
4h3D3Y2

r 1
2

p3N

qN
Q~l i !, C35

4Y2

rhjs
2r 1

2 ,

~B13!

P1~l i !54h3D1X2
p1N

qN
Q~l i !,

P4~l i !5
2h3D4XY

r 1

p4N

qN
Q~l i !, C45

8XY

rhjs
2r 1

,

P21~l i !5
2h3D2Y2

r 1
2

p2N

qN
Q~l i !, js5

Dx2

Dt
, r 15

Dy

Dx
.

As for the 1D case, the determination of the stability condi-
tion is obtained by zeroing the determinant of the matrix Eq.
~B12! which amounts to studying the roots of the polyno-
mial:

P~l!1C1S A1

p1N

qN
1A21

p2N

qN
D1C3S A3

p3N

qN
1A23

p2N

qN
D

1C4A4

p4N

qN
50, ~B14!

with

A15h3D1X, Y5sin
kDy

2
, A215

h3D2Y2

2r 1
2 ,

~B15!
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A35
h3D3Y2

r 1
2 , A235

h3D2X2

2
, A45

h3D4XY

2r 1
.

This yields a stability condition similar to Eq.~17!, where
the Di are replaced byDipiN /qN .
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The influence of substructure modeling on the
structural-acoustic response of a plate system
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Changes in the vibro-acoustic response of a fluid-loaded plate due to variations in some of the
modeling details associated with an attached substructure are examined. The attached substructure
consists of a smaller plate supported by springs along each edge. To examine the important
modeling issues, three studies are performed. In the first study, discrete changes in the system
response due to discrete changes in the size of the region over which the spring elasticity is
distributed are examined. In the second study, substructure modeling issues are examined by
varying the number of degrees-of-freedom included in the substructure model. Finally, sensitivity
relationships that express changes in the system response to changes in the scale of the spring
elements are developed. These relationships are used to examine changes in the system response due
to small variations in the scale of the distributed elasticity. Both the combined system response and
acoustic radiation are computed using the Acoustic Surface Variational Principle and Hamilton’s
Principle. For the example cases considered, it is shown that details associated with the scale of the
spring are only important for frequencies near or below the resonances of the isolated subsystem.
Furthermore, only the dynamics of the substructure including rigid-body type motions are
important. © 2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1353595#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Dx, 43.40.Rj@CBB#

I. INTRODUCTION

When predicting the vibro-acoustic behavior of complex
systems, one must decide how much effort to spend on mod-
eling the structural features with dimensions smaller than
those of the primary structure. An example of such a system
is one that contains a wave-bearing substructure as shown in
Fig. 1. The isolator has an attachment widthw, which is
smaller than the dimensions of the primary and supported
structures. Even for a linear isolator, one must decide if the
size of the isolator is large enough to justify a greater mod-
eling effort. That is, can the isolator be modeled using a
lumped representation or must it be treated using some dis-
tributed representation? If a spatial representation is required,
then the accuracy of the representation necessary to obtain a
valid structural-acoustic prediction must be considered. Once
the appropriate isolator modeling is determined, one must
then decide how much effort to spend on modeling the sup-
ported substructure.

Several works have examined the impact of features at-
tached to the primary structure at a mathematical point~see
for example, Refs. 1–3!. The impact of a feature distributed
over some region of the primary structure has also been
considered.4–6 Although these works did consider a distrib-
uted feature, the purpose of these works was not to examine
the impact of various distribution widths~i.e., feature scales!
on the system response. In more recent work, the impact of

inertial scales for distributed masses7,8 and elastic scales for
distributed springs supporting a mass9 has been addressed.
The sole purpose of these works was to examine the impact
of feature scales on the response of the system. Our goal in
the work presented here is to extend these latter works to
address issues associated with modeling a more complicated
substructure. To accomplish this goal, three basic studies are
performed.

As in the previous works, the system considered here is
a fluid-loaded semi-infinite thin plate in a rigid infinite baffle.
The semi-infinite plate has an infinite dimension in one co-
ordinate and a finite dimension in the other coordinate. Un-
like the previous works, the attached substructure considered
here is a wave-bearing plate suspended by springs along its
edges. The first study is concerned with scale effects of the
spring elasticities. To examine scale effects, the springs are
treated first as lumped elements then as distributed elastici-
ties. By varying the distribution width, changes in the system
response are examined. The basis for comparison is the re-
sponse of the system when the springs are represented as
lumped elements. In the second study, the impact of sub-
structure modeling on the system response is examined by
altering the dynamics included in the substructure model.
The final analysis is concerned solely with the spatial char-
acterization of the springs. Sensitivity relationships that ex-
press changes in system response to variations in the cou-
pling scale are developed and used to determine when the
response of the system is most sensitive to changes in the
feature scales.a!Electronic mail: sshepard@coe.eng.ua.edu
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Although analytical solutions exist for semi-infinite
plate systems carrying lumped elements, our purpose in this
research is to investigate the effects of system parameters
that are distributed over some finite region. Furthermore, it is
desired to observe these effects within the context of a fluid-
loaded system. As no closed-form solutions are readily avail-
able for systems of this type, the interrogation technique is
principally numerical in nature. The techniques used to de-
termine the response of the system are the acoustic surface
variational principle ~SVP!10,11 and Hamilton’s principle.
The SVP is ideally suited to this research since it does not
implement a surface discretization that introduces an addi-
tional set of spatial scales. Only an overview of the clean
system equations similar to that presented by Cunefare
et al.12 is given here since detailed derivations can be found
in another work.7 Modifications of these equations to include
the supported substructure are presented in a later section.
Then, the development of the sensitivity relationships is pre-
sented. Finally, results for two example system configura-
tions are discussed.

II. CLEAN SYSTEM MODEL

A section of the clean semi-infinite plate system is
shown in Fig. 2. Note that first only the modeling for the
main plate is considered. The nondimensional surface dis-
placement for the main plate is expressed using anM term
Ritz expansion,

w~j,t !5a(
j 51

M

f j~j!qj~ t !, f i5sin@ ip~j11/2!#,

2 1
2 <j< 1

2 , ~1!

wherej5x/a is the nondimensional position on the plate of
width a. The nondimensional normal surface velocity is
nn(j,t)52 ikaw(j,t), where ka5av/c is the nondimen-
sional wavenumber in the fluid andc is the sound speed in
the fluid. Note that the harmonic time dependence,
exp(2ivt), has been dropped to simplify notation. The sur-
face pressure is expressed using anN term expansion,

p~j!5(
i 51

N

c i~j!pi , c j5sin@ j p~j/s11/2!#,

2
s

2
<j<

s

2
, ~2!

where it is assumed the pressure vanishes beyond the dis-
tancej5s/2 ~see Refs. 13, 14! with s55. By applying the
variational principle~SVP!, a system ofN equations is ob-
tained relating the pressure coefficients,pi , to the displace-
ment coefficients,wj . Furthermore, by applying Lagrange’s
equation to the potential energy, kinetic energy, and work
expressions for the plate,M coupled equations relating the
structural displacement to the surface pressure and excitation
forces can be obtained.7 The resultingM1N square system
of coupled equations for the bare plate is

F @A# 22p~ka!2@R#T

@R# @D#
G H $p%

$w%J 5 H $0%
$Fe%J , ~3!

where the superscriptT refers to the matrix transpose. The
@A# matrix contains complex terms describing the fluid and
the @R# matrix includes purely real terms describing the
fluid–structure coupling. Detailed expressions for these
terms can be found in Ref. 7. The@D# matrix describes the
structure,7

D jk5
rsh

ra S S cs

c D 2

k jk2~ka!2m jkD ,

~4!

m j l 5E
21/2

1/2

f jf l dj, k j l 5E
21/2

1/2

f j9f l9 dj,

wherer is the fluid density. Using the subscripts to refer to
steel, the mass per unit surface area of the plate isrsh,
whereh is the plate thickness andrs is the plate density. The
characteristic wave speed for the structure,cs

25D/rsha2,
depends on the bending stiffness of the plate,D
5Eh3/„12(12n2)…, whereE is the elastic modulus andn is
Poisson’s ratio. The properties of the steel plate, which will
be considered in the examples presented below, are those of
a plate submerged in seawater,15

FIG. 1. Primary structure with wave-bearing
substructure—Isolator of widthw.

FIG. 2. Section of semi-infinite plate with elastically suspended wave-
bearing plate.
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a/h525, rs /r57.58, cs /c53.84~h2/12!1/2.

For the work presented here, the harmonic excitation is a
line force of magnitudef located at je , that is, f (j)
5 f d(j2je). The excitation is incorporated into Eq.~3! as

F j5E
21/2

1/2

f ~j!f j dj. ~5!

By solving Eq.~3! for the modal coefficients,pi andwj ,
the surface displacement and pressure can then be con-
structed from Eqs.~1! and~2!, respectively. Furthermore, the
nondimensional radiated acoustic power per unit depth can
be computed as

` rad5
1
2 ReE

21/2

1/2

p~j!n~j!* dj

5 1
2 Re~2 ika$p%T@R#T$q%* !, ~6!

where* denotes the complex conjugate. The energy in the
evanescent field can be found by taking the imaginary part
instead of the real part~see Ref. 16, p. 133!. If the structure
has no internal structural damping mechanisms, the radiated
acoustic power is equal to the mechanical power input,

` rad5
1
2 Re~$Fe%T$n* %!. ~7!

Before describing the substructure modeling, it should
be noted that the only relationships that depend directly on
the presence of any substructures are Eqs.~3! and ~4!.

III. SUBSTRUCTURE MODELING

As discussed above, the attached substructure consists of
a semi-infinite wave-bearing plate suspended by two line-
springs as shown in Fig. 2. By varying the size, or scale, of
the distribution for the springs, the impact of coupling scales
can be examined. The term ‘‘coupling scales’’ is derived
from the fact that two separate regions of the main plate are
coupled via the springs and the suspended plate, which is
hereafter referred to as the subplate. The modeling of the
subplate, which is always smaller than the main plate, is
incorporated using Hamilton’s principle under a unified
structure approach.

The motion of the subplate,zpl , is represented using the
expansion

zpl~z,t !5(
i 51

M P

V i~z!zi~ t !, ~8!

where M P is the truncated number of assumed modes and
z is the nondimensional coordinate of the subplate,21/2
<z<1/2. Theadded degrees of freedom are denoted by$z%.
At this point, it is convenient to note that the number of
terms used in Eq.~8! defines the modeling details associated
with the dynamics of the subplate. The width of the subplate
is Lp and the thickness ishp , and the subscriptp is used to
denote properties related to the subplate.

Since there are no geometric boundary conditions for the
subplate, the free-free normalized orthogonal modes17 are
used as the basis functions:

V1~z!51,

V2~z!5A3z, ~9!

V i~z!5cos„b i~z11/2!…1cosh„b i~z11/2!…

2C@sin~b i~z11/2!!1sinh„b i~z11/2!…#,

i>3,

where

C5
cos~b i !2cosh~b i !

sin~b i !2sinh~b i !
.

The values ofb i are the solutions to the eigenvalue equation,
cosbi coshbi51, noting thatb15b250. The functionsV1

and V2 are for pure translation and pure rotation, respec-
tively. As a result, if only two terms are used in Eq.~8!, then
only rigid-body type motions are allowed in the subsystem.

While the springs are only attached to the endpoints of
the subplate, they may be distributed over the main plate. For
such a case, the two distributed springs are represented by
the spatial distributions,

k1~j!5krat1w1~j! and k2~j!5krat2w2~j!, ~10!

wherew i(j) is a spatial distribution defined over some re-
gion of the main plate andkrat is the total added stiffness
divided by the bending stiffness of the main plate,

krat5
a4kadded

D
. ~11!

A detailed description of the spatial distributions for the
springs,w i(j), is provided in the next section.

Taking into account these attached structural features
and applying Hamilton’s Principle to the appropriately modi-
fied potential and kinetic energy expressions, the system of
equations given in Eq.~3! can be modified. The combined
system equations describing both the plate and subplate re-
sponse are given by

F @A#22p~ka!2@R#T @0#

@R# @DE# @K#T

@0# @K# @S#
G H $p%

$w%
$z%

J 5H $0%
$Fe%
$0%

J . ~12!

Since the springs are included in the potential energy terms
for the system, the relationship forD jk in Eq. ~4! must be
modified as

DE jk5
rsh

ra S S cs

c D 2

k jk2~ka!2m jk1S cs

c D 2

a jk
A D , ~13!

where

a jk
A 5E

21/2

1/2

„k1~j!1k2~j!…f j~j!fk~j!dj. ~14!

Furthermore, the structural coupling terms of@K# are

K j52
rsh

ra S cs

c D 2

a j
B , ~15!

where
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a j l
B5E

21/2

1/2

@k1~j!V l~z1!1k2~j!V l~z2!#f j~j!dj. ~16!

The remaining terms are

Sjl 5
rsh

ra S cs

c D 2

a j l
c 1

rsh

ra

rp

rs

hp

h

3S S cs

c

cp

cs
D 2 hp

2

12~12n2!
t j l 2~ka!2g j l D , ~17!

where

a jk
C 5E

21/2

1/2

„k1~j!V j~z1!Vk~z1!

1k2~j!V j~z2!Vk~z2!…dj, ~18!

t j l 5E
21/2

1/2

V j9V l9d~z!, ~19!

g j l 5
Lp

a E
21/2

1/2

V jV ld~z!1I p@V j~z2!2V j~z1!#

3V l~z2!2V l~z1!], ~20!

and

I p5
1

12

Lp

a F11S hp

h

h

a

a

Lp
D 2G . ~21!

The ratiosrp /rs , hp /h, and cp /cs in the above equations
relate the subplate properties~p! to the main plate properties
~s!. The length ratioLp /a is fixed with regard to the spring
attachment locations on the main plate,Lp /a5j22j1 , with
j2.j1 . While the second term of Eq.~20! accounts for the
rotational inertia of the subplate, translational motion is ac-
counted for in the first term of that equation. It should be
noted that the values forV~z! in Eqs.~16! and~18! are evalu-
ated with

z15
21

2
and z25

1

2
. ~22!

Once the system in Eq.~12! has been solved, the re-
sponse of both the main plate and the subplate can be found
by using Eqs.~1! and~8!, respectively. The surface pressure
on the main plate can similarly be found using Eq.~2! and
the radiated power can be found using Eq.~6!.

IV. SPRING SPATIAL REPRESENTATIONS

In order to provide a baseline for comparison purposes,
the springs are initially modeled using lumped parameter
representations. To that end, the lumped spring representa-
tions are14

k1~j!5krat1d~j2j1! and k2~j!5krat2d~j2j2!. ~23!

As stated above, coupling scales are introduced by dis-
tributing the elasticity over a region of the main plate. A
representation that has a physical counterpart and is used in
this study is the chapeau representation given by

k1~j!5
krat1

DE1
@u„j2~j12DE1/2!…2u„j2~j11DE1/2!…#,

~24!

where the width of the uniform distribution for spring num-
ber 1 isDE1 andu(j2j1) is the unit step function atj1 . The
distribution for spring number 2 has a widthDE2 that is
centered aboutj5j2 . Note that when the scale~i.e., DE) is
changed, the total elasticity remains constant since it is only
desired to examine scale effects in this work. An example of
both the lumped representation and the chapeau representa-
tion is shown in Fig. 3. In using the chapeau representation,
the distributed spring element is treated as a locally reacting
component and only normal forces can be exerted on the
plate by the distributed elasticity. Since the spring forces do
not explicitly depend on rotations in the plates, the transmis-
sion of moments has been neglected. It is anticipated that
future research will consider the effect of moments. It is also
noted that another work considered a series representation of
the spring elasticity.18 The series representation, however,
has physical limitations in its application and as such is not
considered here.

V. SENSITIVITY OF SYSTEM RESPONSE TO
COUPLING SCALES

In the first analysis presented in the next section,
changes in the radiated acoustic power due to discrete
changes in the feature scales are investigated. Before dis-
cussing those results, however, it is advantageous to discuss
an alternate means of examining the impact of feature scales.
In this approach, the sensitivity of the system response to
changes in the coupling scale~i.e.,DE) is examined. In using
the chapeau representation discussed above, it is possible to
derive expressions for these sensitivities. A similar approach
was used in a previous work to investigate the impact of
inertial scales.8 In addition to examining the problem at
hand, the approach is extended here to demonstrate its appli-
cability to more complicated systems. Before deriving the
relationships, it is first beneficial to rearrange Eq.~12! in an
impedance matrix form as

~@Zfl#1@DE#2@K#T@S#21@K# !$w%5@Zsys#$w%5$Fe%,
~25!

where

@Zfl#52p~ka!2@R#@A#21@R#T, ~26!

@Zsys#5@Zfl#1@Zst#, ~27!

and

@Zst#5@DE#2@K#T@S#21@K#. ~28!

FIG. 3. Spring distributions:~a! Lumped representation, and~b! Chapeau
representation.
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To find the sensitivity of the various system variables to
changes in the feature scale, it is first necessary to compute
the partial derivative of@Zsys# with respect toDE . Since the
matrix @Zfl# does not depend onDE , only the partial deriva-
tive of the structural impedance matrix@Zst# is needed. Since
]@C#21/]x52@C#21(]@C#/]x)@C#21 ~see Ref. 19!, it can
be shown that

]@Zst#

]De
5

]@DE#

]De
2

]@K#T

]De
@S#21@K#2@K#T@S#21

]@K#

]De

1@K#T@S#21
]@S#

]De
@S#21@K#. ~29!

The individual terms of this relation are

]@DE#

]De
5

rsh

ra S cs

c D 2 ]@aA#

]De
, ~30!

]@K#

]De
52

rsh

ra S cs

c D 2 ]@aB#

]De
, ~31!

and

]@S#

]De
5

rsh

ra S cs

c D 2 ]@aC#

]De
. ~32!

Given the definition ofaC in Eq. ~18!, it can be shown that
]@S#/]DE50. Consequently, the last term of Eq.~29! has a
value of zero. It should also be noted that since there are two
springs in the system, there are two distribution widths. The
term for aB, for example, would be computed as

]a j l
B

]DE
5V l~z1!

]

]DE1
S E

21/2

1/2

k1~j!f j~j!dj D
1V l~z2!

]

]DE2
S E

21/2

1/2

k2~j!f j~j!dj D . ~33!

In the following studies which use this technique, it is as-
sumed thatDE15DE2 . As a result, there is no need to dis-
tinguish between the two widths when taking derivatives.

In summary, the resulting relations that express the sen-
sitivity of surface pressure and radiated acoustic power to
changes in the elastic scale are

]$p%

]DE
52p

rsh

ra
~ka!4@A#21@R#T@Zsys#

21

3
]@Zst#

]DE
@Zsys#

21$Fe%, ~34!

and

]` rad

]DE
52

rsh

ra

~ka!3

2

3ReF i $Fe%T@Zsys#
21

]@Zst#

]DE
@Zsys#

21$Fe%* G , ~35!

respectively. In the following section, the impact of coupling
scales and substructure modeling on the system response is
investigated for two example system configurations.

VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The properties of the subplate and springs as well as the
configurations for the system that are considered are given in
Table I. Note thatLp /a is equal toj22j1 and krat15krat2.
The properties for Case 1 correspond to a subplate with a
density equal to that of the main plate and a mass equal to
one-quarter that of the main plate. The properties for Case 2
roughly correspond to a plate with a density of aluminum
and a mass equal to one-quarter that of the main plate. The
two rigid-body resonances for the subsystem withM p52
may be calculated analytically. These values are given in the
table where (ka)R is for the rotational mode and (ka)T is for
the translational mode. Although numerous metrics could be
used to characterize the system response, the radiated acous-
tic power is used here.

In the examples presented below, twenty structural
modes @M520 in Eq. ~1!# and one-hundred fluid modes
@N5100 in Eq. ~2!# are used for the range of excitation
frequencies considered. For a discussion on numerical con-
vergence, see Ref. 9. Unless otherwise stated, the location of
the line-force isje520.25.

The radiated acoustic power for Case 1 withM p52 is
shown in Fig. 4 for a few coupling scales. It can be seen that
at ka51.0, near the first subsystem resonance, some sort of
vibration absorption is occurring. Also, nearka51.4 a com-
bined system fluid-loaded resonance occurs. It should be
noted that the issues related to finding exact eigenvalues for

TABLE I. Properties of subplate, springs, and system parameters.

Case
No.

Stiffnesses and locations Sub-plate properties M p52 Res.

krat1,2 j1 j2 rp /rs cp /cs hp /h Lp /a (ka)R (ka)T

1 116 20.373 0.027 1.0 1.0 0.625 0.40 0.7 1.4
2 1430 20.123 0.207 0.35 1.0 2.157 0.33 2.4 5.0

FIG. 4. Radiated acoustic power for Case 1 withM p52.
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this system12 have not been addressed here. As a result, the
fluid-loaded resonances noted in this work should be taken as
approximate. To bring out the effects of feature scales, a
comparison of the radiated power is shown in Fig. 5. The
power comparison is the increase in radiated power due to
replacing the lumped spring model with a spatially repre-
sented spring of scaleDE . The impact at frequencies in the
range 5,ka<10 is not shown because it is negligible for the
considered frequency spacing of 0.05. The impact of scales
is very noticeable near the first, second, and fifth fluid-loaded
resonances (ka50.2, 1.0, and 3.2!. It is also noticeable near
ka51.4, which is close to the second subsystem resonance.

The radiated power is shown for the same coupling
scales, except withM p512, in Fig. 6. The radiated power
has changed since structural vibrations are now allowed to
occur in the subplate. Nevertheless, the impact of scales on
the radiated power is not much different than for the case
with M p52 as can be seen in a comparison of the radiated
power in Fig. 7. The most significant impact occurs near the
combined system resonances. The impact nearka55 has a
maximum value of about 3 dB. Aboveka55, though, the
impact of coupling scales is negligible at frequencies which
are integral multiples of 0.05.

The radiated acoustic power and the power comparison
for Case 2 are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. These
figures correspond to the analysis where only translational
and rotational motion of the plate are allowed,M p52. First
note that a vibration absorbing condition is encountered near
ka52.6. This is due mainly to the rotational motion of the
subplate. When only translation is allowed,M p51, the large
decrease in power atka52.6 is not observed. Although the
impact of scales is certainly large around the fluid-loaded

resonances, it is apparent that the impact is very noticeable
near this absorption frequency. Unlike the behavior at the
resonances, the frequency range of impact near the absorp-
tion frequency is fairly broad. For example, with two
springs, each at a scale ofDE50.10, the error in the radiated
power is 3 dB or more for 2.7,ka,3.1. Even though the
impact nearka57 does not appear to be significant, it can-
not be stated that this frequency is high enough to not be
impacted by coupling scales. In fact, if the location of the
excitation is moved away from the node in the fourth as-
sumed mode for the main plate, the radiated power nearka
57 increases significantly. Nevertheless, the maximum
change in power there is less than that obtained for the lower
resonance frequencies. If the allowed number of subplate
modes is increased toM p512, the radiated power in the
frequency range 3.6,ka,7.5 is only slightly different from
that shown in Fig. 9 forM p52. At the other frequencies, the
results are basically identical as will be discussed below. As
a result, the impact of scales on the power forM p512 is the
same as for the case whereM p52. Therefore, the power
comparison is not shown forM p512.

The impact of coupling scales due to the subplate mod-
eling details is imbedded in the number of subplate assumed
modes that are allowed. The more complex model has two
rigid body modes and ten vibrational modes,M p512, while
the simpler model considered has only two rigid-body
modes,M p52. The difference in the radiated power for
these two models is shown in Fig. 10. Even though coupling
scales are very important for frequencies belowka52.5, the
details of the subplate model are not important. That is, the
simpler subplate model is adequate to obtain an accurate pre-

FIG. 5. A comparison of acoustic power for Case 1 withM p52.

FIG. 6. Radiated acoustic power for Case 1 withM p512.

FIG. 7. A comparison of acoustic power for Case 1 withM p512.

FIG. 8. Radiated acoustic power for Case 2 withM p52.
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diction of the radiated power in this range. For frequencies in
the range 2.5,ka,4.2, the effect of the subplate detail is
much larger than for the previous range. Nevertheless, com-
pared to the overall impact of coupling scales in this range,
the detail of the subplate is still not very important. In the
range 4.2,ka,5.5, the subplate details play a more impor-
tant role in the response of the system. However, the overall
impact of coupling scales is not significant in this range.
Therefore, for the entire frequency range considered, the im-
pact of coupling scales is not significantly influenced when
the simpler subplate model is implemented and structural
vibrations in the subplate are neglected~i.e., M p52).

Consider the results shown in Fig. 11 for Case 1 at
ka53.4. The change in radiated acoustic power and normal-
ized acoustic power sensitivity~N.A.P.S.! are shown for a
range of subplate locations. The normalized acoustic power
sensitivity is found using the relationship

N.A.P.S.5
~]` rad/]DE!

` rad
. ~36!

The width of the subplate is always equal to that specified in
Table I. However, the attachment locations of the springs are
varied and the value for the leftmost spring,j1 , is shown in
the figures. It is trivial to locatej2 sinceLp /a is known.

A very low sensitivity to changes in coupling scales is
observed when one of the springs is located between extrema
in the magnitude of the plate surface response~not shown!.
Conversely, when one spring is located near a maximum or
minimum in the surface response of the plate, the system
response is very sensitive to changes in feature scales.

The same form of results is provided in Fig. 12 for Case
2 at ka53.0. Since at this frequency the springs are rela-
tively stiff, the sensitivity to changes in scale is quite dra-
matic. Furthermore, the changes in the radiated power are
noticeable. When the stiffness is relatively high with regard
to the excitation frequency, the impact of scales does not
occur in a uniform manner. Furthermore, there is no single
location where the system is insensitive to changes in cou-
pling scales.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

To examine the impact of coupling scales and substruc-
ture modeling details on the response of the semi-infinite
fluid-loaded plate, a wave-bearing subsystem was suspended
by distributed springs from a fluid-loaded plate. By varying
the size of the spring distributions and comparing the radi-
ated acoustic power to that found using a lumped represen-
tation, the impact of coupling scales was investigated. Sen-
sitivity relationships that relate changes in the feature scale
to changes in the system response were also developed.
These relationships were previously developed for a simpler
system containing a single degree-of-freedom substructure.
Like the results presented in that work, it was shown that the

FIG. 9. A comparison of acoustic power for Case 2 withM p52.

FIG. 10. The power difference between the twelve mode solution and the
two mode solution, Case 2.

FIG. 11. Acoustic power comparison and normalized acoustic power sensi-
tivity for a range of spring locations,j1 , and coupling scales,DE , with
ka53.40, Case 1, andM p512.
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method applied equally well to the more complicated system
examined here. The increased complexity of the relation-
ships is not significant given the information provided by the
expressions. Two example configurations were examined to
demonstrate the impact of coupling scales.

In the course of the study, it was possible to investigate
effects associated with the modeling of the internal substruc-
ture waves. This was a natural step given the nature of sub-
structure modeling in relation to other modeling issues. For
the cases considered, it was shown that when the subsystem
has a maximum subsystem resonance that is low relative to
the excitation frequency, the impact of coupling scales has
the characteristics of being quite small when an attachment
location is between extrema in the surface response of the
plate. As long as the two rigid-body modes of the subplate
were included, allowing vibrations to occur within the sub-
plate did not significantly alter the impact of coupling scales.
Therefore, the modeling details of the subplate were not very
important in the cases considered. Consequently, when the
feature is located near a maxima or minima in the surface
response, such as what would occur when the spring is lo-
cated near a structural discontinuity, the system may be very
sensitive to changes in the feature scale. Of course, many

real structures contain discontinuities in the vicinity of struc-
tural stiffeners or bulkheads. A more thorough consideration
of the subsystem parameters would definitely provide a more
complete account of the impact of scales. Nevertheless, the
results given here show that~1! the largest impact of scales is
around the combined system resonances, and~2! for frequen-
cies near and below the maximum subsystem resonance, the
impact of scales can be significant between the resonances.
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Much of the research on sound transmission through the aircraft fuselage into the interior of aircraft
has considered coupling of the entire cylinder to the acoustic modes of the enclosure. Yet, much of
the work on structural acoustic control of sound radiation has focused on reducing sound radiation
from individual panels into an acoustic space. Research by the authors seeks to bridge this gap by
considering the transmission of sound from individual panels on the fuselage to the interior of the
aircraft. As part of this research, an analytical model of a curved panel, with attached piezoelectric
actuators, subjected to a static pressure load was previously developed. In the present work, the
analytical model is extended to consider the coupling of a curved panel to the interior acoustics of
a rigid-walled cylinder. Insight gained from an accurate analytical model of the dynamics of the
noise transmission from the curved panels of the fuselage into the cylindrical enclosure of an aircraft
is essential to the development of feedback control systems for the control of stochastic inputs, such
as turbulent boundary layer excitation. The criteria for maximal structural acoustic coupling
between the modes of the curved panel and the modes of the cylindrical enclosure are studied. For
panels with aspect ratios typical of those found in aircraft, results indicate that predominately axial
structural modes couple most efficiently to the acoustic modes of the enclosure. The effects of the
position of the curved panel on the cylinder are also studied. Structural acoustic coupling is found
to not be significantly affected by varying panel position. The impact of the findings of this study
on structural acoustic control design is discussed. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1331114#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Vn@PJR#

I. INTRODUCTION

Previous research has shown that it is possible to use
structural acoustic control with actuators mounted on the fu-
selage of the aircraft to reduce noise transmission into the
interior of an aircraft. The research originated from studies
conducted on the coupling between the vibration of the struc-
ture and the acoustics of an enclosure. Investigations of
structural acoustic coupling relevant to the noise transmis-
sion problem were first done on plates coupled to the interior
acoustics of a rectangular box.1–8 The principles of modal
coupling detailed in these works were later applied to the
analysis of structural acoustic coupling between a cylinder
and its interior.9,10 As the field of active control developed,
structural acoustic control using feedforward techniques
aimed at the reduction of noise transmission into the interior
of cylinders was heavily researched.11–18 Much of this re-
search focused on propellor induced low-frequency excita-
tion of the entire cylinder. Researchers concluded that the
structural modes that radiated efficiently into the enclosure
were most effectively controlled using a structural acoustic
performance metric in the cost function. It was also widely
noted that care needed to be taken to not increase the overall
vibration of the cylinder. Strong control results were demon-
strated for tonal disturbances.

Recently, attention has turned to the reduction of noise
transmission due to turbulent boundary layer excitation of
the fuselage, presenting new design challenges. Unfortu-
nately, the feedforward techniques used for the propellor

noise problem require a reference signal correlated with the
disturbance source. Since turbulent boundary layer excitation
is stochastic, a reference signal is not readily available and
direct, feedforward control of the panel is less practical. As a
result, researchers have begun to use feedback techniques for
structural acoustic control of sound transmission into enclo-
sures. This research seeks to adapt many of the control tech-
niques developed to reduce the radiation of flat plates into an
acoustic half-space19–26to the problem of noise transmission
into the fuselage of an aircraft. Most of the research con-
ducted to date has examined the relatively simple case of a
flat panel coupled to a rectangular enclosure.27–31

In response, recent research by the authors has sought to
capture the application physics of fuselage panels in service
conditions. Efforts in this direction have resulted in the de-
velopment of an analytical model of a curved panel with
attached piezoelectric transducers subjected to a static pres-
sure load.32,33 Continuing on this path, this paper focuses on
the coupling of the curved panel model to the interior acous-
tics of a rigid-walled cylindrical shell utilizing a modal in-
teraction model. The structural acoustic coupling is analyzed
based on the spatial correspondence between structural and
acoustic modes, as well as their frequency proximity. Results
show that, for panels with aspect ratios typical of that re-
quired in service, predominately axial structural modes
couple most efficiently to the acoustic modes of the enclo-
sure. The effects of panel position relative to the cylinder on
structural acoustic coupling is also investigated. Results
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show that panel position does not significantly affect the cou-
pling of the curved panel to the acoustics of the cylindrical
enclosure. The impact of this work on structural acoustic
control design is discussed.

II. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The model development follows work by Fahy on the
coupling of structures and fluids.34 First, the dynamics of the
acoustic enclosure are derived. Then, the equations of mo-
tion of the curved panel with attached piezoelectric transduc-
ers are discussed. Finally, the interaction of the two models
is introduced and simulation parameters are defined.

A. Acoustic enclosure model development

Consider a rigid-walled cylindrical enclosure with end-
caps and with coordinate system as shown in Fig. 1. The
inhomogeneous wave equation describes the pressure within
the fluid field:

¹2p2
1

c2

]2p

]t2 52r0

]q

]t
, ~1!

wherep is the pressure,c is the speed of sound,r0 is the
density of the fluid, andq is the distribution of source vol-
ume velocity per unit volume. Now, consider a vibrating
bounding surface, representative of the curved panel, cover-
ing a surfaceS0 just inside the rigid boundary of the cylin-
der. Expressing the vibrating surface as a distributed volume
velocity source, the wave equation can be rewritten in terms
of the out-of-plane displacement of the curved panel,w, and
the pressure within the fluid field:

¹2p~r ,f,x,t !2
1

c2

]2p~r ,f,x,t !

]t2 52r0

]2w

]t2 d~j2j0!, ~2!

where the spatial dirac delta function,d(j2j0), defines the
position of the vibrating panel just inside the rigid-walled
cylinder. The pressure is then expanded into a series sum of
generalized coordinates and acoustic modes of the rigid-
walled cylindrical enclosure with lengthLc and radiusR:

p~r ,f,x,t !5 (
np50

Np

Gnp
~r ,f,x!qnp

~ t !, ~3!

where the acoustic mode shape functions are:9

Gnp
~r ,f,x!5sinFbf1gS p

2 D GJb~lbt
r !cosS mpx

Lc
D .

~4!

The indexnp corresponds to four different modal indices:b,
g, t, and m. The factorlbt

represents thetth root of the
derivative of the Bessel function:

Jb8 ~lbt
R!50. ~5!

Substituting Eq.~3! into Eq. ~2!, applying the identity
from the homogeneous wave equation, multiplying by an
arbitrary mode shape functionGm , integrating over the vol-
ume of the enclosure and applying the orthogonality condi-
tion yields the equations of motion of the enclosure:34

Lnp
q̈np

~ t !1Lnp
vnp

2 qnp
~ t !52r0c2S0(

k51

K

Cnpkq̈k~ t !, ~6!

where the modal volume,Lnp
, is

Lnp
5E

Vc

Gnp

T Gnp
dV, ~7!

and the coupling coefficient,Cnpk , is

Cnpk5
1

S0
E

S0

Ck~x,f!Gnp
~R,f,x!dS. ~8!

To facilitate the development of the fully coupled structural/
acoustic model, the acoustic pressure can be expressed in
terms of the velocity potential,F:

p~r ,f,x,t !52rc

]F~r ,f,x,t !

]t
. ~9!

The velocity potential can also be expanded into a series sum
of generalized coordinates and acoustic modes of the rigid-
walled cylindrical enclosure such that

F~r ,f,x,t !5 (
np51

M

Gnp
~r ,f,x!fnp

c ~ t !, ~10!

wherefnp

c (t) is the generalized coordinate associated with

the np
th acoustic mode,Gnp

. The equations of motion for the
acoustic enclosure can then be expressed in terms of the
cavity velocity potential as

Lnp
f̈np

c ~ t !1Lnp
vnp

2 fnp

c ~ t !5c2S0 (
np51

Np

Cnpkq̇k~ t !. ~11!

The equation of motion of the enclosure can be ex-
pressed in matrix form:

$f̈c%1@V2#$fc%5c2S0@L#21@C#$q̇%, ~12!

where [V2] is aNp3Np diagonal matrix of the natural fre-
quencies of the cavity squared,vnp

2 , given by

FIG. 1. Coordinate system of rigid-walled cylinder with endcaps~not
shown! and curved panel mounted just inside boundary.
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vnp

2 5c2Flbt

2 1S mp

Lc
D 2G . ~13!

@L# is an Np3Np diagonal matrix of the modal volumes
defined by Eq.~7! and@C# is theNp3K matrix of structural
acoustic coupling coefficients as defined in Eq.~8!. State–
space formulation is easily accomplished.

B. Structural model development

The curved panel model development was presented in
Refs. 32, 33 and will not be repeated here. The equations of
motion of the curved panel now include an acoustic pressure
loading term,Pa,

@Ma1Mp#$q̈%1@Ks1Kp1Ktf#$q%

5@Q#T$v%1@Pa#1@Bf1Pf#$f%. ~14!

The acoustic loading is expressed in terms of the derivative
of the velocity potential generalized coordinate,ḟnp

c (t), such

that

Pa52r0S0@CT#$ḟnp

c ~ t !%. ~15!

Simple mode shape functions satisfying shear diaphragm
boundary conditions are used in the development:

Ck
d~x,f!5F sin

npf

a
cos

pp x̂

Lx
0 0

0 cos
npf

a
sin

pp x̂

Lx
0

0 0 sin
npf

a
sin

pp x̂

Lx

G , ~16!

wherex̂5x2x0 . The structural model can be cast in state–
space form with ease.

C. Coupled structural acoustic model

The coupled structural acoustic model is formed by
merging the models of the curved panel and the acoustic
enclosure. Since both models are expressed in state–space
form and are implemented in Matlab, coupling the models is
relatively simple. Figure 2 shows the feedback loop used to
create the coupled system. The curved panel model has three
inputs: transverse loading from the piezoelectric actuator, a
generalized force input from the static pressure load, and a
coupled input from the acoustic cavity. As Eq.~15! indicates,
the plate input is coupled to the derivative of the velocity
potential. As Fig. 2 also shows, these states can be used to
calculate an acoustic pressure output according to Eq.~9!.
The input to the cylindrical cavity is coupled to the structural
velocity states, as described in Eq.~14!.

The modal interaction model possesses certain limita-
tions inherent to its development. By assuming that the panel
is situated just inside the cylinder, the rigid-wall boundary
conditions are no longer satisfied in the proximity of the
panel. Therefore, the model will not accurately describe the
acoustic pressure distribution near the surface of the panel.
Still, the accuracy of the model away from the panel surface
is sufficient for the purposes of this investigation.

D. Simulation parameters

The dimensions of the curved panel considered in this
investigation have been selected to approximate fuselage
subpanels found on a Boeing 737. The following parameters
for the curved panel are held fixed throughout the investiga-

tion: Lx50.508 m, R51.75 m, a50.131 rad,hs51.8 mm,
Es569.33109 N/m2, rs52680 kg/m3, ns50.33. The panel
is centered 30% down the length of the cylinder, such that
x050.3Lc2(Lx/2). It is placed circumferentially starting at
f50.

The dimensions of the rigid-walled cylinder have also
been selected to approximate the size of the fuselage of a
Boeing 737. The cylinder and the contained air have the
following parameters:Lc543.18 m, R51.75 m, r051.21
kg/m3, c5343 m/s. The cylinder is assumed to have internal
pressure corresponding to atmospheric pressure at 10 000 ft,
and to be in a medium with external pressure corresponding
to atmospheric pressure at 40 000 ft. Thus the curved panel is
subjected to a static pressure load resulting from the differ-
ential.

FIG. 2. Block diagram of coupled system.
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III. STRUCTURAL ACOUSTIC COUPLING

An understanding of the coupling between the structural
modes and the acoustic modes is critical to the design of
control systems for the reduction of the transmission of
sound from the curved panel into the cylindrical enclosure.
The coupling between the structural and acoustic modes is
determined by two factors: spatial correspondence and fre-
quency proximity. The spatial correspondence between
structural modes and acoustic modes is defined by the struc-
tural acoustic coupling coefficients given by Eq.~8!. Wave
number analysis can be used to determine which acoustic
modes possess a high degree of spatial correspondence to a
given structural mode. Frequency proximity of acoustic
modes to structural modes is determined by the natural fre-
quencies of the modes in question. A structural mode will
couple more efficiently to acoustic modes which have reso-
nances proximal in frequency to the structural resonance.
Maximal sound transmission occurs when a structural mode
and an acoustic mode possess a high degree of spatial corre-
spondence and have proximal natural frequencies.

Structural acoustic control for reduction of the transmis-
sion of sound from fuselage panels into the interior of air-
craft is predominantly concerned with low frequency trans-
mission, namely that of panel modes with resonances below
1000 Hz. Above 1000 Hz, passive treatments afford effective

noise reduction. Therefore, this analysis will be confined to
structural modes with natural frequencies below 1000 Hz.

A. Spatial correspondence

The structural acoustic coupling coefficients given by
Eq. ~8! provide a measure of the spatial correspondence be-
tween a particular structural and acoustic mode. By normal-
izing the coupling coefficients by the maximum coefficient
in the bandwidth of consideration, the relative magnitudes of
the coefficients can be considered. Further insight into the
relative magnitudes of the structural acoustic coefficients can
be gained by wave number analysis.

The structural wave number,ks , for a tensioned curved
panel with mode shapes given by Eq.~16! is35

ks5F S S pp

Lx D 2

1S np

Ra D 2D 2

1

sxxhsS pp

Lx D 2

Ds
1

sffhsS np

Ra D 2

Ds

1

12S pp

Lx D 4

~12n2!

hs
2R2S S pp

Lx D 2

1S np

Ra D 2D 2G 1/4

, ~17!

wheresxx and sff are tensile forces in the axial and cir-
cumferential directions, respectively, andDs5Eshs

3/12(1
2ns

2). The acoustic wave number,kc , for the cylindrical
enclosure with mode shapes given in Eq.~4! is9

kc5Flbt

2 1S mp

Lc D 2G1/2

. ~18!

The structural and acoustic wave numbers can be calculated
for a given set of modal indices.

The variation of the structural acoustic coupling coeffi-
cient, normalized by the maximum coefficient, with respect
to the structural and acoustic wave numbers of the curved
panel/cylindrical shell system is shown graphically in Fig. 3.
The 3D plot indicates that the coupling coefficient for a par-
ticular structural wave number reaches a maximum at some
value of acoustic wave number. The acoustic wave number
at which the maximum is reached corresponds to the acoustic
mode which demonstrates maximal spatial correspondence
to the structural mode in question.

FIG. 3. Coupling coefficients for varying structural and acoustic wave
numbers.

TABLE I. Maxima of the normalized coupling coefficients for structural modes.

Structural
mode
~p,n!

Structural
wave number

(1/m)

Max of
normalized
coup. coeff.

Acoustic
mode

~b,t,m!

Acoustic
wave number

(1/m)

Structural
natural freq.

~Hz!

Acoustic
natural freq.

~Hz!

~1,1! 27.7 1.0 ~0,1,2! 1.5 338.3 79.4
~2,1! 31.5 0.818 ~0,1,145! 10.5 437.0 575.9
~3,1! 35.7 0.799 ~0,1,230! 16.7 561.2 913.5
~4,1! 39.7 0.790 ~0,1,335! 24.4 695.1 1330.5
~1,2! 39.9 0.137 ~20,1,0! 12.7 699.2 693.1
~2,2! 41.2 0.112 ~20,1,145! 16.5 747.9 901.1
~3,2! 43.5 0.109 ~20,1,230! 21.0 833.0 1146.7
~5,1! 43.9 0.789 ~0,1,420! 30.6 847.6 1668.1
~4,2! 46.5 0.108 ~20,1,335! 27.5 952.4 1500.2
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Table I presents the maxima of the normalized coupling
coefficients between each of the structural modes under 1000
Hz and all of the acoustic modes up to 2000 Hz. Examina-
tion of the maxima of the coupling coefficients indicates that
structural modes which are predominately axial in orienta-
tion, namely the~1,1!, ~2,1!, ~3,1!, ~4,1!, and ~5,1! modes,
have a much higher spatial correspondence to an acoustic
mode than structural modes with circumferential compo-
nents, namely the~1,2!, ~2,2!, ~3,2!, and ~4,2! modes. This
phenomenon is partially explained by the fact that the panel
is more than 23 as long in the axial direction as the circum-
ferential direction, increasing the spatial aperture in the axial
direction. Furthermore, the analysis is limited to cavity
modes with natural frequencies less than 2000 Hz, making it
entirely possible that the modes with circumferential compo-
nents show a greater level of spatial correspondence to
acoustic modes with higher natural frequencies and wave
numbers. However, these higher order modes are well out of
the desired bandwidth of control and their contribution to the
acoustics at low frequency is limited. Regardless, predomi-
nately axial structural modes have spatial correspondence
nearly 83 greater than structural modes with circumferential
components, making it possible to virtually ignore circum-
ferential modes as a source of sound transmission into the
cavity.

Table I also presents the acoustic mode that demon-
strates maximal spatial correspondence to each structural
mode. Interestingly, the predominately axial modes maxi-
mally correspond to acoustic modes with axial indices,m,
which appear to be linearly related to the ratio of the length
of the cavity to the length of panel,Lc /Lx585. Furthermore,
the structural modes with circumferential components maxi-
mally correspond to acoustic modes with these same axial
indices. Analysis of the wave number spectra of the axial
components of the expression for the coupling coefficients
will be used to provide insight.

The coupling coefficient,Cnpk , can be broken down into
its spatial components:

Cnpk5
1

S0
E

S0

Cx~x!Gx~x!Cf~f!Gf~f!GR~r 5R!dS. ~19!

The axial components can then be separated and the wave
number transformation can be performed on the structural
and acoustic components, respectively:

Cx~ksx
!5E

x0

x01Lx
Ck~x!e2 jkcx

x dx, ~20!

Gx~kcx
!5E

x0

x01Lx
Gx~x!e2 jkcx

x dx, ~21!

where Cx(x)5sin(pp(x2x0)/Lx) and Gx(x)5cos(mpx/Lc),
from the expressions for the mode shape functions. Figure 4
shows the wave number spectrum of the axial structural
component of the coupling coefficient for axial modal index
p54, and the wave number spectrum of the axial acoustic
component of the coupling coefficient for various axial
modal indices,m. Whenm5335, the spectra nearly coincide,
indicating strong spatial correspondence in the axial direc-

tion. Whenm,335 orm.335, as shown for the other two
values ofm in Fig. 4, the overlap between the structural and
acoustic wave number spectra is not as significant. When the
spectra coincide, the axial component of the structural wave
number at which the maximum magnitude of the structural
spectrum occurs is equivalent to the axial component of the
acoustic wave number at which the maximum magnitude of
the acoustic spectrum occurs. Referring back to the expres-
sion for the acoustic wave number in Eq.~18!, the expression
for the axial component of the acoustic wave number is eas-
ily seen to bekcx

5mp/Lc . Examining the expression for
structural wave number in Eq.~17!, a simple expression for
the axial component of the structural wave number,ksx

, is
not readily apparent. Therefore, the relationship between the
axial modal indices of the structural and acoustic modes with
maximal spatial correspondence unfortunately cannot be
stated by a simple analytical expression. Still, the wave num-
ber spectra can be used to predict the values of the axial
component of the wave number at which maximal corre-
spondence occurs.

B. Frequency proximity

For maximal sound transmission, an acoustic and struc-
tural mode pair must have maximal spatial correspondence
and must be proximal in natural frequency. As discussed in
the previous section, Table I presents the acoustic modes
which demonstrate maximal spatial correspondence to each
structural mode in the bandwidth of consideration. However,
as Table I also shows, the natural frequencies of the acoustic
modes which have maximal spatial correspondence are not
proximate to the natural frequencies of the structural modes.
The criterion for frequency proximity was defined by Fahy36

as

uvc2vsu,jcvc1jsvs , ~22!

wherejc and js are the damping ratios of the acoustic and
structural systems, respectively. The values of the damping

FIG. 4. Wave number spectra of axial components of coupling coefficient.
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ratios assumed here are:jc50.05, js50.05. Table II pre-
sents the maxima of the normalized coupling coefficients
between each of the structural modes under 1000 Hz and
acoustic modes which satisfy the frequency proximity crite-
rion. With the exception of the~1,2! structural mode, the
maximum coupling coefficients between the structural
modes and the acoustic modes in the bandwidth proximal to
the structural resonances, presented in Table II, are less than
the maximum coupling coefficients between the structural
modes considered and the acoustic modes in the entire band-
width, presented in Table I. That is, the maximum coupling
coefficient of acoustic modes meeting the frequency criterion
in Eq. ~22! is less than that associated with acoustic modes
with maximal spatial correspondence to the structural mode
in question. Still, the coupling coefficients associated with
the low order axial modes, namely the~1,1!, ~2,1!, and~3,1!
modes, are quite high, especially in comparison to the other
structural modes in the bandwidth. Clearly, the relative mag-
nitudes of the coupling coefficients indicate which modes
contribute significantly to sound radiation into the cylinder.
The low order axial modes demonstrate the highest degree of
spatial correspondence to acoustic modes satisfying the fre-
quency proximity criterion. Thus the low order axial modes
of the structure couple most efficiently to the modes of the
enclosure. Other modes, such as the~1,2! and~5,1! structural
modes, also contribute to the sound transmission into the
enclosure. But structural modes whose maximum coupling
coefficient in Table II is less than 10% of the normalizing
factor, namely the~4,1!, ~2,2!, ~3,2!, and ~4,2! modes, are
relatively insignificant, since the coefficients are one full or-
der of magnitude less than the maximum coupling coeffi-
cient.

C. Panel position on cylinder

The previous sections examined the coupling of a typi-
cal curved panel to the cylindrical enclosure. To confirm the
observations made about structural acoustic coupling from
this typical example, other panel positions must be consid-
ered. Assume curved panels are positioned end to end inside
the cylinder, starting at one end of the cylindrical enclosure
and extending to the opposite end. Given the ratio of the
length of the cylinder to the length of the curved panel,
Lc/Lx585, there are 85 possible panel positions on the cyl-
inder. The coupling between the curved panel and the enclo-
sure at each of the 85 possible panel positions was examined.

It was found that at each possible panel position, there were
at least 4, and as many as 35, acoustic modes that demon-
strated spatial correspondence within 5% of the maximum
for each structural mode, as given in Table I. For example,
Fig. 5 shows the number of acoustic modes demonstrating
spatial correspondence within 5% of the maximum spatial
correspondence to the~2,1! structural mode. As seen in the
figure, at least nine acoustic modes demonstrate high spatial
correspondence at each possible position of the curved panel
on the cylinder. Figure 5 is typical of the other structural
modes in the structural bandwidth up to 1000 Hz. No matter
where the curved panel is placed on the cylinder, the struc-
tural modes of the panel will correspond spatially to many
acoustic modes. The insignificance of panel position to the
magnitude of the structural acoustic coupling coefficient is
due in large part to the high acoustic modal density within
the bandwidth of consideration and the relative length of the
panel to the length of the enclosure.

Cross referencing the spatial correspondence with the
frequency constraints presented in Eq.~22! allows investiga-
tion of structural acoustic coupling within the bandwidth of
the structural resonances. Figure 6 shows the variation with
position of the maximum coupling coefficient for acoustic

TABLE II. Maxima of the normalized coupling coefficients for structural modes.

Structural
mode
~p,n!

Structural
wave number

(1/m)

Max of
normalized
coup. coeff.

Acoustic
mode

~b,t,m!

Acoustic
wave number

(1/m)

Structural
natural freq.

~Hz!

Acoustic
natural freq.

~Hz!

~1,1! 27.7 0.764 ~0,1,81! 5.9 338.3 321.7
~2,1! 31.5 0.783 ~0,1,115! 8.4 437.0 456.8
~3,1! 35.7 0.406 ~0,1,140! 10.2 561.2 556.0
~4,1! 39.7 0.067 ~0,1,183! 13.3 695.1 726.8
~1,2! 39.9 0.137 ~20,1,0! 12.7 699.2 693.1
~2,2! 41.2 0.099 ~19,1,105! 14.3 747.9 781.4
~3,2! 43.5 0.064 ~17,1,160! 16.0 833.0 871.2
~5,1! 43.9 0.195 ~0,1,210! 15.3 847.6 834.1
~4,2! 46.5 0.029 ~14,1,215! 18.1 952.4 988.7

FIG. 5. Effects of position on the number of acoustic modes demonstrating
maximal spatial correspondence to the 2, 1 structural mode.
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modes proximal in natural frequency to the~2,1! structural
mode. As the figure shows, the maximum coupling coeffi-
cient at each position on the cylinder nears the maximum
coefficient,C50.783, from Table II, with the exception of
one position at each of the ends where the coefficient drops
off considerably. The acoustic mode to which the~2,1! struc-
tural mode is maximally coupled varies with position, but the
magnitude of the coefficient remains high. Figure 6 is typical
of the other structural modes in the bandwidth considered.
With the exception of a few isolated positions, the placement
of the panel on the cylinder does not affect the coupling
between the structural modes of the panel and the acoustic
modes of the enclosure proximal in natural frequency to the
structural resonances.

D. Impact on structural acoustic control

Analysis of structural acoustic coupling, for a typical
aircraft panel, has shown that predominately axial structural
modes couple most efficiently to the acoustic modes of the
cylindrical enclosure. As a result, structural acoustic control
systems should focus primarily on reducing the radiation of
the predominately axial modes of the curved panel. Using
actuator placement optimization, piezoelectric transducers
can be positioned on the curved panel to couple efficiently to
the axial structural modes. Circumferential structural modes
can largely be ignored. Furthermore, transducers designed
for spatial compensation and dynamic compensators can be
employed to focus control energy on the axial structural
modes.

The investigation of the variation of structural acoustic
coupling with panel position has shown that position on the
cylinder does not significantly affect the magnitude of the
structural acoustic coupling coefficients. Therefore, the struc-
tural acoustic control applied to each panel can be directed at
the same structural modes.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An analytical model of a curved panel coupled to the
interior acoustics of a rigid-walled cylindrical enclosure was
developed. The structural acoustic coupling between struc-
tural and acoustic modes was investigated with respect to
spatial correspondence and frequency proximity. It was
found that, for a typical aircraft panel, predominately axial
structural modes coupled most efficiently to the acoustic
modes of the enclosure. Therefore, structural acoustic control
design should focus on low-order axial structural modes in
order to reduce sound transmission into the enclosure. It was
also found that panel position on the cylinder did not signifi-
cantly affect structural acoustic coupling. Therefore, a simi-
lar control strategy can be applied to each panel on the cyl-
inder.
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Psychoacoustic correlates of individual noise sensitivitya)
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In environmental noise surveys, self-reported noise sensitivity, a stable personality trait covering
attitudes toward a wide range of environmental sounds, is a major predictor of individual
noise-annoyance reactions. Its relationship to basic measures of auditory functioning, however, has
not been systematically explored. Therefore, in the present investigation, a sample of 61 unselected
listeners was subjected to a battery of psychoacoustic procedures ranging from threshold
determinations to loudness scaling tasks. No significant differences in absolute thresholds, intensity
discrimination, simple auditory reaction time, or power-function exponents for loudness emerged,
when the sample was split along the median into two groups of ‘‘low’’ vs ‘‘high’’ noise sensitivity
on the basis of scores obtained from a psychometrically evaluated questionnaire@Zimmer and
Ellermeier, Diagnostica44, 11–20~1998!#. Small, but systematic differences were found in verbal
loudness estimates, and in ratings of the unpleasantness of natural sounds, thus suggesting that
self-reported noise sensitivity captures evaluative rather than sensory aspects of auditory processing.
© 2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1350402#

PACS numbers: 43.50.Qp, 43.66.Cb, 43.66.Fe@RVS#

I. INTRODUCTION

A. The concept of noise sensitivity

Individual noise sensitivity is a personality trait covering
attitudes towards a wide range of environmental sounds, and
is typically assessed by obtaining responses to one or several
rating-scale items.

Noise sensitivity is a major antecedent of individual
noise annoyance, as has been demonstrated in field surveys
and laboratory experiments alike~see Taylor, 1984; Stans-
feld et al., 1985; Stansfeld, 1992; Job, 1988, 1999; Staples,
1996!. In a review of 27 studies pertaining to railway, air-
craft, and construction noise, Job~1988! reported annoyance
reactions to be determined most strongly by noise exposure.
With noise exposure controlled for, the second most power-
ful predictor was individual noise sensitivity, with correla-
tions ranging fromr 50.25 to r 50.45. On average, indi-
vidual noise sensitivity explained 10.2% of variation in
noise-annoyance reactions towards a given sound source, as
compared to 17.6% of variation explained by noise-exposure
measures. Taylor~1984! found an even stronger influence of
noise sensitivity on annoyance reactions. Using a path-
modeling approach to investigate the impact of noise-
exposure measures, attitudes towards aircraft operation, and
several personal-background characteristics on annoyance by
aircraft noise, Taylor~1984! found noise sensitivity to have
the largest single effect overall~as did Langdon, 1976!.

It should be emphasized that, conceptually,noise sensi-
tivity is clearly distinguishable fromnoise annoyance, as can

be seen by their different correlation structures: Whereas
measures of annoyance show a clear positive correlation with
indices of noise exposure (r 50.30), noise-sensitivity mea-
sures are independent of exposure~r 520.02; see Taylor,
1984; Job, 1988, 1999!. Nevertheless, noise sensitivity has
been demonstrated to have direct or indirect effects on health
by ~a! constituting a stressful psychological condition in its
own right ~Job, 1999!; ~b! increasing physiological reactivity
of the cardiovascular system~Ising et al., 1980; Stansfeld
and Shine, 1993!; and ~c! being found to covary with the
degree of psychopathology~Stansfeld, 1992!.

The use of the noise-sensitivity concept is not restricted
to clinical or subclinical populations, but refers to a property
prevalent in the population at large. There is strong consen-
sus that noise sensitivity constitutes a personality trait that is
stable over time~Stansfeld, 1992; Langdon, 1976; Wein-
stein, 1978; Zimmer and Ellermeier, 1998a, 1999!. A defini-
tion encompassing all facets of noise sensitivity discussed in
the literature has been proposed only recently: Job~1999!
defined noise sensitivity as referring to‘‘...the internal states
(be they physiological, psychological [including attitudinal],
or related to life style or activities conducted) of any indi-
vidual which increase their degree of reactivity to noise in
general’’ ~p. 59!.

B. Evidence for a sensory component in noise
sensitivity

While this definition distinguishes several levels at
which noise sensitivity might operate, many investigators
have conceptualized a crucial component of noise sensitivity
to be perceptual in nature. Reason~1972! hypothesized a
physiologically based disposition that might lead individuals
to ‘‘...transduce... input more effectively so that the subjec-
tive experience it evokes is more intense than that produced
within less ‘receptive’ individuals by the same level of
stimulus energy’’ ~p. 306!. Taylor ~1984! conceptualized

a!Portions of the data were presented at the joint meeting of the Acoustical
Society of America ~ASA! and the European Acoustics Association
~EAA!, Berlin, March 1999.

b!Electronic mail: wolfgang.ellermeier@psychologie.uni-regensburg.de
c!Currently at Institut fu¨r Kognitionsforschung, Universita¨t Oldenburg, FB5/
A6, P.O. Box 2503, 26111 Oldenburg, Germany. Electronic mail:
karin.zimmer@uni-oldenburg.de
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personal sensitivity as related to how individuals ‘‘perceive
noisy events’’ ~p. 259!, as opposed to how they evaluate
them, and Job~1999! explicitly includes greater ‘‘hearing
acuity’’ ~p. 59! as a possible contributor to noise sensitivity.

The evidence for a sensory component in noise sensitiv-
ity is weak, however. We found only four studies addressing
the issue, and we will demonstrate that methodological and
conceptual shortcomings prevent unequivocal conclusions
from the present state of research.

Investigating physiological and psychophysical corre-
lates of noise sensitivity in a female community sample (n
572), Stansfeldet al. ~1985! found no relationship between
noise sensitivity and absolute hearing threshold or uncom-
fortable loudness level. A small effect of noise sensitivity
was found in graphic ratings of the loudness of 2-kHz tones
~see their Fig. 1!, indicating that highly noise-sensitive indi-
viduals exhibit steeper psychophysical functions. This find-
ing, however, did not hold up when instead of a direct self-
rating of noise sensitivity the McKennell~1963! scale
capturing potential disturbance by seven everyday sounds,
was employed. Furthermore, the authors acknowledge the
procedure to be flawed, since reversing the polarity of the
graphic rating scale was occasionally misunderstood by the
participants.

In a laboratory experiment using a student sample of 93
persons, O¨ hrström, Björkman, and Rylander~1988! had sub-
jects determine the levels at which three artificial sounds
became ‘‘unpleasant.’’ Noise-sensitive subjects tended to re-
port discomfort at lower sound-pressure levels, resulting in a
correlation ofr 520.25 ~see their Appendix! between dis-
comfort thresholds and noise sensitivity as determined either
by a Swedish translation of Weinstein’s~1978! questionnaire
or a single-item self-rating. Likewise, Dornic, Laaksonen,
and Ekehammar~1990! found correlations ranging fromr
520.44 tor 520.65 between noise sensitivity as assessed
by Weinstein’s scale and the level of three different types of
noise that respondents from a student sample (n518) chose
as being ‘‘clearly annoying.’’

Further evidence for suprathreshold effects of noise sen-
sitivity was presented by Moreira and Bryan~1972!. In their
Table I, they report a correlation ofr 50.31 between self-
assessed noise sensitivity and the slope of loudness functions
determined in an earlier, unpublished study. Furthermore,
they had 34 subjects rate three recorded sounds presented at
various levels on a scale mixing adjectives refering to loud-
ness and annoyance. When they contrasted their three most
noise sensitive with the three least sensitive subjects, their
graphs~Moreira and Bryan, 1972, Figs. 3 and 4! seem to
indicate that the former assign higher ratings at low SPLs,
thus producing psychophysical functions with shallower
slopes, which appears to be at variance with their earlier
loudness scaling data.

C. Rationale for the present investigation

In our view, conclusive assessment of the relationship
between noise sensitivity and auditory functioning is pre-
cluded by two major deficiencies of previous research:~1!
Unsatisfactory measurement of noise sensitivity, and~2! in-

sufficient quality and breadth of the psychoacoustical mea-
sures employed. These criticisms shall be dealt with in turn.

1. Measurement of noise sensitivity

With the notable exception of the two Swedish studies
~Öhrström et al., 1988; Dornicet al., 1990! that used a trans-
lation of Weinstein’s~1978! 21-item noise-sensitivity ques-
tionnaire, the determination of noise sensitivity rested on
measures of unknown psychometric quality. In many other
studies, noise sensitivity is confounded with noise annoy-
ance, or assessed from single-item self-ratings that have been
shown to be inferior to questionnaire-based measurement
~Zimmer and Ellermeier, 1999!. First of all, such ratings do
not meet established psychometric criteria of reliability and
validity; second, they are open toad hoc interpretation de-
pending on the context in which they are presented, and fi-
nally, they fail to elicit a wide enough range of situations to
qualify for the measurement ofgeneral noise sensitivity
~Job, 1999!. These properties make them unfit to measure
individual differences with the precision needed for correla-
tional analyses.

Therefore, the present investigation employed a recently
developed ~Zimmer and Ellermeier, 1998a! full-length,
German-language noise-sensitivity questionnaire having ex-
cellent psychometric properties. Details about this question-
naire are given in Sec. II C 7.

2. Psychoacoustical measurement

A greater hindrance to conclusive assessment of the re-
lationship between noise sensitivity and perceptual acuity is
the scarcity of adequate psychophysical measurements in the
pertinent literature. The studies reviewed in the previous sec-
tion clearly do not cover the breadth of psychophysical meth-
ods available to assess auditory functioning. They~1! often
employ methods that do not represent the state of the art;~2!
collect too little data to justify the derivation of individual
parameters;~3! make statements based on small numbers of
subjects~e.g., selected extreme groups!; ~4! use stimuli or
response categories that confound psychoacoustical perfor-
mance with noise assessment, and~5! are subject to a host of
response biases that makes it difficult to separate sensory
from judgmental~or attitudinal! contributions.

Therefore, the present investigation was designed with a
test-battery approach in mind: An attempt was made to cover
a broad range of methodologies and phenomena including
~a! absolute and difference thresholds;~b! suprathreshold
reaction-time measurements;~c! a ratio-scaling procedure;
and~d! direct ratings of loudness or annoyance. In our view,
converging with an integrative perspective recently proposed
by Baird ~1997, Chaps. 1 and 15!, these procedures may be
ordered on a hypothetical dimension along which the sensory
contribution decreases~from thresholds to ratings, for ex-
ample! while the judgmental contribution increases accord-
ingly. Furthermore, an effort was made to employ bias-free
adaptive procedures which had not been used in this research
area thus far, and to include signal-detection analyses which
might help to disentangle sensory and judgmental effects of
noise sensitivity, if present.
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As a result of refining the assessment of noise sensitiv-
ity, while simultaneously broadening the collection of psy-
choacoustical parameters, we hope to make a contribution to
the clarification of the concept of noise sensitivity, specifi-
cally by probing if it rests on a perceptual basis.

II. GENERAL METHOD

A. Subjects

An unselected sample of 61 volunteers, most of whom
were students at the University of Regensburg, participated
in the experiments. This sample had a median age of 24
years~range 19–37 years!. Care was taken to recruit an ap-
proximately equal number of female (N533), and male
(N528) participants.

All subjects were audiometrically tested using Be´késy
tracking at the standard audiometric frequencies~0.5–8
kHz!. Two of the 61 subjects had a hearing loss exceeding
30 dB HL with respect to the ANSI~1996! standard for at
least one of the frequencies tested; an additional eight sub-
jects showed losses greater than 20 dB HL. These ten
slightly impaired subjects were not excluded from the analy-
ses, since restricting the range of audiometric performance
might have weakened correlations with noise-sensitivity
scores. Separate analyses revealed, however, that the rela-
tionships observed in the present study were not affected by
the marginal impairments found in the audiometric screening
test.

In order to minimize the effect of expectations, the par-
ticipants were not informed about the central role of self-
reported noise-sensitivity in the present investigation.
Rather, they were told that the study focused on inter-
relations between different measures of auditory perfor-
mance obtained in the laboratory.

B. Apparatus and stimuli

All stimuli—except for the natural sounds used in the
annoyance rating experiment~Sec. II C 6!—were computed
using a Tucker-Davis-Technologies~TDT! signal processor
card ~model AP2!, and played from a 16-bit digital-analog
converter~TDT model DD1! at a sampling rate of 50 kHz.
After passing through a low-pass filter set at 10 kHz~TDT
model FT5!, the signal was adjusted to the proper level by
means of two programmable attenuators~TDT model PA4!.
Upon passing through a headphone buffer~TDT model HB6!
the signal was delivered to the subject via audiometric head-
phones~Beyerdynamic DT 48!. A different set of phones
~Beyerdynamic DT 550! was used in the annoyance rating
experiment. The equipment was calibrated by measuring
sound-pressure levels at the headphones using an artificial
ear~Bruel & Kjær type 4153! and a sound level meter~Bruel
& Kjær type 2610!. Subjects were run individually and were
seated in a double-walled sound-attenuated chamber
throughout the experiments.

C. Procedure

1. Absolute thresholds

Absolute thresholds for 1-kHz tones were determined
using a two-interval adaptive forced-choice method as de-
scribed by Levitt~1971!. On each trial, the subject had to
decide in which of two observation intervals marked by the
consecutive illumination of two LEDs the signal tone had
occurred. Immediately after responding via a hand-held unit,
the subject received visual feedback as to whether the deci-
sion was correct. At the outset of the measurement sequence,
the signal—a 200-ms sinusoid having 10-ms rise/decay
ramps—was presented well above threshold~at 40 dB SPL!.
Following two successive correct responses, the level of the
signal was decreased; following a single incorrect response,
it was increased again~‘‘2-down/1-up rule,’’ Levitt, 1971!.
Initially, level thus varied in steps of 4 dB, but after the first
four reversals~changes from decreasing to increasing inten-
sity or vice versa! the step size was reduced to 2 dB. Another
eight reversals were collected at this final step size, and their
mean was taken as an estimate of the 71%-correct threshold
~Levitt, 1971!.

Two adaptive threshold determinations were obtained
for the right ear of each participant, and two for the left ear
with measurements being made in a counterbalanced RLLR
~or LRRL! sequence.

2. Intensity discrimination

To obtain a measure of differential sensitivity, we deter-
mined each subject’s intensity discrimination performance at
1 kHz. An adaptive procedure of identical format as in Sec.
II C 1 was used. This time, however, the subject had to tell
which of the two observation intervals contained the tone of
greater intensity. The standard tone always had a level of 54
dB SPL; the variable comparison was generated by electri-
cally adding the same signal to the standard after passing it
through a programmable attenuator. At the outset of the
adaptive track, the signal was added in phase at equal level,
corresponding to a relative amplitude~RA! of 0 dB, and
yielding a level differenceDL of 6 dB. Subsequently, the
relative amplitude was decreased or increased following a
two-down/one-up rule~see Sec. II C 1!, using an initial step
size of 4 dB~RA! which was reduced to 2 dB after the first
four reversals. Note, however, that by varying the relative
amplitude of the added signal, level differences~DL! be-
tween standard and comparison amounting to fractions of a
dB may be generated~Green, 1988, Table 3-1; leftmost and
rightmost columns!. Again, the arithmetic mean of the last
eight reversals was taken as an estimate of the amplitude
difference that would yield 71%-correct responses. For ease
of comprehension, the relative amplitudes obtained were
converted@Ellermeier, 1996, Eq.~2!# to the intuitively more
accessible measureDL, the ‘‘just noticeable’’ level differ-
ence in decibels between standard and comparison.

Again, two adaptive measurements were made for each
ear of each participant, with appropriate control of order ef-
fects as in Sec. II C 1.
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3. Magnitude estimation of loudness

Direct loudness judgments of 1-kHz sinusoids were ob-
tained using the method of magnitude estimation with a fixed
standard~also termed ‘‘ratio estimation,’’ Gescheider, 1997!.
On each trial, subjects first heard a 70-dB tone~the ‘‘stan-
dard’’! which—via instruction—was given a loudness value
of ‘‘10’’ ~the ‘‘modulus’’!. Following a 2-s interval a second
tone was presented, the loudness of which was to be numeri-
cally estimated relative to the standard. Both tones had a
total duration of 500 ms, including 10-ms rise/fall times. The
participants had unlimited time to note their estimate on a
chart, then pressed a button to initiate the next trial. In a
block of trials, nine sound-pressure levels covering the range
from 50 to 90 dB SPL in 5-dB steps were presented in a
random sequence. After a block of practice that was dis-
carded, three repetitions of the stimulus set were presented to
each subject, in a different random permutation each time.

4. Loudness category scaling

In order to obtain categorical judgments of loudness, the
same procedure~stimulus levels, timing, number of trials! as
in Sec. II C 3 was used, with the exception that no standard
or modulus was presented, and that subjects had to rate their
loudness impression on a five-point scale. They entered their
judgment by pressing one of five response buttons on a hand-
held unit which were labeled with the German equivalents of
‘‘very soft,’’ ‘‘soft,’’ ‘‘medium,’’ ‘‘loud,’’ and ‘‘very loud.’’

5. Simple auditory reaction time

For reaction-time~RT! measurements, the same appara-
tus and stimuli as in the scaling experiments~Secs. II C 3 and
4! were used with the exception that stimulus duration was
shortened to 200 ms. A simple reaction-time paradigm was
employed; that is, subjects had to press a key in response to
the onset of a tone as fast as they could. Each trial began
with the illumination of a warning light for 200 ms. After
another 300 ms, an exponentially distributed random fore-
period ranging between 0 and 3000 ms~having an expected
value of 500 ms! was initiated which was followed by the
presentation of the target tone. Reaction time was measured
from the onset of the target tone to the closing of the re-
sponse key contact. After the subject had made a response,
the next trial was started following a 2-s intertrial interval.
As in the scaling experiments, trials were permuted in blocks
containing all nine sound-pressure levels. Ten such permuta-
tions of the nine stimulus levels were presented, yielding a
total of 90 RT measurements per subject. Trials resulting in
reaction times shorter than 100 ms~anticipations! or longer
than 1 s~misses! were repeated at the end of each block.

6. Annoyance ratings

Since annoyance is awkward to assess in a laboratory
situation without reference to a focal task with which the
annoying sounds may interfere, we decided to have subjects
rate the ‘‘unpleasantness’’ of ten environmental sounds
which a previous study~Ellermeier, Mader, and Daniel,
1997! had shown to be measurable on a unidimensional ratio

scale as specified by the ‘‘BTL’’ scaling model~Luce, 1959!.
The ten sounds to be rated were natural, traffic, and indus-
trial noises ranging from ‘‘water running from a faucet’’ to
the recording of a ‘‘jackhammer.’’ The sounds were stored in
‘‘wav’’ file format and were—deviating from the general
description of the apparatus~see Sec. II B!—played with 16-
bit resolution at 22-kHz sampling rate via a ‘‘Soundblaster
compatible’’ PC sound card. After adequate amplification
they were diotically delivered via Beyerdynamic DT 550
headphones. The sounds were presented ‘‘as recorded’’ and
had vastly different~A-weighted, energy-equivalent@Leq#!
sound-pressure levels ranging from 60 to 81 dB SPL.

Subjects were asked to rate each sound as either ‘‘not at
all unpleasant,’’ ‘‘somewhat,’’ ‘‘medium,’’ ‘‘rather,’’ or
‘‘very unpleasant’’ by pressing one of five response buttons
labeled both verbally and numerically. The ten sounds were
presented four times, in a different random order each time.

7. Noise sensitivity questionnaire

Noise sensitivity was assessed using a psychometrically
evaluated 52-item questionnaire~‘‘Lä rm-Empfindlichkeits-
Fragebogen,’’ LEF! developed by Zimmer and Ellermeier
~1998a!. This questionnaire encompasses statements about a
wide variety of environmental noises in a range of situations
that affects the entire population. The material covers seven
content areas: everyday life, recreation, health, sleep, com-
munication, work, and noise in general. The 52 items pre-
sented relate to perceptual, cognitive, affective, and behav-
ioral responses towards noise in these contexts. For every
item, respondents may choose one of four response options
ranging from strong disagreement to strong agreement. In
order to correct for response bias, an almost equal number of
items is scored in each direction. The questionnaire scores
very well on psychometric indices: It has high internal con-
sistency ~Cronbach’s a50.92! and retest reliability (r tt

50.91). Though its scope is somewhat broader, it correlates
well with the better-known Weinstein~1978! noise-
sensitivity scale (r 50.79), and is superior to single-item
self-ratings of noise sensitivity~Zimmer and Ellermeier,
1999!.

8. Session format

In administering the procedures detailed in Secs. C 1–7,
we strictly adhered to the following sequence: In the first
session lasting approximately 40 min, data were collected
using~1! Békésy audiometry;~2! adaptive intensity discrimi-
nation; and~3! category scaling of loudness. The second ses-
sion lasted 60–70 min including appropriate rest breaks, and
involved ~4! annoyance ratings of natural sounds;~5! mea-
surement of absolute thresholds;~6! magnitude estimation;
~7! simple reaction time; and~8! administering the noise-
sensitivity questionnaire~LEF!. The two sessions were a
minimum of 1 and a maximum of 6 weeks apart. Given the
high retest reliability of both noise-sensitivity and psychoa-
coustical measures, the time lapse between sessions was not
considered problematic.
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III. RESULTS

A. Noise sensitivity

Overall noise sensitivity, as measured via questionnaire,
was normally distributed in the present sample
~Kolmogorov–Smirnov test:z50.664, p50.77!. The data
exhibited a sufficient range of scores~min544, max5116!,
and the overall mean~M580.18, s.d.516.4! agreed well
with the mean noise-sensitivity score found in the original
student sample~M579.4; Zimmer and Ellermeier, 1998a!.

In order to make group-wise comparisons in the various
psychoacoustic tasks, the present sample was split along the
median (med581) into a group exhibiting ‘‘low noise sen-
sitivity’’ ~M low567.45, s.d.59.84!, and one exhibiting
‘‘high noise-sensitivity’’ scores~Mhigh593.33, s.d.510.22!.
Interestingly, the ‘‘high noise-sensitivity’’ group was domi-
nated by female participants~21 female, 9 male!; the ‘‘low
noise-sensitivity’’ group contained a majority of males~12
female, 19 male!. A x2 test confirmed that noise sensitivity
and gender may not be considered independent in the present
sample@x2(1)54.82; p50.028#.

B. Absolute and difference thresholds

Mean absolute thresholds for 1-kHz tones as well as
difference limens of intensity are given in Table I for the two
noise-sensitivity groups, and for left and right ears, sepa-
rately. Overall, absolute hearing sensitivity of our sample
seems to be quite good, with an average threshold value of
21.36 dB SPL. The fact that this measurement is roughly 8
dB lower than published norms is most likely due to the
more sensitive adaptive procedures used in the present ex-
periments~Marshall and Jesteadt, 1986; Kollmeier, Gilkey,
and Sieben, 1988!. The difference thresholds~DL! given in
the lower portion of Table I, on the other hand, match pub-
lished values of intensity-discrimination performance quite

well ~Jesteadt, Wier, and Green, 1977; Florentine, Buus, and
Mason, 1987; Green, 1988!. In the most recent comprehen-
sive study, employing the same~two-down, one-up! adaptive
procedure as the present investigation~except for a longer
stimulus duration of 500 ms!, Florentine, Buus, and Mason
~1987! reported a mean difference limen~DL! of 1.42 dB at
50 as well as at 60 dB SPL~see their Table II!.

As is evident in Table I, however, there is no indication
that the two noise-sensitivity groups formed on the basis of
the questionnaire data differ in absolute or differential sensi-
tivity to 1-kHz tones. In no case do the small apparent dif-
ferences in mean thresholds reach statistical significance, as
is confirmed by between-groupst-tests (p.0.05). Likewise,
when individual noise-sensitivity scores are correlated with
individual thresholds, weak and nonsignificant correlations
emerge:r 50.219, p50.091, for absolute thresholds~aver-
aged across the two ears!, andr 520.111,p50.396, for the
relationship between noise sensitivity and intensity discrimi-
nation ~DL!.

C. Magnitude estimation of loudness

Suprathreshold data on intensity perception were col-
lected by having subjects make direct numerical estimates of
the loudness of sinusoids varying in level. Following
Stevens’~1975, Chap. 1! recommendations, these magnitude
estimates were geometrically averaged both across the three
repetitions of each level, and across individuals. The result-
ing loudness-growth functions are depicted in Fig. 1, sepa-
rately for the high and the low noise-sensitivity group. These
functions are hardly distinguishable, diverging only at the
three highest decibel levels with noise-sensitive individuals
showing a steeper growth of loudness. The two curves are
well fit by psychophysical power functionsc5kfb with ex-
ponents of b50.450; r 250.9986 for the low noise-

TABLE I. Absolute and difference thresholds for 1-kHz, 200-ms tones as a
function of noise sensitivity. Intensity discrimination performanceDL refers
to the level increment in dB required to make a test tone distinguishable
from the 54-dB SPL standard.

N Mean Min Max s.d.

Absolute thresholds~dB SPL!

Low noise
sensit.

left ear 31 22.70 210.05 5.40 4.34

High noise
sensit.

30 20.99 28.80 23.75 7.08

Low noise
sensit.

right ear 31 22.48 211.65 6.65 4.98

High noise
sensit.

30 0.81 29.90 30.90 7.98

Intensity discrimination thresholdsDL @dB#

Low noise
sensit.

left ear 31 1.46 0.52 3.18 0.69

High noise
sensit

30 1.38 0.39 3.50 0.80

Low noise
sensit.

right ear 31 1.60 0.68 4.31 0.83

High noise
sensit.

30 1.57 0.60 5.54 1.10
FIG. 1. Mean magnitude estimates made by the two noise-sensitivity
groups. Data points are geometric means plus~or minus! one standard error
of the mean. These error bars are asymmetric, since they are based on the
log transformation of the responses. For legibility, some are plotted in one
direction only.
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sensitivity group andb50.414; r 250.9964 for the high
noise-sensitivity group. The difference in exponents is not
statistically significant, however, as is evident when the in-
dividual exponents of the low noise-sensitivity group are
compared to those of the high noise-sensitivity group
@ t(59)51.02#. More importantly, individually fitted expo-
nents do not correlate significantly with the noise-sensitivity
scores obtained by each participant in the questionnaire~r
50.10!.

It should be noted, though, that the present ratio estima-
tion experiment may not differentiate groups of subjects or
individuals in every respect, since all functions are forced
through a fixed point in the center of the curves: the point
defined by the standard~70 dB! and the agreed-upon modu-
lus ~a judgment of 10!. Shifts along the ordinate may not be
detected by this implementation. Therefore, other supra-
threshold methods were investigated as well.

D. Loudness category scaling

Figure 2 shows the loudness categorizations made by the
two groups of participants: Individuals expressing high noise
sensitivity appear to assign slightly higher loudness ratings
when presented with sound-pressure levels exceeding 75 dB
SPL. Using the standard analysis of variance approach in
order to evaluate the statistical significance of this diver-
gence was ruled out, since the data showed significant devia-
tions from the normality assumption, especially towards the
extreme categories of the rating scale. Therefore, a nonpara-
metric equivalent of a two-factor mixed analysis of variance
~Bortz, Lienert, and Boehnke, 2000, Sec. 6.2.5.2! based on
Kruskal and Wallis’~1952! H-statistic was performed. In the
absence of a main effect of noise sensitivity, it revealed a
significant ~groups by SPL! interaction,HA3B* 521.541; p
,0.01, thus confirming the statistical significance of the di-
vergence seen at high SPLs.

In order to assess whether the divergence in loudness
ratings observed when comparing the two noise-sensitivity
groups is due to a true sensory difference or merely to a
judgmental artifact, the data were subjected to a signal-
detection analysis~see Irwin and Whitehead, 1991; Eller-
meier, 1997, for analogous applications in the psychophysics
of pain!. This is achieved by treating the pooled loudness
ratings of the two groups like ‘‘confidence ratings’’ in a
signal-detection experiment. These serve to trace out
‘‘receiver-operating curves’’~ROCs! from which two param-
eters may be computed:~1! A discriminability indexde8 in-
dicating the sensory distance between stimuli, and~2! an
entirely independent ‘‘bias’’ parameterb reflecting a ten-
dency to assign high ratings.

A maximum-likelihood method~Alf and Grossberg,
1987! was used to estimatede8 for each adjacent pair of
stimuli, separately for the two noise-sensitivity groups.1 Fig-
ure 3 shows these measures of sensitivity, cumulated over
the stimulus range. There is no indication that the highly
noise-sensitive subjects show a greater growth in cumulative
discriminability than do the less-sensitive subjects. If any-
thing, the latter group exhibits a slight advantage due to an
offset generated by superior discrimination of the two lowest
sound-pressure levels. The slopes of the two curves, how-
ever, which may be interpreted as indicating the growth in
sensation magnitude unbiased by judgmental tendencies~Ir-
win and Whitehead, 1991!, do not seem to differ between the
two noise-sensitivity groups,t(14)50.308,p50.763.

E. Simple auditory reaction time

Simple reaction time~RT! is often seen as a dependent
variable that might tap the underlying sensory processes
more directly than various verbal measures used in psycho-
physics. Furthermore, as a long research tradition has shown

FIG. 2. Mean category ratings of the loudness of 1-kHz tones. Each data
point is based on three repetitions of each stimulus level per subject. For
better legibility, standard errors are plotted in one direction only at the high
sound-pressure levels.

FIG. 3. Cumulative sensitivity (de8) computed from the pooled category
ratings~see the text!. Each entry on the abscissa refers to pair of adjacent
stimuli contributing to the cumulative record. For better legibility, only the
higher-level member of each pair is given on the abscissa, preceded by a
leading underscore.
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~Chocholle, 1944; Luce, 1986; Kohfeld, Sante´e, and Wal-
lace, 1981!, it may be seen as an indirect way of scaling
sensory magnitude via ratio-scale physical measurements.
Therefore, reaction times were measured in response to the
same stimuli as in the scaling experiments. The parameter of
interest is the slope of the function relating decreasing re-
sponse times to increasing sound-pressure levels.

As is evident in Fig. 4, this slope appears to be some-
what steeper for the subjects reporting high noise sensitivity
in the questionnaire. Note that while in the literature~e.g.,
Kohfeld et al., 1981! Piéron functions~power functions ac-
counting for the steep rise in RT at very low intensities! are
used to describe data like these, starting at a clearly audible
50 dB SPL takes us into the linear portion of the RT function
~cf. Kohfeld et al., 1981, Fig. 4!. Therefore, we fitted func-
tions that are linear over sound-pressure levels~dB! to the
group data which are plotted in Fig. 4. The function describ-
ing the mean data of the low noise-sensitivity group is RT
520.9433SPL1292.33; the function accounting for the
high noise-sensitivity data is RT521.1533SPL1312.54.
The difference in slope, however, is not statistically signifi-
cant; either when the two sets of individual slope parameters
are compared@t(59)51.368; p50.177#, or when these pa-
rameters are correlated with the individual noise-sensitivity
scores obtained from the questionnaires~r 520.138, p
50.29!.

F. Unpleasantness ratings

Figure 5 shows mean unpleasantness ratings of ten natu-
ral sounds ranging from the sound of water running from a
faucet to the noise of a jackhammer. The entries on the ab-
scissa are ordered according to the mean rating given by all
61 subjects. This ordering does not correspond perfectly to
the ordering obtained from a paired-comparison methodol-

ogy in a previous study using the same sounds~Ellermeier,
Mader, and Daniel, 1997!; the rank correlation between the
two orderings, however, isr50.81.

When the ratings of the two noise-sensitivity groups
are considered separately~as in Fig. 5!, it is evident that the
high noise-sensitivity group tends to assign higher unpleas-
antness ratings once the middle category of the scale is ex-
ceeded. The convergence at the top end of the scale is most
likely due to a ceiling effect: the sound of the jackhammer
receives mean ratings almost indistinguishable from the
maximum value of 5. Since this entails violations of the
homogeneity-of-variance assumption, a nonparametric test
~two-way analysis of variance on ranks; Bortz, Lienert, and
Boehnke, 2000! was performed to statistically evaluate the
unpleasantness ratings. Both the main effect of noise sensi-
tivity ~HA* 52.66; p'0.10! and its interaction with the
stimuli to be rated~HA3B* 513.975; p'0.08! just failed to
reach statistical significance.

Analysis on an individual-subjects level, however,
shows unpleasantness ratings to be systematically related to
noise sensitivity: When each participant’s mean rating~aver-
aging across all ten sounds! is paired with his/her noise-
sensitivity score from the questionnaire, a correlation ofr
50.26 (p50.042) emerges between the two measures.

IV. DISCUSSION

The present investigation found noise sensitivity as mea-
sured by a psychometrically evaluated questionnaire to be
largely unrelated to psychoacoustic indices of auditory func-
tioning. Small, but significant effects of noise sensitivity
only emerged in loudness scaling and in ratings of the un-
pleasantness of sounds; that is, in those tasks most closely
related to annoyance~which noise sensitivity was originally
conceived to predict!.

FIG. 4. Mean auditory reaction time~RT! to the onset of tones having SPLs
given on the abscissa. Linear functions relating RT and sound-pressure level
are fitted to the data of groups of subjects reporting high~triangles! and low
~crosses! noise sensitivity. Each data point is based on at least 300 RT
measurements.

FIG. 5. Unpleasantness ratings of the ten natural sounds identified at the
bottom of the figure~for details, see the text!. Mean ratings plus/minus one
standard error of the mean are given. Note that the abscissa is not metric;
sounds are merely ordered according to the mean rating received.
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These findings shall be discussed with respect to~a! the
~lacking! psychoacoustical basis of noise sensitivity;~b! the
role of gender effects; and~c! the potential of combining
indicators to predict increased noise sensitivity.

A. Psychoacoustic correlates of noise sensitivity

Our finding that individuals expressing high or low
noise sensitivity do not differ in absolute thresholds agrees
well with the two relevant earlier studies~Moreira and
Bryan, 1972; Stansfeldet al., 1985!. Whereas these studies
used classical methods for threshold measurement, the
present finding is based on more rigorous, bias-free adaptive
procedures. Furthermore, it extends to difference thresholds
~see Table I!. Thus, there is no indication that individuals
expressing increased susceptibility to noise differ in absolute
or differential hearing sensitivity. If anything, there is a
slight trend~though statistically not significant! for subjects
having higher absolute thresholds to express greater noise
sensitivity.

It may be argued that most of our more sophisticated
psychophysical analyses~adaptive thresholds, scaling, RT!
are restricted to data collection at 1 kHz. It is of course
possible that noise sensitivity is mediated by increased audi-
tory acuity at other~e.g., higher! frequencies. An attempt
was made to assess this possibility by analyzing the Be´késy
tracking data obtained from all subjects at the standard au-
diometric frequencies~0.5 to 8 kHz!. Those subjects, how-
ever, that showed evidence for slight hearing losses in this
screening test were roughly equally distributed across the
two noise-sensitivity groups: 6~low! vs 4 ~high noise sensi-
tivity ! subjects showed hearing losses exceeding 20 dB for at
least one of the audiometric frequencies. Reanalyzing the
scaling data while excluding these participants did not
change the general outcome.

The suprathreshold data collected over a large sound-
pressure range encompass~a! magnitude estimation and~b!
category scaling of loudness, as well as~c! reaction-time
measurements and~d! unpleasantness ratings. Despite the
breadth of methodologies used, significant effects of noise
sensitivity only emerged in loudness category scaling and in
the unpleasantness ratings of natural sounds. The general
tendency of noise-sensitive subjects to assign higher loud-
ness categories or greater unpleasantness ratings was largely
restricted to higher sound-pressure levels, and thus contra-
dicts the earlier finding by Moreira and Bryan~1972!, who
found their extreme groups~of N53 each! to convergeat
high SPLs.

To further explore the nature of the small suprathreshold
differences emerging in the present investigation, the loud-
ness category ratings were subjected to a signal-detection
analysis which enabled us to disentangle sensory and judg-
mental aspects in the data. Cumulative sensitivity (d8) was
shown to grow at the same rate for sensitive and nonsensitive
participants~see Fig. 3!, while computing a bias measure~B;
McNicol, 1972! showed the same divergence at high SPLs as
did the ‘‘raw’’ mean ratings. Thus, from a detection-theory
perspective~MacMillan and Creelman, 1991; Irwin and
Whitehead, 1991! the apparent noise-sensitivity effect in the
loudness scaling data might be interpreted as judgmental

rather than sensory in nature: a tendency to assign higher
ratings in the absence of a true difference in auditory pro-
cessing.

This interpretation is consistent with the fact that in the
present investigation, it is only in the ‘‘softer,’’ more judg-
mental psychophysical tasks that noise-sensitivity effects are
observed, while objectively measured thresholds, RT mea-
surements, and ratio estimates do not show systematic differ-
ences. Taken together, the evidence suggests that self-
reported noise sensitivity is not related to auditory acuity, but
reflects a judgmental, evaluative predisposition towards the
perception of sounds.

This predisposition should not be interpreted as simply
reflecting a ‘‘response style,’’ e.g., a tendency to use extreme
categories of a rating scale, as discussed by Job~1999!.
While individual differences of this sort might indeed create
spurious correlations, when single-item ratings of annoyance
and sensitivity are related, for example, such an explanation
seems unlikely for the present results~a! since different re-
sponse formats and settings~questionnaire items versus psy-
chophysical judgments obtained in the course of a laboratory
experiment! are being compared and~b! since noise sensitiv-
ity is measured using a psychometrically sound question-
naire, constructed explicitly to cancel out biases resulting
from idiosyncratic response styles.

B. Gender effects

An unusual finding related to the present sample is that
we found a significant majority~roughly two-thirds! of
women in the noise-sensitive group~see Sec. III A!. This is
atypical, both for research published by other investigators,
who found no effects of sex on noise sensitivity~Moreira
and Bryan, 1972; Weinstein, 1978; Taylor, 1984!, and for a
vast amount of data collected in our own laboratory. In four
different samples, three of which were drawn from a similar
student population, and all of which consisted of a far greater
number of participants~ranging between 117 and 213!, we
never found a significant effect of gender~Zimmer and Eller-
meier, 1997, 1998a, 1998b!. Therefore, we tend to interpret
the gender imbalance found in the present investigation as a
peculiarity of that particular sample.

Interestingly, however, the present data occasionally
show significant effects of sex on the form of the psycho-
physical functions obtained. To distinguish these effects
from the consequences of increased noise sensitivity which
are the focus of this article, additional analyses were per-
formed. The general strategy was to make gender another
factor in the analyses of variance;2 that is, to inspect effects
of noise sensitivity, gender, and sound-pressure level, and
their respective interactions. Significant main effects of, or
interactions with the participant’s gender emerged for only
two psychophysical tasks:~1! loudness category scaling, and
~2! unpleasantness ratings of natural sounds. The case of
loudness category scaling is instructive, since here the effect
of gender consists of a discrepancy atlow sound-pressure
levels, evident in a significant interaction@HA3B* 517.04; p
,0.05# between the effects of sex and SPL, which is quali-
tatively different from the divergence athigh sound-pressure
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levels found if subjects are grouped according to their noise-
sensitivity scores~see Fig. 2!. When rating the unpleasant-
ness of natural sounds, female participants tended to assign
higher categories to all sounds presented, leading to a sig-
nificant main effect of gender@HA* 57.769; p,0.01# in that
data set. In no case, however, did a two-way or three-way
interaction involving both noise sensitivity and gender reach
statistical significance, implying that the effects of noise sen-
sitivity are the same in both genders with no need to consider
differential effects for male and female participants.

Observing effects of gender in psychoacoustic measures
is by no means unusual. Whether they are biological in na-
ture, as the evidence compiled by McFadden~1998! sug-
gests, or whether they reflect different judgmental styles is
still a matter of debate. The fact that in the present investi-
gation gender effects show up in the same ‘‘soft’’ psycho-
physical tasks as do the effects of noise sensitivity seems to
suggest a similar, judgmental origin.

C. Combining psychoacoustical predictors

Since individual indices of psychoacoustic performance
showed only occasional and weak relationships with noise
sensitivity, one may ask whether a combination of these in-
dices provides a better prediction. To address this question, a
multiple regression analysis was performed, into which po-
tential predictors from all psychoacoustical tasks were en-
tered: ~1! mean absolute threshold;~2! the threshold pro-
duced by the poorer ear alone;~3! the difference threshold
(DL); ~4! the individual magnitude-estimation exponent;~5!
the slope parameter of the loudness category-scaling func-
tion; ~6! the mean unpleasantness rating of ten sounds; and
~7! the slope of the function relating reaction time to SPL.
All seven variables in combination account for 15.2%(R2)
of the variance in noise-sensitivity scores. Note, however,
that this value is the optimal prediction to be made from the
presentsample. If it is corrected for potential measurement
errors to estimate the relationship in thepopulation, a disap-
pointingly low ‘‘adjusted’’ Radj

2 of approximately 0.04 re-
sults.

Furthermore, when in a ‘‘stepwise multiple regression’’
those parameters that contribute least to the prediction are
successively excluded~‘‘backward approach,’’ Bernstein,
Garbin, and Teng, 1988!, we are left with a model according
to which ~a! the mean unpleasantness rating (b50.256!; ~b!
the threshold in the poorer ear (b50.197!; and ~c! the
category-scaling slope (b520.129) provide the best predic-
tion of individual noise sensitivity. Even though the predic-
tion provided by this model is statistically significant
@F(3,57)52.947; p50.04#; given the small proportion of
variance accounted for~R250.134; Radj

2 50.089!, it is of
little practical relevance. The best thing that may be said for
it is that it comes up with the same psychoacoustical param-
eters as did looking at each task in turn.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The present results clearly refute the conjecture—often
traced back to Reason~1972!—that for noise-sensitive indi-
viduals ‘‘the world is a brighter, louder, smellier, tastier,

heavier, faster, and more painful place than it is for less
‘receptive’ people’’~Reason, 1972, p. 306!. There is no in-
dication in the present data set that noise sensitivity may be
attributed to a predisposition to perceive sound events more
intensely, or to discriminate between them more accurately.
Nevertheless, noise-sensitive participants systematically
tended tojudge the same stimuli as louder or more unpleas-
ant than the less sensitive group, suggesting that what is
psychophysically tractable in the concept of noise sensitivity
might primarily reflect attitudinal/evaluative rather than sen-
sory components. Furthermore, as an earlier study~Eller-
meier and Zimmer, 1997! employing the irrelevant speech
paradigm had shown, individual noise sensitivity is only
weakly related to objectively measured performance decre-
ments under noise.

Hence, laboratory experiments may help to clarify the
concept of noise sensitivity by providing some of the empiri-
cal evidence, Job~1999! had called for in his recent review.
Even though the central outcome of the present study is
negative, showing that self-reported noise sensitivity isnot
related to auditory acuity, the effects observed suggest it to
reflect a judgmental, evaluative predisposition towards the
perception of sounds. This is consistent with the vast litera-
ture relating noise sensitivity to the annoyance produced by
unwanted sounds. Some of that work might have to be re-
evaluated, however, in the light of the both conceptually, and
psychometrically more evolved measures of noise sensitivity
available today, which provide better protection against the
risk of circularity involved in assessing an individual’s noise
sensitivity and his or her annoyance produced by an environ-
mental source by posing two very similar questions. Further-
more, the issue of ‘‘specificity’’ will have to be addressed, in
order to clarify whether noise sensitivity is specific to acous-
tic nuisances or represents a broader, more general tendency
~e.g., Winneke, Neuf, and Steinheider, 1996! to be bothered
by environmental stressors.
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Predicting speech metrics in a simulated classroom
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By systematically varying the amount of sound absorption, and the location of the sound-absorbing
material in a simulated classroom, it was possible to assess the accuracy of the prediction of speech
metrics in quite simple acoustical environments. Predictions of speech level, early-to-late sound
ratios (C50) and speech transmission index~STI! values were obtained analytically and with two
hybrid ray-based computer programs,RAYNOISE 3.0andODEON 4.1. TheRAYNOISE predictions were
accomplished with a purely specular reflection model and also with a calibrated diffuse reflection
model.ODEON uses a parameter called transition order, TO, to change the reflection procedure from
purely specular to diffuse for reflections that have orders higher than TO. A parametric study was
conducted to determine the best transition order for theODEON prediction of speech metrics. It was
found that the analytical predictions of speech level andC50 were on average accurate to about 1
just-noticeable difference~jnd!, whereas the analytical predictions of STI were on average within 2
jnd’s. ODEON predictions of speech level,C50 and STI were on average within 2 jnd’s.RAYNOISE

predictions ofC50 and STI with the specular model were on average within 2 jnd’s. However, the
RAYNOISE predictions of speech level, with both types of reflection models, and theRAYNOISE

predictions ofC50 and STI with the diffuse model had average errors greater than 2 jnd’s. The
effects of the sound-absorption treatments on the measured speech metric values are also discussed.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1354199#

PACS numbers: 43.55.Br, 43.55.Dt, 43.55.Fw, 43.55.Ka@JDQ#

I. INTRODUCTION

The ultimate acoustical goal in a classroom is adequate
speech intelligibility. Sound reflections and ambient noise
control speech intelligibility in rooms. Because of this,
speech metrics have been proposed to measure the combined
effects of room reflections and ambient noise on speech in-
telligibility. Despite the fact that most of the speech metrics
that have been proposed can be measured in real rooms,
classroom acoustical performance is seldom specified in
terms of these quantities. Reverberation time and ambient
noise level are the usual basis of classroom acoustics stan-
dards and regulations.

The accuracy of reverberation time predictions using
analytical formulas and two commercially available ray-
tracing type computer programs were addressed in a previous
publication.1 Equally important is knowledge of the accuracy
to be expected when predicting speech levels and speech
metrics using these prediction methods.

There are several speech metrics for the evaluation of
speech intelligibility conditions in rooms.2,3 Speech metrics
such as the useful-to-detrimental sound ratioU50 and the
speech transmission index STI4 have been developed to take
into account the effects of room reflections and ambient
noise on speech intelligibility.~The useful-to-detrimental ra-
tio U50 is a simplification5 of an earlier proposal by Lochner
and Burger,6 in which the direct sound and early reflected

speech sounds are assumed to be useful to increased intelli-
gibility and later-arriving speech sounds and noise are as-
sumed to be detrimental to intelligibility.! In the present
study, the accuracy of predicting these speech metrics was
determined by taking only the effects of the room reflections
into account. In this case,U50 reduces to the early-to-late
sound ratioC50, and STI is obtained with the noise-to-signal
ratio equal to zero.

As occurred with measured reverberation times in the
previous work,1 sound levels,C50, and STI were measured
in the simulated classroom with different sound-absorption
treatments. By systematically varying the absorptive treat-
ment by adding material of known sound absorption in an
acoustically simple environment, it was hoped to address the
most basic issues of predicting the suitability of a room for
speech. The accuracy of the analytical and the computer pre-
dictions was assessed by comparing predictions with mea-
sured values in the simulated classroom. Formulas used for
the analytical predictions are based on the assumption of a
diffuse sound field and ideal exponential decays. Computer
predictions were obtained with two commercially available
hybrid ray-tracing type programs,RAYNOISE 3.07 andODEON

4.1.8,9

As far as the room reflections are concerned,C50 and
STI are speech metrics capable of taking into account the
influence of earlier reflections and single echoes on speech
intelligibility. Unlike computer predictions, which are based
on impulse responses obtained from various reflections in the
room, the analytical formulas considered here for predicting
speech metrics are only an approximation to actual condi-

a!Permanent address: Department of Mechanical Engineering, Polytechnic
School, University of Sa˜o Paulo, Sa˜o Paulo, Brazil.
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tions in real rooms because they are based on ideal exponen-
tial decays. The result is that the room reflections are repre-
sented by the reverberation time, and this is the only
parameter that describes the room acoustical conditions.

The room, the materials, the sound-absorbing configura-
tions, and the measuring system were all described in the
previous publication.1 Figure 1 shows the different sound-
absorbing configurations tested in the simulated classroom.
For ease of handling, the ceiling tiles were laid on the floor,
to simulate the ceiling absorption normally found in class-
rooms. Configurations included no added absorption~0!,
26.2% of floor covered~25!, 52.4% of the floor covered~50!,
78.7% of the floor covered~75!, and 98.3% of the floor cov-
ered ~100!. Configurations~HR!, ~HS!, ~EW!, ~PW!, and

~PF! illustrated in Fig. 1 all had sound-absorption areas equal
to 52.4% of the floor area. The absorbing material consisted
of 25-mm-thick glass fibre tiles. The absorption coefficients
of the tiles were obtained from a standard reverberation
chamber absorption test of the same tiles.

Figure 2 shows the sound source and the six microphone
positions. In the results included here, the microphone was
omnidirectional and the sound source was approximately
omnidirectional. The room dimensions were 9.20 m long by
4.67 m wide and 3.56 m high. The effect of sound scattering
on measured reverberation times was addressed in Ref. 1.
For the measurement results reported here, sound scattering
was accomplished by four diffuser panels, each with dimen-
sions of 1.230.9 m, placed at an approximately 45° angle
with the room walls and also illustrated in Fig. 1.

II. SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY METRIC FORMULAS
FOR THE ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS

A. Measures excluding ambient noise

Assuming a diffuse sound field in the room and ideal
exponential decays, an expression forC50 can be found in
the form2

C50510 logF11~r h /r !22e20.69/T

e20.69/T G , ~1!

wherer is the distance from the sound source to the receiver
and r h is the reverberation distance@see Eq.~6! below#.

The basis of the STI calculation scheme is the modula-
tion transfer functionm(F). Assuming a diffuse sound field
in the room, ideal exponential decays, and with the noise-to-
signal ratio equal to zero,m(F) is given by10

m~F !5
AA21B2

C
, ~2!

where

A5
1

r 2 1
1

r h
2 @11~2pFT/13.8!2#21, ~3!

B5
2pFT

13.8r h
2 @11~2pFT/13.8!2#21, ~4!

C5
1

r 2 1
1

r h
2 , ~5!

FIG. 1. Schematics depicting the application of the sound-absorbing ceiling
tiles in different amounts and configurations. For ease of handling, the ceil-
ing tiles were laid on the floor, to simulate the ceiling absorption normally
found in classrooms. Configuration~0! depicts the classroom with no ab-
sorption. Configurations~25!, ~50!, ~75!, and ~100! depict the classroom
with ceiling tiles applied, respectively, on 26.2%, 52.4%, 78.7%, and 98.3%
of the floor area. Configurations~HR!, ~HS!, ~EW!, ~PW!, and ~PF! depict
sound-absorbing configurations that have areas equal to 52.4% of the floor
area. Also shown are the diffuser panels and the room door.

FIG. 2. Plan view of the simulated classroom showing source position~large
filled circle! and the six receiver positions~small filled circles!.
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where F is the speech modulation frequency andT is the
reverberation time.

The reverberation distancer h , is the distance for which
the reflected sound energy density equals the direct sound
energy density. For omnidirectional sound sources, the rever-
beration distance squared is approximately given by2

r h
250.0032

V

T
e0.161/T. ~6!

For a given room volumeV, m(F) is calculated using Eq.
~2!, for each of the 14 one-third-octave speech modulation-
frequency valuesF from 0.63 to 12.5 Hz, for the reverbera-
tion time T. The corresponding STI value is then calculated
using a standard procedure given elsewhere.4

The speech levelLs for a receiver at a distancer is given
by

Ls5Lsplm110 log@r 221r h
22#, ~7!

whereLsplm is the long-term anechoic speech level at 1 m
straight ahead of the talker. Speech levels in the classroom
were based on a female speaking with a ‘‘normal’’ voice,
which has been shown to correspond to an A-weightedLsplm

value of approximately 55 dB.11

It should be pointed out thatC50 andm(F) as given by
Eqs.~1! and ~2!, respectively, and the speech level as given
by Eq. ~7!, with the reverberation distance given by Eq.~6!,
have all been written in terms of the reverberation timeT,
which under the assumption of a diffuse sound field and
ideal exponential decays is the only parameter that charac-
terizes the room acoustical conditions. Reverberation times
for these analytical expressions were obtained using Eyring’s
formula. ~Of course, the assumption of an ideal diffuse field
also implies that the reverberant level will be uniform
throughout the room.!

The accuracy of the predictions was assessed based on
single-number values for the speech levelLs , C50, and STI.
That is,Ls andC50 values were obtained by summing, on an
energy basis, A-weighted levels in the octave frequency
bands from 125 Hz to 4 kHz. These will be referred to as
Ls(A) andC50(A), respectively. STI requires the use of spe-
cific octave-band weighting factors to obtain the correspond-
ing STI value as a single number.4 This was done for each
receiver and for each sound-absorbing configuration in the
simulated classroom.

B. Measures including ambient noise

Although ambient noise is known to be a major deter-
minant of speech intelligibility,12 the comparisons of pre-
dicted and measured speech metrics in this paper are limited
to cases that do not include the effects of ambient noise.

However, the combined effects of the room reflections
and ambient noise on speech intelligibility can be evaluated
by means of the useful-to-detrimental sound ratioU50 and
STI with noise. Once the speech levelLs has been predicted
and the ambient noiseLn has been specified,U50 can be
obtained analytically by adding to the denominator of Eq.~1!
the noise-to-signal ratio 10(Ln2Ls)/10. Similarly, U50 can be
obtained from the computer predictions of definitionD by

also adding to the denominator of Eq.~8! the noise-to-signal
ratio 10(Ln2Ls)/10. STI with noise can be obtained analyti-
cally by multiplying the modulation transfer functionm(F),
as given by Eq.~2!, by an additional modulation-reduction
factor m due to the ambient noise.4 Here,m is given bym
5@1110(Ln2Ls)/10#21. Once the ambient noise has been
specified,RAYNOISE andODEON have the capability of yield-
ing values of STIwith noise.

III. PROCEDURES FOR THE COMPUTER
PREDICTIONS

As discussed in Ref. 1, the accuracy of reverberation
time predictions using two hybrid ray-tracing type computer
programsRAYNOISE 3.0andODEON 2.6was determined using
purely specular models and calibrated diffuse models. The
essence of the calibration procedure was, for a specific room,
to match predicted and measured reverberation times using
the diffusion coefficient~s! as a ‘‘calibrating tool’’.1 This
calibration was achieved by systematically adjusting the sur-
face diffusion coefficients until the best agreement between
predicted and measured reverberation times was obtained for
configuration~50! ~see Fig. 1!. The resulting diffusion coef-
ficients were then used in all other calculations with the same
computer program.

Unlike RAYNOISE, ODEONuses another diffusion-related
parameter, the transition order~TO!, to change the reflection
procedure from purely specular to diffuse, for reflections that
have orders higher than TO. For reflection orders lower than
TO, the reflections are treated as purely specular, to preserve
the specular influence of the room for these earlier reflec-
tions. With the possibility of changing TO, the diffusion co-
efficient is not the sole parameter that accounts for the effect
of diffusion in this computer program.

Lam13 investigated the dependence of diffusion param-
eters forODEON 2.5 on room acoustical quantities, by com-
paring predicted and measured values in physical scale mod-
els of auditoriums. He found that the most significant effect
of the diffusion coefficient was on the prediction of rever-
beration time. The effect of TO on sound level and on clarity
C80 was relatively small—less than 0.5-dB changes in the
prediction errors with the diffusion coefficient varying be-
tween 0.1 and 0.5. Lam13 found, usingODEON, that rever-
beration time prediction was insensitive to variations in TO.
This was expected because reverberation time inODEON is
calculated from the slope of the decay between25 and235
dB, and changes in TO only affect the details of particular
early reflections and hence the early part of the decay. One of
his conclusions was that matching predicted to measured re-
verberation times provided a convenient means for determin-
ing the value of the diffusion coefficient required. He then
investigated the effect of TO in terms ofC80 values. In rect-
angular rooms a TO value of 0 in the low frequency bands,
and between 1 and 3 in the high frequency bands, was found
to be appropriate.

An addition to the newer version 4.1 ofODEON is the
calculation of STI. Like the early-to-late sound ratioC50,
STI is also sensitive to variations in the earlier reflections. A
parametric study was conducted to investigate the effects of
changing TO onLs(A), C50(A), and STI. BecauseODEON
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predicts clarityC80 as well, the effect of changing TO on this
acoustical quantity was also examined in terms ofC80(A).
RAYNOISE and ODEON do not giveC50 directly. However,
both programs yield results of the early-to-total sound ratio
called definitionD, which is related toC50 according to

C50510 logS D

12D D . ~8!

For each TO, and for each acoustical quantity, the error
of the prediction was assessed in terms of the average of the
absolute differences between measured and predicted values
for the six receivers and for the ten sound-absorbing configu-
rations in the simulated classroom. For each TO, this resulted
in 60 values for determining the average errors of the pre-
diction for each acoustical quantity.

Figure 3 shows these average errors plotted versus tran-
sition order TO for theODEON predictions ofLs(A), C50(A),
C80(A), and STI. It can be seen that TO has little influence
on the prediction ofLs(A), with the difference reducing only

slightly from 1.39 to 1.17 dB as TO increases from 0 to 5,
and with a minimum of 1.16 dB with TO equal to 4. TO has
similar effects on the prediction of bothC50(A) andC80(A),
and predictions of these two early-to-late sound ratios with
TO varying from 0 to 4 have practically equal differences of
approximately 2 dB. However, the differences in the predic-
tions of C50(A) and C80(A) increase, respectively, to 2.59
and 2.34 dB with TO equal to 5. The smallest differences,
with values of 1.81 dB forC50(A) and of 1.98 dB for
C80(A), were obtained with TO equal to 3. Predictions of
STI with the smallest difference of 0.042 were obtained with
TO equal to 4.

With ODEON, the accuracy of the predictions will be
assessed with TO values that, from the results of the para-
metric study, gave the smallest error for the respective acous-
tical quantity. As found above, these correspond to a TO
equal to 3 for theC50(A) predictions, and to a TO equal to 4
for both Ls(A) and STI predictions.

The accuracy of theRAYNOISE predictions of speech
metrics was assessed for two different reflection models: the
purely specular reflection model and the calibrated diffuse
reflection model. However, only the calibrated diffuse reflec-
tion model was used withODEON for assessing the accuracy
of predicting speech metrics. This is because, for this com-
puter program, as discussed above, the main influence of the
type of reflection model is on the prediction of sound decays.
Also, as shown in Ref. 1, withRAYNOISE, both types of re-
flection models have predicted reverberation times with simi-
lar accuracy, while theODEON calibrated diffuse reflection
model was definitely far more accurate than its purely specu-
lar model for predicting reverberation times. It was then as-
sumed that the better accuracy of theODEON diffuse model
for predicting reverberation times would also be best for the
prediction of speech metrics.

IV. ACCURACY OF THE PREDICTIONS—RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION

The various predictions are compared with measured
values for each absorption configuration. The accuracy of the
predictions will be assessed in terms of the just-noticeable
difference~jnd! for each of the acoustical quantities consid-
ered. For practical calculations, the jnd for sound levels can
be approximated as 1 dB.14 Bradley et al.15 found in simu-
lated sound fields in an anechoic room that the jnd for the
early-to-late sound ratioC50 is 1.1 dB. In the same work, the
jnd for the speech transmission index STI was found to be
0.03.

A. Comparisons between measured and predicted
values

The average, over all receivers, of the differences be-
tween measured and predicted values was calculated for each
sound-absorbing configuration in the simulated classroom.
This gives the accuracy for the prediction of the room aver-
age value. Figures 4–6 show, for each sound-absorbing con-
figuration and for each prediction method, the average of the
differences together with the standard deviation of the differ-
ences~indicated by the vertical bars! for the prediction of

FIG. 3. Overall average absolute differences versus transition order TO for
the ODEON predictions ofLs(A), C50(A), C80(A), and STI. The arrows
indicate the smallest difference.
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Ls(A), C50(A), and STI. In these figures, the jnd for the
respective acoustical quantity is shown as a dotted line
across the plot areas.

Figure 4 reveals that the analytical predictions ofLs(A)
values are within one jnd for seven out of ten configurations.
Only four out of ten of theRAYNOISE predictions with the
specular model are within 1 jnd, whereas for theRAYNOISE

predictions with the diffuse model, all configurations, with
the exception of configuration~50!, have differences greater
than 1 jnd. TheODEON predictions are within 1 jnd for six
out of ten of the configurations. The standard deviations of
the RAYNOISE predictions are much larger than the standard
deviations of the analytical and theODEON predictions.

Figure 5, which shows the differences for theC50(A)
predictions, reveals that the analytical predictions, for all
configurations, with the exception of configuration~100!, are
essentially within 1 jnd. TheRAYNOISE predictions with the

specular model, for six out of ten configurations, are within 1
jnd, whereas for theRAYNOISE predictions with the diffuse
model, only for configuration~50! are the differences within
1 jnd. For seven out of ten configurations, theODEON predic-
tions have differences greater than 1 jnd. The standard de-
viations of the analytical predictions are in general smaller
than the standard deviations of the computer predictions.

Figure 6, which shows the differences for the STI pre-
dictions, reveals that the analytical predictions, for most con-
figurations, have differences greater than 1 jnd. The
RAYNOISE predictions with the specular model, for most con-
figurations, and theRAYNOISE predictions with the diffuse
model, for all configurations, with the exception of configu-
ration ~50!, have differences greater than 1 jnd. TheODEON

predictions, for half of the ten configurations, are within 1
jnd of measured values. The standard deviations of the ana-

FIG. 4. Averages with respect to receivers and standard deviations~vertical
bars! of the differences between measured and predicted speech levels
Ls(A) by each prediction method and for each sound-absorbing configura-
tion in the simulated classroom. The just-noticeable difference, jnd, for
sound levels of61 dB is drawn as dotted lines across the plot area.

FIG. 5. Averages with respect to receivers and standard deviations~vertical
bars! of the differences between measured and predictedC50(A) by each
prediction method and for each sound-absorbing configuration in the simu-
lated classroom. The jnd forC50 of 61.1 dB is drawn as dotted lines across
the plot area.
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lytical predictions are in general larger than the standard de-
viations of the computer predictions.

Because the plots in Figs. 4–6 are for the averages of
simple differences between measured and predicted values
over all receivers, they in fact reveal the accuracy for pre-
dicting the room average value. Another way of assessing
the accuracy of the predictions is by calculating the average
of the absolutedifferences. The average of the absolute dif-
ferences rather than the average of simple differences gives a
more adequate measure of the accuracy of the prediction
method. The average of the absolute differences can then be
related to the jnd for the acoustical quantity under consider-
ation. These relative errors, for each prediction method and
for each acoustical quantity, are shown in Fig. 7 for each
sound-absorbing configuration.

For Ls(A) Fig. 7 shows that the analytical predictions
have relative errors of less than 1 for seven of the ten con-
figurations and half of theODEON predictions have relative

errors less than 1. TheRAYNOISE predictions with either re-
flection model and for all configurations, have relative errors
greater than 1.

For C50(A) Fig. 7 shows that the analytical predictions,
for most configurations~seven of ten!, have relative errors
less than 1. On the other hand, seven out of ten configura-
tions for theODEON predictions have relative errors greater
than 1. For theRAYNOISE predictions with the specular
model, six out of ten configurations have relative errors less
than 1, whereas for theRAYNOISE predictions with the dif-
fuse model, all configurations, with the exception of configu-
ration ~50!, have relative errors greater than 1.

For STI Fig. 7 shows, that for all methods, most predic-
tions have relative errors greater than 1. Three of theODEON

configurations, four of theRAYNOISE specular model con-
figurations, one of theRAYNOISE diffuse model configura-
tions, and two of the analytical configurations have relative
errors less than 1.

FIG. 6. Averages with respect to receivers and standard deviations~vertical
bars! of the differences between measured and predicted STI by each pre-
diction method and for each sound-absorbing configuration in the simulated
classroom. The jnd for STI of60.03 is drawn as dotted lines across the plot
area.

FIG. 7. Receiver-averaged relative errors in terms of the jnd for the predic-
tion of Ls(A), C50(A), and STI for each sound-absorbing configuration in
the simulated classroom. Analytical predictions~d!, RAYNOISE specular
model predictions~h!, RAYNOISE diffuse model predictions~j!, andODEON

predictions~n!.
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It can be seen in Fig. 7 that the relative errors of the
RAYNOISE diffuse model predictions ofC50(A) and STI were
less than 1 only for configuration~50!. For all the other con-
figurations, theRAYNOISE diffuse model predictions of both
metrics have relative errors much greater than 1. Configura-
tion ~50! was used for calibrating the diffuse reflection
model, based on the prediction of the reverberation time with
minimum relative error.1 This result seems to suggest that
more accurate predictions ofC50(A) and STI withRAYNOISE

depend on the successful prediction of the sound decays.

B. Accuracy rating

An overall accuracy rating for each of the prediction
methods can now be made by averaging the relative errors of
Fig. 7 over all sound-absorbing configurations. For each pre-
diction method, these overall relative errors are shown in
Fig. 8 for each acoustical quantity. For practical purposes, an
overall relative error equal to or less than 2 can be consid-
ered as acceptable.16 As can be seen in Fig. 8, the analytical
and theODEON predictions ofLs(A), C50(A), and STI have
overall relative errors less than 2. The analytical predictions
of Ls(A) andC50(A) were even more accurate, with overall
relative errors of about 1. TheRAYNOISE specular model pre-
dictions ofC50(A) and STI have overall relative errors less
than 2. TheRAYNOISE predictions ofLs(A) with both reflec-
tion models, and theRAYNOISE predictions ofC50(A) and
STI with the diffuse model have overall relative errors
greater than 2. Therefore, withRAYNOISE it seems more ap-
propriate to calculate speech metrics using the purely specu-
lar model.

V. THE EFFECTS OF THE SOUND-ABSORPTION
TREATMENTS

Figure 9 shows the receiver-averaged measured values
of Ls(A), C50(A), and STI, for the ten sound-absorbing con-
figurations in the simulated classroom. As expected, the
speech levels,Ls(A), drop as absorption is added, from
about 63 dB(A) for the bare room@configuration ~0!#, to
about 53 dB(A) for the most absorbing configuration~100!;
the latter corresponds to covering the whole ceiling area with
sound-absorbing ceiling tiles. For the sound-absorbing con-

figuration ~50!, which corresponds to covering approxi-
mately 50% of the ceiling area with sound-absorbing ceiling
tiles evenly distributed, and for the other configurations with
the same amount of absorption@configurations~HR!, ~HS!,
~EW!, ~PW!, and ~PF!#, the speech levelsLs(A) are all
around 55/56 dB(A).

The speech metricsC50(A) and STI indicate that the
most favorable conditions for speech transmission are at-
tained with the most absorbing configurations~75! and~100!,
with approximately the same values of around 9 dB for
C50(A) and 0.58 for STI. There is practically no increase in
these speech metric values by increasing the amount of ab-
sorption from 75% to 100% of the ceiling area. For the con-
figurations with the same amount of absorption that corre-
sponds to covering approximately 50% of the ceiling area,
the highest values of 8 dB forC50(A) and 0.55 for STI were
obtained for the sound-absorbing configuration~50!. This re-
sult indicates that evenly distributing the absorption on the
ceiling is the most effective means of increasing the ratio of

FIG. 8. Overall relative errors in terms of the jnd for the prediction of
Ls(A), C50(A), and STI in the simulated classroom. Analytical predictions
~d!, RAYNOISE specular model predictions~h!, RAYNOISE diffuse model pre-
dictions ~j!, andODEON predictions~n!.

FIG. 9. Receiver-averaged measured values ofLs(A), C50(A), and STI for
each sound-absorbing configuration in the simulated classroom.
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early to late arriving speech sounds. Figure 9 reveals that
there is a good correlation between measured values of
C50(A) and STI.

The overall optimum configuration for good speech in-
telligibility would correspond to that which increased both
Ls(A) and C50(A). Figure 9 suggests that this occurs for
configuration EW, in which the absorption is located on the
end wall. Recent computer model studies17 suggested that a
configuration similar to~PW! led to optimum results and that
ambient noise levels also influenced the choice of optimum
condition. However, as in this work, the differences with the
same amount of absorbing material in different configura-
tions were quite small.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

By varying the amount of sound absorption, and the lo-
cation of the sound-absorbing material in a simulated class-
room, it was possible to assess the accuracy of the prediction
of speech metrics. Predictions ofLs(A), C50(A), and STI
were obtained analytically and with two hybrid ray-based
computer programs,RAYNOISE 3.0 and ODEON 4.1. With
RAYNOISE, two types of reflection models were used, a
purely specular model and a calibrated diffuse reflection
model. With ODEON, only the calibrated diffuse reflection
model was used because, for this computer program, the
main influence of the type of reflection model is on the pre-
diction of sound decays.

ODEON uses a parameter called transition order, TO, to
change the reflection procedure from purely specular to dif-
fuse for reflections that have orders higher than TO. A para-
metric study was conducted of the effects of transition order
on Ls(A), C50(A), C80(A), and STI. This was accomplished
by varying TO from 0 to 5 while computing the errors for the
prediction of each speech metric for each TO value. It was
then found in the simulated classroom that the errors for the
prediction ofLs(A), C50(A), andC80(A) were almost inde-
pendent of the TO value, when it was varied from 0 to 4. For
TO equal to 5, the errors for the prediction ofC50(A) and
C80(A) were a little higher than for the other TO values,
while the error for the prediction ofLs(A) remained practi-
cally the same for all TO values. However, a slightly smaller
error for the prediction ofLs(A) was obtained with TO equal
to 4, while slightly smaller errors for the prediction of
C50(A) andC80(A) were obtained with TO equal to 3. With
respect to the STI predictions, it was found that the smallest
error was obtained with TO equal to 4. Based on these re-
sults, the accuracy of theODEON predictions ofLs(A) and
STI were then assessed with TO equal to 4, while that of
C50(A) was assessed with TO equal to 3.

By averaging the absolute differences between measured
and predicted values with respect to both the receiver posi-
tions and the sound-absorbing configurations tested in the
simulated classroom, the overall average accuracy for the
prediction of each speech metric, by each prediction method,
was obtained. An accuracy equal to or less than 2 jnd’s was
considered acceptable for practical purposes. It was then
found in the simulated classroom thatLs(A), C50(A), and
STI were predicted on average within 2 jnd’s analytically
and byODEON. Analytical predictions ofLs(A) andC50(A)

were even more accurate, with an average accuracy of about
1 jnd. TheRAYNOISE specular model predictions ofC50(A)
and STI were also on average within 2 jnd’s. However, the
RAYNOISE predictions ofLs(A), with both types of reflection
models, and theRAYNOISE predictions ofC50(A) and STI
with the diffuse model had average errors greater than 2
jnd’s. For these simulated classrooms the simpler analytical
predictions were generally more accurate than the computer
model predictions. Of course, other computer models may
produce quite different results.

No attempt has been made to consider results at indi-
vidual measurement positions. With the small rooms typical
of most school classrooms, systematic effects of distance are
usually small and difficult to define because of the increased
uncertainty associated with individual position measurement
results. While previous studies have considered more com-
plex spaces, the main point of this paper is that it is difficult
to accurately predict even room-average speech metrics in
these acoustically simple rooms.
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A theoretical model was developed to evaluate the reduction of structure-borne noise generated by
an axially symmetric ring force which is applied on the interior of the cylindrical shell. The
vibrating cylindrical shell is coated with a microvoided elastomer that is acoustically soft material
designed for the reduction of the generated noise. The analytical model is a two-layer shell structure
comprised of a cylindrical shell and an outer layer~coating! that is perfectly bonded to the
cylindrical shell. The outer and inner surfaces of the coated shell are in contact with water and air,
respectively. The analysis for this problem is based on the theory of elasticity, acoustic wave
equations, and pertinent boundary conditions. Effects of various parameters such as coating
thickness and material properties on the noise reductions are presented. ©2001 Acoustical Society
of America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1349540#

PACS numbers: 43.58.Vb, 43.20.Tb, 43.40.Rj, 43.30.Nb@SLE#

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this work is to develop a model for
evaluating the performance of a microvoided elastomer coat-
ing ~baffle! in reducing the structure-borne noise generated
by an axially symmetric ring force which is applied on the
interior of the cylindrical shell. Although the axially sym-
metric ring force is independent of the angular coordinate,
the present analysis allows the angular dependence for the
more general use in the future.

Some sonar functions would be facilitated if hydrophone
arrays could be mounted directly on the hull of a ship. Some
means of noise reduction is required using a baffle layer
placed between the hull and the array. Such a baffle must
reduce the pressure fluctuations in the water resulting from
the hull vibration.

A simple model for evaluating the flexural wave reduc-
tion has been studied using a two-layer plane structure that
consists of a vibrating plate and a fluid baffle layer by Ko
et al.1–3 The acoustic radiation from a coated plate has been
studied by Maidanik.4 Further studies were made by Ko5

using a similar model that replaces a fluid baffle layer with a
microvoided elastomer layer. The use of a compliant mate-
rial such as a microvoided elastomer for a plane baffle layer
is a step closer to reality. However, more realistic models can
be developed using a cylindrical shell coated with a micro-
voided elastomer layer for the conformal large aperture blan-
ket arrays mounted on a ship. The theoretical model in this
study is a coated cylindrical shell, i.e., a two-layer structure
comprised of a cylindrical shell and an outer layer of a mi-
crovoided elastomer~coating! which is bonded to the shell.
The outer surface of the microvoided elastomer layer and the
inner surface of the cylindrical shell are in contact with water
and air, respectively.

This paper describes the analysis for a coated cylindrical
shell. The formulation of the problem is based on the theory
of elasticity, acoustic wave equations, and pertinent bound-
ary conditions. The results of this work are the parametric
studies for the reduction of noise using the assigned values
of the baffle layer dimensions and material properties.

The results obtained for a coated cylindrical shell model
are compared to those obtained for a plane two-layer model.

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Figure 1 shows an immersed cylindrical shell excited by
an axially symmetric time harmonic ring force. The pressure
field in the water region generated by the vibration of the
cylindrical shell can be reduced by coating the shell with an
acoustically soft baffle such as a microvoided elastomer. Fig-
ure 2 depicts a cylindrical shell coated with a microvoided
elastomer layer designed for the reduction of the structure-
borne noise which is generated by the ring force applied on
the interior of the shell. In this study, a two-layer cylindrical
structure comprised of a cylindrical shell and an outer layer
of a microvoided elastomer is used for the analysis. Then,
the case of a one-layer cylindrical shell is deduced from the
case of the two-layer composite structure.

A. Acoustic waves in the water region

The governing wave equation in the water region is writ-
ten as
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wherep0[p0(r ,u,z,t) is the pressure field,c0 is the sound
speed,t is the time, andr, u, andz are the spatial coordinates
in the radial, circumferential, and axial directions, respec-
tively. The pressure field in the water region is written as

a!Paper presented at the 139th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of
America, 30 May–3 June 2000, Atlanta, Georgia@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.107,
2839~A! ~2000!#.
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whereP0
(n)(r ,kz ,v) is the Fourier transform of the pressure

field, v52p f is the angular frequency in rad/s,f is the fre-
quency in Hz,n is an integer, and«n is the Neumann con-
stant («n51 for n50 and«n52 for n>1). Substituting Eq.
~2! into Eq. ~1! gives for the moden,
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wherea05(k0
22kz

2)1/2, k05v/c0 is the acoustic wave num-
ber, and the superscript~n! denotes the circumferential mode

number. Equation~3! is Bessel’s equation that has the solu-
tion as follows:
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where A0
(n) is the unknown coefficient to be determined,

Hn
(2)(a0r ) is the Hankel function of the second kind with an

argumenta0r and is given by
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where Jn(a0r ) and Yn(a0r ) are the Bessel and Neumann
functions of ordern, respectively. The requirement that the
pressure field must propagate outward has been applied in
obtaining Eq.~4!. For large values of the argument, the Han-
kel function of the second kind has the following asymptotic
expression~as r→`):
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The Hankel function of the second kind has been chosen
so that the exponential representation of the asymptotic be-
havior has the form exp@2i(a0r2vt)# for the time depen-
dence exp(1ivt). Remember that fork0.kz the expression
a05(k0

22kz
2)1/2 is real. Then, Eq.~6! represents the wave

that propagates away from the outer surface of the cylindri-
cal shell structure in the radial direction~supersonic wave!. If
k0,kz , then the expressiona0 becomes purely imaginary.
Then, Eq.~6! becomes the wave that grows as the radial
distance increases, which violates the radiation condition.
Therefore, the appropriate expression for the wave that de-
cays away in the radial direction from the outer surface of
the cylindrical shell structure~subsonic wave! is a05
2 i (kz

22k0
2)1/2. Then, the pressure field in the water region is

obtained as
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where

a05~k0
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2!1/2 for k0.kz ~8!

and

a052 i ~kz
22k0

2!1/2 for k0,kz . ~9!

B. Elastic waves in cylindrical shells

In this section, equations necessary for the formulation
of the present problem are described. The vector differential
equation that governs the small elastic motion in the elastic
medium is written as6–9

m¹2u1~l1m!¹~¹•u!5r
]2u

]t2 , ~10!

wherel andm are the Lame´ constants,u is the displacement
vector,r is the material density,¹ is the gradient operator,
and¹2 is the Laplacian operator. The solutions of Eq.~10!
are a combination of a vector potentialC and a scalar po-
tential f, so that

FIG. 1. Vibrating cylindrical shell excited by an axially symmetric ring
force.

FIG. 2. Vibrating cylindrical shell coated with a microvoided elastomer
~baffle layer!.
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u5¹f1~¹3C!, ~11!

where C5(C r ,Cu ,Cz) is the vector potential andC r ,
Cu , andCz are the radial, circumferential, and axial com-
ponents, respectively. Equation~11! is true provided thatf
andC are the solutions of the elastic wave equations,
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whereF is an arbitrary function of the spatial coordinate and
the time. The complex dilatational (cd) and shear (cs) wave
speeds are given by
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If Eq. ~12! is written in the cylindrical coordinate, then
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If Eq. ~11! is utilized, then the radial displacement (ur) is
written as
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Similarly, the circumferential (uu) and axial (uz) displace-
ments are written as
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Equation ~13! can be decomposed into the radial, cir-
cumferential, and axial directions, respectively. In the radial
direction, one obtains
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In the circumferential direction, one obtains
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In the axial direction, one obtains
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The solutions of elastic wave equations given by Eqs.~17!,
~21!, ~22!, and~23! are written as8–10
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C. Acoustic waves and excitation function in the air
region

The pressure field inside the cylindrical shell structure is
written as
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The axially symmetric ring force applied on the interior
surface (r 5R2) is written as
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where F(kz ,v) is the Fourier transform off (z,t). If the
driving force is assumed to be
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then the Fourier transform of Eq.~33! is obtained as
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where F0 is a constant force per unit area,d is the delta
function,z0 is the location of the ring force application, and
v0 is an excitation frequency.

III. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The reduction of noise is measured by the insertion loss
which is defined as the ratio of the pressure at the standoff
distance in the presence of the baffle layer to the pressure at
the standoff distance in the absence of baffle layer~Fig. 3!.

Therefore, in the present study, both one- and two-layer
models are presented.

A. Two-layer shell model

The geometry used in this section is depicted in Fig. 2.
The boundary conditions for ordern to be satisfied at the
interface between the outer fluid~water! and the coating sur-
face, i.e.,r 5R0 , are written as
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where@t rr ,1
(n) # r 5R0

is the radial stress of ordern at the surface
r 5R0 and the subscript 1 refers to the coating~layer 1!.
Similar expressions are used for the radiated wave pressure,
the radial and circumferential displacements, and the tangen-
tial and axial shear stresses. Note thatr0 is the density of the
outer fluid. The boundary conditions to be satisfied at the
interface between the cylindrical shell~layer 2! and the coat-
ing; i.e., r 5R1 , are written as
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The boundary conditions to be satisfied at the interface be-
tween the cylindrical shell and the inner fluid~air!, i.e., r
5R2 , are written as
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wherer3 is the density of air.
Recall that the driving force is the ring force which acts

at z5z0 on the interior surface of the cylindrical shell struc-
ture. Since the driving forcef (z,t) is independent ofu, all
the expressions used in Eqs.~35!–~48! must be independent

FIG. 3. Geometry used for noise reduction.
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of u. Therefore, the present problem is restricted to the case
of n50. Using Eqs.~35!–~48!, one obtains a system of linear
algebraic equations to be solved for the unknown coefficients
of order n50: A0

(0) , A1.1
(0) , B1.1

(0) , A2.1
(0) , B2.1

(0) , A3.1
(0) , B3.1

(0) ,
A1.2

(0) , B1.2
(0) , A2.2

(0) , B2.2
(0) , A3.2

(0) , B3.2
(0) , andB0

(0) in terms ofF0

as shown in Appendix A. After the coefficientA0
(0) has been

obtained by solving the algebraic equations in Appendix A,
the pressure field at the axial locationz5z0 and the standoff
distancer 5R01d0 in the water region, when the driving
force is acting atz5z0 , is written as
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E
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`
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whereTb(kz ,v) is the transfer function atz5z0 and r 5R0

1d0 . Here,z0 is considered zero since the location of the
force application is arbitrary. Therefore, one has
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baffle layer~coating!.

B. One-layer shell model

The geometry used in this section is depicted in Fig. 1.
In the present study, it is necessary to develop a single-layer
model to obtain the pressure field at the standoff distance in
the absence of the baffle layer. The analysis for the single-
layer model follows the procedures used for the two-layer
model in the previous section. The boundary conditions to be
satisfied at the interface between the outer fluid and the outer
surface of the cylindrical shell, i.e.,r 5R1 , are written as
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The boundary conditions to be satisfied at the interface be-
tween the cylindrical shell and the inner fluid, i.e.,r 5R2 ,
are written as
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Using Eqs.~51!–~58!, one obtains a system of linear
algebraic equations to be solved for the unknown coefficients

for the ordern50: A0
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andB0
(0) in terms ofF0 as shown in Appendix C. After the

coefficientA0
(0) has been obtained by solving the algebraic

equations in Appendix C, the pressure field at the axial loca-
tion z5z0 and the standoff distancer 5R11d0 in the water
region, when the driving force is acting atz5z0 , is written
as
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E
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`
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where Tw(kz ,v) is the transfer function atr 5R11d0 for
z050 in the absence of the baffle layer and is given by

Tw~kz ,v!5A0
~0!H0
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In summary, the noise reduction is written as

NR520 log10Upb~v!

pw~v!
U dB, ~61!

where pb(v) and pw(v) are given by Eqs.~49! and ~59!,
respectively~Fig. 3!.

IV. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

The numerical calculations for noise reductions have
been made using Eq.~61!. It is necessary to use the proper-
ties of the coating and cylindrical shell as well as their di-
mensions for evaluating the pressure fieldspb(v) and
pw(v). The major parameters required in the present study
are the material density, the complex dilatational~longitudi-
nal! and shear~transverse! wave speeds in the material, and
the densities and acoustic wave speeds of the fluid media.
The complex dilatational and shear wave speeds for the layer
1 ~coating! are written as follows:

cd15cd01~11 i zd1!1/2 ~62!

and

cs15cs01~11 i zs1!1/2, ~63!

where cd01 and cs01 are the dilatational and shear wave
speeds in the coating, andzd1 and zs1 are the loss factors
associated with dilatational and shear waves, respectively.
The complex dilatational and shear wave speeds in the layer
2 ~cylindrical shell! are written in a similar fashion. The
baseline data used for the calculations of noise reductions are
as follows:

Inner radius of cylindrical shell R252.540 m (100 in.!,
Shell thickness h250.0508 m~2 in.!,
Coating thickness h150.0254 m~1 in.!,
Water density r051000 kg/m3,
Sound speed in water c051500 m/s,
Air density r351.215 kg/m3,
Sound speed in air c35340 m/s,
Coating density r15600 kg/m3,
Shear wave speed

in the coating
cs01550 m/s,

Dilatational wave speed
in the coating

cd015200 m/s,
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Shear loss factor
of the coating

zs150.3,

Dilatational loss factor
of the coating

zd150.03,

Shell density r257800 kg/m3,
Shear wave speed in the shell cs0253100 m/s,
Dilatational wave speed in the

shell
cd0255800 m/s,

Shear loss factor of the shell zs250.01,
Dilatational loss factor of the

shell
zd250.001,

Standoff distance d050.

In numerical calculations, as a parameter is varied, all
other parameters are kept the same as listed in the baseline
data. It is important to evaluate the integrandsTb(kz ,v) and
Tw(kz ,v) to understand the wave-number frequency spectra
in this study. Figure 4 presents the transfer functions
Tw(kz ,v) as a function of the axial wave numberkz for
various frequencies. In Fig. 4, the solid, dashed, chain-
dotted, and double chain-dotted lines denote the results cal-
culated for 100, 500, 1000, and 5000 Hz, respectively. An
observation of the solid line shows that the first cusp is the
dilatational wave number in the shell which occurs atkd

50.108 m21. The second cusp is expected to occur at the
acoustic wave number in waterk050.418 m21, but is not
shown clearly in the figure. This is because the acoustic
wave number is so close to the resonant wave number and
thus it is buried within the band of the resonant wave num-
ber. Resonant wave numbers here are the wave numbers that
are obtainable from the dispersion relationship for the un-
coated cylinder. Note that the resonant wave number for 100
Hz is kR50.45 m21. For 500 Hz, the first cusp occurs at the
dilatational wave numberkd50.54 m21. The second cusp is
due to the acoustic wave number in water that occurs atk0

52.09 m21. The resonant wave number for 500 Hz is given
by kR56.0 m21. Similarly, one may deduce the results for 1
and 5 kHz from those obtained for 100 and 500 Hz, respec-
tively. It is noticed that the resonant wave number shifts to

the right as the frequency increases. Figure 5 presents the
transfer functionsTb(kz ,v) for various frequencies. The
solid line in Fig. 5 shows that the first cusp occurs atkd

50.108 m21 which appears at the same location as shown in
Fig. 4. Note that the acoustic wave number in water isk0

50.418 m21 shown as a discontinuity. However, the band-
width of the resonant wave number at 100 Hz in Fig. 5 is
wider than that shown in Fig. 4. Then, the integrated value of
the solid line in Fig. 5 is greater than that in Fig. 4. This
implies that the coating does not necessarily serve as the
noise baffle which is designed for the structure-borne noise
reduction. The coating lowers the impedance and increases
the velocity when the acting force is the same with and with-
out the coating. Specifically, the low impedance baffle de-
creases the shell impedance~radial direction! and raises the
radial velocity sufficiently to make the pressure in the baffle
layer higher than it is in the water without the baffle. How-

FIG. 6. Comparison of the transfer functions at 100 Hz calculated for a
cylindrical shell and an elastic plate in the absence of the baffle layer.

FIG. 4. Transfer functions in the absence of the baffle layer calculated for
various frequencies.

FIG. 5. Transfer functions in the presence of the baffle layer calculated for
various frequencies.
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ever, for 5000 Hz, the area under the double chain-dotted
line in Fig. 5 is much less than that in Fig. 4. In this case, the
noise reduction is obtainable when the baffle layer is used.

Figure 6 presents a comparison between the transfer
function Tw(kz ,v) calculated for 100 Hz using the relevant
equations for the cylindrical shell and that for the flat plate
having the same thickness. As shown in Fig. 6, the difference
between the locations of the resonant wave numbers com-
puted at 100 Hz for the cylindrical shell and the flat plate is
substantially large. This means that the effect of the cylindri-
cal curvature is significant at this frequency. A similar com-
parison is shown in Fig. 7 for 1000 Hz. It is found in the
figure that the difference between the resonant wave numbers
computed at 1 kHz for the cylindrical shell and the flat plate
is very small. Further, Fig. 8 shows that the resonant wave
numbers computed at 5 kHz for the cylindrical shell and the
flat plate are identical. It is found that the analysis of the
cylindrical shell for a large value ofka ~k anda being a wave

number and a shell radius, respectively! can be approximated
by the analysis of the flat plate for the high frequency region.

Figure 9 presents the noise reductions calculated at
z050 using various standoff distances (d0). As can be seen
in the figure that the difference between three standoff dis-
tances is unnoticeable. It is reminded that the standoff dis-
tances used in Figs. 10–14 are zero as indicated in the base-
line data.

Figure 10 shows the noise reduction curves as a function
of frequency for different radii (R2) including infinity that
represents the flat plate. It is shown in Fig. 10 that the
amounts of the noise reductions are approximately the same
for the radii ofR2550 and 100 in. as well asR25` except
for the low frequency region. This is because the value ofka
is high enough to approximate the cylindrical shell to the flat
plate. In the low frequency region, the baffle layer does not
reduce the noise but enhances the noise contrary to the pur-
pose of the baffle design. Remember that the areas under-
neath the transfer functionsTb(kz ,v) calculated at 100 and
500 Hz shown in Fig. 5 are larger than the corresponding
transfer functionsTw(kz ,v) shown in Fig. 4. This provides
the positive values in the noise reduction curves. The maxi-
mum amount of the noise reduction is obtained at the fre-

FIG. 7. Comparison of the transfer functions at 1000 Hz calculated for a
cylindrical shell and an elastic plate in the absence of the baffle layer.

FIG. 8. Comparison of the transfer functions at 5000 Hz calculated for a
cylindrical shell and an elastic plate in the absence of the baffle layer.

FIG. 9. Effect of the standoff distance on the noise reduction.

FIG. 10. Effect of the cylindrical shell radius on the noise reduction.
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quency where the baffle layer thickness is equal to a one-
quarter wavelength. Here, it occurs at 2, 6, 10 kHz, etc. The
minimum amount of the noise reduction occurs at the fre-
quency where the baffle layer thickness is equal to a one-half
wavelength. Here, it occurs at 4 kHz and its multiples. The
sharp peak~positive noise reduction! occurs at the critical
frequency (f c) and is analogous to that of the spring-mass
system in mechanical vibration. This critical frequency is
written as

f c5
1

2p
A s

m
, ~64!

wheres is the spring constant andm is the mass. In this case,
s5(B14m/3)/h1 , whereB is the bulk modulus of the mi-
crovoided baffle,h1 is the baffle layer thickness, andm
5r2h2 is the mass per unit area of the cylindrical shell. The
substitution of the appropriate values (B52.43107 N/m2,
h150.0254 m,r257800 kg/m3, andh250.0508 m) into Eq.
~64! yields f c5247 Hz, which falls in the vicinity of the
peak shown on the left-hand side of the figure. Note that
those peaks for different radii are located at different fre-
quencies. Since this approximation is based on the two-
dimensional geometry~flat plate!, the location of f c

5247 Hz is most close to the noise reduction curve obtained
for the case ofR25`.

Figure 11 presents the effect of the baffle layer thickness
(h1) on the noise reduction. As mentioned earlier, the maxi-
mum reduction occurs at the frequency where the baffle layer
thickness is equal to a one-quarter dilatational wavelength,
i.e., h15ld1/4, whereld1 is the wavelength in the baffle
layer. The minimum reduction occurs at the frequency where
the layer thickness is equal to a one-half dilatational wave-
length, i.e.,h15ld1/2. Forh151 in., as denoted by the solid
line the maximum reduction occurs at 2, 6, 10 kHz, etc.,
whereas the minimum reduction occurs at 4, 8, 12 kHz, etc.
For the case ofh152 in., as denoted by the dashed line the
maximum reduction occurs at 1, 3, 5 kHz, etc., whereas the
minimum reduction occurs at 2, 4, 6 kHz, etc. Similar results
are shown in the figure for the case ofh154 in. The phe-
nomena shown in the low frequency region are self-
explanatory following the earlier discussion for Fig. 10. It is

also noted that as the baffle layer thickness increases, the
amount of the noise reduction increases depending on the
frequency. The layer thickness also controls the frequency
locations where the maximum and minimum noise reduc-
tions occur.

Figure 12 presents the effect of the density of the baffle
layer (r1) on the noise reduction. The maximum and mini-
mum noise reductions occur at 2, 6, 10 kHz, etc. and 4, 8, 12
kHz, etc., respectively, regardless of the assigned values of
the density. As shown in Fig. 12, the amount of the noise
reduction increases as the density decreases. The phenomena
shown in the low frequency region are similar to those dis-
cussed earlier. Figure 13 presents the effect of the dilata-
tional wave speed (cd01) on the noise reduction. The fre-
quencies at which the maximum and minimum noise
reductions occur are found to be 2, 6, 10 kHz, etc. and 4, 8,
12 kHz, etc., respectively, for the dilatational wave speed
cd015200 m/s. Similar discussion is applicable to the cases
of cd015400 m/s andcd015600 m/s for the maximum and
minimum noise reductions. It is shown in the figure that
more noise reduction is achieved as the value ofcd01 de-
creases. In general, a light material provides a low dilata-

FIG. 11. Effect of the baffle layer thickness on the noise reduction. FIG. 12. Effect of the baffle layer density on the noise reduction.

FIG. 13. Effect of the dilatational wave speed in the baffle on the noise
reduction.
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tional wave speed. However, in this study, the variation of
the dilatational wave speed due to the density change is not
taken into account for noise reduction calculations. Figure 14
presents the effect of the loss factor (zd1) associated with
the dilatational wave in the baffle layer on the noise reduc-
tion. As can be seen in Fig. 14, the noise reduction levels
below 2 kHz for various loss factors are approximately the
same. However, beyond 2 kHz, the amount of the noise re-
duction increases~becomes larger negatively! as the loss fac-
tor increases. Note that the noise reduction is significantly
affected by the loss factor near the frequency where the mini-
mum noise reduction is obtained otherwise. Numerical
calculations show that the shear wave speed (cs01) and the
loss factor (zs1) have no significant effects on the noise
reductions.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A theoretical model has been developed for reducing
the structure-borne noise generated by the cylindrical shell
excited by an axially symmetric ring force. The theore-
tical model used here is a two-layer composite shell struc
ture that is a vibrating cylindrical shell coated with a
microvoided elastomer~baffle layer!. Based on the limited
study conducted in this work, the following conclusions are
drawn:

~1! The amount of noise reduction increases as~a! the
density of the baffle layer decreases,~b! the dilata-
tional wave speed in the baffle decreases, and~c! the
loss factor associated with the dilatational wave in-
creases;

~2! The amount of noise reduction increases~depend-
ing on the frequency! as the baffle layer thickness in-
creases;

~3! The effects of the shear wave speed in the baffle layer
and the associated loss factor on the noise reduction are
insignificant.

The implication of item~1! is that a light material is
more suitable for the reduction of the structure-borne noise.
It is found that the analysis of the cylindrical shell for a large
value ofka ~k anda being a wave number and a shell radius,
respectively! can be approximated by the analysis of the flat
plate for the high frequency region.
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APPENDIX A: SYSTEM OF LINEAR ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS „AXIALLY SYMMETRIC LOADING FOR A TWO-
LAYER MODEL …

l

a11 a12 a13 a14 a15 0 0

a21 a22 a23 a24 a25 0 0

0 0 a34 a35 a36 a37

a42 a43 a44 a45 0 0

a52 a53 a54 a55 0 0 a58 a59 a5,10 a5,11 0 0

0 0 a64 a65 a66 a67 0 0 a6,10 a6,11 a6,12 a6,13

a72 a73 a74 a75 0 0 a78 a79 a7,10 a7,11 0 0

a82 a83 a84 a85 0 0 a88 a89 a8,10 a8,11 0 0

0 0 a94 a95 a96 a97 0 0 a9,10 a9,11 a9,12 a9,13

a10,2 a10,3 a10,4 a10,5 0 0 a10,8 a10,9 a10,10 a10,11 0 0

0 0 a11,10 a11,11 a11,12 a11,13

a12,8 a12,9 a12,10 a12,11 0 0

a13,8 a13,9 a13,10 a13,11 0 0 a13,14

a14,8 a14,9 a14,10 a14,11 0 0 a14,14

m l

A0
~0!

A1,1
~0!

B1,1
~0!

A2,1
~0!

B2,1
~0!

A3,1
~0!

B3,1
~0!

A1,2
~0!

B1,2
~0!

A2,2
~0!

B2,2
~0!

A3,2
~0!

B3,2
~0!

B0
~0!

m
5

l

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

b14

m
.

FIG. 14. Effect of the loss factor associated with the dilatational wave on
the noise reduction.
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APPENDIX B: COEFFICIENTS SHOWN IN APPENDIX
A

a115H H0
~2!~Ak0

22kz
2R0! for k0.kz

H0
~2!~2 iAkz

22k0
2R0! for k0,kz

,

a125r1cd1
2 a1

2J09~a1R0!1r1~cd1
2 22cs1

2 !

3H 2kz
2J0~a1R0!1

a1

R0

J08~a1R0!J ,

a135r1cd1
2 a1

2Y09~a1R0!1r1~cd1
2 22cs1

2 !

3H 2kz
2Y0~a1R0!1

a1

R0

Y08~a1R0!J ,

a145r1cd1
2 $2 ikzb1J18~b1R0!%

1r1~cd1
2 22cs1

2 !$1 ikzb1J18~b1R0!%,

a155r1cd1
2 $2 ikzb1Y18~b1R0!%

1r1~cd1
2 22cs1

2 !$1 ikzb1Y18~b1R0!%,

a215H 2Ak0
22kz

2H0
~2!8~Ak0

22kz
2R0! for k0.kz

1 iAkz
22k0

2H0
~2!8~2 iAkz

22k0
2R0! for k0,kz

,

a225r0v2a1J08~a1R0!, a235r0v2a1Y08~a1R0!,

a2452 ir0v2kzJ1~b1R0!,

a2552 ir0v2kzY1~b1R0!,

a345r1cs1
2 H i

R0

kzJ1~b1R0!2 ikzb1J18~b1R0!J ,

a355r1cs1
2 H i

R0

kzY1~b1R0!2 ikzb1Y18~b1R0!J ,

a365r1cs1
2 H b1

R0

J08~b1R0!2b1
2J09~b1R0!J ,

a375r1cs1
2 H b1

R0

Y08~b1R0!2b1
2Y09~b1R0!J ,

a425r1cs1
2 $22ikza1J08~R0!%,

a435r1cs1
2 $22ikza1Y08~a1R0!%,

a445r1cs1
2 H S 1

R0
22kz

2D J1~b1R0!

2
1

R0

b1J18~b1R0!2b1
2J19~b1R0!J ,

a455r1cs1
2 H S 1

R0
22kz

2D Y1~b1R0!

2
1

R0

b1Y18~b1R0!2b1
2Y19~b1R0!J ,

a525r1cd1
2 a1

2J09~a1R1!1r1~cd1
2 22cs1

2 !

3H 2kz
2J0~a1R1!1

a1

R1

J08~a1R1!J ,

a535r1cd1
2 a1

2Y09~a1R1!1r1~cd1
2 22cs1

2 !

3H 2kz
2Y0~a1R1!1

a1

R1

Y08~a1R1!J ,

a545r1cd1
2 $2 ikzb1J18~b1R1!%1r1~cd1

2 22cs1
2 !

3$ ikzb1J18~b1R1!%,

a555r1cd1
2 $2 ikzb1Y18~b1R1!%1r1~cd1

2 22cs1
2 !

3$ ikzb1Y18~b1R1!%,

a5852H r2cd2
2 a2

2J09~a2R1!1r2~cd2
2 22cs2

2 !

3F2kz
2J0~a2R1!1

a2

R1

J08~a2R1!G J ,

a5952H r2cd2
2 a2

2Y09~a2R1!1r2~cd2
2 22cs2

2 !

3F2kz
2Y0~a2R1!1

a2

R1

Y08~a2R1!G J ,

a5,1052$r2cd2
2 @2 ikzb2J18~b2R1!#

1r2~cd2
2 22cs2

2 !@ ikzb2J18~b2R1!#%,

a5,1152$r2cd2
2 @2 ikzb2Y18~b2R1!#

1r2~cd2
2 22cs2

2 !@ ikzb2Y18~b2R1!#%,

a645r1cs1
2 H ikz

R1

J1~b1R1!2 ikzb1J18~b1R1!J ,

a655r1cs1
2 H ikz

R1

Y1~b1R1!2 ikzb1Y18~b1R1!J ,

a665r1cs1
2 H b1

R1

J08~b1R1!2b1
2J09~b1R1!J ,

a675r1cs1
2 H b1

R1

Y08~b1R1!2b1
2Y09~b1R1!J ,

a6,1052H r2cs2
2 F ikz

R1

J1~b2R1!2 ikzb2J18~b2R1!G J ,

a6,1152H r2cs2
2 F ikz

R1

Y1~b2R1!2 ikzb2Y18~b2R1!G J ,

a6,1252H r2cs2
2 Fb2

R1

J08~b2R1!2b2
2J09~b2R1!G J ,

a6,1352H r2cs2
2 Fb2

R1

Y08~b2R1!2b2
2Y09~b2R1!G J ,

a725r1cs1
2 $22ikza1J08~a1R1!%,

a735r1cs1
2 $22ikza1Y08~a1R1!%,
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a745r1cs1
2 H S 1

R1
22kz

2D J1~b1R1!

2
1

R1

b1J18~b1R1!2b1
2J19~b1R1!J ,

a755r1cs1
2 H S 1

R1
22kz

2D Y1~b1R1!

2
1

R1

b1Y18~b1R1!2b1
2Y19~b1R1!J ,

a7852$r2cs2
2 @22ikza2J08~a2R1!#%,

a7952$r2cs2
2 @22ikza2Y08~a2R1!#%,

a7,1052H r2cs2
2 F S 1

R1
22kz

2D J1~b2R1!

2
1

R1

b2J18~b2R1!2b2
2J19~b2R1!G J ,

a7,1152H r2cs2
2 F S 1

R1
22kz

2D Y1~b2R1!

2
1

R1

b2Y18~b2R1!2b2
2Y19~b2R1!G J ,

a825a1J08~a1R1!, a835a1Y08~a1R1!,

a8452 ikzJ1~b1R1!, a8552 ikzY1~b1R1!,

a8852$a2J08~a2R1!%, a8952$a2Y08~a2R1!%,

a8,1052$2 ikzJ1~b2R1!%, a8,1152$2 ikzY1~b2R1!%,

a9452 ikzJ1~b1R1!, a9552 ikzY1~b1R1!,

a9652b1J08~b1R1!, a9752b1Y08~b1R1!,

a9,1052$2 ikzJ1~b2R1!%, a9,1152$2 ikzY1~b2R1!%,

a9,1252$2b2J08~b2R1!%, a9,1352$2b2Y08~b2R1!%,

a10,252 ikzJ0~a1R1!, a10,352 ikzY0~a1R1!,

a10,452H 1

R1

J1~b1R1!1b1J18~b1R1!J ,

a10,552H 1

R1

Y1(b1R1)1b1Y18(b1R1)J ,

a10,852$2 ikzJ0~a2R1!%,

a10,952$2 ikzY0~a2R1!%,

a10,1052H 2F 1

R1

J1~b2R1!1b2J18~b2R1!G J ,

a10,1152H 2F 1

R1

Y1~b2R1!1b2Y18~b2R1!G J ,

a11,105r2cs2
2 H i

R2

kzJ1~b2R2!2 ikzb2J18~b2R2!J ,

a11,115r2cs2
2 H i

R2

kzY~b2R2!2 ikzb2Y18~b2R2!J ,

a11,125r2cs2
2 H b2

R2

J08~b2R2!2b2
2J09~b2R2!J ,

a11,135r2cs2
2 H b2

R2

Y08~b2R2!2b2
2Y09~b2R2!J ,

a12,85r2cs2
2 $22ikza2J08~a2R2!%,

a12,95r2cs2
2 $22ikza2Y08~a2R2!%,

a12,105r2cs2
2 H S 1

R2
22kz

2D J1~b2R2!

2
1

R2

b2J18~b2R2!2b2
2J19~b2R2!J ,

a12,115r2cs2
2 H S 1

R2
22kz

2D Y1~b2R2!

2
1

R2

b2Y18~b2R2!2b2
2Y19~b2R2!J ,

a13,85r3v2a2J08~a2R2!,

a13,95r3v2a2Y08~a2R2!,

a13,1052 ir3v2kzJ1~b2R2!,

a13,1152 ir3v2kzY1~b2R2!,

a13,145H 2Ak3
22kz

2 J08 ~Ak3
22kz

2R2! for k3.kz

2Akz
22k3

2 I 08 ~Akz
22k3

2R2! for k3,kz

,

a14,85r2cd2
2 a2

2J09~a2R2!1r2~cd2
2 22cs2

2 !

3F2kz
2J0~a2R2!1

a2

R2

J08~a2R2!G ,

a14,95r2cd2
2 a2

2Y09~a2R2!1r2~cd2
2 22cs2

2 !

3F2kz
2Y0~a2R2!1

a2

R2

Y08~a2R2!G ,

a14,105r2cd2
2 @2 ikzb2J18~b2R2!#1r2~cd2

2 22cs2
2 !

3@ ikzb2J18~b2R2!#,

a14,115r2cd2
2 @2 ikzb2Y18~b2R2!#1r2~cd2

2 22cs2
2 !

3@ ikzb2Y18~b2R2!#,

a14,145H J0~Ak3
22kz

2R2! for k3.kz

I 0~Akz
22k3

2R2! for k3,kz

,

b1452F0 .
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APPENDIX C: SYSTEM OF LINEAR ALGEBRAIC
EQUATIONS „AXIALLY SYMMETRIC LOADING FOR A
ONE-LAYER MODEL …

3
a11 a12 a13 a14 a15 0 0

a21 a22 a23 a24 a25 0 0

0 0 a34 a35 a36 a37

a42 a43 a44 a45 0 0

0 0 a54 a55 a56 a57

a62 a63 a64 a65 0 0

a72 a73 a74 a75 0 0 a78

a82 a83 a84 a85 0 0 a88

4 3
A0

~0!

A1,2
~0!

B1,2
~0!

A2,2
~0!

B2,2
~0!

A3,2
~0!

B3,2
~0!

B0
~0!

4
53

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
b8

4 .

APPENDIX D: COEFFICIENTS SHOWN IN APPENDIX
C

a115H H0
~2!~Ak0

22kz
2R1! for k0.kz

H0
~2!~2 iAkz

22k0
2R1! for k0,kz

,

a125r2cd2
2 a2

2J09~a2R1!1r2~cd2
2 22cs2

2 !

3H 2kz
2J0~a2R1!1

a2

R1

J08~a2R1!J ,

a135r2cd2
2 a2

2Y09~a2R1!1r2~cd2
2 22cs2

2 !

3H 2kz
2Y0~a2R1!1

a2

R1

Y08~a2R1!J ,

a145r2cd2
2 $2 ikzb2J18~b2R1!%1r2~cd2

2 22cs2
2 !

3$1 ikzb2J18~b2R1!%,

a155r2cd2
2 $2 ikzb2Y18~b2R1!%1r2~cd2

2 22cs2
2 !

3$1 ikzb2Y18~b2R1!%,

a215H 2Ak0
22kz

2H0
~2!8~Ak0

22kz
2R1! for k0.kz

1 iAkz
22k0

2H0
~2!8~Akz

22k0
2R1! for k0,kz

,

a225r0v2a2J08~a2R1!, a235r0v2a2Y08~a2R1!,

a2452 ir0v2kzJ1~b2R1!, a2552 ir0v2kzY1~b2R1!,

a345r2cs2
2 H i

R1

kzJ1~b2R1!2 ikzb2J18~b2R1!J ,

a355r2cs2
2 H i

R1

kzY1~b2R1!2 ikzb2Y18~b2R1!J ,

a365r2cs2
2 H b2

R1

J08~b2R1!2b2
2J09~b2R1!J ,

a375r2cs2
2 H b2

R1

Y08~b2R1!2b2
2Y09~b2R1!J ,

a425r2cs2
2 $22ikza2J08~a2R1!%,

a435r2cs2
2 $22ikza2Y08~a2R1!%,

a445r2cs2
2 H S 1

R1
22kz

2D J1~b2R1!

2
1

R1

b2J18~b2R1!2b2
2J19~b2R1!J ,

a455r2cs2
2 H S 1

R1
22kz

2D Y1~b2R1!

2
1

R1

b2Y18~b2R1!2b2
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Suppression of distortion product otoacoustic emissions
and hearing threshold
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A distortion product otoacoustic emission~DPOAE! suppression tuning curve~STC! shows the
minimum level of suppressor tone that is required to reduce DPOAE level by a fixed amount, as a
function of suppressor frequency. Several years ago, Mills@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.103, 507–523
~1998!# derived, theoretically, an approximately linear relationship between the tip-to-tail
suppressor level difference on a DPOAE STC, and the gain of the cochlear amplifier, defined as the
maximum increase in the active over the passive basilar membrane~BM! response. In this paper,
preliminary data from adult human subjects are presented that establish a correlation between this
tip-to-tail DPOAE STC difference and the threshold of hearing, the latter measured at the frequency
of the f 2 primary tone. Assuming that both suppression and the DPOAE are by-products of active,
nonlinear BM dynamics, the above result suggests that threshold elevation in mild levels of hearing
loss may be attributed, in part, to a reduction of cochlear amplifier gain, which is detectable with the
suppression paradigm. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1354202#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Jb, 43.64.Kc, 43.66.Sr, 43.66.Cb@BLM #

I. INTRODUCTION

The contemporary theory of hearing maintains that the
mammalian cochlea is an ‘‘active’’ sensory transducer. Gold,
its first proponent, asserted that an internal, metabolically
powered motor counters cochlear fluid viscosity to boost the
sound-induced response of the resonant basilar membrane
~BM!, and thus sharpen its frequency resolution~Gold and
Pumphrey, 1948; Gold, 1948!. Over the past two decades,
much experimental and theoretical work has been presented
in support of this hypothesis~reviewed by Dallos, 1988!. The
motor, or so-called ‘‘cochlear amplifier’’~CA!, is believed to
reside in the outer hair cells~OHCs; Brownell, 1983!, but the
mechanisms of its operation remain largely unknown~re-
viewed by Yates, 1995; Holley, 1996!, and there is some
controversy about its capacity to impact BM mechanics~e.g.,
Allen and Fahey, 1992!.

Nonetheless, in the dead animal, or when outer hair cells
are selectively destroyed or their transduction process im-
paired in the live cochlea, the peak of the basilar membrane
response to a pure tone is lower than in the normal animal by
as much as 40 to 50 dB~e.g., Sellicket al., 1982; Ruggero
and Rich, 1991; reviewed by Ulfendahl, 1997!. This differ-
ence is commonly attributed to the cochlear amplifier and
adopted as a working definition of its ‘‘gain’’~reviewed by
Patuzzi, 1996; deBoer, 1996!. As illustrated schematically in
Fig. 1, the drop in basilar membrane response is confined to
an ‘‘effective width,’’ where presumably, CA feedback is
significant in relation to the BM impedance~Patuzzi, 1996;
deBoer, 1996!.

Cochlear trauma, or loss of OHC function, also linear-
izes the basilar membrane response~e.g., Sellick et al., 1982;

Ruggero and Rich, 1991; reviewed by Ulfendahl, 1997!, and
eliminates certain mechanical phenomena, which in conse-
quence, are thought to be by-products of nonlinear cochlear
amplifier activity. One of these is two-tone suppression, or a
decrease in the BM response to one, test tone, by the simul-
taneous sounding of a second, suppressor tone~Rhode,
1977!. It appears that suppression in BM dynamics can be
accounted for by the saturation of OHC feedback~Zwicker,
1986; Geisleret al., 1990; Ruggeroet al., 1992a, 1992b;
Cooper, 1996; Cai and Geisler, 1996; Geisler and Nuttall,
1997!.

A second phenomenon generally attributed to cochlear
amplifier nonlinearity are otoacoustic emissions~OAEs;
Kemp, 1978, 1979; Zurek, 1981; Bialek and Wit, 1984; Rob-
les et al., 1989; reviewed by Probstet al., 1991!. OAEs are
nonstimulus sounds detected with a microphone sealed in-
side the ear canal. For example, a distortion product otoa-
coustic emission~DPOAE! can be observed at frequency
2 f 1– f 2 ~the cubic difference tone! after the cochlea is stimu-
lated with a pair of primary tones,f 1 and f 2 ( f 2. f 1), that
are close in frequency. The level of the DPOAE is decreased,
or rendered undetectable, by ototoxic stimuli or other experi-
mental manipulations that selectively impair OHC function
~reviewed by Probst and Harris, 1997!. It is well-known that
the level of the 2f 1– f 2 DPOAE correlates~albeit weakly!
with hearing threshold in humans~e.g., Kimberleyet al.,
1997!.

DPOAE level can also be reduced by the presentation of
a third, suppressor tone in conjunction with the two prima-
ries ~Brown and Kemp, 1984!. It has been common practice
to measure the minimum level of suppressor tone required to
reduce DPOAE~most often 2f 1– f 2! level by some criterion
amount, usually a few decibels. A plot of suppressor level as
a function of suppressor frequency is called a DPOAE sup-
pression tuning curve~STC!. An example of a 2f 1– f 2

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
martin.pienkowski@utoronto.ca
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DPOAE suppression tuning curve is given in Fig. 2. Typi-
cally, suppressor level is lowest when the suppressor fre-
quency is just higher than that of thef 2 primary tone. The
growth of level with frequency is rapid abovef 2 , more
gradual for the first octave belowf 2 , and relatively small
beyond the first octave. The difference in suppressor level
between this tip and low-frequency tail or shoulder is on the
order of a few tens of decibels. In these respects, the DPOAE
STC is qualitatively similar to the pure-tone basilar mem-
brane response function~Fig. 1 flipped upside down!.

DPOAE STCs have been useful in identifying the place
of resonance of thef 2 primary tone as the main source of

DPOAE energy, and in exploring the contributions of other
BM locations~e.g., Martinet al., 1987, 1998a, 1999; Plinkert
and Zenner, 1998!. Their tuning sharpness, usually quanti-
fied by aQ10 ratio ~tip frequency divided by the suppressor
bandwidth at 10 dB above tip level! has been compared to
that of basilar membrane, neural, and psychophysical tuning
curves in various species, with mixed results~e.g., Koppl and
Manley, 1993; Frank and Kossl, 1995; Abdalaet al., 1996;
Taschenberger and Manley, 1998; Martinet al., 1998b!. Sev-
eral papers have reported how DPOAE STCs are affected by
the variation of primary tone frequencies, primary tone lev-
els, and the criterion for amount of suppression~e.g., Brown
and Kemp, 1984; Kummeret al., 1995; Mills, 1998!. Per-
haps most telling was Mills’ observation that increasing pri-
mary tone levels has the effect of raising the tip threshold
and lowering the tip-to-tail difference on the DPOAE STC
~Mills, 1998!. The same trend is seen in pure-tone basilar
membrane tuning curves with an increasing isoresponse cri-
terion ~Sellick et al., 1982; Ulfendahl, 1997!; at higher BM
response velocities, OHC feedback plays a proportionately
smaller role in the dynamics, because the viscous drag force
grows linearly, while the feedback force grows only com-
pressively. This parallelism between DPOAE STCs and BM
tuning curves raises the possibility that the STC may be a
noninvasive window on the gain of the cochlear amplifier.
Recently, Martin and colleagues measured DPOAE STCs
following the administration of diuretics such as furosemide
~Martin et al., 1998b!, which reversibly inhibit OHC trans-
duction ~e.g., Evans and Klinke, 1982; Ruggero and Rich,
1991; Mills and Rubel, 1994!. They reported increased
DPOAE STC tip thresholds that correlated with furosemide-
induced DPOAE level decreases.

All the above-mentioned properties of DPOAE STCs
can be accounted for by a model of the type developed by
Mills on the basis of the amplifier-saturation suppression hy-
pothesis ~Mills, 1997, 1998; Geisler and Nuttall, 1997!.
Transcending the available data, Mills’ model also predicts
an approximately linear relationship between the tip-to-tail
suppressor level difference on a DPOAE STC, and the gain
of the cochlear amplifier~Mills, 1998!. Simulations of our
own nonlinear basilar membrane macromechanical model
also predict a similar relationship~Pienkowski, 2000!. How-
ever, it remains untested by direct experiment.

In this paper, we look into a possible relationship be-
tween the DPOAE STC tip-to-tail difference and the thresh-
old of hearing in human subjects. Since a decrease in co-
chlear amplifier gain results in an increase in hearing
threshold ~e.g., Ryan and Dallos, 1975; Harrison, 1981;
Liberman and Dodds, 1984; Patuzziet al., 1989!, and since
the DPOAE STC tip-to-tail difference is postulated to be
proportional to CA gain, we hypothesize that there may be a
correlation between a decrease in the DPOAE STC tip-to-tail
difference and an increase in hearing threshold. Following
Mills ~1998!, we use the abbreviationTE ~i.e., the ‘‘threshold
elevation’’ in suppressor level! for the tip-to-tail difference
on a DPOAE STC.

FIG. 1. Idealized basilar membrane responses to a pure tone in a normal
mammalian cochlea~solid curve! and in a cochlea with dysfunctional outer
hair cells~dashed curve!. The difference is attributed to the cochlear ampli-
fier ~CA!. CA ‘‘gain’’ is defined as the increase of peak response amplitude
in the normal over the damaged cochlea. CA ‘‘effective width’’ is taken
from the location on the basilar membrane~BM! where the response in the
normal cochlea first exceeds that in the damaged one, to the peak of the
normal response, beyond which viscous damping dominates BM dynamics.

FIG. 2. Typical 2f 1– f 2 distortion product otoacoustic emission suppression
tuning curve~DPOAE STC! recorded from a human subject. Primary tone
and DPOAE frequencies:f 152584, f 253165, 2f 1– f 252003 Hz; primary
tone levels:L1560, L2540 dB SPL; suppression criterion55 dB. Level of
the unsuppressed DPOAE was 9.8 dB SPL. The tip-to-tail suppressor level
difference ~abbreviatedTE , as introduced in the text below! is approxi-
mately 40 dB.
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II. METHODS

The subject pool consisted of 18 normally hearing indi-
viduals, aged between 21 and 53~mean of 31!, whose hear-
ing thresholds ranged from29 to 27 dB HL at 4 kHz, the
main test frequency. Both the left and right ears were tested
in five of the subjects, for a total of 23 ears. The levels and
frequencies of the primary tones used to elicit DPOAEs
were: L1560 dB SPL, L2540 dB SPL; f 153338 Hz, f 2

54005 Hz~f 2 / f 151.20; 2f 1– f 252671 Hz!. As mentioned,
low levels of primary tones, particularlyL2 , yield DPOAE
STCs with the largest tip-to-tail suppressor level differences,
which more closely reflect the shapes of pure-tone basilar
membrane threshold tuning curves. At lower levels of stimu-
lation, the contribution of the cochlear amplifier to BM vi-
bration ~CA gain! is proportionately higher, and so, there is
potential for a greater suppressive effect. This also explains
why, in two-tone suppression, a given level of suppressor
tone causes proportionately more suppression in low com-
pared to high levels of test tone~e.g., Ruggeroet al., 1992a,
1992b!. More insight into the choice of the atypically low
level of L2 primary tone can be found in Mills’ paper~1998!.

Full DPOAE suppression tuning curves were obtained
from five of the subjects, by sweeping suppressor frequency
from 11

2 octave belowf 2 to 1
2 octave above, and checking the

suppressor level needed for a 5-dB reduction in DPOAE
level. The tips of all five STCs occurred at suppressor fre-
quencies within 0.1 octave off 2 ~four abovef 2 , one below!,
and the transitions from the steeper, low-frequency arms to
the shallow tails were well defined at an average of about an
octave belowf 2 . These observations appear consistent with
previous findings, although the frequencies of DPOAE STC
tails have not usually been reported~Brown and Kemp,
1984; Martin et al., 1987; Kummeret al., 1995; Abdala
et al., 1996; Mills, 1998!. It was therefore decided that a
single pair of suppressor frequencies (f S) would be applied
to measure the tip-to-tail difference (TE) in all ears: f S(tip)

54091 Hz~0.03 octave abovef 2! and f S(tail)52089 Hz~0.94
octave belowf 2!. This greatly expedited the testing process
at the cost of neglecting some intersubject variation in the
precise suppressor frequencies at the STC tip and tail.

At both suppressor frequencies,f S(tip) and f S(tail) , the
level of the suppressor was successively incremented in 5-dB
steps until the drop in DPOAE level~below its unsuppressed
value! first exceeded the 5-dB criterion. An estimate of the

precise suppressor level required for the criterion reduction
was then obtained by linearly interpolating between the final
two suppressor steps. These measurements were repeated a
total of three times in each subject, and the results averaged
to obtain the reported value ofTE . Repeatability was very
good, to within a few decibels between different sessions.

DPOAEs were recorded using custom-built hardware
driven by custom software. Outgoing and incoming signals
were digitized at the rate of 22 050 Hz by the Turtle Beach
‘‘Tahiti’’ sound card onboard a PC, and converted to analog
by a ‘‘patient room unit,’’ a custom system of converters,
amplifiers, and attenuators developed in our lab for Poul
Madsen Medical Devices, Ltd. Our acoustic probe housed
two speakers~Knowles Electronics, model ED-8238! for
generating primary and suppressor tone stimuli, and two mi-
crophones~Knowles Electronics, model FG-3329! for detect-
ing otoacoustic emissions, wired in parallel to improve SNR.
Microphone signals were processed online using a synchro-
nous time-averaging algorithm developed and tested in our
lab ~Kulik, 1995!. Synchronous time averaging has many
advantages over traditional spectral averaging for DPOAE
detection, most important of which is noise-floor reduction
~Kulik, 1995!. Briefly, the DPOAE recording is broken up
into a number of segments and averaged prior to calculating
the amplitude spectrum by FFT. To prevent the averaging
from reducing the signal components of interest~primary
tones, DPOAE!, they must be correlated between all seg-
ments, while uncorrelated components~noise! are reduced.
The primary tones and DPOAE are synchronized, or phase-
locked, with the recorded segment by selecting stimulus fre-
quencies according to a specific mathematical relationship
with the sampling rate. To determine DPOAE level, we re-
corded 200 frames of 1024 points each~about 46 ms!, such
that each frame had exactly an integer number of cycles of
both primary tones and the DPOAE. After time averaging
and FFT, the noise floor was estimated from an average of
six frequency bins~each with a resolution of about 20 Hz!
around the DPOAE. Atf DPOAE52671 Hz, the noise floor
during our recordings~conducted in a soundproof booth! was
typically between220 and222 dB SPL.

Probe speakers were calibrated before each test session
by making sound-pressure measurements in an artificial ear
with a 2-cm3 coupler. The third, suppressor tone had to be
combined electrically with one of the primary tones in a

FIG. 3. Positive correlation between age and hearing threshold~4 kHz! in
the 23 ears~from 18 subjects! tested in this study (R250.2236).

FIG. 4. No correlation between suppressor level in the tail region of the
DPOAE STC and hearing threshold at 4 kHz.
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single speaker. To minimize distortion in the speakers while
measuringTE , the suppressor at frequencyf S(tip) was paired
with f 1 , and that atf S(tail) with f 2 .

Hearing thresholds at 4 kHz were measured in our
soundproof booth with the Madsen Micro 5 clinical audiom-
eter, by standard audiometry~method of limits!. By measur-
ing at 4 kHz, about the frequency of thef 2 primary, we
follow the consensus that the place of resonance forf 2 on the
basilar membrane is the dominant place of origin of the
2 f 1– f 2 DPOAE ~Probstet al., 1991!. The level of 4 kHz
was chosen because it yielded the highest SNR for DPOAE
detection, and because noise-induced hearing loss typically
develops at higher frequencies before lower ones, particu-
larly at 4 kHz ~e.g., Liberman and Kiang, 1978!. Hearing
thresholds in our subject pool ranged from210 to 27 dB
HL.

The testing procedures described above~measuringTE

and hearing threshold! were also attempted atf 252 and f 2

53 kHz in all subjects, and atf 256 kHz in a few of the
subjects~the levels and frequency ratios of the primary tones,
the suppression criterion, and the relative frequencies of the
suppressors were the same as those used in the test atf 2

54 kHz!. At these frequencies, sufficiently high-level
DPOAEs could be recorded in only about half of the sub-
jects. We required the unsuppressed DPOAE level to be at
least 2 standard deviations plus the 5-dB suppression crite-
rion above the mean noise floor. This requirement, as well as
the low levels of primary tones used, are the probable causes

for the lower than usual prevalence of DPOAEs at 2, 3, and
6 kHz. Therefore, results at these frequencies are based on a
rather marginal number of data.

III. RESULTS

Twenty-three ears of 18 human subjects were tested.
Figure 3 is a scatterplot of subjects’ age versus threshold of
hearing at 4 kHz. There is a weak correlation between the
two variables~least-squares linear regression:R250.22, p
,0.001!. Thus, although the hearing threshold of all subjects
~29 to 27 dB HL! is within ‘‘normal’’ range, it is unlikely
that random variability alone~e.g., audiogram fine structure!
can account for intersubject threshold differences.

Figures 4 and 5 show the main experiment result, scat-
terplots of suppressor level at the tail and tip on the DPOAE
suppression tuning curve, respectively, versus hearing
threshold. There is no correlation between threshold and the
tail suppressor level, but there is a significant positive corre-
lation (R250.50, p,0.0001! between threshold and the tip
suppressor level. Also, there is less variability in the tail data
~mean575.9, s.d.52.2! than in the tip data~mean542.2, s.d.
54.0!. The data points of Fig. 5 are subtracted from Fig. 4 to
give the tip-to-tail suppressor level difference (TE), plotted
against threshold in Fig. 6. The negative correlation between
TE ~mean533.8, s.d.54.6! and threshold is significant~R2

50.45, p,0.0001!, and is the result of the increase in sup-
pressor level at the tip of the DPOAE STC.

For comparison with Fig. 6, in Fig. 7 the unsuppressed

FIG. 5. Significant (p,0.0001), moderate (R250.50), positive correlation
between suppressor level in the tip region of the DPOAE STC and hearing
threshold at 4 kHz.

FIG. 6. Significant (p,0.0001), moderate (R250.45), negative correlation
between the tip-to-shoulder suppressor level difference (TE ;) on the
DPOAE STC~Fig. 4 minus Fig. 5! and hearing threshold at 4 kHz.

FIG. 7. Significant (p,0.001), weak (R250.24), negative correlation be-
tween DPOAE level and hearing threshold at 4 kHz.

FIG. 8. Significant (p,0.0001), moderate (R250.49), positive correlation
betweenTE and DPOAE level.
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2 f 1– f 2 DPOAE level is plotted against hearing threshold.
As is commonly reported, there is a weak correlation be-
tween the two~R250.24,p,0.001!; R2 here is comparable
to that obtained from larger data sets~e.g., Kimberleyet al.,
1997!. A somewhat stronger correlation has been found be-
tween hearing threshold and the threshold primary tone level
required to evoke detectable 2f 1– f 2 DPOAEs~e.g., Nelson
and Kimberley, 1992!. In our subject pool,TE correlated
with hearing threshold more strongly than DPOAE level.

As one might expect, Fig. 8 shows that there is a signifi-
cant correlation betweenTE and DPOAE level~R250.49,
p,0.0001!. An analogous correlation, between an elevation
of tip suppressor level and a furosemide-induced decrease in
DPOAE level, was recently found in the rabbit~Martin et al.,
1998b!.

Finally, in Fig. 9 we showTE as a function of the level
of the higher-frequency primary tone (L2). Calibration in an
artificial ear~2-cm3 coupler! does not take into account in-
tersubject variability in ear canal length, volume, and shape,
and in the depth of probe insertion. SinceTE has been shown
to decrease with increasing primary tone level~Mills, 1998!,
it is important to check to what extent the reported correla-
tion betweenTE and threshold has been confounded by a
systematic variation ofTE with in-ear L2 . The absence of
correlation in Fig. 9 indicates that the relationship between
TE and hearing threshold was not confounded by our inabil-
ity to keep primary tone level at the eardrum exactly constant
across subjects. Note thatL2 was recorded by the micro-

phones in the acoustic probe, not at the location of the ear-
drum.

Results similar to those presented above were obtained
using different sets of primary tone~and suppressor tip and
tail! frequencies, but were based on fewer ears tested. With
f 253 kHz, DPOAEs sufficiently above the noise floor~2
standard deviations plus the 5-dB suppression criterion!
could be detected in 14 of the 23 ears, and withf 252 kHz in
13 ears. Plots ofTE versus hearing threshold at 3 and 2 kHz
are given in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. A significant nega-
tive correlation (p,0.01) is seen in both cases~R250.40 at
3 kHz; R250.29 at 2 kHz!. The main experiment results are
summarized in Table I.

IV. DISCUSSION

The main result reported in this paper was a significant
negative correlation between the tip-to-tail distance on a
DPOAE suppression tuning curve (TE) and the threshold of
hearing in humans~Figs. 6, 10, 11; Table I!. Notably, the
basis for this relationship was primarily an increase in the tip
suppressor level with hearing threshold; variation in suppres-
sor level in the tail of the DPOAE STC did not correlate
significantly with threshold~Figs. 4, 5; Table I!. This pattern
of decreased sensitivity in the tip and unchanged sensitivity
in the tail regions is also seen in basilar membrane and
auditory-nerve tuning curves following selective outer hair
cell ~i.e., cochlear amplifier! impairment~e.g., Liberman and
Dodds, 1984; Ruggero and Rich, 1991!. Likewise, the re-

FIG. 10. Significant (p,0.01), moderate (R250.40), negative correlation
betweenTE and hearing threshold at 3 kHz.

FIG. 11. Significant (p,0.01), low-moderate (R250.29), negative corre-
lation betweenTE and hearing threshold at 2 kHz.

FIG. 9. No correlation betweenTE and the level of the higher-frequency
primary tone (L2), measured at the acoustic probe microphones.

TABLE I. Summary of the main experiment results. For the three sets of
frequencies tested, the mean, standard deviation, and strength of correlation
with hearing threshold is given for suppressor level in the tip and tail regions
of the DPOAE STC, and for the tip-to-tail suppressor level difference (TE).

f 254 kHz
(n523)

f 253 kHz
(n514)

f 252 kHz
(n513)

Mean 33.8 28.4 21.9
TE s.d. 4.6 5.0 5.7

R2 0.45 0.40 0.29
Mean 42.2 44.4 44.3

LS(tip) s.d. 4.0 4.3 2.9
R2 0.50 0.31 0.20
Mean 75.9 72.8 66.2

LS(tail) s.d. 2.2 2.4 3.3
R2 0.02 0.09 0.15
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ported increase in the mean value ofTE with frequency
~Table I! is also observed in basilar membrane tuning curves
~Ulfendahl, 1997!.

The above observations support, but do not prove, the
theoretically postulated relationship between DPOAE STC
tip-to-tail difference and cochlear amplifier gain~Mills,
1998; Pienkowski, 2000!. Hearing threshold is, at best, an
indirect measure of CA gain, and the experiment conducted
constitutes only a feasibility study. A larger subject pool,
including a population of patients diagnosed with noise-
induced hearing loss~NIHL !, is necessary to provide more
conclusive~but still indirect! evidence. It is difficult to obtain
a large pool of subjects with NIHL whose DPOAE levels are
sufficiently high for the suppression protocol described here.
~Papers often report the DPOAE levels of subjects with
NIHL even though they lie within the range of noise-floor
fluctuation—such low-level DPOAEs are obviously of no
use in a suppression study.! A direct experiment to test the
model predictions requires measuring basilar membrane re-
sponses and simultaneously recording DPOAEs from anes-
thetized animals. As the cochlear amplifier is reversibly in-
hibited by experimental manipulation, it would be possible to
determine the rate of decrease of theTE value with the fall of
the BM response~i.e., lowered CA gain!. Still, on the basis
of model results~Mills, 1998; Pienkowski, 2000!, and the
results obtained in this study, we speculate that some of the
threshold variability among ‘‘normally hearing’’ subjects
can be attributed to differences in cochlear amplifier gain.
The correlation of age and threshold~Fig. 3! upholds the
plausibility of this assumption. We further hypothesize that
threshold elevation in mild to moderate levels of hearing loss
may be detectable with the suppression paradigm. Finally,
the highestTE values, generally obtained from subjects with
the best thresholds, were about 40 dB. According to Mills’
prediction ~Mills, 1998!, this puts the maximum cochlear
amplifier gain in humans at about 45 dB, within the range of
values measured in other mammals from basilar membrane
vibration.

The strength of the observed correlation betweenTE and
hearing threshold was low to moderate: atf 254 kHz, R2

50.45 ~n523 ears!; f 253 kHz, R250.40 (n514); f 2

52 kHz, R250.29 (n513). Correlations of comparable
strength have been reported between DPOAE level and hear-
ing threshold, and between primary tone level at the thresh-
old for DPOAE detection and hearing threshold~Harris,
1990; Nelson and Kimberley, 1992; Lonsbury-Martin and
Martin, 1990; Kimberleyet al., 1997!. A two-point ~tip and
tail! DPOAE suppression tuning ‘‘curve’’ requires about an
order of magnitude greater measuring time than a single
DPOAE recording, and an SNR that is higher by at least the
criterion for suppression. Thus, in a screening application it
appears inferior to the standard DF gram. Still, the DPOAE
suppression measure might have a clinical use in a more
comprehensive OAE-based diagnostic instrument.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A significant, moderate strength, negative linear correla-
tion was observed between the tip-to-tail distance (TE) on a
DPOAE STC and hearing threshold in human subjects. This

provides indirect support for theoretically derived relations
betweenTE and cochlear amplifier gain~Mills, 1998; Pien-
kowski, 2000!. It also suggests that threshold elevation in
mild levels of hearing loss may be detectable using the
DPOAE suppression paradigm.
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DPOAE group delays versus electrophysiological measures
of cochlear delay in normal human ears
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Group delays of 2f 12 f 2 distortion product otoacoustic emissions~DPOAEs! were determined
using bothf 1- and f 2-sweep paradigms in 24 normal-hearing subjects. These DPOAE group delays
were studied in comparison with cochlear delays estimated from derived band VIIIth nerve
compound action potentials~CAPs! and auditory brainstem responses~ABRs! in the same subjects.
The center frequencies of the derived bands in the electrophysiological experiment were matched
with the f 2-frequencies in the DPOAE recording to ensure that DPOAEs and derived CAPs and
ABRs were generated at the same places along the cochlear partition, thus allowing for a direct
comparison. The degree to which DPOAE group delays are larger in thef 2- than in thef 1-sweep
paradigm is consistent with a theoretical analysis of the so-called wave-fixed model. Both DPOAE
group delays are highly correlated with CAP- and ABR-derived measures of cochlear delay. The
principal result of this study is that ‘‘roundtrip’’ DPOAE group delay in thef 1-sweep paradigm is
exactly twice as large as the neural estimate of the ‘‘forward’’ cochlear delay. The interpretation of
this notion in the context of cochlear wave propagation properties and DPOAE-generating
mechanisms is discussed. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1354987#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Jb, 43.64.Kc, 43.64.Pg, 43.64.Ri@BLM #

I. INTRODUCTION

Distortion product otoacoustic emissions~DPOAEs! can
be measured in the ear canal when the ear is stimulated with
two pure tones, the primaries, with frequenciesf 1 and f 2

(. f 1). Generation of the distortion is generally thought to
be concentrated in a region near thef 2 characteristic place
where the overlap of the excitation patterns off 1 and f 2 is
maximal. DPOAEs provide a simple, noninvasive tool to
study various properties of cochlear filter processes. With the
phase-gradient method the group delay of the DPOAE can be
determined~Kimberley et al., 1993; O’Mahoney and Kemp,
1995!. This measure of cochlear delay can be compared with
cochlear mechanical group delays~Ruggero, 1994; Ruggero
et al., 1997!, with neural group delays~Anderson et al.,
1971; Allen, 1983; Gummer and Johnstone, 1984; Joris and
Yin, 1992!, or PSTH latencies in single VIIIth nerve fibers
~Kiang et al., 1965; Versnelet al., 1992a!, with latencies of
VIIIth nerve compound action potentials~CAPs! ~Elberling,
1974; Eggermont, 1979! or with latency measures derived,
e.g., from the auditory brainstem response~ABR! ~Don and
Eggermont, 1978; Neelyet al., 1988; Donaldson and Ruth,
1993; Serbetcioglu and Parker, 1999!. To study the
DPOAE’s phase-frequency gradient, variation of the
DPOAE frequency can be achieved either by varyingf 1 ~the
f 1-sweep paradigm, with group delayD1! or by varying f 2

~the f 2-sweep paradigm, with group delayD2!. Like other
measures of cochlear delay DPOAE group delays decrease
with increasing frequency of the stimulating primaries as re-
lated to the tonotopic organization of the cochlea. In early
considerations of DPOAE group delays~e.g., Kimberley

et al., 1993! the ‘‘roundtrip’’ concept has been proposed,
reflecting the idea that the measured delay consists of a ‘‘for-
ward’’ delay of the primaries to the DP generation site and of
a ‘‘backward’’ delay of the DP component traveling back to
the ear canal.

Various experimental observations and theoretical con-
siderations have complicated this elementary interpretation
of DPOAE group delays. First, DPOAE group delays ob-
served in thef 2-sweep paradigm are larger than delays found
in the f 1-sweep paradigm; for the 2f 12 f 2 componentD2 is
reported to be typically 20%–40% larger thanD1

~O’Mahoney and Kemp, 1995; Moulin and Kemp, 1996a, b;
Whiteheadet al., 1996; Bowmanet al., 1997!. Qualitatively
similar conclusions hold for the higher-order lower sideband
components 3f 122 f 2 and 4f 123 f 2 ~Moulin and Kemp,
1996b; Schneideret al., 1999!, but the group delay of the
upper sideband component 2f 22 f 1 is independent of the
sweep paradigm~Moulin and Kemp, 1996a, b; Whitehead
et al., 1996; Schneideret al., 1999!. To explain the differ-
ence in group delays betweenf 1- and f 2-sweeps it was first
noted that, when sweepingf 1 , the place where distortion is
generated, thought to be near thef 2-characteristic place, re-
mains unchanged; in contrast, when sweepingf 2 the genera-
tion site may either remain unchanged~the place-fixed
model! or move along with the envelope of thef 2-wave~the
wave-fixed model! ~Moulin and Kemp, 1996b; Prijset al.,
2000!. However, the notion has now arisen that the DPOAE
recorded in the ear canal is composed of two components
~Brown et al., 1996; Shera and Guinan, 1999; Talmadge
et al., 1999!. One is thef dp-wave propagated backward from
the generation site near thef 2-characteristic place; this com-
ponent is thought to obey the wave-fixed model~Knight and
Kemp, 2000; Prijset al., 2000!. The other component resultsa!Electronic mail: r.schoonhoven@lumc.nl
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from reflections, at thef dp characteristic place, of thef dp

wave traveling apically from its generation site; this mecha-
nism is thought to obey the place-fixed model. Which con-
tribution dominates the response in the ear canal depends on
the level of the primaries~Fahey and Allen, 1997! and in
particular on their frequency ratio~Knight and Kemp, 2000!.
DPOAEs measured close to the optimal primary ratio of
f 2 / f 1'1.2 seem to be dominated by the wave-fixed compo-
nent from thef 2-generation site~Prijs et al., 2000; Knight
and Kemp, 2000!.

Because of the various uncertainties regarding the inter-
pretation of DPOAE group delays we have designed an ex-
periment to compare DPOAE group delays with electro-
physiological measures of cochlear delay, which have been
extensively documented and are much better understood. A
comprehensive set of data was collected in a group of
normal-hearing human subjects. The data comprisef 1- and
f 2-sweep group delays of the 2f 12 f 2 DPOAE component,
and both VIIIth nerve CAP and ABR latencies in a half-
octave derived band paradigm. In order to allow for a direct
comparison of various delay measures, the center frequencies
of the derived bands were chosen equal to thef 2-frequencies
in the DPOAE experiment. This way the presumed genera-
tion regions of otoacoustic and electrophysiological re-
sponses were matched. For the same reason stimulus levels
of pure tones~DPOAE! and clicks ~CAP and ABR! were
chosen at comparable hearing levels. The analysis first aims
at comparing how DPOAE group delays and CAP and ABR
latencies vary as a function of the generating place along the
cochlear partition. Next, a direct statistical comparison of
DPOAE group delays versus electrophysiological latencies
at corresponding generator places is made. The results of the
study are discussed in terms of the relation betweenf 1- and
f 2-sweep DPOAE, and the forward and retrograde delays
involved in the DPOAE group delay as measured in the ear
canal.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Recordings were made in the left ears of 24 human sub-
jects~12 male, 12 female! in the age range 18–35 years. Pure
tone audiograms were made to assess normal hearing, using
as a criterion that thresholds were 10 dB HL or better at all
octave frequencies from 125 to 8000 Hz, with at most one
point at 15 dB HL accepted. Prior to recording otoscopy was
performed to remove earwax and to check for normal aspect
of the eardrum.

B. Otoacoustic emissions

DPOAEs were recorded with an Etymotic ER10C probe
with 40-dB microphone preamplifier, connected to a PC pro-
vided with an Ariel DSP board and running CUBDIS© soft-
ware. The software was adapted to improve the rejection of
artifacts and to allow for automatic recording of series off 1-
and f 2-swept phase profiles of the 2f 12 f 2 DPOAE compo-
nent. During the recording subjects were seated comfortably
in a sound isolated room, with PC and investigator outside.
First a DP-gram was made at primary levels ofL1565 dB

SPL andL2555 dB, SPL and withf 2 frequencies at half-
octave steps from 0.7 to 8 kHz. Associatedf 1 frequencies
were chosen atf 2 / f 1 ratios that we previously found to pro-
duce maximal DPOAE amplitude in a large group of normal
ears. The ratiof 2 / f 1 varied from 1.19 forf 258 kHz to 1.32
for f 250.7 kHz. Then at each of the above-mentioned fixed
f 2’s an f 1-sweep paradigm was applied. Recordings were
made for seven values off 1 , centered around that used in the
above DP-gram. While the primaries were presented con-
tinuously, repeated trials were collected of 160 averaged
sweeps of 20.48-ms duration. A maximum of 16 trials were
recorded, and averaged after rejection of artifacts; criterion
for rejection was a noise level~averaged over eight fre-
quency bins surrounding the DP frequency! above 0 dB SPL.
However, a smaller number of averaged trials was consid-
ered sufficient if the absolute noise level reached a level of
225 dB SPL, or if the DP component reached a signal-to-
noise ratio of at least 5 dB. In the present experiments~re-
cordings in normal ears and close to the optimalf 2 / f 1 ratio!
the latter condition was fulfilled for the vast majority of data
points. Frequency steps were chosen so that at least three
recordings were made within a 2p range of DPOAE phase
shift. DPOAE phase was unwrapped and the group delayD1

of the DPOAE was determined from the slope of the linear
regression line fitted to the DPOAE’s phase-frequency rela-
tion. Before computing the fit, visual inspection of the seven
data points was used to identify any anomalous points, e.g.,
due to improper phase unwrapping. Such points appeared to
be rare~overall less than a few percent! and were discarded
from the fit. Fits based on less than five remaining points
were considered unreliable and not included in the further
analysis. Similarly anf 2-sweep paradigm was applied at
each of thef 1’s used in the DP-gram to determineD2 .
Choice of frequency step size, recording procedure, and fur-
ther data analysis were analogous to thef 1-sweep paradigm.

C. Derived band CAPs and ABRs

Electrophysiological recordings were made using a stan-
dard clinical auditory evoked potential system. Subjects were
lying comfortably in a sound isolated and electrically
shielded room, with equipment and investigator outside. Au-
ditory nerve CAPs were recorded with a noninvasive elec-
trocochleographic procedure~Ruth et al., 1988!. The active
recording electrode was a 2-mm foam wick connected to a
0.1-mm-diam teflon-coated silver wire that was guided
through a 1-mm-diam silastic tube. The wick was soaked in
conductive gel and placed on the eardrum. Typical imped-
ances were 20–50 kV. The reference electrode was placed
on the ipsilateral mastoid, and the ground electrode on the
contralateral mastoid. Sound was presented through an ER3
insert ear phone, the foam plug of which was carefully in-
serted along the tube guiding the electrode wire, thus sealing
the outer ear canal. Stimuli were 0.1-ms rectangular clicks
with alternating polarity, presented at a repetition rate of
7.9/s. Click level was 70 dB nHL; its baseline-to-peak pres-
sure corresponded with the rms pressure of a 98.4 dB SPL
tone ~cf. Burkard, 1984!, as measured in a dedicated 2-cc
cavity that accomodated both the insert phone and, at the
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virtual position of the eardrum, a12-in. recording microphone
~B&K 4134 connected to B&K 2610 measuring amplifier!.
Responses to 2048 clicks were averaged after preamplifica-
tion ~PAR113, 100003!, filtering ~5–3000 Hz!, and rejection
of artefacts. ABRs were recorded in a parallel recording
channel, with active electrode on the forehead, and reference
and ground electrodes shared with those for the CAP. Here
the filter passband was 30–3000 Hz. The contralateral ear
was always masked with broadband noise.

After recording the unmasked responses, noise was elec-
tronically mixed with the click stimulus in the evoked poten-
tial system. An external noise input was used, fed with wide-
band noise led through a high-pass filter~Krohn Hite 3988,
two cascaded sections of 48 dB/oct each, Butterworth set-
ting!. Wideband noise was set at a level of 96.5 dB SPL
~fixed for all subjects! that was found to just completely
mask CAP and ABR evoked by the wideband click. Cutoff
settings of the high-pass noise were then varied in half-
octave steps. When subtracting responses associated with
two subsequent noise cutoff frequenciesf i and f i 11 ( f i 11

5& f i), the center frequencyf c of the resulting narrow-
band derived response is identified with the maximum in the
difference of the two noise power spectra, which equals
0.92 f i as we derived from Prijs and Eggermont~1981!; f c is
slightly lower than the lower of the two cutoff frequencies
due to the finite filter slopes. In order to achieve that the
resulting derived band center frequencies in the electrophysi-
ological recordings coincided with thef 2 frequencies in the
DPOAE experiments, noise cutoff frequencies were there-
fore chosen at valuesf i5 f 2/0.92 of 12.3, 8.72, 6.17, 4.36,
3.07, 2.18, 1.54, 1.09, 0.77 and 0.55 kHz. After recording,
derived CAPN1 latencies were corrected for the acoustic
delay of the click of 1.0 ms~as measured in the aforemen-
tioned cavity! and a synaptic delay of 0.8 ms~Eggermont,
1979! to estimate the underlying mechanical delay,DCAP.
Derived ABR peak V latencies were corrected by the mean
male/femaleI –V peak interval in the unmasked response,
and then also by acoustic and synaptic delay, providing the
estimateDABR .

III. RESULTS

DPOAE group delays could reliably be measured in vir-
tually all subjects forf 2 frequencies from 8 down to 0.7 kHz.
Errors in the group delay~i.e., in the slope of the fitted re-
gression lines! were typically 3%–5% for allf 2’s and for
both sweep paradigms. No significant differences across gen-
der were found forf 1- and f 2-sweep group delays,D1 and
D2 , for any of the f 2-frequencies. Therefore, male and fe-
male data were pooled. Figure 1 presents a comparison ofD1

and D2 . The two group delay measures were highly corre-
lated (r 50.96). D2 was significantly larger thanD1 , with a
slope of the regression line of 1.3660.03 @Fig. 1~a!#, and a
D2 /D1 ratio of 1.5560.23. Figure 1~b! presentsD2 /D1 for
the individual data points in comparison with the theoretical
prediction in the wave-fixed model~Schneideret al., 2000;
Talmadgeet al., 2000; Prijset al., 2000; Tubiset al., 2000;
Sheraet al., 2000!:

D2

D1
52

f 1

f 2
. ~1!

Derived band CAPs and ABRs could reliably be mea-
sured in basically all subjects, but the small signal-to-noise
ratio limited the yield of data particularly in the low center
frequency bands. On average, derived CAPs could be iden-
tified in seven and derived ABRs in six out of nine frequency
bands with center frequencies of 11.3 to 0.7 kHz. For illus-
tration, high-pass noise masked and derived CAPs for one of
the subjects are shown in Figs. 2~a! and ~b!, respectively;
derived band ABR waveforms were similar to those exten-
sively shown in the literature~e.g., Don and Eggermont,
1978; Schoonhoven, 1992!. No significant male/female dif-
ferences in derived CAP latencies were found in any derived
band ~t-test, p.0.4!; latency differences between derived
bands of, e.g., 8 vs 2 and 8 vs 1.4 kHz were slightly larger in
males than in females, but the difference did not reach sta-

FIG. 1. Comparison of DPOAE group delays inf 1- vs f 2-sweep paradigm,
D1 andD2 . ~a! Scatter plot with regression line and~b! D2 /D1 ratio versus
f 2 compared with the theoretical prediction on the basis of the wave-fixed
model @Eq. ~1!#.
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tistical significance~p50.24 and 0.07, respectively! ~cf. Don
et al., 1993!. Therefore all data were pooled across gender.
The estimate of cochlear delay,DCAP, was obtained by cor-
recting derived bandN1 latencies with acoustic delay and
synaptic delay. Derived ABR peak V latencies demonstrated
a significant male/female difference in the 4- and 8-kHz fre-
quency bands~t-test,p,0.05!, but not in the other. The es-
timate of cochlear delayDABR was obtained by subtracting
from all peak V latencies the mean I-V interval~males 4.14
ms, females 3.96 ms!, and the acoustic and synaptic delays.
The resulting values ofDABR showed no gender differences
and were therefore pooled.

Figure 3 presents a comprehensive survey of DPOAE
group delays plotted againstf 2 , and delays estimated from
the derived CAP and ABR data plotted againstf c . Regres-
sion equations@obtained from a linear fit of log~delay! to
log~frequency!# are given in each panel. All average delay
measures demonstrate the expected monotonic decrease with
frequency; across subject variability appears to be larger in
D2 ~for which nonmonotonic relations were seen in several
individual subjects! than inD1 , and larger inDABR than in
DCAP. The exponents in the regression equations indicate
that the frequency dependence of all four measures is highly
similar. The constants in the equations forD1 andD2 obvi-
ously have a similar ratio as observed in Fig. 1. Comparison
of regression parameters ofDCAP and DABR shows that
the two quantities are basically equal. Indeed, statistical
comparison revealed no significant difference between these
two delay measures~paired t-test, p,0.05; r 50.95; DABR

50.98DCAP10.04!. Comparing regression parameters of
DPOAE group delays with those ofDCAP and DABR @Figs.
3~a! and~b! versus~c! and~d!# suggests thatD1 equals about
twice DCAP and DABR , while D2 is almost three times as
large.

A more direct comparison of otoacoustic and electro-
physiological measures of delay is presented in Figs. 4 and 5

for CAP and ABR, respectively. The top part of these figures
gives scatter plots of DPOAE versus electrophysiological de-
lays together with the associated regression equations. Cor-
relation coefficients between DPOAE and CAP delays in
Fig. 4 were 0.92 forD1 and 0.90 forD2 ; for the comparison
with ABR delays correlations were found of 0.92 and 0.89,
respectively. The regression lines forD1 are close to the
lines representing the functiony52x, included in Figs. 4~a!
and 5~a! for illustration. Therefore, in another way than in
Fig. 3, the data again suggest thatD1 is essentially equal to
2* DCAP and to 2* DABR . A pairedt-test confirmed that there
is no statistically significant difference betweenD1 and
2* DCAP nor betweenD1 and 2* DABR . Obviously, the dif-
ference withDCAP andDABR was highly significant forD2 .
Finally, the bottom parts of Figs. 4 and 5 representD1 and
D2 as a function off 2 , plotted together with 2* DCAP and
2* DABR as a function off c , respectively~cf. Fig. 3!, also
illustrating the similarity betweenD1 and 2* DCAP and
2* DABR .

IV. DISCUSSION

The aim of the present project was to study DPOAE
group delays in comparison with electrophysiological mea-
sures of cochlear delay in normal human ears. The experi-
ment was designed to allow for the closest comparison pos-
sible. Two main critical aspects of our experimental
approach are, first, the derived-band paradigm and the way
narrow-band center frequency was matched tof 2 in the
DPOAE experiment and, second, the selection of the level of
the ~transient! click versus the levels of the~continuous! pri-
maries.

The choice for a click stimulus in combination with the
derived band paradigm~Teaset al., 1962!, rather than, e.g.,
the use of tone bursts~cf. Neelyet al., 1988!, was made for
two reasons. First, a click warrants a high degree of neural

FIG. 2. Representative example of~a!
high-pass noise masked CAPs and~b!
derived band CAPs recorded from the
tympanic membrane, at cutoff and
center frequencies as indicated. The
data were corrected for a 1-ms acous-
tic delay. Arrowheads in~b! mark the
derived bandN1 responses identified
in this subject.
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synchronization of the response and therefore a precise defi-
nition of its latency, which is not generally the case for tone
bursts where rise time is always a compromise between the
required synchrony and frequency specificity. Second, a
solid theoretical framework is available relating click re-
sponse latencies in the time domain to group delays deter-
mined in the frequency domain~see later in this work!. The
derived band method has found widespread application in
studies based on VIIIth nerve CAP~Elberling, 1974; Egger-
mont, 1976, 1979; Prijs and Eggermont, 1981; Charlet de
Sauvageet al., 1983! and ABR~Parker and Thornton, 1978a,
b, c; Don and Eggermont, 1978; Thornton and Farrell, 1991;
Schoonhoven, 1992; Donet al., 1993, 1996, 1997; Donald-
son and Ruth, 1993; Serbetcioglu and Parker, 1999!. The
most solid validation of the derived band technique was
given by Evans and Elberling~1982! who investigated the
paradigm at the level of single auditory nerve fibers in the
cat. These authors found that fibers responding to a click in
the presence of a given high-pass noise masker but not in the
presence of a high-pass masker with a one-octave lower cut-
off indeed span a range of characteristic frequencies~CFs! of
about one octave. These conclusions hold for CFs larger than
1–2 kHz in cat, and the authors extrapolated that in humans
the procedure is valid for frequencies of 0.5–1 kHz and
above. The center frequency of the derived band is defined as
the mean characteristic frequency of fibers masked by the
high-pass noise at one but not at the successive filter cutoff
setting. When using one-octave filter steps, the center fre-
quency roughly equals the lower of the two cutoff frequen-
cies as can be concluded from the single-fiber data by Evans
and Elberling ~1982!, and from studies where a second
narrow-band masking noise was introduced to mask the de-
rived band response itself~Parker and Thornton, 1978c;
Stapells and So, 1999!. By extrapolation the center fre-
quency of half-octave bands will be slightly below the lower
of the two successive cutoff frequencies. Using a more the-
oretical approach, the cochlear response pattern to the click
under a given masking condition can be constructed by com-
bining the power spectrum of the masker and the function
that describes the degree of masking as a function of noise
level. Subtracting such response patterns for successive high-
pass filter settings produces the cochlear activation pattern
underlying the derived band response. Since masking, at
least in humans, increases about linearly with noise level
~Eggermont and Odenthal, 1974!, this approach predicts that
the activation pattern underlying the derived band response
follows exactly the same profile as the difference between
successive high-pass noise power spectra~Prijs and Egger-
mont, 1981!, as we assumed in the present study. From the
various considerations we are confident that our derived
band responses and DPOAEs originate from properly
matched cochlear frequency regions, and estimate the uncer-
tainty in this match to be not greater than about1

8 octave.
Within this uncertainty the main conclusions drawn from the
experimental data remain unchanged.

A second essential aspect of the experimental design
concerns matching the intensities of the click in the electro-
physiological experiment and the primaries in the DPOAE
measurement, respectively. The issue is important because

FIG. 3. ~a! and~b! DPOAE group delays in thef 1- and f 2-sweep paradigms,
D1 andD2 respectively, vsf 2 . ~c! and ~d! Cochlear delays estimated from
derived band CAPs and ABRs,DCAP and DABR , respectively, vs center
frequencyf c . Data represent mean6sd of 24 subjects, males and females
pooled. Note the different scaling of the coordinate in~a! and~b! vs ~c! and
~d!.
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both derived CAP and ABR latencies and DPOAE group
delays demonstrate a notable level dependence~Eggermont
and Don, 1980; Prijs and Eggermont, 1981; Bowmanet al.,
1997; Wableet al., 1997!. Because of the opposite spectro-
temporal properties of clicks and tones an appropriate match
of their levels is not self-evident, and in fact several authors
have come to different conclusions based on different con-
siderations~e.g., Versnelet al., 1992a; Recioet al., 1998,
and others!. We have aimed at using a click of a similar
~normal! hearing level as the primaries. From a psychoacous-
tic perspective, the total loudness of the click results from
integration over about 20 critical bands, and a half-octave
band covers almost two critical bands~Zwicker and Fastl,
1990!. Thus the equivalent loudness of the click per half
octave band is about 10 dB below the overall level of 70 dB
HL. Together with a conductive hearing loss due to the tym-
panic membrane electrode, which we found to be in the order
of 5 dB, the equivalent click level per derived band then
closely matches the level off 2 , taking that differences be-
tween SPL and HL scales are small in the frequency region
of interest. We are aware that this reasoning, although at
least a partial justification of our approach, may not neces-
sarily be conclusive. Given the intensity dependence of the
various delay measures it is obvious that the results from the
present experiments may not directly be extrapolated to other
stimulus levels; literature data on intensity dependence, how-
ever, may help extrapolating the present results~e.g., Egger-
mont and Don, 1980; Bowmanet al., 1997!.

The general properties of the present DPOAE group de-
lays are in agreement with other studies in humans~Kimber-
ley et al., 1993; O’Mahoney and Kemp, 1995; Moulin and
Kemp, 1996a, b; Wableet al., 1996; Bowmanet al., 1997!
and laboratory animals~Whiteheadet al., 1996; Schneider
et al., 1999! in thatD1 andD2 decrease withf 2 , and thatD2

is larger thanD1 to the amount shown in Fig. 1. The theo-
retical relation for theD2 /D1 ratio @Eq. ~1!; Prijs et al.,
2000; Tubiset al., 2000; Sheraet al., 2000# is obeyed by the
experimental data in humans@Fig. 1~b!# to a similar extent as
earlier shown for guinea pig DPOAE group delays~Prijs
et al., 2000!. In view of the theoretical considerations in the
latter paper this supports the notion that human DPOAE
group delays as measured here near thef 2 / f 1 ratio of 1.2 are
dominated by the contribution from thef 2-characteristic
place where the distortion product is generated and obey the
wave-fixed model~Brown et al., 1996; Talmadgeet al.,
1999; Shera and Guinan, 1999; Prijset al., 2000; Knight and
Kemp, 2000!.

The general properties of the derived CAP and ABR
results correspond to results from other studies. After Elber-
ling ~1974! had shown that derived VIIIth nerve responses
can be recorded from the ear canal, the present study is the
first to show that this can easily be done with a completely
noninvasive procedure. Reliability of CAP~and ABR! re-
sponses was mostly judged by considering the consistency of
responses in subsequent derived bands; errors in latency as-
signment are usually small~;0.1 ms! for responses with
sufficient signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! @top traces in Fig.
2~b!#; for responses with lower SNR the uncertainty may be
somewhat larger. The derived CAP amplitudes in the present

experiment~Fig. 2! are a factor of 2 to 3 smaller than half-
octave derived band responses in transtympanic recording
~Eggermont, 1976!, in agreement with other studies compar-
ing extratympanic and transtympanic electrocochleography
procedures~for an overview see, e.g., Schoonhovenet al.,
1995!. For that reason, the yield of derived responses in the
low-frequency bands is limited by the SNR. Also because of
the sometimes unfavorable SNR, derived ABRs could not be
detected in all frequency bands; in several other studies cited
above better SNRs were obtained by using one-octave rather
than half-octave bands, by applying a large number of aver-
ages and/or an objective method to determine the number of
averages required to reach a predetermined noise level, or by
using separate rarefaction and condensation clicks. Conclu-
sions that I-V intervals are independent of frequency band,
and that the purely cochlear delay can be obtained by cor-
recting ABR peak V latency for the male/female I-V interval
have been drawn before~e.g., Don and Eggermont, 1978;
Donet al., 1993!. After correction with acoustic and synaptic
delays of derived CAP and ABR latencies,DCAP andDABR

are similar to results of other studies including the numerical
values of the fits given in Fig. 3~cf. Eggermont, 1979!. The
exact numerical results depend somewhat on the corrections
that were applied to CAPs and ABRs for acoustic and syn-
aptic delay. A slightly~;0.1 ms! smaller acoustic delay for
the ER3 tubes has been suggested~Whiteheadet al., 1996!,
which might, however, be cancelled by a slightly larger syn-
aptic delay as sometimes assumed~e.g., 1.0 ms; Neelyet al.,
1988; cf. Ruggeroet al., 1987!.

The principal results of the present study concern the
direct comparisons between DPOAE group delays and de-
rived CAP/ABR latencies~Figs. 4 and 5!. Since both mea-
sures were determined in the same subjects, a more rigorous
analysis was feasible than in comparisons of DPOAE group
delays with literature data on electrophysiological measures
of cochlear delay~e.g., Kimberleyet al., 1993!. The central
conclusion from the analysis given in Figs. 4 and 5 is thatD1

is indistinguishable from both 2* DCAP and 2* DABR . The
various foregoing considerations indicate that the overall un-
certainties in all delay measures are typically in the order of
0.1 to 0.2 ms. Within that uncertainty range the difference
betweenD1 and 2* DCAP and 2* DABR may in fact become
statistically significant, but the conclusion thatD1 is very
close to both 2* DCAP and 2* DABR and thatD2 is greatly
larger than either of those remains unchanged.

Which interpretation can be given to this conclusion re-
garding the understanding of DPOAE group delays? As ar-
gued above, the group delays measured with the present ex-
perimental parameters refer to the DPOAE component that is
generated near thef 2-characteristic placeX2 , and not, e.g.,
to a reflection component from thef dp-characteristic place
Xdp. Thus, DPOAE group delays reflect the the combined
forward group delay of the primaries toX2 and backward
group delay of the DP component to the ear canal~Prijs
et al., 2000!. The situation for thef 2-sweep paradigm is
complicated by the fact that the generation site shifts along
with the changing primaryf 2 . However, in thef 1-sweep, the
generator is fixed atX2 , and simply reads out the phase
changes off 1 at that place. Therefore the forward delay com-
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ponent inD1 can be interpreted as the group delay of the
f 1-wave atX2 , which we will denote byd(X2 ; f 1). If we
assume that the wave pattern set up along the cochlear par-
tition does not depend on where in the cochlear fluids a given
pressure variation is applied, then the wave pattern for the
DP component traveling fromX2 to the cochlear base is
equivalent with the wave pattern resulting from the external
application of a pure tone with that same frequency. In that
approach forward and backward group delays of the same
frequency component are equal, and the backward group de-
lay of f dp, forming the second part ofD1 , equalsd(X2 ; f dp).

Latencies of click responses in the time domain can be
related to group delays in the frequency domain by noting
that in a linear system the time delay of the center of gravity
of the impulse response is identical to the weighted-average

group delay ~i.e., the phase-gradient averaged over fre-
quency, weighted with the system’s power gain!. Although
the cochlea is certainly not linear, this relation was still
shown to hold for tone and click responses of single cochlear
nerve fibers at low click levels, where PST histograms are
only minimally affected by neural refractoriness~Goldstein
et al., 1971!. Ruggero and co-workers more recently showed
the same relation to hold at the level of the basilar mem-
brane, at each stimulus level, and also demonstrated that am-
plitude and phase functions derived from click and tone re-
sponses are essentially identical and vary similarly as a
function of intensity ~Ruggero, 1994; Recioet al., 1998;
though the latter authors came to a different match of click
and tone levels than we used in the present article!. Since
center frequencies of derived band CAP and ABR were lined

FIG. 4. DPOAE group delays versus delays estimated from derived band
CAPs. ~a! Scatter plot ofD1 and D2 vs DCAP, with regression lines, and
compared with the relationy52x. ~b! D1 , D2 and DCAP vs f 2 and f c ,
respectively.

FIG. 5. DPOAE group delays versus delays estimated from derived band
ABRs. ~a! Scatter plot ofD1 and D2 vs DABR , with regression lines, and
compared with the relationy52x. ~b! D1 , D2 and DABR vs f 2 and f c ,
respectively.
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up with f 2 , DCAP andDABR may therefore be identified with
the weighted average group delay atX2 , i.e., the weighted
average ofd(X2 ; f ). At low stimulus levels this weighted
average is essentially equal to the group delay atf 2 ,
d(X2 ; f 2), because there the power gain of the system is
dominated by the peak around the characteristic frequency.
At intermediate stimulus levels as used in this study the low-
frequency response, with its smaller phase gradient, becomes
increasingly important in the weighting function. This makes
that the weighted average group delay underlying our click
responses will be somewhat smaller than the group delay at
CF as such~Ruggero, 1994; Ruggeroet al., 1997; M. A.
Ruggero, personal communication!. In addition, at the levels
used neural refractoriness shows a distinct influence on click
PSTHs ~e.g., Schoonhovenet al., 1994!, also making that
their peak latency tends to shorten relative to the center of
gravity of the underlying BM response. Finally, since the
CAP is a convolution of the underlying neural firing pattern
with the so-called unit contribution~Goldstein and Kiang,
1958!, and noting that the unit contribution has a biphasic
waveform and thus acts as a differentiator~Kiang et al.,
1976; Prijs, 1986; Versnelet al., 1992b!, the CAP latency
may not correspond with the PSTH peak latency, but with a
slightly smaller latency associated with the PSTH’s onset
slope. These are three reasons whyDCAP and DABR will
eventually be smaller thand(X2 ; f 2). The foregoing results
and reasoning can be summarized by

D152* DCAP ~2!

with

D15d~X2 ; f 1!1d~X2 ; f dp! ~3!

and

DCAP,d~X2 ; f 2!, ~4!

and of course similarly forDABR . Given that f dp, f 1, f 2 ,
this result is consistent with the known phase behavior of
traveling waves in the cochlea showing that~e.g., Ruggero
et al., 1997!

d~X2 ; f dp!,d~X2 ; f 1!,d~X2 ; f 2!. ~5!

A solid quantitative comparison of Eqs.~2!–~5! cannot easily
be given, particularly because the difference betweenDCAP

~and DABR! and d(X2 ; f 2) in Eq. ~4! and the difference be-
tween the terms in Eq.~5! are not quantitatively known. Yet,
Eqs.~2!–~5! are consistent with the notion that thef 1-sweep
group delay, with experimental parameters as applied, is
simply composed of a forward delay of the primaries to the
generating placeX2 and a backward delay of the DP fre-
quency to the ear canal. Experiments, e.g., combining
DPOAE measurements with recording of single auditory
nerve fiber period histograms and group delays based there-
upon, may further clarify the relation between DPOAE group
delays and forward and retrograde waves in the cochlea.

V. CONCLUSIONS

~1! The relation betweenf 1-sweep andf 2-sweep group de-
lays of the 2f 1– f 2 DPOAE in normal human ears is
consistent with a theoretical elaboration of the wave-
fixed model.

~2! Derived band CAP and ABR latencies, corrected for
synaptic delay and for the ABR I-V interval, provide
identical measures of cochlear delay.

~3! At least at the stimulus levels used, DPOAE group de-
lays in thef 1-sweep paradigm amount to twice the asso-
ciated, electrophysiologically determined cochlear delay.

~4! The findings are theoretically consistent with the notion
that DPOAE group delay is a combination of the forward
delay of the primaries to thef 2 ~generation! place and a
backward delay of the DP frequency from that place to
the ear canal.
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Human intermodulation distortion product otoacoustic emissions~DPOAE! can be a mixture of low
and high latency components. They have different level, phase, and suppression characteristics,
which indicate that emissions arise both from the frequency region of the primary tones directly and
indirectly via the DP frequency place. Which component dominates the measured DPOAE in the ear
canal depends on the stimulus parameters, especially the frequency ratio,f 2 / f 1 . Interference
between the two emissions adds complexity to measurements of DPOAE. The behavior and even
existence of whichever emission route is lower in level often cannot directly be deduced from the
raw DPOAE data because the other emission covers it. It is therefore not known whether both
emissions are present for all stimulus parameters or whether the trends seen in each emission when
they are the dominant emission route continue under stimulus conditions when they are not
dominant. In this study, the two DPOAE components are separated by a post-processing method.
Previously, maps of raw DPOAE data againstf 2 / f 1 and DP frequency have been obtained. To
separate the components, sets of data consisting off 2 / f 1 sweeps were transformed by an inverse
Fourier transform into the time domain. The low and high latency components appeared as two
distinct peaks because of their different phase gradients. These peaks were separated by windowing
in the time domain and two frequency domain maps were reconstructed, representing the low and
high latency DPOAEs. It was found that the low latency component of the 2f 12 f 2 DP was only
emitted strongly withf 2 / f 1 between approximately 1.1 and 1.3. The removal of the high latency
component revealed the low ratio edge of this region, at which the level falls sharply. However, the
low latency emission has been traced at reduced amplitude over a wide range of stimulus
parameters. Although previously only observed at small frequency ratios, the high latency
component was found to be present widely in the lower sideband, its level reducing slowly at larger
f 2 / f 1 . Its phase behavior changes in the lower sideband, being approximately constant with DP
frequency at small ratios off 2 / f 1 , but deviating from this at wider ratios. These results support the
hypothesis that a DPOAE component which propagates to and is re-emitted from the DP frequency
place~place fixed emission! is present across a wide parameter range. However, for all but the close
primary condition the lower sideband DPOAE is dominated by direct emission from the region of
f 2 and f 1 wave interaction~wave fixed emission!. A simple transmission line model is presented to
illustrate how the observed DPOAE maps can arise on the basis of this hypothesis. ©2001
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1354197#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Jb, 43.64.Kc, 43.64.Ri@BLM #

I. INTRODUCTION

Distortion product otoacoustic emission~DPOAE! are of
great research and clinical interest. Recent research interest
has focused attention on the two possible paths by which
lower sideband DPOAE@of the form (a11) f 12a f2 , a
51,2,3, etc.# may travel to the ear canal once generated
within the region off 2 excitation.

A. PATH 1: The DP travels directly to the base from
the generation site

Kemp and Knight ~1999! have suggested that the
mechanism of DP generation may, for certainf 2 / f 1 , prefer-
entially direct energy basally. Kemp~1986! described 2f 1

2 f 2 DP production withf 2 / f 1.1.1 as ‘‘wave fixed’’ be-
cause its phase characteristics required the generator to move
smoothly with thef 2 traveling wave in a frequency sweep.

Shera and Guinan~1999! labeled the same phenomenon
‘‘distortion emission’’ to emphasize that only nonlinearity

~not a reflection! is required for an ear canal DP to be pro-
duced. Path 1 results in ‘‘low latency’’ DPOAEs.

B. PATH 2: The DP travels initially toward the apex,
until it is reflected back toward the base

This mode of DPOAE, seen in the 2f 12 f 2 DPOAE for
small f 2 / f 1 , was separated by Kemp and Brown~1983! who
suppressed activity at the DP place by adding an extra stimu-
lus tone close to the DP frequency. It was described as
‘‘place fixed’’ by Kemp ~1986!, because the phase charac-
teristics required reflectors to be fixed in position on the
basilar membrane. TEOAEs have similar phase characteris-
tics and have been said to require an impedance discontinuity
~Kemp, 1978! or impedance irregularities along the basilar
membrane to cause the reflection~Kemp, 1986; Lonsbury-
Martin et al., 1988; Zweig and Shera, 1995!. Shera and
Guinan~1999! described this mode of DPOAE as ‘‘reflection
DPs’’ to emphasize that the ‘‘turnaround’’ mechanism is a
reflection. Path 2 results in ‘‘high latency’’ DPOAEs.
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Upper sideband DPOAE differ from this as the initial
generation region is thought to be around the DP frequency
place and the DP will propagate poorly beyond this place.
Upper sideband DPOAE are always emitted predominantly
by a place fixed mechanism from around the DP frequency
place~e.g., Martinet al., 1987, 1998; Kemp, 1998!, although
a small wave fixed emission is theoretically possible.

Martin et al. ~1999, 2000! and Faheyet al. ~2000! have
shown that there may also be alternative basal sites for DP
generation. These require more complex generation mecha-
nisms, for example, involving the generation of intermodu-
lation distortion from harmonic distortion products and dif-
ference tones derived from the original stimulus tones.

The region of ‘‘reflection’’ in lower sideband DPOAE
probably lies in the DP frequency place region, as suggested
by suppression studies using a third stimulus tone~e.g.,
Kummer et al., 1995; Gaskill and Brown, 1996; Heitmann
et al., 1998!, observation of DPOAE fine structure in fre-
quency limited hearing loss and relationships between the
fine structure of different distortion products~Mauermann
et al., 1999a, b! and comparison of experimental data with
mathematical models~Talmadgeet al., 1999!. If outer hair
cell activity adequately compensates for the transmission
losses in propagating back to the base and in reflection back
a second time to the DP place, then the distortion product
also could reflect repeatedly between the DP characteristic
place and the base of the cochlea resulting in a feedback
system causing interference effects, fine structure and occa-
sionally resulting in spontaneous otoacoustic emissions
~Kemp, 1980; Zweig and Shera, 1995; Talmadgeet al.,
2000!.

Whichever DP emission path results in the higher DP
amplitude in the ear canal will dominate the phase behavior
of the measured DPOAE. This depends on various aspects of
the stimulus parameters, particularly the ratio off 2 / f 1 . Pre-
vious studies~Kemp, 1986; Knight and Kemp, 1999! have
shown that there appears to be a modal change in the 2f 1

2 f 2 DPOAE phase behavior. In a frequency sweep with
f 2 / f 1 held constant, iff 2 / f 1 is less than about 1.1 the 2f 1

2 f 2 DPOAE has a steep phase gradient~high latency!, in-
dicating that the DP is dominated by a place fixed emission.
But if the ratio is larger a shallow phase gradient is found
~low latency!, indicating that the emission is wave fixed.

Knight and Kemp~2000a! investigated the relationship
between DP frequency and the ratio off 2 / f 1 in detail and
showed that the place fixed behavior of the 2f 12 f 2 DP
when f 2 / f 1 is small is a continuation of the patterns that are
seen in the 2f 22 f 1 DP for all f 2 / f 1 . However, the ear canal
2 f 12 f 2 DP was dominated by a wave fixed emission mode
when f 2 / f 1 exceeded approximately 1.1. A similar relation-
ship was also seen between the 3f 122 f 2 and 3f 222 f 1

DPs.
The DP source, in the region of thef 2 frequency place,

has been assumed to have a constant directivity for allf 2 / f 1

~e.g., Allen and Fahey, 1992!. However, more recently it has
been suggested that this directivity changes as the frequency
ratio changes~Knight and Kemp, 2000a!.

Kemp and Knight~1999! have suggested a mechanism
by which this may occur. Essentially this involves analyzing

the modeled phase off 1 and f 2 in the presumed generating
region aroundf 2 and calculating the phase gradient of the
2 f 12 f 2 distortion product across this region as it is gener-
ated. This gradient changes from positive to negative as the
ratio betweenf 1 and f 2 changes, resulting in constructive
summation of the 2f 12 f 2 distortion product occurring ei-
ther toward the base or the apex. Therefore the phase gradi-
ents in the region of DP generation may to a large extent
control the relative amplitudes of the wave and place fixed
emission mechanisms.

As the DPOAE behavior which is observed is dominated
by whichever mode is stronger, it is not known whether the
two DP paths both continue to be significant for allf 2 / f 1

ratios or whether DP production tends to be bi-modal with
only one mode usually present and just a small transition
region at which both emissions can occur. If both modes
were always present and could be separated then the phase
behavior of the ‘‘residual’’ or ‘‘minority’’ emissions would
be of great interest. The phase characteristic of such a ‘‘re-
sidual emission’’ could be seen in relation to the traveling
wave excitation patterns and the systematic trends that have
previously only been seen in restricted stimulus parameter
conditions could be pursued over a wider range of frequency
ratios. Observation of the ‘‘place fixed’’ phase behavior will
be of particular interest. The crossover between the lower
and upper sidebands, the lower sidebandf 2 / f 1 ratio at which
the phase pattern which continues from the upper sideband
changes, and the phase behavior in the lower sideband at
moderately wide ratios would provide further clues regarding
the locations of the initial DP generating region relative to
the f 2 frequency place and the reflecting region relative to
the f DP place.

However, separating the wave and place fixed emissions
is not a straightforward task. One way is to add a third stimu-
lus tone to suppress activity at the DP place, leaving only the
DP emitted directly from thef 2 region. Comparison of
DPOAE measurements obtained with and without the third
tone can yield the DP place contribution by vector subtrac-
tion ~Dreisbach and Siegel, 1999!. However, it can be diffi-
cult to ensure that the DP place is fully suppressed without
the f 2 region, and hence DP generation, also being affected.
This risk is greatest with small stimulus frequency ratios
~Siegelet al., 2000!.

An alternative method is pursued here, in which DPOAE
is evoked by two stimulus tones and the wave and place
fixed DPOAE are separated by a phase gradient dependent
post-processing method. Shera and Zweig~1993! and Zweig
and Shera~1995! have used Fourier transforms to investigate
the spectral oscillations in SFOAE. Stoveret al. ~1996!, Fa-
hey and Allen~1997!, and Kalluri and Shera~2000! used
Fourier transforms on DPOAE frequency sweeps to observe
the phase gradient-derived latency. It has been shown by
Knight and Kemp~2000a! that an inverse fourier transform
of a DP sweep with constantf 2 / f 1 results in a quasi-time
domain representation with two distinct peaks, the relative
sizes of the peaks depending on the ratio off 2 / f 1 at which
the sweep is performed. In the present study, these low and
high latency parts are windowed in the pseudo-time domain
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and then transformed back to the frequency domain sepa-
rately.

This method has the advantage of avoiding the unpre-
dictable nonlinear effects of a third tone. A detailed and wide
frequency sweep is required in order for the Fourier transfor-
mations to be adequately performed, from which definite
separation of emissions with different phase behaviors can be
achieved. This technique has been used to observe the
‘‘wave’’ and ‘‘place’’ fixed DPOAEs separately, allowing
behavior which is usually masked to be uncovered.

There is an underlying difference in the third tone and
the Fourier transform methods. The third tone separates the
emission modes on the basis of place on the basilar mem-
brane and it turns out that these emissions are different
modes. The Fourier transform method separates the emission
modes on the basis of their different phase gradients and it
seems that they are from different places. The methods are
comparable if the place fixed emission is from the region of
the DP frequency place and the wave fixed emission is from
elsewhere. Kalluri and Shera~2000! have shown an example
in which similar results were obtained by the two methods,
and Knight and Kemp~2000a! showed that the later peak in
the time domain can be selectively suppressed by a third tone
close to the DP frequency, supporting the theory that the two
methods are comparable.

II. MEASUREMENTS AND DATA ANALYSIS

Data presented in this study have been obtained from an
additional analysis of data presented by Knight and Kemp
~2000a, reproduced in Fig. 1!. The DPOAE measurements
were obtained using the left ears of two subjects: a male

~RDK! aged 29 and a female~RN! aged 24, both of whom
had normal auditory thresholds and middle ear function.

DPOAE measurements were obtained withL15L2

570 dB SPL with DP frequencies ranging from 1 kHz to 4.1
kHz in 12 Hz steps. Stimulus frequency ratios from 1.01 to
1.5 were employed. The DPOAE phase is corrected for the
phase changes induced by the probe loudspeakers and micro-
phone~the system detects the stimulus phase via the micro-
phone and corrects automatically! but no phase correction is
applied for acoustic delays along the ear canal.

From these data, the two emission components~wave
and place fixed! have distinctly different latencies and there-
fore can be separated by the following post-processing
method. A 512 point frequency array was set up, ranging
from 0 to 3100 Hz, thereby preserving the original 3100 Hz
range. An exponential frequency spacing was adopted in or-
der to linearize the underlying curve in the phase versus fre-
quency relationship of the place fixed DPOAE and therefore
produce clearer peaks in the time domain~Zweig and Shera,
1995!. The exponential frequency points were calculated as
follows:

f i5100034.1~~ i 21!/511!21000,

where f i5the frequency of thei th array point.
The measured data points were frequency shifted down

1000 Hz and inserted into this array with linear interpolation
between data points where required. The level and phase data
were converted to complex number format for the inverse
Fourier transformation.

No frequency domain windowing was applied before the
inverse Fourier transformation. Although there is a risk of

FIG. 1. 2 f 12 f 2 and 2 f 22 f 1 DPOAE data for subjects RDK in parts~a! and ~b! and RN in parts~c! and ~d! before the separation process@previously
presented in J. Acoust. Soc. Am.107, 457–473~2000!#. For each figure presented in this format, level~dB SPL! is shown in parts~a! and~c! in 5 dB steps
and phase is shown in parts~b! and ~d! in 180° steps. Phase becomes more positive toward the top and left of the chart.
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artifacts resulting from this, the artifacts would be easily dis-
tinguishable from the signal in this case as the artefacts
would be spread throughout the time window whereas the
true signal would form peaks early in the time window. The
time domain windowing which was subsequently employed
would therefore largely remove any such artefacts. The ad-
vantage of this approach was that the data were not therefore
weighted in favor of data from the middle of the frequency
range and the final separated data were easy to compare di-
rectly with the original unprocessed data.

As the frequency array had an exponential characteristic,
the meaning of the time scale of the inverse Fourier trans-
form was not straightforward. The time scale in the time
domain which is indicated in Fig. 2 was calculated as fol-
lows:

Time increment per point~ms)

51000/frequency range~Hz! .

This gives a time increment of approximately 0.32 ms per
point. This calculated time interval most accurately reflects
true time for data from the middle of the frequency range
~2–3 kHz!. It is an underestimate for the lower frequencies
and an overestimate for the higher frequencies. The defini-
tion of this time scale is not relevant for the subsequent win-
dowing and processing of the data. The transformation into

the ‘‘time’’ domain produced separate amplitude peaks for
the low and high latency components~Fig. 2!.

The peaks were separated by time windowing, the win-
dowing being designed to separate the wave and place fixed
DPOAE at the point at which the magnitude function had a
dip between the wave and place fixed peaks. The chosen
crossover point for the ‘‘early’’ and ‘‘late’’ time windows
was the fifth data point, which is about 1.6 ms. A flat topped
window with a raised cosine edge was adopted. The cosine
curve ‘‘edge’’ extended from the third to the seventh data
points ~approx. 1.00–2.25 ms!. The ‘‘late’’ window was
rolled off more gradually between the 40th and 50th data
points ~12.9–16.1 ms!, comfortably after the DPOAE peaks
had died down to the noise floor.

Each windowed part of the time domain response was
returned to the frequency domain by a forward Fourier trans-
form. The data were returned to level and phase format and
converted back to the original 256 point linear frequency
array. Separate area charts were then constructed for the
wave and place fixed DPOAE.

III. RESULTS

A. Low latency component

The low latency portion of the 2f 12 f 2 DPOAE had a
high level whenf 2 / f 1 was between 1.1 and 1.3@Figs. 3 and
4, parts~a! and~b!#. Outside this range the level fell rapidly.
The DPOAE is likely to be restricted to a limited ratio range
because the phases of the DP sources in the generating re-
gion of the basilar membrane can only positively sum in the
basal direction with a limited range of ratios~Kemp and
Knight, 1999!. The phase contours were approximately hori-
zontal, indicating that phase was dependent on the frequency
ratio, but almost independent of DP frequency. There was
good vertical agreement between successive constantf 2 / f 1

sweeps, with phase being steadily more positive at larger
stimulus frequency ratios.

The low latency portion of the 2f 22 f 1 DPOAE~Figs. 3
and 4, parts a and b! was of very small amplitude. In one
subject~RDK, Fig. 3! it was mostly below220 dB SPL, but
the other subject~RN, Fig. 4! had a clear low latency peak in
the inverse Fourier transform~not shown! which was above
220 dB SPL in the frequency domain@the lower half of Fig.
4~a!# with most combinations off 1 and f 2 . In the frequency
domain the associated phase, where measurable, had a ten-
dency to gradually be more positive whenf 2 / f 1 was smaller,
but the phase was less dependent on the DP frequency.

The absence after processing of the fine structure which
had been seen in the unprocessed data of Fig. 1, even when
the wave fixed emission appeared to dominate, suggests that
the fine structure was caused by interference between the low
and high latency DPOAE components.

B. High latency

The phase of the high latency part was predominantly
dictated by the emission frequency, in contrast to the low
latency DPOAE@Figs. 3 and 4, parts~c! and ~d!#. The level
of the high latency component was less sensitive tof 2 / f 1

changes as DP frequency was held constant~vertical move-

FIG. 2. Magnitude of inverse Fourier transforms of DPOAE constant fre-
quency ratio sweeps selected from data in Fig. 1~subject RDK, a and b!.
The time windowing employed to separate the early and late components is
indicated at the bottom of the figure. In each case the total area under the
curve corresponds to a DPOAE level of between 15 and 20 dB SPL.
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ment on the figures!. Factors which affect the level of the
place fixed DP and are sensitive tof 2 / f 1 include the amount
of apical propagation from the site of DP generation and the
amount of suppression of the apically traveling DP by the
proximity of f 1 and f 2 .

There are interesting secondary relationships with the
frequency ratio visible in the data. At higher frequencies

~above about 2 kHz! the upper sideband DPOAE phase from
both subjects shows a slight, accelerating negative drift to-
ward smaller ratios~indicated by the phase contours bending
to the left!. The phase of the lower sideband high latency
DPOAE was, at small frequency ratios, a continuation of the
upper sideband phase. However, abovef 2 / f 1;1.07 the
phase was steadily more positive at wider frequency ratios

FIG. 3. Low ~a and b! and high~c and d! latency windowed DPOAE for subject RDK, extracted from data in Fig. 1~a and b!.

FIG. 4. Low ~a and b! and high~c and d! latency windowed DPOAE for subject RN, extracted from data in Fig. 1~c and d!.
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~contours leaning to the right!. The retention of the pro-
nounced fine structure in the high latency DPOAE indicates
that this is not caused by interactions with a low latency
emission. Similar patterns were observed from 3f 122 f 2

and 3f 222 f 1 DPOAE data~not shown!, except that the DPs
were only present whenf 2 / f 1 was small.

C. Wave and place fixed level, averaged across DP
frequency

In order to see clearly the preferred frequency ratio for
the wave and place fixed DPOAE separately, a power aver-
age of the DPOAE level from Figs. 3 and 4 was calculated
across DP frequency and plotted against frequency ratio~Fig.
5!. The results show clearly that the wave fixed emission
favors a restricted ratio range fromf 2 / f 151.1– 1.35 in the
lower sideband only, whereas the place fixed emission is
present in both sidebands much more widely with the stron-
gest emission whenf 2 / f 1 is small. The residual upper side-
band wave fixed emission can be seen from subject RN,
typically at 210 to 215 dB SPL.

In the lower sideband whenf 2 / f 1 is larger, the rapid fall
seen in the wave fixed level asf 2 / f 1 increases beyond 1.3
and the more gradual fall in the place fixed level with in-
creasingf 2 / f 1 means that the levels of the two components
become similar. Tubiset al. ~2000! have suggested that at
wide ratios, the lower sideband place fixed DPOAE level
may exceed the wave fixed level~as is also the case when
f 2 / f 1.1.1!. The present data suggest that this is indeed pos-
sible although it does not quite occur in our data, the differ-
ence may be due to different stimulus conditions being
adopted.

IV. DISCUSSION

In general, the low latency derived DPOAE phase is
dependent on the ratiof 2 / f 1 but changes only slowly with
DP frequency~so phase contours run left to right across the
figures!. The high latency derived DPOAE phase changes far
more rapidly with DP frequency~Figs. 3 and 4!. This differ-
ence between the low and high latency DPOAE phase is not
surprising and is precisely what would be expected due to
the windowing employed in the time domain, because win-
dowing at low latency excludes components with a steep
phase gradient. Of far greater interest is the way in which the
phase contours behave with respect to the frequency ratio
~vertical in the figures! when the sweeps are recombined.

The agreement of the phase of adjacent sweeps confirms that
the patterns seen in the data do not arise from merely an
artifact. It is significant that a substantial amplitude of DP
above the noise level was obtained for both modes under
most stimulus conditions.

The levels of the wave and place fixed emissions have
very different relationships tof 2 / f 1 , as shown clearly in Fig.
5. The wave fixed emission is emitted strongly only in a
restricted range of the lower sideband and a residual emis-
sion is present more widely. This limited range off 2 / f 1 for
which the wave fixed DPOAE is strong may result from the
phase gradient across the DPOAE generating region only
being favorable for basal propagation under these conditions
~Kemp and Knight, 1999!.

The place fixed emission is emitted most strongly when
f 2 / f 1 is close to 1 in either sideband but the ratio is less
critical. As f 2 / f 1 increases the level of the place fixed emis-
sion falls faster in the lower sideband than the upper side-
band, this may be because the phase gradient switches from
favoring apical propagation to favoring basal propagation as
the DPOAE generating region leaves the DP frequency place
and moves with thef 2 envelope.

The analysis method has successfully uncovered the full
extent of the two modes of emission. The basic features seen
in the unprocessed data are preserved and the continuity be-
tween the upper and lower sidebands remains. However,
there is some evidence of small artefacts being generated at
wide ratios and high frequency, where some DPOAE is seen
after windowing when none was present beforehand. Such
‘‘blurring’’ of the data is a result of applying short windows
in the time domain. The possibility of random noise arising
from the whole sweep is discussed later with respect to the
significance of the low latency 2f 22 f 1 emission data.

A. Possible general explanation for the high latency
DPOAE phase behavior „place fixed mechanism …

The following arguments consider the case of a constant
f DP sweep. It is helpful to consider a constant DP frequency
sweep when considering place fixed DPOAE phase, as the
presumed reflection site does not move, leaving only the
changing phases of the inward and outward journeys to cause
a DPOAE phase gradient. Such a sweep corresponds to ver-
tical slices of the results in Figs. 1, 3, and 4. The descriptions
below consider only the case of a place fixed emission.

FIG. 5. Wave fixed~thick line! and
place fixed ~thin line! DPOAE level
for subject RDK~left! and RN~right!
plotted against frequency ratio, calcu-
lated as a power average from the data
in Figs. 3 and 4. The shaded region
where f 2 / f 1 is small indicates where
data could not be obtained because of
limitations on the smallest frequency
spacing at which the DPOAE could be
resolved from the stimuli. Random
noise floor estimates are approxi-
mately 230 dB SPL for the wave
fixed DPOAE and225 dB SPL for
the place fixed DPOAE~see Table I!.
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1. Upper sideband DP (e.g., 2 f 2Àf 1)

DP generation and emission are from the region off DP

@Fig. 6~a!#.

~1! In a constant DP frequency sweep, as the ratiof 2 / f 1 is
increased, thef 1 and f 2 places move apically away from
the f DP place, so the phase lag of bothf 1(f1) and
f 2(f2) at the DP generating site must decrease. Thef 1

frequency place moves away at twice the rate off 2 .
However, the phase of the 2f 22 f 1 DP as it is generated
changes twice as much in response to changes inf2 as
to changes inf1 . The phase gradient off1 is more
gradual thanf2 at the DP generating site. Therefore
there are opposing factors influencing the DP phase
which means that the DP phase at its generation site will
not change much with changingf 2 / f 1 .

~2! The phase change resulting from the return journey is
unchanged with changing ratio. Therefore the return
journey doesn’t contribute to the phase gradient.

As the upper sideband experimental data has an almost flat
phase gradient when DP frequency is fixed~a vertical section
through Figs. 3 and 4, parts c and d!, the opposing factors
described appear to be roughly equal~and opposite! in mag-
nitude.

The argument above suggests that any offset from flat
phase~vertical phase contours on the charts! is associated

with the difference in the gradients off1 andf2 at the DP
generating site.

2. Lower sideband DP (e.g., 2 f 1Àf 2)

DP generation is in the region off 2 , but the emission
travels via thef DP region @Fig. 6~b!#.

~1! In a constant DP frequency sweep, the phase lag of
f 1(f1) at the DP generating site decreases with increas-
ing ratio, whereas the phase off 2(f2) at the DP gener-
ating site remains largely unchanged because the site
moves with thef 2 place. Therefore the phase lag of the
DP as it is generated decreases by 2f1 .

~2! As the ratio increases and the DP generating site moves
basally away from the DP place, the phase lag of the
journey onward to the DP place increases. However, of
necessity the phase gradient off DP at thef 2 place is less
than thef 1 phase gradient at thef 2 place. Also, in point
~1! above, the DP phase change due to the change inf1

was multiplied by 2. Therefore the change in DP phase
due to ~1! will be greater than the opposing change in
~2!.

~3! The phase of the return journey is not affected by the
stimulus frequency ratio. Therefore~3! does not contrib-
ute to the DPOAE phase gradient.

The factors involved here~1, 2, and 3! do not cancel, so there
is a net reduction in DP phase lag as the frequency ratio
increases with DP frequency constant, contrary to the upper
sideband. This is consistent with the lower sideband experi-
mental data when the frequency ratio exceeded about 1.1.

However, it has been shown that the lower sideband
high latency phase does not follow this pattern at the small-
est frequency ratios, indicating a divergence from the argu-
ment above. The phase is continuous between the lower side-
band and the upper sideband, suggesting continuity of
mechanism. For the upper sideband the DPOAE generating
region is associated with the DP frequency place, which is
basal to thef 2 place. So for the lower sideband DPOAE at
close ratios, wheref 2 and f DP become close, the generating
site may also be more associated with thef DP site than with
the f 2 site. Alternatively, the lower sideband DP generating
region may simply be changing shape whenf 2 / f 1 is small.
Changes in the phase gradients within the DP generating
region ~discussed by Kemp and Knight, 1999! may be sig-
nificant. This behavior would be consistent with a tendency
for DPs to always be generated somewhat basal to thef 2

peak.

B. Possible explanations for the low latency 2 f 2Àf 1
emission

As a secondary observation, a small low latency upper
sideband DPOAE has been observed in one of the two sub-
jects. The low latency emission, which was seen in the 2f 2

2 f 1 DP from subject RN, is of interest as it has not previ-
ously been reported in humans. The level of the emission
was typically220 to 25 dB SPL, whereas the high latency
emission was typically 0 to 15 dB SPL. The low latency
upper sideband emission has a slight and consistent depen-

FIG. 6. Illustrations of the path taken by place fixed DPOAE, considering a
constant DP frequency sweep in which the peaks of thef 1 and f 2 traveling
waves expand away from the DP frequency place as the frequency ratio
increases.~a! Upper sideband DPOAE, and~b! lower sideband DPOAE.
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dence of phase on the frequency ratio but little dependence
on DP frequency. This is consistent with a low latency wave
fixed emission, so the emission may be from the DP fre-
quency region of the cochlea.

Where is the noise floor?

As the data have been considerably processed, it is dif-
ficult to directly infer a noise floor for individual data points.
In order to obtain an estimate of where the noise floor lies
after the DPOAE separation processing, ‘‘pseudo-time’’
windows were drawn from the data at a latency well after the
DPOAE had died away. These samples of data were then
subjected to a forward Fourier transform to provide an esti-
mate of the noise level in the frequency domain. The average
across the frequency range of the noise level estimate was
obtained for the 2f 22 f 1DP with f 2 / f 151.03 and 1.1~Table
I!.

In each example, the noise estimate occasionally ex-
ceeded220 dB SPL~exceptionally up to213 dB SPL!, so
small regions of data points exceeding220 dB SPL can be
explained by random noise~e.g., the ‘‘low latency’’ 2f 2

2 f 1 data of RDK!. However, the ‘‘low latency’’ 2f 22 f 1

data of RN consistently exceeds this level by 5–15 dB and so
this cannot be explained by random noise.

C. How typical are the results?

Regarding the general features of the separated DPOAE,
both subjects follow the same patterns, despite having differ-
ent underlying latencies and DP levels. The general patterns
can be accounted for on the basis of the description given in
Sec. IV A. In both subjects the wave fixed emission was only
strong whenf 2 / f 1 was between 1.1 and 1.3. The peak oc-
curred at aroundf 2 / f 151.2– 1.25, which is consistent with
other data~Harris et al., 1989; Knight and Kemp, 1999;
Moulin, 2000!. It is likely, therefore, that the general features
are typical of normal-hearing ears. The more localized fea-
tures are not correlated between the two subjects and it
seems that these will be different for each subject.

The balance between the levels of the wave and place
fixed emissions withL15L2570 dB SPL may be different
with other stimulus levels but the overall pattern of behavior
is similar ~Knight and Kemp, 1999!. Use of stimuli withL1

.L2 can be expected to favor the lower sideband~Kemp,
1987!.

The possibility has arisen of a ‘‘wave fixed’’ emission
being present in the 2f 22 f 1 data, approximately 20 dB SPL
lower in level than the place fixed emission. It is not known

whether this will emerge as a ‘‘normal feature’’ of normally
hearing ears as it has only been successfully identified as
being above noise in 1 of the 2 subjects.

V. FURTHER ASSESSMENT OF THE TWO
COMPONENT DP PHASE HYPOTHESIS

We have demonstrated the separation of wave fixed and
place fixed DPOAE in humans using a frequency domain
editing method. The distinctive features that have been ob-
served in the phase behavior of DPOAEs appear consistent
with the qualitative explanation offered, which was based on
the general characteristics of the cochlear traveling wave and
the anticipated effect of nonlinearity and reflectors.

In this section we demonstrate the appropriateness of
our general explanation by deriving the main experimentally
observed DPOAE phase patterns from a basic computational
model. We constructed a simple transmission line model of
traveling wave interactions and used this to generate maps of
backward-traveling DP amplitude and phase maps to com-
pare with the experimental DPOAE data. A region of DP
generation was introduced, associated with nonlinearity of a
localized region of gain leading up to the traveling wave
peaks. The intensity and phase of the summated DPOAE
propagating back to the input of the model~middle ear! was
computed as a function of primary stimulus frequency and
frequency ratio. We then introduced a series of partial reflec-
tors into the transmission line and computed the phase and
intensity of DPOAE that these reflectors caused to be propa-
gated back to the input. We reasoned that if the model repro-
duced the main features seen in the experimental results in a
manner not critically dependant on the choice of parameters,
it would support the general explanation offered and its un-
derlying assumptions.

Signal propagation within our frequency domain trans-
mission line model is based on a propagation phase curve
similar to that found in basilar membrane observations. It has
an exponential acceleration of phase accumulation with dis-
tance and a logarithmic spacing of characteristic frequencies.
Transmission characteristics, which include frequency de-
pendent gain and damping functions, are designed to produce
traveling wave envelopes with growth with distance up to a
peak, followed by a rapid decline. A nonlinear gain function
is introduced which achieved compressive growth with input
intensity at the traveling wave peak but linear growth further
toward the start of the transmission line and DP generation.
Details of the model are given in Appendices A and B.

In our model the DP can propagate in both directions,
the DP generated at each model element being vectorally
added to the propagating DP traveling wave as it passes. This
differs from the approach used by Sunet al. ~1994! who
summed the DP sources to the point of maximum overlap
between the stimulus tones and then radiated the DP as a
point source from there. Transmission of the DP from the DP
generating region, propagated directly back to the start of the
transmission line, was taken to represent ‘‘wave fixed’’
DPOAE generation. These data were generated over a range
of stimulus frequencies, comparable to that used to obtain
the experimental data.

TABLE I. Mean noise level estimates, dB, SPL, obtained from the normal-
ized time domain responses of the 2f 22 f 1 DP with f 2 / f 151.03 and 1.1.
The ‘‘short window’’ was employed to isolate the low latency emission, the
‘‘long window’’ was used for the high latency emission.

RDK RN

Short window 230.4 229.3
Long window 226.2 224.6
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The phase and amplitude of this direct component is
presented in Fig. 7~a and b! in a similar format to the
DPOAE data of Figs. 3 and 4~a and b!. The ‘‘directly emit-
ted’’ data reproduce both the wave fixed phase pattern and
the general dependence of level on the ratiof 2 / f 1 . The de-
pendence onf 2 / f 1 appeared to be determined by the vector
summation of the DP across its generating region. For the
2 f 22 f 1 DP component, this was largely self-cancelling in
the basal direction for allf 2 / f 1 . With the 2f 12 f 2DP, can-
cellation was significant only whenf 2 / f 1 was small. The
directly emitted model DP peaked at a wider ratio than in the
experimental wave fixed DPOAE data@Figs. 3 and 4~a and
b!#. This difference is likely to be due to the precise shape of
the phase curve, specifically the phase gradients off 1 and f 2

in the region at which the DP is generated.

Introduction of reflectors

In stage two of our model the onward-propagating DP
signal encounters fixed, randomly spaced partial reflectors.
The reflection coefficient has been made a function of the
level of gain present so that significant reflection occurs at
the DP frequency only in the region leading up to and at the
DP frequency place. Summation of these reflected DP sig-
nals in the reverse direction gives rise to a DP component at
the input which is taken to represent ‘‘place fixed’’ DPOAE
generation.

Figure 7~c and d! indicates the level and phase of the
reflected DP generated by the model. The general patterns
are very similar to the experimental DPOAE data in Figs. 3
and 4 ~c and d!. The model phase data follow the general
pattern of actual DP data, with the upper sideband phase
contours being slightly off vertical and the lower sideband

contours being curved and deviating more strongly from ver-
tical. The model phase data also reproduce the notchy level
characteristic of experimentally obtained place fixed
DPOAE, and this originates in interference between contri-
butions from the random distribution of reflectors.

In the model data the place fixed DPOAE intensity is
greater in the lower sideband than the upper sideband,
whereas in the experimental data it is the other way round.
The model DP level also falls more rapidly at wider ratios in
the upper sideband in the model data compared to the experi-
mental data. These features are affected by the parameters of
the model such as the shape of the stimulus phase curves in
the region of DP generation, the location of the gain, and the
input/output shape of the nonlinearity.

There is a consistent notch in the lower sideband place
fixed model DP level at a ratio of approximatelyf 2 / f 1

51.3. Detailed inspection of spatial distribution of signal
levels in the model indicated that this is caused by cancella-
tion across the DP generation region in the forward direction.
This feature is mostly not present in the experimental
DPOAE data, which may be because the phase gradients and
DP generating regions are less consistent in a real cochlea so
the ‘‘notch’’ does not always occur at the same frequency
ratio so is less obvious. Alternatively the notch may occur at
a wider frequency ratio in experimental data at which the
place fixed DPOAE has a small amplitude, making the notch
less noticeable.

We have extensively varied the parameters and details
of the formulation within reasonable limits and found the
general features to be robust and comparable with the experi-
mental data. It should be noted that our model is not a co-

FIG. 7. Wave~a and b! and place~c and d! fixed DP from a transmission line model. The overall level and phase patterns are similar to those seen in measured
DPOAE.
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chlear model but a means of computing the consequences of
the various assumptions and simplifications made in devel-
oping a qualitative explanation of observed DPOAE behav-
ior. The models capacity to simulate realistic DPOAE maps
serves only to support the authors deductions from their
qualitative explanation of the phenomenon observed. It
would not be appropriate to use the model to make specific
predictions. However, the model does support the contention
that DPOAE behavior can be simply understood to a first
approximation and the qualitative model is useful for this
purpose.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Separate wave and place fixed DPOAE maps with DP
frequency andf 2 / f 1 have been derived for two human ears
using a phase gradient based method of separation. The wave
fixed output is maximal over a restrictedf 2 / f 1 range in the
lower sideband~e.g., 2f 12 f 2!, but it remains present at a
wide range off 2 / f 1 at much reduced levels. We found slight
evidence that a very small wave fixed upper sideband~e.g.,
2 f 22 f 1! component may be present but if present is less
dependent onf 2 / f 1 . Unlike the lower sideband, its source
may be in the region of the DP frequency place in the co-
chlea.

The place fixed emission has been found at most stimu-
lus frequency combinations, including the entire upper side-
band region and the region in the lower sideband where it is
normally obscured by the larger wave fixed component. The
place fixed emission level was greatest at the smallest fre-
quency ratios.

The phase of the place fixed DPOAE supports the com-
mon view that the source of DP contributing to upper side-
band DPOAE is a region related to the DP frequency place
for all f 2 / f 1 ratios. For lower sideband DPOAE the initial
DP source must be related to thef 2 peak excitation region
when f 2 / f 1 is large. However, the excellent continuity of
phase behavior between the lower and upper sidebands sug-
gests that whenf 2 / f 1 is small the lower sideband place fixed
DPOAE is a continuation of the upper sideband DPOAE
with its source region associated with the DP frequency
place.

The observed result can be qualitatively accounted for
on the basis of some reasonable assumptions about traveling
wave behavior in the cochlea and the mechanical nonlinear
interaction which must take place. These assumptions have
been formulated into a transmission line model consisting of
a wave fixed DP source in the region of the primaries and
randomly spaced place fixed reflections in the region of the
DP frequency place. Good agreement between the model and
experimental data could be achieved, indicating that the ob-
served DP behavior can be simply understood. Differences
between the model and experimental data could probably be
further reduced by modifications to the modeling of the
phase curve of the traveling wave and to the nonlinear inter-
actions in the region of the stimulus tone peaks but this
would add little to our main finding.

The simple model used here is not a physical model.
Instead, ‘‘cochlearlike’’ transmission characteristics and
compressive nonlinearity were built into the model which

was then used to predict the reverse propagation of
DPOAEs. DPOAE generation inherently resulted in a result-
ant reverse traveling wave with very similar phase and am-
plitude characteristics to the ‘‘wave fixed’’ experimental
data. It was necessary to insert ‘‘reflectors’’ in order to simu-
late the place fixed DPOAE map. We used a relatively small
number of discrete reflectors active over the region of sig-
nificant gain. The detailed reflection model of Zweig and
Shera~1995! demonstrates that even if an extensive random
distribution had been used, complete cancellation among the
reflectors would not occur so that a reflection is always to be
expected from such an arrangement. We predict that other
more physical cochlear models, which include a place fixed
reflection mechanism most effective in the region leading up
to the DP frequency peak, would also reproduce the experi-
mental level and phase DPOAE characteristics presented in
this study.

In conclusion, this study has demonstrated that the ap-
parently complex behavior of DPOAE phase when primary
frequencies are altered can be readily understood and even
predicted on the basis of a small number of reasonable as-
sumptions about the cochlea. Furthermore it has demon-
strated that the wave and place fixed mechanisms of distor-
tion product emission are generally active over a wider range
of stimulation conditions than was indicated by Kemp
~1986!. Kemp presented data suggesting a bimodal generat-
ing mechanism, whereas data presented here demonstrate
that both emission modes are simultaneously active, at least
for the lower sideband DPs. Our analysis does not support
the concept of two DP generator regions but does clearly
illustrate that interference across a single distributed DP
source controls both the observed primary ratio dependence
of wave fixed DPOAEs and also the input to the reflection
mechanism which is responsible for the place fixed DPOAE.
When they are mixed, interference between direct and indi-
rectly emitted DPOAEs results in additional DPOAE fine
structure.

We believe the careful separation of DPOAE compo-
nents in experimental data, as demonstrated here, simplifies
the task of extracting consistent physiologically significant
information from DPOAE data by removing interference be-
tween wave and place fixed emission. However, we are of
the opinion that the two emission modes complement each
other and that neither one should be studied in isolation.
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

The phase lag from the input to the model is calculated
for each stimulus frequency at each incremental distance
along the transmission line. For each model element a pa-
rameter determines the phase characteristic at that element
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for each frequency. This is termed the ‘‘frequency param-
eter.’’ The ‘‘frequency parameter’’ for each element of the
model is set up in a logarithmic relationship covering fre-
quencies from 25 kHz down to 600 Hz. The incremental
change between each model element is such that each ele-
ment approximately represents two hair cells. The phase lag
from the base of the cochlea is calculated for each stimulus
frequency at each incremental distance along the basilar
membrane. The phase lag is logarithmically related to the
frequency parameter@see Eqs.~B1! and ~B2! in Appendix
B#.

In this formulation, gain is necessary in the model so
that the traveling waves grow to form sharp peaks~Neely
and Kim, 1986; Geisler, 1993; de Boer, 1983a, b!. The gain
is configured such that the total maximum linear gain along
the basilar membrane~which would be delivered if the trav-
eling wave amplitude was small! increases the amplitude of
the traveling wave peak by 25 dB. This value is in compari-
son to the model operating without gain—i.e., the compari-
son is to a passive and damped model. The gain is frequency
dependent and therefore restricted to a region which we have
centred just to the basal side of the traveling wave peak. The
gain window covers approximately one-third of an octave
~26 dB! of place frequencies in the model. The gain deliv-
ered by each model element is reduced by a factor related to
the total stimulus travelling wave amplitude (f 11 f 2) at that
point ~this also includes self-suppression in the case of the
propagating DP!. Suppression by the small DP on the stimuli
is therefore presumed to be not significant@see Eqs.~B3!–
~B5! in Appendix B#.

The model included gain only for forward-propagating
waves. Inclusion of gain for reverse-propagating waves in
this model would have resulted in considerable undesirable
growth of place fixed DPOAE in the lower sideband at wide
frequency ratios. This was because the DP gain region was
suppressed by the stimulus tones whenf 2 / f 1 was small but
not when f 2 / f 1 was large, so the place fixed DP would be
amplified twice by the gain region at large frequency ratios
~as it traveled through the gain region both ways!.

The amplitude of the propagating traveling wave is di-
minished by a damping function. Damping is applied as a
function of the phase gradient with a constant added. The
phase dependent part controls the sharpness and the location
of the apical end of the traveling wave envelope. The addi-
tional constant tends to control the general growth of the
traveling wave envelope basal to the traveling wave peak,
outside of the gain region@Eq. ~B6! in Appendix B#.

DP levels were obtained by applying the computed lev-
els of f 1 and f 2 to the nonlinear input/output function. The
model assumes that a fixed proportion of the DP generated is
converted into a traveling wave and therefore that a fixed
proportion of the DP is either absorbed or directed in a mode
which does not readily set up a traveling wave. The phase of
the DP generated at each incremental point along the basilar
membrane is defined by the phase off 1 and f 2 at that point.

The model supports propagation of the DP in both di-
rections along the basilar membrane. The DP generated at
each model element is vectorally added to the propagating
traveling wave as it passes.

The reverse-traveling part provided the ‘‘wave fixed’’
DPOAE component~path 1 described in our Introduction!.
The onward-propagating component results in a traveling
wave which proceeds to the DP frequency place. In order
that a DPOAE results from this component, randomly spaced
place fixed reflectors have been introduced. Each model ele-
ment had a 1 in 5chance of being a reflector, except that
adjacent reflectors were not allowed. The reflector strength is
linked to the linear gain window associated with
f DP—therefore the significant reflectors are limited to the
region leading up to the DP traveling wave peak. The reflec-
tion is defined by a proportion of the incident traveling wave,
rather than being defined by an impedance irregularity.

The reflected DP propagates back toward the start of the
model with contributions from each reflector being added to
the traveling wave as it passes. The reflected reverse-
propagating traveling wave is kept numerically separate from
the reverse propagating ‘‘wave fixed’’ DP to avoid the diffi-
culties of separating them later. The model does not include
reflections back into the cochlea from the stapes, so repeated
reflections between the base and the DP frequency place are
not supported. Essentially the same procedure is performed
to obtain 2f 22 f 1 DPOAEs, but the model produces very
little 2 f 22 f 1 DPOAE via the wave fixed mode. For place
fixed DPOAE, the reflectors placed around the DP frequency
place were also in the DP generation region so that the dis-
tance of apical DP travel before a reflector was encountered
was minimal.

APPENDIX B

The main formulas for the model are listed below.

Frequency parameter array

For the purpose of this model, an array of ‘‘frequency
parameters’’ was ascribed to the model elements. A phase
delay of three cycles was incurred by a stimulus in traveling
to the place of its corresponding ‘‘frequency parameter.’’ At
a stimulus level of 70 dB SPL, the traveling wave amplitude
peaked at the appropriate ‘‘frequency parameter.’’ For lower
stimulus levels, the traveling wave peak would be slightly
beyond the ‘‘frequency parameter.’’

The ‘‘frequency parameter’’ of each model element is
calculated as follows:

Frequency parameter~ f p!525 00030.995 595~n21!,
~B1!

wheren5the number of the model element. The ‘‘frequency
parameter’’ is used in the calculation of the phase gradients
and the gain characteristics. The gain and damping is bal-
anced such that, at 70 dB SPL, the traveling wave envelope
peaks at the frequency parameter corresponding to the stimu-
lus frequency.

Phase curve

The phase curve is:

Phase lag~radians!5
6p$~e~2 f / f p!!2~e~2 f /25 111!!%

2.3e
,

~B2!
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where f 5the stimulus frequency of the traveling wave, and
f p5frequency parameter. The second part of the numerator
ensures that the phase lag at the first model element is 0.
Where this term is'0, there are three phase cycles to the
frequency place. With high frequencies, the number of phase
cycles reduces slightly because part of the phase curve is
‘‘lost’’ at the basal end of the model. The phase gradient at
the peak of the traveling wave is the same for all frequencies.

Conversion of stimulus level to traveling wave
amplitude

The stimulus level is entered into the model in dB SPL,
which is converted to pascals. In order to obtain the initial
amplitude of the traveling wave the sound pressure in pascals
is multiplied by the phase difference between the first two
model elements for that frequency and arbitrarily by 100.
This calculation is reversed for the ‘reverse propagating DP’
when it arrives back at the start of the model to obtain a DP
level in dB SPL. The traveling wave amplitude is of arbitrary
units.

Gain

The nonlinear gain is defined as follows:

G511~gL /C!, ~B3!

wheregL defines the place envelope of the maximum gain
~the gain which would be obtained if the traveling wave
amplitude were small!. C is a compression function which
reduces the gain which is achieved depending on the travel-
ing wave amplitude.
gL is calculated as follows:

gL5
~0.12~1.1f / f p!10!

~11~1.1f / f p!25!
, ~B4!

where f 5traveling wave frequency, andf p5frequency pa-
rameter. The gain is therefore restricted to a region centered
just before the traveling wave peak:

C5~3LT!1.211, ~B5!

whereLT5total apical-going traveling wave amplitude off 1

and f 2 ~for suppression of DP gain, self-suppression byf dp is
also included!.

Damping

The damping is based on the traveling wave phase gra-
dient and is therefore proportional to the time spent at that
element, with a constant added:

Damping ~D!50.0003~300Df!210.001, ~B6!

whereDf5phase change between adjacent model elements.
The new traveling wave amplitude after gain and damping is
then as follows:

New amplitude5
A0G

11D
, ~B7!

where A05traveling wave amplitude input to the present
model element,G5nonlinear gain, andD5damping. In
each model element the traveling wave is modified by func-

tions of the gain, damping, and phase gradient. The ampli-
tude is divided by the present phase gradient and then mul-
tiplied by the next phase gradient in order to re-scale it for
the incremental phase gradient change.

DP generation formula level Õphase

The generation of DP is calculated by applying the non-
linear gain to the waveform ofL1 and L2 at each model
element. For computational convenience, a table of values
was generated and from this an approximate function was
created which was used in the model. The phase lag of the
DP at each point at which it is generated is 2f12f2 in the
case of the 2f 12 f 2 DP, or 2f22f1 in the case of the
2 f 22 f 1 DP, wheref1 andf2 are the phase lags off 1 and
f 2 at the point of DP generation.

Reflections

Each model element is given a reflectivity factor equal
to zero or to the frequency dependent gain multiplied by a
constant. Each element has a 1 in 5random chance of being
a reflector, except adjacent reflectors were not allowed. The
envelope of the reflections of the fixed reflectors on the basi-
lar membrane is therefore linked to the linear gain window
related to the DP frequency. Typically there may be around
10 reflectors within the26 dB limits of the gain region.
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This study investigated, first, the effect of stimulus frequency on mismatch negativity~MMN !, N1 ,
and P2 components of the cortical auditory event-related potential~ERP! evoked during passive
listening to an oddball sequence. The hypothesis was that these components would show
frequency-related changes, reflected in their latency and magnitude. Second, the effect of stimulus
complexity on those same ERPs was investigated using words and consonant–vowel tokens~CVs!
discriminated on the basis of formant change. Twelve normally hearing listeners were tested with
tone bursts in the speech frequency range~400/440, 1500/1650, and 3000/3300 Hz!, words~/b,d/
vs /d,d/! and CVs~/b,/ vs /d,/!. N1 amplitude and latency decreased as frequency increased. P2

amplitude, but not latency, decreased as frequency increased. Frequency-related changes in MMN
were similar to those for N1 , resulting in a larger MMN area to low frequency contrasts. N1

amplitude and latency for speech sounds were similar to those found for low tones but MMN had
a smaller area. Overall, MMN was present in 46%–71% of tests for tone contrasts but for only
25%–32% of speech contrasts. The magnitude of N1 and MMN for tones appear to be closely
related, and both reflect the tonotopicity of the auditory cortex. ©2001 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1349184#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Qh, 43.64.Ri, 43.64.Sj@LHC#

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to understand spoken language, the listener
must be able to discriminate sounds that vary in frequency,
intensity, and temporal characteristics. Frequency informa-
tion is essential for the accurate perception of vowels and
consonants, as well as for the recognition of prosodic fea-
tures which carry meaning, such as intonation and voice
pitch ~see Moore, 1995, for a review!. The importance of
frequency information for speech perception is evident in
listeners with cochlear hearing loss, whose impaired fre-
quency selectivity and discrimination contribute to difficulty
understanding speech, especially in the presence of back-
ground noise~Moore, 1996!.

Components of the cortical auditory event-related poten-
tial ~ERP! can be used to investigate neural processes in-
volved in discrimination of pure tones that vary in frequency
or complex signals such as speech, that also vary along some
acoustic continuum, such as frequency~Näätänen, 1992!. In
general, ERPs can provide an ‘‘objective’’ measure of sound
detection and discrimination, and so can be useful in the
study of auditory processing and plasticity~Näätänen, 1995!
not only among those with normal hearing, but also in the
very young or in other listeners in whom psychophysical
measures are difficult to obtain~Csépe and Molna´r, 1997!.
The broad aim of the current study was to employ ERPs as a

measure of discrimination of simple and complex sounds
that varied in frequency, and so document the presence, am-
plitude, and timing of cortical neural processes that underlie
speech perception.

Components of the ERP, N1 and P2 , have been used to
determine sensitivity for tones that vary in frequency~e.g.,
Antinoro, Skinner, and Jones, 1969; Rapinet al., 1966! and
their latency and amplitude also reflect the audibility of
speech sounds in bandpassed noise~Martin, Kurtzberg, and
Stapells, 1999!. The ERP consists of a series of positive and
negative peaks starting about 50 ms after the onset of a
stimulus and continuing for around 300 ms. The first nega-
tive peak, N1 , occurs around 100 ms and is followed by the
positive peak, P2 , at 175–200 ms. These potentials have
response characteristics which are determined predominantly
by stimulus parameters. Parametric studies of the effect of
frequency on the amplitude and latency of these potentials
show that both amplitude~Antinoro et al., 1969; Jacobson
et al., 1992; Pantevet al., 1995! and latency~Alain, Woods,
and Covarrubias, 1997; Jacobsonet al., 1992! decrease as
frequency increases. Some investigators have used speech
sounds varied along the acoustic continuum of voice-onset-
time ~Tremblayet al., 1997! or other timing differences~e.g.,
ba/wa by Krauset al., 1999! and reported differential effects
on ERP component latency and amplitude. The current study
replicates and extends that work, by measuring the latency
and amplitude of ERP components in a parametric fashion,
as frequency is varied, and in the same subjects, for complex
sounds, i.e., speech tokens, that differ with respect to their
frequency components.

The MMN is an ERP component evoked using a stimu-

a!Portions of this research were presented at the 22nd Midwinter Research
Meeting of the Association for Research in Otolaryngology, St. Petersburg
Beach, Florida, 13–18 February 1999.

b!Electronic mail: j.wunderlich@medoto.unimelb.edu.au
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lus sequence in which an acoustically or perceptually deviant
stimulus is occasionally presented in a series of homoge-
neous stimuli. MMN is an increased negativity occurring
around 100–250 ms after stimulus onset in the averaged re-
sponse evoked by the deviant stimulus relative to the re-
sponse evoked by the standard. The latency and amplitude of
these components are determined mainly by the context in
which the stimulus occurs, as well as by behavioral factors
and task demands~Näätänen and Picton, 1986; Pictonet al.,
2000!. MMN is thought to index the early stages of auditory
information processing, short-term auditory memory and at-
tention~Näätänen, 1992!, and precognitive sensory discrimi-
nation ~Krauset al., 1999!.

MMN can be evoked by simple and complex acoustic
signals differing in frequency~e.g., Samset al., 1985!, inten-
sity or level ~e.g., Schroger, 1996!, duration ~e.g., Ponton
et al., 1997! and spatial location~e.g., Winkleret al., 1998!.
There has been little systematic investigation of the effect of
frequency, as such, on MMN. It is known that MMN can be
recorded at, or near, the psychophysical threshold for small
changes in frequency around 1000 Hz~Samset al., 1985;
Tiitinen et al., 1994!, but it is not known whether this is also
the case at other frequencies. It is not known whether the
presence, amplitude, or latency of MMN varies with fre-
quency when relative stimulus deviance is kept constant. It
might be expected that MMN would show some degree of
frequency dependence, since at least some of its neural gen-
erators are located in the auditory cortex on the supratempo-
ral plane ~Alho et al., 1996; Cse´pe et al., 1997; Tiitinen
et al., 1993! and, according to magnetoencephalographic
~MEG! studies, appear to be tonotopically organized~May
et al., 1999; Tiitinenet al., 1993!. MMN latency and ampli-
tude, however, has been shown to be dependent upon the
discriminability of the stimulus contrast, with larger ampli-
tudes and shorter latencies for more easily discriminable con-
trasts ~e.g., Samset al., 1985!. The current investigation
tested the hypothesis that MMN presence, latency, ampli-
tude, and area would vary along a continuum of frequency,
when the magnitude of the stimulus contrasts was kept con-
stant.

Another area for investigation was the difference be-
tween MMN for simple sounds, varying in only one dimen-
sion~frequency! versus complex, meaningful stimuli, such as
speech. MMN has been evoked by changes in speech param-
eters such as formant transition~e.g., Maisteet al., 1995;
Martin et al., 1997; Samset al., 1990!, formant structure
~e.g., Aaltonenet al., 1997; Näätänenet al., 1997!, formant
duration ~Kraus et al., 1999! and voice onset time~e.g.,
Tremblay et al., 1997!. There are inconsistent findings re-
garding MMN for simple versus complex sounds. Tervani-
emi et al. ~2000! showed that spectral complexity, which fa-
cilitates the discrimination of pitch, also results in larger
MMN in comparison to those evoked by pure tones. In con-
trast, Winkler, Tervaniemi, and Na¨ätänen~1997! showed that
that complex, nonspeech sounds evoked smaller-amplitude
MMN than simple stimuli. In addition, there is evidence that
MMN evoked by complex stimuli such as chords~Alho
et al., 1996! or vowel contrasts~Aaltonen et al., 1993! in-
volve different parts of the brain than MMN evoked by

tones. Vowels and consonant–vowel tokens~CVs! have been
used to investigate various aspects of speech perception and
learning ~e.g., Aaltonenet al., 1997; Krauset al., 1993a;
Martin et al., 1999; Sharma and Dorman, 1998; Tremblay
et al., 1997!; however, no studies of MMN have made use of
words. In this study words, having CVC structure, and CV
tokens were used to evoke MMN.

It is of theoretical and practical importance to investi-
gate the properties of MMN as a function of stimulus param-
eters such as frequency and complexity. MMN has been used
in the research laboratory as an indicator of the earliest
stages of auditory processing underlying sound perception
and discrimination, and, further, as a tool for investigating
the neural bases of speech perception. Thus, it is important to
show in a detailed fashion that MMN response properties
reflect aspects of sound discrimination such as for frequency
or for phonemes, in order to understand how MMN reflects
auditory information processing. Review of the recent litera-
ture suggests that some assumptions about MMN, particu-
larly with regard to speech perception and discrimination,
need further investigation, owing to conflicting findings.
Specifically, MMN has been assumed to index discrimina-
tion of acoustic cues, and not phonemic boundaries~Maiste
et al., 1995; Sharmaet al., 1993! but newer studies now
show MMN variation with phonemic boundaries~Dehaene-
Lambertz, 1997; Dehaene-Lambertz and Baillet, 1998; Na¨ä-
tänenet al., 1997; Sharma and Dorman, 1999!. Furthermore,
the finding that MMN may be present for speech sound con-
trasts that are not perceptually discriminated~Dalebout and
Stack, 1999; Krauset al., 1999! suggests that the neural pro-
cesses underlying MMN generation are not simple. The prac-
tical application of these MMN studies is to develop tests of
sound discrimination that might be used in clinical settings,
supplementing or substituting for behavioral measures of
perception and discrimination. Whereas the reliability of the
MMN has been studied~Esceraet al., 2000; Tervaniemi
et al., 1999!, the reliability of MMN within individuals for
different stimulus contrasts has not previously been investi-
gated. Again, knowledge of MMN response parameters, as-
certained from individual and group data, is needed to extend
the applicability of this technique in research and clinical
contexts. Bearing in mind these theoretical and practical im-
peratives, the first aim of this study was to investigate fre-
quency effects on MMN, N1, and P2 components of the ERP
with the hypothesis that there would be frequency-related
effects. The second aim was to compare tone-evoked re-
sponses to those evoked by words and CVs differing only in
the place of articulation of the initial consonant.

II. METHOD

A. Participants

There were seven female and five male participants aged
between 22 and 45 years~mean 33.6 years!, all with normal
hearing as defined by pure tone thresholds below 15 dBHL
from 500–4000 Hz.
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B. Stimuli

Pure-tone and complex stimuli were used to evoke
MMN. There were three test conditions contrasting pure
tones at frequencies in the low, mid, and high speech-
frequency range and two speech test conditions contrasting
either words or CVs, which differed by one phoneme. Each
participant was tested with all stimuli, with the exception of
one participant who was not tested with the CV tokens. All
stimuli were 200 ms in total duration except the CVs which
were 100 ms; the tones had a 10-ms rise/fall time and were
generated byNEUROSCAN® STIM software. The pure-tone
conditions contrasted an easily discriminable, 10% change in
frequency in either the low~400/440 Hz!, mid ~1500/1650
Hz!, or high ~3000/3300 Hz! speech-frequency range. The
word condition contrasted ‘‘bad’’ /b,d/ with ‘‘dad’’ /d,d/,
which differ in place of articulation, while the CVs were
these words truncated to form /b,/ and /d,/. These stimuli
were created by Appen Speech Technology, Australia, using
a diphone synthesis technique~Isard and Miller, 1986! and
the spectrograms for the words are shown in Fig. 1.

All stimuli were presented to the right ear through an
EAR® insert earphone at a sensation level of 60 dB. The
threshold for each stimulus was determined at the start of the
experiment using a standard audiometric threshold seeking
technique~Hughson and Westlake, 1944!. Stimuli were cali-
brated using a Bru¨el & Kj ,r Modular Precision Sound Ana-
lyzer type 2260 with Enhanced Sound Analysis SoftwareBZ

7202, a Brüel & Kj ,r Artificial Ear 4152, and a 1/2-in. po-
larizing microphone type 4144.

Stimuli were presented in an oddball sequence, in which
the standard stimulus occurred in 84% of presentations and
the deviant stimulus in 16% of presentations. The onset- to-
onset interstimulus interval~ISI! was 750650 ms. This slight
onset asynchrony was used to decrease temporal probability
of both the standard and the deviant stimuli. In order to avoid
fatigue, each contrast was tested over three trials; the order in
which trials were presented ensured that stimuli from the
same condition were never used consecutively. Each trial
consisted of 470 stimuli, i.e., 75 deviant stimuli and 395
standard stimuli. Thus, for each stimulus contrast there was a
total of 225 deviant stimuli and 1185 standard stimuli pre-
sented over the three trials. The first 20 stimuli were always
standards; thereafter, the stimuli were presented in a pseudo-
random manner so that there were 3–7 standard stimuli be-
tween each deviant stimulus. Each stimulus condition was

counterbalanced; that is, each stimulus served as a standard
sound for three trials, and also as a deviant in another three
trials. There was a total of 10 stimulus contrasts~5 stimuli 3
2 tests! for each participant, tested over 30 trials~470 stimu-
lus presentations/trial!.

C. Evoked potential recordings

Electrodes were placed atFz , Cz , Pz , C4 , T4 , C3 , T3 ,
and left mastoid M1 with a reference electrode at the right
mastoid (M2) and a ground electrode atFpz ~Jasper, 1958!.
An electrode to record vertical eye movements was placed
above the left eye and also referred to M2. This montage has
been found to yield a similar eye-blink waveform to that
obtained using a bipolar montage~Krauset al., 1993b!. Re-
cording of the EEG was made between 1 to 100 Hz~24
dB/octave slope! at 2000-Hz sampling rate using a
Neuroscan® Synamp amplifier andSCAN 4.0acquisition soft-
ware. The recordings were processed off-line to remove eye
movement artifacts~Semlitschet al., 1986!; this procedure
included reviewing the continuous EEG record, and creating
a template of eye-blink artifacts observed in the appropriate
recording channel. The EEG was then epoched at 650 ms
with 100-ms pre- and 550-ms poststimulus onset. Each ep-
och was baseline corrected to the prestimulus period, and
epochs in which the amplitude of the EEG at eitherFz or Cz

exceeded650 mV were excluded from averaging. After pro-
cessing there were approximately 210 epochs in response to
the deviant and approximately 900 epochs in response to the
standard. Averages were computed, as described below, and
digitally bandpass filtered between 1–30 Hz~24-dB/octave
slope!.

Participants were seated comfortably and watched a
video of their choice throughout the evoked potentials re-
cording; one participant chose to read. Video sound levels
were kept at a low listening level, at least 20 dB below the
level of the sound presented to the test ear. Participants were
asked to ignore the sounds presented and to minimize move-
ment. Recordings were made over 2–3 test sessions of ap-
proximately 2–3 hours each.

D. Behavioral measure of discrimination

On the completion of the evoked potential measure-
ments, each participant performed a behavioral test of stimu-
lus discrimination. Each stimulus pair was presented in a
three-alternative, forced-choice test with 750650 ms be-
tween each sound~the same ISI as used in the oddball se-
quences! and 4 s between trials. There were initially three
practice trials and then three test trials for each condition. As
expected, all participants were able to discriminate all of the
stimuli on all trials (p,0.05 of chance performance!.

E. Data analysis

Responses evoked by standard and deviant stimuli were
averaged~separately! for each of the three trials per contrast
and then summed. Since the contrasts were counterbalanced,
this resulted in a ‘‘standard’’ and ‘‘deviant’’ averaged re-
sponse for each stimulus. The standard average excluded re-
sponses to the stimulus which occurred immediately after the

FIG. 1. Spectrograms for the words /b,d/ and /d,d/. Formant frequencies
~Hz! were /b,d/: F0 110, F1 673, F2 1769, F3 2677, /d,d/: F0 111, F1 641,
F2 1825, F3 2725. The CVs were the same stimuli truncated at 100 ms.
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deviant stimulus. Difference waves were calculated by sub-
tracting the response to the stimulus as a standard from the
response to the same stimulus as a deviant, thus controlling
for acoustic differences. Grand mean standard, deviant, and
difference averages were formed using the averaged re-
sponses from each individual. Point-to-pointt tests were
used to determine the interval over which the grand mean
difference waves were significantly less than zero, i.e., where
the deviant average was significantly more negative than the
standard average (p,0.05, one-tailed! in the manner of
Krauset al. ~1993b!.

All standard and deviant waveforms were initially in-
spected visually. Baseline-to-peak amplitude and latency
measurements were made for ERP components N1 and P2.
N1 was defined as the most negative peak occurring 70–180
ms after stimulus onset, and P2 as the most positive peak
between 125–280 ms. In some averages P2 was below the
baseline, i.e., a negative value, in which case the latency of
the peak was measured and the amplitude recorded as miss-
ing. All measurements reported here are from responses re-
corded at theFz electrode since it was at this electrode that
MMN was largest~see also Na¨ätänen, 1992!.

The statistical technique described by Pontonet al.
~1997! was adapted to determine the presence of MMN for
individual participants. This integral-distribution technique is
designed to improve signal-to-noise ratio and provide a
means of determining the presence of MMN for individuals
without reference to group or normative data. First, subaver-
ages were created for the response to a stimulus when it
served as a standard. This was done by pooling all of the
accepted standard epochs from the three trials and averaging
a random sample of 200. The process was repeated 100
times, always drawing from the total pool of epochs, to pro-
duce a group of 100 subaverages to the standard stimulus; all
were bandpass filtered between 1–30 Hz. Second, the inte-
gral of the waveform was calculated over 100–220 ms for
these 100 subaverages. This epoch was chosen as it repre-
sented the period in which MMN was evident in the grand
mean averages and in which MMN is typically found~Lang
et al., 1995!. Third, a histogram was created which showed
the distribution of the integral values for the response to the
standard. Finally, the integral value for the response to the
same stimulus when it was serving as a deviant was also
calculated and compared to the standard subaverage integral
distribution. MMN was defined as present if the integral
value for the response to the deviant was below the 10th
percentile of the standard distribution.

MMN latency, amplitude, and area measures were made
for those tests in which MMN was identified as present ac-
cording to the integral-distribution test~described above!.
MMN peak amplitude, measured from baseline to peak, and
latency both occurred within the 100–220-ms epoch. MMN
onset and offset latency were determined by visual inspec-
tion of the difference waves and the MMN area was mea-
sured between these latencies. MMN duration was the differ-
ence between MMN offset and onset latencies. In order to
compare the magnitude of MMN to N1, the ratio of MMN
area to the area of N1 ~between N1 onset and offset latencies!
in the standard average was computed. When additional

components, such asP3a , were observed in individual re-
sponses, the baseline-to-peak amplitude and latency were
also measured.

III. RESULTS

A. Stimulus effects on the presence of MMN in
individuals

The presence of MMN in individual data was deter-
mined by the integral-distribution test~Pontonet al., 1997!.
The averages which passed this test~MMN present! were
grouped and the grand mean average~Fig. 2, panel C! can be
compared to the grand mean average of the tests which failed
~MMN absent, Fig. 2, panel D!. MMN is clearly present in
the ‘‘MMN present’’ group and clearly absent in the ‘‘MMN
absent group,’’ which indicates that the integral-distribution
test is appropriately discriminating between the two groups
and is a valid technique by which to judge the presence of
MMN in individual data.

Using the criterion ofp,0.10 for the integral distribu-
tion test, Fig. 3 shows the percentage of tests in individuals

FIG. 2. A. Grand mean averages, standard~thin!, deviant~thick! for each
condition recorded atFz . B. Grand mean difference waves~deviant minus
standard average! with the thickened portion indicating the interval over
which the waveform was significantly below zero~MMN, t test p,0.5,
one-tailed! or above zero (P3a, t test p,0.05, one-tailed!. The interval
100–220 ms within which MMN was measured is marked. C. Grand mean
difference waves for participants with MMN present according to the
integral-distribution test. D. Grand mean difference waves for participants
with MMN absent.
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in which MMN was present. Note that there was a total of 24
tests in each condition~12 participants3 2 tests! except for
the CV condition, in which there were 22 tests~11 partici-
pants3 2 tests!. There was a significant difference in the
distribution of MMN (x1

259.92, p,0.002). MMN was
more frequently present for tones~low 63%, mid 71%, and
high tones 46% of tests! than for speech sounds~words 25%
and CVs 32%!. Figure 3 also shows exemplars of waveforms
recorded atFz from two participants with the result of the
integral-distribution test for MMN indicated beside each pair
of averages. These waveforms show MMN occurring in the
100–220-ms epoch, as can also be appreciated in Fig. 2.

Given the relatively low number of tests showing
speech-evoked MMN,post-hocanalyses of these data were
carried out. First, alternative averages were created, using
several different referencing points, including~1! a common
average reference;~2! linked mastoids (M11M2); and ~3!
each of the electrode sites (Fz , Cz , Pz , C4 , T4 , C3 , T3).
MMN was no more evident in any of these configurations.
Second, visual inspection of the difference waveform was
carried out to determine if MMN occurred outside of the
designated analysis epoch~100–220-ms poststimulus onset!.
These analyses did not result in an increase in the number of
individuals demonstrating MMN.

The results from individual tests of MMN are shown in
Table I. For each stimulus condition there are two tests, re-
flecting the counterbalanced test design, in which each
stimulus was used as a standard and as a deviant.~The com-
plex tone test is described below.! There is no pattern to the
presence or absence of MMN across different stimuli for
individual subjects, except that individuals were more likely
to have MMN for low- and midfrequency tone contrasts and
less likely to have MMN for words or CVs. The two indi-
viduals with no MMN for low-frequency tones~ES and MD!
did not have MMN for high frequency tones or for CVs.

B. Stimulus effects on MMN and P3a in group data

Grand mean deviant, standard, and difference averages
for all stimulus conditions are shown in Fig. 2. Panel B
shows the grand mean difference average for all participants

in the study while panels C and D are the grand mean dif-
ference averages for those with~C! or without ~D! MMN as
determined by the integral-distribution test. The following
description of MMN parameters are only for those subjects
who had MMN present according to this criterion~i.e., those
represented in panel C!.

MMN area decreased as frequency increased, and MMN
area for low-frequency tones was larger than that for word or
CV stimuli as shown in Fig. 4. There was no difference in
the area of MMN whether evoked by words or CVs (F4,51

53.88,p,0.01 with Student–Newman Keulspost hocpair-
wise comparisons!. There was no significant effect of stimu-
lus on MMN peak amplitude (F4,5152.07, p50.10), peak
latency (F4,5151.15, p50.34), onset latency (F4,5150.55,
p50.70), or MMN duration (F4,5152.41, p50.06). There
was a significant difference for offset latency as a function of
stimulus, with low tones having the longest offset latency

FIG. 3. Percentage of tests with significant MMN present according to the
integral-distribution test (p,0.10). Typical responses recorded atFz from
two participants are shown. The overlaid averages were evoked by the same
stimulus serving as a standard~thin! and as a deviant~thick!. The stimulus
used to evoke the upper and lower pairs is indicated at the top of each panel.
Marks beside each overlaid pair indicate the presence~d! or absence~^! of
MMN according to the integral-distribution test.

TABLE I. Presence of MMN in individuals. A filled circle~d! indicates the
presence of MMN while~^! indicates the absence of MMN according to the
integral test. There were two tests for MMN for each stimulus condition,
with each item in the stimulus pair used as a standard and then as a deviant.
For some individuals, the MMN was present for one stimulus within a
condition ~e.g., 400-Hz standard, 400-Hz deviant, but not for the other
440-Hz standard, 440-Hz deviant!.

Subject Low Mid High Word CV Complex tone

bc dd dd ^d ^ ^ ••• d^

cw dd d^ d^ ^ ^ d^ ^ ^

es ^ ^ ^d ^ ^ ^d ^ ^ •••
hw dd dd dd ^d dd ^ ^

jw ^d ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ d^ •••
lf d^ dd d^ dd d^ •••
lm dd dd dd ^d ^d •••
md ^ ^ dd ^ ^ ^d ^ ^ ^d

pv ^d dd ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

tb ^d dd dd ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

ts dd d^ d^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

vr d^ ^ ^ d^ ^ ^ d^ d^

FIG. 4. Mean amplitude~mV! and latency~ms! of N1 and P2 at Fz for
standard tones~filled circles!, deviant tones~open circles!, standard words
and phonemes~filled triangles!, and deviant words and phonemes~open
triangles!. Mean integral values of the difference waves~mV3ms! calcu-
lated over 100–220 ms measured atFz for tones~dotted circles! and words
and phonemes~dotted triangles!. Error bars indicate standard error of the
mean.
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and words the shortest, but there appeared to be no system-
atic trends (F4,5152.69, p50.04). The mean areas, ampli-
tudes, and latencies of MMN for all stimulus contrasts are
presented in Table II.

Visual inspection of the difference waves~such as those
shown in Fig. 2! revealed the presence of a positive compo-
nent at latencies exceeding 220 ms which was identified as
P3a . This cognitive potential is thought to signal that atten-
tion has been directed to the deviant stimulus and may occur
even in a passive listening paradigm~Lavoie et al., 1997;
Sams et al., 1985; Winkler, Tervaniemi, and Na¨ätänen,
1997!. P3a occurred at a latency around 225–320 ms for
tones, 220–235 ms for words, and 320–405 ms for CVs
~Table II!. As expected,P3a was larger in response to the
deviant sound@one-way analysis of variance~ANOVA !
F1,158538.4, p,0.0001], but it was also observed in re-
sponse to standard sounds.P3a was present in 80% of aver-
aged waveforms, and for 56% of tests it was present inboth
standard and deviant stimulus waveforms, despite the use of
a commonly employed form of distraction~video! and verbal
instruction to ignore the sounds. Further analyses revealed
that P3a was more often present for standard speech sounds
than for standard tones (x1

256.34,p50.01). P3a was often
present for both standard and deviant speech and so it was
partly canceled in the difference waveform~see Fig. 2!.

C. Stimulus effects on N 1 and P2 amplitude and
latency

N1 was present in 96% and P2 in 86% of all averages.
The mean amplitudes and latencies of N1 and P2 measured at
Fz are plotted in Fig. 4 and summarized in Table II. Two-
way ANOVA ~5 stimulus types3 2 roles, standard or devi-
ant! andpost hocStudent–Newman–Keuls pairwise multiple
comparisons were used to determine the statistical signifi-
cance of amplitude and latency differences.

N1 amplitude and latency decreased with frequency.
Mid- and high-frequency tones evoked a smaller N1 than
low-frequency tones, words, or CVs (F4,21758.48, p
,0.0001). N1 was larger in deviant averages compared to
standard averages (F1,217521.96,p,0.0001) and there was
no interaction between factors (F4,21750.30, p50.88). The
latency of N1 was shorter when evoked by mid- and high-
frequency tones than by low-frequency tones. There was no

difference between the latency of N1 evoked by low-
frequency tones and words, but CVs evoked a longer latency
response than any other stimulus (F4,217516.78, p
,0.0001). There was no effect of stimulus role (F1,217

51.07, p50.30) and no interaction (F4,21751.34, p
50.26).

The stimulus effects on P2 amplitude were like those on
N1. P2 amplitude decreased with frequency. Mid- and high
tones and CVs evoked a smaller response than low tones and
words (F4,16858.21, p,0.0001). There was no effect of
stimulus role (F1,16850.004, p50.95) and no interaction
(F4,16850.44,p50.78).

There was no effect of frequency on the latency of P2

but, as for N1 , the latency of the response evoked by words
and CVs was longer than for tones (F4,19456.46, p
,0.0001). There was no effect of stimulus role (F1,194

50.01, p50.91) and no interaction (F4,19450.03, p
50.99).

In order to compare the magnitude of MMN relative to
N1 , the ratio of MMN area to the area of N1 in response to
standards was computed for each condition. The area ratios
~standard deviations in brackets! were 2.51 ~1.32!, 1.78
~1.29!, 2.36 ~0.83! for low-, mid-, and high-frequency con-
trasts, respectively, and 2.54~3.39! and 0.83~0.61! for CVs
and words, respectively. These amplitude ratios were not sig-
nificantly different (F4.5151.60,p50.19), but this appeared
to be due to the variability for the CV condition. When CVs
were excluded and words were compared to tones, the
MMN-to-N1 area ratio for words was significantly smaller
compared to tones (F1.4757.12,p50.01). This suggests that
for words the determinants of MMN were disassociated from
the determinants of N1 , whereas for tones both N1 and
MMN decreased in parallel as pure-tone frequency in-
creased.

D. MMN for complex nonspeech stimuli

The results from the experiments using words and CVs
were surprising given the findings of other published reports.
We had expected to obtain MMN for discriminable words, as
well as for CVs, since there are a number of reports of MMN
in response to CVs that are discriminable~e.g., Krauset al.,
1999! and also to those that are not~Dalebout and Fox, 2000;
Krauset al., 1999!. To test the hypothesis that the complex-

TABLE II. Mean amplitudes~mV!, latencies~ms!, and area~mV3ms! with standard deviations bracketed for N1 and P2, MMN and P3a . N1 , P2, andP3a

measures were made for all participants. MMN measures were made only for those tests passing the integral-distribution test.

N1 amp N1 lat P2 amp P2 lat MMN P3a

Dev Stand Dev Stand Dev Stand Dev Stand Area Peak amp Peak lat Onset lat Offset lat Peak amp Peak lat

Low 21.92 21.48 112.6 106.8 1.19 1.05 165.3 165.12211.8 21.58 168.9 95.8 224.2 1.90 283.0
~0.96! ~0.71! ~15.5! ~12.5! ~0.84! ~0.68! ~18.0! ~16.5! ~97.6! ~0.59! ~26.6! ~33.2! ~28.8! ~1.12! ~47.3!

Mid 21.47 21.03 104.2 98.8 0.57 0.66 159.3 161.92126.0 21.09 146.1 92.7 196.5 1.35 270.2
~0.47! ~0.41! ~20.9! ~17.3! ~0.42! ~0.36! ~20.0! ~14.9! ~55.2! ~0.35! ~34.9! ~19.1! ~36.7! ~0.84! ~32.7!

High 21.27 20.86 95.3 101.0 0.55 0.49 158.3 158.22143.3 21.29 154.5 104.2 216.3 1.67 278.1
~0.62! ~0.42! ~15.8! ~19.6! ~0.54! ~0.41! ~29.4! ~20.8! ~89.1! ~0.80! ~37.7! ~41.1! ~28.5! ~0.94! ~34.6!

Words 21.72 21.51 116.3 107.0 0.97 0.94 178.4 178.0 296.7 21.18 162.1 110.3 184.2 1.29 273.3
~0.56! ~0.45! ~15.9! ~13.6! ~0.59! ~0.40! ~22.5! ~20.4! ~54.9! ~0.47! ~26.2! ~22.8! ~25.0! ~0.43! ~49.3!

CVs 21.63 21.24 126.8 129.2 0.47 0.65 178.4 178.32119.7 20.96 152.9 98.0 218.5 0.86 343.6
~0.72! ~0.55! ~23.4! ~26.7! ~0.54! ~0.60! ~37.7! ~32.4! ~61.1! ~0.58! ~19.3! ~21.4! ~36.7! ~0.44! ~66.1!
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ity of the stimulus had an effect on MMN, an additional
experiment was carried out in which MMN was measured in
response to a complex nonspeech stimulus, in which there
was an embedded frequency change. An embedded fre-
quency change was chosen to represent a ‘‘formant transi-
tion’’; that is, a change in frequency for one component of a
complex stimulus, with other components held constant.

The stimuli were contrasting 200-ms tone complexes. At
onset they were composed of 400 Hz, 3000 Hz, and either
1500 or 1650 Hz. At 80 ms the 1500-Hz component was
changed to 1650 Hz~‘‘up’’ !, or, for the second tone com-
plex, the 1650-Hz component was changed to 1500 Hz
~‘‘down’’ !, while the other tone components remained con-
stant. Thus, the deviant stimulus had a slightly different ini-
tial frequency composition~10% frequency difference for the
midfrequency component! as well as a change in frequency
for an embedded component~up or down! at 80 ms. Re-
sponses were recorded using these two sounds in an oddball
paradigm, with a 16% probability of a deviant, and all
stimuli presented an ISI of 750650 ms. Recording and
analyses were completed as for the pure-tone and speech
tests, and the participants were a subset of 8/12 individuals
who also participated in the previous experiments.

Robust obligatory responses were obtained in response
to these tone complexes. N1 was present in 97% of responses
and P2 in 69%. Mean peak amplitude and latency for N1 in
the deviant averages was21.62mV and 104.7 ms, and in the
standard averages was21.64mV and 102.9 ms. Mean peak
amplitude and latency for P2 in the deviant averages was
1.33 mV and 152.7 ms, and in the standard averages was
0.90mV and 151.2 ms. The presence of MMN in individuals
was similar to that for speech sounds, with MMN recorded in
only 3/16 ~19%! tests. When MMN was present the mean
area was similar in magnitude to that found for words and
CVs ~for these three casesM52104.5mV3ms, cf. 296.7
and 119.7mV3ms for words and CVs, respectively! and the
mean MMN-to-N1 area ratio was low, more like the ratio
found for words~for these three casesM50.66; for words
M50.83).

IV. DISCUSSION

Overall, the results of this study indicate that MMN
presence and area are affected by stimulus parameters such
as frequency and complexity. It was expected that MMN
would be evoked in all conditions since all participants were
able to accurately discriminate the contrasting stimuli~Nää-
tänen, 1992!. However, we found that discriminable con-
trasts of tones evoked MMN more often than discriminable
words, CVs, or a tone complex. The MMN evoked by low
tones was larger in area than that evoked by speech sounds.
As well, MMN evoked by tone contrasts showed a magni-
tude gradient, decreasing in area as frequency increased. This
paralleled the gradient seen in the N1 and P2 responses for
tones which also decreased in amplitude and latency (N1

only! as frequency increased.

A. Effects of frequency on the amplitude of MMN, N 1 ,
and P2

These are the first data to describe the effect of fre-
quency on the magnitude of MMN. These data show that
MMN area decreased as tone frequency increased. Previous
studies have shown that MMN magnitude decreases as
stimulus deviance decreases~e.g., Samset al., 1985; Tiitinen
et al., 1994!, but these data show, for the first time, that
when stimulus deviance is held constant, MMN magnitude
decreases as a function of frequencyper se. The decreasing
magnitude of MMN was not due to the degree of stimulus
deviance or discriminability, as each contrast represented the
same amount of frequency change~10%! and all frequency
contrasts were easily discriminated by the listeners with an
accuracy of 100%, although more sensitive measures of dis-
crimination, such as reaction time, may reveal subtle differ-
ences in perceptual processing that are related to MMN.

The frequency-related magnitude gradient parallels that
seen in the amplitudes of the N1 and P2 responses. These
data support previous studies which have generally found
that the amplitude~e.g., Antinoro et al., 1969; Jacobson
et al., 1992; Pantevet al., 1995! and latency~Alain et al.,
1997; Jacobsonet al., 1992! of the obligatory response de-
creases as stimulus frequency increases. This decrease is at-
tributed to two different effects. First, a larger portion of the
basilar membrane is activated by a low-frequency tone, be-
cause the wave travels from the basal to apical cochlear turn,
compared to a high-frequency tone for which the traveling
wave is restricted to the basal turn. It has been suggested that
there is some cortical representation of basilar-membrane
traveling wave properties resulting in larger cortical re-
sponses for low frequency tones~Antinoro et al., 1969; Ja-
cobsonet al., 1992!. A study using functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging~fMRI ! supports this view, showing that more
of the transverse temporal gyrus was activated by a 1-kHz
tone compared to a 4-kHz tone~Straineret al., 1997!. How-
ever, a study using positron emission tomography~PET!
~Lauter et al., 1985! showed that stimulation by low-
frequency tones~500 Hz! produced the same change in re-
gional cerebral blood flow as high-frequency tones~4000
Hz! at 50 dB SL, suggesting that low tones do not cause
more cortical activation than high tones. Additional support
for this comes from the findings of MEG studies which have
shown that there is no frequency related difference in the
amplitude ofN1m ~the magnetic counterpart of N1) ~May
et al., 1999; Verkindtet al., 1995! or the equivalent current
dipole moment~Pantev et al., 1988!, suggesting that the
number of neurones responding to each test frequency is the
same across the range 250–4000 Hz~Pantevet al., 1988!.
Finally, there is evidence that the tonotopic organization of
the auditory cortex represents pitch rather than frequency and
is therefore different from that seen in the cochlea~Pantev
et al., 1989; Pantevet al., 1991!.

The second alternative is that the frequency gradients for
N1 ~and MMN! reflect the tonotopic organization of the au-
ditory cortex, and the location of the neural generators rela-
tive to the scalp recording electrodes. Both N1 and MMN
have generators in the primary auditory cortex~Alho, 1995;
Kropotov et al., 1995; Näätänen and Picton, 1987!. Studies
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in humans using MEG~e.g., Elberlinget al., 1982; Pantev
et al., 1988; Pantevet al., 1991; Romaniet al., 1982!, PET
~Lauter et al., 1985!, fMRI ~Strainer et al., 1997! and
chronic microelectrode techniques~Howard et al., 1996!
have shown that areas with neurones responding best to
high-frequency sounds are located deeper in the brain, in the
more posterior and medial portions of the auditory cortex
~transverse gyri of the supratemporal plane!, whereas those
areas with neurones responding best to low-frequency
sounds are located more superficially, in the anterior and
lateral areas. Therefore, the larger amplitudes of the obliga-
tory evoked potentials for low-frequency sounds are attrib-
uted to the smaller distance between the neural generator and
the site of recording for low-, compared to high-frequency
tones.

The same explanation may account for the frequency-
related MMN gradient described in this study. Just as for N1 ,
MMN evoked by low tones may be larger because it is gen-
erated in areas of the auditory cortex which are closer to the
scalp. There already exists some evidence from MEG studies
that, like N1 , the generators of MMN are tonotopically or-
ganized. Tiitinenet al. ~1993! measured the MMNm dipole
for 10% changes in frequency for tones at either 250 Hz, 1
kHz, or 4 kHz using very similar stimulation parameters to
those employed in this experiment. They reported a system-
atic and equivalent shift in the angles of the dipole in the
sagittal plane for bothN1m and MMNm and proposed that
this was due to a systematic change in the location of the
dipole reflecting the tonotopic organization of the auditory
cortex generating the response. Mayet al. ~1999! also found
that the angles of both theN1m and MMNm dipole were
frequency dependent. Studies investigating the magnetic
equivalent of N1 ~May et al., 1999; Pantevet al., 1988; Ver-
kindt et al., 1995! and MMN ~Tiitinen et al., 1993! did not,
however, indicate a frequency gradient in the magnitude of
the response, such as was found in this study. This is most
likely because, unlike electric fields, magnetic fields are not
attenuated by the skull~Brandt, 1992!. Consequently, the
magnetic field resulting from stimulation with high-
frequency sounds, which originates medially in the auditory
cortex, may be measured at the scalp surface without signifi-
cant attenuation, but the electric field arising from the same
area may be diminished to such an extent that it is indistin-
guishable from noise. The results of this study therefore sup-
port the findings from previous MEG studies~May et al.,
1999; Tiitinenet al., 1993! that the generators of MMN in
the auditory cortex are arranged tonotopically.

The current study revealed that N1 and MMN showed
parallel changes in magnitude as tone frequency was ma-
nipulated. The ratio of MMN area to N1 area was constant
across frequency, indicating that both these components of
the ERP changed proportionally. This study suggests that,
for tone contrasts, the generators of MMN and the generators
of N1 are closely linked, since the magnitude of MMN and
N1 varied in essentially the same way.

B. MMN to speech stimuli

We found that discriminable words and CVs infre-
quently evoked MMN, with only 25%–32% of tests in indi-

viduals demonstrating a response which met a lenient (p
,0.10) statistical criterion. This finding for speech-like
stimuli was unexpected given the wealth of reports in which
MMN has been evoked by various synthesized vowels~e.g.,
Aaltonen et al., 1997; Näätänen et al., 1997! and CV syl-
lables~e.g., Krauset al., 1999; Maisteiet al., 1995; Martin
et al., 1999; Sharma and Dorman, 1999! as well as to other
complex acoustic signals~Alho et al., 1996; Alho et al.,
1998; Tervaniemiet al., 2000; Winkleret al., 1997!. Indeed,
the results of thepost hocexperiment with the complex non-
speech sounds were similarly disappointing. The results for
speech and complex nonspeech stimuli were similar, in that
N1 and P2 evoked by these sounds were robust, but MMN
was not. MMN was less often present than for pure tones
generally and of smaller magnitude than for low-frequency
tones.

There are a number of possible explanations for these
findings. First, this study showed that discriminable speech
sounds evoked a smaller MMN than low tones which may
reflect a more medial neural generator for the speech stimuli
and so a greater distance between the generators and scalp
recording electrodes. There exists evidence that generators of
MMNm evoked by complex acoustic signals are located
more medially in the auditory cortex than those for simple
tones. Generators for MMNm evoked by CV contrasts~/ba/
vs /da/! have been found at around 4.2 cm from the midline
along the axis drawn between preauricular points~Diesch
and Luce, 1997! and for a musical chord contrast at about 4.6
cm from midline ~Alho et al., 1996!. By comparison, pure
tones generated MMNm more laterally at 5.6–5.7 cm from
midline ~Alho et al., 1996; Tiitinenet al., 1993!. If the gen-
erators of MMN for the words and CVs used in this study are
also located more medially than those for low tones, then a
smaller MMN for speech sounds is expected.

Another aspect worth considering is the extent to which
P3a was evoked by speech sounds. It appears that different
attentional processes were engaged in response to speech
sounds compared to tones. The cognitiveP3a component
was more often present inboth the deviant and standard
waves when evoked by speech sounds~words or CVs!, sug-
gesting that these sounds engaged the listener’s attention,
albeit involuntarily. BecauseP3a was evoked by both stan-
dard and deviant speech tokens, it was small or nonexistent
in the difference waveform~deviant minus standard!, but its
presence for both standard and deviant speech stimuli may
explain why MMN was less robust. A largeP3a with an
onset latency and duration partly overlapping that of the
MMN could obscure the presence and decrease the magni-
tude of MMN. Recently published studies of MMN which
used speech-like stimuli demonstrate that the interpretation
of MMN as a preattentive electrophysiological marker for
fine acoustic differences~Krauset al., 1999! is not sufficient
to explain the current results for speech. Szymanski, Yund,
and Woods~2000! showed that listener attention to the de-
viant stimulus and phonemic cues of the speech stimuli in-
fluence the amplitude of MMN. Although we did not ma-
nipulate attention as a variable in this study, the presence of
P3a for word stimuli would be consistent with the explana-
tion that attentional processes were engaged by speech
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stimuli, and that this affected~decreased! the MMN.
Another explanation relates to the linguistic nature of

the speech sounds and the possible engagement of additional
brain areas or processes by these stimuli. There is evidence
that several parts of the brain, not just the auditory cortex,
are involved in the generation of MMN~Giard, Perrin, and
Pernier, 1991; Giardet al., 1990!, and that this is also true
when different stimuli are used. For example, findings in a
small group of aphasic patients with lesions in the left tem-
poroparietal region showed that this area is required for the
generation of MMN to speech sounds but not to tones~Aal-
tonenet al., 1993!. Szymanskiet al. ~2000! showed that pho-
nemic differences, rather than acoustic differences, influence
the magnitude of MMN, similar to recent findings by Sharma
and Dorman~1999! and contradicting previous work~e.g.,
Sharmaet al., 1993; Maisteiet al., 1995!. There is also evi-
dence that the linguistic relevance of otherwise meaningless
CVs enhances MMN~Dehaene-Lambertz, 1997; Na¨ätänen
et al., 1997!. The words and CVs used in this study had the
same acoustic characteristics~at least for the first 100 ms!
but differed in linguistic content; that is, the words were
recognized and understood as words by all of the listeners.
By extension, one might expect that MMN evoked by words
would be even further enhanced in comparison to CVs.
However, we found that words were no more effective in
evoking MMN than CVs~25% vs 31%! and when they did
evoke a significant MMN there was no difference in its mag-
nitude. There is a need for focused and comprehensive study
of word versus CV contrasts, using, for example, words that
are also CVs~e.g., /bai/ and /dai/!.

Another possible explanation comes from the work of
May et al. ~1999!. They suggested that stimulation of the
auditory system with pure tones in an oddball sequence may
result in a specific pattern of adaptation and lateral inhibition
across parts of the auditory cortex and hypothesized that
MMN to frequency change is the result of activity produced
by a population of neurones responding to the deviant tone
under the inhibitory influence exerted by the standard. This
theory may help to explain the current findings for speech-
based contrasts. Spectrally complex stimuli, such as words
and CVs, are likely to result in a broad spread of activation
over the auditory cortex~O’Leary et al., 1998; Ottaviani
et al., 1997!. As a consequence, repetitive presentation of the
standard stimulus would set up a broad pattern of adaptation
and lateral inhibition, affecting most of the areas which are
subsequently activated by the deviant sound. The amount of
overlap in the two populations would be considerable and
while the deviant stimulus would generate somewhat differ-
ent activity from that of the standard, it may not be suffi-
ciently dissimilar to evoke a difference which is measurable
by scalp recording electrodes.

The relative difficulty in obtaining MMN for speech
stimuli was considered in view of the published literature
and the methodology used. The contrast of /b/ and /d/ in a
CV syllable has been used in other studies in which MMN
has been recorded~e.g., Dehaene-Lambertz, 1997; Martin
et al., 1999; Samset al., 1990!. We chose recording param-
eters, including electrode montage, stimulus level and rate,
from those regularly used by researchers in this field, with

the aim being to optimize the measurement of MMN. Unlike
other studies that focused on either tones or speech, the ex-
perimental design involved recording responses to all types
of stimuli in the same participants, thus reducing the vari-
ability that might otherwise be found. The large amplitude of
the N1 and P2 responses to speech sounds indicates that the
electrode montage was appropriate for the task of measuring
ERP components to these sounds, as well as to tones. Rigor-
ous and appropriate criteria for determining the presence of
MMN were used and the method of analysis used a number
of standard measures of MMN~peak amplitude and latency,
area, onset, and offset latency and duration!. With these ex-
perimental controls in mind, the finding of decreased magni-
tude and presence of MMN for words is a new finding.

C. MMN in individuals

These data show that MMN is not always apparent in all
individuals able to discriminate the contrasting sounds. We
used a statistical technique designed to improve the signal-
to-noise ratio of the response, which provided a precise prob-
ability that an individual response constituted an MMN
~probability thatH0 was true was generously set atp,0.10
rather than 0.05! and which accounted for individual differ-
ences rather than relying on normative or group data~Ponton
et al., 1997!. In particular, we found that words and CVs
evoked MMN in only 25%–32% of tests, similar to results
found by Dalebout and Fox~2000!, who report MMN in only
40% of listeners who discriminated CV tokens /da/ vs /ga/.
These results are in contrast to findings of researchers such
as Kraus and colleagues, who found that all~Kraus et al.,
1993a! or most~75%–83%! ~Kraus et al., 1999! of school-
age children had MMN evoked by easily discriminable CVs
~/da/ vs /ga/ or /ba/ vs /wa/!. McGee, Kraus, and Nicol
~1997! illustrated the importance of using well-constructed
statistical criteria when determining the presence of MMN in
individuals. In exploring the most efficient detection criteria,
they found that a combination of area and onset latency gave
the bestd8 value, but in this case the hit rate was 71%,
corresponding to the best results obtained in this study, at
least when tone contrasts were used. They found that when
another common detection technique was used, visual in-
spection, the number of MMN responses in individuals in-
creased to 94%, but this was associated with a disappointing
63% false alarm rate. It would appear that some speech
sounds are more effective in evoking MMN than others and
that this may change in different populations@compare the
findings of Krauset al. ~1999!, who reported MMN present
in 75%–83% of children with those of Dalebout and Fox
~2000! who found MMN in only 40% of adults#. The reasons
for these differences warrant careful investigation. Clinical
applications of MMN will be dependent upon objective de-
tection criteria that are applicable for individuals, and some
progress in this area has been made by Pontonet al. ~2000!,
whose methods we used in this study.

Even when simple stimuli are used, as opposed to com-
plex sounds or speech, the choice of stimulus feature being
contrasted deserves consideration. Recently, Esceraet al.
~2000! showed that changes in the duration of a tone were
highly effective in evoking MMN. They also found that the
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test–retest reliability of the response was good, over the span
of a month provided that appropriate measures of MMN
were used~mean amplitude over 100–200 ms rather than
peak amplitude or latency!. In addition, Tervaniemiet al.
~1999! showed that the test–retest reliability of MMN when
it was evoked by a frequency change was not as high as
when it was evoked by a change in duration. We chose rig-
orous statistical criteria to determine whether a waveform
showed the MMN component and made appropriate MMN
measurements. Using easily discriminable frequency con-
trasts, carefully selected measurement criteria, and appropri-
ate statistical techniques it is reasonable to expect that, at
best, 70%–75% of tests will be positive. Other stimulus con-
trasts may yield different results.

Because the MMN has a low signal-to-noise ratio in
comparison to other ERPs~Pictonet al., 2000!, it is impor-
tant to use optimized stimulus and recording paradigms, and
to control for artifact, such as from eye movements. In this
study, a template-matching algorithm was used to subtract
the eye-blink artifacts from the EEG records, prior to epoch-
ing and averaging. In addition, eye-blink artifacts exceeding
650 mV, in the Fz or Cz channel, caused an epoch to be
rejected. As with any method used for reducing artifact, there
is always the possibility that the artifact-rejection or
-correction method will also reject or reduce the ‘‘response’’
that is present with the artifact. It is unlikely that the eye-
movement artifact-reduction methods used in this study were
a factor in the results. The same artifact-reduction methods
were used across all subjects and all test conditions, and
approximately equal numbers of epochs for deviants~.200!
were averaged for each stimulus condition. There was no
evidence that the different stimulus conditions resulted in a
greater number of eye blinks to be corrected or rejected.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study indicate that MMN is influ-
enced not only by the discrimination ability of the individual
but by the characteristics of stimulus frequency and com-
plexity. All of our participants were able to discriminate all
of the contrasts with 100% accuracy, but the presence of
MMN varied according to stimulus. MMN showed
frequency-related effects similar to those seen in the N1 and
P2 response. In addition, MMN was smaller for contrasts of
discriminable words and CVs despite large-amplitude N1 and
P2 responses.

There are two implications of the frequency dependency
of MMN for experimental design. First, it seems advisable to
use relatively low-frequency stimuli, at or below about 1500
Hz, when frequency contrasts are used to evoke MMN. Also,
frequency differences of 10% produce easily discriminable
differences, and robust MMN. We found that when testing
normal adults who were able to discriminate the sounds,
MMN was present in up to 71% of tests. It would appear that
we cannot expect to evoke MMN consistently to some CV or
CVC tokens discriminable on the basis of the place-of-
articulation speech feature. In light of the difficulty in con-
sistently obtaining MMN for easily discriminable speech
sounds in normally hearing, cooperative adults, in well-
controlled experimental conditions, the practical significance

of MMN must be scrutinized. Words that are discriminated
on the basis of acoustically based phonemic differences can-
not be relied upon to evoke MMN. Neural mechanisms, such
as lateral inhibition, adaptation, and attention may prove to
be critical in the interpretation of MMN and its theoretical
significance. The lability of MMN may limit its use as a tool
to mark neurophysiological events involved in sound dis-
crimination for individuals; however, investigation of the
factors involved in this lability will certainly lead to insights
regarding sound and speech perception.
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Two masking-release paradigms thought to involve across-channel processing are comodulation
masking release~CMR! and profile analysis. Similarities between these two paradigms were
explored by comparing signal detection in maskers that varied only in degree of envelope
fluctuation. The narrow-band-noise maskers were 10 Hz wide and their envelope fluctuations were
manipulated using the low-noise noise algorithm of Pumplin@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.78, 100–104
~1985!#. Masking conditions included the classic CMR conditions of an on-frequency band, multiple
~five! incoherent bands, or multiple coherent bands. Detection was compared using both
random-phase noise~RPN! and low-noise noise~LNN! maskers. In one set of conditions, the signal
was identical to the on-frequency masker, yielding an intensity discrimination task. Conditions that
included RPN maskers and tonal signals resembled the classic CMR paradigm, whereas conditions
including LNN and noise signals more closely resembled the classic profile analysis paradigm.
Other conditions may be considered hybrids. This combination of conditions provided a wide
variety of within- and across-channel cues for detection. The results suggest that CMR and profile
analysis could be based upon the same set of stimulus cues and perhaps the same perceptual
processes. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1352083#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba@JWH#

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a number of studies have examined the
way in which the detection of a narrow-band signal may be
influenced by background stimuli spectrally remote from that
signal. Two experimental paradigms that have been exten-
sively applied to this issue are profile analysis and comodu-
lation masking release~CMR!. Under the typical conditions
of both paradigms, the standard stimulus is composed of
multiple bandsthat are separated in frequency such that they
are likely to be spectrally resolved by the auditory system. In
the context of critical band theory~e.g., Fletcher, 1940!, this
implies that these separate bands stimulate separate auditory
channels or critical bands. Individualbands are typically
composed of a single sinusoidal component in the profile
analysis paradigm and a narrow-band noise in the CMR
paradigm. It is generally assumed that information obtained
from these separate bands may be combined or compared in
some fashion that facilitates the detection of the signal. Thus,
a theme common to both paradigms is across-channel or
across-frequency processing of stimulus information. As ex-
plained below, however, profile analysis is often considered
to be spectrally based whereas CMR is considered to be tem-
porally based. One goal of the present experiment was to
investigate the roles of various stimulus cues in profile analy-
sis and CMR experiments including within-channel and
across-channel cues, short-term and long-term cues, and
short-term cues based upon level and modulation pattern.

While it has often been noted that the CMR and profile
analysis paradigms are conceptually similar~e.g., Hallet al.,
1984!, relatively few studies have compared the paradigms
directly. This likely reflects differences among the typical
stimuli used in the two paradigms~narrow-band noises ver-
sus tonal complexes!. The present investigation was moti-
vated, in part, by a rather unique CMR experiment reported
by Hall and Grose~1988! and subsequent studies by Fantini
and colleagues~Fantini et al., 1993; Fantini and Moore,
1994a, b! in which the stimulus conditions employed had
elements common to both the profile analysis and the CMR
paradigm. The conditions of interest are most easily de-
scribed in terms of the typical ‘‘CMR’’ paradigm, in which
signal detection is measured in one of three masker condi-
tions: on-frequency, incoherent, and coherent maskers.
Briefly, the on-frequencymasker is a single narrow-band
noise centered at the signal frequency. Anincoherentmasker
consists of the on-frequency band and one or more spectrally
remote narrow-band noises whose temporal envelopes are
statistically independent from that of the on-frequency band.
A coherentmasker consists of the on-frequency band and
one or more spectrally remote masker bands that are con-
structed to have temporal envelopes identical to the on-
frequency band. Thresholds for a tonal signal in the coherent
condition typically are lower than in the on-frequency or
incoherent conditions. This threshold difference, or masking
release, generally is attributed to across-channel temporal
cues derived from maskers having coherently modulated
temporal envelopes. The addition of a tonal signal to the
on-frequency noise band provides a spectrally local increase
in level, change in the modulation depth, and change in
modulation pattern that may be compared to maskers remote

a!Portions of this research were presented at the 129th meeting of the Acous-
tical Society of America, Indianapolis, Indiana, June 1996@J. Acoust. Soc.
Am. Suppl. 199, 2471~1996!#.

b!Electronic mail: deddins@buffalo.edu
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in frequency to the on-frequency stimuli. Any or all of these
cues could serve as the basis for a masking release.

In the typical profile analysis paradigm, the detection of
an increment in a single component of a broad-spectrum,
multicomponent tonal complex is estimated. It is generally
believed that the auditory system processes stimulus level in
different spectral regions and that the presence of a signal
increment is cued by a change in the overall spectral shape or
spectral profile. Under typical experimental conditions,
stimuli used in profile analysis have no short-term temporal
variations, and thus differential thresholds across stimulus
conditions are discussed in terms of the available spectral
cues. Furthermore, the overall stimulus level is randomly
varied from interval to interval of an experimental trial to
reduce the salience of within-channel changes in level intro-
duced by the signal increment and to encourage the use of
across-channel level cues for detection. Thus, the three most
prominent distinguishing features between the two para-
digms are the stable versus dynamic contexts for signal de-
tection, the type of signal to be detected, and the use of
roving level to control for within-channel level cues.

The stimuli used by Hall and Grose~1988! had features
of both profile analysis and CMR paradigms. In their first
experiment, the on-frequency and spectrally remote maskers
were composed of narrow-band noise, similar to other CMR
experiments, but the signal was an increment in the on-
frequency band, similar to studies of profile analysis. This
eliminated the availability of across-channel modulation
depth and pattern cues, yet provided robust across-frequency
level cues. From the profile analysis perspective, the novel
feature of these conditions was the variable context provided
by the narrow-band noise stimuli. The resulting masking re-
lease~on-frequency minus coherent threshold or incoherent
minus coherent threshold! indicated that across-channel
changes in modulation depth or pattern were not required for
obtaining a masking release and that masking release based
upon across-channel changes in level does not require a
stable stimulus context. In a second experiment, the signal
was a pure-tone rather than an increment in the on-frequency
band and the level of the two spectrally remote narrow-band
noise maskers was randomly varied across frequency. The
random-level maskers limited the use of across-channel level
cues, and the resulting masking release demonstrated that
across-channel level cues are not required to obtain a mask-
ing release. Hall and Grose concluded that the masking re-
lease obtained with tonal or noise signals could be based
upon across-channel comparisons of envelope amplitude~ex-
periment I! or across-channel comparisons of envelope depth
or pattern~experiment II!.

Building upon the results of Hall and Grose~1988!, Fan-
tini and colleagues~Fantini et al., 1993; Fantini and Moore,
1994a, b! noted that the results of Hall and Grose were con-
sistent with decisions based upon changes in the short-term
spectral shape rather than across-channel comparisons of en-
velope amplitudes or envelope modulation. Changes in the
long-term spectral shape, they argued, would not provide
differential thresholds in the incoherent and coherent condi-
tions. In a series of investigations, Fantini and colleagues
explored a number of similarities and differences among pro-

file and CMR experiments including the use of stimulus ma-
nipulations to restrict the availability of various within-
channel and across-channel cues. Collectively, these studies
have shown that short-term across-channel spectral cues are
less effective in isolation than when combined with across-
channel cues related to differences in envelope pattern or
depth.

The present study expands upon previous investigations
by directly comparing signal detection in a profile analysis
paradigm, featuring stimuli with stable across-channel
spectro-temporal patterns, a CMR paradigm, featuring noise
maskers with variable spectro-temporal patterns, and hybrid
conditions with various degrees of temporal fluctuation. By
comparing masked thresholds obtained with random-phase
noise and low-noise noise, the present investigation intro-
duces a novel method for direct comparison of the context
variability characteristics typically associated with profile
analysis and CMR experiments. The specific experimental
design was similar to the study of Hall and Grose~1988!, in
which the typical CMR paradigm was modified by using as
the signal an increment in the on-frequency noise masker.
The approach employed here was to include one set of con-
ditions in which the fluctuations in the temporal envelopes
were minimized, thereby reducing the salience of any across-
frequency envelope cue, while leaving the long-term magni-
tude spectrum unaltered. By using the low-noise noise algo-
rithm provided by Pumplin ~1985! and advanced by
Hartmann and Pumplin~1988, 1991!, it is possible to obtain
a large set of minimal fluctuation noises having magnitude
spectra statistically identical to random, ‘‘Gaussian’’ noises.
The two classes of noise differ only in their phase spectra. In
particular, the algorithm selects a phase spectrum that mini-
mizes the fourth moment of the envelope for any given mag-
nitude spectrum. Hartmann and Pumplin~1988, 1991! have
shown the fourth moment of the envelope to be a very useful
metric for the degree of envelope fluctuation. These two
noise types, denoted random phase noise~RPN! and low-
noise noise~LNN! here, are discussed in more detail in the
Methods section below.

The present study included one set of conditions in
which the signal was an increment in the level of the on-
frequency noise band and a second set in which the signal
was a sinusoid. In addition, detection thresholds were mea-
sured under conditions in which masker levels were fixed or
were randomly varied about a mean level from interval to
interval. Thus, the use of RPN maskers, characterized by
marked fluctuations in the temporal envelope, and tonal sig-
nals, which introduce changes in overall level and modula-
tion depth and pattern, parallels the typical CMR task. Like-
wise, the use of LNN maskers, characterized by very stable
temporal envelopes, a level increment in the on-frequency
band as the signal, and random level variations from interval
to interval, parallels the typical profile analysis task. Evalu-
ating signal detection in each of the hybrid conditions~inde-
pendently varying noise type, signal type, and presence or
absence of random level variation! allows a direct compari-
son of profile analysis to CMR. Furthermore, comparisons of
increment detection in LNN and RPN permit an evaluation
of the role of stimulus fluctuations in a simple intensity dis-
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crimination task previously investigated using variable band-
width RPNs~e.g., Bos and de Boer, 1966!. In evaluating the
stimulus cues available in each of the various stimulus con-
ditions, the tendency to associate profile analysis with spec-
tral cues and CMR with temporal cues will be avoided.
Rather, the distinction made here will be between long-term
versus short-term cues and within-channel versus across-
channel cues, similar to the distinction made by Fantini and
Moore ~1994a!.

II. METHOD

A. Subjects

Four listeners participated, ranging in age from 22 to 29
years. All had pure-tone thresholds of 15 dB HL or better at
octave frequencies from 250 to 8000 Hz and normal middle-
ear function based on a screening tympanogram~Y, 226 Hz!.
Each of the four listeners was highly practiced on a variety
of psychoacoustic listening tasks including the detection of
tones in single and multiple bands of noise. None had prac-
tice on intensity discrimination tasks with noise or tonal sig-
nals and none received extensive practice on the intensity
discrimination tasks reported here. Except for the author,
each listener was paid an hourly wage and received a 10%
bonus upon completion of the study.

B. Procedures

An adaptive, two-interval, two-alternative forced-choice
method with a three-down, one-up tracking algorithm was
used to estimate the signal level corresponding to 79.4%-
correct detection~Levitt, 1971!. The initial step size of each
60-trial block was 5 dB and was reduced to 2 dB after the
first three reversals of the adaptive track. Threshold was es-
timated by averaging the signal level at each of the last even
number of reversals, excluding the first three. The final
threshold for a condition was taken as the average threshold
across six such estimates. Each trial consisted of two 400-ms
observation intervals separated by 400 ms, marked by LEDs,
and followed by visual feedback. Stimuli were presented
monaurally via Sennheiser~HD-250! earphone and testing
was conducted in a sound-attenuating chamber. The order of
experimental conditions was randomized and listeners com-
pleted all six threshold runs for a given condition before
continuing to the next condition. Informal retesting at the
end of the experiment indicated no evidence of threshold
improvement over the course of testing.

C. Stimulus conditions

Two masker types were used: random-phase noise
~RPN! and low-noise noise~LNN!. Each RPN masker was
composed of five sinusoidal components spaced 2.5 Hz apart
with Rayleigh-distributed magnitudes and uniformly distrib-
uted phases~0 to 2p!. Similarly, LNN maskers consisted of
five sinusoidal components with Rayleigh-distributed magni-
tudes and component phases chosen by an algorithm de-
signed to minimize the variance of the instantaneous power
of the waveform, or the fourth moment~Pumplin, 1985!.
Each 10-Hz band of RPN or LNN had a spectrum level of 53

dB SPL. Samples of RPN and LNN waveforms are shown in
the upper left and lower left panels of Fig. 1, respectively.
The panels on the right are discussed below.

For each masker type, there were two reference condi-
tions. The on-frequencyreference consisted of a single,
10-Hz narrow-band-noise masker centered at 2500 Hz. The
incoherentreference consisted of five 10-Hz narrow-band-
noise maskers, each having independent component magni-
tude and phase values, and thus incoherent temporal enve-
lopes. The five noise bands were centered at 1500, 2000,
2500, 3000, and 3500 Hz. Finally, thecoherentcomparison
condition consisted of five 10-Hz narrow-band noises, each
having identical component magnitude and phase values, and
thus coherent temporal envelopes. These noise bands also
were centered at 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, and 3500 Hz.

Two signal types were used: asinusoidal signal, which
was simply an in-phase increment in the level of the central
component of the masker centered at 2500 Hz, and anoise
signal, which was an in-phase increment in the level of the
entire 10-Hz noise band centered at 2500 Hz. In total, the
experimental design included two noise types~RPN, LNN!
by two signal types~NBN, pure-tone! by two presentation
levels ~roving level, no-rove! by three masker conditions
~on-frequency, incoherent, coherent!, for a total of 24 condi-
tions.

D. Stimulus generation

All stimuli were generated in the frequency domain by
filling portions of two 8192-point buffers with the appropri-
ate magnitudes and phases. A subsequent inverse fast Fourier
transform~FFT! on the complex buffer pair yielded the de-
sired noise waveform. Though component magnitudes were
randomly chosen, the total intensity of each individual
masker band was normalized to a constant value. The signal
was created by incrementing specific magnitude components
in the frequency domain. The digital stimulus was output via

FIG. 1. The left column shows sample waveforms for RPN~upper left! and
LNN ~lower left! stimuli. The dashed line superimposed upon the wave-
forms represents the Hilbert envelope. Note the difference in amplitude
fluctuation between RPN and LNN. In each case amplitude is in arbitrary
units. The right column shows the distribution of fourth moment values
computed from 7500 samples of RPN~upper right! and LNN ~lower right!
waveforms.
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a 16-bit D/A converter~TDT DA3! with a sampling period
of 24.4 ms. In all conditions, the signal and maskers had
simultaneous onsets and offsets for a total stimulus duration
of 400 ms, including 10-ms cos2 rise/fall envelopes. The me-
dian masker spectrum level was 53 dB SPL. However, in a
subset of conditions, on each stimulus presentation the over-
all level of the masker plus signal was selected randomly~in
1-dB steps! from a uniform distribution with a mean of 53
dB SPL and range of 20 dB. Maskers without random level
variation will be termed ‘‘no rove’’ and maskers with such
variation will be termed ‘‘rove.’’

Samples of low-noise noise were generated using the
algorithm described by Pumplin~1985! and Hartmann and
Pumplin ~1988!. The interested reader is referred to those
papers for a general discussion of the algorithm and a de-
tailed description of the necessary computations. Briefly, a
sample of low-noise noise is obtained by minimizing the
fluctuations in the power of the waveform. Beginning with a
magnitude spectrum, a directed search of the multidimen-
sional space of possible component phases results in the set
of phases that produces minimal variance in the power of the
waveform, or the fourth moment. In practice, this algorithm
is extremely computationally intensive. In the present study,
the algorithm was implemented using theMATLAB ~4.0! soft-
ware package and a personal computer. Due to processing
limitations, the algorithm was not practical for component
numbers in excess of 5. A total of 7500 LNN samples was
generated and their magnitude and phase spectra were stored
on disk. Minimal fourth-moment values of the individual
noise samples depended upon their specific, randomly se-
lected magnitude spectra. The distribution of minimal fourth-
moment values obtained from the 7500 noises is shown in
the lower right panel of Fig. 1. For comparison, the distribu-
tion of fourth-moment values from 7500 samples of random-
phase noise is shown in the upper-right panel. Although the
two distributions overlap somewhat, the mean of the LNN
distribution is about 1.5 standard units below the mean of the
Gausian-noise distribution. The actual LNN stimuli used in
this experiment included only the 375 LNN samples with the
lowest fourth moments~,1.60!. The LNN waveform in the
lower-left panel of Fig. 1 is representative of this smaller set.
Sample magnitude and phase spectra were chosen from this
set of 375 LNN stimuli without replacement within an inter-
val ~i.e., the incoherent masker was composed of five com-
pletely independent noises! and with replacement across in-
tervals and trials.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Threshold values in each experimental condition were
consistent across the four listeners~the standard error across
all subjects and conditions was 0.65 dB! and thus perfor-
mance is well represented by mean thresholds across listen-
ers. The results for the narrow-band noise signals will be
considered first, followed by the results for tonal signals. In
each case, potential stimulus cues available in each condition
will be discussed. Shown in Fig. 2 are the mean thresholds
~upper panel! and corresponding estimates of masking re-
lease~lower panel! for the narrow-band-noise signals. Labels
on the abscissa designate the specific stimulus conditions as

either RPN or LNN. ‘‘Rove’’ indicates a random variation in
overall level from interval to interval of610 dB about a
median spectrum level of 53 dB SPL. ‘‘No rove’’ indicates a
fixed masker spectrum level of 53 dB SPL. All thresholds are
reported in units of 10 log(DI/I) and, unless otherwise stated,
all thresholds noted from previous studies are in units of
10 log(DI/I) as well.

A. Narrow-band-noise signals

Mean increment-detection thresholds are shown for the
on-frequency~circles!, incoherent~triangles!, and coherent
~squares! masker conditions. Bars on each point show the
average within-subject standard error. First, consider thresh-
olds for the RPN masker with no rove in overall level~col-
umn 1!. The on-frequency condition~circles! represents in-
crement detection for a 10-Hz noise centered at 2500 Hz, for
which the mean threshold, expressed as 10 log(DI/I), was
21.3 dB. This threshold is slightly smaller than those re-
ported by Fantini and Moore~1994a, 1.85 dB!, Hall and
Grose~1988, 4.57 dB!, or Bos and de Boer~1966, 5.25 dB!,
for 10-Hz maskers centered at 2000 Hz~also see Table I!.1

This 3- to 6-dB difference likely results from a combination
of factors, which may include differences in stimulus genera-
tion, individual differences among listeners, or practice ef-
fects. Signal detection in this spectrally-local increment de-
tection condition is likely determined by within-channel
level cues.

With the addition of incoherent flanking bands to the
on-frequency band, thresholds in this second reference con-
dition increased to 0.3 dB~triangle!. Thus, incoherent flank-

FIG. 2. Increment detection for a noise signal. Thresholds in units of
10 log(DI/I) are shown in the upper panel and masking release is shown in
the lower panel. Labels on the abscissa indicate the masker type~RPN or
LNN! and the presence or absence of roving level from interval to interval.
Symbols indicate the masker condition: on-frequency band~circles!, inco-
herent bands~triangles!, and coherent bands~squares!. Masking release is
shown in the lower panel for each of the noise types computed using either
an on-frequency reference~circles! or an incoherent reference~triangles!.
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ing bands produced a slight~1.6-dB! interference in incre-
ment detection. This result is commonly reported in studies
of CMR and appears to be accentuated by using burst~gated!
rather than continuous maskers~e.g., Mooreet al., 1990; Ed-
dins and Wright, 1994; Fantiniet al., 1993!. Incoherent noise
bands are characterized by pronounced short-term level
variations across frequency due to the moment-by-moment
variability in the relative amplitude of the individual bands.
Within this variable context, level changes introduced by the
signal would need to be substantial to produce robust across-
channel short-term level cues for detection. A better detec-
tion cue might be the same within-channel cue used in the
on-frequency condition or a long-term across-channel level
comparison. The fact that thresholds were worse in this con-
dition than the on-frequency condition suggests that either
the flanking bands interfered with the efficient use of such
cues or that short-term across-channel cues were used.

In the comparison condition, the additional flanking
bands were coherent with the on-frequency band, and thresh-
old decreased to24.2 dB. By comparing this threshold to
either reference threshold, a masking release can be com-
puted, as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2. Relative to the
on-frequency reference, the masking release was 2.8 dB and
relative to the incoherent reference, the masking release was
4.5 dB. Note that the latter reflects both improved detection
due to across-frequency coherence in the comparison condi-
tion and impoverished detection due to across-frequency in-
coherence in the reference condition. In general, these results
are consistent with those of Hall and Grose~1988!, who
reported on-frequency and incoherent CMRs of 4.8 and 5.0
dB, respectively.

Long-term cues would not be different for the incoher-
ent and coherent conditions, so the difference in thresholds
obtained in the two conditions indicates the use of short-term
cues. Furthermore, the fact that threshold improved with the
addition of coherent flanking bands to the on-frequency band
indicates the use of across-channel rather than or in addition
to within-channel cues. Because the noise signal does not
change the modulation depth or pattern of the on-frequency
band, one may conclude that short-term, across-channel level
cues provide the basis for lower thresholds in the coherent
rather than the incoherent or on-frequency condition.

To encourage the use of across-channel cues for detec-
tion in the multiband conditions, a random level variation of
610 dB was introduced. The resulting thresholds are shown
in the second column of Fig. 2. Roving the overall level
produced a mean threshold in the on-frequency condition
~circle! of 9.8 dB, some 11.1-dB higher than the correspond-
ing no-rove condition. The rove would disrupt the long- or
short-term within-channel level cues presumably used in the
no-rove condition above. Fantini and Moore~1994a, their
Appendix! showed that threshold based upon the change in
overall level of the stimulus should be 10.1 dB for the
610-dB rove used here, in close agreement with the 9.8-dB
threshold actually obtained. The addition of incoherent
flanking bands~triangle! reduced the increment threshold to
0.7 dB, an improvement of 9.1 dB relative to the roving-level
on-frequency condition. This improvement is consistent with
the influence of either long- or short-term across-channel

level cues. Although short-term level cues would be quite
variable over time, their variability may have less of a detri-
mental influence on threshold than that imposed by the rove.

When the flanking bands were coherent with the on-
frequency band, threshold decreased to22.9 dB ~square!,
revealing a 12.7-dB improvement relative to the on-
frequency condition and a 3.7-dB improvement relative to
the incoherent condition. Thus, the coherent condition led to
a greater masking release than the incoherent condition. The
use of long-term across-channel cues would not yield differ-
ential thresholds in the incoherent and coherent conditions,
but a short-term across-channel cue would. Likewise, the
noise signal would not introduce changes in the modulation
depth or pattern, and thus one can conclude that the cue for
detection was a short-term across-channel level cue. It seems
likely that the same cue would serve as the basis for detec-
tion in the incoherent condition~as opposed to a long-term
cue!; however, the short-term analysis would be subject to
marked variability.

The last two conditions listed on the abscissa of Fig. 2
include LNN maskers. In this case, the temporal envelope of
each noise band is characterized by minimal fluctuations in
amplitude, and is closer to the envelope of a pure tone than
to a typical narrow-band noise. Thus, the LNN stimulus
complex more closely resembles stimuli commonly used in a
standard profile analysis paradigm, consisting of tonal com-
plexes. Because the envelope of an LNN has so little fluc-
tuation, there is little difference between incoherent and co-
herent LNN maskers. In the case of no rove, the increment
threshold for the on-frequency condition was24.5 dB,
which is very close to estimates of intensity discrimination
for a single pure tone. Summarizing the results from 15 stud-
ies of pure-tone intensity discrimination, and correcting for
differences in duration, Green~1988! reported an average
threshold in units of 20 log(DA/A) of 217.7 dB, which is
equal to 10 log(DI/I) of 25.5 dB. The addition of incoherent
or coherent flanking bands to the on-frequency band pro-
duced only a slight decrease in threshold~0.2 and 1.0, re-
spectively!. Following the analysis of the no-rove conditions
above, the use of short-term across-channel level cues would
be consistent with the lack of a substantial difference in de-
tection threshold for the two masker types, given the simi-
larity of incoherent and coherent LNN stimuli~note the
slightly lower thresholds in the coherent than incoherent con-
dition, possibly reflecting the benefit of across-channel co-
herence!. If it is assumed that the small threshold differences
among the three LNN-no-rove conditions simply reflects
variability in threshold estimates, then thresholds in all three
conditions could be explained in terms of within-channel
level cues.

In the fourth condition, which consisted of LNN
maskers with random level variation from interval to inter-
val, threshold again was quite high for the on-frequency
masker ~9.1 dB!, consistent with degradation of within-
channel level cues by the rove. The addition of flanking
bands produced approximately 11 dB of threshold improve-
ment, regardless of the coherence among the noise bands.
This improvement again illustrates a robust across-channel
level cue in the absence of any substantial temporal cues.
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Likewise, the absence of a multiband CMR~incoherent mi-
nus coherent threshold! reflects minimal differences between
incoherent and coherent LNN conditions. The addition of
roving level resulted in a threshold increase in the multiband
conditions of 4 dB, which is a rather large change relative to
the masking release obtained in this and other studies. No
corresponding change was evident for the RPN conditions.
This threshold difference with LNN may simply reflect the
switch from within-channel level cues without rove to
across-channel level cues with rove. Although it is not en-
tirely clear why the 4-dB change occurred, it may be related
to practice and order effects~see Sec. IV!. Since long-term
across-channel cues would be the same for incoherent~or
coherent! RPN and LNN stimuli, the slightly lower thresh-
olds ~2 dB! for incoherent LNN than incoherent RPN would
be consistent with the use of short-term level cues that are
less variable for LNN than RPN. Finally, the fact that the
no-rove LNN thresholds are the lowest of all thresholds may
simply reflect the sensitivity of within-channel intensity dis-
crimination to any level variations, whether inherent in the
noise itself~RPN! or imposed by rove.

To summarize the results in Fig. 2, detection in the on-
frequency conditions is consistent with the use of within-
channel, short-term level cues. For RPN, detection in inco-
herent and coherent conditions is consistent with the use of
short-term across-channel level cues. Under conditions of
high level uncertainty~rove!, short-term across-channel level
cues provide a robust release from masking. For LNN, de-
tection in the no-rove condition is consistent with a within-
channel level cue, regardless of the presence of multiple
flanking bands. With the addition of roving level, however,
across-channel cues provide a robust masking release, yet the
across-channel cues are not used as effectively as they are in
RPN.

B. Pure-tone signals

The waveforms produced by combining pure-tone sig-
nals with RPN or LNN maskers differ substantially in terms
of their characteristic modulation depth or the degree of am-
plitude fluctuation. It will be important to keep this differ-
ence in mind as thresholds are compared for these two noise
types. With both masker types, the addition of a tonal signal
to a 10-Hz masker produces an increase in overall level and
more regular zero crossings in the waveform fine structure.
For an RPN masker, the signal plus masker yields a reduc-
tion in the degree of amplitude fluctuation or modulation
depth relative to the masker alone. For an LNN masker,
however, signal-plus-masker waveform has progressively
greater amplitude fluctuations as the signal level is increased
from subthreshold to suprathreshold levels. At signal levels
well above threshold, the degree of amplitude fluctuation
will actually decrease with increasing signal level as the
signal-plus-masker envelope becomes more dominated by
the sinusoidal signal. As a result, near threshold the charac-
teristic modulation depth decreases for signal-plus-RPN
masker and increases for signal-plus-LNN masker.

The results for pure-tone signals are shown in Fig. 3.
Recall that the addition of a pure-tone signal to the on-
frequency masker was simply an in-phase increment in the

central component of the five-component masker band cen-
tered at 2500 Hz. For RPN, with no rove~column 1!, thresh-
old in the on-frequency condition was22.9 dB. This is 1.6
dB lower than the threshold for the noise signal, and is con-
sistent with the notion that changes in modulation depth/
pattern as well as changes in overall level within the on-
frequency channel provide better detection than within-
channel changes in level alone. The addition of incoherent
flanking bands increased threshold slightly, to20.6 dB, con-
sistent with the interference effect discussed above. The ad-
dition of coherent flanking bands decreased thresholds to
26.9 dB. As shown in the lower panel, the masking release
relative to the on-frequency reference was 4.0 dB and rela-
tive to the incoherent reference was 6.4 dB. The fact that
thresholds were lower in the coherent condition than in both
the on-frequency and incoherent conditions is consistent with
the use of a short-term across-channel cue. Furthermore,
threshold was 2.8 dB lower for the tonal~Fig. 3! than the
noise ~Fig. 2! signal. For both signal types, short-term
across-channel level cues would be available, but for the
tonal signal the use of additional short-term across-channel
modulation depth/pattern cues would explain lower threshold
values.

The introduction of roving level~column 2! shifted the
on-frequency threshold from22.9 to 3.3, a change of 6.2
dB. This contrasts with the 11.1-dB change noted for noise
signals and is again consistent with the notion that the
within-channel change in modulation depth or pattern intro-
duced by the tonal signal provided an important cue for de-
tection not available with a noise signal. When incoherent
flanking bands were added~column 2!, threshold decreased
to 0.5 dB. This 2.8-dB improvement may be interpreted as a
masking release in theincoherentcondition due to either
short- or long-term across-channel level cues. In general, at-
tention to short-term across-channel level cues would explain
the threshold differences between incoherent and on-

FIG. 3. Increment detection for a tonal signal. Same as Fig. 2.
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frequency or coherent noise bands. With coherent flanking
bands, threshold decreased to26.0 dB, providing a masking
release of 6.5 dB relative to the incoherent reference and 9.2
dB relative to the on-frequency reference~lower panel!. Fur-
thermore, lower thresholds for tonal~Fig. 3! than noise~Fig.
2! signals in this condition may reflect the additional use of
short-term across-channel modulation depth/pattern cues
with tonal signals not available with noise signals.

With LNN stimuli and no rove~column 3!, thresholds
for tonal signals were clearly lower for the multiband
maskers than for the on-frequency masker, producing mask-
ing release of about 2 dB for both the coherent maskers
~lower panel! and the incoherent maskers. The distinction
between incoherent and coherent noise again is negligible
with LNN maskers, consistent with the results for noise sig-
nals above. The masking release seen for tonal~Fig. 3! and
not noise~Fig. 2! signals likely reflects the use of short-term
across-channel modulation depth cues rather than across-
channel level cues, since both signal types would lead to the
latter. The use of short-term across-channel modulation
depth/pattern cues in conditions of masking release is sup-
ported by the results of Hall and Grose~1988! and Fantini
and Moore~1994b!, who randomized the level of flanking
bands to render short-term across-channel level cues unreli-
able and still reported masking release for coherently fluctu-
ating maskers.

Roving level in the LNN condition~column 4! shifted
the on-frequency threshold from23.1 to 8.4 dB, a change of
11.5 dB. This is somewhat smaller than the 13.7-dB change
noted for the noise signal, consistent with the use of a
within-channel modulation cue introduced by the tonal sig-
nal. In the multiband conditions, thresholds in LNN de-
creased substantially relative to the on-frequency condition,
with little advantage for coherent over incoherent maskers,
similar to the no-rove condition. In general, roving level pro-
duces higher thresholds but this is not always the case in the
coherent conditions. For example, while rove increased
thresholds by 4 dB in the LNN-coherent condition with a
noise signal, rove did not affect threshold for a tonal signal
in the LNN-coherent condition or thresholds for either signal
type with RPN. These results contrast with those of Fantini
and Moore~1994b!, who used AM tonal stimuli and consis-
tently found that thresholds in coherent conditions were
worse in the presence of roving level. Because roving level
disrupts the use of within-channel cues, one interpretation is
that such cues are being used in conditions in which rove
does introduce a substantial threshold change.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of RPN and LNN maskers

While the pattern of results across masking conditions
was similar in many ways for the two signal and two noise
types, a few noteworthy differences provide further insight
into the nature of the stimulus cues used in these detection
tasks. First, consider threshold differences between RPN and
LNN maskers of noise signals. In the on-frequency condition
without rove, thresholds were substantially lower in LNN
than RPN~3.2 dB!. In both cases, the only available cue for

detection was a within-channel level cue. A long-term analy-
sis of stimulus level would not be different for the two noise
types. A short-term analysis of level, however, would be
sensitive to the large moment-to-moment variability in level
of the standard RPN stimulus~due to inherent temporal fluc-
tuations! and the greater stability of the LNN stimuli, which
likely serves as a basis for lower thresholds with LNN. With
the addition of a610-dB rove, the random level variations
introduced to RPN and LNN were substantially larger than
the level variations characteristic of RPN without rove. The
unstable stimulus level from interval to interval led to similar
thresholds in both cases~9.1 and 9.8 dB!. The greater influ-
ence of rove for LNN maskers is consistent with the result of
Fantini and Moore~1994a!, who reported a larger effect of
rove on threshold for a noise with a bandwidth of 64 Hz than
a bandwidth of 8 Hz. In this case, the wider band is per-
ceived as having a smoother temporal envelope than the nar-
rower band, presumably as a result of limited auditory tem-
poral resolution.

For the incoherent noise, no-rove conditions, thresholds
were 5.1 dB lower for LNN than RPN. Above, it was sug-
gested that thresholds in the incoherent LNN no-rove condi-
tion could be explained on the basis of either short-term
within-channel or across-channel cues, since thresholds were
the same for LNN on-frequency and incoherent conditions.
Poorer detection in the RPN conditions would be consistent
with a reduced ability to make use of those short-term level
cues, likely resulting from the moment-to-moment variability
of RPN. The fact that threshold was actually 2.4 dB worse in
the incoherent than the on-frequency RPN condition is evi-
dence that short-term processing was occurring but may be
inefficient in the face of stimulus level uncertainty due to the
moment-by-moment variability inherent in narrow-band
noise.

Finally, in the coherent condition, thresholds were again
lower for LNN than RPN. Although the short-term across-
channel level cues available for the RPN condition provide a
substantial improvement in threshold relative to the RPN on-
frequency condition, the within- or across-channel cues used
in the LNN-coherent condition lead to lower thresholds than
for RPN. The addition of rove has little effect on thresholds
in the RPN coherent condition but a substantial~4.0 dB!
effect in the LNN coherent condition. If detection in the
LNN-coherent condition were based primarily upon a
within-channel level cue in the absence of rove~consistent
with nearly equal on-frequency, incoherent, and coherent
thresholds!, then rove would require the listener to begin
using a relatively less effective across-channel level cue,
leading to poorer signal detection. The notion of a dominant
within-channel cue in conditions generally considered to pro-
mote across-channel processing is not novel. Fantini and
Moore~1994b! measured the detection of an increment in the
central component of an AM tone in the presence of coherent
AM flanking tones and suggested that within-channel cues
might account for similar threshold improvements with in-
creasing depth of AM for both on-frequency and coherent
conditions.

When comparing thresholds for tonal signals in RPN
and LNN maskers, it is important to keep in mind that the
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addition of a tonal signal near threshold levels tends to re-
duce the moment-by-moment amplitude variations for RPN
maskers while increasing the moment-by-moment amplitude
variations for LNN maskers. Thus, in both cases there is a
change in degree of amplitude variations but in different di-
rections. In light of this, the lack of difference between
thresholds in RPN and LNN in the no-rove on-frequency
condition is somewhat surprising, especially given several
previous investigations in which the detection of tonal sig-
nals is substantially better for LNN than RPN~e.g., Eddins
and Barber, 1998; Hallet al., 1998; Kohlrauschet al., 1997!.
For both noise types, thresholds were approximately23 dB.
In the previous studies, threshold in the RPN condition was
2–4 dB higher than obtained here. Thus, one explanation for
the lack of a threshold difference is relatively good perfor-
mance in the RPN condition. As discussed below, lower
thresholds here may reflect the fact that all 10-Hz noise
bands in the present study were adjusted to have the same
overall level in each observation interval. Most other mask-
ing investigations using RPN have maintained the same av-
erage level across bands, resulting in random level variations
across bands in any given observation interval due to the
random statistics of noise. Interestingly, thresholds for noise
signals in the no-rove on-frequency conditions were substan-
tially lower for LNN than RPN maskers, a result consistent
with the use of short-term within-channel level cues for de-
tection and the deleterious role of the inherent variability in
RPN.

In several conditions, the comparison of thresholds for
tonal signals in RPN and LNN can be used to highlight the
relatively poor use of within and/or across-channel short-
term level cues in LNN. For example, with roving level,
thresholds for tonal signals in the on-frequency masker con-
dition were 5 dB lower for RPN than LNN and thresholds for
tonal signals were 5 dB lower than for noise signals in either
RPN or LNN. Because roving level limits the usefulness of
within-channel long-term level cues introduced by the signal,
these results demonstrate the importance of the within-
channel short-term level cues produced by tonal signals in
RPN maskers and illustrate the relatively poor use of those
cues in LNN. In fact, Eddins and Barber~1998! showed, via
computer simulations, that if detection were based purely on
the changes in within-channel short-term level cues produced
by a tonal signal at threshold, then thresholds for a tonal
signal would be approximately 28 dBlower for LNN than
RPN in the on-frequency masker condition. In addition to the
poor use of within-channel short-term level cues present in
LNN, thresholds in the coherent conditions reveal poor use
of across-channel short-term level cues in LNN. Regardless
of rove, thresholds for tonal signals in the coherent condi-
tions were about 2 dB better for RPN and LNN, despite the
fact that short-term across-channel level cues should be
stronger in LNN than RPN~according to Eddins and Barber,
1998!. The 2-dB difference in the opposite direction could be
related to the way in which such across-channel cues are
processed. In RPN, the low-amplitude portions of the
maskers~dips! could cue the times at which the signal-to-
noise ratio is maximal, in which case differential weighting
favoring across-channel-level cues at those times would pro-

vide an advantage for detection~e.g., Buus, 1985!. Although
the same across-channel level cues may exist in LNN, the
flat envelopes of the coherent LNN flanking bands would
provide no amplitude dips for such a weighting scheme.

The RPN–LNN comparison reflects points near the two
extremes on the continuum of fluctuation depth. Based upon
this comparison and similar RPN–LNN comparisons in stud-
ies of the masking level difference~MLD ! @Eddins and Bar-
ber, 1998; Hallet al., 1998; Kohlrauschet al., 1997#, it ap-
pears that masking release decreases with decreasing
fluctuation depth. A number of CMR investigations, using
sinusoidally amplitude modulated maskers, have demon-
strated a systematic effect of decreasing modulation depth on
the magnitude of masking release~e.g., Eddins and Wright,
1994; Fantini and Moore, 1994b; Grose and Hall, 1989!.
Masking release also decreases with increasing fluctuation
rate, as modified by sinusoidal amplitude modulation rate
and/or noise bandwidth~e.g., Eddins and Wright, 1994; Fan-
tini et al., 1993; Fantini and Moore, 1994a!. In each of these
cases, the decrease in masking release depends in part upon
improvement in detection in the baseline or reference condi-
tion, limiting the possibility for masking release.

B. Effects of stimulus variability

One distinction between typical profile analysis and
CMR paradigms is the stable versus dynamic context in
which signal detection occurs and the influence of that con-
text on detection thresholds and on masking release. Fantini
and Moore~1994a! suggested that across-channel compari-
sons of level are only useful when the stimulus level is
highly variable. When the present conditions are taken into
consideration, one may conclude that within-channel as well
as across-channel short-term level comparisons are useful
when the stimulus level is highly variable. The most robust
examples related to within-channel cues and across-channel
cues will be used to illustrate this point. For the on-frequency
RPN masker with roving level, threshold for the tonal signal
is 5 dB lower than threshold for the noise signal~see the
circle, column 2, upper panel, Figs. 2 and 3!. This difference
could only be due to the reduction in short-term amplitude
variations resulting from the addition of the tonal signal,
thereby providing a within-channel cue related to modulation
depth. In terms of short-term across-channel level cues, the
difference in detection threshold for noise signals in incoher-
ent and coherent RPN maskers~see the triangles and squares,
column 2, Fig. 2! is consistent with the use of a short-term
across-channel level comparison. In addition, the stimulus
context does not necessarily have to be highly variable for
across-channel cues to be useful. For example, a modest
masking release was obtained for a tonal signal in LNN
without roving level, reflecting the use of across-channel
cues related to the change in short-term amplitude fluctua-
tions introduced by the combination of a tonal signal and
LNN masker.

A second distinction between CMR and profile experi-
ments is that while CMR experiments generally report
thresholds for both on-frequency and incoherent reference
conditions, and the influence of roving level is reasonably
well known, the typical profile analysis experiment does not
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report thresholds for on-frequency conditions, and measure-
ments without roving level are rare. Both of the latter condi-
tions were included in the profile investigation by Spiegel
et al. ~1981!, who reported that the addition of sinusoidal
flanking bands produced a 3-dB threshold increase relative to
the on-frequency sinusoidal reference condition~i.e., nega-
tive masking release!. Conversely, Greenet al. ~1984! re-
ported a 1.5–2.0-dB improvement as the number of spectral
components in the profile stimulus increased from 1 to 3.
Green and Mason~1985! later showed that the use of within-
and across-channel level cues with deterministic stimuli ap-
pears to be highly dependent upon prior listening experience,
suggesting an explanation for the discrepant results of Green
et al. ~1984! and Spiegelet al. ~1981!. Green and Mason
reported that a group of listeners who were well practiced on
multicomponent profile tasks with roving level achieved
thresholds of22.5 dB ~signal levelre: standard level! in a
single-component intensity discrimination condition and
25.7 dB ~signal levelre: standard level! in a multicompo-
nent profile condition. For a group of listeners who were well
practiced on intensity discrimination for tonal signals in iso-
lation, thresholds were25.2 dB in the single-component in-
tensity discrimination condition and23.0 in the multicom-
ponent profile condition. Remarkably, the performances of
the two groups were mirror images of each other. Thus, prior
experience specifically using within-channel level and
across-channel level cues in listening tasks can strongly in-
fluence the use of those cues in other related tasks. Prior
experience does not seem to be so critical under conditions
of high stimulus level uncertainty. Recall that with roving
level, thresholds were always lower for the incoherent and
coherent conditions than the on-frequency condition and
that, even in the absence of rove, thresholds in RPN were
consistently lower in the coherent condition than the on-
frequency or incoherent condition. The latter result is undis-
puted in numerous studies of CMR using listeners with vary-
ing degrees of prior experience. The issue of prior
experience, however, raises the question of whether short-
term across-channel level cues would have been more ben-
eficial in the LNN-coherent condition~low stimulus uncer-
tainty! had listeners not had prior experience listening in
RPN conditions.

C. Comparisons with previous results

One question of interest is whether the benefits gained
from short-term across-channel level cues and short-term
across-channel modulation cues are additive. Fantini and
Moore ~1994b! addressed this question systematically using
AM tonal maskers with varying modulation depths and con-
ditions of roving level across intervals and across flanking
bands. Their results indicated a large masking release due to
short-term across-channel level cues~5–6 dB! and a smaller
masking release due to short-term across-channel modulation
cues~1–3! dB. The two cues summed to produce 6–9-dB
masking release when both types of cues were available. The
results of Hall and Grose~1988!, using narrow-band noise
maskers, showed that both cues give rise to masking release
and that combining the cues produced a larger masking re-
lease than either cue alone, but that the individual masking

releases did not sum. The key to these comparisons is that
the overall level of individual flanking bands within the same
observation interval was varied. In the present study, this
question can only be addressed indirectly by determining
whether across-channel level and across-channel modulation
cues might combine to produce lower thresholds than one of
the cues alone. Consider the RPN-coherent conditions for
noise and tonal signals. The noise signal provides across-
channel level cues while the tonal signal provides both
across-channel level and across-channel modulation cues.
The fact that larger masking release was obtained for the
tonal signal might be interpreted as suggesting that the two
types of cue combine to produce a larger masking release
than obtained by level cues alone.

A second question of fundamental concern is the extent
to which results obtained with noise maskers can be gener-
alized to other stimulus conditions such as tonal maskers.
Fantini and Moore~1994b!, who used AM tonal maskers,
expressed the same concern in their comparisons of ‘‘profile-
like’’ and ‘‘CMR-like’’ cues. The above discussion indicates
that the additivity of stimulus cues such as across-channel
level and across-channel modulation cues may be strongly
influenced by stimulus type; however, there is strong support
from experiments with tonal and noise maskers that the two
cues combine to produce larger masking release than either
cue alone. Roving level seems to have a much larger influ-
ence on tonal than noise maskers in conditions in which
there are coherent amplitude fluctuations across frequency.
Fantini and Moore~1994b! showed that rove consistently
produced increased thresholds in coherent AM tone condi-
tions, whereas the present conditions indicated a large effect
for the tone-like LNN masker but not for RPN maskers. The
use of RPN conditions provides an added dimension to the
notion that high uncertainty relative to stimulus level plays
an important role in detection and discrimination. Neverthe-
less, the results obtained here with RPN continue to support
the conclusion of Fantini and Moore~1994b! that across-
channel comparisons of level are only useful when within-
channel level cues are unreliable. With their tonal stimuli,
however, there was no possibility of across-channel cues re-
lated to the change in modulation pattern. The masking re-
lease obtained for tonal signals in LNN maskers suggests
that in the absence of dynamically varying maskers, across-
channelmodulationcues can lead to a masking release. In
general, however, comparisons of the present results with
noise maskers to those of Fantini and Moore~1994b! using
tonal maskers suggests that the results obtained do generalize
across stimulus types.

The pattern of thresholds in the on-frequency, incoher-
ent, and coherent conditions with RPN maskers and the size
of the masking release obtained is similar to previous inves-
tigations using very narrow-band maskers~e.g., Hall and
Grose, 1988; Fantiniet al., 1993; Fantini and Moore, 1994a,
b!. However, the actual threshold values reported differ sub-
stantially across these various studies. In fact, for noise sig-
nals, thresholds here were about 4 dB lower than previously
reported. To illustrate threshold differences between these
investigations, Table I displays increment detection thresh-
olds ~noise signals added in phase! grouped by condition for
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the present study as well as the investigations of Bos and de
Boer ~1966!, Hall and Grose~1988!, and Fantini and Moore
~1994a!. In previous studies of increment detection, a variety
of metrics has been used with little agreement on a single
standard metric. Since each metric uses a slightly different
logarithmic scale, it is difficult to make threshold compari-
sons across studies. To allow comparisons of the present data
to other relevant studies of intensity discrimination, the
thresholds in Table I are reported using four different
metrics.2 For the interested reader, Grantham and Yost
~1982! and Green~1988! have provided detailed reviews of
the relations among these measures. Each of the four studies
mentioned included a condition in which increment detection
was measured for a 10-Hz band of noise~8 and 16 Hz in
Fantini and Moore, 1994a!, centered at 2000 Hz~2500 Hz in
the present study!, and having a standard intensity of 60 dB
SPL.

The thresholds from the present study are generally the
lowest of Table I, followed by those of Fantini and Moore
~1994a!, Hall and Grose~1988!, and Bos and de Boer~1966!.
In the ‘‘on-frequency’’ reference condition, the range of
thresholds, in units of 10 log(DI/I), was 6 dB across the four
studies. Differences among listeners within each of these
studies were quite small relative to the differences across the
four studies. In addition to the results shown in Table I,
Fantini et al. ~1993! reported increment detection thresholds
for similar conditions~10-Hz bandwidth centered at 2000
Hz, 60 dB SPL! that were generally 4 to 10 dB higher than
the highest thresholds reported in Table I. Reasons for these
high thresholds are not known, although the results of Green
and Mason~1985! discussed above suggest that prior expe-
rience in intensity discrimination and related tasks may dra-
matically alter performance in specific stimulus conditions.
If prior experience is a critical variable, then one might sus-
pect that rate of learning plays an important role as well.
Either of these factors may explain the wide range of values

obtained for intensity discrimination for noise signals.
In total, the thresholds from these five studies spanned a

range of 12.3 dB on a scale of 10 log(DI/I). Careful review
did not reveal any major differences from one study to the
next, and there is little uncertainty as to the actual measure of
intensity discrimination reported in each case. The fact that
the present thresholds are the lowest of the five studies may
be related to stimulus generation. Although the noise
samples were random from trial to trial, the overall level of
the 400-ms noise in each interval was adjusted to be 60 dB
SPL. In most experiments, however, the long-term average
noise level is adjusted to be 60 dB SPL but the actual level
during the finite-duration stimulus interval may vary substan-
tially from that average. Thus, in the no-rove conditions, the
standard stimulus in the present experiment was more stable
than typically encountered when using narrow-band-noise
stimuli. This may have led to an improvement in increment
detection in the present experiment. Such an explanation
cannot account for the substantial differences among the
other four studies.

In addition to increment detection, the investigations by
Bos and de Boer, Hall and Grose, and the present study also
measured thresholds for the detection of a tonal signal in a
10-Hz band of noise centered at 2000 Hz~2500 Hz in the
present study!. These thresholds are shown in Table II using
the same format as Table I. Thresholds are notably more
consistent for these tonal signals than for the noise signals
from the same experiments~i.e., Table I!. This provides
some support for the notion that the large variability shown
in Table I is specific to increment detection for noise signals.

In the above discussion of potential within- and across-
channel cues, it has been assumed that any benefits gained
from the presence of flanking bands in the incoherent and
coherent conditions were due to across-channel processing.
In these multiband conditions, however, one might question
whether the combination of on-frequency and flanking bands
could be processed by a single auditory channel. The fre-

TABLE I. Increment detection thresholds for band-pass noise~10-Hz! cen-
tered at 2000 Hz~2500 Hz for Eddins! expressed using four different
metrics.2 In each case, the narrowband signal was identical to and added
in-phase to the narrowband noise standard. The studies listed in column 1
are Eddins~present data!, Fantini and Moore~1994a!, Hall and Grose
~1988!, and Bos and de Boer~1966!. Note that the data from Fantini and
Moore are actually the average thresholds from 8 and 16 Hz bandwidth
conditions. Also listed in column 1, in parentheses, are the masker condi-
tion: O5on-frequency, C5coherent, I5incoherent. Asterisks indicate val-
ues reported in the original papers.

Study/Condition 10 log(I/I)
Signal

dB SPL
I in dB

~L! 20 log(A/A)

Eddins, RPN~O! 21.32 50.06 2.40 29.94
Fantini and Moore~O! 1.85* 55.43 4.03 24.57

Hall and Grose~O! 4.57 59.70* 5.87* 20.30
Bos and de Boer~O! 5.25* 60.71 6.39 0.71

Eddins, RPN~C! 24.15* 44.94 1.41 215.06
Fantini and Moore~C! 20.20* 52.00 2.91 28.00

Hall and Grose~C! 20.20 52.00* 2.91* 28.00

Eddins, RPN~I! 0.34* 52.92 3.18 27.08
Fantini and Moore~I! 4.25* 59.21 5.64 20.79

Hall and Grose~I! 4.84 60.10* 6.07* 0.10

TABLE II. Detection of a tonal signal in band-pass noise. The noise band-
width was 10 Hz and the center frequency was 2000 Hz~2500 Hz for
Eddins!. Thresholds are expressed using four different metrics. The studies
listed in column 1 are Eddins~present data!, Hall and Grose~1988!, and Bos
and de Boer~1966!. Also listed in column 1, in parentheses, are the masker
conditions: O5on-frequency, C5coherent, I5incoherent. In the present ex-
periment, tonal signals were added in phase to the central component of the
noise standard. In the three previous experiments, thresholds were measured
for incoherent addition. To facilitate comparison, the present thresholds
~column 2! were converted to threshold values that would have been ob-
tained had the signal been added in random phase with respect to the
masker. In parentheses are actual values of 10 log(I/I) for in-phase addition.

Study/Condition 10 log(I/I)
Signal

dB SPL
I in dB

~L! 20 log(A/A)

Eddins, RPN~O! 20.70~22.90! 59.30 2.67 22.90
Hall and Grose~O! 1.60 61.60 3.88 1.60

Bos and de Boer~O! 2.00 62.00 4.12 2.00

Eddins, RPN~C! 26.80~26.93! 53.20 0.82 26.93
Hall and Grose~C! 26.40 53.60 0.90 26.40

Eddins, RPN~I! 2.70~20.55! 62.70 4.57 20.55
Hall and Grose~I! 2.40 62.40 4.37 2.40
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quency spacing between the center frequencies of the mask-
ing bands just below and above the signal band was 500 Hz.
With noise bandwidths of 10 Hz, the spacing between bands
was 490 Hz, or approximately 1.7 to 1.8 ERB units~Glas-
berg and Moore, 1990!. Clearly, some energy from adjacent
masking bands is passed by the auditory channel centered on
the signal; however, it is not at all clear whether changes in
threshold can be attributed strictly to processing within a
single auditory channel. Recently, Verhey and Dau~1996!
addressed this issue by comparing behavioral thresholds ob-
tained in two different CMR paradigms to thresholds pre-
dicted by a model incorporating a single peripheral channel
followed by a multichannel modulation filter bank. Using the
bandwidening conditions of Haggardet al. ~1990! and
Schooneveldt and Moore~1989!, the single-channel model
accounted for much of the observed masking release. This
suggests that across-channel processing is not necessary to
obtain a robust masking release. Interestingly, using multi-
band conditions like those of the present study, the single-
channel model failed to predict the observed masking re-
lease. Only when multiple peripheral channels were included
in the model did the predicted thresholds approximate
thresholds observed behaviorally. To the extent that the Ver-
hey and Dau filter-bank model accurately reflects auditory
processing, the latter finding suggests that the multiband
measurements such as those reported here~i.e., with reason-
ably wide spacing between maskers! are based in large mea-
sure on across-channel processes.

V. SUMMARY

Discussions of masking release often focus on potential
acoustic cues that might serve as the basis for masking re-
lease and on mechanisms or processes by which listeners
may take advantage of those cues. Stimulus conditions of the
type presented here blur the distinction between profile
analysis and CMR paradigms, the acoustic cues typically as-
sociated with them, and perceptual mechanisms proposed to
underlie them. This is particularly evident in comparison of
the tonal versus noise signal. The tonal signal clearly intro-
duced a temporal variation that is more characteristic of the
typical CMR paradigm, whereas the noise signal produced a
change similar to the increment in the typical profile analysis
paradigm. It is easiest to conceptualize typical CMR stimuli
in terms of temporal characteristics and typical profile
stimuli in terms of spectral characteristics. In reality, the
temporal and spectral domains both contain all the relevant
information, but it is not clear whether the neural represen-
tation of the stimulus is best modeled in terms of a
frequency- or time-domain representation of the acoustic
stimulus. The principal distinguishing features between the
profile analysis and CMR paradigms are the stable~profile
analysis! vs dynamic~CMR! contexts for signal detection,
the use of random level variations to control for within-
channel level cues~profile analysis!, and the type of signal to
be detected~level increment in the on-frequency component
in profile analysis; addition of a tonal signal in CMR!. In the
present study, each of these features was independently var-
ied by varying the masker type~LNN or RPN!, the signal
type ~level increment or tonal signal!, or the presence or

absence of interval-by-interval level randomization~rove!.
The results warrant the following conclusions:

~1! Detection in all conditions reported here can be attrib-
uted to short-term within- or across-channel processing.
It is unclear whether long-term cues are involved in the
any of the present conditions. In conditions in which
long-term cues might explain detection~e.g, detection of
an increment in a single band of RPN!, changing masker
or signal type resulted in thresholds that could only be
explained on the basis of short-term cues.

~2! Changes in detection threshold produced by the intro-
duction of roving level suggest that both short-term
within-channel level cues and short-term within-channel
modulation depth/pattern cues may serve as the basis for
detection when available. Studies of profile analysis
typically control for within-channel level cues; however,
studies of CMR rarely attend to such cues though they
likely influence detection in many presumed ‘‘across-
channel’’ conditions.

~3! Comparisons of the detection of tonal signals in LNN
and RPN maskers indicate that short-term within- and
across-channel cues are not used efficiently in LNN.
Reasons for this are not well understood and deserve
further investigation. One possibility is that listeners
would benefit from specific training on the use of such
cues, as is the case for intensity discrimination with tonal
signals~e.g., Green and Mason, 1985!.

~4! Stimulus uncertainty plays a critical role in demonstra-
tions of masking release. A robust masking release was
only observed for stimuli having substantial variability
in stimulus level produced either by the randomization
of the overall stimulus level or by the inherent level
variations characteristic of narrow-band noise.

~5! Systematic manipulation of a variety of experimental
variables has led to the identification of multiple cues for
detection. The results obtained with stimuli typical of
profile analysis and CMR paradigms are mutually con-
sistent when appropriate comparisons can be made.
Comparisons with previous profile analysis, CMR, and
hybrid experiments also support this conclusion. Collec-
tively these studies imply that the phenomenon known as
profile analysis and CMR are based upon the same set of
stimulus cues and perhaps the same perceptual pro-
cesses.
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2Table I values were computed using the following equations taken from
Grantham and Yost~1982! assuming a signal voltage,Vs , a masker volt-
age,Vm , and a correlation,r, between signal and masker~here,r51.0!:

10•log10~DI/I!510•log10~Vs
2/Vm

2 12Vs /Vm•r!,

Signal dB SPL520• log10~Vs!,

DI in dB~DL !510• log10~Vs
2/Vm

2 12Vs /Vm•r11!,

20•log10~DA/A!520•log10~Vs
2/Vm
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A common metric of auditory temporal processing is the difference in the threshold for a pure-tone
signal masked by either unmodulated or amplitude-modulated noise. This technique may be viewed
as a modification of the masking period pattern technique. Such measurements have been proposed
as an efficient means of estimating auditory temporal resolution in a clinical setting, although in
many cases threshold differences may reflect additional spectro-temporal processes. The primary
purpose of the present experiment was to examine interactions among signal frequency and masker
bandwidth and the effects of modulation frequency on modified masking period patterns. The results
revealed unmodulated–modulated threshold differences that increased with increasing masker
bandwidth and decreased with increasing modulation frequency. There was little effect of signal
frequency for narrow-band noise maskers that were equal in absolute bandwidth across frequency.
However, unmodulated2modulated threshold differences increased substantially with increasing
signal frequency for bandwidths proportional to the signal frequency and for wideband maskers.
Although the results are interpreted in terms of a combination of both within-channel and
across-channel cues, the specific contributions of these cues in particular conditions are difficult to
ascertain. Because modified masking period patterns depend strongly upon a number of specific
stimulus parameters, and because it is difficult to determine with any precision the underlying
perceptual processes, this technique is not recommended for use as a clinical measure of auditory
temporal processing. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1356024#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba@JWH#

I. INTRODUCTION

Auditory temporal resolution is the ability of the audi-
tory system to follow or resolve the temporal patterns char-
acteristic of acoustic stimuli and is a fundamental aspect of
auditory perception. In 1980, Zwicker proposed a simple,
efficient test of temporal resolution that might be suitable for
clinical use. He suggested a modification of the masking pe-
riod pattern paradigm in which threshold for a long-duration
tonal signal~e.g., 500 ms! is measured in the presence of
either unmodulated or sinusoidally amplitude-modulated,
octave-band masking noise. It was reasoned that the decibel
difference between threshold measured in these two masking
conditions reflects the modulation depth preserved by the
auditory system, and thus temporal resolution. On this basis,
it was concluded that temporal resolution could be derived at
any frequency region with two threshold measurements~i.e.,
masked threshold for a sinusoid in unmodulated and ampli-
tude modulated noise!. From a clinical point of view, this
technique is attractive because of its efficiency and the im-
portant role temporal processing plays in the perception of
speech and most other sounds. In order for the modified
masking period pattern to be useful clinically, however, there
must be a clear understanding of how of changes in the most
basic acoustic properties of the stimuli influence the resulting

measures for normal-hearing listeners~e.g., signal frequency,
masker bandwidth, modulation frequency!. In addition, the
validity of any procedures to be used clinically will be de-
pendent upon identification of the perceptual process~es! be-
ing measured and the establishment of appropriate normative
data. These requirements have not been achieved to date.

Despite numerous investigations of modified masking
period patterns over the last two decades, the influence of
stimulus frequency and masker bandwidth on the threshold
differences remains unclear. For example, Buunen~1976!
and Eddins~1993b! used broadband noise maskers and re-
ported much smaller differences between unmodulated and
modulated thresholds at low signal frequencies than high sig-
nal frequencies. Zwicker~1980!, on the other hand, used
octave-band noises and reported no influence of stimulus fre-
quency. Using narrow-band noise maskers with equal band-
widths centered at different frequencies, some investigations
have reported frequency effects~e.g., Haggardet al., 1990;
Baconet al., 1997; Bacon and Lee, 1997! while others have
not ~e.g., Hallet al., 1993; Eddins, 1993b!. Contributing to
the differences among these and other investigations of the
detection of a tone in unmodulated and amplitude-modulated
noise are differences in modulated type, modulator fre-
quency, and masker level. In addition, many pervious inves-
tigations included only a few stimulus conditions, limiting
the ability to draw general conclusions. The wide range of
results has been accompanied by an equally wide range of
explanations. The present investigation provides a parametric
evaluation of the influence of signal frequency and masker

a!Portions of this research were presented at the 131st meeting of the Acous-
tical Society of America, State College, Pennsylvania, June, 1997@J.
Acoust. Soc. Am. Suppl. 1101, 3148~1997!#.

b!Electronic mail: deddins@buffalo.edu
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bandwidth on modified masking period patterns using stimuli
presented at moderate sensation levels. At these levels, para-
metric studies of temporal resolution using the amplitude
modulation detection and temporal gap detection techniques
have indicated little influence of stimulus frequency region
on estimates of temporal acuity for stimuli presented at mod-
erate sensation levels~Eddins et al., 1992; Eddins, 1993a,
1999; Strickland and Viemeister, 1997!.

Though originally proposed as a measure of auditory
temporal resolution, many authors have noted that, in addi-
tion to temporal acuity, the threshold differences obtained in
the modified masking period pattern technique may reflect
across-channel temporal processes such as those underlying
comodulation masking release~CMR!. Within the frame-
work of critical band theory, masked thresholds are deter-
mined primarily by the masker energy within a narrow range
of frequencies, or auditory channel, surrounding the signal.
Hall et al. ~1984! demonstrated that this general result does
not hold for amplitude-modulated~AM ! noises, and con-
cluded that improved detection with increasing AM masker
bandwidth was a result of across-channel temporal processes.
Investigations using the modified masking period pattern
technique typically have included masker bandwidths con-
siderably wider than estimates of a single critical band, in
which case the resulting masking patterns likely reflected
both within-channel and across-channel detection processes.
This brings into question the validity of the technique as a
measure of temporal resolution. To the extent that across-
channel temporal processing contributes to the modified
masking period pattern, the technique also reflects frequency
resolution and more complex spectro-temporal analyses.

Thus, the purpose of the present study was to investigate
auditory temporal processing as reflected in modified mask-
ing period patterns with a specific focus on the influence of
stimulus frequency and masker bandwidth. In an attempt to
resolve the apparent discrepancy within and among numer-
ous investigations to date, stimulus parameters included a
range of modulation frequencies, comparisons of equivalent
absolute and equivalent relative masker bandwidths across
frequency, and subcritical as well as supracritical bandwidths
at each frequency.

II. METHOD

A. Subjects

Five listeners participated, ranging in age from 19 to 25
years. All had pure-tone thresholds of 15 dB HL or better at
octave frequencies from 250 to 8000 Hz and normal middle-
ear function based on a screening tympanogram~Y, 226 Hz!.
None of the listeners had previous experience in psychoa-
coustic listening tasks. Each listener was paid an hourly
wage and received a 10% bonus upon completion of the
study.

B. Stimuli

Pure-tone signals were 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz.
Noise maskers were either unmodulated or sinusoidally am-
plitude modulated with a modulation depth ofm51.0 and
modulation frequencies of either 4, 16, or 64 Hz. Masker

conditions included four fixed-bandwidth conditions, 200,
400, 800 Hz wide or low-pass filtered at 6000 Hz~denoted
wideband!, and two relative bandwidth conditions, 1 and 3
ERBs wide, where ERB is the equivalent rectangular band-
width estimated by Eq. 3 of Glasberg and Moore~1990! to
be 79, 133, 241, and 456 Hz at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000
Hz, respectively. Amplitude-modulated maskers had the re-
striction that the modulation frequency not exceed one-half
of the stimulus bandwidth. Thus, for the 1-ERB~79 Hz!
masker at 500 Hz, only modulation frequencies of 4 and 16
Hz were included.

All stimuli were generated using a digital signal process-
ing board~TDT AP2! and 16-bit D/A converters~TDT DA3!
with a sampling period of 50ms. Pure-tone signals were
generated in the time domain and were in random phase with
respect to the masker. Noise maskers of the desired band-
width were generated in the frequency domain by filling por-
tions of two 16384-point buffers with the appropriate
Rayleigh-distributed magnitudes or uniformly distributed
phases~0 to 2p!. For amplitude-modulated maskers, side-
bands were created in a similar manner, such that when
added to the carrier, amplitude modulation was produced.
For each Fourier component of the carrier, upper (f 1 f m)
and lower (f 2 f m) side components were produced with
magnitudes 0.5 times the magnitude of the corresponding
carrier component~corresponding tom51.0). The side-
component phase equaled that of the corresponding carrier.
A subsequent inverse FFT~fast Fourier transform! on the
complex buffer pair yielded a noise waveform having the
desired temporal and spectral characteristics. The above
technique has been described in detail by Strickland and Vi-
emeister~1997! and is commonly used in this laboratory in
studies of amplitude modulation detection where the stan-
dard is a QFM noise~e.g., Eddins, 1999!. All maskers had a
pressure-spectrum level of 50 dB SPL within the nominal
stimulus passband. The 400-ms signal was temporally cen-
tered within the 800-ms masker. Both were gated on and off
with 10-ms cos2 rise-fall envelopes.

C. Procedures

An adaptive, two-interval, two-alternative forced-choice
method with a three-down, one-up tracking algorithm was
used to estimate the signal level corresponding to 79.4% cor-
rect detection~Levitt, 1971!. The initial step size of each
60-trial block was 5 dB and was reduced to 2 dB after the
first three reversals of the adaptive track. Threshold was es-
timated by averaging the signal levels of each of the last
even number of reversals, excluding the first three. Three
such estimates were obtained for each condition. A fourth
threshold estimate was obtained if the standard deviation
among the first three exceeded 2.5 dB. A fourth run was
collected on 6.5%~31 of 475! of the conditions. The final
threshold for a condition was taken as the average threshold
across the three or four estimates. Each trial consisted of two
810-ms observation intervals separated by 400 ms, marked
by LEDs, and followed by visual feedback. Stimuli were
presented via Etymotic ER-2 insert earphones and testing
was conducted in a sound-attenuating chamber.
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III. RESULTS

Mean signal thresholds for five normal-hearing listeners
are shown in Fig. 1 as a function of masker modulation fre-
quency. Each panel represents a different bandwidth condi-
tion. For the unmodulated maskers, signal thresholds are in-
dicated by horizontal lines for each signal frequency. For
modulated maskers, thresholds at the four signal frequencies
are indicated by symbols. First note the general pattern of
results in each panel. Thresholds for the unmodulated condi-
tions ~horizontal lines! increase with increasing signal fre-
quency. Since the masker spectrum level was 50 dB SPL in
each condition, this systematic increase largely reflects the
increasing masker energy within the auditory channel cen-
tered on the signal frequency~e.g., Fletcher, 1940!. Thresh-
olds in the modulated conditions show a clear and systematic
increase with increasing modulation frequency, consistent
with many other studies of the detection of a tone masked by
sinusoidally amplitude-modulated noise~e.g., Rodenburg,
1972; Buunen, 1976; Carlyonet al., 1989!. For a given ab-
solute masker bandwidth, thresholds in modulated maskers
did not vary systematically across the four signal frequen-
cies. For the 1- and 3-ERB conditions, thresholds were
slightly higher at 500 Hz than the three higher frequencies.

Thresholds generally decreased with increasing masker
bandwidth, particularly at low modulation frequencies.

Next consider the modified masking period patterns
shown in Fig. 2, which are derived from the data presented in
Fig. 1. Here, unmodulated minus modulated threshold is
shown on the ordinate with modulation frequency on the
abcissa. As in Fig. 1, each panel represents a different band-
width condition and symbols indicate the four signal fre-
quencies. The unmodulated2modulated difference depends
strongly on modulation frequency, being greatest for low
modulation frequencies and decreasing with increasing
modulation frequency. Again this is consistent with many
previous studies~Rodenburg, 1972; Buunen, 1976; Weber,
1977; Scott and Humes, 1990; Carlyonet al., 1989; Eddins,
1993b!. For the narrow-band, fixed-absolute bandwidth con-
ditions ~left column!, there is little systematic variation in
these modified masking period patterns with signal fre-
quency, with the exception of the 800-Hz masker centered at
500 Hz ~lower left panel!, which produced slightly smaller
differences at all modulation frequencies. A three-way analy-
sis of variance computed for the fixed, narrow-band maskers
~200, 400, 800 Hz bandwidth! indicated significant main ef-
fects of signal frequency (F2,144555.6, p50.01), masker
bandwidth (F3,144514.6, p,0.01), and modulation fre-

FIG. 1. Mean signal threshold for five normal-hearing listeners as a function
of masker modulation rate. Each panel represents a different bandwidth
condition. Signal thresholds in unmodulated maskers are indicated by hori-
zontal lines for each signal frequency. Thresholds for modulated maskers
(m51.0) at four signal frequencies are indicated by the symbols.

FIG. 2. Modified masking period patterns. Unmodulated minus modulated
threshold differences plotted against masker modulation frequency. Each
panel represents one of the six bandwidth conditions. Symbols indicate the
four signal frequencies.
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quency (F2,1445420.5,p,0.01). Post hocanalyses~Tukey
HSD! revealed, however, that unmodulated-modulated
threshold differences were not significantly different at 1000,
2000, and 4000 Hz, but that threshold differences were sig-
nificantly smaller at 500 Hz than at higher signal frequen-
cies. Similarpost hocanalyses revealed significant differ-
ences among each of the bandwidth conditions and each
different modulation frequency. Specifically, the
unmodulated-modulated difference increased with increasing
masker bandwidth. There appears to be little influence of
stimulus frequency on the modified masking period patterns
for narrow-band maskers equal in absolute bandwidth.

A different pattern of results was obtained for the
1-ERB, 3-ERB, and wideband conditions~Fig. 2, right col-
umn!. In each case, there is a systematic increase in the size
of the unmodulated-modulated difference with increasing
signal frequency from 500 to 4000 Hz. This separation by
signal frequency becomes more pronounced as masker band-
width increases. A three-way analysis of variance computed
for the wideband and two relative bandwidth conditions in-
dicated significant main effects of signal frequency (F2,96

584.8, p,0.01), masker bandwidth (F3,96580.1, p
,0.01), and modulation frequency (F1,965132.5, p
,0.01). Here only the 4- and 16-Hz modulation frequencies
were included since the 64-Hz frequency was not tested in
the 1-ERB condition at 500 Hz.Post hocanalyses~Tukey
HSD! revealed significant differences among all signal fre-
quency comparisons, bandwidth comparisons, and modula-
tion frequency comparisons. Note that the strong signal fre-
quency effect for the 1-ERB, 3-ERB, and wideband
conditions is dominated by the dependence of threshold in
the unmodulated masker conditions upon signal frequency,
as seen in Fig. 1~right column!. Changes in threshold with
signal frequency in the modulated masker conditions are
smaller and less systematic than in the unmodulated masker
conditions. Implications of this relation with respect to esti-
mates of across-channel processing are addressed later.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Temporal resolution

Zwicker ~1980! suggested that unmodulated-modulated
threshold differences~e.g., Fig. 2 above! may be interpreted
as a measure of temporal resolution, reflecting the ability of
the ear to preserve the modulation depth of the amplitude-
modulated masker. Following the statistical analyses re-
ported here for the 200-, 400-, and 800-Hz bandwidth con-
ditions, one might conclude that temporal resolution depends
little on signal frequency between 1000 and 4000 Hz and is
slightly poorer below 1000 Hz. Such a conclusion would be
generally consistent with estimates of temporal resolution
based upon amplitude modulation detection~e.g., Eddins,
1999; Strickland and Viemeister, 1997!. Of course, consid-
eration of the broadband and relative bandwidth conditions
would lead to just the opposite conclusion.

Rather than estimating temporal resolution on the basis
of the threshold difference between the two masker condi-
tions ~e.g., Zwicker, 1980!, other investigators have com-
puted estimates of temporal resolution from modified mask-

ing period patterns by deriving modulation transfer functions
from the threshold data~e.g., Scott and Humes, 1990!. This
three-step process often involves~1! deriving a modulation
transfer function by computing the modulation depth pre-
served by the auditory system at each modulation frequency,
based upon the unmodulated-modulated threshold difference,
~2! obtaining the best-fitting low-pass filter function to the
derived modulation transfer function, and~3! computing a
time constant corresponding to the fitted low-pass function.
This form of data reduction is useful when a sufficient num-
ber of modulation frequencies are used to define the transfer
function, but produces unstable results when only three
modulation frequencies per condition are used. Since the
three-point modulation transfer functions derived from modi-
fied masking period patterns in Fig. 2 were highly linear,
computing the slope of the best-fitting straight line provides
a similar form of data reduction. In this case, a steeper slope
resulting from a linear fit would correspond to a longer time
constant based upon a low-pass filter fit. For each masker
bandwidth, the obtained slopes were similar for signal fre-
quencies of 2000 and 4000 Hz but were substantially steeper
as signal frequency decreased from 2000 to 500 Hz. A simi-
lar result was obtained for the wideband and 3-ERB maskers,
whereas the slope for the 1-ERB masker varied little below
4000 Hz. Based upon these results, one might conclude that
estimates of temporal resolution derived from modified
masking period patterns improve with increasing signal fre-
quency. Is seems that estimates of temporal resolution based
upon modified masking period patterns depend upon how
one interprets the threshold data.

B. Traditional CMR interpretation

A number of investigators have suggested that masked
signal detection often depends uponboth within-channel
temporal processing and across-channel processing. Condi-
tions in which the masker bandwidth is less than or equal to
the ERB at the signal frequency of interest primarily reflect
within-channel processes, whereas conditions wider than an
ERB may reflect a combination of within and across-channel
processes. Thus, modified masking period patterns may rep-
resent more complex spectro-temporal processing than
would be involved in a temporal resolution task. Carlyon
et al. ~1989! suggested that to estimate the contribution of
across-channel temporal processes, one could subtract the
unmodulated-modulated differences for a 1-ERB-wide
masker from the unmodulated-modulated difference for a
wider bandwidth condition. Presumably the remainder would
reflect across-channel processes. Carlyonet al. termed the
remainder a comodulation masking release~CMR!, referring
to the coherence of the amplitude modulation across auditory
channels and to the release from masking as the masker
bandwidth is increased. Note that these estimates are derived
from differences in unmodulated-modulated differences, and
thus depend upon thresholds in both masker conditions. A
number of investigations of CMR have used a similar ratio-
nale~e.g., Groseet al., 1993; Hallet al., 1993; Schooneveldt
and Moore, 1989!. To compare the present results to previ-
ous investigations, a similar analysis is shown in Fig. 3. For
convenience, the ordinate is labeled CMR. Each row repre-
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sents a different modulation frequency and symbols within a
panel indicate the four signal frequencies. Notice that the
abscissa represents masker bandwidth in ERB units. First
consider the three panels in the left column of the figure~the
center and right columns are discussed below!. Here, CMRs
are based upon the nominal ERBs stated in Sec. II, which
were based upon Eq.~3! of Glasberg and Moore~1990!. To
illustrate specific values on the abscissa, consider the left
column and a 500-Hz signal frequency. In this case, a value
of 1 ERB corresponds to a masker bandwidth of 79 Hz and a
value of 10 ERB corresponds to a masker bandwidth of 790
Hz. The wideband conditions are shown as 6000 Hz divided
by the ERB at a particular frequency~e.g., in left column, at
500 Hz, 6000/79575.9 ERBs).

The CMRs indicate that across-channel contributions to
detection depend upon masker bandwidth, masker modula-
tion frequency, and signal frequency. In terms of the masker
bandwidth, the general pattern of results in each panel in the
left column reveals a rapid increase in the across-channel
contribution with increasing masker bandwidth, reaching a
maximum at bandwidths roughly three to six times the ERB.
A comparison across the three modulation frequencies~up-
per, middle, and lower panels! reveals an inverse relation
between modulation frequency and the magnitude of across-
channel contribution. This inverse relation between modula-
tion frequency and CMR is consistent with a number of pre-
vious investigations using various masker stimuli~e.g., Hall
et al., 1988; Eddins and Wright, 1994!, although several
studies have not reported a systematic change in CMR with
modulation frequency~e.g., Carlyonet al., 1989; Schoon-

eveldt and Moore, 1989!. Finally, the CMRs in the left col-
umn are similar across signal frequency, although the maxi-
mum masking release tends to be largest at the 4000-Hz
signal frequency, most notably for the 16-Hz modulation rate
~middle panel!. Curiously, at the 64-Hz modulation rate
~lower panel!, there was no apparent across-channel contri-
bution for a signal frequency of 1000 Hz~open circles!.
While there was a substantial threshold difference between
unmodulated and modulated maskers at 1000 Hz, that differ-
ence was nearly the same for all bandwidths from 1 ERB
~130 Hz! to 6000 Hz wide.

Following the format used in Fig. 3, the signal thresh-
olds displayed in Fig. 1 may be replotted with signal thresh-
old on the ordinate and masker bandwidth, in ERB units, on
the abscissa. Figure 4 displays thresholds in such a manner
with each panel representing a different modulation fre-
quency~none, 4, 16, and 64 Hz! and the symbols indicating
the signal frequency. In Fig. 4, several interesting features in
the data are apparent. For example, notice in the upper left
panel of Fig. 4~unmodulated maskers! that signal thresholds
at 2000 and 4000 Hz~circles and triangles! clearly increase
with increasing bandwidth beyond one~nominal! ERB. An
interpretation along the lines of the traditional critical band
experiment of Fletcher~1940! would indicate that actual
critical bands~or their ERBs! may be substantially wider
than the nominal ERBs of 241 and 456 Hz at 2000 and 4000
Hz, respectively. If that is the case, then the CMRs shown in
the left column of Fig. 3 may underestimate the contribution
of within-channel cues at these frequencies, and a more ac-
curate CMR estimate might be obtained by using the
asymptotic threshold levels in unmodulated noise. The ERBs
so estimated are 723 and 1368 Hz at a signal frequencies of
2000 and 4000 Hz~in each case, corresponding to the nomi-
nal 3-ERB bandwidth!. In the middle column of Fig. 3,

FIG. 3. Across-channel processing, denoted CMR, as a function of masker
bandwidth in ERB units. CMR was estimated by subtracting the
unmodulated2modulated difference for a masker approximately equal to
one equivalent rectangular bandwidth~1 ERB! from the unmodulated
2modulated difference for maskers wider than 1 ERB~given on the ab-
scissa!. The data presented in each column represent different methods of
estimating ERBs~see text!. ERB values are given at the top of each column.
Each row represents a different masker modulation frequency and symbols
indicate signal frequency.

FIG. 4. Signal thresholds, replotted from Fig. 1, with masker bandwidth in
ERB units ~as specified in Sec. II! on the abscissa and signal frequency
indicated by the symbols. Each panel represents a different masker modu-
lation frequency.
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CMRs have been recomputed using the latter ERB estimates
for 2000 and 4000 Hz. For comparison, CMRs for the signal
frequencies of 500 and 1000 Hz are replotted from the left
column. At 2000 and 4000 Hz, we see only modest CMRs of
1–3 dB for the 4- and 16-Hz modulation frequencies and no
CMRs at a modulation frequency of 64 Hz. Thus the signal-
frequency effects are more robust than noted in the left col-
umn. ERBs based upon asymptotic threshold levels suggest a
much greater influence of within-channel cues~and less in-
fluence of across-channel cues! than ERBs based upon the
estimates specified earlier.

The notion that the nominal ERBs specified in Sec. II
underestimate within-channel cues available in the present
experiment is supported by previous studies, such as Rosen
and Baker~1994!, that have shown ERB estimates to depend
upon masker spectrum level. In fact, the ERB estimates pro-
vided by Glasberg and Moore@1990, Eq.~3!#, which were
the basis for the 1- and 3-ERB bandwidths in this experi-
ment, were based upon masker spectrum levels of 30 dB
SPL, whereas the masker spectrum level used here was 50
dB SPL. To compensate for the differences in level, ERB
estimates have been recomputed to reflect this higher spec-
trum level following the procedure outlined by Glasberg and
Moore ~see their Eq. 5!. The level-corrected ERBs are 102,
178, 338, and 674 Hz for signal frequencies of 500, 1000,
2000, and 4000 Hz. CMRs based on the level-corrected
ERBs are shown in the right column of Fig. 3. For the 4-Hz
modulation frequency, CMRs are slightly smaller at 2000 Hz
than other signal frequencies. At 16 Hz, the frequency effect
is not as obvious, except for the wideband conditions with a
signal frequency of 500 and 1000 Hz. At 64 Hz, CMRs are
again lower at 1000 Hz than 2000 or 4000 Hz, similar to the
left-most column. Looking across columns, it is clear that
regardless of how the ERB is defined, CMR estimates clearly
depend upon modulation frequency and signal frequency.

The masker bandwidth effects revealed in the modified
masking period patterns may reflect changes in either the
unmodulated or modulated masker conditions. When the
masker bandwidth is less than 1 ERB at all signal frequen-
cies, the effective masker energy and inherent masker fluc-
tuation rate are essentially the same at all signal frequencies,
both being determined by the masker level and bandwidth.
Thus, threshold should change little with signal frequency
for unmodulated or modulated maskers. Increasing the sub-
critical bandwidth should result in higher thresholds with the
unmodulated masker, due to increased masking energy. A
similar increase in bandwidth for the modulated masker
would result in increased masking energy but also might
result in better coding of the imposed amplitude modulation,
which would tend to lower masked threshold. Support for the
latter claims may be seen in Fig. 4 in comparison of thresh-
olds for the 200- and 400-Hz bandwidths centered at 4000
Hz, where both bandwidths are less than 1 ERB for each of
the estimates above. Threshold increased by 3 dB with in-
creasing bandwidth for the unmodulated masker noise~pre-
sumably due to increased masker energy!, whereas threshold
decreased by 1.5 dB for the 4-Hz modulated noise. Despite
increased masker energy, threshold for modulated noise de-
creased, presumably due to improved coding of amplitude

modulation. This notion is supported by studies of amplitude
modulation detection that have shown improved modulation
detection thresholds with increasing noise bandwidth for
subcritical bandwidths~e.g., Dauet al., 1997; Eddins, 1999;
Strickland and Viemeister, 1997!.

For masker bandwidths equal to 1 ERB, increases in
signal frequency result in increases in absolute masker band-
width. Thresholds obtained with unmodulated maskers
should increase with increasing signal frequency, again due
to increased masking energy. Similar increases in signal fre-
quency and masker bandwidth for the modulated masker
would result in increased masking energy but perhaps better
coding of the imposed amplitude modulation, leading to ei-
ther a small increase or a decrease in masked threshold.
Therefore, thresholds for unmodulated and modulated
maskers would diverge with increasing signal frequency, re-
sulting in larger unmodulated-modulated threshold differ-
ences with increasing signal frequency. In fact, these obser-
vations would hold for any maskers equal in relative
bandwidth across frequency and equal to or less than 1 ERB
wide, and appear to hold for each of the three ERB estimates
outlined above. For the present data, we see in Fig. 4 that
thresholds in unmodulated maskers for bandwidths from 1
ERB ~minimum estimate of true ERB! to roughly 3 ERBs
~maximum estimate of true ERB! increase with increasing
signal frequency. For the same bandwidths, we see that
thresholds in modulated maskers remain constant or decrease
with increasing signal frequency. Thus, in Fig. 2, the
unmodulated-modulated threshold differences for the 1- and
3-ERB maskers increase with increasing frequency from 500
to 4000 Hz. These observations by definition are considered
within-channel effects.

When the masker is wider than 1 ERB, modified mask-
ing period patterns may reflectboth within-channel effects
and across-channel temporal processing. Here, it is assumed
that any increase in the unmodulated-modulated difference
with increasing bandwidth beyond 1 ERB reflects the simi-
larity between the temporal features of the stimulus extracted
from spectral regions proximal to and distal from the signal
frequency. Psychophysically, this is most often demonstrated
in CMR paradigms~e.g., Hall et al., 1984!. For the band-
widths of 200, 400, and 800 Hz, a greater proportion of the
masker falls within the ERB centered on the signal as signal
frequency increases, in which case a smaller proportion can
contribute to across-channel processes. The masking patterns
for these bandwidths~left column, Fig. 2! are consistent with
the interpretation that this reciprocal relation between the
availability of within- and across-channel energy yielded
similar unmodulated-modulated differences at different sig-
nal frequencies, and thus little signal frequency effect. This
interpretation is also consistent with measures of the detec-
tion of amplitude modulation using bandlimited noise. Ed-
dins ~1993a, 1999! and Strickland~2000! have shown that
the low-pass characteristic of the temporal modulation trans-
fer function is independent of stimulus frequency when the
noise carrier bandwidth is held constant across audio fre-
quency and stimuli are presented at moderation sensation
levels. Eddins explained these results in terms of an integra-
tion of the temporal variations across multiple auditory chan-
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nels that involves a trade between the width of those chan-
nels, which determines the preserved modulation depth
within each channel, and the number of auditory channels
stimulated. Recently, Dauet al. ~1997! replicated the results
of Eddins ~1993a! and presented a model of auditory pro-
cessing that accurately predicted such spectral integration of
temporal information.

This apparent trading relation did not hold for the wide-
band maskers of the present experiment. One possible expla-
nation is that the influence of within-channel processes con-
tinued to increase as the signal frequency and ERB
increased, whereas improvement in detection due to across-
channel processes reached an asymptote at some masker
bandwidth. Combined, this would result in unmodulated-
modulated differences that continually increase with increas-
ing signal frequency, Referring to the data in Fig. 3, the
estimated CMRs asymptote~or peak! at roughly three to six
times the ERB at a given test frequency. This asymptotic
performance is consistent with previous investigations of
CMR using bandwidening techniques~e.g., Schooneveldt
and Moore, 1989! and is consistent, in principle, with inves-
tigations of CMR using multi-band maskers, which have
shown asymptotic detection thresholds with increasing num-
bers of coherently modulated masking bands~e.g., Hall
et al., 1990!.

Following the above reasoning, the strong frequency ef-
fect shown for wideband stimuli may be explained by simply
combining within- and across-channel processes. At 4000
Hz, the unmodulated-modulated threshold difference was
largest, benefitting from strong within-channel effects due to
a wide ERB, as well as across-channel processing spanning
approximately 5 ERBs, or nearly 2000 Hz. At 500 Hz,
within-channel effects were reduced by the narrow ERB and
across-channel processing of the modulated stimulus again
spanning about 5 ERBs, or about 400 Hz. Thus, the fre-
quency effects may be determined by within-channel cues.

The derived estimates of CMR, or across-channel tem-
poral processing, reported here are consistent with many pre-
vious investigations~e.g., Hall et al., 1984, 1993; Schoon-
eveldt and Moore, 1989!. By definition, these estimates are
dependent in part upon masked thresholds for the unmodu-
lated maskers, which in turn are dependent upon the noise
bandwidth, the signal frequency, the listener’s frequency se-
lectivity, and changes in the overall effective masker level
with these parameters. An alternative measure of across-
channel temporal processing would be to compare thresholds
for modulated maskers of different bandwidths, rather than
comparing unmodulated-modulated threshold differences. In
this case, a suitable metric for across-channel temporal pro-
cessing, restricted to AM maskers, might be the subtraction
of threshold for the 1-ERB condition from threshold for
wider bandwidth conditions. This comparison is analogous
to CMR estimates derived by subtracting thresholds for an
‘‘on-frequency’’ masker band from a multi-band, comodu-
lated masker. A disadvantage of this metric is that there is no
control for increases in the overall masker level with increas-
ing bandwidth. Nevertheless, CMR estimated from the AM
conditions alone reveals a maximum CMR for a 4-Hz modu-
lation frequency which varied only slightly from 500 to 4000

Hz ~decreasing from 10 to 7 dB!. The CMR estimates were
smaller for the 16-Hz modulation frequency, and again de-
creased slightly with increasing signal frequency~6, 4, 4, and
3 dB at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz, respectively!. There
was essentially no CMR at the 64-Hz modulation rate. The
small signal frequency effect is in the opposite direction to
that seen in the estimates of across-channel processing
shown in Fig. 3. Clearly the choice of reference condition
has a substantial influence on estimates of across-channel
processing, both in terms of the magnitude of the effect and
the pattern of results across stimulus conditions.

While it is clear that both within-channel and across-
channel cues are available in temporal processing tasks such
as the present one, it is very difficult to specify the range of
bandwidths over which those cues operate. In describing
changes in amplitude modulation detection thresholds with
frequency region, Strickland~2000! noted that the effective
bandwidth resulting from auditory filtering may depend on
the perceptual task at hand, and may be substantially wider
in certain temporal processing tasks than in tasks such as
notched-noise measures of frequency selectivity. This notion
of dynamic auditory filtering is consistent with the present
results.

C. Within-channel processing based upon statistical
analyses

Following the traditional CMR interpretation above,
within-channel contributions were assumed to be present in
all maskers. The magnitude of the within-channel effect was
estimated to be the same as the unmodulated-modulated
threshold difference for a masker 1 ERB wide, where the
definition of 1 ERB was open to interpretation. Is this a
reasonable estimate of the within-channel cues available
given wideband maskers? Schooneveldt and Moore~1989!
illustrated one approach to evaluate this question. They ex-
amined the distribution of envelope amplitudes of maskers
with and without the addition of a threshold-level sinusoidal
signal. To examine within-channel cues, the stimuli were
filtered by a simulated auditory filter centered at 2000 Hz.
For unmodulated noise maskers, the signal had little influ-
ence on the envelope amplitude distribution. For noise
maskers amplitude modulated with a low-pass noise~12.5-,
50-, or 200-Hz corner frequency!, the introduction of a signal
to the masker led to a small but consistent increase in the
mean value of the envelope distributions. This shift was
greatest for narrow masker bandwidths and declined with
increasing masker bandwidth. The small but consistent
changes in thewithin-channelenvelope distribution for wide
masker bandwidths indicated a potential within-channel cue
that was present in wideband maskers but was smaller than
for narrow-band maskers.

Because the signal level at threshold varied with masker
bandwidth in the Schooneveldt and Moore simulations, one
cannot determine whether the magnitude of the within-
channel envelope cue remained the same with increasing
masker bandwidth beyond 1 ERB. To evaluate this possibil-
ity and to extend the envelope simulations to include sinu-
soidal amplitude modulation, the simulations were repeated
for the conditions employed here. For a threshold-level sig-
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nal in sinusoidally amplitude modulated noise, the results
were essentially the same as those reported by Schooneveldt
and Moore for noise modulators. Furthermore, signals pre-
sented at a constant level across masker bandwidth condi-
tions indicated that the mean of the envelope distributions
changed only slightly with increasing bandwidth. This is
consistent with the notion of Schooneveldt and Moore that
there is an available within-channel cue given maskers wider
than 1 ERB. Since this cue diminished only slightly with
increasing masker bandwidth, these simulations indicate that
the within-channel cue varies little with increasing band-
width. These results support the practice of subtracting the
unmodulated-modulated difference for 1-ERB maskers from
wider maskers to reduce the contribution of within-channel
cues to CMR estimates.

A second approach to estimating the contribution of
within-channel cues to modified masking period pattern and
traditional CMR paradigms~e.g., Hallet al., 1984! was de-
scribed by Verheyet al. ~1999!. They replicated a number of
CMR investigations including the bandwidening experiments
of Hall et al. ~1984! and Schooneveldt and Moore~1989!
and reported simulated thresholds for the same conditions
using a single-channel version of the modulation filter bank
of Dau et al. ~1997!. This model was composed of several
stages, including a peripheral filter bank and a modulation
filter bank. To focus on potential within-channel cues, the
model was restricted to only a single peripheral channel cen-
tered on the signal frequency. The model was able to account
for most of the masking release obtained behaviorally, re-
gardless of masker bandwidth, suggesting that much of the
masking release in these bandwidening experiments may be
the result of within-channel rather than across-channel pro-
cesses. To the extent that this model accurately captures au-
ditory perception, it should also be able to account for a
sizable portion of the unmodulated-modulated threshold dif-
ferences reported here. Given the results of Verheyet al., it
seems that masking release in wideband amplitude-
modulated noise may be explained in large part by within-
channel processes, although the model predictions alone do
not eliminate the possibility that across-channel processes
play an important role.

D. Signal frequency effects in modified masking
period patterns

One goal of the present study was to investigate the
influence of stimulus frequency on the modified masking pe-
riod pattern. Unlike previous investigations, the present ex-
periment showed little influence of signal frequency for rela-
tively narrow maskers~<800 Hz! with constant bandwidths
across frequency. On the other hand, modified masking pe-
riod patterns clearly shifted to higher values with increasing
signal frequency when masker bandwidths proportional to
the signal frequency or when wideband maskers were used.
The clear signal frequency effect with fixed relative band-
width and wideband maskers is consistent with the results of
Baconet al. ~1997! and Bacon and Lee~1997!, who reported
slightly smaller unmodulated-modulated threshold differ-
ences than those reported here but a systematic increase in
those differences for signal frequencies from 250 to 4000 Hz.

Interestingly, for a modulation frequency of 8 Hz and
narrow-band maskers with fixed absolute bandwidths, Bacon
et al. ~1997! reported unmodulated-modulated differences
that were greater at 2000 than 500 Hz, in contrast to the
present results. One explanation for this difference may be
differences in the masker spectrum levels used the two stud-
ies ~40 versus 50 dB SPL!. Although the difference in spec-
trum level was only 10 dB, in a separate experiment Bacon
et al. illustrated that changes in spectrum level from 0 to 40
dB have strong influences on the resulting modified masking
period patterns. Thus, based upon the present results, and
previous results in the literature, one may conclude that
modified masking period patterns may or may not depend
upon signal frequency, depending upon specific choices of
masker bandwidths across frequency, masker levels, and per-
haps modulation frequency and type of modulation~e.g.,
sinusoidal, square-wave, or low-pass noise!. Likewise, the
dependance on signal frequency of CMRs estimated from
unmodulated-modulated differences may be determined by
specific choices of masker bandwidth, level, type of modu-
lation, modulation frequency, and the choice of reference
condition.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The present study was designed to explore the influence
of signal frequency and masker bandwidth on modified
masking period patterns. The motivation for exploring these
parameters arose from discrepancies regarding the influence
of these parameters in previous reports using this technique
and from the suggestion by several authors that the technique
might be useful as a clinical tool to measure auditory tem-
poral resolution. The present data clearly indicate that modi-
fied masking period patterns do not vary with signal fre-
quency under certain masker conditions, but do vary with
signal frequency under other conditions. Specifically, when
maskers have relatively narrow bandwidths~,800 Hz! and
the bandwidth is held constant~in Hz! across frequency, the
masking period patterns reported here varied little for signal
frequencies from 1000 to 4000 Hz. For wideband noises and
noises with bandwidths that are proportional to the signal
frequency, unmodulated-modulated threshold differences in-
creased in magnitude with increasing frequency from 500 to
4000 Hz. When considered in the context of comodulation
masking release, one interpretation of frequency effect re-
ported here involves a combination of within-channel cues,
that increase with increasing signal frequency, and across-
channel cues that reach a maximum or upper limit when the
masker bandwidth exceeds roughly three to six times the
ERB or roughly 60% of the center frequency. As pointed out
by Verheyet al. ~1999!, it may not be necessary to invoke
across-channel processes to explain lower thresholds in
many of the amplitude-modulated conditions employed here.
The extent to which either type of processing contributes to
the modified masking period patterns reported here remains
uncertain.

Based upon the present results and those reported in
other investigations, it can be concluded that modified mask-
ing period patterns, based upon threshold differences in un-
modulated and amplitude-modulated noise maskers~1! are
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inversely related to masker modulation frequency;~2! in-
crease with masker level;~3! increase with masker modula-
tion depth;~4! increase with masker bandwidth;~5! may de-
pend upon both within and across-channel processes; and~6!
may vary with signal frequency in different ways, depending
upon the masker parameters noted here.

While several authors have advocated the use of modi-
fied masking period patterns to estimate temporal resolution
in clinical and laboratory settings, the present results suggest
that the technique may not provide a valid estimate of tem-
poral resolution. Instead, it may be tapping into the more
complex spectro-temporal processing thought to be involved
in traditional CMR tasks. Furthermore, the results of the
modified masking period pattern technique are dependent
upon a number of masker parameters that may include
maskers bandwidth, modulation frequency, modulation
depth, masker sensation level, and the signal frequency. The
interactions among these and perhaps other stimulus vari-
ables renders this paradigm a poor choice for clinical mea-
surements of auditory temporal resolution or temporal pro-
cessing.
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Effects of sound level on auditory cortical activation are seen in neuroimaging data. However,
factors such as the cortical response to the intense ambient scanner noise and to the bandwidth of
the acoustic stimuli will both confound precise quantification and interpretation of such sound-level
effects. The present study used temporally ‘‘sparse’’ imaging to reduce effects of scanner noise. To
achieve control for stimulus bandwidth, three schemes were compared for sound-level matching
across bandwidth: component level, root-mean-square power and loudness. The calculation of the
loudness match was based on the model reported by Moore and Glasberg@Acta Acust.82, 335–345
~1996!#. Ten normally hearing volunteers were scanned using functional magnetic resonance
imaging~fMRI ! while listening to a 300-Hz tone presented at six different sound levels between 66
and 91 dB SPL and a harmonic-complex tone (F05186 Hz! presented at 65 and 85 dB SPL. This
range of sound levels encompassed all three bases of sound-level matching. Activation in the
superior temporal gyrus, induced by each of the eight tone conditions relative to a quiet baseline
condition, was quantified as to extent and magnitude. Sound level had a small, but significant, effect
on the extent of activation for the pure tone, but not for the harmonic-complex tone, while it had a
significant effect on the response magnitude for both types of stimulus. Response magnitude
increased linearly as a function of sound level for the full range of levels for the pure tone. The
harmonic-complex tone produced greater activation than the pure tone, irrespective of the matching
scheme for sound level, indicating that bandwidth had a greater effect on the pattern of auditory
activation than sound level. Nevertheless, when the data were collapsed across stimulus class, extent
and magnitude were significantly correlated with the loudness scale~measured in phons!, but not
with the intensity scale~measured in SPL!. We therefore recommend the loudness formula as the
most appropriate basis of matching sound level to control for loudness effects when cortical
responses to other stimulus attributes, such as stimulus class, are the principal concern. ©2001
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1345697#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Cb, 43.66.Ba, 43.64.Ri@LHC#

I. INTRODUCTION

Functional magnetic resonance imaging~fMRI ! is a
valuable tool for the study of human auditory cortical pro-
cessing as it can noninvasively measure the topographical
organization of cortical responses to an acoustic signal. fMRI
indirectly measures the neuronal population responses
through the metabolic consequences of neuronal activity on
changes in the ratio of oxygenated to deoxygenated hemo-
globin in the blood ~the blood-oxygen-level-dependent,
BOLD, response!. Here, we sought to quantify the effects of
sound level on both the extent and magnitude of activation in
the auditory cortex and to determine the form of any rela-
tionship between them. By using a sparse imaging protocol
with silent intervals between image acquisition, responses to
sound level were measured in the absence of background
scanner noise.

A. Neuroimaging studies of sound intensity

Both fMRI and positron emission tomography~PET!
studies have measured systematic changes in auditory acti-
vation with sound level, particularly on the supratemporal
plane and superior temporal gyrus~e.g., Ja¨nckeet al., 1998;
Lockwood et al., 1999; Millen et al., 1995; Mohr et al.,
1999; Straineret al., 1997!. Results have generally indicated
a growth in auditory activation with sound level. Under-
standing brain responses to sound level contributes not only
to knowledge of sensory coding, but also to methodological
awareness of stimulus control. However, the organizing prin-
ciples of the cortical response to sound level are not yet
clear. The lack of a clear consensus on sound-level effects
may be a consequence of differences in the range of sound
levels presented, particularly if the response saturates at
higher levels. Studies have also used different criteria for the
specification of sound-level; e.g., sound-pressure level
~Jäncke et al., 1998!, sensation level~Lockwood et al.,
1999!, or dB relative to a measure of speech intelligibility for
each individual subject~Mohr et al., 1999!. The ability toa!Electronic mail: debbie@ihr.mrc.ac.uk
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exercise control or draw conclusions has also been limited by
the coarse quantization or narrow range of levels. Two or
three levels are insufficient to determine accurately the shape
of the response curve; e.g., to establish whether or not it is
linear in dB. The response to sound level has generally been
measured across only a few tens of dB relative to the overall
system dynamic range of about 120 dB~Viemeister and Ba-
con, 1988!.

B. Effect of the intense background noise in fMRI

fMRI measures of the auditory response to sound inten-
sity, in particular, risk contamination by the intense back-
ground scanner noise. The principal source of noise is the
mechanical deformation of the gradient coils caused by the
electrical currents flowing in them within the high static
magnetic field. For fMRI, the level almost invariably ex-
ceeds 100 dB SPL and here was about 127 dB SPL~Foster
et al., 2000!. For the present study, the acoustic spectrum of
the scanner noise was dominated by a harmonic-complex
tone (F051.9 kHz! rising above a background of broadband
noise~see Hallet al., 2000, Fig. 1!.

The scanner noise is a problem for three main reasons.
First, it produces its own auditory activation which can over-
lap with the stimulus-driven auditory response, particularly
with conventional imaging protocols where images are ac-
quired at a continuous rate~e.g., Bandettiniet al., 1998; Hall
et al., 1999, 2000; Shahet al., 1999, 2000; Talavageet al.,
1999!. This increased baseline level of activation can reduce
the size of the experimental effect, and hence reduce the
statistical power for detecting stimulus-induced auditory ac-
tivation. In addition, the suprathreshold magnitude informa-
tion in the measured response in part reflects an interaction
between the responses to the stimulus and to the background
noise. Second, the scanner noise can mask the auditory
stimulus whenever the stimulus and image acquisition occur

close in time. Masking increases the cognitive load for low
stimulus levels relative to higher levels, changing the nature
of the task by making it harder to detect target stimuli, par-
ticularly at low sound levels. To overcome masking, presen-
tation levels have tended towards the upper end of the com-
fortable range of human hearing, and here the cortical
response is most likely to saturate. Third, even with hearing
protection, the intense background noise can induce a stape-
dial muscle reflex that alters the sound level transmitted to
the inner ear. The level of the sound that triggers this reflex
varies across individuals. Although differences in the acous-
tic reflex threshold do not necessarily reflect differences in
loudness perception in normally hearing listeners~Olsen
et al., 1999; Olsen, 1999!, imaging studies that use EPI
and/or present stimuli towards the upper end of the dynamic
range need to consider its effect on sound-level perception.

Temporally sparse imaging can reduce the problems
caused by the scanner noise as it intersperses a relatively
long period of silence~about 10 s! between bursts of scanner
noise and separates the noise in time from stimulus delivery.
Sparse imaging minimizes perceptual masking and the re-
sidual auditory activation effects of the scanner sound.
Known effects of intense noise on middle-ear reflexes which
may contribute to the masking effects are also thereby mini-
mized. The ability of sparse imaging to detect activation is
not measurably compromised by the reduction in the number
of data averages because sensitivity is maximized by con-
trasting the peak response with the poststimulus negative
phase of the response~which maximizes the percentage
change in the BOLD signal between activation and baseline
conditions! and, by achieving greater MR signal recovery
between image acquisitions~which enhances the BOLD
signal-to-noise ratio! ~Hall et al., 1998!.

C. Requirement for stimulus control

Changes in response magnitude have been used success-
fully to investigate neural activity patterns associated with
different acoustical stimuli including changes in frequency
~Talavage et al., 1997!, bandwidth ~Rauscheckeret al.,
1997; Wessingeret al., 1997!, and pitch strength~Griffiths
et al., 1998!. When explicitly defining stimulus-evoked acti-
vation, it is a potential concern that the observed pattern of
activation may partly reflect a response to a separate acous-
tical property of the stimulus that may not have been tightly
controlled across conditions. Evidence to date suggests that
both bandwidth~Wessingeret al., 1997! and sound level
~Jäncke et al., 1998! have similar effects on the spread of
activation on the supratemporal plane and superior temporal
gyrus. Thus, subject to what has been controlled, the two
effects may not be easily separable.

There may be four possible interpretations for the band-
width effect as observed. The first explanation, preferred by
Wessingeret al. ~1997!, is that broadband stimuli are intrin-
sically more effective than pure tones in evoking a neuronal
response. This may be especially true in regions of nonpri-
mary auditory cortex where neurons respond more strongly
to broadband stimuli than to pure tones~Redieset al., 1989!.
Second, the effect of bandwidth could be straightforwardly
attributed to the basic spread of auditory excitation across

FIG. 1. Specific loudness patterns induced by the six 300-Hz pure tones and
the two harmonic complex tones according to the model of Mooreet al.
~1997!. The specific loudness pattern is calculated from the physical spec-
trum after correction for the effects of transmission through the outer and
middle ear. The two complex tones generate broader and flatter loudness
patterns than those for the pure-tone stimuli. The overall loudness of a sound
is obtained by summing the specific loudness@i.e., the loudness per equiva-
lent rectangular bandwidth~ERB!# across the frequency axis, multiplied by
2 for diotic presentation.
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frequency channels, particularly in the multiple tonotopically
organized auditory cortical fields~Merzenich and Brugge,
1973; Thomaset al., 1993!. This second explanation is dif-
ficult to distinguish operationally from the first. The third
explanation draws attention to sound level, an additional
acoustical feature that can differ between a pure tone and a
broadband stimulus and may therefore be a potential con-
found. Where details are reported, imaging studies that ma-
nipulate bandwidth have sought to control for sound level by
equating sound-pressure level~e.g., Wessingeret al., 1997!.
However, if the bandwidth of a broadband signal is increased
while its SPL is held constant, then loudness nevertheless
increases. When an increase in bandwidth adds frequency
components to separate frequency channels, the loudness
model of Moore, Glasberg, and Baer~1997! predicts that the
excitation pattern widens, increasing the total area and hence
the loudness. This result holds true for signals whose band-
width exceeds the critical bandwidth~e.g., 160 Hz at a center
frequency of 1 kHz! and for signals above about 30 dB SPL
~Zwicker et al., 1957; Moore and Glasberg, 1996!. As a con-
sequence, the bandwidth effect shown in neuroimaging data
may be artifactually overestimated. It is possible that bases
for matching other than SPL, such as via a loudness model
~e.g., Mooreet al., 1997!, would have greater physiological
validity at the cortical level. The fourth explanation invokes
the consequences of spatial smoothing on voxels that have
differing signal-to-noise ratios, where magnitude partly de-
termines extent. If broadband stimuli produce a stronger
BOLD response than pure tones, then this is likely to be
associated with a greater extent of activation when the sta-
tistical map is thresholded at a common probability level.

Further studies are required therefore which control
these variables in order to eliminate alternative explanations
for the difference in the patterns of activation for pure tones
and broadband stimuli. Investigation of the third explanation
~the effect of a loudness mismatch! requires control for
sound level when measuring other features of the auditory
stimulus that drive a particular pattern of cortical response.

D. The present study

The present study quantified effects of sound level on
both the extent and magnitude of auditory activation using
300-Hz tones at six sound levels ranging from 66 to 91 dB
SPL, in 5-dB increments. The relatively small step size in
sound level allowed the determination of the shape of the
BOLD response across this intensity range. By using tempo-
rally sparse imaging to overcome masking by the back-
ground noise, we were also able to present the tones across a
range of naturally occurring sound intensities, the lower end
of the range being limited only by the broadband background
ambient noise~63 to 68 dB SPL!. Ear defenders attenuated
these background levels by about 10 dB at 300 Hz and by
about 30 dB between 500 Hz and 10 kHz. There is currently
no neuroimaging evidence to favor one sound-level matching
scheme over another, and so the present study also addressed
whether matching based on equal loudness is appropriate for
studies of cortical coding. Across normally hearing listeners,
there are individual differences in judgements of loudness
measured experimentally~Stevens and Guirao, 1962; Buus

et al., 1998!. Thus, we used a computational method to de-
fine loudness~measured in units of phons! that makes no
assumptions about individual decision criteria~Moore and
Glasberg, 1996; Mooreet al., 1997!. We investigated the
conditions under which activity due to a complex tone ap-
proached the activity for a pure tone presented at a higher
intensity, but matched for loudness. The design also allowed
us to investigate whether bandwidth influences magnitude, as
well as extent, of activation, an issue not previously ad-
dressed.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Ten right-handed subjects, aged 20–46, participated in
the study. Subjects had no history of neurological impair-
ment. All subjects gave informed written consent and the
study was approved by the Nottingham University Medical
School ethical committee. Prior to the imaging session, the
hearing sensitivity of subjects was measured using pure-tone
audiometry. The hearing thresholds of all subjects fell within
the normal range~,20 dB HL! at octave frequencies be-
tween 500 and 8000 Hz inclusive.

B. Stimuli and calibration

A harmonic-complex signal was synthesized with 16-bit
amplitude quantization at a sampling rate of 48 kHz. This
stimulus had a fundamental frequency of 150 Hz and was
composed of harmonics extending from 300 Hz to 3 kHz
inclusive. The harmonics were synthesized with equal ampli-
tude but, as a consequence of the frequency response of the
headphones, ranged by 12.6 dB when measured at the ear.
The phases of the harmonics were chosen randomly and so
stimuli were not specifically selected for their lowest peak
factors. This stimulus was then resynthesized to exploit the
full 16-bit digital dynamic range. The harmonic complex was
presented at overall levels of 65 and 85 dB SPL~see below
for details of the calibration procedure!. Next, six 300-Hz
pure tones were synthesized. The first had the same ampli-
tude as the 300-Hz component of the 85-dB SPL complex
tone, measured at the ear; its level was 66-dB SPL. The
remaining five 300-Hz tones had amplitudes that were
greater than the 66-dB SPL tone by 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 dB,
i.e., they were presented at levels of 71, 76, 81, 86, and 91
dB SPL, respectively~see Table I!. All stimuli were 800 ms
in duration, including 10-ms inverted-cosine ramps at onset
and offset.

Stimuli were presented diotically through a specially en-
gineered, MR-compatible sound system that delivers acous-
tic stimuli using electrostatic drivers built into industrial ear
defenders~Palmeret al., 1998!. The presentation levels re-
ported above were calibrated by mounting the system on
KEMAR ~Burkhard and Sachs, 1975!, equipped with a Bru¨el
& Kjær microphone~type 4134! connected to a Bru¨el &
Kjær measuring amplifier~type 2636!, and by measuring the
overall power of the stimulus.

The choice of sound levels meant that the 85-dB SPL
complex tone was matched in two ways to two different
members of the set of pure tones. First, by design, it had the
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same component level as the 66-dB SPL pure tone. Second,
it had approximately the same rms level~average rms power
579 dB, 19 harmonic components! as the 76-dB SPL pure
tone ~average rms power576 dB!. The loudness of all
stimuli was also calculated using the computational model of
Moore and colleagues~Moore and Glasberg, 1996; Moore
et al., 1997!. In this model, loudness is a function of the
auditory excitation induced by a sound, integrated across fre-
quency~see Fig. 1!. The background noise level in the scan-
ner room was sufficiently attenuated by the ear defenders to
cause little partial masking and thus had an insignificant ef-
fect on the loudness estimates of the stimuli. The loudness
estimates of the stimuli are reported in Table I. The model
predicted that none of the pure tones was sufficiently intense
to match the loudness of the 85-dB complex tone. Instead,
the model predicted that the loudness of the 76- and 81-dB
pure tones straddled that of the less intense 65-dB complex
tone. This model prediction provides a third basis for match-
ing the pure and complex tones for sound level and one that
can be evaluated by the stimulus range used in the present
study.1

C. Stimulus presentation

The six levels of the pure tone and the two levels of the
complex tone defined the eight stimulus conditions of the
experiment. Within each condition, ten 800-ms tone bursts
were presented in succession separated by 200 ms of silence.
The task required target discrimination based on a change in
the sound level of the tones. Targets had an intensity that
was 10 dB lower than the nontargets. For example, targets in

the 66-dB SPL pure-tone condition were presented at 56 dB
SPL. To ensure attention to the entire 10-s tone sequence,
targets occurred randomly in a ratio of 1:4 and hence could
occur more than once in each 10-s sequence. Targets at 56
dB were at the lowest intensity~in 5-dB steps! that was
clearly audible in the MR environment and thus defined the
lower end of the intensity range that could be used in the
present study. So the subjects could determine the reference
sound level of the nontargets in each epoch, the first two tone
bursts in a sequence were always nontargets. Subjects were
instructed to press a button with the index finger of the right
hand to the occurrence of each target stimulus. A PC logged
the times of occurrence of targets and button presses for
off-line analysis of detection performance.

One cycle in the experiment consisted of eight tone con-
ditions followed by a baseline condition and there were 24
such cycles. Tone conditions were ordered so that each con-
dition occurred equally at each of the eight possible positions
within a cycle~according to a Latin square!. Each of the 9
conditions occurred 24 times, giving a total of 216 stimulus
epochs and a total experimental time of 39 min.

D. fMRI scanning

The study was performed on a 3-Tesla MR scanner with
head gradient coils and a birdcage radio-frequency coil
~Bowtell et al., 1994; Bowtell and Peters, 1999!. An MBEST
echo-planar sequence was used to acquire sets of 16 contigu-
ous coronal images covering the auditory cortex. Each image
measured 1283128 voxels and the voxel resolution was
33338 mm. Through-plane voxel resolution was sacrificed
in order to achieve better in-plane resolution for the same
voxel volume, and hence an adequate signal-to-noise ratio. A
set of images took 1072 ms to acquire and these were ac-
quired every 10.75 s at the transitions between stimulus con-
ditions ~see Fig. 2!. The intense burst of scanner noise pro-
duced during image acquisition occurred mostly during the
750-ms silent intervals between stimulus epochs and conse-
quently did not mask the stimuli presented.

E. Image analysis

Image analysis was performed using statistical paramet-
ric mapping software ~Friston et al., 1995a;
http:www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm! following a standard proto-
col for each subject. Images were corrected for three-
dimensional head movement using a computational algo-
rithm that minimized the sum of squared differences between
the mean image and each image in the time series~Friston
et al., 1995b, 1996!. For each subject, the amount of motion

TABLE I. Presentation levels for the pure and harmonic complex tones.
Intensity ~dB SPL! was calibrated using KEMAR~Burkhard and Sachs,
1975!. The loudness for the same stimuli was calculated using the compu-
tational model of Mooreet al. ~1996!.

Intensity
~dB SPL!

Loudness
~phons!

Pure tone
66.0 56.8
71.0 61.9
76.0 67.0
81.0 72.0
86.0 77.3
91.0 82.4

Harmonic complex tone
65.0 69.4
85.0 86.2

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram representing the sparse-temporal-sampling imaging protocol used in the study. In the experimental sequence shown, stimulus
conditions are represented by the blocks labeled by intensity~in dB SPL!, with a period of silence occurring at every eighth epoch. The solid black lines denote
the occurrence of the 1072-ms imaging sequence which occurs mostly in the 950-ms interval between epochs. Image acquisition is repeated every 10.75 sat
the offset of each epoch.
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correction required was generally less than 1 mm in each
plane and less than 1° rotation about each axis. Realigned
images were spatially smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian
kernel of 5 mm full-width-at-half-maximum to enhance the
signal-to-noise ratio. For the optimal detection of activated
regions, a general smoothness heuristic of twice the voxel
size was applied in-plane, while to reduce artifactual bleed-
ing of activation across adjacent images, lighter smoothing
was applied through-plane. Image data were not temporally
smoothed, since the interscan interval exceeded the width of
the smoothing kernel. Low-frequency artifacts, correspond-
ing to aliased respiratory and cardiac effects and other cycli-
cal variations in signal intensity, were removed by high-pass
filtering the time series at 0.3 cycles/min.

Image analysis was conducted for each subject using the
general linear model. For each time course, 8t contrasts were
performed between each tone condition and the baseline con-
dition. Theset statistics were computed for all voxels in the
brain. Maps oft values were transformed to the unit normal
distribution to give maps ofZ values~referred to as SPM$Z%!.
The SPM$Z% for each stimulus condition relative to the base-
line was thresholded at a probability level ofP,0.001 ~Z
value53.09!.

For the purposes of descriptive anatomical localization,
the maps of functional activation were overlaid onto brain
images for each subject. The location of the auditory cortex
can be identified from these images by the position of the
Sylvian sulcus, a deep fissure which follows the supratempo-
ral plane. Viewed coronally, the primary auditory cortex is
situated medially on the lower bank of the Sylvian fissure
and occupies the transverse temporal gyrus of Heschl~e.g.,
Penhuneet al., 1996!. Secondary auditory fields include the
lateral convexity of the superior temporal gyrus~e.g., Rivier
and Clarke, 1997; Westburyet al., 1999!.

F. Extent and magnitude analysis

To investigate systematic changes in the pattern of au-
ditory activation as a function of stimulus intensity, the ex-
tent of the activated region and magnitude of the response
were calculated separately for each tone contrast and for left
and right hemispheres. Extent of activation was defined as
the number of activated contiguous voxels in the auditory
cortex whose probability of activation exceededP,0.001.
Response magnitude was represented by the percentage
change in the MR signal for each stimulus condition relative
to the baseline. Image analysis using statistical parametric
mapping requires that the data are spatially smoothed. As a
consequence, the extent and magnitude of the BOLD re-
sponse are partly codependent such that regions with a par-
ticularly high response magnitude will also tend to have the
greatest extent. To partly separate the codependence of re-
sponse magnitude and extent, magnitude was computed for a
region of fixed size~50 voxels!. The 50 voxels were speci-
fied by functional, rather than by anatomical, criterion since
BOLD contrast images do not specify precise anatomical
subdivisions of the auditory cortex. The region was defined
using an overallF test, which identified regions where there
was significant tone activation relative to the baseline. The

probability threshold of theF test was adjusted for each sub-
ject to identify a cluster of 50 voxels around the superior
temporal gyrus with the greatestF values. Using this crite-
rion, some of those selected voxels did not reach theP
,0.001 probability threshold required for the extent mea-
surement. However, this ‘‘region of interest’’ approach en-
sured that differences in the extent of activation did not in-
advertently affect the measure of response magnitude. For
example, a positive signal change was not contingent upon
an extent that was greater than zero.

III. RESULTS

A. Psychophysical data

Subjects were able to detect the intensity decreases ac-
curately~mean percent correct586.9%, s.d. across listeners
519.9%!. An analysis of variance~ANOVA ! was calculated
for the detection of targets in the pure and complex tone
conditions. There was no difference in accuracy of detection
across the eight stimulus conditions@F~7,77!50.83, p
50.57#. Ability to discriminate the targets was also mea-
sured using thed8 detection index, taking into account the
number of false-positive responses, i.e., button presses to the
‘‘nontarget’’ sounds. The resultingd8 values ranged from 3.9
~for the 66-dB single tone! to 4.3 ~for the 85-dB complex
tone!, with a meand8 of 4.1. Thed8 values were consistently
high across subjects~ranging from 3.1 for subject 10 to 5.42
for subject 4!, indicating that subjects were actively detecting
intensity changes for all tones.

B. General pattern of functional activation

All ten subjects showed auditory activation in at least six
of the listening conditions relative to the silent baseline. Au-
ditory activation was generally located in both medial and
lateral regions of the superior temporal gyrus. This region
includes the primary and secondary areas of the auditory
cortex as anatomically defined in Sec. II E.~Examples of the
activation pattern for two subjects are shown in Fig. 6.!
Changes in the activation pattern induced either by increas-
ing sound level or by changing the stimulus bandwidth oc-
curred within a co-occurring region of the auditory cortex,
suggesting that the activation effects for the manipulations of
stimulus level and bandwidth are not easily separable.

Although the experimental design and analysis were not
maximally sensitive to the detection of the motor response,
in five subjects, task-specific activation most likely to be
associated with the finger press was also observed in several
cortical regions: the pre- and postcentral gyri along the
fronto–parietal border containing the primary and secondary
motor and somatosensory cortices, and the medial part of the
superior frontal gyrus which contains the supplementary mo-
tor area and supplementary eye fields~Dejardinet al., 1998;
Pickard and Strick, 1996!. Three subjects without
movement-elicited activation also had the lowest perfor-
mance scores, perhaps reflecting the greater number of re-
sponse misses~i.e., fewer button presses!.
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C. Effect of sound level on the extent of auditory
activation

In general, increasing sound intensity generated a spread
of activation medially and laterally along the supratemporal
plane. The data for all ten subjects for the extent of the
activated region in each tone contrast are shown in Fig. 3,
with the mean and~95%! confidence intervals for each con-
dition ~where extent is defined in Sec. II F!. Four subjects
showed bilateral activation in all conditions. The remaining
six subjects showed bilateral activation for the pure tones
presented at the upper end of the range~91 dB SPL! and for
the two harmonic-complex conditions and unilateral activa-
tion for the pure tones presented at the lower end of the range
~66 to 86 SPL! ~in five subjects, this was in the left hemi-
sphere!.

Data for the pure tones were subjected to an analysis of
variance, with intensity and hemisphere as within-subject
factors. There was a significant overall effect of intensity on
extent of activation@F~5,40!52.46,P50.05#, with the mean
activation/intensity function showing a growth in the extent
of activation with increasing level. However, the linear com-
ponent of the response did not reach significance@F~1,8!
53.83, P50.09]. There was no main effect of hemisphere
@F~1,8!50.31, P50.59#. For the complex tones, a pairedt
test showed that extent of activation over both hemispheres
did not change with sound intensity@t~19!51.35, P50.20#,
nor with hemisphere@t~19!50.02, P50.98]. Indeed, while
some subjects showed an increase in extent for the complex
tone as a function of sound level, others showed a decrease.
Thus, the data provide~at most! weak evidence for a general
increase in the extent of activation for pure tones presented
over 66 to 91 dB SPL, but no greater extent for complex
tones presented at 85- than at 65-dB SPL.

D. Effect of sound level on the response magnitude

Within the activated auditory area defined in Sec. II F,
the mean percentage change in the BOLD response ranged
from 0.9% in the 66-dB pure-tone condition to 2.5% in the
85-dB harmonic-complex condition. The magnitudes of the
auditory response are in the range commonly observed~Hall
et al., 1999; Hallet al., 2000!. Overall, the mean percentage
change in the response to pure tones increased with intensity.
The data are plotted in Fig. 4. Subjects generally showed a
positive response to all of the stimuli relative to the quiet
baseline condition, although a relative decrease in the re-
sponse was seen for two subjects in some tone conditions.

Within-subjects analysis of variance for the pure tones
showed a significant effect of intensity@F~5,45!54.64, P
,0.01]. Moreover, within-subject contrasts indicated a sig-
nificant linear change@F~1,9!57.48,P50.02#, showing that
the overall growth in magnitude as a function of intensity in
dB was linear. For the complex tones, the response magni-
tude was greater at the higher intensity@paired t~19!52.30,
P50.03# ~see Fig. 4!. There was no hemispheric effect on the
magnitude of activation for either pure@F~1,9!50.91,
P50.37# or complex tones@t~19!51.76,P50.10#.

E. Correlating measures of extent and response
magnitude

The correlation between extent of activation and re-
sponse magnitude was examined on the data collapsed across
hemisphere~Fig. 5!. The expected positive correlation was
high (r 50.82, P,0.001,N580). As the magnitude of the
response increased, so did extent.

Although the analyses in Secs. III C and III D deter-
mined the effect of sound level on the extent and magnitude
of the response, they did so separately for each stimulus
class. If the pattern of auditory activation predominantly re-
flects a general response to sound level, then the extent
and/or magnitude of activation should rise with sound level
irrespective of stimulus class. It is therefore powerful to ex-

FIG. 3. Extent of activation across stimulus intensity for pure and complex
tones. The responses to the two classes of tones can be represented within
the same range of sound intensity, but for clarity are represented side-by-
side within each panel, with pure tones on the left and complex tones on the
right. Panel~A! shows the extent of activation for all ten subjects in the left
hemisphere and panel~B! shows the results of the same analysis in the right
hemisphere. Panels~C! and~D! show the mean data. Error bars indicate the
95%-confidence limits of the means.

FIG. 4. Mean percentage response change from baseline for all stimulus
conditions within each defined region of auditory activation. Within each
panel, pure-tone responses are shown on the left-hand side and complex-
tone responses on the right-hand side. Results for each hemisphere are plot-
ted for all ten subjects in panels~A! and ~B!. Panels~C! and ~D! show the
mean response change. Error bars plot the 95%-confidence intervals of the
means.
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amine, pooled over stimulus class, the relationships between
the measures of activation~extent and magnitude! and the
two sound-level scales~intensity and the measure of loud-
ness from the model of Mooreet al., 1997! as a means of
distinguishing between the two bases for sound-level match-
ing. Neither extent nor magnitude of activation correlated
with intensity as measured in SPL@r 50.04,P50.59 andr
50.06,P50.48 (N580), respectively#. However, both
measures of activation correlated significantly with loudness
as measured in phons (r 50.36,P,0.001 andr 50.35,P
,0.001). The greater correlation arose from the placement
of the two complex tones at higher points of both the activa-
tion and the sound-level ranges when stimuli were measured
in phons rather than in SPL. This result does not mean that
the cortical response reflects loudness coding directly, since
the correlations explain barely 10% of the variance in the
data. However, it does establish the need to control for loud-
ness when quantifying auditory activation to other stimulus
attributes, such as bandwidth.

F. Evaluating the three schemes for sound-level
matching across bandwidth

If the observed auditory activation reflected a response
to sound level alone, then it should be possible to identify a
matching scheme which equates the pattern of activation
across both classes of stimulus. Three plannedt-test com-
parisons were conducted for thosea priori matched condi-
tions. The 85-dB SPL complex tone produced a significantly
greater extent of activation and response magnitude~P
,0.01! than the pure tone matched for component level~the
66-dB SPL pure tone! and root-mean-square level~the 76-dB
SPL pure tone!. Matching based on the calculated loudness
identified the 76-dB and 81-dB pure tones~67.0 and 72.2
phons respectively! as straddling the 65-dB complex tone
~69.4 phons! ~see Table I!. t-test comparisons showed that
the complex tone produced significantly more activation (P

,0.01) than either of these two pure tones in terms of both
extent and magnitude of auditory activation. Thus, the com-
plex tone produced a greater response than any of the pure
tones matched on the basis of the three schemes. The prin-
cipal acoustical property that distinguished the pure and the
complex tones was that of stimulus bandwidth and we there-
fore suggest that stimulus bandwidth probably contributed
more strongly to the pattern of auditory cortical activation
than did the dB SPL or loudness of that stimulus.

The clearest demonstration of the bandwidth effect is
seen by evaluating the degree to which activation is sensitive
to changes in bandwidth and insensitive to changes in loud-
ness. Activations~i.e., the SPM$Z% maps! for pairs of tone
conditions were superimposed onto brain images for each
individual. Two pairs of conditions were contrasted; first, the
pure tone at 56.8 and 72 phons and second, the pure tone at
56.8 phons and the complex tone at 69.4 phons. Visual in-
spection of these contrast maps permitted the identification
of voxels that were activated in one condition, but not in
another, and vice versa. An increase in loudness of 15.2
phons activated small regions of auditory cortex. However,
an increase in bandwidth, with a similar increase in loudness
~12.6 phons!, produced a two- to threefold greater increase in
auditory activation~Fig. 6!. The greater spread of activation
with bandwidth than with loudness, illustrated for subjects 2
and 3, is representative of the rest of the group.

IV. DISCUSSION

This experiment demonstrates that acoustic intensity in-
fluenced the pattern of auditory cortical activation when an
imaging protocol was used that restricted the contaminating
effects of scanner noise. Extent and magnitude of activation
were positively correlated, as expected, but not perfectly.
This result indicates that, for the mapping of cortical re-
sponses to stimulus class and sound level, both measures
should be extracted. Sound level influenced the extent of
activation for pure tones presented at levels of 66 to 91 dB
SPL, but not for the complex tones presented at levels of 65
and 85 dB SPL. On the other hand, an increase in sound
level was associated with a significant growth in response
magnitude for both classes of stimulus. The six increments in
dB SPL for the pure tones permitted the magnitude/intensity
function to be determined and, for these stimuli, magnitude
was found to increase linearly when responses were averaged
over all subjects. Using the three sound-level-matching
schemes, statistical comparisons between the auditory acti-
vation for pairs of stimuli showed that the response was al-
ways greater for the complex tone than for the pure tone.
Thus, the activated region in the superior temporal gyrus
responded differentially both to changes in sound level and
in bandwidth, but the effect of bandwidth was the greater.

A. Neurophysiological bases for the auditory
activation changes as a function of sound level

Independent physiological knowledge of the neural cod-
ing of intensity/loudness enables speculation about the rela-
tion between this and the observed changes in the BOLD
signal because it drives the neurovascular effects. Sound

FIG. 5. The relationship between extent and magnitude of the auditory
response for the same data as are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. The extent of
activation is defined by the number of voxels whose probability of activation
exceedsP,0.001 in the SPM$Z%. The percent signal change from baseline
is the averaged signal change across 50 voxels in the auditory cortex, whose
probability of activation may not exceedP,0.001. Thus, a positive signal
change is not contingent upon an extent that is greater than zero as it is
measured using a different procedure. Data are plotted for the eight stimulus
conditions, for all subjects, and are shown for the pure tone as filled circles
and for the complex tone as open circles.
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level may be represented by the activation of units which are
distributed within volumes containing units subserving other
functions~e.g., Heilet al., 1994; Taniguchi and Nasu, 1993!,
including the sharpness of frequency tuning to pure tones
~Recanzoneet al., 1999!. The imaging data are at least con-
sistent with these neurophysiological data, as effects of both
sound level and bandwidth were found in overlapping re-
gions of auditory cortex. Within the mammalian primary au-
ditory cortex, an orderly spatial organization of a number of
parameters related to the encoding of sound level has been
demonstrated, including minimum threshold, dynamic range,
best SPL, and nonmonotonicity of intensity functions~e.g.,
Heil et al., 1994!, although the present spatial and temporal
resolution of the fMRI technique is insufficient to detect
these dimensions of cortical representation.

At peripheral levels of the ascending auditory pathway,
sound level is represented by the firing rates of neurons at the
center of the excitation pattern~e.g., Liberman, 1978!; by the
spread of the excitation pattern~e.g., Chatterjee and Zwis-

locki, 1998! and by the patterns of temporal synchrony of the
neuronal firing~e.g,. Brosch and Schreiner, 1999; Carlyon
and Moore, 1984!. However, at the level of the auditory
cortex, the neuronal population response to sound level be-
comes quite complicated: temporal coding has largely disap-
peared and rate coding is a mixture of both monotonic and
nonmonotonic neuronal responses to increasing sound level
~e.g., Heilet al., 1994; Phillips and Orman, 1984!. The com-
bined contribution from neurons that have different rate-
intensity functions results in a changing topographical distri-
bution of activity as the sound level of a pure tone is
increased. Interestingly, those same authors demonstrated
that the cumulative activity across a population increases in a
manner similar to the growth of loudness. This is despite~or
perhaps because of! the widespread inhibitory effects that are
also brought into play at higher sound levels. If the cortical
responses entirely reflect processing prior to the auditory cor-
tex, the BOLD response should reflect the increasing cumu-
lative spike count.

FIG. 6. Activation maps overlaid onto five functional images showing greater response to bandwidth than to loudness for two subjects. The effect of a change
in loudness is represented by superimposing activations by the pure tone presented at 56.8 and 72 phons onto the same image. In the top row for each subject,
red voxels denote significant activation at 72 phons and blue voxels denote significant activation at 56.8 phons. Images in the row below demonstrate the
additional change in bandwidth. There is much more activation by the complex tone~shown in red! than by the pure tone~shown in blue! when the two tones
have a similar loudness separation as above~56.8 and 69.4 phons!. In all images, voxels in yellow are conjointly activated by both tones. Auditory activation
formed a mediolateral band in the superior temporal gyrus on the lower bank of the Sylvian fissure~regions B!. Activation possibly reflecting the motor
component of the task can be seen in region A, the medial part of the superior frontal gyrus containing the supplementary motor area, and region C, the left
pre/post-central gyri.
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Interplay between excitatory and inhibitory inputs can
result in nonmonotonic rate-intensity functions~Greenwood
and Maruyama, 1965; Brugge and Merzenich, 1973!. Thus,
the physiological response to increasing sound level also in-
volves inhibition of the activity of narrow-band, low
intensity-sensitive neurones. Such inhibition is in evidence
from the dorsal cochlear nucleus all the way up to the cortex,
and there are certainly local inhibitory contributions to non-
monotonicity at least as high as the inferior colliculus~Yang
et al., 1992!. At the cortical level, there are profuse local
inhibitory influences~Cox et al., 1992; Manunta and Ede-
line, 1998; Wanget al., 2000!, although a direct local con-
tribution to the observed nonmonotonicity of rate-level func-
tions has yet to be demonstrated. Neural inhibition is likely
to be metabolically costly and may not be distinguishable
from the metabolic cost of excitation. Consequently, if non-
monotonicity in the cortex receives a local inhibitory contri-
bution, spiking and nonspiking regions would both be costly
in terms of their oxygen requirement. Thus, measures based
on local hemodynamic changes, such as the BOLD response
in fMRI and the rCBF measure in PET, are unable to distin-
guish neural excitation from local inhibition. Neuroimaging
data therefore require careful interpretation where inhibitory,
as well as excitatory, responses are likely to be involved.
However, despite this fact, an overall increase in oxygen
requirement would be predicted along the iso-frequency strip
for pure tones with an increase in sound level. This com-
bined increase in both neural excitation and inhibition with
increasing sound level may provide the basis for the function
observed in the present study.

B. Imaging central auditory responses to sound level

Although intensity encoding occurs throughout the as-
cending auditory pathway, the small size of subcortical nu-
clei places them on the limits of detection using current im-
aging techniques. Using PET, sound-level effects have been
observed in a subcortical site putatively near the medial gen-
iculate nucleus~MGN! of the thalamus~Lockwood et al.,
1999!. This result has not been replicated using the better
spatial resolution of fMRI, possibly due to~i! increased
physiological motion in the brainstem region, and~ii ! mask-
ing by the background scanner noise. Synchronization of the
image acquisition to a fixed point in the cardiac cycle may be
required in order to detect brainstem activation reliably
~Guimareset al., 1998! by reducing confounding signal vari-
ance from cardiac-related pulsatile brainstem motion. Tem-
porally sparse imaging should also reduce the baseline level
of activation to the scanner noise at all levels of the auditory
pathway. Thus, it may be profitable for future studies to im-
age subcortical structures using cardiac gating in conjunction
with a low-noise imaging sequence.

At a higher cortical level, activation has also been re-
ported in a discrete region of theposteriorsuperior temporal
gyrus in the right hemisphere~Belin et al., 1998!—a region
probably located beyond secondary auditory fields. Activa-
tion in this brain region was correlated with the difficulty of
an intensity-discrimination judgment rather than with sound
level per se. Belin et al. attributed the function of this region
to the computation of sound-intensity differences. Although

our task involved only a simple intensity discrimination, it
nonetheless required a sound-level difference judgment and
hence one might predict activation in the right posterior su-
perior temporal gyrus. The region of auditory activation did
include posterior sections of superior temporal gyrus, but due
to the lack of fine spatial localization of activation, a direct
comparison of the localization of activation between the two
studies is not appropriate.

C. Consistency between extent and magnitude
measurements of the response to sound level

For increases in sound level, previous studies have gen-
erally reported significant increases in the spatial extent of
activation and/or the response magnitude~e.g., Ja¨nckeet al.,
1998; Lockwoodet al., 1999; Mohret al., 1999!. Growth in
both the extent and magnitude of the response with sound
level is physiologically consistent with a regional increase in
the metabolic demands of the underlying neuronal popula-
tion. Growth in the magnitude of the BOLD response may
reflect a greater change in blood oxygenation as a result of
increased neuronal metabolism, while growth in the extent
may reflect either recruitment of a larger neuronal population
or increased response contribution from draining veins rela-
tive to that from the capillary bed.

In general, the extent of activation and the response
magnitude both seem to increase as a function of sound
level, but this has rarely been demonstrated in the same
study. Surprisingly, studies that do report data for both acti-
vation measures have failed to demonstrate a clear and con-
sistent effect of stimulus intensity on either one or the other
measure. For example, using fMRI, Ja¨ncke et al. ~1998!
found a significant increase in extent for syllables and pure
tones presented at levels of 75, 85, and 95 dB SPL, but no
effect on response magnitude. On the other hand, Mohret al.
~1999! found a reliable effect of sound level of monosyllabic
words on response magnitude, but not on extent: response
magnitude increased significantly as a function of intensity
~ranging from 65 to 110 dB C-weighted!, and this increase
was fairly consistent across subjects, but the extent of acti-
vation varied more widely, and less systematically, across
subjects. In a PET study however, significant sound-level
effects onboth the extent and magnitude of auditory activa-
tion were demonstrated for pure tones~Lockwood et al.,
1999!. Unlike fMRI, PET produces no intense acoustic noise
that may confound the stimulus-driven response. However,
the interpretation of the relationship between response mag-
nitude and sound level may not be straightforward because
the data suggest an interaction between frequency and level.
For example, for a 4-kHz tone, the number of activated vox-
els in the auditory system and the response magnitude in-
creased strongly across the full 30–90-dB SL range, but, for
a 500-Hz tone, there was no change in the extent and mag-
nitude of activation between 70 and 90 dB HL, suggesting an
approach towards response saturation. There is also some
evidence for saturation of the response measured using
fMRI, as Mohret al.’s ~1999! data suggest that the response
magnitude reached a ceiling level at 90 to 95 dB.

In the present study, despite general intersubject varia-
tion, sound level exerted a significant influence across both
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stimulus types on magnitude, but not on extent of response.
Evidence from a reproducibility study concurs with the im-
plication that extent is a less reliable measure of the under-
lying pattern of activation than is magnitude~Mohr et al.,
1999!. Up to fourfold variations occurred in the extent of
activation between experiments for the same individual, but
the response magnitude within activated voxels varied little
across sessions. We propose the following explanation for
these apparent differences in reliability between measures.
‘‘Extent’’ of activation is defined as the number of voxels
whose response exceeds a given probability threshold, and so
extent can encompass one or more auditory fields. An in-
crease in extent will change the relative contributions of ac-
tivations arising from these different auditory fields. For ex-
ample, a large region of activation encompasses a greater
proportion of secondary auditory fields compared with the
primary auditory field than does a small region. As a conse-
quence, across sound levels for example, increased extent of
activation implies increasingly heterogeneous underlying
neuronal and neurovascular responses. In contrast, response
magnitude is calculated for voxels within a region that is
uniquely specified by the omnibusF test and is fixed across
sound-level conditions. Even if multiple auditory fields are
embraced, the greater reliability in the effect of sound level
on magnitude can be attributed to the contribution of a re-
sponse that is at least based in the same neurovascular region
for a given subject. Hence, less intrasubject variability would
be expected in response magnitude than in response extent.

D. Cortical responses to sound level and
bandwidth—Which is the more potent acoustical
feature for fMRI?

When characterizing sound-level effects, an increase in
activation with intensity will often be hard to dissociate from
an increase in activation with loudness because; for pure
tones presented in quiet, loudness is a simple monotonic
function of intensity~Stevens, 1975!. The direct relationship
between intensity and loudness can sometimes break down
because, when intensity of a sound is held constant, the loud-
ness of that sound changes~i! in background noise versus in
quiet and~ii ! as a function of bandwidth.

First, the loudness of a pure tone is reduced by present-
ing it in a broadband noise~partial masking!. This point is of
specific relevance to auditory fMRI studies because the in-
tense background noise generated by the scanner would ef-
fectively mask a tone stimulus if the signals overlapped in
time. Partial masking may arise by suppression of the tone
by the noise~Mooreet al., 1985!, where suppression reduces
the excitation level evoked by the tone. Partial masking
would encumber interpretation of the effect of stimulus loud-
ness in any fMRI study that uses a conventional imaging
protocol in which sets of images are acquired at a rapid rate
and image acquisition coincides with stimulus presentation.
However, it is unlikely to occur in the present study because
the temporally sparse imaging separated the stimulus deliv-
ery from the image acquisition~and hence the scanner noise!.

With respect to point~ii !, the sound levels presented in
this study achieve some dissociation between intensity and
loudness because the set of stimuli embraces such a band-

width difference. Extent and magnitude significantly corre-
lated with the sound level measured in phons but not in SPL.
Since the cortical response to sound level appears to reflect
loudness more closely than SPL, loudness may be an impor-
tant aspect of cortical encoding. However, clearer demon-
strations of a dissociation between the cortical response to
intensity and loudness are required before a firm conclusion
can be drawn. The data also suggest that bandwidth contrib-
utes more strongly to the pattern of activation than sound
level. For pairs of tones matched for the same increase in
loudness, a greater disparity in the extent of activation was
observed when the bandwidth was also increased between
tones. Additional activation induced by the complex tone
relative to the pure tone was observed spreading mediolater-
ally along the superior temporal gyrus. Thus, even when
sounds of a different bandwidth are matched on the most
stringent measure of sound level~i.e., for the loudness
match, a complex tone was matched to a pure tone presented
at a greater SPL!, the bandwidth itself also contributes to the
observed activation pattern. This result indicates that poten-
tial mismatches in sound level are unlikely to account for
much of the increase in the spread of cortical activation for
broadband signals relative to pure tones, since the pattern of
cortical activation measured was mostly driven by the band-
width itself. This finding rules out one of the four possible
interpretations of the bandwidth effect proposed in the Intro-
duction. It is more likely that the greater spread of activation
for the complex tone relative to the pure tone is due either to
~i! stimuli of a greater bandwidth being more effective than
pure tones in driving a response in nonprimary auditory
fields that lie medially and laterally along the superior tem-
poral gyrus, or~ii ! stimuli of a greater bandwidth leading to
a spread of activity across frequency channels in these tono-
topically organized brain regions.
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The effect of basilar-membrane nonlinearity on the shapes
of masking period patterns in normal and impaired hearinga)
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Masking period patterns~MPPs! were measured in listeners with normal and impaired hearing using
amplitude-modulated tonal maskers and short tonal probes. The frequency of the masker was either
the same as the frequency of the probe~on-frequency masking! or was one octave below the
frequency of the probe~off-frequency masking!. In experiment 1, MPPs were measured for listeners
with normal hearing using different masker levels. Carrier frequencies of 3 and 6 kHz were used for
the masker. The probe had a frequency of 6 kHz. For all masker levels, the off-frequency MPPs
exhibited deeper and longer valleys compared with the on-frequency MPPs. Hearing-impaired
listeners were tested in experiment 2. For some hearing-impaired subjects, masker frequencies of 1.5
kHz and 3 kHz were paired with a probe frequency of 3 kHz. MPPs measured for listeners with
hearing loss had similar shapes for on- and off-frequency maskers. It was hypothesized that the
shapes of MPPs reflect nonlinear processing at the level of the basilar membrane in normal hearing
and more linear processing in impaired hearing. A model assuming different cochlear gains for
normal versus impaired hearing and similar parameters of the temporal integrator for both groups of
listeners successfully predicted the MPPs. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1356702#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Sr@SPB#

I. INTRODUCTION

Masking produced by stimuli with fluctuating envelopes
has been shown to depend on the rate of fluctuations, the
depth of fluctuations, and on the relative frequencies of the
masker and the signal~e.g., Zwicker, 1976a, b; Zwicker and
Schorn, 1982; Nelson and Swain, 1996; Baconet al., 1997!.
Different experimental paradigms have been used to study
various aspects of masking by these stimuli. Zwicker~1976a,
b, 1986! measured masking period patterns~MPPs! in order
to assess temporal resolution in auditory processing and to
relate it to the understanding of speech. An MPP is obtained
when detection threshold for a short stimulus, or probe, is
measured as a function of the temporal position of the probe
within a modulated masker. Zwicker and Schorn~1982! sug-
gested that there is no need to ‘‘track’’ the whole modulation
cycle to assess temporal limitations of envelope processing.
They postulated that temporal resolution could be described
based on the difference between the masked threshold ob-
served with the probe presented at a peak of a modulated
masker and that observed with the probe placed in a valley.
Their data showed that this difference decreased with in-
creasing modulation rate of the masker suggesting limited
temporal resolution of auditory processing.

It is questionable whether MPPs or simply the difference
between thresholds measured at a peak and in a valley of a

modulated masker provide information about temporal pro-
cessing that is not confounded by other factors. Zwicker
~1976c! measured MPPs using tonal maskers and probes
having either the same or different frequencies. These two
masking conditions will be referred to as on-frequency
masking~masker frequency equals probe frequency! and off-
frequency masking~masker frequency below probe fre-
quency! throughout this paper. Although Zwicker’s data
were most likely affected by energy splatter produced by the
short probe, due to the relatively low frequencies used in this
study, they clearly suggest that the shapes of MPPs depend
on the relative frequencies of the masker and the probe. In
particular, his data show that the dynamic range of MPPs is
substantially larger for off-frequency masking than it is for
probe frequencies near the masker frequency. Such a result
suggests that temporal resolution of fluctuating envelopes is
better within the upper accessory excitation produced by the
masker~the place above that corresponding to the masker
frequency!, than it is in the region of the main excitation~the
place corresponding to the masker frequency!. A similar re-
sult was observed by Nelson and Swain~1996! who used
probes that did not produce detectable splatter. The probe in
their study spanned one cycle of the 100%-modulated
masker~starting and ending at zero amplitude! and was tem-
porally positioned so that the peak of the probe coincided
either with a peak or with a valley of the masker. Nelson and
Swain found that the difference between the thresholds mea-
sured with the probe at the peak and in the valley was rela-
tively large in the off-frequency masking condition and was
much smaller in the on-frequency masking condition. From
the masked thresholds measured at the peak and in the valley
for different masker levels, Nelson and Swain constructed

a!Portions of these data were presented at the 138th meeting of the Acous-
tical Society of America@M. Wojtczak, A. C. Schroder, Y.-Y. Kong, and
D. A. Nelson, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.106, 2147~A! ~1999!# and the 139th
meeting of the Acoustical Society of America@M. Wojtczak, A. C. Schro-
der, and D. A. Nelson, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.107, 2881~A! ~2001!#.

b!Electronic mail: wojtc00l@tc.umn.edu
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growth-of-masking functions for each masker-probe combi-
nation. For the off-frequency case, the rate of masking
growth was faster than for the on-frequency conditions. This
was true both at the peak and in the valley, though the dif-
ference between the slopes observed in the valley was much
smaller than the difference observed at the peak. The steeper
growth of masking observed with an off-frequency masker is
in agreement with the larger dynamic range of the MPP pro-
duced by such maskers~Zwicker, 1976c!.

The greater peak-valley difference measured with off-
frequency maskers was originally explained in terms of non-
linear growth of simultaneous masking occurring in the re-
gion of a peak. It was suggested that the nonlinear growth of
masking was mediated by nonlinear neural responses and
suppression~Javel et al., 1983; Delgutte, 1990a, b!. How-
ever, recent physiological and psychophysical studies shed
new light onto the observed differences in the rate of mask-
ing growth. Ruggero~1992! and Ruggeroet al. ~1997! mea-
sured basilar-membrane~BM! responses to tonal stimulation
in the chinchilla cochlea. Their data show that a
characteristic-frequency~CF! tone produces a BM response
that grows in a compressive manner with the tone’s intensity.
In contrast, a below-CF tone produces a response that grows
linearly with intensity. Nonlinear responses of the BM were
described earlier by Rhode~1971!, Sellick et al. ~1982!, and
Robleset al. ~1986!, but their data were obtained using a
much less accurate technique, and thus prevented construc-
tion of a detailed BM input–output function. The compres-
sive growth of response is believed to reflect the operation of
the so-called active mechanism in the cochlea, which was
first discovered by Kemp~1978!. In a healthy cochlea, this
mechanism applies a level-dependent gain to the BM re-
sponse resulting in strong amplification of the softest stimuli
and progressively less amplification of increasingly intense
stimuli. As a result of this level-dependent gain, a function
exhibiting compressive response growth is observed at the
output of the cochlea. When there is damage to the cochlea,
to outer hair cells in particular, the gain is reduced and can
even be completely eliminated. The reduced gain results in a
linearization of BM-response growth~Ruggero and Rich,
1991; Ruggeroet al., 1993, 1995, 1996!.

The description of the BM mechanical response trig-
gered a series of psychophysical experiments designed to test
the consequences of the nonlinear BM behavior. Oxenham
and Plack~1997! used a forward-masking paradigm to mea-
sure growth of masking produced by an on- and off-
frequency masker in listeners with normal and impaired
hearing in the presence of a high-pass noise. The growth-of-
masking function~described by Oxenham and Plack as the
masker level required to just mask the probe, plotted as a
function of the probe level! observed in normal-hearing lis-
teners with the off-frequency masker had a substantially
shallower slope than the function observed for on-frequency
masking. This is in agreement with physiological data, which
demonstrate that the BM response to below-CF tones grows
faster than the BM response to CF tones~e.g., Ruggeroet al.,
1997!. A different result was observed for the hearing-
impaired listeners tested by Oxenham and Plack. For those
listeners, the slopes of the masking-growth functions mea-

sured with on- and off-frequency maskers were similar. This
effect presumably reflects the lack of the active process in
those listeners. Based on their data, Oxenham and Plack es-
timated the rate of response growth for the probe in normal
hearing. They accomplished this by computing a ratio be-
tween the slopes measured with the off- and on-frequency
maskers. This ratio turned out to be very similar to the slope
of the function describing BM-response growth in the study
by Ruggeroet al. ~1997!, supporting the idea that the non-
linear growth of masking observed psychophysically reflects
nonlinear response growth at the BM. Further support for the
connection between the nonlinear BM behavior and psycho-
physically observed differences in growth of masking pro-
duced by on- and off-frequency maskers was provided by the
studies of Nelson and Schroder~1996, 1997!, Greganet al.
~1998!, Hicks and Bacon~1999a, b!, and Moore et al.
~1999!.

In the present study, MPPs were measured using on- and
off-frequency maskers. The study was primarily motivated
by the finding that for maskers with fluctuating envelopes,
temporal resolution of the envelopes is better in the upper
accessory excitation produced by the masker than it is in the
region of the main excitation. The goal of the study was to
demonstrate that the seemingly better temporal resolution ex-
hibited for off-frequency maskers reflects nonlinear BM be-
havior. It is generally believed that temporal processing takes
place at a higher stage of the auditory system, whereas the
compressive transformation of the stimulus occurs at the
level of the BM. It is hypothesized that the differences ob-
served in the measurement of on- and off-frequency MPPs
reflect BM nonlinearity rather than an actual difference in
temporal processing. In experiment 1, normal-hearing listen-
ers were tested using different masker levels. The MPPs
were measured in great detail to establish differences in the
shapes of the masking patterns, as measured with on-
frequency versus off-frequency maskers~masker frequency
an octave below the probe frequency!. A model was used to
predict the shapes of the measured MPPs. While the model
assumed different rates of growth of the response to stimu-
lation by on- and off-frequency maskers at the probe-
frequency place, it assumed that the same temporal integrator
was operating on the internal representation of the input
stimulus in the two masking conditions. In experiment 2,
MPPs were measured in listeners with hearing loss of co-
chlear origin. This was done in order to test whether the
differences in the shapes of the on- and off-frequency MPPs
are much smaller or practically nonexistent in the case of
significant hearing loss, where BM response is more linear.

There is another important aspect to this study. An MPP
reflects a combination of simultaneous and nonsimultaneous
~forward and backward! masking. The model presented here
provides satisfactory predictions of the effects of this com-
bined masking. Although additivity of masking has been
modeled in past studies~e.g., Robinson and Pollack, 1973;
Penner, 1980; Penner and Shiffrin, 1980; Lutfi, 1983; Moore
et al., 1988; Plack and Moore, 1990; Oxenham and Moore,
1994, 1995!, to our knowledge none of the models allowed
the prediction of masked thresholds in the case where the
masker and the signal differed in frequency and overlapped
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in time. The present study proposes a way to deal with such
a complex masking situation.

II. EXPERIMENT 1

To establish differences in the shapes of MPPs observed
with on- and off-frequency maskers in normal-hearing listen-
ers, detection threshold for a short probe was measured as a
function of the temporal position of the probe within one
period of a modulated masker. The experiment was similar
to that described by Zwicker~1976c!, but higher frequencies
and a longer probe duration were used to avoid detection of
energy splatter in channels tuned to frequencies different
from the probe frequency.

A. Subjects

MPPs were measured in four listeners with normal hear-
ing, but not every subject was available for testing in each
condition. Absolute thresholds in these listeners conformed
to ANSI standards~1996! for normal hearing at all audiomet-
ric frequencies. All subjects had previous experience in psy-
choacoustic tasks. Subject S1 was the third author and sub-
ject S2 was the first author. The other two subjects were paid
for their services.

B. Conditions and stimuli

MPPs were measured using a short tonal probe pre-
sented at different times during one envelope cycle of a
longer-duration sinusoidally amplitude-modulated masker.
The probe was gated on for 8 ms, which included a 4-ms
steady-state portion and 2-ms raised-cosine ramps. A probe
frequency of 6 kHz was used to avoid detection of splatter
outside the critical band, due to the relatively short rise and
decay times. The masker had a total duration of 512 ms and
was 100% modulated at a 3.91-Hz rate, resulting in two full
256-ms modulation cycles during masker presentation. The
modulating tone was a cosine starting at the 180-deg phase,
thus the masker started and ended at zero amplitude and
comprised two envelope peaks and one centered valley, as
shown in Fig. 1.

At the beginning of each session, thresholds in quiet
were measured separately for the modulated masker and for
the probe. Subsequently, masked thresholds for the probe
were measured in the presence of the masker with the probe
presented at different modulator phases between the two
peaks in the masker envelope. Two masker frequencies were
used in the experiment: a 3-kHz masker was used to measure
off-frequency MPPs and a 6-kHz masker was used to mea-
sure on-frequency MPPs. The probe always started with a
phase of 90 deg relative to the masker phase at the probe’s
onset. On- and off-frequency MPPs were measured at
masker levels of 65, 75, 85, and 90 dB SPL.

The stimuli were generated digitally on a computer and
played out through separate channels of the Tucker-Davis
Technologies~TDT! digital-to-analog converter~DD1! at a
sampling rate of 50 kHz. The masker and probe were low-
pass filtered at 20 kHz~TDT FT6-2! to prevent aliasing and
routed to separate attenuators~TDT PA4s!. After attenuation,

the stimuli were added electrically~TDT SM3! and passed
~via a TDT HB6! to a TDH-49 earphone for monaural pre-
sentation.

C. Procedure

All thresholds were measured using a three-interval
forced-choice procedure. The three observation intervals
were marked by lights and were separated from one another
by 250 ms of silence. For the thresholds measured in quiet,
the signal appeared randomly in one of the observation in-
tervals while the other two were silent. When the MPPs were
measured, the signal interval contained the masker and the
probe, while the other two intervals contained the masker
alone. At the beginning of each track, the signal was pre-
sented at a highly detectable level. Initially, the signal level
was decreased by 8 dB after each correct response and in-
creased by the same amount after each incorrect response
until four reversals were obtained. The next two reversals
were also obtained using a 1-up/1-down paradigm, but the
step size was reduced to 2 dB. This was done in order to
quickly reach the range of levels around threshold. Subse-
quently, another six reversals were obtained using 2-dB steps
and a 2-down, 1-up technique, which estimates the 70.7%
point on the psychometric function~Levitt, 1971!. The
threshold was computed as the mean of the last six reversals.
After each trial, up to 4 s were allowed for the subject’s
response. If no response was registered during this period,
the trial was repeated with the signal presented at the same
level in a randomly selected interval. Feedback indicating the
correct interval was provided after each response. Final data
points were computed based on at least three threshold esti-

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the stimuli used to measure MPPs. A
modulated masker is shown in the top section and the probe is shown at the
bottom ~also magnified in the insert!. Time intervalDt marks the cycle of
masker envelope, within which masked thresholds for the probe were mea-
sured.
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mates. More threshold estimates were obtained when the
standard deviation for the averaged threshold was larger than
3 dB. It took 35–45 min to obtain an MPP with a single
threshold estimate for each temporal position of the probe
within the modulation cycle of the masker. Two such mask-
ing patterns were typically obtained during one experimental
session and the listeners were given a 10-min break between
the two runs.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Individual masked thresholds measured with the on-
frequency masker are shown in Fig. 2. They are plotted as a
function of the modulator phase within one modulation cycle
of the masker, assuming that the cycle of interest begins at
the phase corresponding to the first peak of the masker~0
deg! and ends at the phase corresponding to the second peak
of the masker@~360 deg! see Fig. 1#. Separate panels show
data obtained from three normal-hearing listeners. Different
symbols represent MPPs observed for different masker lev-
els, noted within the insert. These on-frequency MPPs have
very short, sharp valleys at all masker levels used in this
experiment. The average peak-valley differences were 23
dB, 25.5 dB, 26 dB, and 32.9 dB for masker levels of 65, 75,
85, and 90 dB, respectively. The observed increase in peak-
valley difference with increasing masker level reflects slower
growth of masking in the valley compared with growth of
masking at the peak. This is consistent with the notion that
thresholds measured at the peak of a modulated masker are
governed by simultaneous masking whereas thresholds mea-
sured in a valley are governed mainly by forward masking

from the preceding peak. It has been shown that the growth-
of-masking function measured in forward masking has a
slope that is less than one~Jesteadtet al., 1982; Moore and
Glasberg, 1983! and the growth-of-masking slope for simul-
taneous masking is close to one~Hawkins and Stevens,
1950; Viemeister, 1972!. Greganet al. ~1998! specifically
compared growth-of-masking functions measured at a peak
and in a valley of a sinusoidally-modulated masker with
growth-of-masking functions measured in simultaneous and
forward masking using an unmodulated masker. Their data
strongly support the idea that the threshold measured in the
valley of a modulated masker reflects forward masking by
the preceding peak, whereas the threshold measured at a
peak results from simultaneous masking. It has been demon-
strated that nonlinear growth of forward masking may be
attributed to the nonlinear growth of BM response~Oxenham
and Moore, 1995; Plack and Oxenham, 1998!. There is evi-
dence based on physiological study that compression on the
BM is fast acting, i.e., stimuli presented immediately one
after another are compressed independently~Yates, 1995!.
When the probe is presented during the valley of a modu-
lated masker, the amount of compression applied to the
probe most likely differs from the amount of compression
applied to the masker during its peak. In effect, nonlinear
growth of masking is observed in the valley.

Figure 3 shows MPPs obtained for the off-frequency
masker. The peak-valley differences are substantially larger
than those observed with the on-frequency masker, except
when the threshold in the valley is limited by absolute
threshold for the probe~e.g., at the 65 and 75 dB masker

FIG. 2. Individual MPPs measured with a 6-kHz masker and a 6-kHz probe
~on-frequency masking! in listeners with normal hearing. Different symbols
indicate data obtained at different masker levels. Each panel shows data for
a different listener.

FIG. 3. Individual MPPs measured with a 3-kHz masker and a 6-kHz probe
~off-frequency masking! in listeners with normal hearing. Different symbols
indicate data obtained at different masker levels. Each panel shows data for
a different listener.
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levels!. For masker levels of 85 and 90 dB SPL, the average
peak-valley differences were 47.7 dB and 44.6 dB, respec-
tively. This result is in agreement with earlier reports that,
for a given masker frequency, the peak-valley difference is
especially large when the masker frequency is much lower
than the signal frequency~Egan and Hake, 1950; Mott and
Feth, 1986; Nelson and Swain, 1996; Greganet al., 1998!.
Greganet al. ~1998! demonstrated that the larger peak-valley
difference observed with an off-frequency masker compared
to that difference measured with an on-frequency masker is
determined by the relative frequencies of the masker and the
signal rather than the frequency of the signal itself.

Studies that were confined to the measurements of
masked thresholds at a peak and in a valley of a fluctuating
masker do not provide exhaustive information about the ef-
fects of relative masker and signal frequencies on MPPs. In
particular, they do not show that MPPs measured with an
off-frequency masker have valleys that are not only deeper
but also much longer than those observed with an on-
frequency masker. As a result, there are substantial differ-
ences in the shapes of MPPs measured with on- and off-
frequency maskers, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. These
differences could be explained in terms of nonlinear BM
behavior. When a sinusoidally varying envelope is subjected
to a compressive transformation, the envelope peaks of the
compressed masker become broader and the valleys become
narrower. However, a short on-frequency probe added to the
masker during its presentation would be subjected to the
same compression as the portion of the masker that coincides
with the probe. Therefore, if the temporal processing of the
auditory system had unlimited temporal resolution, the shape
of MPPs measured in the on-frequency case would precisely
reflect the shape of the original uncompressed masker enve-
lope. That is because any given change in masker amplitude
would require a proportional change in probe amplitude to
reach the threshold~assuming a constant detection criterion
for threshold!.

A different situation would be observed with an off-
frequency sinusoidally amplitude-modulated masker, whose
carrier frequency is well below the probe frequency. Such a
masker would produce a linear response at the probe-
frequency place, whereas the response to the probe would
grow in a compressive way. When moving along a cycle of
the masker envelope, any change in the instantaneous masker
amplitude would require a much greater change in the probe
amplitude to reach the criterion for threshold. The change in
the probe amplitude would have to be large enough to over-
come the compression. Thus under the assumptions of un-
limited temporal resolution and a constant detection criterion
for threshold, MPPs with narrower peaks and extended val-
leys would be observed in the off-frequency masking situa-
tions. As demonstrated by results of numerous masking and
gap detection tasks, auditory processing appears to have a
limited temporal resolution. Assuming the same limited reso-
lution of temporal processing in on- and off-frequency mask-
ing situation, more extended valleys should still be expected
for the off-frequency MPPs due to the nonlinear BM re-
sponse.

Sluggishness of auditory temporal processing has often

been modeled by applying a temporal integrator~Robinson
and Pollack, 1973; Viemeister, 1979; Penner and Shiffrin,
1980; Mooreet al., 1988; Plack and Moore, 1990; Oxenham
and Moore, 1994!, which is assumed to be a linear device. At
least to a first approximation, the parameters of the temporal
integrator are independent of the frequencies of the stimuli
and are also independent of their levels.1 Therefore, the nar-
row valleys observed with the on-frequency masker in Fig. 2,
and the much longer valleys observed with the off-frequency
masker in Fig. 3, most likely reflect the combined effects of
the BM nonlinearityand the integration due to a limited
temporal resolution.

IV. EXPERIMENT 2

Studies of masking using on- and off-frequency maskers
in hearing-impaired listeners have consistently demonstrated
that the amount of off-frequency masking grows more gradu-
ally with masker level than it does in listeners with normal
hearing~Nelson and Bilger, 1974; Smits and Duifhuis, 1982;
Stelmachowiczet al., 1987; Buus and Florentine, 1989;
Murnane and Turner, 1991; Nelson and Schroder, 1996,
1997; Oxenham and Plack, 1997!. This is consistent with
changes observed in the BM mechanical response of a dam-
aged cochlea. Damage to outer hair cells results in a reduced
sensitivity to incoming sounds and a more linear growth of
response once the stimuli are presented at levels above their
detection thresholds~Ruggero and Rich, 1990, 1991; Rug-
geroet al., 1993, 1996!. As a result, in more severely dam-
aged cochleae, BM responses to CF tones and below-CF
tones grow at a similar rate. Oxenham and Plack~1997! mea-
sured growth-of-masking functions in hearing-impaired lis-
teners and found that the slopes were similar when the func-
tions were measured with on- and off-frequency maskers,
and that they were also similar to the slopes observed in
listeners with normal hearing for the on-frequency masking
condition. All those results indicate that, in hearing-impaired
listeners with a sufficient amount of hearing loss, masking
measured with an on-frequency masker grows in a similar
way to masking measured with an off-frequency masker. In
the discussion of the results obtained from normal-hearing
listeners in the present study, it was hypothesized that the
different shapes of MPPs observed with the on- and off-
frequency maskers result from different rates of masking
growth. If our reasoning was correct, then for listeners with
cochlear hearing loss, similar MPP shapes should be ob-
served in the two masking conditions. Experiment 2 was
designed to test this hypothesis.

A. Subjects

Four listeners with sensorineural hearing loss partici-
pated in the study. Their absolute thresholds, expressed in dB
SPL, are presented by open symbols in Fig. 4. They are
plotted along with thresholds for normal hearing represented
by the solid curve~ANSI, 1996!. Two listeners~S5, S6! had
relatively flat hearing losses across all audiometric frequen-
cies. Listener S7 had normal thresholds for the two lowest
frequencies, 125 Hz and 250 Hz, and hearing losses at all
higher frequencies. The fourth listener~S8! had a high-
frequency hearing loss with thresholds that were within the
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normal range up to about 3 kHz. All four listeners had earlier
experience with psychoacoustic tasks and were given prac-
tice on the present task until their performance became
stable.

B. Stimuli and procedure

MPPs were measured using on- and off-frequency
maskers. The duration and gating of the stimuli used to test
listeners with impaired hearing were the same as those used
in experiment 1, in which only listeners with normal hearing
were tested. However, it was not possible to use the same
levels of the masker and the same frequencies of the masker
and probe in both experiments. To produce a sufficient
amount of masking in hearing-impaired listeners, a level of
95 dB SPL was used for the on- and off-frequency maskers.
Three out of four listeners~S5, S6, and S7! exhibited sub-
stantial hearing loss at a frequency of 6 kHz. Limitations of
our equipment prevented us from using probe levels high
enough to measure masked thresholds around the peaks of
the modulated masker at that frequency for the on-frequency
masking condition. Therefore for listeners S5 and S7, a
3-kHz tone was used for the probe and for the carrier of the
on-frequency masker. A 1.5-kHz tone was then used as the
carrier for the off-frequency masker. Listener S6 was not
available for testing with a masker frequency of 1.5 kHz. For
this listener, the on-frequency MPP was measured using a
3-kHz probe and the off-frequency MPP was measured using
a 6-kHz probe. Only listener S8 was tested using a 6-kHz
tone for the probe and the carrier of the on-frequency masker
and a 3-kHz tone for the carrier of the off-frequency masker.
Similar to experiment 1, a modulation rate of 3.91 Hz was
used to measure the MPPs. Because of the reduced dynamic
range of hearing in the hearing-impaired listeners, only one
masker level was tested. The procedure used to measure
MPPs in the hearing-impaired listeners was the same as that
used in experiment 1.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MPPs measured in the four listeners with cochlear hear-
ing loss are plotted in Fig. 5. The left column shows MPPs
obtained with an on-frequency masker and the right column
shows MPPs obtained with an off-frequency masker. Data
for individual subjects are presented in separate rows of pan-
els.

In general, the MPPs measured with the on-frequency
masker~left column of panels! are similar in shape across
hearing-impaired listeners. They exhibit V-shaped forms and
they cover a much smaller range of probe levels compared to
the normal-hearing data~see Fig. 2!. The peak-valley differ-
ences in the MPPs of the hearing-impaired listeners were
much smaller than the peak-valley differences observed at
any masker level for the normal-hearing listeners. It might be
argued that, in hearing-impaired listeners, the reduced dy-
namic range of the on-frequency MPP results from elevated
absolute thresholds for the probe, which might limit perfor-
mance in the valley. That does not appear to be the case,
since the absolute thresholds, as shown by the dashed lines in
each panel, were still well below the minimum of the MPP
for each listener. For listener S6, different probe frequencies
were used in the on- versus off-frequency masking condi-
tions, thus the different thresholds for the probe in quiet in
the right and left columns. As will be discussed later, the
reduced peak-valley differences seen in the MPPs of hearing-
impaired subjects reflect reduced or absent compression.

The off-frequency masking results in the right column of
Fig. 5 differ substantially from those observed with the off-

FIG. 4. Absolute thresholds~expressed in dB SPL! measured with 200-ms
tones for four listeners with sensorineural hearing loss. The solid line shows
the normal threshold curve based on ANSI~1996!.

FIG. 5. Individual MPPs for hearing-impaired listeners. The left column of
panels shows MPPs measured with an on-frequency masker, and the right
column shows MPPs for an off-frequency masker. Masker and probe fre-
quencies are shown in each panel. The dashed lines represent absolute
threshold for the probe.
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frequency masker in normal-hearing listeners~see Fig. 3!. In
particular, they do not exhibit deep extended valleys. Instead,
they have valleys that are more similar to those observed for
the on-frequency masker~left column of panels in Fig. 5!.
This result would be expected assuming that, for normal-
hearing listeners, the difference in the MPP shapes for on-
versus off-frequency maskers is due to the different rates of
growth of BM response to stimulation by those maskers at
the probe-frequency place. Similar MPP shapes observed for
the hearing-impaired listeners presumably reflect similar
rates of growth of BM responses for on- and off-frequency
maskers. It is worth noting that the MPPs measured for lis-
teners S7 and S8 with the off-frequency masker exhibit
slightly different patterns. They appear to have more bowl-
shaped valleys, similar to those observed with the off-
frequency masker in normal hearing, but they are much shal-
lower. This result might suggest that there is some residual
compression in those two listeners. This seems likely given
that the absolute threshold for the probe, for listener S7 at 3
kHz and that for listener S8 at 6 kHz were lower than the
thresholds observed at 3 kHz for listener S5, and at 6 kHz for
listener S6~even though the difference between absolute
thresholds for S8 at 6 kHz and S5 at 3 kHz was only about 4
dB!.

The differences observed between the MPPs for the two
groups of listeners may partly result from the fact that the
listeners with normal hearing were tested using a 6-kHz
probe, whereas some listeners with impaired hearing were
tested using a 3-kHz probe. For the listeners with normal
hearing, a high probe frequency was used to prevent detec-
tion of spectral splatter. For the listeners with hearing loss,
the effect of energy splatter on the data was probably quite
small. It has been shown that auditory filters are often
broader than normal in regions of cochlear hearing loss~e.g.,
Glasberg and Moore, 1986!. Furthermore, because of the el-
evated absolute thresholds, most of the splattered energy was
not detectable to the listeners tested with the 3-kHz probe.
Another factor that could potentially lead to differences be-
tween MPP shapes observed for the 3- and 6-kHz probes is
the dependence of the amount of compression on stimulus
frequency. Although the amount of compression appears to
be frequency dependent, it has been shown that for frequen-
cies above 1 kHz, the changes in estimates of compression
across frequency appear to be relatively small~Baconet al.,
1999; Plack and Oxenham, 2000; Glasberg and Moore,
2000!.2

The MPPs for the hearing-impaired listeners were mea-
sured using a masker level that was higher than the levels
used to test subjects with normal hearing. Data of Oxenham
and Plack~1997! and Greganet al. ~1998! provide evidence
that at high levels of stimulation, a more linear growth of
BM response is observed in normal hearing. Thus the higher
level of testing could be responsible for some of the differ-
ences between the data obtained from listeners with normal
and impaired hearing.

An interesting aspect observed in the data presented in
Fig. 5 is that, for the listeners with the largest amount of
hearing loss~S5, S6!, there was a substantial shift of the
minimum of the MPP away from 180 deg and toward larger

modulation phases. For listener S5 the minima occurred at a
phase of 213 and 202 deg, and for listener S6 the minima
occurred at 225 and 213 deg, for the on- and off-frequency
maskers, respectively. This shift of the minimum was much
smaller in listeners S7 and S8, whose hearing loss at the
probe frequency was a little milder and whose data, gathered
with the off-frequency maskers, suggested that some com-
pression might be preserved in their auditory systems.

VI. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The data shown above appear to support the idea that the
difference in the shapes of MPPs observed for on- versus
off-frequency maskers is due to a different BM-response
growth at the probe-frequency place for the two masking
conditions. Existing models that have been used to make
predictions about the effect of combined forward and back-
ward masking have not considered the case where the stimuli
~the masker and the probe! were overlapping in time and had
different frequencies. This case must be taken into consider-
ation to make predictions about the shape of an off-
frequency MPP. Therefore, the present study adapts an ex-
isting model to make it usable for predicting the MPPs
measured in our experiments. The main frame of the model
has been used in the past to account for different aspects of
temporal processing~e.g., Viemeister, 1979; Buus and Flo-
rentine, 1985; Mooreet al., 1988; Plack and Moore, 1990;
Oxenham and Moore, 1994!. The models used in those stud-
ies involved some or all of the following stages of process-
ing: peripheral filtering, half-wave rectification, compres-
sion, a temporal integrator, and a decision device.

Because highly distorted waveforms are not observed in
basal regions of the BM in response to tonal stimulation
~Ruggeroet al., 1997!, in the model, compression was ap-
plied to the envelopes of the waveforms rather than to the
waveforms themselves. Therefore, half-wave rectification
was replaced by computation of the absolute value of the
analytic signal. This operation led to extraction of the input
signal’s envelope. Each point of the envelope was then sub-
jected to compression corresponding to the instantaneous
level.

The model assumes that, when the carrier frequencyf m

of the modulated masker and the probe frequencyf p are
equal (f m5 f p), the two stimuli are subjected to the same
compression as described by compression exponenta. We
will denote the envelope of waveformx by $x%. Following the
finding of Ruggero~1992! and Ruggeroet al. ~1997!, it can
be assumed that the BM responseR, to the simultaneous
stimulation by the maskerxm and the probexp , is propor-
tional to the compressed amplitude of the sum of the two
stimuli:

Rm1p5a•$xm1xp%
a, ~1!

where a is a proportionality constant. The response to the
masker alone can be represented by

Rm5a•$xm%a. ~2!

Because the probe used to measure the MPPs was very short,
it was assumed that for each position of the probe during the
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modulated masker, the temporal integratorW(t) was cen-
tered at the temporal center of the probetc . The integrator
was assumed to be operating on a squared representation of
the input stimulus. This square-law nonlinearity has been
applied in past studies that used a temporal window~e.g.,
Oxenhamet al., 1997; Plack and Oxenham, 1998! because it
correctly predicts additivity of masking in the case of hearing
loss ~Oxenham and Moore, 1995!.3 The squared representa-
tion of the stimulus was then corrupted by internal noise
before it was input to the temporal integrator. Limiting the
integration time to the duration of the masker, the output of
the temporal integrator for the masker and the probe com-
bined can be described by

ym1p~ tc!5a•E
0

Tm
@$xm~t!1xp~t!%2a1NINT#•W~t2tc!dt.

~3!

The output of the temporal integrator for the masker alone
would be

ym~ tc!5a•E
0

Tm
@$xm~t!%2a1NINT#•W~t2tc!dt, ~4!

where Tm represents the total duration of the masker, and
NINT represents an additive internal noise, the purpose of
which is to account for absolute threshold.

For the detection of the probe, the ratio of the output of
the temporal window for the masker and probe presented
together and the output of the temporal window for the
masker alone has to reach some constant criterion denoted by
K. Thus the masked threshold of the probe is obtained when

ym1p~ tc!

ym~ tc!
5K. ~5!

The situation becomes more complicated when the fre-
quency of the masker is lower than the frequency of the
probe (f m, f p). In this case, the rate of response growth at
the probe-frequency place is different for the masker than it
is for the probe. Similar to the on-frequency masking condi-
tion, when the two stimuli overlap in time, the BM response
is not simply the sum of the responses produced by the
masker and the probe when each is presented alone. The
present model takes into consideration the fact that in the
case of simultaneous masking the BM response results from
a nonlinearly combined effect of the masker and the probe.
At the same time it assumes, based on physiological and
psychophysical studies mentioned earlier, that the response
to the masker at the probe-frequency place grows at a differ-
ent rate than does the response to the probe. We assume that
the BM response to the masker at the probe-frequency place
(Rmp) grows at a rate described by a compression exponent
denoted byb. In this case

Rmp5b•$xm%b, ~6!

whereb is a proportionality constant for the masker repre-
sentation at the probe-frequency place. When the frequency
of the masker is an octave lower than the frequency of the
probe ~as was the case in the present study!, the masker
produces a linear response at the probe-frequency place and
the exponentb can be assumed equal to one. However, for

greater generalization, we will keep the exponentb in the
following equations. This exponent becomes smaller as the
masker frequency approaches the probe frequency, finally
reaching the value of the compression exponent applied to
the probe when the two stimuli have the same frequency.

The model further assumes that the same response
(Rmp) could be produced by a signalxs whose frequency
( f s) is equal to the frequency of the probe (f s5 f p), as long
as the amplitude of that signal is appropriately adjusted. This
is schematically illustrated in Fig. 6. Such a signal would be
compressed according to the same BM input–output function
as the probe. Therefore, analogous to Eq.~1!, the response to
such a signal could be expressed as

Rmp5a•$xs%
a. ~7!

For each magnitude of the response to the masker, we can
find the amplitude of the on-frequency signal by expressing
it in terms of the amplitude of the masker based on Eqs.~6!
and ~7!:

$xs%5S b

aD 1/a

•$xm%b/a. ~8!

If signal xs is always chosen so that it produces the same
response as the masker, it can be used to compute the com-
bined response to the masker and the probe at the probe-
frequency place. Such a signal can be thought of as the rep-
resentation of the masker at the probe-frequency place. The
signal can be added directly to the probe and it has to pro-
duce the same growth-of-response function as the probe.
Similar to the on-frequency case, an intensity-like~squared!
representation was input to the temporal integrator. Thus the
output of the temporal integrator for the masker and the
probe presented together is described by this formula, which
is similar to Eq.~3!:4

FIG. 6. Illustration of BM-response growth for on- and off-frequency stimu-
lation, presented in a log–log coordinate system. The rate of response
growth is slower for the on-frequency stimulus due to compressive BM
nonlinearity, and based on Eq.~7! is described bya. The rate of response
growth for the off-frequency stimulus is faster~close or equal to one!, but
the stimulus does not produce any response until its level reaches the thresh-
old value. Based on Eq.~6! the slope of the steeper line is represented byb.
Equation~8! is derived under the assumption that the two stimuli produce
the same responseRmp .
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ym1p~ tc!5aE
0

Tm
@$C1/a

•xm~t!b/a1xp~t!%2a1NINT#

•W~t2tc!dt, ~9!

whereC5b/a, and represents attenuation of the masker by
the auditory filter centered at the probe frequency. The out-
put of the temporal integrator for the masker alone at the
probe-frequency place would be

ym~ tc!5aE
0

Tm
@$C1/axm~t!b/a%2a1NINT#•W~t2tc!dt.

~10!

The masked threshold for the probe is obtained when the
criterion K described by Eq.~5! is fulfilled. The constanta
does not need to be known because it appears in the numera-
tor and the denominator of the ratio describing the criterion
in the on- and off-frequency masking case, and thus will
cancel out. The approach applied in the present study to the
case where the masker frequency is lower than the signal
frequency is similar to the approach used by Goldstein
~1990!, which is depicted by the diagram in Fig. 1 of his
paper.

Several types of temporal integrator have been proposed
in the past, but the most frequently used have been an expo-
nential temporal window and a ROEX~rounded exponential!
temporal window~Moore et al., 1988; Plack and Moore,
1990; Oxenham and Moore, 1994; Mooreet al., 1996; Plack
and Oxenham, 1998!. For the model described here, a
ROEX-shaped window was chosen as the temporal integra-
tor. Following Mooreet al. ~1988!, it was assumed that each
side of the temporal window is described by two exponential
functions added together: one representing the central part of
the window and the other representing the skirt of the win-
dow. Thus each side of the temporal integrator was described
by

W~ t !5~12w!•S 11
2t

Tp
D •expS 2

2t

Tp
D

1w•S 11
2t

Ts
D •expS 2

2t

Ts
D ,

where timet is measured relative to the center of the win-
dow, w is a weighting function describing the relative con-
tributions of the steeper~central part! and shallower~the
skirt! exponential functions,Tp is the time constant deter-
mining the sharpness of the central part of the window, and
Ts is the time constant determining the sharpness of the skirt.
It was also assumed that the temporal window is asymmetric
with the longer time constants describing the side preceding
the center of the temporal window and the shorter time con-
stants describing the side following the center. The ratio of
the time constants describing both sides of the center of the
window was assumed to be the same as the ratio of the time
constants describing the skirts. This assumption reduced the
number of the parameters of the ROEX-shaped integrator to
four.

The compression exponenta was computed based on
the gain function described by a formula proposed by Glas-

berg and Moore~2000!. The function is based on the as-
sumption that in a normal auditory system, strong gain is
applied by the cochlear amplifier to very faint stimuli, and
that the gain decreases as stimulus level increases. The shape
of the gain function depends on the maximum gain, which is
applied to the softest sounds. The maximum gain, in turn,
depends on the functional status of the outer hair cells. When
there is some damage to outer hair cells, the maximum gain
decreases so that faint stimuli are amplified less and there-
fore are rendered inaudible. Consequently, absolute thresh-
old increases and the BM response becomes more linear. The
function proposed by Glasberg and Moore is given by the
following formula

Gain520.1•L1A1B•~121/~11exp~0.05•~502L !!!!,
~11!

whereL is the input level in dB SPL.A andB are defined as

A520.0894•Gmax110.894, B51.1789•Gmax211.789,

whereGmax represents the maximum gain.
The left panel of Fig. 7 shows a set of the gain functions

plotted against the input level for different values of the
maximum gain. The intercept with the ordinate for each
curve represents the maximum gain. The right panel of Fig. 7
shows the BM input–output functions based on the gain
functions computed for the corresponding maximum gain.
The functions resemble the BM input–output functions mea-
sured by Robleset al. ~1986!, Ruggero~1992!, and Ruggero
et al. ~1997!. They clearly show that as the maximum gain
decreases, the threshold is shifted toward higher levels and
the BM input–output function becomes more linear. The fig-
ure also shows that at high levels, the outputs corresponding
to the larger maximum gains and the output corresponding to
the maximum gain of zero converge~an effect observed in
psychophysical study as loudness recruitment!.

Compression exponentsa were computed based on the
gain function using the following formula

a5~L1Gain2Gmax!/L. ~12!

The resulting compression exponent is plotted in Fig. 8 as a
function of the input level for different values of the maxi-
mum gain.

It has to be noted that the compression exponent ob-
served with the largest maximum gain of 60 dB does not
reach a value lower than 0.34, even though the shallowest
slope of the BM-response growth was only 0.17 for the
60-dB maximum gain.5 As the maximum gain decreases, the
compression exponent increases in the mid-to high-level re-
gion reaching a value of one~linear response! for the maxi-
mum gain of zero.

To obtain predictions for the MPPs, the instantaneous
level L corresponding to each point of the stimulus envelope
was computed. Based on the instantaneous level, the expo-
nenta was obtained for each point of the envelope using Eq.
~12!. This quasi-instantaneous compression~point-by-point
envelope compression! was equivalent to the level-
dependent nearly instantaneous gain and thus it did not dis-
tort the compressed waveforms. For the off-frequency
masker, the exponentb was set to be equal to one assuming
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a linear response to the masker. This assumption is reason-
able, since the frequency of the masker was one octave lower
than the frequency of the probe.

VII. PREDICTIONS BY THE MODEL

Predictions for the measured MPPs were obtained using
the model described above. Each point for the model predic-
tions was obtained by iteratively adjusting the amplitude of
the probe,xp , until the absolute value of the difference be-
tween a fixed criterion~estimated in pilot computations! and
the value ofK computed from Eq.~5! reached the minimum.
The parameterC in Eq. ~10! was originally estimated to be
equal to 0.0022 based on the rate at which attenuation by the
ROEX-shaped auditory filter changes with masker level
~Moore and Glasberg, 1987a!. However, this parameter had
to be adjusted slightly for each individual listener to produce

a good fit. The adjustments were justifiable since the audi-
tory filters derived by Moore and Glasberg are based on data
averaged across the normal-hearing listeners used in their
study. In studies measuring auditory filters, the inter-subject
variability has often been reported to be quite high. That was
likely to be the reason why the adjustments of the parameter
representing attenuation of the masker by the filter tuned to
the probe frequency were necessary in our computations for
individual listeners. In the present model, values ofC be-
tween 0.002 and 0.006 were used, depending on the listener.

For each listener, only one MPP~for the highest level of
the on-frequency masker! was simulated using four free pa-
rameters. The free parameters were the following parameters
of the ROEX-shaped temporal window: weightw, the time
constant describing the central part of the temporal window
before the center (Tp), the time constant describing the skirt
before the center (Ts), and a ratio of the time constantTp ~or
Ts! to the corresponding time constant describing the side
after the center of the temporal window~denoted by Asym in
Table I!. These four parameters were changed iteratively,
during a computation of the MPP, until the squared devia-
tions between the predicted and the measured thresholds,
summed across the modulation cycle of the masker envelope,
produced a minimal value. Once the parameters of the tem-
poral window producing the best prediction for that selected
case were established, they were used in computation of all
the other MPPs for the listener.

The predicted MPPs observed with the on-frequency
masker in listeners with normal hearing are shown by solid
lines in Fig. 9. The symbols represent the data replotted from
Fig. 2. Separate panels show the data and the predictions for
individual listeners. In each panel, different symbols repre-
sent the data obtained for different masker levels.

Overall, there is good agreement between the data and
the predictions. For the on-frequency masker the model pro-

FIG. 7. Cochlear gain in dB~left panel! and BM response~right panel! plotted as a function of stimulus level. Different curves were obtained for different
values of maximum gain using a formula proposed by Glasberg and Moore~2000!. In the left panel, the maximum gain corresponds to the intercept of each
curve with they-axis. In the right panel, the maximum gain of 60 dB corresponds to the most compressive function and the maximum gain of 0 dB
corresponds to the straight line with a slope of one. The dashed line in the right panel shows the level of the BM response that produces threshold sensation
~detection threshold!.

FIG. 8. Compression exponents plotted as a function of stimulus level. The
functions were computed based on Eq.~12! using different values of maxi-
mum gain~shown on top of the respective curves!.
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duces MPPs with sharp narrow valleys. However, in many
cases the model overpredicts the measured thresholds near
the peaks of the modulated masker by about 2–8 dB. It also
sometimes underpredicts the thresholds in the region of the
valley.

One possible reason for the discrepancy between the
predictions and the data may be related to the gain function
used for the computation of compression exponents. The
function was derived based on both physiological and psy-
chophysical data and represents some average shape for a
given maximum gain in the auditory system. In the model,
the compression exponent could only vary according to the
strictly defined function based on that ‘‘average’’ gain func-
tion. This might have contributed to the error in the predic-
tions produced for each individual listener.

Figure 10 shows the predictions and the data observed
for the off-frequency masker in listeners with normal hear-
ing. The model correctly predicts the longer and deeper val-
leys observed in the data. The predictions for the off-
frequency masking condition are more accurate than those
produced for the on-frequency masker. The solid lines fall
very close to the data for each condition and each listener.6

Because of a relatively small dynamic range of hearing
at the probe frequency, the hearing-impaired listeners were
tested using only one masker level for the on- and off-
frequency masking conditions. For each listener, the MPP
for the on-frequency masker was computed using the four
parameters of the temporal window as free parameters of the
simulation. The values of those parameters producing the
best predictions ‘‘on-frequency’’ were then used to compute
the MPP observed with the off-frequency masker. The com-
pression exponenta was computed for each point of the

on-frequency masker envelope and each point of the enve-
lope of the probe and masker combined. It was done using
Eq. ~12! for the value of maximum gain selected based on
pilot computations. For the off-frequency masker, the com-
pression exponentb was set equal to one. Figure 11 shows
the predictions~solid lines! and the data~symbols! for the
hearing-impaired listeners. The left column presents the re-
sults for the on-frequency masker and the right column pre-
sents the results for the off-frequency masker. For all four
listeners, the predictions fall reasonably close to the data.

It should be noted that for the hearing-impaired listeners,
the model produces a minimum of the MPP that is shifted
away from the 180-deg phase toward larger phases, in agree-
ment with what is observed in the data. Within the model,
this shift results from combined effects of the temporal-
window asymmetry and reduced maximum gain. The shift is
not produced by the model when the maximum gain is large
or when both sides of the temporal window are described by
the same time constants.

Table I contains the parameters resulting from the com-
putations of the MPPs. The maximum gain producing the
predictions for listeners with normal hearing presented in
Figs. 9 and 10 had to be set to values larger than 40 dB. For
two out of four listeners with hearing loss, the maximum
gain of 0 dB produced the best predictions. This presumably
suggests that there is no compressive nonlinearity in the au-
ditory systems of those hearing-impaired listeners in the re-
gion corresponding to the probe frequency. For listeners S7
and S8, the maximum gains of 15 and 8 dB were used to
produce the predictions. A maximum gain greater than 0 dB

FIG. 9. On-frequency MPPs for normal-hearing listeners, replotted from
Fig. 2 ~symbols! along with predictions by the model~solid lines!.

FIG. 10. Off-frequency MPPs for normal-hearing listeners, replotted from
Fig. 3 ~symbols! along with predictions by the model~solid lines!.
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suggests some residual compression in those listeners’ audi-
tory systems at the probe frequency.

The parameters of the temporal window resulting from
the simulations were similar across all listeners. In all cases,
the differences between values of any given parameter across
the listeners~with normal and impaired hearing! were not
greater than those differences seen across the individual
normal-hearing listeners in studies by Mooreet al. ~1988!,
Plack and Moore~1990!, and Oxenham and Moore~1994!.
Therefore, the results of the present simulations appear to

indicate that the temporal integrator in the hearing-impaired
subjects participating in our study does not differ from the
temporal integrator operating in the listeners with normal
hearing. Consequently, it can be concluded that the shal-
lower MPPs observed in the hearing-impaired listeners with
the on-frequency masker~shown in Fig. 5! result from re-
duced or absent compression~due to dysfunction of the ac-
tive mechanism and possibly due to the higher level of
masker presentation! rather than reduced temporal resolu-
tion.

VIII. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the present study was to account for the
differences in the shapes of MPPs measured with a masker
whose frequency is the same as the frequency of the probe
and MPPs measured with a masker whose frequency is much
lower than the frequency of the probe. In experiment 1,
MPPs were measured in detail over one modulation cycle of
the masker in listeners with normal hearing. It was found that
when the frequency of the masker is well below the fre-
quency of the probe, MPPs exhibit deep and extended val-
leys. In contrast, the valleys of MPPs measured with the
on-frequency masker are sharp and narrow, and the dynamic
range of those patterns is not as large as the dynamic range
observed for off-frequency masking. The results are consis-
tent with the often-reported release from masking within the
upper accessory excitation observed with fluctuating
maskers. It has been shown that masked thresholds, mea-
sured using a tonal probe and a masker much lower in fre-
quency than the probe, are substantially reduced when the
masker is a narrowband noise compared with the case where
the masker was a pure tone of equal intensity~Buus, 1985;
Mott and Feth, 1986; Moore and Glasberg, 1987b; Nelson
and Schroder, 1996!. To explain the difference in the amount
of masking, it has been suggested that when an off-frequency
masker with a fluctuating envelope is used, listeners can de-
tect the probe by ‘‘listening in the valleys’’ of the masker
envelope. This explanation seems plausible, since the valleys
in the internal representation of an off-frequency masker at
the probe-frequency place appear to be longer compared with
those in the internal representation of the on-frequency
masker, due to nonlinear BM behavior. Results of the present
study indicate that listeners with normal hearing can take
advantage of those longer and deeper valleys.

In listeners with hearing loss of cochlear origin, the dis-
cussed differences in the shape of MPPs are much smaller or
are not observed, depending on the degree of hearing loss at
the test frequency. The MPPs are very shallow and tend to
have V-shaped valleys when measured with both on- and
off-frequency maskers. This was shown in experiment 2. The
results are consistent with the data of Nelson and Schroder
~1996!, who demonstrated that the release from masking
within the upper accessory excitation occurring in normal
hearing for temporally fluctuating maskers is markedly re-
duced and sometimes absent in the regions of high-frequency
hearing loss. Very shallow MPPs indicate more difficulty in
detecting the probe.

A model consisting of peripheral filtering, envelope ex-
traction, compression, a temporal window operating on an

FIG. 11. MPPs measured in hearing-impaired listeners, replotted from Fig.
5 ~symbols! along with predictions by the model~solid lines!. The data and
the predictions for the on- and off-frequency maskers are shown in the left
and right column of panels, respectively.

TABLE I. The maximum gain and the four parameters of the ROEX-shaped
temporal window that produced the predictions shown in Figs. 9–11.

Subject Gmax @dB# W Asym Tp @ms# Ts @ms#

S1 48 0.09 1.5 2.0 36
S2 47 0.09 1.7 2.0 38
S3 45 0.09 1.6 2.0 34
S4 42 0.07 1.5 2.0 30

S5 0 0.06 1.7 2.0 25
S6 0 0.09 1.9 1.2 34
S7 15 0.09 1.8 2.5 37
S8 8 0.09 1.7 2.0 27
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intensity-like representation, and a decision device was used
to demonstrate that the data can be accounted for by assum-
ing that an off-frequency masker produces a linear response
at the probe-frequency place while the probe produces a
compressed response. For the on-frequency masking case,
the masker and the probe were compressed according to the
same compression function. In the computation of the re-
sponse to the masker and the probe, the model assumed that
the internal representations of the two stimuli are combined
in a nonlinear manner, i.e., the combined response is not a
simple sum of the responses produced by the masker and the
probe in their separate presentations. The model correctly
predicted the different shapes of the MPPs observed with on-
and off-frequency maskers and produced predictions that fall
reasonably close to the data.

Results of the simulations indicate that good predictions
for hearing-impaired listeners are obtained when the maxi-
mum gain in Eq.~11! is set to a value equal or slightly higher
than zero, depending on the amount of hearing loss at the
probe frequency. As expected, for listeners with normal hear-
ing, much higher values of maximum gain had to be used, as
shown in Table I. The four parameters of the temporal win-
dow were similar across all listeners used in the study. The
obtained time constants describing the central part of the
temporal window before its center (Tp) were slightly shorter
than those reported by Mooreet al. ~1988!, Plack and Moore
~1990!, and Oxenham and Moore~1994!. The time constants
describing the skirt (Ts) were comparable to those reported
in their study. Computations of equivalent rectangular dura-
tions ~ERD! produced values between 6.9 and 7.2 ms for the
normal-hearing listeners and values between 5.5 and 7.7 ms
for the hearing-impaired listeners. Those values are similar
to the ERDs reported by Plack and Moore~1990! for high
stimulus frequencies. The important finding seems to be that
the time constants did not differ across listeners in our study,
whether their hearing was normal or impaired. This suggests
that the shallower MPPs observed in the hearing-impaired
listeners do not result from reduced temporal resolution. In-
stead, reduced or absent compression appears to be respon-
sible for the impaired processing of temporal envelopes. Ox-
enham and Moore~1997! suggested, based on their forward-
masking data, that the temporal integrator in listeners with
impaired hearing may not differ from that in normal hearing.
The difference occurs in the processing at more peripheral
stages. The processing is linear~or nearly linear! in impaired
hearing and it is compressive in normal hearing. Results of
the present simulations provide support for their findings.

The difference between patterns of masking produced by
off-frequency maskers with fluctuating envelopes in listeners
with normal hearing versus those in listeners with impaired
hearing may have consequences for the recognition of target
speech in the presence of a competing talker. The results
presented in this work appear to imply that when speech is
presented at a clearly audible level, to listeners with normal
hearing and to listeners with cochlear hearing loss, normal-
hearing subjects should be much better at detecting and rec-
ognizing short high-frequency consonants of the target talker
immediately following or preceding lower-frequency vowels
uttered by a competing talker. That is because the masker

~the low-frequency vowel! will produce a linear response at
the signal-frequency place~corresponding to the higher-
frequency content of a consonant! in both groups of listeners,
but only listeners with normal hearing can take advantage of
deeper valleys in the masking pattern when the vowel is
fading off. Hearing-impaired listeners would be expected to
perform much worse under such listening conditions. Fur-
thermore, our results argue that the worse performance of
hearing-impaired listeners should be observed despite appar-
ently normal temporal processing in their auditory system.

In the present paper, the differences in the shapes of
MPPs measured with on- and off-frequency maskers and also
the differences observed between MPPs measured in listen-
ers with normal and impaired hearing were all attributed to
BM compressive nonlinearity. However, another property of
nonlinear cochlear mechanics might have played a role. Del-
gutte ~1990a, b! demonstrated that for maskers well below
the signal frequency, two masking mechanisms are operat-
ing. One of them is related to spread of excitation produced
by a masker, and the other is based on suppression of the
activity evoked in response to the probe by a simultaneous
lower-frequency masker. Sizeable suppression was also
shown by psychophysical data of Oxenham and Plack
~1998!. In our study, suppression could have affected the
shapes of MPPs measured with the off-frequency masker in
listeners with normal hearing. It is possible that it affected
thresholds in the regions of each peak of the modulated
masker where simultaneous masking prevails. In the valley,
where the masked thresholds are governed by forward mask-
ing by the preceding peak, suppression should play little or
no role~Arthur et al., 1971!. Suppression presumably did not
affect the data from the hearing-impaired listeners. It has
been demonstrated that suppression is reduced or eliminated
as a result of damage to outer hair cells~Schmiedtet al.,
1980; Dalloset al., 1980; Hicks and Bacon, 1999b!. While
the presented model provides satisfactory predictions with-
out accounting for the effects of suppression, a more realistic
model of the auditory periphery needs to take this nonlinear
process into consideration.

The main conclusions from the present study may be
summarized as follows:

~1! MPPs measured with on-frequency maskers in listeners
with normal hearing exhibit sharp narrow valleys. For
maskers much lower in frequency than the probe, MPPs
have deeper and longer valleys. This difference in the
shapes of MPPs observed for on- versus off-frequency
maskers most probably results from different rates of
masking growth in the two masking conditions. Differ-
ent rates of masking growth are, in turn, the consequence
of different BM-response growth rates produced by on-
and off-frequency maskers at the probe-frequency place.

~2! The on- and off-frequency MPPs were more similar for
hearing-impaired listeners than they were for listeners
with normal hearing. This reflects similar rates of BM-
response growth produced by the two types of masker in
an impaired auditory system.

~3! The shapes of MPPs in listeners with normal hearing can
be predicted by a model assuming compressive transfor-
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mation of the probe and the on-frequency masker, and a
linear BM response to the off-frequency masker at the
probe-frequency place. The shapes of MPPs in listeners
with impaired hearing can be predicted using the same
model under the assumption that the response to the
probe and the on-frequency masker grows at the same or
a similar rate as the response to the off-frequency
masker, which is assumed to grow linearly.

~4! Best predictions by a model assuming linear or nearly
linear BM behavior in the case of hearing loss, and non-
linear BM behavior in the case of normal hearing, are
obtained when similar parameters of the temporal inte-
grator are used for both normal-hearing and hearing-
impaired listeners. This suggests that the apparent poorer
temporal processing of envelopes observed in impaired
hearing results from reduced or absent compression
rather than from a reduced efficacy of the temporal pro-
cessing mechanism. This result supports a similar obser-
vation made by Oxenham and Moore~1997! based on
their forward-masking data.
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1Plack and Moore~1990! used different frequencies and different levels of
the stimulus to estimate the parameters of their rounded-exponential-shaped
temporal window. Their results suggested that the sharpness of the tempo-
ral window increases most when the stimulus frequency changes from 300
Hz to 900 Hz, but only a slight further increase is observed when the
frequency increases up to 8100 Hz. It has to be noted that Plack and Moore
did not apply compression to the stimulus intensity in their derivation of the
parameters of the temporal window. That might have affected their esti-
mates. As temporal integration is believed to be a central process, it seems
reasonable to assume that the shape of the integrator does not depend on
stimulus frequency or level. However, as the output of the temporal win-
dow would be affected by the combined effect of compression and tempo-
ral integration, the ‘‘apparent’’ temporal resolution might be better at
higher frequencies and at moderate levels~where BM response is most
compressive!.

2Data collected using some of the normal-hearing listeners participating in
the present study, for masker frequencies of 500 Hz and 1200 Hz paired
with a probe frequency of 1200 Hz and for masker frequencies of 1200 Hz
and 2400 Hz paired with a probe frequency of 2400 Hz, showed a similar
difference in the shapes of MPPs measured with an on- and off-frequency
masker as the difference observed in this study for the normal-hearing
listeners tested at higher frequencies. Those data are not presented here
because they were affected by splatter. However, they provide additional
evidence that the similar MPPs observed with on- and off-frequency
maskers for the hearing-impaired listeners, tested with a probe frequency of
3 kHz do not result from the effect of frequency on the amount of com-
pression.

3The temporal window must be integrating information encoded as some
aspect of neural activity. Yateset al. ~1990! found that, once BM compres-
sion is factored out, the auditory-nerve response appears to grow in pro-
portion to stimulus intensity rather than stimulus amplitude. This finding is
in agreement with additivity-of-masking data~Oxenham and Moore, 1995!.
In listeners with cochlear hearing loss, two equally intense maskers produce
a 3-dB rather than 6-dB increase in threshold relative to the threshold
observed when only one of the maskers is present. Assuming that the BM
response is linear~or nearly linear! in the case of cochlear damage, this
result suggests linear additivity of the auditory response with respect to
intensity rather than with respect to amplitude. Psychophysical data of Ox-

enham and Plack~1997! suggest that, in normal hearing, the nonlinear BM
response is preserved at higher stages of the auditory processing. Based on
their results it is assumed in our model that the squared BM response is
essentially unaltered by further neural processing. Therefore, only a sto-
chastic process~internal noise! is added to the squared BM output before
the stimulus representation is input to the temporal integrator. This assump-
tion allows greater simplification of the model; however, one needs to be
aware that it may not be entirely correct.

4In Eq. ~9!, the internal representation of the masker at the probe-frequency
place was computed by raising the masker envelope~the modulator! to the
power ofb/a and then multiplying it by the carrier of the masker. Subse-
quently, such a ‘‘transformed’’ masker multiplied by the constantC1/a was
added to the probe, and the envelope of the obtained waveform was ex-
tracted. Extracting the envelope of the masker representation and adding it
to the envelope of the probe would not be equivalent to adding the stimuli
first and extracting the envelope of the resulting stimulus, and thus it would
lead to a different~incorrect! result. Physical stimuli add before they reach
the ear and undergo the processing at the basilar membrane and at higher
stages of the auditory system, which involves envelope extraction.

5In a healthy auditory system, gain applied by the cochlear amplifier to an
input stimulus decreases progressively with increasing stimulus level. The
rate at which gain changes is not constant across levels. The greatest de-
crease is observed at medium levels leading to the shallowest slope of the
growth-of-response function in this range~see Fig. 7!. As a result of this
level-dependent gain, a compressive function is observed at the output of
the cochlear amplifier. To compute the output level for each given input
level, the input level needs to be multiplied by the compression exponent
corresponding to that level. This compression exponent isnot equivalent to
the rate at which the response grows at the output of the cochlear amplifier.
Because gain decreases at a slower rate for low input levels than it does for
medium levels, the compression exponents for levels corresponding to the
shallowest part of the output function have to belarger than the slope for
this range of levels. The slope of the growth-of-response function would be
equivalent to the compression exponent only if gain decreased at a constant
rate across levels, which is not the case for a healthy cochlea. Therefore, it
is not justifiable to expect that models applying compression, such as the
ones used by Oxenham and Moore~1994! and in the present work, should
produce compression exponents equal to the slope of the BM input-output
function.

6The wiggles in the predicted MPPs are an artifact of the iteration procedure.
The model itself does not produce such nonmonotonicities since the BM
input–output function is monotonic and the temporal window is linear.
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Detection thresholds for temporal gaps between markers of dissimilar frequency are usually
elevated with respect to thresholds for gaps between markers of similar frequency. Because gaps
between markers of dissimilar frequency represent both a spectrally based perceptual discontinuity
as well as a temporal discontinuity, it is not clear what factors underlie the threshold elevation. This
study sought to examine the effects of perceptual dissimilarities on gap detection. The first
experiment measured gap detection for configurations of narrow-band gap markers comprised of
pure tones, frequency-modulated tones, and amplitude-modulated tones. The results showed that
gap thresholds for frequency-disparate pure-tone markers were elevated with respect to
isofrequency tonal markers, but that perceptual discontinuities between markers restricted to the
same frequency region did not uniformly elevate threshold. The second experiment measured gap
detection for configurations of markers where the leading and trailing markers could differ along the
dimensions of bandwidth, duration, and pitch. The results showed that, in most cases, gap detection
deteriorated when the bandwidth of the two markers differed, even when the spectral content of the
narrower-band marker was completely subsumed by the spectral content of the wider-band marker.
This finding suggests that gap detection is sensitive to spectral dissimilarity between markers in
addition to spectral discontinuity. The effects of marker duration depended on the marker
bandwidth. Pitch differences across spectrally similar markers had no effect. ©2001 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1354983#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Mk@SPB#

I. INTRODUCTION

Detection and differential sensitivity to the presence of a
silent interval that is marked by two tones, or other narrow-
band stimuli, is most acute when the frequencies of the
marker tones are similar. Sensitivity to the gap deteriorates
as the frequency separation between the marker tones in-
creases~Kinney, 1961; Perrott and Williams, 1971; Collyer,
1974; Fitzgibbonset al., 1974; Divenyi and Danner, 1977;
Divenyi and Hirsh, 1978; Neffet al., 1982; Formby and For-
rest, 1991; Formbyet al., 1996; Forrest and Formby, 1996;
Grose and Hall, 1996; Phillipset al., 1997; Formbyet al.,
1998a, b!. Phillips et al. ~1997! suggested that isofrequency
gap detection and across-frequency gap detection rely on dif-
ferent mechanisms: In the former case, the task is one of
within-channel discontinuity detection; in the latter case, the
task involves the shifting of auditory attention.

Analogous results have been observed in listeners who
use multichannel cochlear implants. Hanekom and Shannon
~1998!, testing listeners with the Nucleus 22 device, found
that gap detection was most acute when the two markers of
the gap were carried by the same electrode channel~within-
electrode channel!. Performance deteriorated as the distance
between the electrode channels carrying the first and second
marker increased~across-electrode channel!. For relatively
small separations between electrode channels, Hanekom and
Shannon attributed performance to the effects of peripheral
neural interaction~i.e., performance was determined by
within-channel mechanisms!. For widely separated electrode
channels, they suggested that a central mechanism was in-
volved that was sensitive to the perceptual similarity be-

tween markers. Van Wieringen and Wouters~1999!, testing
listeners with the Laura device, also found that across-
electrode-channel gap detection tended to be poorer than
within-electrode-channel gap detection; however, this differ-
ence could be greatly reduced or eliminated if the listeners
received sufficient training in the task. Moreover, perfor-
mance in the across-electrode-channel conditions was mini-
mally affected by the continuous activation of an intervening
electrode channel between the two marker electrode chan-
nels, suggesting that neural interaction was not the basis of
the effect. These results led van Wieringen and Wouters to
contend that the across-electrode-channel task was not a
measure of temporal resolution per se, but rather a measure
of the perceptual dissimilarity between two markers. To sup-
port this contention, they measured gap detection for stimu-
lus configurations that were not ‘‘across-channel,’’ but incor-
porated perceptually distinct stimuli as the two gap markers.
The marker distinctions were provided by varying the num-
ber of active electrode channels in the pre- and post-gap
markers and by varying the pulse rate across the two mark-
ers. Both of these manipulations tended to elevate gap
thresholds in comparison to the baseline conditions of
within-channel, perceptually similar markers. The latter find-
ing of the effect of differential pulse rate corroborates the
earlier work of Chatterjeeet al. ~1998!, who also found that
within-electrode-channel gap detection in Nucleus-22 users
was most acute when the two markers employed the same
pulse rate, and that thresholds were elevated when rate dif-
ferences were introduced between the markers. Thresholds
were also elevated when perceptual dissimilarities were in-
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troduced between the markers by varying marker level while
keeping pulse rate constant. Chatterjeeet al. ~1998! inter-
preted their results as reflecting a mechanism that is sensitive
to perceptual discontinuities in sequential sounds.

It is appropriate at this juncture to consider more explic-
itly some of the terminology used here. In particular, the
notion of perceptual dissimilarity, or discontinuity, requires
definition. If acoustic differences are introduced between the
two markers that result in a sound quality difference along
some perceptual dimension, then these acoustic differences
are said to underlie some perceptual dissimilarity. Conse-
quently, the pairing of markers that are perceptually dissimi-
lar results in a perceptual discontinuity across the temporal
gap. The acoustic differences between markers may be, for
example, in terms of their frequency content~spectral dis-
continuity!, bandwidth, modulation pattern, or interaural
level/phase. The resulting perceptual dissimilarities may be
in terms of pitch, timbre, fluctuation strength, or spatial lo-
cation. The degree to which markers are differentiated in
perceptual space is not explicitly considered here.

The contention that poor across-electrode-channel gap
detection in cochlear implant users is due to perceptual dis-
similarities and not to limitations of temporal processing, per
se, bears on the interpretation of the across-frequency gap
detection work in the normal ear. Two findings in particular
deserve attention. The first is from the work of Phillipset al.
~1997! who found that the detection of a gap marked by two
noise stimuli was poorer for a configuration where the first
marker was a wide-band noise and the second marker was a
narrow-band noise than for a configuration where both mark-
ers were isofrequency narrow-band noises. In the marker
configuration that resulted in the elevated threshold, the
spectral content of the first marker completely overlapped
that of the second marker, but also contained additional spec-
tral components. Thus the two markers were perceptually
distinct but the task did not technically require an across-
frequency analysis. A similar finding is evident in the work
of Formby et al. ~1998b! who measured gap detection for
different combinations of tonal markers. As expected, gap
detection was most acute when the gap was marked by isof-
requency tonal markers. However, they included conditions
where the second tonal marker was accompanied simulta-
neously by an additional tone at a different frequency. Thus
the second marker consisted of a two-tone complex, where
one of the tones was always the same frequency as that of the
first marker and the other was at a different frequency. In
these conditions, performance declined, even though the gap
was always completely represented within a single frequency
channel. A parsimonious interpretation of the Phillipset al.
~1997! and Formbyet al. ~1998b! findings is that the decline
in performance was due to the existence of perceptual differ-
ences between the two markers and not to frequency differ-
ences, per se. In contrast to this interpretation, Oxennam
~2000! found that differential lateralization of gap markers
had no effect on gap detection, even though the intra-cranial
images of the markers were clearly distinct. In addition, pitch
differences between markers with similar spectral envelopes
was less disruptive to gap detection than spectral differences
between markers with similar pitches. Oxenham interpreted

these results as suggesting that peripheral encoding of the
gap markers is the dominant factor underlying gap detection,
and not higher level perceptual representations.

The purpose of this study was to elucidate further the
effect of perceptual discontinuities on gap detection in
normal-hearing listeners. A specific aim was to determine
whether the diminished performance seen for across-
frequency gap detection is a specific manifestation of a more
general decline in temporal acuity brought about by the ex-
istence of perceptual dissimilarities between the two mark-
ers. If poor gap detection performance for frequency-
disparate markers is due to perceptual dissimilarities between
the markers, then poor gap detection performance should
also be observed for other marker configurations that incor-
porate perceptual dissimilarities, even when both markers
exist in the same frequency region. This specific aim was
examined in an experiment that measured gap detection for
configurations of narrow-band gap markers comprised of
pure tones, frequency-modulated~FM! tones, and amplitude-
modulated~AM ! tones. A second specific aim of this study
was to determine the importance of spectral constancy~i.e.,
equivalence of spectral content! versus spectral overlap for
gap detection. This latter aim was examined in a second
experiment that also included an assessment of marker dura-
tion.

II. EXPERIMENT 1. GAP DETECTION FOR PURE-
TONE, FM-TONE, AND AM-TONE MARKERS

A. Method

1. Subjects

In the course of this study, a total of eight normal-
hearing listeners ranging in age from 21 to 48 years partici-
pated. However, because the various conditions of the study
were undertaken at widely different times, different subsets
of the listeners participated in different phases of the study.
To clarify which listeners participated in which conditions,
they will be identified as Obs. 1–8. All listeners had audio-
metric thresholds<20 dB HL ~ANSI, 1989! across the fre-
quency range 250–8000 Hz. All were experienced in psy-
choacoustic listening experiments, including—for seven of
the eight listeners—gap duration discrimination tasks, and all
received a minimum of 1–2 h of training in the present task
before data collection began.

2. Stimuli

The markers that bounded the gap were either pure
tones, FM tones, or AM tones. The frequency of the pure
tones, and the carrier frequency of the modulated tones, was
4000 Hz. The exception to this was the pure-tone marker
used in the across-frequency condition~see below! which
had a frequency of 2285 Hz. The rate of modulation for both
FM tones and AM tones was either 10 Hz or 20 Hz. The
modulation index for the FM tones was 10 which, for the
10-Hz modulation rate, translated to a 2.5% peak frequency
deviation. The starting phase for the modulator was 0 rads
which meant that the instantaneous frequency at the onset
and offset of each FM marker was 4000 Hz. The modulation
index for the AM tones was 1, and the amplitude of the
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modulated waveform was adjusted to maintain level equiva-
lence with the pure-tone markers~cf. Viemeister, 1979!.1 For
the AM markers, the starting phase of the modulator wasp
rads which meant that the onset and offset of each marker
occurred at a waveform minimum~see Fig. 1!. The duration
of all markers was randomly set on an interval-by-interval
basis to be either 200 or 300 ms. For the modulated markers,
this translated to either 2 or 3 periods of 10-Hz modulation.
The randomization of duration was implemented to prevent
overall stimulus duration~2 markers1gap! from being a vi-
able detection cue. A 5-ms cosine-squared ramp was im-
posed on the beginning and end of each marker. The stimuli
were digitally generated~TDT AP2! at a rate of 20 kHz and
were low-pass filtered at 8 kHz~Kemo VBF 10M! prior to
presentation. The stimuli were presented at a level of 65 dB
SPL to the left ear through Sennheiser 580 headphones.

3. Procedure

Gap detection was measured using a 3-alternative,
forced-choice ~3AFC! procedure which incorporated a
3-down, 1-up adaptive strategy that converged on the 79.4%
correct level. The interval between the 0-voltage point at the
offset of marker 1 and the 0-voltage point at the onset of
marker 2 was designated the gap, as shown in Fig. 1. In the
no-gap standard, the two markers were therefore abutted next
to each other; however, the interruption between the two
markers was nevertheless detectable because of the 5-ms
rise/fall ramps imposed on the two markers. Because a
‘‘gap’’ therefore existed even in the standard stimulus, it
could be argued that the task should more correctly be
termed a gap duration discrimination task. However, given
the lack of a consensus regarding terminology for this para-
digm, and given the fact that the impetus for this study de-

rived largely from the gap detection literature, the term ‘‘gap
detection’’ will be used in this report. Following three cor-
rect responses in a row, the duration of the gap was de-
creased by a factor of 1.2; following one incorrect response,
the duration of the gap was increased by the same factor. A
track was terminated after ten reversals in gap duration, and
the geometric mean of the gap durations at the reversal
points was taken as an estimation of threshold for that track.
For each condition, at least three estimates of threshold were
collected and the final threshold value was taken as the geo-
metric mean of all estimates for that condition.

Two condition sets were employed in this experiment.
The marker pairs for each set of conditions are listed in
Table I. Different combinations of listeners participated in
the two sets. The first condition set incorporated the pure-
tone markers and the FM-tone markers centered at 4000 Hz,
all of which have ‘‘flat’’ envelopes. In three of the conditions
in this set, marker 1 was a 4000-Hz pure tone, and marker 2
was:~1! a 4000-Hz pure tone;~2! a 2285-Hz pure tone; and
~3! a 10-Hz modulated FM tone. The frequency of 2285 Hz
was chosen to be greater than half an octave below the test
frequency of 4000 Hz, since gap detection becomes an
across-frequency process beyond this interval~e.g., Formby
et al., 1996!. Moreover, the 7/4 ratio between the two fre-
quencies is essentially inharmonic. In the other three condi-
tions in this set, marker 1 was a 10-Hz modulated FM tone,
and marker 2 was:~1! a 4000-Hz pure tone;~2! a 10-Hz
modulated FM tone; and~3! a 20-Hz modulated FM tone.
Four of the listeners~Obs. 1–4! undertook condition set 1.
The second condition set utilized the AM-tone markers cen-
tered at 4000 Hz, with temporally fluctuating envelopes. In
the three conditions of this set, the marker 1–marker 2 AM
rate combinations were:~1! 10 Hz–10 Hz;~2! 10 Hz–20 Hz;
and~3! 20 Hz–20 Hz. Five listeners~Obs. 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7!
undertook all three conditions, while two listeners~Obs. 1
and 3! undertook just the first two conditions at an earlier
time. In each of the two condition sets, isotype configura-
tions existed where markers 1 and 2 were identical except for
random duration differences. Here, no perceptual differences
existed between the two markers. In the remaining configu-
rations, a perceptual difference existed between marker 1 and
marker 2, although no assumptions are made as to the
equivalence of the marker separations in perceptual space.
The purpose of the experiment was to determine whether gap
detection was poorer in conditions where a perceptual differ-
ence existed between markers, compared to conditions where

FIG. 1. Stimulus schematic showing a standard stimulus and a target stimu-
lus for two possible combinations of marker type. Upper pair~A! shows
stimulus envelope for pure-tone and/or FM-tone markers. Note that overall
duration of the standard stimulus could exceed overall duration of target
stimulus because marker duration could be either 200 ms or 300 ms, at
random. Lower pair~B! shows stimulus envelope for 10-Hz AM-tone mark-
ers. Again note randomization of marker duration. Also note that, because of
the p radian starting phase of the modulator, the ‘‘gap’’ in the standard
configuration was more pronounced than in~A!.

TABLE I. Marker configurations for the two condition sets of experiment 1.

Marker 1 Marker 2

Condition
Set 1

1 4000-Hz pure tone 4000-Hz pure tone
2 4000-Hz pure tone 2285-Hz pure tone
3 4000-Hz pure tone 10-Hz FM tone
4 10-Hz FM tone 4000-Hz pure tone
5 10-Hz FM tone 10-Hz FM tone
6 10-Hz FM tone 20-Hz FM tone

Condition
Set 2

1 10-Hz AM tone 10-Hz AM tone
2 10-Hz AM tone 20-Hz AM tone
3 20-Hz AM tone 20-Hz AM tone
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no such perceptual difference existed, and whether the
across-frequency condition appeared to be a specific case of
a general performance deficit.

B. Results and discussion

The mean results for the four listeners who undertook
condition set 1 are shown in Fig. 2. Gap threshold is plotted
for each marker 2 type, with marker 1 type being the param-
eter. Error bars indicate61 standard deviation.2 Thresholds
were similar for all conditions~9–16 ms!, except for the
configuration where the gap markers were pure tones of dif-
ferent frequencies. Here the threshold was elevated to more
than 50 ms. This pattern of results was confirmed with a
repeated measures analysis of variance~ANOVA ! which in-
dicated a significant effect of marker type~F5,15518.25; p
,0.001!. Note that in this, and all subsequent analyses, the
log transforms of the raw data were employed. Post hoc con-
trasts showed that the threshold for the frequency-disparate
marker configuration was significantly higher than all the
other marker configurations combined~F1,15579.6; p
,0.001!.

The mean results for condition set 2 are shown in Fig. 3.
A univariate repeated measures ANOVA indicated a signifi-
cant effect of marker configuration~F2,10516.17;p,0.001!.
Post hoc contrasts showed that this effect was due to the
threshold for the isotype 20-Hz AM tone markers~11 ms!
being lower than either configuration where marker 1 was a
10-Hz AM tone~21 and 27 ms!. The thresholds for the latter
two configurations did not differ.

The key feature to the results from the two condition
sets is that gap threshold did not uniformly worsen when
perceptual dissimilarities were introduced between the two
markers of the gap. When the dissimilarities took the form of
either the presence/absence of FM or different rates of FM,
thresholds were relatively stable compared to the baseline
condition where both markers were isofrequency pure tones.
When marker 1 was a 10-Hz AM tone, thresholds were simi-
lar across configurations where marker 2 was a 10-Hz AM

tone or a 20-Hz AM tone. It should be noted that, in general,
thresholds were somewhat higher for configurations where
marker 1 was a 10-Hz AM tone, compared to the ‘‘flat’’
envelope configurations of condition set 1. It is likely that
this is a consequence of the chosen starting phase of the AM
waveform. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the choice of ap-radian
starting phase for the modulator meant that the abutted mark-
ers in the standard~no-gap! stimulus were both at an enve-
lope minimum in the cycle of waveform modulation at the
point of abutment. This, in effect, amounted to the presence
of a longer gap in the standard stimulus compared to stimuli
made up of pure-tone or FM-tone markers, where the dura-
tion of the standard gap was dictated by the 5-ms offset/onset
ramps. Because detection of increments in the duration of a
gap is a function of the base duration of the gap~Abel, 1972;
Penner, 1976; Divenyi and Sachs, 1978!, it is probable that
the somewhat higher thresholds obtained with the 10-Hz
modulated AM-tone marker were a consequence of the
longer effective base duration of the standard gap. This is
supported by the observation that thresholds improved for
the 20 Hz–20 Hz AM gap markers, where the higher modu-
lation rate resulted in a shorter ‘‘base’’ silent interval in the
standard stimulus. Nevertheless, even the threshold for the
heterogeneous 10 Hz–20 Hz marker configuration was sig-
nificantly lower than that of the frequency-disparate pure-
tone configuration~F1,6511.09; p50.016!. This latter ob-
servation underscores the essential finding that the elevation
in threshold observed when the two markers of a gap are
widely separated in frequency exceeds that seen for the other
combinations of dissimilar marker types used here. While it
remains an assumption that the given acoustic differences
translate to perceptual differences, these results strongly sug-
gest that performance in across-frequency gap detection does
not reflect primarily a sensitivity to perceptual discontinui-
ties, per se. That is, the simple presence of perceptual dis-
similarities across the two gap markers is not itself a suffi-
cient factor to disrupt gap detection.

Van Wieringen and Wouters~1999!, in their cochlear
implant study, argued that the decline in gap detection per-

FIG. 2. Group mean gap thresholds for configurations where marker 1 is a
pure tone~filled symbols! or an FM tone~unfilled symbols!. The abscissa
shows the characteristics of marker 2. Error bars indicate61 standard de-
viation.

FIG. 3. Group mean gap thresholds for configurations where the gap mark-
ers are AM tones. The abscissa shows the configurations of marker
1–marker 2 AM rate. Error bars indicate61 standard deviation.
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formance seen for across-electrode-channel configurations
was due to perceptual discontinuities associated with the
channel change. To support this argument, they showed that
for two of their listeners there was a significant improvement
in performance across the multiple repetitions of each across-
electrode-channel condition. For one of these listeners, the
across-electrode-channel effect was greatly reduced, and in
the other it disappeared completely. Van Wieringen and
Wouters interpreted this improvement as showing that famil-
iarity with the perceptual characteristics of the stimuli
through training could overcome any apparent across-
channel effects. To determine whether listeners with normal
hearing could also be ‘‘trained out’’ of an across-frequency
effect, four listeners~Obs. 1–4! in this study underwent se-
rial testing on the across-frequency pure-tone condition. The
number of serial runs per listener varied between 9 and 16.
The time-series results for the individual listeners are shown
separately in the panels of Fig. 4. The open symbols indicate
the initial thresholds~obtained after practice! from which the
threshold data shown in Fig. 2 were calculated. The filled
symbols indicate the additional threshold estimates which,
for all listeners, were collected at a later date. For one lis-
tener ~Obs. 1!, the additional data were collected over two
sessions; for the remaining observers they were collected in a
single session. The horizontal line in each panel represents
the baseline isofrequency threshold for that listener. For
three of the four listeners~Obs. 1, 2, and 4!, continued train-
ing did not result in a convergence of the across-frequency

threshold with the isofrequency threshold. For one listener
~Obs. 3!, thresholds in the across-frequency condition were
occasionally as good as the isofrequency threshold. This lis-
tener had the smallest difference between the across-
frequency and isofrequency thresholds of the four listeners to
begin with. However, even after repeated runs, there did not
appear to be a stable convergence on the isofrequency
threshold. Thus the overall pattern of results does not support
the notion that performance in the across-frequency gap con-
dition is due to perceptual dissimilarities that can be over-
come with continued training.

In summary, this experiment sought to determine
whether across-frequency gap detection reflects mechanisms
that are sensitive primarily to the perceptual dissimilarity
between sequential sounds. The results showed that gap
thresholds for frequency-disparate pure-tone markers were
elevated with respect to isofrequency tonal markers. How-
ever, other acoustic differences between markers that were
presumed to also result in some degree of perceptual discon-
tinuity between markers did not uniformly elevate thresh-
olds. This finding is in line with the gap detection study of
Formbyet al. ~1993! who found that for markers comprised
of speechlike bands of noise, sensitivity to the gap was de-
pendent on the differences in center frequency of the marker
bands. Other marker differences in terms of bandwidth, level
and duration contributed very little to gap sensitivity.

FIG. 4. Individual gap thresholds in the across-frequency pure-tone condition as a function of run number. The open symbols indicate the initial thresholds
~obtained after training! on which performance in the main experiment was based. The horizontal line indicates the isofrequency gap threshold for that listener.
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III. EXPERIMENT 2. GAP DETECTION FOR NOISE
MARKERS

The results of experiment 1 leave open two questions:
~1! Is the elevation in gap threshold for frequency-disparate
markers due to spectral discontinuity, per se, or more gener-
ally to spectral dissimilarity between markers?; and~2! Is the
poorer performance for frequency-disparate markers related
to spectral differences between the markers, or to pitch dif-
ferences? The question of whether spectral discontinuity or
spectral dissimilarity is more relevant to across-frequency
gap detection leads back to two studies described in Sec. I.
Phillips et al. ~1997! found that the detection of a gap
marked by two noise stimuli was poorer for a configuration
where the first marker was a wide-band noise and the second
marker was a narrow-band noise than for a configuration
where both markers were isofrequency narrow-band noises.
Here, the elevated threshold occurred for a configuration
where the spectral content of the first marker completely
overlapped that of the second marker, making it a case of
spectral dissimilarity but not spectral discontinuity in the fre-
quency region of the narrow-band noise. The study of
Formbyet al. ~1998b! used tonal markers and made the in-
teresting finding that, relative to isofrequency single tone
thresholds, performance declined when the second marker
was accompanied by an isochronous second tone, but not
when the first marker was accompanied by an isochronous
second tone. Here, again, performance appears to be sensi-
tive to spectral dissimilarity~i.e., overlapping but dissimilar
spectra!, in contrast to spectral discontinuity~i.e., nonover-
lapping spectra!. However, notice that the direction of the
effect in the Formbyet al. ~1998b! study does not align itself
with the results of the Phillipset al. ~1997! study. In the
Formbyet al. ~1998b! study, a single-tone marker followed
by a widely spaced two-tone marker had a disruptive effect,
but a widely spaced two-tone marker followed by a single-
tone marker had little effect. The cochlear implant study of
van Wieringen and Wouters~1999! also showed a similar
asymmetry. In contrast, Phillipset al. ~1997! observed a
marked disruption for the ‘‘wide-band’’/‘‘narrow-band’’
case. Their study did not include the analogous ‘‘narrow-
band’’/‘‘wide-band’’ configuration. In order to clarify the ef-
fect of spectral dissimilarity versus spectral discontinuity,
experiment 2 examined gap detection using noise band
markers, where the markers overlapped in spectral content
but varied in overall bandwidth. In addition, because Phillips
et al. ~1997! found that performance for the spectrally dis-
similar markers was sensitive to the duration of the leading
marker, the parameter of marker 1 duration was also varied.

The question of the contribution of pitch differences ver-
sus spectral differences to across-frequency gap detection
has been examined by Oxenham~2000!. He measured detec-
tion of gaps marked by harmonic complexes that had been
bandpass filtered between 4000 Hz and 8000 Hz to remove
any resolvable components. When the gap markers had dif-
ferent fundamental frequencies, gap thresholds were elevated
relative to the case where both markers had the same funda-
mental frequency. This finding suggests that pitch differ-
ences are sufficient to disrupt gap detection performance.
However, he also included configurations where the gap

markers had the same fundamental frequency but were band-
pass filtered into nonoverlapping spectral regions. Here, per-
formance declined even further, suggesting that spectral dis-
continuity was a more over-riding factor than pitch
discontinuities. In order to address this issue further, experi-
ment 2 measured gap detection for wide-band iterated
rippled noises~IRNs! where the perceived pitch of the two
gap markers was varied, although the markers stimulated the
same frequency region.

A. Method

1. Subjects

Six listeners from the pool of eight participated in this
experiment~Obs. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8!. However, Obs. 5 and
6 did not undertake the two IRN conditions.

2. Stimuli

The acoustic markers bounding the gap were noise
stimuli of three possible types. One type was a wide-band
Gaussian noise~WBN!, low-pass filtered at 8000 Hz. The
second type of noise was a relatively narrow, digitally fil-
tered, band of noise~NBN! extending from 841 Hz to 1189
Hz; i.e., a quarter octave below, to a quarter octave above,
1000 Hz. The third type of noise was an iterated rippled
noise ~IRN!, bandpass filtered between 2500 and 8000 Hz
~cf. Yost et al., 1996!. Two IRNs were employed, each with
a different delay constant. One had a delay of 4 ms, yielding
a pitch of 250 Hz, whereas the other had a delay of 7 ms,
yielding a pitch of about 143 Hz. These delays were chosen
to result in pitches that did not form an harmonic interval.
Regardless of delay constant, each IRN was generated with
ten iterations of delay and add. When the first marker was a
WBN or NBN stimulus, its nominal duration was either 12.5
ms or 300 ms; the nominal duration of the leading IRN
marker was always 300 ms. For all stimuli, the nominal du-
ration of marker 2 was 300 ms. Regardless of nominal dura-
tion, the actual duration of each marker on every presenta-
tion was randomly varied by620%. The randomization of
duration was implemented to prevent overall stimulus dura-
tion (2 markers1gap) from being a viable detection cue. A
5-ms cosine-squared ramp was imposed on the beginning
and end of each marker. The stimuli were digitally generated
at a rate of 20 kHz~TDT AP2! and were low-pass filtered at
8 kHz ~Kemo VBF 10M! prior to presentation. New tokens
were generated for every interval of the 3AFC trial proce-
dure.

3. Procedure

To make the presentation levels similar to those of Phil-
lips et al. ~1997!, who presented all markers at 40 dB SL
regardless of duration, the first phase of the procedure was to
obtain detection thresholds for all markers. A 3AFC task was
employed, with the signal occurring in one of the three ob-
servation intervals at random.3 A 3-down, 1-up stepping rule
converged upon the 79.4% correct detection threshold. The
initial step size for level change was 8 dB and this was re-
duced to 4 dB after two reversals in level direction. After a
further two reversals, the step size was reduced to its final
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value of 2 dB. A threshold track was terminated after 12
reversals, and the average level of the final 8 reversals was
taken as the threshold estimate for that track. At least three
estimates were collected for each stimulus and the arithmetic
mean of all estimates was taken as the threshold value for
that stimulus. The procedure for measuring gap detection
was the same as that used in experiment 1 except that each
marker was presented at 40 dB SL for each listener. The
marker configurations employed in experiment 2 are listed in
Table II. The order of conditions was randomized across
listeners and, for each condition, practice was continued until
performance was stable; i.e., until thresholds reached asymp-
tote.

B. Results and discussion

The group mean results for the conditions involving
Gaussian noisebands are shown in Fig. 5. Gap thresholds are
plotted categorically for the four possible combinations of
bandwidth and duration for marker 1. The parameter is the
bandwidth similarity of marker 2 to marker 1, being either
the same~filled symbols! or different~open symbols!. There
are three main questions that these data address:~1! Does
changing the spectral similarity~i.e., bandwidth similarity!
of the gap markers affect performance?;~2! Does the dura-
tion of the leading marker affect performance?; and~3! Does
the temporal order of the marker bandwidth change~wide/
narrow, narrow/wide! affect performance? To interpret the
data in light of these questions, a repeated measures ANOVA
with three within-subject factors~marker bandwidth similar-
ity, marker 1 duration, and marker 1 bandwidth! was under-
taken. The analysis revealed a significant three-way interac-
tion between these factors~F1,5523.84; p50.005! which
was interpreted by assessing the pairwise means contrasts
using Bonferoni correction for the ten relevant comparisons
~criterion p50.005!. The first four comparisons spoke to the
first question of whether changing the bandwidth from
marker 1 to marker 2 affected the gap detection threshold. In
terms of Fig. 5, this involves determining whether the open
symbols~different bandwidths! are reliably above the filled
symbols~same bandwidths! for each marker 1 category. The
contrasts indicated that, for three of the four cases, varying
the marker bandwidth across the gap did disrupt threshold

relative to that obtained with a constant bandwidth~48 ms vs
10 ms when marker 1 was a short-duration WBN; 23 ms vs
9 ms when marker 1 was a long-duration WBN; and 39 ms
vs 7 ms when marker 1 was a long duration NBN!. The one
exception was for the configuration where marker 1 was a
short duration narrow band of noise. Here, thresholds were
not sensitive to whether marker 2 was also a narrow band of
noise, or was a wide band of noise~20 ms vs 33 ms!. How-
ever, it is evident from Fig. 5 that this specific outcome
appears to result not so much from good performance for the
‘‘different bandwidth’’ configuration, but from an elevation
in threshold for the ‘‘same bandwidth’’ configuration. This
finding leads into the second question of whether the dura-
tion of marker 1 affected the pattern of results, and four
means contrasts are relevant to this issue~i.e., the short ver-
sus long marker 1 durations for the marker 1–marker 2 con-
figurations of WBN-WBN, NBN-NBN, WBN-NBN, and
NBN-WBN!. For the WBN-WBN configuration, the result-
ing comparison was 10 ms vs 9 ms; for the NBN-NBN con-
figuration, the comparison was 20 ms vs 7 ms; for the WBN-
NBN configuration, the comparison was 48 ms vs 23 ms; and
for the NBN-WBN configuration, the comparison was 33 ms
vs 39 ms. These comparisons revealed that the only case in
which marker 1 duration affected performance was for the
configuration just described in which both markers 1 and 2
were narrow bands of noise. Here, gap detection thresholds
improved significantly from 20 ms to 7 ms as the nominal
duration of marker 1 increased from 12.5 ms to 300 ms.
Finally, as to the third question, for the configurations where
the temporal order of the marker bandwidth changed across
the gap, the order of the bandwidth change did not affect
performance. The two means contrasts relevant to this ques-

FIG. 5. Group mean gap thresholds plotted categorically for the four com-
binations of bandwidth and duration that featured in marker 1. The param-
eter is the bandwidth similarity of marker 2 to marker 1, being either the
same~filled symbols! or different ~open symbols!. Error bars indicate61
standard deviation.

TABLE II. Marker configurations for experiment 2. The stimuli were either
wide-band noises~WBN!, narrow-band noises~NBN!, or iterated rippled
noises~IRN!. For the WBN and NBN markers, the leading marker could
have a nominal duration of 12.5 ms~short duration! or 300 ms~long dura-
tion!. For the IRN markers, the add-back delay could be either 4 ms or 7 ms.

Marker 1 Marker 2

1 WBN ~short duration! WBN
2 WBN ~long duration! WBN
3 WBN ~short duration! NBN
4 WBN ~long duration! NBN
5 NBN ~short duration! NBN
6 NBN ~long duration! NBN
7 NBN ~short duration! WBN
8 NBN ~long duration! WBN
9 IRN ~4-ms delay! IRN ~4-ms delay!

10 IRN ~4-ms delay! IRN ~7-ms delay!
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tion are the WBN-to-NBN versus NBN-to-WBN compari-
sons for the short duration marker 1~48 ms vs. 33 ms, re-
spectively! and for the long duration marker 1~23 ms vs. 39
ms, respectively!. The two contrasts indicated that the gap
detection was not affected by whether markers 1 and 2
changed from wide band to narrow band, or narrow band to
wide band.

This pattern of results contains some features that are
common to earlier studies, but also highlights some incon-
sistencies. Like Phillipset al. ~1997!, this experiment found
that a wide-band noise marker followed by a narrow-band
noise marker resulted in poorer gap thresholds than if both
markers had narrow bandwidths, irrespective of the duration
of the leading marker. However, unlike Phillipset al. ~1997!,
gap detection for isotype narrow-band markerswassensitive
to the duration of the leading marker. This finding is sup-
ported by the gap duration discrimination work of
Rammsayer and Leutner~1996! who found that the discrimi-
nation of the duration of a silent interval bounded by two
isofrequency tones was dependent on the duration of the
leading marker. Schneider and Hamstra~1999!, using a gap
detection paradigm where marker duration was varied
equivalently for both markers 1 and 2, also showed that
within-channel gap detection was sensitive to marker dura-
tion. Snell and Hu~1999! also found an effect of marker 1
duration, where gap detection thresholds were sometimes el-
evated for short duration leading markers. However, it is
evident from their data that this effect was less marked for
the most experienced listeners. In line with this, Phillips
et al. ~1998! noted that a within-channel marker duration ef-
fect appeared to be present for their two most inexperienced
listeners. In considering the contrasting effects of marker 1
duration for isofrequency markers observed in the Phillips
et al. ~1997! study and in this study, differences between the
experimental paradigms should be noted. For example, in the
Phillips et al. ~1997! study, the standard gap was dictated by
0.5-ms rise/fall times on the markers~rendering the standard
gap ‘‘inaudible’’!, and several different fixed durations of the
leading marker were employed. In the present study, the
standard gap was dictated by 5-ms rise/fall times on the
markers, and only two nominal durations of marker 1 were
used. Further work to determine the conditions under which
within-channel gap detection is sensitive to the duration of
the leading marker is warranted because this sensitivity has
been proposed to distinguish between within-channel and
across-channel mechanisms~e.g., Phillipset al., 1997!. In
summary, the results of the Gaussian noiseband conditions
indicated that, in most cases, gap detection was disrupted by
introducing spectral dissimilarities~i.e., bandwidth differ-
ences in overlapping spectral regions! across the gap, and
that the order of the spectral changes made no difference.
This suggests that gap detection is sensitive to spectral dis-
similarity between markers in addition to spectral disconti-
nuity, or nonoverlapping frequency differences. The excep-
tion to the general pattern was for configurations where
marker 1 was a narrow band of noise. Here, gap detection
was elevated when the duration of marker 1 was short, even
when the bandwidth across the markers was held constant.

The results of the IRN conditions showed no effect of

perceived pitch. The mean thresholds for the gaps marked by
IRNs with the same pitch and different pitches were 8.0 ms
and 9.9 ms, respectively. A dependentt-test indicated that
these thresholds did not differ reliably~t351.41; p50.25!.
Recall that, although the pitch of the stimuli differed, the
spectral region occupied by the filtered IRNs was the same.
This result contrasts to some degree with that of Oxenham
~2000! who found, using filtered harmonic complexes, that
changing fundamental frequency while holding spectral re-
gion constant did result in a small decline in performance. It
is possible that the differences in finding may be due to
differences in the degree of temporal envelope fluctuation
observed for high-pass filtered harmonic complexes versus
IRNs. Gap detection is known to be dependent on the degree
of fluctuation in the gap markers~Eddinset al., 1992; Glas-
berg and Moore, 1992!.

IV. GENERAL SUMMARY

The two experiments reported in this study were moti-
vated by the question of whether gap detection for across-
frequency markers is a specific instance of poor gap detec-
tion for perceptually dissimilar markers. The first experiment
verified that thresholds for gaps marked by frequency-
disparate markers are poorer than for gaps marked by isof-
requency markers. However, by testing gap detection for
mixed marker types~pure tones, FM tones, and AM tones!, it
was shown that performance did not uniformly decline when
perceptual dissimilarities existed between the markers. The
second experiment also showed that, in most cases, gap de-
tection deteriorates when the bandwidth of the two markers
differ, even when there is complete spectral overlap between
the two markers. This finding suggests that gap detection is
sensitive to spectral dissimilarity between markers in addi-
tion to spectral discontinuity. The second experiment also
showed that pitch differences across spectrally similar mark-
ers are not sufficient to disrupt gap detection performance.

Several findings from earlier studies reviewed in Sec. I,
as well as aspects of the experiments reported here, indicate
that gap detection is sensitive to the acoustic similarity of the
two markers of the gap~or, for listeners with cochlear im-
plants, the electrical similarity of the gap markers!. However,
it is evident that acoustic dissimilarity in itself is not suffi-
cient to disrupt gap detection. From experiment 1, it would
seem that acoustic dissimilarities—with their associated per-
ceptual dissimilarities—that are restricted to the same fre-
quency region are not sufficient to disrupt gap detection.
Similarly, from experiment 2, it is evident that pitch differ-
ences between stimuli restricted to the same frequency re-
gion are not sufficient to disrupt gap detection. In contrast,
acoustic differences that involve spectral dissimilarities
across the gap do affect gap detection. Further work is re-
quired to resolve the question of the interaction of spectral
disparity versus spectral overlap in the gap markers, and the
symmetry of the effects in terms of the order of the gap
markers.
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1Specifically, the amplitude was adjusted by a factor of 1/A11(m2/2),
where the modulation index,m, was set equal to 1.

2Because the individual gap thresholds were averaged in the log duration
domain, the standard deviations bracket the mean value symmetrically
when plotted on the log duration coordinates of Figs. 2, 3, and 5.

3For the detection threshold phase of the experiment, the actual durations of
the stimuli equaled the nominal durations~12.5 ms or 300 ms!. In other
words, there was no randomization of stimulus duration for the measure-
ment of detection thresholds.
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The contribution of two ears to the perception of vertical angle
in sagittal planes
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Because the input signals to the left and right ears are not identical, it is important to clarify the role
of these signals in the perception of the vertical angle of a sound source at any position in the upper
hemisphere. To obtain basic findings on upper hemisphere localization, this paper investigates the
contribution of each pinna to the perception of vertical angle. Tests measured localization of the
vertical angle in five planes parallel to the median plane. In the localization tests, the pinna cavities
of one or both ears were occluded. Results showed that pinna cavities of both the near and far ears
play a role in determining the perceived vertical angle of a sound source in any plane, including the
median plane. As a sound source shifts laterally away from the median plane, the contribution of the
near ear increases and, conversely, that of the far ear decreases. For saggital planes at azimuths
greater than 60° from midline, the far ear no longer contributes measurably to the determination of
vertical angle. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1352084#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Qp, 43.66.Pn@DWG#

I. INTRODUCTION

Most previous studies of sound localization ability have
concentrated on localization performance in the horizontal
and median planes. It is generally known that binaural dis-
parity cues@i.e., interaural time~phase! differences and in-
teraural level differences# are cues for horizontal-plane local-
ization, while spectral cues~i.e., spectral distortions
produced by the pinnae! are cues for median-plane localiza-
tion. Most previous studies on median-plane localization
have treated spectral cues as a monaural auditory phenom-
enon, since the input signals of two ears from a sound source
in the median plane are generally very similar. They have
shown that spectral distortions caused by pinnae in the high-
frequency range above about 5 kHz acts as cues for median-
plane localization~e.g., Roffler and Butler, 1968; Blauert,
1969/1970; Gardner and Gardner, 1973; Hebrank and
Wright, 1974a; Butler and Belendiuk, 1977; Watkins, 1978!.
Only a few studies have speculated that binaural spectral
differences contribute to sound localization in the median
plane~Butler, 1969; Searleet al., 1975; Duda, 1997!. These
speculations have been questioned by several experimental
findings ~Gardner, 1973; Hebrank and Wright, 1974b; He-
brank, 1976; Morimoto and Nomachi, 1982!.

If everyday life, however, a sound does not come from
only the horizontal and median planes, but may come from
any direction around a listener. There is a need to identify
localization cues in such a case. Morimoto and Aokata
~1984! demonstrated that an interaural-polar-axis coordinate
system, as shown in Fig. 1, is more suitable for explaining
sound localization in any direction in the upper hemisphere
than a geodesic coordinate system defined by the azimuth
anglec and the elevation angleu. In an interaural-polar-axis
coordinate system, the anglea is the angle between the aural

axis and a straight line connecting the sound source with the
center of a subject’s head, and the angleb is the angle be-
tween the horizontal plane and the perpendicular from the
sound source to the aural axis, that is, the vertical angle in a
plane parallel to the median plane, called the sagittal plane.
According to the results of localization tests, Morimoto and
Aokata determined that anglea and angleb are indepen-
dently determined by binaural disparity cues and spectral
cues, respectively.

Middlebrooks ~1992! constructed a quantitative model
of two-dimensional localization in which the azimuth angle
and the elevation angle of a subject’s response were success-
fully predicted based on interaural level differences and
spectral cues, respectively. In his experiments, the locations
of stimuli and responses were specified in a double-pole co-
ordinate system. In this coordinate system, the elevation
angle is formed by the sound source~or response location!,
the center of the subject’s head, and the horizontal plane.
The azimuth angle is formed by the sound source, the center
of the head, and the median plane. This coordinate system is
a little different from Morimoto and Aokata’s, but the two
coordinate systems are similar, in that in both systems, the
vertical location is determined in a sagittal plane parallel to
the median plane. Accordingly, Middlebrooks’ model sup-
ports the experimental results of Morimoto and Aokata.

In all geodesic, interaural-polar-axis, and double-pole
coordinate systems, there is no doubt that a vertical location
of a sound image is determined by spectral cues, though the
definition of vertical angle depends on each coordinate sys-
tem. Spectral cues have been treated as monaural cues in
most studies on median-plane localization, as mentioned
above. Since input signals to the right and left ears from a
sound source in the median plane are generally very similar,
it may be appropriate to consider spectral cues to be a mon-
aural phenomenon in median-plane localization. A problem
is that the input signals to the left and right ears from a sounda!Electronic mail: mrmt@kobe-u.ac.jp
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source outside the median plane are not spectrally identified.
In this case, how do the two ears play a role in the

perception of the vertical angle outside the median plane?
Musicant and Butler~1984! demonstrated that the ear on the
side of the sound source~near ear! contributed powerfully to
front–back discrimination, as did the ear on the side opposite
the sound source~far ear!. Humanski and Butler~1988!
showed that the contribution of the near ear was greater than
that of the far ear in determining the vertical location of a
sound source in the sagittal plane. In both experiments, how-
ever, sound sources were arranged only on or near the hori-
zontal plane.

In the present paper, localization tests of sound sources
arranged throughout the upper hemisphere were carried out,
adopting an interaural-polar-axis coordinate system as shown
in Fig. 1. The purpose was to clarify the relationship between
the degree of a shift of a sound source from the median plane
and the degree of contribution of each ear to the perception
of the vertical angleb. In these localization tests, pinna cavi-
ties of one or both ears were occluded in the same manner as
in the experiments by Gardner~1973! and Humanski and
Butler ~1988!.

II. METHOD

A. Subjects

Subjects were three male students, 22 years of age61
year, with normal hearing sensitivity. All were experienced
in this type of localization test.

B. Apparatus and stimulus

The localization tests were conducted in an anechoic
chamber. The outer walls of the chamber were constructed of
30 cm thick reinforced concrete. Glass wool 25 cm thick was
installed on the walls as sound absorbing material. The di-

mensions of the working area of the chamber were 3.90 m
wide, 4.90 m deep, and 3.90 m high. The background noise
level was below 20 dB~A!.

Thirty-five small dome-type loudspeakers~Technics
EAS-6KH, diameter: 53 mm! were used for the localization
tests, as shown in Fig. 2. Their anglea settings were 30°,
60°, 90°, 120°, and 150°, and their angleb settings were 0°,
30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°, and 180°. The speaker radius was
1.6 m relative to the center of the subject’s head. The fre-
quency characteristics of the 35 loudspeakers were flattened
to within 63 dB in the frequency range of the stimulus by a
frequency equalizer~Technics SH-9090!.

The stimulus was a wide band white noise from 1 kHz to
16 kHz. The wide band white noise was generated from a
Hewlett-Packard noise generator~model 3722 A! and was
delivered to a custom-built timer gate with a abrupt rise–fall
time. To establish the filtered noise condition, the burst was
routed through an NF active filter~model FV625A!, which
resulted in a 48 dB/oct rejection slope. After appropriate fil-
tering ~bandpass from 1 kHz to 16 kHz!, the stimuli were
amplified ~Onkyo Integra 713! and delivered one of loud-
speakers via a custom-built loudspeaker selector. The stimu-
lus was delivered at 50 dB~A! ~SPL for 1 s, followed by an
interval of 4 s.

FIG. 1. Definition of an interaural-polar-axis coordinate system. S: sound
source; O: center of the head; r: distance between a sound source and the
center of head;c: azimuth angle;u: elevation angle;a: the angle between
the aural axis and a straight line connecting the sound source with the center
of a subject’s head;b: the angle between the horizontal plane and the per-
pendicular from the sound source to the aural axis, that is, the vertical angle
in a plane parallel to the median plane, called the sagittal plane.

FIG. 2. Arrangement of loudspeakers used for the localization test. In the
side view, loudspeakers in sagittal planes defined by anglesa5120° and
150° are hidden by those in sagittal planes defined by anglesa560° and
30°, respectively.
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C. Pinna conditions

The localization tests were done under four pinna con-
ditions: ~a! both ears open, i.e., the pinna cavities of both
ears were not occluded;~b! right ear open, i.e., the pinna
cavities of the right ear were entirely open while those of the
left ear were occluded except for a passageway to the ear
canal;~c! left ear open, i.e., the pinna cavities of the left ear
were entirely open while those of the right ear were occluded
except for a passageway to the ear canal; and~d! both ears
occluded, as described above. The occluded part of cavities
is shown in Fig. 3. In this experiment, the pinna cavities
were occluded using a material normally used for dental im-
pressions~Algix !, and the passageway to the ear canal was
made of a drinking straw. The surface of the occlusion was
flattened to be level with the end of the straw and the helix.
The length of the straw was almost equal to the distance
from the surface to the entrance of the auditory canal.

Head-related transfer functions were measured at the en-
trance of the passageway of the occluded ear and at the en-
trance of the auditory canal of the open ear~see the Appen-

dix!. Figure 4 shows the head-related transfer functions of
one of the three subjects from seven sound sources in the
median plane~anglea590°! to the occluded ear, compared
with those to the open ear, as an example. Although the
occlusion substantially distorted the spectral shape, it still
provided consistent spectral information related to the source
angleb. But Gardner and Gardner~1973! indicated that lo-
calization performance in the vertical plane was dramatically
disrupted when cavities of both ears were occluded. More-
over, Hofmanet al. ~1998! demonstrated that more than sev-
eral weeks were necessary to adapt subjects to new spectral
cues after the occlusion and that when occlusion was re-
moved immediately after adaptation, the subjects’ localiza-
tion accuracy with unoccluded ears was still as high as be-
fore the occlusion. In the present localization tests, the
occlusion period was too short to allow subjects to adapt to
spectral cues, as described in Sec. II D.

Another possible effect of the occlusion was to cause
possible lateral displacement of a sound image, because oc-
clusion can affect binaural disparity cues, i.e., interaural time
~phase! differences and interaural level differences. How-
ever, Gardner~1973! stated that if a passageway was pro-
vided through the occluding plug, lateral displacements were
avoided and the apparent location of the signal remained
within, or very close to, the median plane. Accordingly, the
occlusion of pinna cavities could be regarded as an adequate
manipulation to achieve the purpose of the present paper.

D. Procedure

Each subject was tested individually while seated, with
his head fixed in a stationary position, in a partially darkened
anechoic chamber. Seventy-seven recording sheets, each
with a circle and an arrow on it, were supplied to the subject.
An arrow on the top of the circle indicated the 0° of angleb.
The subject’s task was to mark down the perceived angleb
for each one-second stimulus presentation. The 4 s inter-
stimulus interval allowed the subject to pick up the next
record sheet. The only light in the chamber was placed such
that it provided just enough illumination for the subject to
see and utilize the record sheets.

Localization tests for each subject were performed in
two days. On the first day, tests for both ears open condition
were carried out to confirm the localization ability of the
subjects. On the second day, tests for the other pinna condi-
tions were carried out, separated by breaks of about 30 min
each in the order right ear open, both ears occluded, and left
ear open. For each pinna condition, a subject was tested with
each anglea in random order, separated by a break of at
least 5 min while he was seated. For each anglea, 11 sets of
stimuli were presented successively to the subject. In a set of
stimuli, the stimulus was presented once from a loudspeaker
at each of seven anglesb in random order. The presentation
order of the seven anglesb was different between sets. Thus
each subject made a total of 1540 judgments for the entire
task ~4 pinna conditions, 5 anglea settings, 7 angleb set-
tings, and 11 presentations for each angleb!.

FIG. 3. The occluded part of a pinna.

FIG. 4. Measured amplitudes of head-related transfer functions of an open
ear ~left! and an occluded ear~right!. Left ear of one of three subjects.
Source anglea590°.
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III. RESULTS

Sometimes subjects reported that sound images for
sound sources in the median plane~anglea590°! shifted a
little to the open ear side. It appears that the pinna occlusion
slightly altered binaural disparity cues@i.e., interaural time
~phase! differences and/or interaural level differences# as de-
scribed in Sec. II C. However, Morimoto and Aokata~1984!
and Middlebrooks~1992! made clear that anglea and angle
b are independently determined. Moreover, subjects who
perceived a lateral displacement of a sound image stated that
they could judge angleb without hindrance because of the
slight displacement. Therefore, the lateral displacement was
not regarded as an obstacle to achieving the purpose of the
present paper.

Responses to the first test sets for each anglea under
each pinna condition were regarded as practice and were
excluded from the results. The angle marked by the subject
was read with a protractor to an accuracy of one degree.

The effects of pinna occlusion on the perception of angle
b in sagittal planes were investigated with distribution charts
of subjects’ responses. Results are displayed in Figs. 5–9 for
anglesa530°, 60°, 90°, 120°, and 150°, respectively. Within
each figure the three columns show the individual data for
the three subjects, and the four rows display the four pinna
conditions. The diameter of each circle plotted is propor-
tional to the number of responses within 5°. The ordinate of

FIG. 5. Subjects localization responsesb as a function of source angleb.
Each column displays the results for a different subject. Each row displays
the results for a different pinna condition~labeled to the left!. The diameter
of the data points indicates the number of responses, as shown by the key at
the bottom. Source anglea530°.

FIG. 6. As Fig. 5 for the anglea560°.

FIG. 7. As Fig. 5 for the anglea590°.
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each panel is the perceived angleb, and the abscissa is the
source angleb.

Distinct individual differences in localization perfor-
mance appeared in only two cases: the responses of subject
A for anglea5150° under the right-ear-open condition~Fig.
9, second row! and those of subject K for anglea5150°
under the both-ears-occluded condition~Fig. 9, bottom row!.
Although the responses of subject A for anglea530° under
the left-ear-open condition~Fig. 5, third row! and for angle
a530° and 60° under the both-ears-occluded condition
~Figs. 5 and 6, bottom row! seem to be different from those
of subjects K and Y, a tendency of responses to concentrate
in one direction was common to all three subjects. Further-
more, although the responses of the three subjects for angle
a560° under the left-ear-open condition~Fig. 6, third row!
seem to differ from each other, a tendency for few responses
to appear around anglea590° and most to be near 0°~front!
and 180°~rear! was common to all three subjects. In sum-
mary, some individual differences were observed, yet one
could see certain general trends.

Figure 7 shows the perceived anglesb for sound sources
at anglea590°, i.e., in the median plane. When both ears
were open~top row!, the perceived anglesb practically co-
incided with the source anglesb. The variances of the re-
sponses for the source anglesb around 90° were larger than
those for angleb near 0°~front! or 180° ~rear!. This ten-
dency coincides with localization blur in the median plane
~Damaske and Wagener, 1969; Kurosawaet al., 1982!. This
means that the response method with recording sheets used
in the present tests was adequate. When both ears were oc-
cluded~bottom row!, the perceived anglesb were practically
independent of the source anglesb: most responses shifted to
0° ~front! or 180° ~rear!. Some front–back confusion oc-
curred for every position of source angleb. As a result, the
pinna occlusion effectively removed localization cues for the
perception of angleb. When either of the ears was open
~second and third rows!, regardless of the side of the open
ear, the source anglesb were correctly perceived on the
whole, although the variances of the responses for the source
anglesb from 90° to 150° were larger than those when both
ears were open, and some front–back confusion occurred at
b5120° and 150°.

Figures 5 and 6 show the perceived anglesb for sound
sources at anglesa530° and 60° on the right of the median
plane. When both ears were open~top rows!, the perceived
anglesb practically coincided with the source anglesb and
front–back confusions hardly occurred, although the vari-
ances of the responses were somewhat larger than those in
the case of anglea590° ~Fig. 7!. When the right ear on the
source side was open~second rows!, the anglesb could be
perceived with much the same accuracy as when both ears
were open. When the left ear was open, that is, the right ear
on the source side was occluded~third rows!, few responses
appeared around 90°~above! and most of them shifted to 0°
~front! or 180° ~rear!. A considerable number of front–back
confusions occurred for every position of source angleb.
When both ears were occluded~bottom rows!, the anglesb
were perceived as inaccurately as when the right ear on the
source side was occluded.

FIG. 8. As Fig. 5 for the anglea5120°.

FIG. 9. As Fig. 5 for the anglea5150°.
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Figures 8 and 9 show perceived anglesb for sound
sources at the anglesa5120° and 150° on the left side of the
median plane. The results in these cases show a similar ten-
dency to those in the cases ofa530° and 60°. Here, of
course, the left ear open conditions~third rows! are the cases
in which the open ear is one the same side as the source, and
are comparable to the right-ear-open conditions considered
in the previous paragraph~second rows in Figs. 5 and 6!.
Similarly, the right ear open conditions~second rows! are
comparable to the left-ear-open conditions~third rows in
Figs. 5 and 6! for anglea530° and 60°.

The effects of pinna occlusion on the perception of angle
b in sagittal planes may be summarized as follows. When
only the ear on the source side was occluded or both ears
were occluded, few sound images appeared aroundb590°
~above!, and front–back confusions occurred. When only the
ear on the side opposite the sound source was occluded, the
angleb could be correctly perceived on the whole, while the
variances of responses were larger than when both ears were
open. These tendencies are very similar to those of sound
localization for low-pass noises of less than 4.8 kHz in the
median and the traverse planes described in previous papers
~Morimoto, 1981; Morimoto and Aokata, 1984!.

Figure 10 shows the effects of pinna condition on the
localization error in each sagittal plane. The error is defined
as the mean absolute deviation of perceived angle from
source angle~Morimoto and Ando, 1980!. Here, the error
was obtained from the responses of the three subjects to-
gether, because individual differences among them were not
remarkable, as shown in Figs. 5–9. In this figure, the results
for a560° and 120° are combined, and the results fora530°
and 150° are combined, because the results for those two sets
of angles can be considered to be symmetrical about the
median plane, according to the results shown in Figs. 5 and 9
and Figs. 6 and 8. The near ear and the far ear refer to the ear
on the source side and the opposite ear to the source side,
respectively.

In the median plane~anglea590°!, the error increased
in the order both ears open, either ear open, and both ears
occluded. Fora560° and 120°, the error increased in the

order both ears open, near ear open, far ear open, and both
ears occluded. For the more lateral sagittal planes defined by
anglesa530° and 150°, the error increased in the order both
ears open, near ear open, far ear open, and both ears oc-
cluded.

Statistical tests were performed to determine whether or
not a difference between mean localization errors for two
pinna conditions in each sagittal plane was statistically sig-
nificant. The statistical method used for the test was the
z-test.1 All three pairwise tests were done fora590° and all
six pairwise tests were done fora560° and 120° and for
a530° and 150°. The sample size of each group was 420,
but it was 210 for only both ears open and both ears oc-
cluded in the median plane~anglea590°!.

For a590° ~median plane! and for a560° and 120°,
p-values obtained less than 1.031026 for all pairs; that is,
there were statistically significant differences between all of
the conditions. This means that both ears contributed to the
perception of angleb, even in the median plane, and sug-
gests that the near ear contributed to the perception of angle
b more than the far ear did. Fora530° and 150°,p-values
were less than 1.031026 for all pairs except two: for the test
of far ear open versus both ears occluded thep-value was
0.2717, and for the test of near ear open versus both ears
open thep-value was 0.0054. These values suggest that the
far ear did not contribute measurably to the perception of
angleb in these sagittal planes, although the latter value is
similar than a value which is conventionally considered to be
a significant level.

Figure 11 shows the effect of occluding either ear on
localization error. The ordinate indicates the increase in the
error when either of two open ears is occluded relative to the
case with both ears open. The abscissa indicates the source
anglea as a relative angle to the median plane. Zero means
that a sound source is in the median plane. Plus or minus
means that a sound source is on the open ear side or the
occluded ear side relative to the median plane, respectively.

FIG. 10. Effects of pinna condition on localization error. Bars indicate stan-
dard deviations.

FIG. 11. Effects of either ear occlusion on localization error. Increase in
error with either ear occluded relative to the both-ears-open condition.
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In other words, the axis means how far from the occluded ear
a sound source is. As a sound source shifts from the occluded
ear, the increase in the error becomes small. At160°, the
increase is very small, as mentioned previously.

Figure 12 shows the effect of having either ear open on
localization error. Here the ordinate indicates the decrease in
the error when either of two occluded ears is open, relative to
when both ears are occluded. In this case, plus or minus
means that a sound source is on the occluded ear side or the
open ear side, respectively. In other words, the abscissa in-
dicates how far from the open ear a sound source is. As a
sound source shifts from the open ear, the decrease in the
error becomes small. At160°, the decrease is unmeasurable,
as mentioned above.

From these results, it can be inferred that the far ear no
longer contributes measurably to the perception of angleb,
when the shift of a sound source from the median plane
exceeds 60°.

IV. DISCUSSION

Gardner~1973! investigated the effects of pinna cavities
on localization ability using signals that originated in or near
the horizontal plane in the anterior sector of the median
plane. The result demonstrated that when the cavities of only
one pinna were occluded, a considerable amount of localiza-
tion ability still remained, although the localization ability
was reduced compared with that achieved with no occlusion
in either ear. The implication of his result was that the influ-
ence of the cavities was monaural in nature, at least insofar
as localization in this sector of the median plane is con-
cerned.

Meanwhile, the results of the present study demon-
strated a significant difference in localization ability in the
median plane between either ear occluded and both ears
open. Moreover, the occlusion of either ear caused a signifi-
cant difference in localization ability of the angleb in the
saggital planes of anglea560° and 120° which were outside

of the median plane. Actually, the spectral shapes of input
signals to the left and right ears from a sound source in the
median plane are not identical which is also true in saggital
planes outside of the median plane. Therefore, it is not rea-
sonable to regard the perception of the angleb in only the
median plane as a monaural phenomenon exclusively. In
other words, both ears contribute to the perception of the
vertical angle even n the median plane.

Musicant and Butler~1984! and Humanski and Butler
~1988! investigated the contribution of the near and far ears
to the localization of sound. The experimental results of both
studies demonstrated unequivocally that the near ear contrib-
utes powerfully to localization accuracy. The results of the
present paper support their findings. Musicant and Butler in-
ferred that the far ear contributed, to some extent, to front–
rear discrimination. This corresponds to the perception of the
angleb in the present study, from the results in which there
were fewer front–rear reversals when the far ear was open
than when both ears were occluded. Such an inference was
obtained by pooling across horizontal locations, which cor-
responded to the anglea in the present study. Careful obser-
vation of their results@see Table I in Musicant and Butler
~1984!# indicates that, for locations close to the median
plane, front–rear reversals when the far ear was open were
fewer than when both ears were occluded, but that for loca-
tions far from the median plane, front–rear reversals when
the far ear was open and when both ears were occluded were
almost equal. Such a tendency coincides with the results of
the present localization tests.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Localization tests of sound sources arranged throughout
the upper hemisphere were performed in order to clarify the
degree of contribution of each of two ears to the perception
of angleb, that is, the vertical angle in sagittal planes.

The results confirm that:~1! Both ears contribute to the
perception of the vertical angle even in the median plane,
and ~2! The near ear prominently contributes to the percep-
tion of angleb, as indicated by Humanski and Butler~1988!.
In addition, the results clarify that:~3! Not only the near ear
but also the far ear contributes to the perception of angleb,
and ~4! As a sound source shifts laterally from the median
plane, the contribution of the near ear increases, and, con-
versely, that of the far ear decreases. Furthermore, it can be
inferred that:~5! When the deviation of the anglea of a
sound source from the median plane is larger than a certain
amount, the far ear no longer contributes measurably to the
perception of angleb. This amount was 60° under the test
conditions in the present study.
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APPENDIX

In order to obtain the amplitude and the phase parts of
the head-related transfer function~HRTF!, the pulse tech-

FIG. 12. Effects of either ear open on localization error. Decrease in error
with either ear open relative to the both-ears-occluded condition.
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nique~Mellert et al., 1974! was used adding 100 repetitions.
This yielded an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio of 20 dB.
The subject was seated in an anechoic chamber, and his head
was stabilized. The tip of a probe-microphone~Brüel &
Kjaer, Type 4170! was carefully set at the entrance to the
auditory canal of the open ear or at the entrance of the pas-
sageway of the occluded ear. A pulse of 20ms duration was
fed through an amplifier into a loudspeaker. The probe-
microphone output was led to a digital computer through an
A-D converter~12 bit! with a sampling frequency of 50 kHz.

The HRTF,H(v), is obtained by

H~v!5G~v!/F~v!, ~A1!

whereF(v) is the Fourier transform of the waveform,f (t),
measured at the point corresponding to the center of the sub-
ject’s head in a free field without a subject, andG(v) is that
measured at the entrance of the auditory canal of the open
ear or at the entrance of the passageway of the occluded ear.

1The z-test is a test for assessing hypotheses about population means when
their variances are not known and samples sizes are large~n.100!. The test
statisticz is

z5~x̄12x̄2!/As1
2/n11s2

2/n2,

wherex̄1 and x̄2 are the means of sample sizen1 andn2 ands1 ands2 are
the sample variance.z has a normal distribution~Betheaet al., 1985!.
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The purpose of this study was to measure listeners’ abilities to detect brief changes in interaural
temporal disparities~ITDs! or interaural intensitive disparities~IIDs! conveyed by bursts of noise
~probes! temporally and symmetrically flanked by segments of diotic or uncorrelated noise.
Thresholds were measured using a four-interval, two-alternative, forced-choice adaptive task and
the total duration of the bursts of noise was either 20, 40, or 100 ms. Probes were temporally
centered within each burst and the durations of the probes ranged from 2 to 100 ms, depending upon
the duration of the~longer! total burst of noise within which they were embedded. The results
indicate that, for a given total duration of noise, there is a rapid decrease in threshold ITD or
threshold IID as the duration of the probe is increased so that it occupies a larger portion of the total
burst of noise. Mathematical analyses revealed that both threshold ITDs and threshold IIDs could be
well accounted for by assuming that the listener processes both types of binaural cues via a single,
symmetric, double-exponential temporal window. Interestingly, the shapes of the temporal windows
that fit the data obtained from the human listeners resemble the shapes of the temporal windows
derived by Wagner@H. Wagner, J. Comp. Physiol. A169, 281–289~1991!#, who studied the barn
owl. The time constants and relative weightings yielded temporal window functions that heavily
emphasize information occurring within the very temporal center of the window. This temporal
window function was found to be generalizable in the sense that it also accounts for classic data
reported by Grantham and Wightman@D. W. Grantham and F. L. Wightman, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
63, 511–523~1978!# concerning sensitivity to dynamically changing interaural disparities. ©2001
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1354203#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Ba@SPB#

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1991, Wagner published behavioral data concerning
the ability of barn owls to process brief changes in interaural
time delay~ITD!. Wagner’s stimuli consisted of broadband
noises that were interaurally uncorrelated save for a short
portion termed the ‘‘probe.’’ The probe contained a fixed
value of ITD that favored either the left or the right ear and
the barn owl was trained to make a ‘‘head turn’’ to indicate
the leading side. Wagner measured discrimination of ITD as
a function of the duration of the probe and the duration of the
temporally flanking interaurally uncorrelated noise. He re-
ported that the barn owl was able to lateralize a very brief
change in ITD~e.g., an ITD occurring for 10 ms or so that
was temporally centered within two bursts of interaurally
uncorrelated noise that were each 45 ms long!. A quantita-
tive analysis revealed that the ‘‘temporal window’’ that per-
mitted a fit to the data of the barn owl was composed oftwo
time constants: one on the order of 3–5 ms that described the
central portion of the window and one of about 30–50 ms
that determined the ‘‘skirts’’ of the window.

The owl’s ability to discriminate such brief changes in
ITD appears to be inconsistent with several studies that char-
acterized the human’s binaural system as being ‘‘sluggish’’
~e.g., Grantham and Wightman, 1978, 1979; Grantham,
1982, 1984!. Such studies have routinely reported ‘‘time
constants’’ of binaural processing ranging from 50 to 250 ms
or so, depending on the experiment and on the individual
listener. It seemed useful and important to investigate

whether human listeners would also be able to detect very
brief changes in ITD when those ITDs were presented in
stimulus conditions similar to those utilized by Wagner
~1991!. To our knowledge, experiments similar to the one
reported by Wagner have never been conducted with hu-
mans. Consequently, we measured human listeners’ sensi-
tivities to brief interaural disparities temporally embedded
within longer bursts of noise.

It will be shown that the data from human listeners, like
those obtained from the barn owl, indicate rapid processing
of dynamic changes of ITDs. Furthermore, not unlike the
findings for the barn owl, the new data are well described by
a temporal window composed of two time constants. As was
found for the barn owl, a short time constant describes the
central portion of the window and a longer time constant
describes the skirts of the window. In addition, we found that
only one temporal window function was required to account
both for sensitivity to brief changes of ITD and brief changes
of interaural intensitive disparity~IID !. Finally, it will be
shown that the temporal window obtained using the para-
digm employed here also accounts for Grantham and Wight-
man’s ~1978! classic data concerning listeners’ abilities to
‘‘track’’ dynamically changing ITDs.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Procedure

In separate experiments, the listener’s task was to detect
a change in either ITD or IID imposed during a segment of a
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burst of noise. The segment containing the ITD or IID to be
detected~i.e., the probe! was temporally centered within a
longer burst of noise that was either diotic or interaurally
uncorrelated. The durations of the probes and of the sur-
rounding portions of noise were similar to those employed
by Wagner~1991!. The total duration of the stimuli~probe
plus surrounding noise! was either 20, 40, or 100 ms. The
duration of the probes was either 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, or 64 ms,
depending on the total duration. Data were also collected for
conditions in which the duration of the probe was equal to
the total duration of the stimulus~i.e., durations of 20, 40, or
100 ms!.

All stimuli were generated digitally with a sampling rate
of 20 kHz via a TDT array processor and PowerDac. The
noises were bandlimited between 100 and 3000 Hz and in-
dependent tokens of noise were used, respectively, for the
leading, probe, and trailing segments of each total burst of
noise. Each segment was constructed using inverse FFTs that
yielded 8192 points in the time domain. The segments were
truncated to the durations appropriate for the condition to be
tested. The beginning and ending of each total burst of noise
was shaped with a 1-ms cos2 ramp and the transition between
surrounding noises and probes was essentially instantaneous.
Stimuli were low-pass filtered at 8.5 kHz~TDT FLT2! and
presented via TDH-39 earphones~mounted in MX/41-AR
cushions! to listeners seated in single-walled, IAC booths.
The spectrum level of each noise was equivalent to 50 dB
SPL.

The stimuli were presented in a four-interval, two-cue,
two-alternative temporal forced-choice adaptive task. Each
trial consisted of a warning interval~500 ms! and four ob-
servation intervals separated by 450 ms. The observation in-
tervals were marked by a visual display on a computer moni-
tor. In the first and fourth ‘‘cuing’’ intervals, the portion of
the total burst of noise that defined the probe was presented
diotically. The interaural disparity to be detected~either ITD
or IID! was imposed on the probe in either the second or the
third interval with equala priori probability. The interaural
conditions in the remaining interval were like those in the
cuing intervals. Feedback was provided for approximately
400 ms after the listener responded.

In order to ensure that listeners could not identify the
interval containing the interaural disparity on the basis of any
stimulus artifacts, independent noises were concatenated in
all four intervals of the psychophysical task. Further, when
the listeners’ task was to detect IIDs, each nonsignal interval
contained either increments at both ears or decrements at
both ears~with equala priori probability! that were equal in
magnitude to the symmetric increments/decrements compos-
ing the IID in the signal interval. These increments and dec-
rements were made at identical times and for identical dura-
tions as the symmetric increments/decrements produced in
the signal interval. This was done in order to prevent listen-
ers from solving the task on the basis of energy-related cues.

The ITD or IID was varied adaptively in order to esti-
mate 70.7% correct~Levitt, 1971!. When threshold ITDs
were measured, the initial step size for the adaptive track
corresponded to a factor of 1.584~2 dB! and was reduced to
a factor of 1.122~0.5 dB! after two reversals. When thresh-

old IIDs were measured, the initial and final step sizes de-
pended upon the magnitude of the IID. For IIDs greater than
3.0 dB, the initial and final step sizes were 1.0 and 0.5 dB,
respectively. For IIDs less than or equal to 3.0 dB, the initial
and final step sizes were 0.5 and 0.2 dB, respectively. For
both the measurement of threshold ITDs and threshold IIDs,
a run was terminated after 12 reversals and threshold was
defined as the average level of the signal across the last ten
reversals.

Three young adults, two females and one male who had
served in previous experiments and who had no evidence or
history of hearing loss, served as listeners. Because they
were experienced, only the measurement of a few threshold
ITDs when the surrounding noise was diotic was sufficient
for them to become familiar with the task. Formal testing
began with the measurement of threshold ITDs when the
surrounding noise was diotic. Three estimates of threshold
were obtained for each combination of burst duration and
probe duration. The values of burst duration and probe dura-
tion were chosen randomly from the set of values described
above. Once the 21 combinations of probe duration and total
duration were tested, the process was repeated with a new
random order of combinations of burst and probe durations
with the surrounding noise now being interaurally uncorre-
lated. Note that this procedure resulted in thresholds for the
conditions in which the duration of the probe was equal to
the total duration of the stimulus~i.e., durations of 20, 40, or
100 ms! being measured twice, once in the context of the
conditions in which the surrounding noise was diotic and
once in the context of conditions in which the surrounding
noise was interaurally uncorrelated. The listeners were given
substantial practice for conditions in which the surrounding
noise was interaurally uncorrelated before formal collection
of data began. This was done because the perceptual nature
of the task was very different as compared to the conditions
in which the surrounding noise was diotic. Then, three more
estimates of threshold were obtained as described above in
‘‘counterbalanced’’ fashion beginning with conditions in
which the surrounding noise was interaurally uncorrelated
and ending with the conditions in which the surrounding
noise was diotic. When the surrounding noise was interau-
rally uncorrelated and the duration of the probe was very
short, sensitivity to ITD was very poor. In those instances,
stimulus conditions were retested in order to decide whether
a valid estimate of threshold ITD could be obtained. When
estimates of threshold ITD could be obtained, the final esti-
mate of threshold was based on the average of the last six
measures that could be made. The stimulus conditions for
which threshold ITDs could not be obtained are indicated in
the figures containing the data by vertical arrows atop points
plotted arbitrarily at a value of ITD of 999ms.

The measurements of threshold IID were conducted fol-
lowing the measurements of threshold ITD in exactly the
same manner described above. Stimulus conditions which
did not produce a valid measure of threshold IID are indi-
cated in the figures containing the data by vertical arrows
atop points plotted arbitrarily at a value of IID of 20 dB.
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B. Results and discussion

1. Diotic noise surrounding the probe

Figure 1 contains the data obtained for conditions in
which threshold ITDs were measured for probes surrounded
temporally by diotic noise~closed symbols! and the data
obtained when probes were presented in isolation~open sym-
bols!. Three of the panels display the data obtained from the
individual listeners RS, EM, and BT, respectively. The lower
right panel contains the means of the threshold ITDs ob-
tained across the three listeners. The error bars represent61
standard error of the mean. In each panel, threshold ITD is
plotted as a function of the duration of the probe. The ordi-
nate is scaled logarithmically because the psychometric func-
tion is approximately linear on log-ITD, as demonstrated by
Yost et al. ~1971! and as recently discussed by Saberi~1995!
in the context of adaptive psychophysical procedures. The
parameter in each plot is the total duration of the burst of
noise in each interval. The lines passing through the closed
symbols represent theoretical fits to the data and will be dis-
cussed below. Because the pattern of the data across listeners
is similar, the discussion will focus on the means.

Beginning with the threshold ITDs obtained when total
duration was 100 ms~circles!, note that thresholds declined
as the duration of the probe was increased from 2 to 100 ms.
That is, threshold ITDs decreased as the portion of the total
burst containing the ITD increased. The same trend occurred
when the total duration was either 40 ms~triangles! or 20 ms
~squares!. The vertical displacements of the data indicate
that, in general, threshold ITDs decreased for a constant du-
ration of the probe as the total duration of the burst was
decreased.

The thresholds obtained when the probe was presented
without surrounding noise~open symbols! appear to repre-
sent ‘‘discontinuities’’ in otherwise smooth declines of
threshold with increases in the duration of the probe. That is,
beginning with a probe in isolation, replacing even a small
portion of it with diotic surrounding noise results in a rela-
tively large elevation in threshold. Thereafter, as the duration
of the probe is decreased and more of the total duration of
the burst is occupied by diotic noise, thresholds increase
smoothly in a manner predicted using the temporal window.
Perhaps this discontinuity occurs because the inclusion of
even short segments of surrounding noise produces conflict-

FIG. 1. Data obtained with probes surrounded by diotic noise. Threshold ITD~ms! is plotted as a function of the duration of the probe containing the ITD.
The four panels display the data for the three listeners and the mean, respectively. The parameter within each plot is the total duration of the noise within
which the probe was embedded. The lines passing through the data points represent predictions based on a symmetric, double-exponential window~see the
text!. Open symbols represent conditions in which the probe occupied the entire duration of the burst.
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ing onset and/or offset information that degrades sensitivity
to interaural cues over and above that produced by averaging
binaural information over time.

The decreases in threshold ITDs with increases in probe
duration do not appear to result from increases in the dura-
tion of the probe,per se. Note that threshold ITDs varied
little with the duration of the probe when no surrounding
noise was present~open symbols!. Similar findings were re-
ported by Houtgast and Plomp~1968!, who observed only
small changes in threshold ITDs for durations between 10
and 1000 ms when their noise ‘‘probes’’ were presented in
isolation, as compared to when the probes were added to an
independent noise that was lower in level. In order to explore
this issue further, we conducted a supplementary experiment
and found that, when the probe was presented in isolation,
thresholds for all three listeners varied little for durations
between 4 and 100 ms. Taken together, our data and Hout-
gast and Plomp’s support the conclusion that threshold ITDs
do not vary appreciably over a large range of duration when
the information conveying the ITD is presented in ‘‘isola-
tion.’’

The decreases in threshold ITDs observed in Fig. 1 are
also not simply associated with the proportion of the duration
of the total burst occupied by the probe. Replotting the data

as a function of the ratio between the duration of the probe
and the duration of the total burst did not result in a super-
imposition of the threshold ITDs. Instead, for any given con-
stant proportion of probe and total duration, the threshold
ITDs were lowest for the burst duration of 100 ms, and high-
est for the burst duration of 20 ms.

Figure 2 contains the data obtained when threshold IIDs
were measured for the same stimulus conditions. Overall, the
threshold IIDs display the same trends described earlier for
the threshold ITDs. In fact, it will be seen that both sets of
data are well accounted for by assuming that the stimuli are
processed through a temporal window that weighs most
heavily binaural information occurring at the temporal center
of the stimulus while still reflecting the contribution of infor-
mation stemming from the surrounding diotic noise.

2. Interaurally uncorrelated noise surrounding the
probe

Figure 3 contains threshold ITDs obtained when the
probe was surrounded temporally by interaurally uncorre-
lated noise. The reader is reminded that the portion of the
total burst occupied by the probe was diotic during the three
‘‘nonsignal’’ intervals and contained an ITD during the

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for threshold IIDs.
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‘‘signal’’ interval. As a result, unlike the stimulus conditions
in which the noises surrounding the probe were diotic, each
of the four intervals composing a trial contained brief
changes in the interaural disparities. Those changes occurred
at the transitions between the interaurally uncorrelated sur-
rounding noise and the probe. Consequently, the listener
could not solve the task simply on the basis of whether a
change in the interaural parameters occurred, as was the case
when the temporally surrounding noise was diotic. Rather,
the listener had to respond according towhich of the differ-
enceswas the result of the ITD. Note that, because these
stimulus conditions are directly comparable to those em-
ployed by Wagner~1991!, his barn owls also had to make
discriminations based on changes in ITD under similar cir-
cumstances.

Keeping these issues in mind, note that the pattern of the
data in Figure 3 departs in important ways from the pattern
of the data observed in Figs. 1 and 2. First, threshold ITDs
often could not be measured for probes of 2–8 ms. This
outcome is indicated by the vertical arrows atop the symbols
plotted arbitrarily at a value of 999ms. Second, although
threshold ITDs decrease with increases in the duration of the
probe, the thresholds are about two to four times larger than

their counterparts with diotic surrounding noise. For ex-
ample, the mean data indicate that for probes having dura-
tions of 16, 32, and 64 ms embedded, respectively, in total
burst durations of 20, 40, and 100 ms, threshold ITDs were,
respectively, 170, 159, and 184ms. These values are ap-
proximately three times larger than the values of threshold
ITD obtained with stimuli having the same temporal proper-
ties, but with diotic noise surrounding the probe. Accord-
ingly, the differences between thresholds obtained with
probes surrounded by noise~closed symbols! and probes pre-
sented in isolation~open symbols! are much larger than those
observed when the surrounding noise was diotic. These large
disparities can be understood by considering that, as dis-
cussed above, adding interaurally uncorrelated noise required
the listener to respond according towhich of the differences
that occurred within in each of the four intervals was the
result of the ITD. In contrast, when the probe was presented
in isolation, thresholds would be expected to be lower be-
cause theonly difference that occurred was across intervals
and was produced by the imposition of the ITD on the probe.
In summary, there are two different aspects of the data pre-
sented in Fig. 3 that, taken independently and together, ap-
pear to indicate that sensitivity to ITDs is degraded to a

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1, but for conditions in which the noise that temporally surrounded the probe was interaurally uncorrelated. Arrows atop data points
arbitrarily plotted at a value of 999 indicate that measures of threshold could not be obtained.
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much greater degree when the noise that surrounds the probe
is interaurally uncorrelated as compared to when it is diotic.

Figure 4 contains threshold IIDs measured with probes
surrounded temporally by interaurally uncorrelated noise.
Note that, for all three listeners, threshold IIDs could not be
measured for probes of 2 ms when the total burst duration
was 100 ms. This outcome is indicated by the vertical arrows
atop the symbols plotted arbitrarily at a value of 20 dB. Once
again, as compared to when the surrounding noise was di-
otic, employing surrounding noise that was interaurally un-
correlated produced an overall elevation in thresholds result-
ing in a much greater disparity between thresholds obtained
when the probes were presented in isolation and thresholds
obtained when the probes were surrounded by the noise. The
greater disparity may result from the fact that, in these con-
ditions, the listener had to respond according towhich of the
differencesthat occurred within each interval was the result
of the IID.

The data obtained when the surrounding noise was un-
correlated, like the data obtained when the surrounding noise
was diotic, are not simply associated with the proportion of
the duration of the total burst occupied by the probe. When
the ITD or IID thresholds in Figs. 3 and 4 were replotted as

a function of the ratio between the duration of the probe and
the duration of the total burst, it was again found that thresh-
olds were lowest for the data obtained with the burst duration
of 100 ms and highest for the data obtained with the burst
duration of 20 ms. Nor are the data in Figs. 3 and 4 consis-
tent with the idea that thresholds are determined by the du-
ration of the probe,per se. Thresholds obtained with sur-
rounding noise that was interaurally uncorrelated, like their
counterparts with surrounding noise that was diotic, gener-
ally increased for a constant duration of the probe as the total
duration of the burst was increased. As will be shown, the
thresholds in Figs. 3 and 4 can be accounted for by the same
temporal window functions that fit the thresholds obtained
when the surrounding noise was diotic.

C. ‘‘Temporal window’’ analyses of the data

We begin by considering the data obtained when the
surrounding noise was diotic. Our analysis is consistent with
those performed by other investigators~e.g., Kollmeier and
Gilkey, 1990; Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1998, 1999! in that
the working assumption is that the listener’s decisions are
based on interaural information that has been passed through

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2, but for conditions in which the noise that temporally surrounded the probe was interaurally uncorrelated. Arrows atop data points
arbitrarily plotted at a value of 20 indicate that measures of threshold could not be obtained.
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a ‘‘temporal window.’’ The functional import of the tempo-
ral window is that it integrates binaural information across
time, thereby ‘‘smearing over’’ dynamic changes of the in-
teraural information.

The general approach was to apply a temporal window
to the values of the interaural disparitiescarried by the
probe and the surrounding noise, respectively. In the case of
ITDs, the temporal window integrates values of ITD of zero
conveyed by the diotic surrounding noise with nonzero val-
ues of ITD conveyed by the probe. The integration results in
an internal, or effective, ITD that is smaller than the external
ITD carried by the probe. The consequence is that the value
of external ITD must be increased so that theinternal, effec-
tive ITD is of sufficient magnitude to support detection. Fol-
lowing Akeroyd and Summerfield~1999!, the simplifying
assumption was made that the temporal window is symmet-
ric and is placed such that its peak coincides with the tem-
poral midpoint of the probe. This assumption is equivalent to
assuming that the same symmetric temporal window is con-
volved in time with the stimulus and that the listener’s deci-
sions are determined by the maximum of the processed out-
put.

The steps carried out to arrive at predicted thresholds
were as follows. First, for a given total burst duration, the
integral of the particular window function to be utilized was
normalized to be 1.0~see Kollmeier and Gilkey, 1990!. Next,
the integral was computed for the portion of the temporal
window function occupied by the probe. That value repre-
sents the relative weighting applied to the information in the
probe via the window function. If one begins with an effec-
tive, internal ITD ~or IID! required for detection, then, by
dividing that value by the weighting given the probe, one
will obtain an estimate of the measured threshold ITD~or
IID ! for that condition. That is, the outcome of this process is
the value of external ITD~or IID! in the probe required to
overcome the ‘‘dilution’’ produced within the temporal win-
dow by the surrounding diotic noise.

We sought to determine the best-fitting parameters of a
particular window function for the data obtained from each
listener and for the mean data in Figs. 1 and 2. The thresh-
olds obtained when the probe was presented without sur-
rounding noise~open symbols! were excluded from the fit-
ting procedure. As discussed above, those thresholds appear
to represent ‘‘discontinuities’’ in otherwise smooth declines
of threshold with increases in the duration of the probe. The
fitting procedure was performed iteratively so as to mini-
mize, in a least-squares sense, the errors of prediction. It is
important to note that the data obtained with all three total
durations were fit simultaneously. The parameters that were
free to vary were those that defined the particular type of
window function being applied and the ‘‘criterion’’ amount
of ITD ~or IID! that was necessary to reach behavioral
threshold for each burst duration, respectively. These crite-
rion values of ITD or IID represent overall sensitivity for
each binaural cue within each burst duration condition. The
fits were accomplished using theMATLAB Optimization
Toolbox function, ‘‘lsqnonlin,’’ a routine specifically de-
signed to perform nonlinear, least-squares minimization.
When threshold ITDs were fit, the least-square errors were

computed using the logs of the values of ITD as the depen-
dent variable. When threshold IIDs were fit, the least-square
errors were computed using the values of IID in dB as the
dependent variable.

Using these procedures, we attempted to fit the data us-
ing a variety of temporal window functions including sym-
metric Gaussian, symmetric single- and double-exponential,
asymmetric single exponential, and symmetric single- and
double-rounded exponentials~see Mooreet al., 1988 and
Culling and Summerfield, 1998 for the relevant equations!.
We chose to investigate the applicability of this set of win-
dow functions because it has been used by other investiga-
tors to fit data obtained in experiments in which dynamically
changing interaural cues were utilized~Kollmeier and
Gilkey, 1990; Culling and Summerfield, 1998!. We found
that the best fits were obtained using either the symmetric
double-exponential function or the double rounded-
exponential function. For those two functions the fitting pro-
cedure yielded temporal windows that were not only similar
in shape, but which produced predicted thresholds that were,
for practical purposes, indistinguishable. Using the mean
data as the best estimate of binaural capability, those two
functions were the ‘‘best ones’’ because they accounted for
between 96% and 98% of the variability in both ITD and IID
thresholds. The other functions fit the IID data about as well,
but only accounted for between 83% and 91% of the vari-
ability in the mean ITD data. Furthermore, the parameters
that best fit the data using the symmetric double-exponential
window and the double-rounded exponential resulted in tem-
poral windows that were remarkably similar in form to the
temporal windows reported by Wagner~1991! for the barn
owl.

Because the symmetric double-exponential window is
both mathematically more fundamental and more amenable
to analytic analysis as compared to the double-rounded ex-
ponential, we restrict description of the details of the fitting
procedure to it.

Specifically, we used a symmetric double-exponential
window of the form

W~ t !5we~2t/t1!1~12w!e~2t/t2!, ~1!

wheret1 andt2 represent the two time constants associated
with the temporal window function andw and (12w) rep-
resent the weights applied to the two time constants, respec-
tively. Using this form of function, we fit, simultaneously,
the threshold ITDs and IIDs obtained when the surrounding
noise was diotic. In order to allow threshold ITDs and
threshold IIDs to weigh equally in the determination of the
parameters of the best-fitting window, IIDs were scaled so
that the range of threshold IIDs~in dB! was approximately
equal to the range of values of log-threshold ITD. Once the
best-fitting window was determined, predictions of threshold
were made in the original, ‘‘unscaled’’ space.

The lines passing through the data in Figs. 1 and 2 are
the predicted ITD and IID thresholds, respectively. The pre-
dictions were made using one temporal window function per
listener ~and a separate temporal window function for the
average of the data! to fit both threshold ITDs and IIDs. As
discussed above, the symmetric double-exponential temporal
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windows appear to yield excellent fits to both threshold ITDs
and threshold IIDs. Table I summarizes the results of apply-
ing such windows to the thresholds obtained from each lis-
tener and to the means. The top portion of the table displays
the time constants and weighting parameters that define the
best-fit windows and the amounts of variance accounted for
by the fits. The middle portion of the table contains the en-
tries for the conditions in which the surrounding noise was
diotic and will be discussed first. The bottom portion of the
table contains the entries for the conditions in which the
surrounding noise was interaurally uncorrelated and will be
discussed later.

As indicated in the table, these windows are each de-
scribed by one time constant (t1) that is only a fraction of a
millisecond long and another (t2) that is much longer, rang-
ing from 7 to 64 ms, depending on the individual listener.
The values of time constants for the mean are 0.09 ms (t1)
and 13.8 ms (t2). Note thatt1 carries, by far, the greater
relative weight~w!, being between 0.94 and 0.98 across in-
dividual listeners and the mean. The amounts of variance
accounted for are remarkably large being typically above
90%.1 Specifically, the amount of variance accounted for in
the mean data is 96% for threshold ITDs and 98% for thresh-
old IIDs. Clearly, based on these findings, there is little rea-
son to postulate that sensitivity to dynamic changes in ITDs
and IIDs is processed differentially.

Figure 5 displays the window functions calculated on

the basis of the time constants and their respective weights.
Note that the temporal windows place relatively great em-
phasis on information within their temporal centers and far
less, but, as demonstrated by the fits to the data, important
emphasis on the temporally surrounding binaural informa-
tion. The shapes of these temporal windows, which were
derived from data obtained with diotic surrounding noise, are
similar to the shapes of the temporal windows derived by
Wagner~1991! and shown in his Fig. 7. The reader is re-
minded that Wagner used interaurally uncorrelated surround-
ing noise.

We wished to determine how strongly our data favor a
temporal window having one very short, highly weighted
time constant acting in combination with a longer time con-
stant which carries a lesser weight. In order to do so, we
recomputed the fits to our averaged data while varying, in
stepwise fashion, the value of one of the time constants and
allowing the fitting procedure to determine the other time
constant and the relative weighting between the two time
constants. It was consistently found that the fitting procedure
returned both a shorter and a longer time constant. Impor-
tantly, for the generality of the nature of our temporal win-
dow, the two time constants consistently differed by about
two orders of magnitude. We interpret this outcome as veri-
fication of the validity of the form of the temporal window
depicted in Fig. 5 which is similar to the ones derived for the
barn owl by Wagner~1991!. Later, it will be seen that this

TABLE I. Time constants, relative weighting, and criterion values for the symmetric, double-exponential
windows used to fit the data obtained from each listener and the mean. Criterion values of ITD~ms! and IID
~dB! are listed separately for the 20-, 40-, and 100-ms bursts of noise for the conditions in which the noise
surrounding the probe was either diotic or interaurally uncorrelated. The percentage of variance accounted for
by the fits for each condition is shown in the right-most column of each section.
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temporal window also accounts for the classic ‘‘sluggish-
ness’’ data of Grantham and Wightman~1978!.

We will now show that the temporal windows we de-
rived using diotic surrounding noise also account for the
thresholds we obtained when the surrounding noise was in-
teraurally uncorrelated. In obtaining the predictions, we used
the expected value of zero ITD~or IID! to represent the
binaural information in the interaurally uncorrelated noise. In
order to fit the data, the thresholds obtained with the inter-
aurally uncorrelated surrounding noise were accounted for
by allowing the iterative procedure to determine new crite-
rion values of ITD~or IID! while fitting the data with the
same temporal window function that best fit the data ob-
tained when the surrounding noise was diotic. New criterion
values were necessary because the thresholds obtained with
interaurally uncorrelated noise were larger than their diotic
counterparts. We believe the thresholds are larger for inter-
aurally uncorrelated noise because the variability of short-
term estimates of ITD~or IID! about their mean of zero is
inherently large. Therefore, interaurally uncorrelated sur-
rounding noise would be expected to result in largermean
differences in ITD~or IID! being required in order to pro-
duce a mean-to-sigma ratio large enough to support detec-

tion. As was the case when the surrounding noise was diotic,
the thresholds obtained when the probe was presented with-
out surrounding noise were excluded from the analysis. Also
excluded were the few stimulus conditions for which thresh-
olds could not be measured, which are represented by arrows
in Figs. 3 and 4.

The lines passing through the data in Figs. 3 and 4 are
the predicted thresholds resulting from using the best-fitting
temporal window derived from the data obtained when the
surrounding noise was diotic. The open symbols represent
the thresholds obtained when the probe was presented with-
out surrounding noise. The reader is reminded that these val-
ues were excluded from the fitting procedure, for reasons
discussed above. The symmetric double-exponential tempo-
ral windows derived using diotic surrounding noise appear to
account for a substantial portion of the variability in thresh-
old ITDs and threshold IIDs obtained when the surrounding
noise was interaurally uncorrelated. The bottom portion of
Table I summarizes the results. The amounts of variance
accounted for are somewhat smaller than with diotic noise,
ranging between 59% and 94% for data obtained from indi-
vidual listeners. The amount of variance accounted for in the

FIG. 5. Plots of the symmetric, double-exponential windows that best fit the data for the three listeners and the mean, respectively. The functions were
calculated on the basis of the parameters listed in the top portion of Table I.
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mean data is 85% for threshold ITDs and 96% for threshold
IIDs.

These values appear to be reasonably high when it is
considered that the values of the parameters defining the
temporal windows were not free to vary and the mean data
represent thresholds obtained from only three listeners. In
our view, the fits attest to the robust nature of the analysis
and provide better evidence for the validity of the temporal
window functions than would be the case if we chose to fit
the data obtained using interaurally uncorrelated noise with
their own temporal windows. No doubt, the latter strategy
would have accounted for more of the variance but at the
expense of the generality of the analyses presented herein.
Furthermore, the amount of variance accounted for in the
data indicates the utility of characterizing the interaurally
uncorrelated noise in terms of its expected values of zero
ITD and zero IID.

III. GENERAL DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that the sensitivity of the human
binaural system to brief changes in ITD or IID can be ac-
counted for by assuming a symmetric double-exponential
temporal window. The shape of the temporal windows that
fit our data best is similar to the shape of the temporal win-
dows derived by Wagner~1991! for the barn owl. The time
constants and relative weights associated with the windows
are quite interesting in that they yield functions that heavily
emphasize information occurring within the very temporal
center of the window, relative to information occurring just
before and after. An issue of great concern to us was whether
our temporal windows which incorporate a heavily weighted,
but very small time constant in combination with a longer
time constant would generalize in the sense that they also
could account for data obtained by Grantham and Wightman
~1978!. Their data are often cited as evidence that binaural
processing is ‘‘sluggish.’’

In their classic study, Grantham and Wightman~1978!
measured listeners’ abilities to discriminate between 440-ms
bursts of broadband noise that were either diotic or that con-
tained an ITD that varied sinusoidally about a value of zero.
As Grantham and Wightman noted, the sinusoidally varying
ITDs produced an intracranial image that, for suitably low
sinusoidal frequencies, seemed to ‘‘move’’ back and forth
about the middle of the head. The main parameter of interest
was the rate of sinusoidal variation, or ‘‘modulation fre-
quency,’’ of the ITD. The dependent variable was the maxi-
mum or ‘‘peak value’’ of the ITD necessary to discriminate
the ‘‘moving’’ stimulus from the one that was diotic.

The squares in Fig. 6 represent the average of the thresh-
olds read from Grantham and Wightman’s~1978! Fig. 1 for
frequencies of modulation between 2.5 and 20 Hz. At these
frequencies, movement of the acoustic image appears to be
the cue for detection, as indicated both by the pattern of the
data and by listeners’ subjective reports. The line through the
data points represents the predictions obtained using the tem-
poral window function that simultaneously fit the means of
our threshold ITDs and IIDs.

In order to make the predictions, our temporal window
function was evaluated over a 2-s duration~from 21.0s to

1.0 s! at points determined by a sampling frequency of 20
kHz. Next, the discrete Fourier transform~MATLAB ! of the
temporal window was calculated. The resulting frequency
response of the temporal window is shown in Fig. 7. The
frequency response was used to obtain the expected ratios
between the average threshold ITD Grantham and Wightman
obtained at frequency of modulation of 2.5 Hz and the
threshold ITDs they obtained at frequencies of modulation of
5, 10, and 20 Hz, respectively. Those ratios were calculated
as 10d/20 whered represents thedifferencein dB between the
amplitude of the response at 2.5 Hz and the amplitude of the
response at the frequency being considered.

Finally, the predictions plotted in Fig. 6 were calculated
by multiplying those ratios by the threshold ITD obtained by
Grantham and Wightman at 2.5 Hz. In essence, we used the
attenuation characteristic of the temporal window in the fre-

FIG. 6. The squares indicate the average ‘‘peak’’ ITDs~ms! required by
Grantham and Wightman’s~1978! listeners in order to discriminate a broad-
band diotic noise from one in which the ITD was varied sinusoidally. The
thresholds are plotted as a function of the frequency at which the ITD was
varied. The solid line represents predicted thresholds calculated via the mag-
nitude spectrum of the symmetric double-exponential window that was de-
rived from the mean data obtained in the present study~see Fig. 5 and
Table I!.

FIG. 7. The magnitude spectrum, or frequency response of the symmetric,
double-exponential window that was derived from our mean data~see Fig. 5
and Table I!.
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quency domain to determine the increase in threshold re-
quired to maintain constant detectability as the rate of modu-
lation of the ITD was increased. The predictions of
Grantham and Wightman’s data appear to be excellent and
91% of the variation in their data is accounted for by using
the symmetric double-exponential window used to fit our
listeners’ mean data.

No doubt, the important factor contributing to the suc-
cessful predictions of Grantham and Wightman’s~1978! data
is the initial low-pass segment of the frequency response of
our temporal window~Fig. 7!. Perhaps it is counterintuitive,
but the initial low-pass segment is the segment that reflects
the contribution of thelower-weighted, longermember of the
pair of time constants that describe the temporal window. It
is the longer time constant of 13.8 ms that accounts for, by
far, the greater relative power in the frequency response. The
more heavily weighted, shorter time constant of 0.09 ms is
associated with a second low-pass segment that begins to
decline in the region of 1 kHz. The relative power of the
portion of the frequency response reflecting the shorter time
constant is quite small, being at least 20 dB below the power
of the initial low-pass segment.

Our longer time constant of 13.8 ms is quite close to the
15.9-ms time constant one obtains from Grantham and
Wightman’s~1978! average data by noting, as they did, that
the ‘‘3-dB-down’’ point in their behavioral thresholds occurs
at rate of modulation of 10 Hz. The reader is cautioned that
Grantham and Wightman derived their time constant~100
ms! by simply taking the inverse of the 10-Hz cutoff fre-
quency. When their time constant is recalculated by includ-
ing the factor of 2p ~i.e.,t51/2p f ) one then obtains a value
of 15.9 ms, rather than the value of 100 ms which has been
used to characterize the binaural system as being sluggish.

Our data and analyses suggest the intriguing possibilities
that, with regard to the processing of dynamically changing
ITDs and IIDs~1! one underlying temporal window function
may underlie performance and~2! the binaural system may
not be necessarily or intrinsically sluggish. Nevertheless, it is
certainly the case that binaural time constants much larger
than those measured here have been obtained in experiments
concerning the detection of signals in noise on the basis of
binaural cues~e.g., Grantham and Wightman, 1979; Koll-
meier and Gilkey, 1990; Culling and Summerfield, 1998!
and the discrimination of changes in interaural correlation
~Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999!. Those larger time con-
stantsdo appear to indicate relatively sluggish binaural per-
formance. For example, Culling and Summerfield~1998! fit-
ted double-exponential windows to their detection data. The
average value of the shorter of the two time constants defin-
ing the window was 36 ms; the average value of the longer
of the two time constants was 210 ms. Not surprisingly,
these double-exponential windows do a poor job of account-
ing for our data. When applied to the averaged data in Figs.
1 and 2, the amounts of variance accounted for were only
50% and 67% for the threshold ITDs and threshold IIDs,
respectively. It is interesting to note that the stimulus condi-
tions in the several studies cited immediately above were
such that the dynamically varying interaural disparities
would have been expected to have been conveyed by a rela-

tively narrow spectral region. In contrast, for the experiments
reported here and for those reported by Grantham and
Wightman~1978! and by Wagner~1991!, dynamically vary-
ing interaural disparities were conveyed by a relatively broad
spectral region.

We concur with Kollmeier and Gilkey~1990!, who sug-
gested that different tasks may result in different time con-
stants because they tap different aspects of binaural temporal
processing. From this point of view, there may be no single
time constant that describes the binaural system’s ability to
process dynamically changing interaural disparities. Said dif-
ferently, it appears that the binaural system may not be uni-
versally constrained by a single integrator with a fixed time
constant. It may also be the case that different experiments
have appeared to yield shorter or longer time constants be-
cause other factors, which are task dependent, either act in
concert with the underlying temporal window and/or deter-
mine the strategies or manners by which the underlying tem-
poral window is applied. For example, Akeroydet al. ~2000!
recently discussed how data typically explained by invoking
the ‘‘precedence effect’’~e.g., Zurek, 1980!, can be ac-
counted for by invoking a symmetric, binaural temporal win-
dow that is used in conjunction with a function that empha-
sizes the binaural information in the very onset of the
stimulus~Houtgast and Aoki, 1994!. The important point is
that both types of weighing functions were needed to account
for the data. In addition, Pollack~1978! obtained data that
indicate that listeners can process very rapid~up to 500 Hz or
so! changes in interaural phase conveyed within trains of
short pulses. As discussed by Grantham~1982!, however, the
magnitude of the cues present in Pollack’s experiment viti-
ates a simple accounting for the data in terms of time con-
stants.

This is not to say that all binaural experiments employ-
ing dynamically changing interaural cues are amenable to
explanations based on temporal windows. Notably, NoSp
thresholdsdecreasewhen ‘‘forward fringes’’ of diotic mask-
ing noise are added to coincident bursts of signal and noise,
as compared to when the coincident bursts of signal and
masker are presented in isolation~e.g., McFadden, 1966;
Robinson and Trahiotis, 1972; Yost, 1985!. It is difficult to
reconcile such an improvement in performance with the no-
tion that binaural processing is limited by the averaging that
would occur within a temporal window. It would appear that
such averaging could only degrade performance.

In summary, we have presented data concerning listen-
ers’ abilities to detect brief changes in ITD or IID conveyed
by bursts of noise~probes! temporally embedded within
longer segments of diotic or uncorrelated noise. Threshold
ITDs or IIDs decreased as the probes occupied larger and
larger portions of the total bursts of noise. We found that
both threshold ITDs and threshold IIDs obtained for each
listener and the mean data, respectively, could be predicted
using one symmetric, double-exponential temporal window.
In each case, the same temporal window fit the data obtained
both when the temporally surrounding noise was diotic and
when it was interaurally uncorrelated. The shapes of the tem-
poral windows that fit our data resembled those derived by
Wagner~1991!, who employed a similar psychophysical task
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while studying binaural processing in the barn owl. Finally,
we found that the temporal window function that accounted
for our mean data also accounted for the mean of a subset of
the data of Grantham and Wightman~1978!.
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Human phonation does not always involve symmetric motions of the two vocal folds. Asymmetric
motions can create slanted or oblique glottal angles. This study reports intraglottal pressure profiles
for a Plexiglas model of the larynx with a glottis having a 10-degree divergence angle and either a
symmetric orientation or an oblique angle of 15 degrees. For the oblique glottis, one side was
divergent and the other convergent. The vocal fold surfaces had 14 pressure taps. The minimal
glottal diameter was held constant at 0.04 cm. Results indicated that for either the symmetric or
oblique case, the pressure profiles were different on the two sides of the glottis except for the
symmetric geometry for a transglottal pressure of 3 cm H2O. For the symmetric case, flow
separation created lower pressures on the side where the flow stayed attached to the wall, and the
largest pressure differences between the two sides of the channel were 5%–6% of the transglottal
pressure. For the oblique case, pressures were lower on the divergent glottal side near the glottal
entry and exit, and the cross-channel pressures at the glottis entrance differed by 27% of the
transglottal pressure. The empirical pressure distributions were supported by computational results.
The observed aerodynamic asymmetries could be a factor contributing to normal jitter values and
differences in vocal fold phasing. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1333420#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Bk@AL #

I. INTRODUCTION

The vocal folds vibrate during phonation because of a
number of simultaneous factors. Primary among these are the
biomechanical tissue characteristics of the vocal folds~Ish-
izaka and Flanagan, 1972; Titze, 1974!, glottal configuration
~especially the degree of glottal adduction: Schereret al.,
1995; Titze and Talkin, 1979!, and aerodynamic air pres-
sures surrounding the vocal folds~Ishizaka and Matsudaira,
1972!. Typically, normal phonation is considered to involve
symmetric activity of the two vocal folds whereby the mo-
tion of one vocal fold mirrors the motion of the other across
the midline ~Hirano, 1981; Svec and Schutte, 1996!. This
symmetric motion is reflected in schematics of the frontal
~coronal! view of glottal shapes that are also symmetric
across the midline~Hirano, 1981!. On the other hand, some
asymmetry can be seen in normal~Koike and Imaizumi,
1988; Svecet al., 1999a! as well as abnormal or pathological
conditions such as unilateral paralysis, polyps, arytenoid
fixation, and webbing, corresponding to asymmetric condi-
tions of tissue and configuration~von Ledenet al., 1960;
Hirano and Bless, 1993; Svec and Schutte, 1996; Schutte
et al., 1998; Svec, Sram, and Schutte, 1999b!. Asymmetry of
motion of the two normal vocal folds may mean that they are

out of phase with each other. In this situation, one vocal fold
would be ahead of the other during the cycle, reaching the
greatest width as well as the most medial position before the
other one does.

The purpose of the present study was to examine the air
pressures on the vocal fold surfaces for both a symmetric and
an asymmetric glottal shape, where the glottis forms a diver-
gent angle of 10 degrees. The 10-degree divergence angle
should occur during most phonatory cycles, and is a poten-
tially important angle due to the expected relatively large
pressure rise within the duct~a duct with a 10-degree diver-
gent angle creates an efficient diffuser to regain pressure,
Kline, 1959!. The obliquity of the two conditions is zero
degrees for the symmetric condition and 15 degrees for the
asymmetric condition, respectively.

A. Intraglottal air pressures

The focus of this report is on the air pressures within the
glottis. The air pressures on the vocal fold surfaces act as the
external driving forces on the vocal folds during phonation.
It has long been known that the air pressures acting upon the
vocal fold surfaces below and within the glottis have signifi-
cant influence on the motion of the vocal folds~van den Berg
et al., 1957!. Computer multimass models~Ishizaka and
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Flanagan, 1972; Titze, 1974; Story and Titze, 1995; Liljen-
crants, 1996!, in which the flow is treated analytically, have
included aerodynamic pressure-flow-geometry equations
stemming from basic fluid mechanics theory and experimen-
tation using steady flow through rigid models. Pelorsonet al.
~1994! incorporated an important addition to the modeling in
the form of an estimate of the dynamically changing location
of the flow separation point in the glottis. The empirical stud-
ies with rigid models have assumed symmetric~across the
midline! glottal shapes~Ishizaka and Matsudaira, 1972;
Schereret al., 1983a; Scherer and Titze, 1983; Binh and
Gauffin, 1983; Gauffinet al., 1983; Scherer and Guo, 1990!,
the only apparent exception being a study of the effect of
intraglottal obstructions~Schereret al., 1983b!.

B. Asymmetric flow ducts

There appear to be no empirical data on the air pressures
on the medial vocal fold surfaces in the nonsymmetric glot-
tis. Asymmetric ducts studied in the fluid mechanics litera-
ture are known to have asymmetric pressures on their side-
walls and greater losses. For bent ducts, the pressures are
higher on the outer wall and lower on the inner wall~Ward
Smith, 1971; Parsons and Hill, 1973; So, 1976!. The same
may hold for the walls of the glottis, that is, that the distri-
bution of air pressures on one side of the glottis would be
different from the distribution of air pressures on the other
side of the glottis for steady flow through rigid asymmetric
glottal ducts. These asymmetric pressures would create dif-
ferent external driving forces on the two sides of the glottis.
The study of the air pressures on the medial vocal folds for
asymmetric glottal shapes would be important to better un-
derstand and more accurately model both normal and abnor-
mal phonation.

C. Flow behavior within and downstream of a
diverging duct

The flow through a divergent duct of 10 degrees~the
divergence angle used in this study! may separate upstream
in the diffuser section and, in addition, move closer to one of
the two walls~Kline, 1959; Reneauet al., 1967!. When flow
separation occurs in a symmetric diverging duct having
straight walls, the pressures on the two walls may differ due
to flow instability ~Ashjaee and Johnston, 1980; Carlson
et al., 1967!, resulting in a skewed flow. Also, flow from a
centrally located slit into a larger rectangular duct is known
to move toward one side of the downstream duct@Tsui and
Wang, 1995; Cherdronet al., 1978; this phenomena is also
mentioned in Shadleet al. ~1991! for an eccentric glottal
orifice#. These findings suggest that the flow through the
glottis of the model to be described here may be skewed to
one side within the glottis, may have different pressure pro-
files on the two glottal sides, and may move toward one side
of the downstream duct.

D. Features of the glottal geometry

The human glottis is a three-dimensional airway with
two primary portions. The membranous~or anterior! glottis
extends from the vocal processes of the arytenoid cartilages

to the anterior commissure~Hirano et al., 1988!. The poste-
rior ~or cartilaginous! glottis extends from the vocal pro-
cesses to the posterior mucosal wall between the two
arytenoid cartilages~Hiranoet al., 1988!. The study here will
follow other empirical model studies by concentrating atten-
tion on the membranous glottis, where the normal coronal
configuration during phonation alternates between converg-
ing and diverging shapes during the glottal opening phase
and the closing phase, respectively~Hirano, 1981; Scho¨n-
härl, 1960!. This alteration in shape change has been consid-
ered to significantly aid the intraglottal pressure variations
between positive forces that help push the vocal folds out
during the glottal opening phase, and negative pressures to
help pull the vocal folds together during the glottal closing
phase~Ishizaka and Matsudaira, 1972; Gauffinet al., 1983;
Titze, 1986; Scherer, 1991, 1995; Guo and Scherer, 1993!.
These force variations help to maintain oscillation of the
vocal folds~Titze, 1988!.

The membranous glottis has an anterior–posterior shape
that usually is not uniform. When the folds are adducted just
prior to phonation, the glottis often has a triangular shape
depending upon the degree of adduction at the vocal pro-
cesses~Zemlin, 1998!. During phonation the glottis opens
wider near the middle and tapers toward the anterior and
posterior ends. Empirical rigid models used to obtain pres-
sure profiles have had glottal shapes that do not taper
anteriorly–posteriorly, most likely because of the difficulties
in such modeling and the need for simplicity. The study re-
ported here incorporates a glottis that also is uniform in the
anterior–posterior dimension, and excludes the posterior
glottis.

E. Glottal obliquity

The asymmetric modeling performed in this study exam-
ines a simple asymmetry that involves a change in thedirec-
tion of the glottal duct. Two conditions are examined. The
symmetric glottal duct has a divergent angle, and the direc-
tion of the center of the duct is ‘‘on axis’’~parallel! with the
tracheal or subglottal flow, that is, in an inferior to superior
direction along the vertical plane following the midline of
the trachea and glottis. The other condition involves anob-
lique glottal ductin which the direction along the center of
the glottis is straight but slanted to the side, creating an ob-
lique angle to the subglottal midline. This geometry could
occur, for example, when the two vocal folds are vibrating
out of phase with each other, as discussed above. That is, if
one vocal fold is ahead of the other as it goes through its
cycle, the direction of the center line of the glottal duct~its
obliquity! will shift throughout the cycle. The ‘‘instant’’ of
such vibration chosen for this study is when the vocal folds
form a glottis that is both oblique and divergent.

II. METHODS

A. Model M5—Vocal folds and glottal angles

The model used in this research is called M5 and is a
nonvibrating Plexiglas model of the simplified larynx with
linear dimensions 7.5 times greater than a normal male lar-
ynx. The model uses replaceable vocal fold pieces situated in
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a rectangular duct~‘‘wind tunnel’’ !. Figure 1 is a schematic
of the general design of the vocal folds for M5. The shape of
the vocal folds at the glottal entrance and exit is well defined
by radii that depend upon the glottal angle. A straight section
along the vocal fold wall connects the entrance and exit
radii.1 The vocal fold pieces of model M5 were milled by
The University of Iowa Medical Instruments Shop. The glot-
tal length was held constant at 1.2 cm human size~9.0 cm in
M5!. The length of the glottal duct~inferior to superior, or
upstream to downstream! was 0.3 cm human size~2.25 cm in
M5!. Eighteen vocal fold pieces~nine pairs! were fabricated
to provide nine symmetric glottal angles. The full set of in-
cluded symmetric glottal angles are divergent 40°, 20°, 10°,
and 5°; uniform 0°; and convergent 40°, 20°, 10°, and 5°.
These are called ‘‘included angles,’’ indicating their measure
between the two medial vocal fold walls.

B. Model M5—wind tunnel

Figures 2~a! and ~b! show model M5 in detail. Figure
2~a! is a top view of the box showing the entrance to the
wind tunnel, the upstream section, the two vocal folds with a
diameter-determining shim, downstream section, and the exit
tubing. Figure 2~b! is a three-dimensional view that also
shows the large Plexiglas slab below the vocal folds. Each
vocal fold is attached to the side of the wind tunnel by four
screws. Figure 3 is a schematic that suggests the tubing con-

nections for the 17 pressure taps, the pressure transducer
~Validyne DP103-10! for the pressures taps, the pressure
transducer~Validyne MP45-16! for the pneumotach~Hans
Rudolph PNT 3719!, and the vacuum source to pull the air
through the model. Two voltmeters~Hewlett Packard 973A!
were used to read the voltage outputs from the Validyne
system during data collection.

It is noted that the human membranous glottis forms an
eccentric constriction in the airway when the arytenoid car-
tilages are together. The air traveling up the posterior trachea
will turn to then flow through the membranous glottis. This
alteration of flow is not modeled in the present form of
model M5. For this experiment, the duct upstream and down-
stream of the vocal folds had the same length as the vocal
folds ~1.2 cm human size!. Effects of the presence of the
arytenoid cartilagesper seare absent~Alipour and Scherer,
1995!.

C. Vocal fold pieces for this study

Three pairs of vocal fold pieces were used in this study.
One pair corresponded to the symmetric glottis with the 10-
degree divergence@Fig. 4~a!#. Each vocal fold of this pair
had a divergence of 5 degrees, making the included angle 10
degrees. Because pressure taps were located only in one of
the pair of vocal folds~see later in this work!, there were two
sets of vocal fold pairs for the study of the 15-degree oblique
glottis with a divergence of 10 degrees@Fig. 4~b!#. For each
pair, one side had a divergent angle of 20 degrees, and the
other side had a convergent angle of 10 degrees. The glottal
duct slanted toward one side for one pair, and to the other
side for the other pair.

D. Pressure taps

One of each pair of the vocal folds had 14 pressure taps
along its surface, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The pressure taps
were made flush and perpendicular to the vocal fold surfaces.
The inner diameter of each pressure tap was 0.033 cm~actual
size in the model vocal folds!. The minimal distance between
all pairs of folds~that is, the minimal diameter of the glottis!
was set at 0.04 cm human size~0.3 cm in M5!.2 The smallest
ratio between the glottal duct diameter and the pressure tap
diameter at the same cross section was 9.01 to 1. In addition
to the pressure taps on the vocal folds, there was a pressure
tap upstream in the side of the rectangular wind tunnel~the
location of the subglottal reference pressure!, and two down-
stream in the side of the rectangular wind tunnel~see Fig. 2!.

The pressure taps on the surface of the vocal fold pieces
were placed near the center in the inferior to superior direc-
tion ~Fig. 5!. They were staggered on either side of the cen-
terline by 0.06 cm human size~0.45 cm in the model!, which
was 5% of the glottal length on either side of the centerline.
The staggering was created so that any possible disturbance
in the airflow caused by the presence of a pressure tap would
not affect the next downstream pressure reading. Despite the
staggering, the pressures were expected to be the same as
they would be along the center of the vocal fold surface
because of the uniform upstream and downstream ducts and
the unchanging anterior–posterior glottal shaping. Figures

FIG. 1. Schematic of the design of the vocal fold pieces for model M5 with
the design equations. The shape of the vocal fold shown is for a divergent-
included glottal angle of 40°. Values forRo andT are human values rather
than model values.
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4~a! and~b! show the relative axial locations of the pressure
taps for the oblique and symmetric geometries, respectively.

E. Pressure and flow measures

The pressure taps led via silicon tubing to a pressure
scanner~Scanivalve Corp. 24-port pressure scanner!. The
scanner was used to obtain pressure drops between the up-
stream pressure tap in the tunnel wall and the other pressure
taps. The pneumotach was used to obtain the volume flow.
The Validyne pressure transducers were calibrated using
various methods, including a micromanometer~Dwyer Mi-
crotector Model 1430! and a wallu-tube manometer~Dwyer
Flex-Tube!. The pneumotach was calibrated with inline
flowmeters~Gilmont Gf-1400, GF-1500, and GF-1660!.

Four transglottal pressures, 3, 5, 10, and 15 cm H2O
~human size values!, were used in this study. Because the
Plexiglas model is larger than human size by a factor of 7.5,
the corresponding pressures in the model were less than hu-

man size by a factor of (7.5)22, as determined by similitude
analysis~Streeter and Wylie, 1975!.3 Also, the flows in the
model were 7.5 times larger than human size values, again
determined by similitude analysis.3 Uncertainty analysis led
to the pressure measurement accuracy estimate of60.064
cm H2O human size and a flow measurement accuracy of
64.24 cm3/s human size.4

F. Glottal diameter

Each of the vocal fold pieces was held against the side-
walls in the model by four screws~see Fig. 2!. A long Plexi-
glas shim was placed on the nonpressure taps side of the duct
between the vocal fold piece and the sidewall~Fig. 2!. The
shim was tapered at its two ends near the entrance and exit of
the wind tunnel, and was the same height in the tunnel as the
length of the vocal folds. Feeler gages supplemented the
shim to create the desired minimal glottal diameter for each
condition studied.

FIG. 2. ~a! Schematic of the Plexiglas
model M5 seen from above. The vocal
folds are shown with a symmetric con-
verging shape. Note the long shim~be-
tween one vocal fold piece and the lat-
eral wall! that defines the closeness of
the two vocal folds. All measures are
actual model dimensions in cm.~b!
Schematic in three dimensions. The
opening for the multiple tubings for
the pressure taps from the near-side
vocal fold piece can be seen. This
view also shows the large Plexiglas
slab below the vocal folds.
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The upstream opening of model M5 allowed the manual
measurement of the minimal glottal diameter. This was per-
formed by using a stack of feeler gages placed snugly
through the glottis. The 9 cm of glottal length in the model
was not always completely uniform in diameter. Four loca-
tions were measured along this length, and feeler gage shims
and screw adjustments were made until the nominal 0.04 cm
human size~0.30 cm in the model! was obtained. The mini-
mal glottal diameter for the symmetric case was 0.03996 cm
human size. For the oblique condition with pressure taps on
the divergent side, the diameter was 0.04013 cm human size,
and 0.03996 cm human size for the oblique condition with
the pressure taps on the convergent side. The accuracy of the
measurement of the minimal diameter was60.00034 cm hu-
man size~60.00254 cm in the model!, that is, less than 1%
of the 0.04 cm human size target diameter.

G. Procedure for obtaining pressure and flow
readings

After the glottal configuration was set, the flow was in-
creased until the desired transglottal pressure~between the
tracheal pressure tap and the pressure tap furthest down-
stream! was obtained as seen on a voltmeter. The voltage
from the pneumotach pressure transducer was then noted.
Next, the pressure drop at each of the 16 pressure taps was
obtained sequentially from the first vocal fold pressure tap to
the sixteenth. For each of the pressure measures, the operator
waited approximately 1 min before reading the voltage, and
always after the voltage values stabilized around small fluc-
tuations. Before taking pressure voltage readings by eye, the
voltage for the flow was checked to determine if the flow had
changed. For the occasional times when the flow voltage
varied away from the prescribed value, the flow was adjusted
by means of a gate valve downstream of the pneumotach.

For each of the pressure tap locations, four or more readings
were taken approximately 15 to 30 s apart and then averaged.
The pressure profiles~the pressure drops from tap 1 to tap
16! for each of the prescribed transglottal pressures for all
conditions were obtained in this manner.

The pressures on the two sides of the glottis for the
symmetric condition were obtained in the following manner.
Because the expectation was that the flow would be attached
to one side of the glottis and separated from the other side, as
well as tend to move toward one side of the downstream
duct, a simple method was devised to determine which side
the air flow favored. Human hairs were attached to the end of
a narrow dowel rod and placed by hand in the upstream

FIG. 3. Schematic of the experimental setup. Air is
pulled through the system. Pressure transducers~PTs!
are shown connected to the pressure scanner and the
pneumotach~Pn!. Two voltmeters~DMs! and a control-
ling valve ~V! are also shown.

FIG. 4. The two glottal configurations of this study.~a! Outline of the
symmetric glottis with a 10-degree divergent angle.~b! Outline of the ob-
lique glottis with a 10-degree divergent angle and an obliquity of 15 de-
grees. The figures include the pressure tap locations. During the experimen-
tal runs, pressure taps existed only on one side~see text!.
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section of the wind tunnel~‘‘trachea’’!. The hairs were
placed through the glottis so that the hairs would follow the
direction of the fast air flow. This method suggested the di-
rection of the glottal flow~the presence of the rod and hairs
did not appear to affect the direction of the flow!. For the
symmetric runs, then, the transglottal pressure was set to the
desired level, and the rod-and-hair method was used to de-
termine which direction the air was flowing downstream of
the glottis. After the pressures were obtained, the flow direc-
tion was switched toward the other side by momentarily
placing a paper guide in the glottis. The paper guide had an
approximately 8.5-cm height and was placed slanted into the
glottis to encourage air to flow toward the other side down-
stream of the glottis. The switch of air flow direction
changed the pressures in the glottis except for the 3-cm H2O
condition. For the 3-cm H2O condition, because of the lower
inertia forces, any transverse pressure gradient resulting from
the asymmetric flow downstream was not large enough to be
detected using the pressure taps. This method allowed the
measurement of the effective pressures on both sides of the
symmetric glottis using the same flow. For all transglottal
pressure conditions, the flow visualization method showed
that the flow was not symmetric downstream of the glottis.

For the oblique glottis, there were two sets of vocal
folds, as mentioned above. For each pair, there were pressure
taps only on one side, requiring the run with one pair to
obtain the pressures on the divergent side, followed by an
additional run with the other pair to obtain the pressures on
the convergent side, using the same glottal diameter, trans-
glottal pressures, and flow rates for both pairs.

H. Computational methods

The commercial code FLUENT~produced by Fluent,
Inc., Lebanon, NH! was used to numerically solve the
Navier–Stokes equations for the air flow physics occurring
inside the two-dimensional symmetric and asymmetric ge-
ometries. FLUENT is a computer program for modeling fluid
flow in complex geometries and uses the control-volume
technique. The grids used in the simulations contained both
structured and unstructured meshes. Grids that contained be-
tween 15 000 and 126 000 nodes were used to obtain first- or
second-order solutions for momentum and pressure which
had residuals of less than 1024. In most cases, uniform inlet
and outlet pressure boundary conditions were employed.

III. RESULTS

A. Symmetric glottis pressure profiles

1. Empirical results

The empirical data points for the symmetric glottis are
shown in Fig. 6 for the 3-, 5-, 10-, and 15-cm H2O inlet
pressures. Also shown are computational results which will
be discussed subsequently. Except for the 3-cm H2O condi-
tion, the pressures on the two sides of the glottis were dif-
ferent downstream of the minimal diameter~downstream of
pressure tap 6!. The side with the lower pressures~i.e., a
greater pressure drop from the trachea! is the side on which
the flow was attached until it separated near the glottal exit
~demonstrated in the computational results below!. The other
side~the ‘‘nonflow wall’’ or stalled side! had flow separation
further upstream in the glottis. The pressures rose more
quickly on the nonflow wall. On that side, the pressures were
within 5% of the most downstream~supraglottal! pressure by
tap 11 for 3 cm H2O, tap 10 for 5 cm H2O, tap 9 for 10 cm
H2O, and tap 8 for 15 cm H2O ~human values!, suggesting a
‘‘faster rise’’ in pressure for larger flow rates~noting that the
geometry was constant!. The lower pressures on the flow
wall, including the pressures at the rounded glottal exit~tap
12!, as well as on the immediate superior surface of the vocal
fold ~taps 13 and 14! and in the side wall of the downstream
duct immediately downstream of the glottal exit~tap 15!,
were below the pressure of the most downstream pressure
tap. The largest differences between cross-channel pressures
occurred at pressure taps 8 and 11~or 12!, with differences
of approximately 5%–6% of the transglottal pressure. These
pressures would create different forcing functions on the two
vocal folds despite the symmetrical geometry, with lower
pressures throughout the glottis~including the superior sur-
face! for the flow wall. It is noted that the pressures on both
surfaces upstream of the glottal entrance were sensibly the
same regardless of the flow direction in the glottis, for this
divergence angle.

Table I gives the transglottal pressure and flow values,
dimensional and nondimensional, for the symmetric glottis
results. The nondimensional pressure~the pressure coeffi-
cient! and the nondimensional flow~the Reynolds number!
are included for comparison to other studies~a discussion not
pursued in this report!. The nondimensional pressure coeffi-
cient was defined asP* 5P/(0.5rV2), where the pressure
drop P was taken between the upstream pressure tap and tap

FIG. 5. Pressure taps on the vocal fold pieces. There were 14 taps, staggered
near the center of the vocal fold in the axial direction. Tap 6 is at the
entrance to the glottis, tap 12 is on the mid-region of the rounded surface of
the glottal exit, and taps 13 and 14 are on the top of the vocal fold.
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6 at the entrance to obtain the entrance pressure coefficient,
or between the upstream tap and tap 16 to obtain the trans-
glottal pressure coefficient;r is the air density (1.205
31023 g/cm3); and V is the average velocity obtained by
dividing the flow rate by the minimal cross-sectional area of
the glottis. The pressure coefficient values decreased in value
with increase in volume flow. The Reynolds number was
defined as Re5VDh /n, whereV is the average velocity,Dh is
the hydraulic diameter~four times the glottal area divided by
the glottal perimeter!, andn is the kinematic viscosity~0.15
cm2/s!.

2. Computational results for the symmetric glottis

The FLUENT code predicts a symmetric flow through a
symmetric glottis when the boundary conditions are symmet-
ric and perpendicular~cross-stream! to the flow axis. Be-
cause the empirical experiment of this study did not measure
downstream velocity or pressure values in the cross-stream
direction, it was not possible to specify an empirical down-
stream boundary condition. To create a nonsymmetric or
skewed flow within the symmetric glottis using FLUENT, it
was necessary to impose a nonuniform pressure gradient as a
boundary condition downstream of the glottis. This was an

artificial way to induce the nonsymmetric flow, but was per-
formed to illustrate how such flow skewness in the glottis
produces pressure differences across the glottis that corre-
sponded well to the empirical values, and to permit the quali-
tative examination of the pressure and flow fields. For the
symmetric glottis, FLUENT was used to obtain nonsymmet-
ric flows for the 3- and 10-cm H2O conditions.

FIG. 6. Empirical pressure measurements for the 3-, 5-,
10-, and 15-cm H2O ~human values! transglottal pres-
sure runs for the symmetric glottis with a 10-degree
divergence. For the 3- and 10-cm H2O transglottal pres-
sure conditions, the predicted pressure profiles~using
FLUENT! are shown by solid lines. For the 5- and
15-cm H2O transglottal pressure conditions, no com-
puted results were obtained and the empirical results are
connected by straight dashed lines. The maximum pres-
sure drop from the trachea is located at tap 6 for each
transglottal pressure for both the empirical and pre-
dicted pressure profiles. The empirical pressures at taps
13 and 14 are staggered slightly at the glottal exit loca-
tion in the figure, even though they are on the same
plane. Tap 16 is downstream of tap 15 by 2.93 cm
human size~22 cm in M5!, a distance further than in-
dicated in the figure. The zero of the horizontal axis
refers to the axial location of the first pressure tap on
the vocal fold surface~downstream of the tracheal pres-
sure tap!.

TABLE I. Empirical transglottal pressures and flows~dimensional human
values and nondimensional values! for the symmetric condition, 10 degrees
divergent glottis, glottal diameter of 0.039 96 cm~human value!. The values
are given for both the flow wall runs and the nonflow wall runs.

Dimensional Nondimensional

Transglottal
pressure

~cm H2O!
Flow

~cm3/s!

Transglottal
pressure

coefficient

Entrance
pressure

coefficient
Reynolds

no.

Flow 3.016 97.1 1.211 1.595 1045
wall 4.992 126.4 1.183 1.521 1360

9.995 185.2 1.103 1.406 1994
14.977 229.9 1.072 1.336 2475

Non 3.016 97.1 1.213 1.598 1044
flow 4.995 126.4 1.186 1.530 1359
wall 9.976 185.2 1.103 1.403 1992

14.983 229.9 1.075 1.331 2474
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For the 3-cm H2O condition for the symmetric glottis,
the empirical pressures on both walls~Fig. 6! did not show
any difference in value. This would suggest that the flow was
symmetric throughout the glottis. However, good agreement
between the empirical and calculated~FLUENT! pressure
values could not be obtained using a uniform outlet pressure
boundary condition. Since the flow visualization method
showed that the fluid jetwas skewed downstream of the
glottis, a slight pressure gradient~0.0 to 0.2 Pa, where 1
Pa51.0231022 cm H2O! as the downstream boundary con-
dition was sufficient to produce a skewed flow similar to that
seen empirically for the glottis. Figures 7~a! and~b! show the
resulting velocity vectors through the glottis, with the fastest
flow closer to one wall and the exiting flow off center. The
figures indicate that flow separated from the lower side~non-
flow wall! at a location upstream of the flow separation from
the upper side~flow wall!. The computational pressure pro-
files for the 3-cm H2O condition are shown in Fig. 6 as the
solid lines, and suggest that the computational technique us-
ing this nonuniform outlet condition matched the pressures
well on the flow wall. The computational technique predicted
slight pressure differences between the sides whereas the em-
pirical data in Fig. 6, as previously discussed, did not show
pressure difference at this low flow rate since the supraglottal
pressure variation needed to produce skewness was very
slight.

For the 10-cm H2O condition, a pressure gradient of 100
Pa ~1.02 cm H2O! over half of the downstream section was

imposed, as shown in Fig. 8~a!. The figure shows the flow
streamlines through the glottis, again with the fastest flow
closer to one wall and the exiting flow off center. Figure 8~b!
indicates the corresponding pressure contours within the
glottis, which show higher pressures near the nonflow wall,
consistent with the pressure profiles for the 10-cm H2O con-
dition in Fig. 6. Compared with the empirical values, the
computed pressures on the nonflow wall show a slightly
lower pressure at the glottal entrance and a slightly higher
pressure within the glottis. For the flow wall, the computed
pressures again were lower at glottal entrance compared to
the empirical values, and were reasonably matched within
the glottis until taps 10 and 11, where the computational
values did not follow the empirical dip. In general, the com-
parisons between the computational predictions and the em-
pirical data were reasonable, despite the imprecise method of
establishing the flow asymmetry. The computational results
support the pattern and magnitude of the empirical pressure
differences across the glottal duct. Similar computations
were not performed for the 5- and 10-cm H2O conditions.

FIG. 7. ~a! Predicted asymmetric velocity vectors for the 3-cm H2O condi-
tion in the symmetric model with a nonuniform outlet pressure boundary
condition (1 Pa51.0231022 cm H2O). ~b! Detail of predicted asymmetric
velocity vectors in the divergent section showing location of separation
points on the nonflow wall (S1) and on the flow wall (S2).

FIG. 8. ~a! Predicted asymmetric streamlines for the 10-cm H2O condition
in the symmetric model with a nonuniform outlet pressure boundary condi-
tion (1 Pa51.0231022 cm H2O). ~b! Predicted asymmetric pressure con-
tours in the divergent section for the 10-cm H2O condition in the symmetric
model with a nonuniform outlet pressure boundary condition.
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For these, the dashed straight lines in Fig. 6 were used to
connect the empirical data points.

B. Oblique glottis pressure profiles

Figure 9 shows the pressure profiles for the two sides of
the oblique glottis for the four transglottal pressures. The
pressures at the glottal entrance~tap 6! were higher than at
pressure tap 7 just downstream, for both sides of the glottis.
This was because the minimal glottal diameter was down-
stream of pressure tap 6 by approximately 0.03 cm~human
size!, between taps 6 and 7~closer to tap 7!. The glottal
diameter at pressure tap 6 was 7.3% larger than for the sym-
metric condition~due to the use of the existing vocal fold
pieces created for model M5!. The pressures upstream of tap
6 tended to converge to the same value at tap 5.

For all four transglottal pressure conditions, the cross-
channel pressures at tap 6 were different by 27% of the trans-
glottal pressure, with pressure being higher on the conver-
gent wall. The pressure on the convergent wall was also
higher at pressure tap 7 by 13.5%, 11.8%, 10.3%, and 10.1%
for the 3-, 5-, 10-, and 15-cm H2O conditions, respectively
~with the understanding that tap 7 was 0.0076 cm human size
more upstream for the convergent side!. It is observed from
Fig. 9 that the pressure on the convergent side near the en-
trance was higher than the supraglottal pressure, and the

pressure on the diverging side was less than the supraglottal
pressure. If the supraglottal pressure were taken to be zero,
the convergent entry wall would be pushed in the direction
of glottal opening, and the divergent entry wall would be
pulled in the direction of closure. These opposite forces
would promote motion of the two sides~at the glottal en-
trance! in thesamedirection, thus potentially enhancing glot-
tal wall phasing differences.

The pressures on the two sides downstream of tap 7
were approximately the same~despite the divergence geom-
etry! and rose within the diverging glottal duct over taps
8–11. The pressures diverged on the rounded portion of the
exit radii ~pressure tap 12!, again with the pressure higher on
the convergent side, ranging from 1.0% to 3.8% of the trans-
glottal pressure~1.0%, 3.2%, 3.8%, and 2.9% for 3, 5, 10,
and 15 cm H2O, respectively!. This difference, although mi-
nor, suggests slightly different forces at the glottal exit~as
well as on the superior surface of the vocal folds!. These
pressure differences indicate that the oblique glottis with a
10-degree divergence and 15-degree obliquity produced
larger entrance and exit pressures on the convergent side
than on the divergent side, with the middle portion of ap-
proximately the same pressures for constant flow. The pri-
mary differences between the symmetric~Fig. 6! and oblique

FIG. 9. Empirical pressure measurements and predicted
~FLUENT! pressure profiles for the 3-, 5-, 10-, and
15-cm H2O transglottal pressure runs for the glottis
with an oblique angle of 15 degrees and included angle
of 10 degrees. Pressures and distances are in human
values rather than model values.
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~Fig. 9! pressures were~1! the pressures across the glottis
were the same at glottal entry for the symmetric geometry
but significantly different for the oblique. This was because
the symmetric geometry caused the flow and pressure distri-
butions to remain symmetric through the glottal entrance and
just past the glottal minimum width. Pressure differences be-
tween the solid surfaces did not occur until the flow became
skewed further downstream, and pressure disturbances due to
this flow skewness did not affect the glottal entry region
flow. For the oblique geometry, the flow and pressure distri-
butions lost their symmetry near the minimal glottal width
due to the change in the flow direction caused by the oblique
geometry. The resulting asymmetric pressure disturbances
propagated back and affected the flow behavior in the glottal
entry region. Also,~2! the pressures were significantly dif-
ferent in the mid-glottis for the symmetric geometry but
similar for the oblique. For the symmetric geometry, the un-
stable flow in the mid-glottal region resulted in flow skew-
ness and widely different separation point locations on the
solid surfaces. The difference in the size and position of
these separation regions resulted in pressure differences in
the mid-glottal region between the solid surfaces, with the
differences being larger at the higher flow rates. The oblique
geometry changed the flow direction at the glottal entrance
and the established flow tended to have separation points
further downstream in the glottis, thus making the surface
pressures in the mid-glottal region reasonably equal.

Table II gives the dimensional and nondimensional pres-
sure and flow values for the oblique condition. The transglot-
tal pressure coefficient ranged from 1.096 to 1.263, being
larger for lower flows and lower transglottal pressures. The
pressure coefficient at glottal entry was different for the two
sides, ranging from 0.97 to 1.14 for the convergent side
~larger for lower flows!, and 1.22 to 1.45 for the divergent
side ~larger for lower flows!.

C. Computational results for the oblique glottis

Figure 9 shows the M5 data points as well as the com-
putational pressure predictions for the 3-, 5-, 10- and 15-cm

H2O condition. For the 3-cm H2O condition, excellent agree-
ment between these sets of values is apparent. The pressure
dip near the glottal entrance was lower than the data might
suggest, and the flow was 9.5% higher than for the experi-
ment with M5. Comparison between the empirical and cal-
culated results suggests similar findings for the 5-cm H2O
condition, although the fit to the data was not as good for the
divergent side~the maximum difference~tap 7! was within
9% of the transglottal pressure!. The flow was 9.6% higher
than for M5.

Figures 10~a!–~c! show streamlines, velocity vectors,
and pressure contours, respectively, for the 5-cm H2O case
~which is similar in nature to the 3-cm H2O condition!. The
main flow exited approximately along the direction of the
obliquity, creating a jet that moved toward the wall of the
corresponding downstream duct. Flow separation took place
on both walls upstream of the glottal exit. Although the main
flow near the exit was closer to the divergent wall, the sepa-
ration from that wall was upstream of the separation point on
the convergent wall~0.09 cm human size from the glottal

TABLE II. Empirical transglottal pressures and flows~dimensional human
values and nondimensional values! for the glottal condition of 15 degrees
oblique and 10 degrees divergent. The glottal diameter was 0.039 96 cm
~human value! for the experimental run with the pressure taps on the con-
vergent side, and 0.040 13 cm~human value! for the run with the pressure
taps on the divergent side.

Dimensional Nondimensional

Transglottal
pressure

~cm H2O!
Flow

~cm3/s!

Transglottal
pressure

coefficient

Entrance
pressure

coefficient
Reynolds

no.

Convergent 2.996 94.8 1.263 1.140 1020
wall 4.977 122.3 1.261 1.113 1315

9.988 178.8 1.185 1.020 1922
14.995 222.1 1.153 0.975 2388

Divergent 2.990 96.1 1.237 1.453 1033
wall 5.014 124.6 1.232 1.413 1340

9.964 182.6 1.140 1.289 1964
14.921 228.0 1.096 1.223 2451

FIG. 10. ~a! Predicted streamlines for the 5-cm H2O condition in the asym-
metric model.~b! Predicted velocity vectors for the 5-cm H2O condition in
the asymmetric model showing location of separation points on the diver-
gent wall (S1) and on the convergent wall (S2). ~c! Predicted pressure
contours for the 5-cm H2O condition in the asymmetric model
(1 Pa51.0231022 cm H2O).
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entrance for the divergent wall, 0.15 cm human size for the
convergent wall!. Recall that the glottal duct length was 0.30
cm human size. The separation zone near the convergent
surface, however, formed over a larger region due to the high
diverging angle opposite. The jet was pushed by the cross-
channel pressure gradient@shown in Fig. 10~c!# closer to the
diverging side in the downstream half of the glottal duct, but
the jet did not ‘‘hug’’ the divergent surface. Table III pro-
vides the location of the separation points for all four trans-
glottal pressure conditions.

For the 10-cm H2O condition as shown in Fig. 9, the
prediction for the divergent side was reasonable, with higher
predicted values downstream of the minimal diameter. The
prediction for the convergent side was excellent. The FLU-
ENT code predicted the jet to ‘‘hug’’ the convergent surface
creating a second dip near tap 11, whereas the data for M5
did not show this additional~but slight! dip. The jet was
slightly compressed in width by the larger separated region
above it; mass conservation then required the jet velocity to
increase in this smaller width region, thereby decreasing the
pressure and creating the dip. For the 15-cm H2O condition,
the comparison was similar to the 10-cm H2O condition,
with the divergent wall predictions being higher downstream
than the empirical data and the predicted pressures for the
convergent wall being excellent. The difference between the
predicted and measured flow was 4.4% for 10-cm H2O case
and 3.1% for the 15-cm H2O case.

Figures 11~a!–~c! show the predicted streamlines, veloc-
ity vectors, and pressure contours, respectively, for the
15-cm H2O condition ~which is similar in nature to the
10-cm H2O condition!. The higher inertia forced the jet to-
ward the convergent wall in the glottal region. The larger
separated region was associated with the divergent wall. The
predicted pressure contours indicated that the pressures on
the divergent wall were less than on the convergent wall near
glottal entry, but then were higher in the downstream half of
the glottis, creating forces to keep the flow near the conver-
gent wall. The separation points, compared to the 3- and
5-cm H2O conditions, were more upstream for the divergent

side~S1!, and more downstream for the convergent side~S2!
for the 10- and 15-cm H2O conditions~Table III!.

D. Pressure comparisons between the symmetric and
oblique conditions

Figure 12 is a composite of the empirical pressure pro-
files for the symmetric and oblique glottal configurations.
The major difference between the two configurations was the
pressure at the glottal entrance~tap 6!. The pressures were
lower for the symmetric configuration and higher for the two
sides of the oblique glottis at that location. The increase in
entrance area of 7.3% would ideally result in a smaller pres-
sure drop~by 13%! ~using the Bernoulli equation!; this pre-
dicts the pressure on thedivergentwall of the oblique con-
figuration within 4% ~average of 2.8%! across the four
transglottal pressure conditions, a strong prediction. For the
pressures at taps 8–11 within the glottis, the pressures on the
nonflow wall of the symmetric configuration were higher
than the pressures on either side of the oblique configuration.
However, the pressures on the flow wall in the symmetric
configuration were similar to those on the oblique walls. The
symmetric flow wall pressures for taps 8–11 differed from
the average of the pressures on the oblique walls by an av-
erage of only 1.5%~range 0.02% to 4.6%!.

IV. DISCUSSION

This study relates directly only to steady-flow concepts
because model M5, a nonvibrating laryngeal model, was
used with constant flows. Although quasi-steady conditions
of phonation have been assumed as justification for steady-
flow experiments and the adoption of steady-flow results in
aerodynamic models, it is recognized that the pressure pro-
files and glottal flow behavior may differ between steady-
flow conditions as studied here and realistic phonation, and
that it is too early to determine the extent of these differences
~McGowan, 1993; Mongeauet al., 1997; Jiang and Titze,
1994; Alipour and Scherer, 2000!.

However, there is evidence that flows move off-axis
through a time-varying glottis. Alipouret al. ~1996a! used a

TABLE III. Summary of computational information for symmetric and obliquity conditions. For the oblique
case,S1 andS2 are the locations of the flow separation points on the divergent and convergent sides, respec-
tively, measured from the glottal entrance@most medial location of the divergent side~tap 6!#. ‘‘Pred.’’ refers
to the predicted flow values. ‘‘Nodes’’ are the total number of points defining the faces of the cells in the mesh.
‘‘1st/2nd order’’ stands for solution accuracy!.5 ‘‘Resid.’’ stands for the accepted residual value.5 ‘‘Iter’’ is the
number of iterations to satisfy the desired residual. The pressure, flow, and separation location values are in
human values rather than model values.

Transglottal
pressure

~cm H2O! Geometry

Flow
~cm3/s!

Pred./M5

Separation points Computational details

S1

~cm!
S2

~cm!
Nodes

~k!
~1st/2nd!

order Resid.
Iter.
~k!

3 symmetric 108/97 ¯ ¯ 15 2 1025 12
10 symmetric 198/185 ¯ ¯ 50 2 1025 15
3 oblique 104/95 0.11 0.16 60 2 1025 10
5 oblique 137/125 0.09 0.15 60 2 1025 55

10 oblique 188/180 0.07 0.23 126 1 1024 12
15 oblique 232/225 0.07 0.23 126 1 1024 7
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finite volume computational method to simulate glottal flow
with forced sinusoidal motion of the glottal walls~with the
glottal entry location fixed!. Asymmetric velocity distribu-
tions ~as a result of flow separation! were a dominant feature
of the simulation. Using excised larynxes, Alipour and
Scherer~1995! and Alipour et al. ~1995! determined peak
and average velocity surfaces 1 cm above the glottis, which
demonstrated greater velocities lateral to the glottal midline.
These surfaces were highly three-dimensional, with greater
flows emanating from the anterior portion of the glottis. Off-
axis maximum velocities were detected in another study of
an excised larynx in Alipouret al. ~1996b!. It was noted that
the greatest velocities existed at a time just after maximum
glottal opening, and dominated during that interval of vocal
fold oscillation when the folds would produce a diverging

glottal duct. Other research tends to suggest that there may
be insufficient time to create asymmetric flow separation in
the glottis during phonation~Hirschberget al., 1996!, or that,
if there were flow acceleration through the glottis, the sepa-
ration would be symmetric~Pelorsonet al., 1995, who used
the same divergent angle as used here, 10 degrees!. Assum-
ing that separation is symmetric, it may also be dynamic in
that the location of the separation point might move, so that
an assumption of a quasi-steady flow with the adoption of a
moving separation point during glottal closure can be made.
This was done with some success by Pelorsonet al. ~1994!.
There are additional studies of steady and developing un-
steady flow that support the existence of asymmetric flow
through symmetric diverging glottal shapes~Liljencrants,
1991; Hirschberget al., 1996; Alipouret al., 1996b!.

The finding that the highest air velocities come from the
anterior glottis of excised canine larynxes, shown in the
work by Alipour and Scherer~1995! and Alipour et al.
~1995!, was supported by Berkeet al. ~1989!. The extended
work for in vivo dog larynxes from the same research labo-
ratory~Bielamowiczet al., 1999! also indicated that the larg-
est velocities again were through the anterior glottis; toward
the middle of the glottis, however, the larger velocities were
off center rather than midline. This strongly suggests an in-
teraction between the dynamic three-dimensional shape of
the glottis and the eccentricity of the glottis in the airway
duct.

The most important areas of phonation that this study
indirectly addresses are voicing perturbations, glottal jets,
and bilateral vocal fold phasing. This study suggests that for
a divergent glottal duct of 10 degrees, the flow in a symmet-
ric glottis ~that is, with an oblique angle of zero degrees!
may become unstable, resulting in nonsymmetric flow sepa-
ration regions near the vocal fold surfaces, unequal surface
pressures, and flow exiting the glottis at an angle. The asym-
metry of pressures would create slightly different pressure
forces on the surfaces of the vocal folds. For example, for a
transglottal pressure of 10 cm H2O, the cross-channel differ-
ences from tap 7 to 12~most of the vocal fold medial sur-
face! ranged from 2.3% to 5.9%, with an average of 4.3% of
the transglottal pressure. This may be a sufficient asymmetry
of pressures to help create normal levels of voicing jitter
~cycle to cycle variations in voicing periods!, but not enough
difference to disrupt phonation or cause significant phasing
differences between the two vocal folds.

The oblique glottis studies with the same included angle
suggest that the pressures are different across the glottal duct
in such cases, and these differences are due to the obliquity
per se, with pressures higher on the convergent side near
glottal entry and near glottal exit. The differences at glottal
entry were 27% of the transglottal pressure, a difference that
might be considered high, and perhaps influential in main-
taining the out-of-phase motion of the two vocal folds. The
3- and 5-cm H2O conditions were qualitatively different
from the 10- and 15-cm H2O conditions in that the flow was
near the divergent surface at glottal exit more for the former
and near the convergent surface for the latter. The shift in the
location of separation points was definitive.

FIG. 11. ~a! Predicted streamlines for the 15-cm H2O condition in the asym-
metric model.~b! Predicted velocity vectors for the 15-cm H2O condition in
the asymmetric model showing location of separation points on the diver-
gent wall (S1) and on the convergent wall (S2). ~c! Predicted pressure
contours for the 15-cm H2O condition in the asymmetric model
(1Pa51.0231022 cm H2O).
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This study suggests that attention should be placed on
expanding empirical experimentation to determine the
changes of flow separation points, flow directions, and bilat-
eral pressures in the glottis for static and dynamic changes of
glottal shape. Such studies will allow the refinement of cur-
rent aerodynamic equations for glottal mechanics, which
may need to include bilateral pressure expressions. The
equations should be extended to oblique glottal shapes.

The glottal dimensions used in this study were limited to
one minimal glottal diameter, one included glottal angle, and
two oblique directions. This configurational limitation is se-
vere, but a starting point for detailed pressure profiles in the
glottis.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A Plexiglas model of the larynx was used to study in-
traglottal wall pressures for a symmetric and oblique glottal

angle of 10 degrees divergence. Fourteen pressure taps on
the vocal fold surfaces gave detailed pressure profiles. The
computational program FLUENT was successful in match-
ing the intraglottal pressures. Pressures that were unequal
across the glottis were obtained for both the symmetric and
oblique glottis. The results for the symmetric condition sug-
gest that asymmetric pressures may be present during pho-
nation, perhaps contributing to normal values of jitter. The
results for the oblique~15 degree! glottis suggest that the
asymmetric pressures may promote phasing differences be-
tween the two vocal folds.

This study suggests that current aerodynamic equations
for glottal motion may need to be expanded to include bilat-
eral expressions, for both symmetric and oblique glottal
shapes. Further steady and unsteady flow studies should pro-
vide data to make practical decisions on modeling exten-
sions.

FIG. 12. Combined empirical pressure profiles for the symmetric and oblique glottal configurations for 10 degree divergence glottis for 3-, 5-, 10-, and 15-cm
H2O transglottal pressure drops. Pressures and distances are in human values rather than in model values. The pressures at the first pressure tap~zero axial
distance! are offset in the figure for clarity in showing the pressure measurements.
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1The model shaping is similar to that theoretically devised by Pelorsonet al.
~1994!.

2The value of 0.04 cm human size for the minimal diameter is a value that
most likely occurs during any phonation except for highly breathy qualities.

3The actual pressure drops in the model for human size transglottal pressure
drops of 3, 5, 10, and 15 cm H2O were (7.5)22 times those values and were
therefore 0.0533, 0.0889, 0.1778, and 0.2667 cm H2O, respectively. The
actual volume flows in the model were 7.5 times human size, so that, for
example, a flow of 100 cm3/s human size would be 750 cm3/s in model M5.

4Uncertainty analysis~Dieck, 1998! led to estimates of the accuracy of the
pressure and flow measurements. The pressure tap measurement accuracy
was approximatelyU95560.01 to 0.06 cm H2O human size equivalent
~the amount depending upon transducer gain!. For the worst case, the sys-
tematic uncertainty was60.042 cm H2O human size, with random uncer-
tainty 60.083 cm H2O human size, at the 95% confidence level. When
variation of pressure readings during data collection were taken into ac-
count, the estimated uncertainty of repeated pressure measurements was
U95560.064 cm H2O human size. Uncertainty for the flow measurements
was estimated to beU95564.24 cm3/s human size, with systematic uncer-
tainty of 64.0 cm3/s human size and random uncertainty of61.56 cm3/s
human size. These uncertainties were considered to be small.

5A first-order accurate solution takes the value of a dependent variable at a
cell surface to be equal to the value at the center of the upstream cell,
whereas the second-order accurate solution calculates the cell surface value
from the average of the upstream cell center value and the interpolated
downstream cell center value. The accepted residual value is the calculated
measure characterizing the degree to which conservation of mass and mo-
mentum for all the cells in the mesh are satisfied.
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Stochastic models of jittera)
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This study presents stochastic models of jitter. Jitter designates small, random, involuntary
perturbations of the glottal cycle lengths. Jitter is a base-line phenomenon that may be observed in
all voiced speech sounds. Knowledge of its properties is therefore relevant to the acoustic modeling,
analysis, and synthesis of voice quality. Also, models of jitter are conceptual frameworks that enable
experimenters and clinicians to distinguish jitter in particular from aperiodic cycle length patterns in
general. Vocal jitter is modeled by means of the ribbon model of the glottal vibration combined with
stochastic models of the disturbances of the instantaneous frequency. The disturbance model
comprises correlation-free noise and vocal microtremor. Properties of jitter that are simulated are the
stochasticity, stationarity, and normality of the decorrelated cycle length perturbations, the size of
decorrelated jitter, the correlation between the perturbations of neighboring glottal cycles, the
modulation level and modulation frequency owing to microtremor, the asynchrony between external
disturbances and glottal cycles, the dependence of the size of jitter on the average glottal cycle
length, and the relation between jitter and laryngeal pathologies. Modeled jitter is discussed in the
light of measured jitter, as well as the physiological and statistical plausibility of the model
parameters. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1350557#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Bk, 43.70.Gr, 43.72.Ja@AL #

I. INTRODUCTION

Jitter designates feeble random cycle-to-cycle perturba-
tions of the glottal cycle lengths~Lieberman, 1963!. The
objective of this article is to present data-driven models of
vocal jitter, which simulate how disturbances of the instan-
taneous frequencies of vibration of the glottal walls cause
perturbations of the glottal cycle lengths. The modeling com-
bines a parsimonious stochastic model of the disturbances
with the so-called ribbon model of vocal fold vibration
~Titze, 1989!. The disturbance model takes into account vo-
cal microtremor and correlation-free noise.

The modeling enables discerning between jitter-related
phenomena that have not always been clearly held apart. A
first distinction is the one between disturbances of the instan-
taneous frequencies of vibration of the glottal walls on the
one hand, and perturbations of the glottal cycle lengths on
the other. The first causes the second, but they do not, there-
fore, share the same properties. One goal of this article is
therefore to examine within the framework of a model the
relation between the properties of the perturbations of the
glottal walls and the glottal cycles.

A second distinction is the one between jitter in particu-
lar and aperiodicities of the glottal cycle length in general.
Indeed, many mechanisms have been documented that may
cause the movements of the vocal folds or glottis to be ape-
riodic. Labelling the acoustic consequences of any of these
mechanisms as acoustic jitter or shimmer would be problem-
atic, because the causes of glottal aperiodicities are multiple
and not active at the same time. The present model of jitter is
therefore also an attempt to improve on the conventional

definitions of jitter. The point of view that we adopt is that
jitter is a base-line phenomenon that can be understood in
terms of a few statistical markers that are present all the time,
even in the voices of healthy subjects, and from which other
types of aperiodicities must be distinguished, either in size or
kind.

Other motivations for developing models of jitter are the
following. First, jitter has been described by means of heu-
ristic markers, especially within a clinical framework. The
reason is that it has been empirically demonstrated that vocal
jitter increases for some dysphonic voices. Models of jitter
could suggest or confirm the mathematical form of markers
that would characterize perturbed cycle lengths statistically
rather than heuristically~Pinto and Titze, 1990; Schoentgen
and De Guchteneere, 1995!.

Second, models of jitter are part of many speech synthe-
sizers. The models are designed to improve naturalness or
mimic hoarse voices~Rozsypal and Millar, 1979; Childers
and Wu, 1990; Bangayanet al. 1997!. Most existing models
are only loosely based on data and do not simulate the whole
gamut of known properties of jitter.

Third, one utilitarian application of models of jitter is
the generation of synthetic signals to test or calibrate signal
processing algorithms that detect glottal cycles or measure
their lengths~Muta et al., 1988!.

To model jitter, one must know its statistical properties.
To discover these, one must conceptually isolate speech sig-
nal markers that report properties of jitter from markers of
other glottal phenomena. One possible criterion is the tem-
poral resolution that is required to observe changes in the
glottal cycle lengths. We now turn to a discussion of acoustic
excitation phenomena that can be detected at sampling fre-
quencies that are of the orders of magnitude of 1, 10, and
100 kHz, respectively.

a!Part of this article is based on a talk given at the 2nd International Con-
ference on Voice Physiology and Biomechanics, Berlin, March 1999.

b!Electronic mail: jschoent@ulb.ac.be
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Sampling the speech signal at a frequency up to a few
kHz would be enough to assess glottal cycle lengths while
studying intonation, vibrato, micro-prosody, or pathological
voice tremor, which is a quavering intonation in speech
~Lebrun et al., 1982; Gamboaet al., 1998!. Micro-prosody
refers to the modification of the fundamental frequency by
phonetic segments; that is, high vowels tend to have a higher
fundamental frequency than low vowels and voiced plosive
segments tend to have lower fundamental frequencies than
the surrounding vowel segments~Petersen, 1978; Ladefoged
and Maddieson, 1996!. These changes temporally extend
over one phonetic segment or more.

Sampling the speech signal at a frequency of the order
of magnitude of 10 kHz is adequate for tracking transients,
gauging additive noise, and signal typing~Behrmanet al.,
1998!. Transients occur when the laryngeal oscillator
switches from nonvibration to vibration or from one mode of
vibration to another. Transients must indeed be distinguished
from stationary or mildly nonstationary signals. Additive
noise owing to turbulent airflow in the glottis or elsewhere in
the vocal tract is one source of disturbance of the speech
signal that is unrelated to the glottal vibrations per se~Isshiki
et al., 1978!.

Signal typing, finally, categorizes speech signals accord-
ing to whether they are single-cycle periodic, multi-cycle
periodic, almost periodic, or random~Peterson and Schoup,
1966; Dejonckere, 1985; Titze, 1994b; Behrmanet al.,
1998!.

Normally, signal typing is performed by means of
speech signal spectra without referring to vocal fold move-
ment. Formally, magnitude spectra of steady speech signals
are either continuous or discrete. Discrete spectra can be
made up of several distinct harmonic series whose funda-
mental frequencies are or are not commensurable.

Type I signals are characterized by a single harmonic
series. The signal’s cycle lengths are identical. That is, dis-
regarding intonation, vibrato, pathological tremor, or jitter,
the glottal signal is periodic with the period being equal to
the length of one glottal cycle.

Type II signals are characterized by several harmonic
series whose fundamental frequencies are commensurable.
These signals are multi-cycle periodic, that is, several un-
equal glottal pulses are grouped into a larger period~Dejon-
ckere, 1983; Kiritaniet al., 1993!.

When the spectra are made of partials or harmonic series
whose fundamental frequencies are not commensurable, the
signals are called quasi-periodic or almost periodic~Moon,
1987!. In practice, signal typing does not appear to attempt
to distinguish periodic from quasi-periodic signals and to
assign the latter to a distinct category. For a discussion of
glottal phenomena, which possibly belong to the quasi-
periodic category, see Tiggeset al. ~1997!.

Finally, type III signals are signals whose spectra are
continuous. Continuous spectra are the signature of signals
that are random. This would mean that the excitation pulses
are all different concerning their shape, length, or amplitude
and that the properties of the present excitation pulse cannot
be exactly predicted from past pulses. Whether better than
chance short-term predictions can be made depends on

whether the cycle-to-cycle changes are correlated or not.
One issue, which is relevant to type III signals, is the

distinction between chaotic and stochastic signals. Often,
random signals are called chaotic when they are known to be
solutions of a small system of ordinary differential equations.
Deciding whether measured data are chaotic or stochastic
can, however, be of considerable practical and theoretical
difficulty ~Abarbanel, 1996!. The application of analysis
methods, inspired by nonlinear system dynamics, to the
speech signal has so far produced few incontrovertible re-
sults ~Herzel et al., 1994; Kumar and Mullick, 1996; Behr-
man and Baken, 1997; Behrman, 1999!.

Finally, sampling the speech signal at a frequency of the
order of magnitude of 100 kHz and measuring the cycle
lengths of type I signals reveals that the individual cycle
lengths vary randomly. These random variations have been
called jitter. They are typically less than one percent of the
average cycle length.

Properties of jitter can only be directly measured in type
I ~and a few type II! signals that are stationary or mildly
nonstationary. Indeed, the recovery of jitter during transients,
in speech signals that are severely contaminated by additive
noise or in signals that are not type I, are still unsolved
problems.

We now discuss properties of jitter with a view to simu-
lating these properties by means of model of the glottal vi-
bration and a model of the stochastic disturbances of the
instantaneous frequency of vibration.

~i! The probability distribution of the cycle length per-
turbations is Gaussian~Horii, 1979; Laver, 1980; Heiberger
and Horii, 1982; Pinto and Titze, 1990!.

~ii ! The size of relative jitter is typically in the range
from 0.1% to 1% of the average cycle length. Many authors
have confirmed this order of magnitude~Hollien et al., 1973;
Horii, 1979; Heiberger and Horii, 1982!.

~iii ! The perturbations of the lengths of adjacent cycles
are positively correlated. This means that the present pertur-
bation depends on past perturbations~Kasuyaet al., 1983;
Imaizumi, 1986; Schoentgen and De Guchteneere, 1995!.
We have confirmed these observations by fitting linear au-
toregressive models to time series of cycle length perturba-
tions. The orders of the models indicate the number of past
perturbations that must be taken into account to explain the
present perturbation. The order is determined experimen-
tally. In the case of healthy speakers the most frequent order
equalled two~De Guchteneere, 1996!. This would hint at the
existence of a single peak in the spectral contour of the per-
turbation time series. In a corpus of several hundred glottal
length time series that had been obtained for healthy and
dysphonic speakers, the range of the model orders was be-
tween one and nine, however. A possible reason is that the
orders of the models had been estimated by means of the
partial autocorrelation coefficients, which may overestimate
the number of relevant past perturbations.

~iv! The most likely source of the observed correlation
between the perturbations of the lengths of neighboring
cycles is microtremor. Vocal microtremor has been defined
by some as variations of the fundamental frequency of
speech sounds, whose modulation frequency is between 7
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and 10 Hz, but which is often less or more~Schultz-Coulon
et al., 1979!. Quantitative data on microtremor are scarce.
We hereafter focus on microtremor data published by Win-
holtz and Ramig for 12 healthy speakers~1992!. According
to these authors, the modulation frequency ranged from 4 to
10 Hz with median values at 6 Hz for male speakers and 5
Hz for female speakers. The modulation level ranged from
0.5% to 2.8%. Loosely speaking, the modulation frequency
determines the temporal extent of the correlation between the
perturbations, and the modulation level the size of the per-
turbations.

~v! Jitter appears to be a genuine stochastic phenom-
enon. We have indeed shown that no nonlinear relations
could be found in time series of perturbations, from which
any linear correlation had been removed beforehand~Schoe-
ntgen and De Guchteneere, 1996!. This suggests that linear
time series models are adequate for representing jitter. It fol-
lows that jitter must be modeled stochastically, because lin-
ear systems only output random signals when they are driven
by a stochastic input. This is indirectly confirmed by a physi-
ological model that causally links the statistical properties of
muscle twitches to some of the disturbances of the instanta-
neous frequency of vibration~Titze, 1991, 2000!.

~vi! On average, cycle lengths perturbations increase
with the cycle lengths, that is, the longer the cycles the
greater the jitter~Hollien et al., 1973; Koike et al., 1977;
Horii, 1979!.

~vii ! It has been repeatedly claimed that jitter increases
in the presence of at least some laryngeal pathologies. Pub-
lished results have substantiated this claim. However, in ear-
lier studies, the distinction between cycle length variability
in type I, type II, and type III signals has not always been
made clear enough. Results we have obtained by means of
decorrelated cycle lengths perturbations appear to confirm
that jitter tends to increase in at least some speakers suffering
from laryngeal pathologies~Koike et al., 1977; Davis, 1979;
Laver et al., 1986; Kasuyaet al., 1986; Schoentgen and De
Guchteneere, 1997!.

~viii ! One assumption, which is made implicitly by most
authors, is that meaningful statistics of jitter can be obtained
from one sustained voiced speech waveform~Atkinson,
1976!. Formally, this would suggest that the time series of
the cycle lengths is ergodic. This means that the perturbation
time series must be stationary and not decomposable into
different stochastic processes that do not share similar statis-
tical properties~Ventsel, 1973!.

~ix! Raw and decorrelated perturbations are of the same
order of magnitude. This means that the standard deviation
of the decorrelated perturbations is typically greater than
0.1% and less than the standard deviation of the raw pertur-
bations. Empirical comparisons suggest that the standard de-
viation of decorrelated jitter is roughly two-thirds the stan-
dard deviation of raw jitter~De Guchteneere, 1996!.

~x! Finally, the disturbances that cause the glottal cycle
length perturbations do not occur in synchrony with the glot-
tal cycles. This is an issue only because most existing models
of jitter do synchronously reset the fundamental frequency
contour or glottal cycle length once per cycle. A possible
reason is that most of the models have been developed to

drive speech synthesizers whose control parameters are the
so-called fundamental frequency or glottal cycle length
~Wendahl, 1966; Coleman, 1971!. The glottal cycle length is
indeed a control parameter that must be updated synchro-
nously. The reason is that the glottal period or fundamental
frequency is only meaningfully defined for periodic signals.
For aperiodic signals, the so-called fundamental frequency
must be replaced by the instantaneous frequency.

Existing models of the glottal cycle perturbations are
reviewed hereafter. Most of the models reproduce a small
subset of the properties that have been listed previously.
Some of the models ignore what is known about jitter and
generate synthetic perturbations with characteristics that
have not been observed. None of the models attempts to
explain properties of jitter, with one possible exception
~Titze, 1991, 2000!. This model, however, does not appear to
concern perturbations of the glottal cycle lengths as such.
Instead, it attempts to explain some properties of the distur-
bances of the instantaneous frequency of vibration. The au-
thor concluded that, in steady vowels, disturbances of the
order of 0.2% to 1.2% may be caused by unfused tetani of
the thyroarytenoid or cricothyroid muscles.

Synthetic perturbations have been either deterministic or
random. Deterministic perturbations alternate between con-
stant negative and positive values~Milenkovic, 1987!. Ran-
dom perturbations have been drawn from a uniform prob-
ability distribution ~Qi and Shipp, 1992! or a Gaussian one
~Rozsypal and Millar, 1979; Bangayanet al., 1997!. The size
of the perturbations has been controlled by scaling the stan-
dard deviation of the probability distributions or, in one in-
stance, by filtering~Lalwani and Childers, 1991!.

A few authors have included a relation between the per-
turbations of adjacent cycles. These simulations have been
carried out by means of one of the following:

~i! copy synthesis, that is, the insertion of measured
length perturbations into the synthesizer~Bangayan
et al., 1997; Childers and Wu, 1990; Hillenbrand,
1987!;

~ii ! one-over-f noise, that is, noise whose power spectrum
falls as the inverse of the frequency~Hillenbrand,
1988!; and

~iii ! a linear auto-regressive model of the normalized
samples of the fundamental frequency contour. The
model had been fitted to measured cycle lengths be-
forehand~Imaizumi and Gauffin, 1992!.

In this article, we propose stochastic models that simu-
late jitter via the disturbances of the instantaneous frequen-
cies of selected points of the right and left glottal walls. Each
model involves two submodels. The first is the model of the
stochastic disturbances. The second is a model of the vibrat-
ing glottis, which is an instance of the so-called ribbon
model ~Titze, 1984, 1989; Childerset al., 1986; Childers,
2000!.

In Sec. II A, we derive particular instances of the general
ribbon model; in Sec. II B, we introduce the models of the
stochastic disturbances of the instantaneous frequencies of
vibration; in Sec. II C, we combine the ribbon models with
the disturbance models into four intermediate models of in-
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creasing complexity. The purpose is to take advantage of the
closed-form solutions of simple models to provide insight
into the behavior of more complicated models. Finally, we
present a model that combines the characteristics of the four
submodels that have been introduced previously with a
model of vocal microtremor. The results section presents the
simulation results obtained by means of this model and the
discussion section addresses the interpretation of the simula-
tion results in terms of known properties of jitter.

II. MODELS

A. The ribbon model of vocal fold vibration

Titze ~1984, 1989! has proposed a model of the undis-
turbed periodic timing of the glottal width. This model is
known by some as the ribbon model~Childers, 2000!. Titze
and Childers have shown by means of simulations that the
timing of the glottal width agrees with the timing of the
glottal area, vocal fold contact area, and electroglottogram,
which records the electrical impedance of the neck. The glot-
tal cycle lengths and their perturbations are indeed frequently
measured by means of the electroglottogram~Abberton and
Fourcin, 1997!. We have confirmed that the cycle length
disturbances obtained by means of the speech signal and
electroglottographic signal share the same statistical proper-
ties and demonstrate the same temporal patterns~De Gucht-
eneere, 1996; Schoentgen and De Guchteneere, 1991, 1995,
1997!

The ribbon model consists of a static prephonatory and a
kinematic sinusoidal component that together describe the
normalized glottal hemi-widthh. Normalization implies that
the width has been divided by the constant amplitude of
vibration of one glottal wall:

h~y,z,t !5h01sin~py/L !sin@2p f 0~ t2z/c!#. ~1!

Symbolsh, y, andz designate the spatial coordinates in the
lateral, anterior–posterior, and inferior–superior directions.
Symbol t is the continuous time coordinate, symbolc is the
speed of the surface wave in the cover of the vocal fold,
symbol f 0 designates the frequency of vibration of one glot-
tal wall or vocal fold, and symbolsL and h0 designate the
vibrating vocal fold length and normalized prephonatory
glottal hemi-width.

In the framework of the ribbon model, the movements of
the interpenetrating left and right glottal walls are periodic
and mirror images of each other. This means that the move-
ments of the left and right walls are assumed to be coupled.
Otherwise, any minute dissimilarity would cause the phases
of the left and right folds to drift apart.

The rightmost sine function in model~1! takes into ac-
count that the most common vocal fold movement is the
superposition of a left–right movement in the lateral direc-
tion and a diverging–converging movement in the inferior–
superior direction. The phase delayF between the move-
ments of the lower and upper margins of the glottis is the
following ~Titze, 1989!:

F52p f 0T/c. ~2!

Symbol T is the vibrating vocal fold thickness. Vibrating
vocal fold length and thickness depend on the frequency of
vibration f 0 via the following expressions:

L50.038L0
1.6f 0

0.5, T5T0L0 /L.

The values of constantsL0 andT0 are 1.6 cm and 0.45 cm
for males and 1.0 cm and 0.35 cm for females~Titze, 1989!.
Model ~1! may be interpreted as a parametrized solution of a
many degrees-of-freedom model of the vibrating vocal folds.
Apart from two anatomical constants~T0 andL0!, the model
is characterized by three parameters, which are frequency
f 0 , phase delayF, and, implicitly, the coupling between the
movements of the left and right glottal walls.

Hereafter, we use four simplified instances of the ribbon
model. From the first to the fourth they relate the glottal
width to the following quantities:

~a! the phase of the movement of one rigid glottal wall;
~b! the phases of the lower and upper margins of one glot-

tal wall;
~c! the phases of the left and right rigid glottal walls; and
~d! the phases of the lower and upper margins of the left

and right glottal walls.

~a! The simplest model is obtained by assuming that the
glottis is a right prism, the glottal walls are rigid, and the
movements of the left and right walls mirror each other. This
means that phase delayF is zero and the glottal hemi-width
does not depend on glottal depthy. Consequently, the timing
of the normalized glottal widthh is described by a single
phase coordinateuh . The constant 2 enables taking into ac-
count that the total width is twice the hemi-width:

h~u!52h012 sin ~u!, uh5u. ~3!

~b! Models and data confirm that the most common
movements of the vocal folds consist of a superposition of a
left–right movement in the lateral direction and converging–
diverging movement in the inferior-superior direction. This
means that the movements of the inferior~index i! and supe-
rior ~indexs! margins of the glottis must be described by two
different phases:

hi~u i !52h012 sin ~u i !, hs~us!52h012 sin~us!,
~4!

uhi5u i , uhs5us .

~c! Because it is unlikely that the disturbances of the left
and right glottal walls are exact mirror reflections of each
other, glottal widths~3! or ~4! must be rewritten considering
different disturbances to the left~index l! and right~index r!.
The constant phasep takes into account that the undisturbed
left and right are reflections of each other in the mid-sagittal
plane. Expression~5b! is obtained from expression~5a! by
means of elementary trigonometric relations. Expression~5c!
follows from expression~5b!. It establishes the link between
the left and right phases and the phase of the glottal width:

h~uh!52h01sin ~u r !2sin ~u l1p!, ~5a!

h~uh!52h012 cosS u r2u l

2 D sinS u r1u l

2 D , ~5b!
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uh5
u r1u l

2
. ~5c!

~d! When the differences between the movements of the
left and right walls and lower and upper margins of the glot-
tis are taken into account, then models~4! and ~5! are com-
bined into model~6!:

hi~uhi!52h01sin ~u i ,r !2sin ~u i ,l1p!,

hs~uhs!52h01sin ~us,r !2sin ~us,l1p!, ~6!

uhi5
u i ,r1u i ,l

2
, uhs5

us,r1us,l

2
.

Instances~3!–~6! of the ribbon model relate the phases of the
vibrations of selected points of the glottal walls to the phase
of vibration of the glottal width. By definition, the instanta-
neous frequency is the rate of change of the phase and the
glottal cycle length is the time interval over which the phase
increases by 2p. Consequently, the relations between instan-
taneous frequencyf, glottal cycle lengtht0 , and fundamental
frequencyf 0 are the following:

du

dt
52p f , E

ustart

ustart12p

du52p5E
tstart

tstart1t0
2p f dt, f 05

1

t0
.

B. Models of the stochastic disturbances of the
instantaneous frequency

A cyclic movement must be described by means of the
instantaneous frequency, which agrees with the fundamental
frequency only when the movement is periodic. We here
discuss parsimonious hypotheses regarding the stochastic
disturbances of the instantaneous frequencies of vibration of
the glottal walls, owing to correlation-free noise and mi-
crotremor. Correlation-free or white noise processes are se-
quences of uncorrelated random variablesen that are identi-
cally distributed. One of the simplest white noise processes
is the two-point process~7!. Symbolp designates the prob-
ability and symbolD a constant, which is later interpreted as
a time step.

en5ADH 11, p50.5,

21, p50.5.
~7!

One can easily check that the meanM of the two-point pro-
cess is equal to 0 and the variance equal toD.

The autocovariance and autocorrelation functions of the
two-point process involve the mean of the product (en

2M )(en1k2M ). The autocovariance function of the two-
point process therefore equals 0 when indexk.0 and D
whenk50. Indeed when indexesm andn differ, the product
enem is also distributed according to a two-point process
whose mean and variance are equal to 0 andD2. When the
indices are identical, the product’s average and spread areD
and 0.

In the Introduction we pointed out that in vowels sus-
tained by healthy speakers without vibrato the properties of
raw jitter are conditioned by the so-called microtremor. Mi-
crotremor must be distinguished from pathological tremor

that marks the voices of subjects suffering from neurological
diseases, such as Parkinson’s disease or essential tremor.

Winholtz and Ramig~1992! have published spectra of
microtremor signals. For healthy speakers, these spectra dis-
play a single spectral peak. The position of the peak is the
microtremor frequency and its width the microtremor band-
width. We have inferred a value of 4 Hz for the bandwidth
from two published microtremor spectra. The bandwidth
controls the shape of the synthetic microtremor signal. The
smaller the bandwidth is, the smoother and the more sinusoi-
dallike is the microtremor.

Filtering white noise by means of a linear second-order
autoregressive model is a direct method for generating sig-
nals that, as the microtremor signal, are characterized by a
single-peak power spectrum. Symboly designates the syn-
thetic microtremor signal,ai the constant filter parameters,e
the input white noise, andb the peak value of the white
noise. Indexn is the time step. SymbolsC and B, finally,
designate the microtremor frequency and bandwidth in radi-
ans per sample. Coefficienta0 normalizes the gain of the
filter so that it does not depend on the frequency or band-
width. The filter coefficients are the following~Steiglitz,
1996!:

yn5a1yn211a2yn221a0ben ,

R512
B

2
, cosw5

2R

11R2 cosC, ~8!

a05~12R2!sinw, a15
4R2

11R2 cosC, a252R2.

An alternative to the linear second-order autoregressive
model ~8! is the linear first-order model~9!, for which the
spectral peak is always positioned at 0 Hz. Coefficienta1

fixes the decay of the spectral contour with increasing fre-
quency. Parameterb is the crest value of the input white
noise process:

yn5a1yn211ben . ~9!

Interpretations of expressions~8! and ~9! are the following.
When the white noise input to filter~9! is a two-point process
~7!, the output is a sum of decaying exponential curves
whose initial values stochastically switch between6b.
Similarly, when the white two-point process is input to the
second-order linear filter, the output is a stochastic sum of
cosine functions that decay exponentially.

C. Stochastic models of jitter

We here combine instances of the ribbon model and
models of the stochastic disturbances that have been dis-
cussed in Secs. II A and B. The goal is to make explicit
relations that exist between the stochastic disturbances of the
phases of vibration of the glottal walls on the one hand and
the stochastic perturbations of the glottal cycle lengths on the
other.

We examine hereafter five models of jitter. The first four
are models for which closed-form solutions exist. The fifth
can only be solved numerically. The objectives of the study
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of the five models are the following. The Roman numerals
refer to the observed properties of jitter that are listed in the
introduction section.

~1! Model I comprises a correlation-free disturbance of the
instantaneous frequency of vibration of one rigid glottal
wall. The goals of the modeling are as follows. First,
show that disturbances of the instantaneous frequency
cause perturbations of the glottal cycle lengths~proper-
ties i, ii !. Second, relate the size of the length perturba-
tions to the cycle length~property vi!. Third, demon-
strate that the cycle length perturbations are stationary
and ergodic in practice~propertyviii !.

~2! In model II the correlation-free disturbance is replaced
by artificial microtremor~9!. The purpose is to demon-
strate that microtremor correlates the perturbations of
neighboring glottal cycles~propertiesiii and iv!.

~3! Model III simulates the coupling between the left and
right glottal walls, which are not disturbed identically.
The goals are the following. First, show that the coupling
synchronizes the movements of the left and right glottal
walls and prevents their phases from drifting apart. Sec-
ond, demonstrate that asymmetric coupling boosts the
phase perturbations. Asymmetric coupling is therefore
one possibility via which laryngeal pathologies might
influence the size of jitter~propertyvii!.

~4! Model IV includes a delay between the lower and upper
glottal boundaries. The goal is to show that the delay
correlates the perturbations of adjacent cycle lengths
~propertyiii !.

~5! Model V combines the properties of the previous four
models with microtremor model~8!. The purpose is to
simulate properties~i!–~x! of observed jitter.

1. Model I: a random walk model of jitter

A simple model of jitter is obtained by assuming that the
glottis is a right prism that evolves owing to the movement
of one glottal wall. This means that the time-dependent glot-
tal width ~3! evolves sinusoidally. The phase of the glottal
width and the phase of the glottal wall agree. The temporal
evolution of the disturbed phase must be written as follows.
Symbolf designates the instantaneous frequency and symbol
u the phase:

du

dt
52p f . ~10!

Expression~10! can be rewritten because jitter is small
~propertyii !:

du

dt
52p~ f 01bj!. ~11!

Symbol f 0 designates the unperturbed instantaneous fre-
quency of vibration,b is a small constant, andj is white
noise that simulates stochastic disturbances.

Expression~11! is a heuristic only because no ordinary
function exists whose derivative is a white noise process.
Expression~11! must therefore be transformed into a sto-
chastic differential equation~12!. Symbol dt is an ordinary

differential and symboldW a stochastic differential, which
has mathematical properties different from an ordinary dif-
ferential ~Gardiner, 1983!:

du52p~ f 0dt1bdW!. ~12!

Equation ~12! can be turned into a stochastic difference
equation that can be solved numerically or algebraically.
SymbolD designates the time step andn the index. Symbol
DW is the stochastic difference:

un115un12p~ f 0D1bDW!,
~13!

un115un12p f 0D12pbADH 11, p50.5,

21, p50.5.

Kloeden and Platen~1999! have shown that the stochastic
difference can be realized by means of a two-point process
~7!. The condition is that the statistical properties of the so-
lution of discrete-time equation~13! are required to approxi-
mate the statistical properties of the solution of continuous-
time equation~12!. Equation~13! can be solved algebraically
by repeated substitutions:

un52p f 0nD12pb(
i 50

n

en , uN52p, t5ND, ~14!

t5t02t0b(
i 50

N

en , M ~t!5t0 ,

~15!
V~t!5~t0b!2ND't0

3b2.

By definition, glottal cycle lengtht equals the numberN of
time steps that are needed to raise the phase by 2p. Lengtht
is therefore obtained by insertingN for n and 2p for u in
solution~14!. MeanM (t) and varianceV(t) are obtained by
means of the probability distribution~7! and the rules that
obtain the mean and variance of a linear function of a ran-
dom variable~Ventsel, 1973!.

The variance is a measure of absolute jitter squared and
the coefficient of variation is a measure of relative jitter. The
coefficient of variation is the standard deviation divided by
the mean. The average cycle length is equal to the unper-
turbed instantaneous cycle lengtht0 . The variance of the
cycle lengths is proportional to the cube of the average cycle
length. The reason is that in practice the perturbed length
differs from the average length by 1% at most. The coeffi-
cient of variation therefore depends on the square root of the
average cycle length when peak valueb is a constant.

Further, the mean and variance of the cycle lengths are
constants when the small disparities between perturbed and
average cycle lengths are disregarded. Consequently, the
time series of the cycle lengths perturbations is stationary
~property viii !. This means that within the framework of
model I, the cycle length time series is ergodic because the
only source of disturbance is two-point process~7! ~Breiman,
1986!.

Finally, the autocovariance equals the average of the
product of two adjacent perturbations, which is zero. The
reason is that each length is perturbed by sum of correlation-
free disturbances and the ranges of the sums of two neigh-
boring lengths do not overlap.
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2. Model II: A filtered noise model of jitter

In this section we calculate the perturbations of the cycle
lengths when the instantaneous frequency is disturbed by an
instance of artificial microtremor instead of correlation-free
noise. For simplicity’s sake, we consider synthetic mi-
crotremor~9!, whose autocorrelation is a decaying exponen-
tial and whose spectral peak is always positioned at 0 Hz.
Synthetic microtremor~8!, whose autocorrelation function is
a decaying cosine function and whose main spectral peak is
positioned at the microtremor frequency, is studied by means
of numerical simulations in the framework of model V.

un115un12p f 0D12pyn ,

yn115ayn1ben , 0,a,1,

un5u012p f 0Dn12p(
i 51

n

yi 21, ~16!

t5t02t0(
i 51

N

yi 215t02t0b(
i 51

N

(
s51

i

ai 2ses21 ,

M ~t!5t0 , V~t!'
t0

3b2

12a2 .

Equations~16! can be solved by repeated substitutions. As
for model I, the perturbed cycle length is obtained by insert-
ing 2p for phaseu, N for indexn, and zeroingu0 in solution
un . MeanM (t) and varianceV(t) are obtained by means of
the rules that relate the mean and variance of a random vari-
able to the mean and variance of a linear function of the
same random variable~Ventsel, 1973!. VarianceV(t) is an
approximation because the terms that were not proportional
to the cycle length have been discarded:

C~t1 ,t2!5
t0

2b2Da~12aN1!~12aN2!~12aN111!

~12a!3~11a!
. ~17!

Autocovariance~17! of the perturbations of adjacent
lengthsN1 andN2 has been obtained by means of the ex-
pression for cycle lengtht. The approximate lag one auto-
correlation is obtained by dividing autocovarianceC by vari-
ance V. The autocorrelation therefore increases with
coefficienta and decreases with lengthN. That is, the auto-
correlation is the stronger the slower the decay of the exter-
nal disturbances and the shorter the cycle.

3. Model III: A disturbed coupled oscillator model of
jitter

Most of thein vitro, mechanical, and numerical models
of the vocal folds simulate the movement of one fold only.
The hypothesis that is implicitly made is that the movement
of the first fold exactly mirrors the movement of the second.
This hypothesis is plausible only when small disparities be-
tween left and right are dampened. Expressions~5! suggest
that otherwise the smallest difference would cause an ampli-
tude modulation of the glottal width even in the absence of
external disturbances.

Since one cannot assume that stochastic disturbances of
the left and right instantaneous frequencies mirror each
other, we include a coupling between the phases of the left

and right glottal walls. SymbolK is the coupling constant.
The coupling term is the sine function of the subtraction of
the left from the right phase. One reason for including the
sine function is that a shift by 2p of one phase has no ob-
servable consequences.

Taking into account that sinx;x when x is small, one
sees that when the left phase is greater than the right phase
the coupling term decreases the left and increases the right
phase and vice versa:

u l ,n115u l ,n12p f 0D2K sin ~u l ,n2u r ,n!12pbel ,n ,
~18!

u r ,n115u r ,n12p f 0D2K sin ~u r ,n2u l ,n!12pber ,n .

Within the framework of model III, we assume that the dis-
turbances are neither spatially nor temporally correlated.
Symbolsel and er therefore designate uncorrelated random
variables that are distributed according to probability law~7!.

Expression~5b! shows that the timing of the glottal
width depends on the product of a cosine and a sine function.
The argument of the cosine function is the difference and the
argument of the sine function is the sum of the left and right
phases. Equations~18! are therefore rewritten as a sum and a
difference:

hn52h012 cosS u r ,n2u l ,n

2 D sinS u r ,n1u l ,n

2 D , ~5b!

u r ,n111u l ,n11

2
5

u r ,n1u l ,n

2
12p f 0D12pb

el ,n1er ,n

2
,

~19a!

u r ,n112u l ,n11

2
5

u r ,n2u l ,n

2
2K sin~u r ,n2u l ,n!

12pb
er ,n2el ,n

2
. ~19b!

The sum of the phases is the argument of the sine function in
glottal width ~5b!. Equation~19a! shows that the sum does
not depend on the coupling when the coupling is symmetric.
Equation ~19a! is formally identical to the coupling-free
model I.

The difference of the phases is the argument of the co-
sine function in glottal width~5b!. Equation~19b! shows that
the difference depends on the coupling between the left and
right. Any contrasts between the coupled and uncoupled
models are therefore due to the cosine function. We examine
hereafter under what conditions the influence of the cosine
function is small. Formally, Eq.~19b! and its solution are the
following, taking into account that sinx;x whenx is small:

an5
u r ,n2u l ,n

2
, an115an~122K !12pb

el ,n2er ,n

2
,

an5a0~122K !n1F(
i 51

n

~122K !n2 i2pb
er ,i2el ,i

2 G .

Solutionan shows that when the model is disturbance-free,
the steady-state solution isu l5u r provided that the coupling
constant is positive and less than 0.5. When the disturbances
are finite, the right-hand side of the solution must be taken
into account, which is a weighted sum of the past and present
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disturbances. The sum decreases when the coupling constant
increases. In the framework of the model, the argument of
the cosine function is therefore smaller the stronger the cou-
pling and the smaller the disturbances.

A generalization of the previous model is one for which
the left and right coupling constants are not identical. The
sum and difference of the left and right phases are then as
follows, assuming that sinx;x. Equations~20! show that
u l5u r is a stable solution when the external disturbances are
zero. The condition is that the sum of the coupling constants
is less than one:

u l ,n111u r ,n11

2
5

u l ,n1u r ,n

2
12p f 0D2~Kl2Kr !

3
~u l ,n2u r ,n!

2
12pb

el ,n1er ,n

2
,

~20!
u l ,n112u r ,n11

2
5

u l ,n2u r ,n

2
2~Kl1Kr !

~u l ,n2u r ,n!

2

12pb
el ,n2er ,n

2
.

The sum and difference of the phases determine the timing
of the glottal width via relation~5b!. For asymmetric cou-
pling, the sum contains an additional term that depends on
the difference between the coupling constants. Since the co-
sine term in the glottal width is nearly a constant when the
coupling is strong and the disturbances weak, the coupling is
expected to have a substantial influence on jitter in the asym-
metric case only.

4. Model IV: A disturbed vocal fold wave model of
jitter

Within the framework of the ribbon model the move-
ments of the upper and lower margins of the glottis may be
out of phase. Model IV simulates the consequences of the
out-of-phase movements, assuming that the external distur-
bances of the upper and lower margins are identical and
correlation-free. SymbolD designates the delay in number of
time steps between the phases of the inferior and superior
margins that are indexedi ands:

u i ,n115u i ,n12p f 0D12pben ,
~21!

us,n115u i ,n2D12p f 0D12pben .

The solutions~22! of Eqs.~21! are the following:

u i ,n52p f 0nD12pb(
j 51

n

ej 21 ,

~22!

us,n52p f 0~n2D !D12pb (
k51

n2D

ek2112pb(
l 51

n

el 21 .

Conventionally, the cycle lengths are measured by monitor-
ing markers in the speech signal of the closing of the glottis.
Most of the time, the upper margin of the glottis opens and
closes after the lower margin. We therefore define the cycle
length as the number of time steps required to raise by 2p
the phase of the upper margin. Cycle lengtht is therefore

obtained by insertingN5n2D and u52p in the equation
that describes the movement of the upper margin:

t5t02bt0(
k50

N

ek2bt0 (
l 5D

N1D

el , M ~t!5t0 ,

~23!
V~t!'2b2t0

3, C~t1 ,t2!'b2t0
2DD.

Length t shows that the cycle lengths are perturbed by
two random walks. The first is the direct perturbation that is
the same for the lower and upper margins. The second is the
disturbance of the lower margin, which is delayed. MeanM
and varianceV are obtained by means of the conventional
rules~Ventsel, 1973!. Compared to the rigid-wall model, the
approximate variance of the length perturbations doubles
owing to the coexistence of direct and delayed disturbances
of the glottal wall. AutocovarianceC is different from zero
because it involves the product of the sum of two random
walks that partially overlap. One sees that the autocovariance
increases with delayD. The correlation owing to the overlap
cannot extend further than one cycle, however, because the
delay cannot exceed the length of a cycle when the distur-
bances are white noise.

5. Model V: A stochastic model of jitter

The following model combines the properties of the
models that have been discussed so far with model~8! of the
vocal microtremor. From top to bottom, Eqs.~24! describe
the phases of the lower and upper, left and right glottal mar-
gins. The two last equations are the left and right synthetic
microtremor, which is modeled by means of linear second-
order autoregressive model~8!. The complete disturbances
are the sum of synthetic microtremor and correlation-free
noise that simulates stochastic disturbances other than mi-
crotremor. The peak values of the synthetic microtremor and
correlation-free noise are controlled independently:

u i ,l ,n115u i ,l ,n12p f 0D2Kl sin ~u i ,l ,n2u i ,r ,n!

1yl ,n12pb2e2,l ,n ,

u i ,r ,n115u i ,r ,n12p f 0D2Kr sin ~u i ,r ,n2u i ,l ,n!

1yr ,n12pb2e2,r ,n ,

us,l ,n115u i ,l ,n2D12p f 0D2Kl sin ~us,l ,n2us,r ,n!

1yl ,n12pb2e2,l ,n ,
~24!

us,r ,n115u i ,r ,n2D12p f 0D2Kr sin ~us,r ,n2u i ,l ,n!

1yr ,n12pb2e2,r ,n ,

yl ,n115a1yl ,n1a2yl ,n2112pa0b1e1,l ,n11 ,

yr ,n115a1yr ,n1a2yr ,n2112pa0b1e1,r ,n11 .

Equations~24! must be solved numerically. The existence of
stable solutions of the undisturbed equations can, however,
be ascertained algebraically by means of two auxiliary func-
tions ~Kelley and Peterson, 2001!. The existence of stable
undisturbed solutions is enough to infer the existence of
stable disturbed solutions when the disturbances are small.
The auxiliary functions are the following. For simplicity’s
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sake, the coupling constants are assumed to be identical:

Vn5~u i ,l ,n2u i ,r ,n!21~us,l ,n2us,r ,n!2,

Wn5~u i ,l ,n1u i ,r ,n24p f 0nD!2

1~us,l ,n1us,r ,n24p f 0nD!2.

When the coupling constants are less than1
2, one can show

by direct substitution that initial phases exist for which
Vn112Vn<0 for all time stepsn. Function V therefore
evolves towards zero, which means that the left and right
phases evolve towards the same values.

Similarly, one can show by direct substitution that
Wn112Wn50. This means that functionW is a constant.
From the ancillary equationsW5const andV50 one can
easily deduce that the undisturbed instantaneous frequencies
of the glottal margins eventually become identical and equal
to f 0 .

To discover the admissible range of values of the param-
etersK, a1 , anda2 , the linearized difference equations~24!
are recast into an algebraic form by means of a one-sided
z-transform. The linearization is legitimate when the distur-
bances are small and sinx can be replaced byx. The admis-
sible range of parameters is the range for which the phases
do neither exponentially diverge to infinity nor converge to a
constant, which would mean that the oscillator spontane-
ously accelerates or decelerates. The corresponding math-
ematical conditions are that no poles of thez-transformed
phases lie outside the unit circle and that at least one pole
lies on the unit circle~Hamilton, 1994!. The solutions of the
linear system of algebraic equations are given by the cofac-
tors of the matrix of the system of equations divided by
determinantd. The poles of the solutions are therefore the
values of the variablez that zero the determinantd, which is
given hereafter:

d5
~z22a1z2a2!2~z12K !~z21!~z2112K !

z
,

0<K,
1

2
, Ua16Aa1

214a2

2
U,1.

As expected, one root is equal to 1. The inequalities involv-
ing the coupling constant and the model coefficients of the
microtremor arise because of the condition that the other
roots must lie outside the unit circle. When the left and right
coupling constants are not identical, the condition is that
their sum must be less than one.

III. METHODS

A. Numerical simulations

Model V was solved numerically. The cycle lengths
were determined by monitoring the sum of the left and right
phases of the upper margin of the glottis. Every 2p, the
count of the time steps giving the cycle length was reset, and
the precision of the count was improved by interpolating
linearly the glottal width to determine the instant of the
width becoming zero.

To gauge the noise floor of the simulations, the mi-
crotremor was zeroed and the crest value of the correlation-

free disturbances was fixed at 531026. Then 50 simulations
were carried out with a reseed of the random number gen-
erator for each. The average relative jitter was equal to
0.017%60.008%. This means that the noise floor was at
least ten times smaller than typical decorrelated jitter.

The sizes of time stepD, driving peak valueb1 of the
microtremor model, microtremor frequencyC and band-
width B, coupling constantsK, peak value b2 of the
correlation-free disturbances, surface wave speedc, and un-
disturbed cycle lengtht0 must be fixed for each simulation.
When not stated otherwise, these parameters assumed the
default values that are given in Table I.

1. Time step, D

The size of jitter observed in sustained speech typically
ranges from 0.1 to 1% of the average cycle length. There-
fore, typical sampling frequencies of 50 kHz or better are
needed when measuring or simulating jitter~Titze et al.,
1987; Schoentgen and De Guchteneere, 1991!. Accordingly,
we fixed the time step for the numerical simulations at
1025 s.

2. Correlation-free disturbance amplitude, b 2

The peak value of the correlation-free stochastic distur-
bances was fixed so that the coefficient of variation of the
decorrelated cycle lengths was between 0.1% and 1%. Infor-
mal comparisons of natural raw and decorrelated jitter we
performed earlier suggest that the standard deviation of the
raw jitter was very roughly one and a half times the standard
deviation of decorrelated jitter~De Guchteneere, 1996!. Ac-
cordingly, we empirically fixed the default value ofb2 at
0.05.

3. Microtremor frequency, C

The microtremor frequency was fixed taking into ac-
count data published by Winholtz and Ramig~1992!. For
healthy speakers, the authors reported microtremor frequen-
cies ranging from 4.7 to 10.6 Hz. The disparity between male
and female speakers was not statistically significant. We
therefore fixed the default value of the microtremor fre-
quency at 6 Hz, which was the median value of the male
speakers.

TABLE I. Default values~third column! and range~fourth column! of the
values of the modeling parameters in the framework of the linear multiple
regression analyses.

Average cycle length~s! t0 0.01 0.005–0.01
Coupling constant~right! Kr 0.1 0–0.1
Difference~right-left! abs(Kr2Kl) 0 0–0.1
Wave velocity~cm/s! c 200 200–400
Microtremor frequency~Hz! C 6 1–8
Microtremor bandwidth~Hz! B 4 2–6
Peak value of driving noise b1 0.25 0.1–0.5
Peak value of white disturbances b2 0.05 0.001–0.1
Time step~s! D 1025
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4. Microtremor bandwidth, B

The bandwidth fixed the narrowness of the peak in the
spectral contour of the microtremor. We inferred a value of 4
Hz from two microtremor spectra published by Winholtz and
Ramig ~1992!. We confirmed this value by means of a per-
turbation spectrum published by Titze~1994a!. The width of
the main spectral peak 3 dB below the summit was between
3 and 4 Hz, taking into account the precision of the graph.
Accordingly, we fixed the default bandwidth at 4 Hz.

5. Amplitude, b 1

Amplitude b1 codetermined the modulation level of the
cycle length. Winholtz and Ramig reported a modulation
level range from 1.1% to 2.8% for healthy speakers. The gap
between male and female speakers was not statistically sig-
nificant. Accordingly, we fixed the default value of ampli-
tudeb1 at 0.25, which produced synthetic modulation levels
in the range measured by Winholtz and Ramig. The ampli-
tude of the driving noise also depended on the tremor fre-
quency and bandwidth via the gain of the microtremor model
~8!. The gain was calculated so as to keep the height of the
microtremor peak constant when microtremor frequency and
bandwidth changed.

6. Coupling constants, K

The algebraic solutions we have obtained for model IV
and the algebraic criteria for the existence of stable solutions
we have established for model V show that the sum of the
left and right coupling constants must be less than one. Ac-
cordingly, we fixed the default values for both at 0.1.

7. Velocity, c

The default velocity of the surface wave was fixed at
200 cm/s~Titze, 1989!. The delay in radians between the
movements of the upper and lower margins of the glottis was
determined via relation~2!.

8. Undisturbed glottal cycle length, t0

The undisturbed cycle length was fixed to agree with
values typical of male speakers. The default value was
0.01 s.

B. Statistical analyses and markers

1. Linear autoregressive analysis

Because the length perturbations are correlated owing to
microtremor the standard deviation of the raw cycle lengths
was not adequate for statistically describing raw perturba-
tions. Fitting an autoregressive linear model~25! to the time
series and calculating the standard deviation of the
correlation-free residual was done instead~Schoentgen and
De Guchteneere, 1995!:

~t i2t0!5a1~t i 212t0!1a2~t i 222t0!

1¯1aM~t i 2M2t0!1a0ei . ~25!

Symbolt designates the cycle lengths andt0 their average.
The calculation of AR~autoregression! coefficientsa i was
carried out by means of conventional linear methods~Box

and Jenkins, 1970; Markel and Gray, 1976!. The orderM of
the AR model was fixed as follows. The analysis was started
with the order set to 10. When the value of theM th AR
coefficient was less than62/AN, the order was decremented
by one and the analysis was started anew. ParameterN was
equal to 100, that is, the number of cycles. The decrementing
of the order stopped when theM th AR coefficient exceeded
the critical threshold or the order was equal to zero. This
conventional method tended to overestimate the model order
because typically one AR coefficient out of 20 may exceed
the critical threshold for statistical reasons alone~Chatfield,
1984!.

The spectrum of the AR coefficients was a model of the
spectral contour of the raw perturbations. The bandwidths
and frequencies of the poles of AR model~25! were there-
fore estimates of the bandwidths and frequencies of the spec-
tral peaks. They were obtained by numerically calculating
the roots of the polynomial formed by means of the AR
coefficients~Markel and Gray, 1976!. The pole or pole-pair
with the narrowest bandwidth was kept and the others were
discarded, because the pole with the narrowest bandwidth
had the greatest influence on the shape of the spectral con-
tour model. One pole was selected because within the frame-
work of model V only the frequency of one real pole or one
complex-conjugate pole pair could be interpreted in terms of
the microtremor frequency.

The estimates of the microtremor frequency obtained by
means of the autoregressive model are in radian per sample.
To turn radians per sample into Hz, a value must be assigned
to the sampling frequency, which here was not a constant
because of the cycle length perturbations. Since these were
small, the sampling frequency was assigned the value of the
average frequency. The expected error was equal to the stan-
dard deviation of the raw jitter, that is, less than 1%.

The so-called residue, that is, the decorrelated perturba-
tions, was obtained by subtracting the right-hand side of Eq.
~25! from the left-hand side. The coefficient of variation of
the residue was a measure of the relative decorrelated jitter.

2. Modulation level

The modulation level was a measure of the magnitude of
the cycle length perturbations, owing to microtremor. The
modulation level was the difference between the maximum
deviation and the average divided by the average cycle
length times 100~Winholtz and Ramig, 1992!. Since the
modulation level measured the effect of the slower multi-
cycle perturbations, we smoothed the raw perturbations by
means of a second-order linear smoother to reduce the influ-
ence of the faster cycle-to-cycle perturbations owing to
correlation-free disturbances~Geckinly and Yavuz, 1981!.

3. Variogram analysis

The stationarity and whiteness of the perturbation time
series was checked graphically and numerically by means of
the variogram, which is a ratio of two variances. The divi-
dend was the variance of the differences between two per-
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turbationsm cycles apart. The divisor was the variance of the
difference between perturbations one cycle apart~Box and
Luceno, 1997!. Shift m grew from 0 to 30.

Theoretically speaking, the variogram of white noise
was flat and equal to 1; the variogram of correlated station-
ary noise initially grew and subsequently flattened; the vari-
ogram of a nonstationary time series was never flat. In the
case of stationary time series, variogram and correlogram
were equivalent~Box and Luceno, 1997!. We preferred the
variogram to the correlogram because it gave rise to graphs
that were less visually cluttered when more than one time
series was involved.

4. Multiple linear regression analysis

We performed multiple linear regression analyses to
study the magnitude and sign of the dependence of the sta-
tistical markers of jitter on the model parameters. In multiple
linear regression, the value of one dependent variable de-
pends linearly on several independent variables~Ross, 1987!.
The independent variables were divided into two groups ac-
cording to whether they were parameters of the external dis-
turbances or parameters of the ribbon model. The dependent
variables were successively the coefficient of variation of the
residue of the AR model~that is, the relative decorrelated
jitter!, the order of the AR model, the frequency of the main
spectral peak of the AR model, the modulation level, and the
lag one autocorrelation coefficient of the raw perturbations.

The parameters were varied in five steps between ex-
treme values that are given in Table I. Accordingly, each
regression analysis involved one dependent variable, and 625
cycle length time series that were obtained by varying four
independent variables in five steps between their extremal
values. The results section reports the standardized regres-
sion coefficients because they can be compared directly in
the framework of the same regression analysis.

IV. RESULTS

The objective was to simulate perturbed glottal cycle
lengths whose statistical properties agreed with the observed
properties. Models I–IV that are described in the modeling
section were based on different assumptions. Models I and II
respectively involved disturbances by correlation-free and
correlated noise of the instantaneous frequency of vibration
of one rigid glottal wall. Model III involved correlation-free
stochastic disturbances of the coupled left and right glottal
walls. Finally, model IV involved correlation-free stochastic
disturbances of the upper and lower glottal margins, which
moved out of phase.

Model I generated length perturbations that were station-
ary, uncorrelated, and depended on the average cycle length.
Model II produced stationary length perturbations that de-
pended on the average cycle length and were correlated.
Model III generated stationary perturbations that depended
on the average cycle length and on the coupling strength
between the glottal walls. Model IV produced stationary per-
turbations that depended on the average length and were cor-
related due to the out-of-phase movement of the upper and
lower margins of the glottis. The purpose of these four mod-

els was to obtain closed-form expressions of the effects of
some external disturbances on the ribbon model of the glot-
tis.

The rest of the results section is devoted to model V,
which must be solved numerically. Model V involved distur-
bances by correlation-free noise and simulated microtremor
of the left and right glottal walls, whose upper and lower
margins moved out of phase. Model V was shown to gener-
ate cycle length perturbations whose statistical properties
agreed with the specifications listed in the Introduction.
Table I lists the default values of the parameters of model V,
together with the ranges of the values of the parameters when
linear multiple regression analyses were performed.

Figure 1~a! shows a raw cycle length time series over-
laid on the corresponding decorrelated time series. The deco-
rrelated time series was obtained by fitting a linear autore-

FIG. 1. Three glottal cycle length time series simulated via stochastic model
V. The average cycle lengths were from top to bottom equal to 0.01, 0.0075,
and 0.005 s. The continuous lines are the unprocessed time series, the dotted
lines are the decorrelated series.

FIG. 2. Variograms of the unprocessed and decorrelated time series repro-
duced in Fig. 1. The continuous, dotted, and dashed lines respectively cor-
respond to the top, middle, and bottom series in Fig. 1.
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gressive model and filtering the raw time series. Figure 1~b!
shows a time series for an average cycle length of 0.0075 s
and Fig. 1~c! for an average of 0.005 s. The coefficient of
variations of the decorrelated time series respectively
equalled 0.37%, 0.36%, and 0.27%. Time series shown in
Fig. 1 were typical of model V and their statistical properties
agreed with the properties of observed perturbations.

Plots of the histograms of the decorrelated cycle pertur-
bations suggested that they were distributed normally. This
was confirmed by plotting the observed cumulative relative
frequency versus the expected cumulative frequency. The
data then clustered tightly around a straight line bisecting the
graph.

Figure 2 shows the variograms of the raw and decorre-
lated cycle length series of Fig. 1. The decorrelated time
series gave rise to variograms whose trends were flat and
tightly clustered around one. The slight growth of the vari-
ability of the variograms towards the right is a consequence
of the decreasing number of cycles that were involved in the
computation of the variance. The variograms of the raw
length series tended towards or oscillated about a value dif-
ferent from one.

This was confirmed by simulating a 50 cycle length time
series and calculating the variogram values for lags equal to
10, 20, and 30 cycles. Table II shows that the decorrelated
series gave rise to variograms that did not evolve with the
intercycle distance and which were equal to one with a co-
efficient of variation equal to or less than 10%. The vari-
ogram values of the raw lengths tended towards a value of
2.9 with a coefficient of variation equal to or less than 31%.

Table III reports the results of five multiple linear re-

gression analyses. The independent variables were the aver-
age cycle length, the right coupling constant, the difference
between the left and right coupling constants, and the speed
of the surface wave. The independent variables that assumed
their default values were the peak value of the correlation-
free stochastic disturbances, the microtremor bandwidth, the
microtremor frequency, and the peak value of the driving
white noise of the vocal microtremor model.

The dependent variables were the decorrelated jitter in
percent~that is, the coefficient of variation of the AR model
residue!, the modulation level in percent, the lag one auto-
correlation coefficient, the order of the AR model, and the
main pole frequency of the AR model~that is, the frequency
of the real pole or complex-conjugate pole pair with the
smallest bandwidth!.

Table III is organized as follows. Each column corre-
sponds to one dependent variable and summarizes 625 simu-
lations. The second to fourth rows give the first quartile,
median, and third quartile of the histogram of each depen-
dent variable.

Rows 5–8 give for each dependent and independent
variable the statistically significant standardized regression
coefficients. The~1! and ~2! signs indicate that the depen-
dent variable respectively rose or fell with an increasing in-
dependent variable. The null hypothesis was that the regres-
sion coefficients were equal to zero. The probability that the
null hypothesis was rejected while true was always less than
0.1%. The regression coefficients that were not statistically
significant are omitted from Table III.

The last row gives the multiple correlation coefficient
values. The null hypothesis was that the correlation coeffi-
cient was equal to zero. The probability that the null hypoth-
esis was rejected while true was always less than 0.1%. Cor-
relation coefficients that were not statistically significant
were omitted from the table.

Table III shows the following. First, the median main
pole frequency~5.8 Hz! was an estimate of the vocal mi-
crotremor frequency, which equalled 6 Hz. Second, decorre-
lated jitter and modulation level depended on the average
cycle length, the coupling constants, and their difference.
Third, the lag one correlation between the perturbations in-
creased with the average cycle length. Fourth, the AR model

TABLE II. Average variogram values of unprocessed and decorrelated glot-
tal cycle lengths for lags equal to 10, 20, and 30 cycles. The number of time
series equalled 50. The model parameters assumed their default values. The
averages in the last row attest to the whiteness, and the independence of the
averages from the lags attests to the stationarity of the decorrelated cycle
length perturbations.

Intercycle distance 10 20 30
Variogram raw length
perturbations

3.761.2 2.960.8 2.960.9

Variogram decorrelated
length perturbations

1.060.1 1.060.1 1.060.1

TABLE III. Linear multiple regression analyses of the statistical markers~first row! as a function of the ribbon
model parameters~first column!. The ranges of the parameters are given in Table I. The quartiles of the
histograms of the statistical markers are reported in rows 2–4. The statistically significant standardized regres-
sion coefficients are listed in rows 5–8 and the multiple correlation coefficient in the last row. All coefficients
are statistically significant at the 0.1% level at least.

Decorrelated jitter
~%!

Modulation level
~%!

Lag one
autocorrelation

coefficient

AR
model
order

Pole
frequency

~Hz!

First quartile 0.34 0.88 0.53 2 0
Median 0.40 1.13 0.62 5 5.87
Third quartile 0.46 1.42 0.69 8 6.84
t0 10.74 10.61 10.44
Kr 20.37 20.23
abs(Kr2Kl) 10.23 10.15
c
R 0.86 0.67 0.44
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order and the main pole frequency did not depend signifi-
cantly on any ribbon model parameter.

Table IV is organized as Table III. The difference be-
tween Tables III and IV is that for Table IV the simulations
were performed with equal left and right coupling constants.
Consequently, each column summarizes 125 simulations.
The observed ranges of the dependent variables were very
similar to those in Table III. Two differences were observed
regarding the statistical significance of the regression coeffi-
cients. First, the decorrelated jitter did not depend on the
coupling constants. Second, the lag one correlation depended
on the speed of the surface wave.

Table V reports the results of five linear multiple regres-
sion analyses. The independent variables were the mi-
crotremor frequency, the microtremor bandwidth, the peak
value of the driving noise of the vocal microtremor model,
and the peak value of the correlation-free disturbances. The
independent variables that assumed their default values were
the average cycle length, the left and right coupling con-
stants, and the speed of the surface wave.

The dependent variables were, as previously, the decor-
related jitter in percent, the modulation level in percent, the
lag one autocorrelation coefficient, the order of the AR
model, and the frequency of the main pole of the AR model.

Table V is organized as follows. Each column corre-

sponds to one dependent variable and summarizes 625 simu-
lations. Rows 2–4 report the first quartile, median, and third
quartile of the histograms of the dependent variables. Rows
5–8 give for each dependent and independent variable the
statistically significant standardized regression coefficients.
The null hypothesis was that the regression coefficients were
zero. The probability that the null hypothesis was rejected
while true was less than 0.1%. One exception was the AR
model order, whose regression coefficient was significant at
the 1% level only. The regression coefficients that were not
statistically significant were omitted from Table V.

The last row gives the multiple correlation coefficient
values. The null hypothesis was that the correlation coeffi-
cient was equal to zero. The probability that the null hypoth-
esis was rejected when true was less than 0.1%. One excep-
tion was the AR model order, whose correlation coefficient
was significant at the 1% level only. Correlation coefficients
that were not statistically significant were omitted from the
table.

Table V shows that decorrelated jitter and frequency
modulation level increased with the microtremor peak value,
bandwidth and frequency, and the correlation-free stochastic
disturbances.

The lag one correlation increased with the microtremor

TABLE IV. Linear multiple regression analyses of the statistical markers~first row! as a function of the ribbon
model parameters~first column!. The ranges of the parameters are given in Table I. The quartiles of the
histograms of the statistical markers are reported in rows 2–4. The statistically significant standardized regres-
sion coefficients are listed in rows 5–7 and the multiple correlation coefficient in the last row. All coefficients
are statistically significant at the 0.1% level at least, with one exception~marked with an asterisk!. The
standardized coefficient in row 7 was significant at the 1% level only. The difference between Tables III and IV
is that for the latter, the left and right coupling constants are identical.

Decorrelated jitter
~%!

Modulation level
~%!

Lag one autocorrelation
coefficient

AR model
order

Pole frequency
~Hz!

First quartile 0.31 0.86 0.51 2 0
Median 0.36 1.07 0.61 5 5.71
Third quartile 0.43 1.27 0.68 7 6.77
t0 10.90 10.60 10.44
K
c 20.20~* !
R 0.90 0.60 0.49

TABLE V. Linear multiple regression analyses of the statistical markers~first row! as a function of the
parameters of the microtremor model and correlation-free stochastic disturbances~first column!. The ranges of
the parameters are given in Table I. The quartiles of the histograms of the statistical markers are reported in
rows 2–4. The statistically significant standardized regression coefficients are listed in rows 5–8 and the
multiple correlation coefficient in the last row. All coefficients were statistically significant at the 0.1% level at
least, with two exceptions~marked with asterisks!. The standardized regression coefficients in column 5 were
significant at the 1% level only.

Decorrelated jitter
~%!

Modulation level
~%!

Lag one autocorrelation
coefficient

AR model
order

Pole frequency
~Hz!

First quartile 0.22 0.81 0.25 2 0.00
Median 0.42 1.25 0.60 4 3.49
Third quartile 0.63 1.84 0.94 6 6.53
C 10.1 10.18 10.32
B 10.1 10.19 10.09
b1 10.26 10.76 10.69 10.12~* ! 10.13
b2 10.93 10.27 20.55
R 0.98 0.85 0.89 0.15~* ! 0.35
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parameters and decreased with increasing correlation-free
stochastic disturbances.

Also, the main pole frequency increased with the mi-
crotremor frequency and the peak value of the correlation-
free stochastic disturbances. Finally, the order of the autore-
gressive model increased slightly with the size of the
microtremor.

The previous simulations were repeated with a fixed mi-
crotremor bandwidth. Each regression analysis therefore in-
volved 125 simulations. The ranges of the dependent vari-
ables were very similar to those in Table V. The results are
therefore not reported here. Regarding the statistical signifi-
cance of the regression coefficients, the only difference was
that the main pole frequency did not depend on the peak
value of the noise driving the vocal microtremor model.

V. DISCUSSION

The discussion section is devoted to a comparison of
simulated and observed jitter and an examination of the ef-
fects on simulated jitter of the parameters of the ribbon
model and model of the external disturbances.

According to the list of attributes reported in the Intro-
duction, the salient properties of jitter that must be addressed
are the stochasticity of the cycle length perturbations, the
stationarity, the asynchrony, the sizes of decorrelated jitter
and modulation level, the Gaussian distribution of the deco-
rrelated perturbations, the cycle-to-cycle correlation of the
perturbations, the microtremor frequency, and the increase of
the perturbations owing to laryngeal pathologies.

A. Stochasticity

We have posited that jitter is a stochastic phenomenon.
Indeed, synthetic cycle perturbations are the collective out-
come of instantaneous disturbances owing to correlation-free
noise and vocal microtremor simulated by a linear AR
model. The deterministic alternative would have consisted in
modeling jitter as the outcome of the interaction of a few
ordinary variables.

The statistical scenario is the most likely for the follow-
ing reason. We have shown elsewhere that linear autoregres-
sive models can be successfully fitted to observed perturba-
tion series. Filtering the perturbations by means of the
autoregressive model decorrelates the perturbations and ob-
tains the so-called residual. Analyses of the autocorrelation
have confirmed that the residuals were free of linear cycle-
to-cycle dependencies~Schoentgen and De Guchteneere,
1995!. Later, we processed the residuals to detect any re-
maining nonlinear relations. Six residuals, out of a total of
265, displayed nonlinear relations~Schoentgen and De
Guchteneere, 1996!. In five, the nonlinear relations could be
traced to quantization noise; one case remained unexplained.
The failure to detect any nonlinear dependencies in the de-
correlated length perturbations suggested that the perturba-
tions might be simulated within the framework of linear
models. In linear models, however, randomness can only
arise stochastically. The stochastic scenario also agrees with
the muscle twitch model~Titze, 1991!.

Obviously, the stochastic framework only applies to the
minute cycle-to-cycle perturbations observed in stationary

type I signals, for instance. It does not inevitably apply to the
macroscopic random perturbations of acoustic excitation
pulse size and length that characterize type III signals.

B. Stationarity

Stationarity means that the joint statistical distribution of
the perturbations does not evolve in time~Breiman, 1986!.
The solution of model I suggests that asking whether the
cycle perturbations are stationary is distinct from asking
whether the disturbances of the glottal walls are. Indeed, the
synthetic length perturbations may be stationary, even if the
phase disturbances are not. The explanation involves the
definition of the glottal cycle length, which equates the cycle
length to the temporal interval required to increase the oscil-
lator’s phase by 2p. After one cycle, the sum of the cumu-
lative increments of the phase is reset, with the consequence
that in successive cycles the statistical properties of the per-
turbations stay practically the same, because all the cycles
are almost identical.

This dichotomy between phase and length can be illus-
trated explicitly by means of formulas~14! and ~15!, which
refer to model I. The rightmost term in formula~14! is the
collective disturbance of the glottal phase. The variance of
this term is proportional to temporal indexn, which increases
monotonically. In formulas~15!, the rightmost term in the
expression of the cycle lengtht are the perturbations whose
varianceV is proportional to the numberN of temporal steps
within one cycle. The number of stepsN was approximately
constant because the cycle lengths perturbations were less
than 1%. Consequently, jitter was constant in practice even
though the cumulative disturbances of the glottal phase in-
creased monotonically.

Lack of stationarity of the phase disturbances and sta-
tionarity of the cycle length perturbations was a dichotomy
typical of model I. In model III, on the contrary, the station-
arity of the disturbances of the phase difference arose due to
the coupling between left and right that dampened the effect
of past disturbances.

The stationarity of the synthetic length perturbations
generated by model V were mathematically tested by means
of variograms. Figure 2 and Table II show that the vari-
ograms of the decorrelated perturbations had a flat trend and
an average equal to one. The flat trend demonstrates that the
length series were stationary and the value one that they were
decorrelated.

The variograms of the raw perturbation series were,
however, more variable. In the raw perturbation series, the
effects of synthetic microtremor and correlation-free stochas-
tic disturbances coexisted. The increased variability of the
variograms of raw series appeared to be due to the shortness
of the records rather than to lack of stationarity. The reason
is that time series that can be represented by linear autore-
gressive models are stationary when the roots of the autore-
gressive models are outside the unit circle~Kelley and Peter-
son, 2001!.

Length of record, stationarity, and ergodicity are issues
because in practice jitter is measured by means of one or a
feeble number of vowels that are sustained for typically 1 s.
Ergodicity is the property that statistical markers of an en-
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semble of records can be inferred by means of a single
record that is long enough. Obviously, one does not expect
the property of ergodicity to hold when the properties of the
vocal folds change noticeably between recordings. However,
even if the properties did not change one could not automati-
cally assume ergodicity to be true. For instance, Titze
~1994a! reported the perturbation series of a speaker sustain-
ing a vowel for 10 s. The corresponding correlogram had not
dropped to zero after a lag of almost 600 cycles. This would
suggest that at least that record was the realization of a sto-
chastic process that was not ergodic~Hayes, 1996; Breiman,
1986!. Since determining whether a statistical process is er-
godic is not practical in most circumstances, one cannot de-
cide at present whether the intra-recording-session variability
that has been reported in the literature is a consequence of
the lack of ergodicity, the shortness of the records, or a lack
of robustness of the signal processing. Figure 2 and Table II
suggest that decorrelating the perturbation time series has a
beneficial effect on the interrecord variability of decorrelated
jitter anyhow.

C. Asynchrony

Asynchrony was not a serious issue because no evidence
existed that the cycle perturbations were triggered by recur-
ring glottal events. The most parsimonious assumption was
therefore that the phase disturbances did not occur in syn-
chrony with the glottal cycles.

The reason synchrony was a point that must be raised is
that most existing simulations of jitter updated the length
once for each glottal cycle. A possible explanation is that in
most speech synthesizers the relevant control parameters
were the so-called fundamental frequency or cycle length,
instead of the instantaneous frequency or instantaneous
length. Indeed, if the average fundamental frequency was
continually perturbed, the perturbations would grow over
time and generate nonstationary speech signals, even if the
average fundamental frequency was a constant. To avoid
this, the cycle length and fundamental frequency are updated
in most speech synthesizers in synchrony with the glottal
cycle.

D. Correlation

Correlation numerically expressed the strengths of linear
relations between the perturbations of neighboring glottal
cycle lengths. Such relations have been studied only occa-
sionally. Imaizumi ~1986! reported correlograms of cycle
lengths, which suggest that oscillatory patterns exist in some
cycle length sequences. It was not reported, however,
whether the related speech signals were type I or type II.
Winholtz and Ramig ~1992! measured microtremor by
means of purpose-built hardware. The microtremor fre-
quency and modulation level in healthy speakers were typi-
cally equal to 6 Hz and 1.2%. Schoentgen and De Gucht-
eneere~1995, 1997! have fitted a linear autoregressive model
to observed cycle lengths to mathematically represent and
remove correlation. The purpose was to decorrelate perturba-

tions to isolate the random component of jitter. The observed
time series and the AR model orders indirectly confirmed the
findings of Winholtz and Ramig.

In this article, the correlation of the perturbations of
abutting cycles has been studied in a closed form by means
of model II and numerically by means of model V. The main
difference between models II and V was that model II was
disturbed by random decaying exponential curves and model
V by random exponentially decaying oscillations~mi-
crotremor! and correlation-free noise. Formula~17!, which
describes model II, shows that the autocovariance increased
with an increasing coefficienta. The bigger this coefficient
was the slower was the decay of the exponentials. Conse-
quently, the slower the decay and the shorter the cycles were
the further extended the correlation.

Within the framework of model V, vocal microtremor
was simulated by means of a linear second-order AR model.
The characteristics of the model were chosen so as to repro-
duce published microtremor data~Winholtz and Ramig,
1992!. Synthetic and observed vocal microtremor therefore
shared the same spectral properties. Vocal microtremor was
the only perturbation of the cycle lengths that was reported
in the literature and that was known to correlate the pertur-
bations over many cycles.

Tables III–V report the results of multiple regression
analyses performed on time series obtained by means of
model V. One dependent variable that is relevant to the dis-
cussion of correlation is the lag one autocorrelation coeffi-
cient of the raw perturbations~column 4!. The model param-
eters that significantly influenced lag one autocorrelation
were, in decreasing order of importance, the peak value of
the microtremor driving noise, the peak value of the
correlation-free stochastic disturbances, the average cycle
length, the speed of the surface wave, and the microtremor
bandwidth.

The lag one autocorrelation coefficient increased with
the increasing peak value of the driving noise of the mi-
crotremor model. The reason is that the random microtremor
oscillations biased over consecutive cycles the external dis-
turbances towards slightly positive or negative values. This
bias increased with the peak value of the driving noise.
Therefore, the lag one correlation increased with the size of
the microtremor.

The lag one correlation predictably declined when the
peak value of the correlation-free stochastic disturbances in-
creased. The correlation-free disturbances did not produce
any correlation in the cycle perturbations and their increase
therefore diminished the existing correlation owing to vocal
microtremor.

A possible explanation for the dependence of the lag one
correlation on the average cycle length is the following.
Long cycles favored the accumulation of disturbances owing
to correlation-free disturbances and vocal microtremor. The
correlation between neighboring cycles increased as a corol-
lary because vocal microtremor slightly biased the perturba-
tions towards positive or negative values, a bias that typi-
cally extended over several cycles. The longer the cycles
were, the stronger was the accumulated bias in the observed
perturbations and the stronger was the correlation. This ef-
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fect can be seen when comparing Figs. 1~a! and ~c!, which
show the perturbation series for average lengths equal to
0.01 and 0.005 s.

Table IV suggests that an increasing speed of the surface
wave reduced the lag one autocorrelation coefficient. Ac-
cording to formula~2!, an increasing speed reduced the delay
between the upper and lower glottal margins. The simulation
therefore agreed with autocovariance~23! that describes
model IV. Formula~23! predicts that the lag one autocova-
riance drops with a decreasing delay between the upper and
lower margins of the glottis.

The regression of the lag one autocorrelation coefficient
on the speed is barely statistically significant in Table IV and
not statistically significant in Table III. We have confirmed
the feeble statistical significance of the influence on the cor-
relation of the surface wave speed by performing simulations
during which the speed was increased in 30 steps from 200
to 400 m/s and in 50 steps from 100 to 400 m/s. The regres-
sion of the lag one autocorrelation coefficient on the speed of
the surface wave was not statistically significant. This sug-
gests that in the framework of model V, the speed of the
surface wave was not an important parameter as far as the
statistical properties of the cycle perturbations were con-
cerned. A possible explanation is that past disturbances ow-
ing to temporal overlap were masked by present disturbances
with which they coexisted within the framework of model V.

Table V indicates that the lag one correlation of the raw
perturbations grew slightly with the microtremor bandwidth.
Since the modulation level also grew with the bandwidth, the
explanation is the same as the one given previously in rela-
tion with the average cycle length. The reason the modula-
tion level increased with the bandwidth is explained in a
subsequent section.

E. Vocal microtremor frequency

The sixth columns in Tables III–V report quartiles and
regression coefficients of the main pole frequency. The AR
model is a model of the contour of the magnitude spectrum
of the cycle length perturbations and the main pole frequency
was the frequency of the spectral peak with the smallest
bandwidth.

Table III shows that the main pole frequency was an
estimate of the microtremor frequency. Indeed, the first quar-
tile was equal to zero, the median equal to 5.87 and the third
quartile equal to 6.47 Hz, for a synthetic microtremor fre-
quency of 6 Hz. Table IV, which reports the same simula-
tions with fewer independent variables, confirms this.

Table V ~sixth column! shows that the pole frequency
depended, in decreasing order of importance, on the vocal
microtremor frequency and the peak value of the driving
noise of the microtremor model.

The first quartile of the main pole frequency was zero.
This means that at least 25% of the perturbation sequences
were modeled by an AR model whose most prominent spec-
tral peak was positioned at zero frequency~the origin of the
frequency axis!, while the synthetic microtremor frequency
equalled 6 Hz. Possible explanations are the following. First,
the AR models were fitted by means of a least squares
method. The positions of the poles in thez-plane depended

on the sampling frequency, which here was equal to the av-
erage fundamental frequency. As a rule, the higher the sam-
pling frequency was the closer the poles were to the real axis
of the z-plane ~that is, to zero frequency!. The ratio of the
microtremor frequency to the sampling frequency was in-
deed 6% when the fundamental frequency was 100 Hz and
3% when the fundamental frequency was 200 Hz. One
should also note that with a fundamental frequency equal to
200 Hz and a microtremor frequency equal to 6 Hz, the
positioning of the spectral peak of the modeled contour at
zero instead of 6 Hz corresponded to an error of 0.06p radi-
ans only.

Second, the nefarious effect of a high fundamental fre-
quency on the possibility of estimating the microtremor fre-
quency by means of an AR model was compounded by the
spectral peak owing to microtremor being less salient when
the fundamental frequency increased, for reasons that have
been explained in the previous paragraphs. The less promi-
nent the vocal microtremor spectral peak was the more dif-
ficult it was to fit it by AR models. This also explained the
dependence of the pole frequency on the driving noise of the
microtremor model~Table V, sixth column!. An increasing
driving noise increased the modulation level and therefore
the prominence of the spectral peak at the microtremor fre-
quency. This made it easier for the AR model to fit the spec-
tral contour accurately and therefore less likely that the main
AR model peak was assigned to 0 Hz.

Third, in Tables III–V only the frequency of the most
prominent peak of the AR model is reported. The fifth col-
umns show that the AR model orders were typically between
two and eight. This means that the AR models were charac-
terized by more than one spectral peak. Consequently, it hap-
pened that a pole pair that was not reported in the tables
modeled the microtremor spectral peak, because the corre-
sponding peak was not the narrowest one. Selecting the rel-
evant poles of a fitted AR model to estimate the microtremor
frequency was a problem similar to selecting the relevant
poles of a fitted linear predictive model to estimate the for-
mant frequencies of the speech signal~Markel and Gray,
1976!.

When the purpose of AR model fitting was to decorre-
late the length perturbations, selecting a model order that
was higher than necessary had no nefarious consequences.
The reason was that excess poles were characterized by
bandwidths that were large and the spectral peaks therefore
contributed little to the model of the spectral contour.

F. AR model order

Tables III–V show that the AR model order did not
depend on the parameters of the ribbon model or external
disturbances, except a feeble dependence on the peak value
of the driving white noise of the microtremor model. A pos-
sible explanation of this exception is the following. Increas-
ing the driving noise increased the modulation level~Table
V, third column!, which was a measure of the amplitude of
the random oscillations owing to synthetic microtremor. An
increased modulation level eased the fitting of AR models
with pole pairs that agreed with the spectral peaks owing to
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vocal microtremor. The AR model order therefore increased
for reasons that have been explained previously.

A visual inspection of the observed raw perturbation se-
ries suggests that a similar phenomenon might explain the
increase of the AR model order in the case of dysphonic
voices. We do not claim, however, that the increase of the
order was always a direct consequence of increased tremor.
Instead, we observed that the perturbation time series of dys-
phonic voices were occasionally mildly nonstationary, with a
weak trend towards longer cycles at the end of the utterance
~De Guchteneere, 1996!. Such a feeble lack of stationarity
led in practice to AR models with somewhat increased or-
ders.

G. Size of decorrelated jitter

Relative decorrelated jitter was quantitated by means of
the coefficient of variation in percent of the decorrelated
cycle perturbations. Tables III–V~second columns! attest
that the size of the coefficient of variation depended on the
following model parameters in increasing order of impor-
tance: the vocal microtremor bandwidth and frequency, the
peak value of the driving noise of the microtremor model,
the coupling constants between the left and right glottal
walls, the average cycle length, and the peak value of the
correlation-free stochastic disturbances.

The increase of the size of decorrelated jitter with the
peak value of the correlation-free stochastic disturbances was
a direct consequence of the accumulation of many distur-
bances over one cycle. The stronger the external disturbances
were, the greater was the decorrelated jitter.

Most authors agree that absolute perturbations increase
with the average cycle length~Horii, 1979!. Yet, the math-
ematical form of the relation between decorrelated perturba-
tions and average cycle length is unknown. Possible reasons
are that, first, different heuristic markers have been used in
different studies; second, correlation owing to microtremor
as well as to trends owing to declination or pathological
tremor have often been taken into account in a cursory fash-
ion only; and third, observed perturbations decline for nu-
merical reasons with the cycle length when the sampling
frequency is low. It is therefore not known whether relative
jitter depends on the average cycle length. Experiments re-
ported by Horii~1979! showed that over 12 increasing fun-
damental frequency levels, the relative perturbations in-
creased four times and decreased six times. The overall trend
was weakly rising, possibly owing to a sampling frequency
that was too small to capture the perturbations of high-
pitched voices.

Tables III and IV and formulas~15! and ~16! show that
within the framework of models I, II and V, the absolute
perturbations increased with the average cycle length and
therefore decreased with an increasing fundamental fre-
quency. The reason was that the longer the cycles were, the
more stochastic disturbances contributed to one cycle pertur-
bation.

Tables III and IV show that the synthetic relative pertur-
bations moderately increased with the average cycle length
and therefore moderately decreased with a raising fundamen-
tal frequency. The difference between the first and third

quartiles of the coefficients of variation was20.12% when
the fundamental frequency increased from 100 to 200 Hz.
The smallness of this reduction and the results reported by
Horii ~1979! suggest that the assumption that was made in
models I–V of the peak value of the correlation-free stochas-
tic disturbances as independent of the instantaneous fre-
quency was adequate.

If future observations disclosed that absolute perturba-
tions fall and relative perturbations rise with increasing fun-
damental frequency, one would have to conclude that
correlation-free stochastic disturbances feebly increase with
the instantaneous frequency of vibration.

Table III ~sixth row! shows within the framework of
model V that decorrelated jitter decreased when the coupling
between the left and right glottal walls was strengthened. A
possible explanation is suggested by model III. The solution
of model III shows that the coupling constant dampened the
contribution of the past disturbances to the perturbation of
the interglottal distance. The same solution attests that if the
ribbon model was disturbance-free the coupling constant
would warrant that the left and right glottal phases were
identical.

Table III ~seventh row! also discloses that when the cou-
pling between the left and right glottal walls was not sym-
metrical the decorrelated jitter increased with the difference.
Lack of symmetry means that the influence of the left on the
right was not identical to the influence of the right on the left.

When comparing Tables III and IV one sees that the
statistically significant influence of the coupling constants
was possibly the indirect consequence of the inequality be-
tween the left and right coupling constants. Table IV indeed
reports the same simulation experiments as Table III. The
difference was that the left and right coupling constants were
equal. Then the influence of the coupling on the perturba-
tions was statistically not significant. The reason for this may
be discussed in the framework of model III. Mainly, the
symmetric coupling had a negligible influence owing to the
smallness of the disturbances and the perfect left–right sym-
metry of the ribbon model and its initial conditions. In real
larynxes, however, the properties of the glottal walls and
their initial conditions of vibration are never perfectly iden-
tical. Therefore, the coupling between the left and right can-
not be neglected.

Table V~second column! shows that the influence of the
peak value of the driving noise of the microtremor influenced
the decorrelated jitter much less than the correlation-free sto-
chastic disturbances. This was because the random cyclic
disturbances owing to microtremor were removed from the
decorrelated jitter. Decorrelated jitter was therefore mainly
influenced by the disturbances that were random and
correlation-free.

Finally, Table V suggests that decorrelated jitter was
feebly influenced by the microtremor bandwidth and fre-
quency. For the bandwidth, a possible explanation is the fol-
lowing. The gain of the microtremor model~8! was fixed so
that the spectral maximum was equal to one, whatever the
shape of the spectral contour~Steiglitz, 1996!. This means
that when the bandwidth increased the spectral peak broad-
ened, but the height of the summit stayed at the same value.
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A consequence is that the microtremor spectral energy in-
creased, which explains the increase of the perturbations
with the bandwidth.

A possible explanation for the feeble influence of the
microtremor frequency on the size of decorrelated jitter is the
following. When the microtremor frequency decreased, the
spectral peaks owing to the two complex-conjugate poles
moved towards each other and boosted each other’s peak
amplitude. Since the model gain was calculated so as to keep
the peak height constant, the gain was corrected downwards
and consequently the microtremor energy fell with falling
microtremor frequency. Therefore, the small influence of
bandwidth and frequency on the sizes of the perturbations
might have been the consequence of a modeling option of
the microtremor. This option could, however, not be omitted
since the omission would have replaced a controlled varia-
tion of the gain by an uncontrolled one.

H. Size of the modulation level

The modulation level was the maximal deviation of the
smoothed perturbations from the average divided by the av-
erage cycle length~Winholtz and Ramig, 1992!. The modu-
lation level was a measure of the strength of the vocal mi-
crotremor.

According to Tables III–V~third columns! the modula-
tion level depended, in increasing order of importance, on
the following model parameters: the microtremor bandwidth
and frequency, the coupling constants, the peak value of the
random correlation-free disturbances, the average glottal
cycle length, and the peak value of the driving white noise of
the microtremor model.

Possible explanations for the dependence of the modu-
lation level on microtremor bandwidth, microtremor fre-
quency, coupling constants, and average glottal cycle length
are the same as for decorrelated jitter. These explanations
have been given previously.

One quantitative difference between modulation level
and decorrelated jitter was that the modulation depended
strongly on the peak value of the driving noise of the mi-
crotremor and feebly on the peak value of the random
correlation-free disturbances. The decorrelated jitter, on the
contrary, depended strongly on the random disturbances and
feebly on the peak value of the driving noise of the mi-
crotremor. The reason was that an increase of the size of the
microtremor meant bigger cyclic disturbances that built up
over several glottal cycles and collectively resulted in bigger
raw length perturbations. These were, however, removed in
the decorrelated perturbations and therefore did influence
decorrelated jitter only feebly.

One explanation for the weak dependence of the modu-
lation level on the correlation-free stochastic disturbances is
that the smoothing that was performed before computing the
modulation level did not completely remove the influence of
the random noise, because the smoothing window was short.

I. Normality

Several authors have reported that the histograms of the
cycle lengths perturbations are Gaussian~Laver, 1980;

Heiberger and Horii, 1982; Pinto and Titze, 1990!. Pinto and
Titze ~1990! have expressed some reservations. The doubts
that have been raised could be related to a correlation that
had not been removed before calculating histograms. The
histogram shape might indeed have been warped when the
correlation was long term and the record length short
~Woodset al., 1986!.

Statistical tests have confirmed that the decorrelated per-
turbations simulated by means of model V were normally
distributed. This is a direct consequence of the central limit
theorem, which warrants that the sum of many small, inde-
pendent, identically distributed disturbances with zero means
are normally distributed. Neither the assumption that the
means are zero nor the assumption that the disturbances are
identically distributed are essential~Breiman, 1986!. Also,
central limit theorems exist that apply even in situations
when the random variables are not independent~Hamilton,
1994!.

In other words, the position that jitter is a collective
temporal effect implies that observed jitter could agree with
many hypotheses regarding the disturbances of the instanta-
neous frequencies of vibration of the glottal walls. Similarly,
the position that the disturbances of the instantaneous fre-
quencies are the collective effect of many spatially coexist-
ing weak perturbances implies that the statistical properties
of the instantaneous frequencies would agree with many hy-
potheses regarding the properties of the individual spatial
disturbances. Because of the central limit theorems, it is
therefore unlikely that data on vocal jitter would enable in-
ferring the physiological properties of its temporally and spa-
tially distributed perturbative constituents. This would sug-
gest that models of acoustic jitter should be parsimonious to
avoid including hypotheses that are not relevant or counter-
factual.

J. Parsimony

One may wonder to what extent model V is a parsimo-
nious representation of jitter. Criteria of parsimony are the
number of variables and the model structure. Simplicity in
structure relates to using standard distributions, having inde-
pendence in the random variables, and having linearity in
variables and parameters~Gilchrist, 1984!.

Model V was quasi-linear because of the smallness of
the perturbations involved. The number of stochastic vari-
ables was between one and four~that is, the phases of the
margins of the glottal walls! and the number of parameters
was eight: average cycle length, coupling constants, speed of
the surface wave, peak value of the stochastic disturbances of
the instantaneous frequencies of vibration, peak value of the
driving noise of the microtremor model, microtremor fre-
quency, and microtremor bandwidth. One possible redundant
parameter was the speed of the surface wave, which ap-
peared to have a weak influence only on the statistical prop-
erties of the cycle perturbations.

A statistical description of measured glottal cycle
lengths involved the following: the coefficient of variation
~that is, decorrelated jitter in percent!, the modulation level,
the average cycle length, the order of the AR model, and the
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values of the AR coefficients. The order of the AR model
varied between 0 and 10, that is, the total number of statis-
tical markers varied between 3 and 13. In most cases, AR
model coefficients, although statistically significant, did not
contribute equally to the representation of the spectral con-
tour of the cycle perturbations.

The issue of parsimony did not only involve the number
of model parameters versus the number of statistical mark-
ers, but also the structure of the disturbance model, which
included microtremor and correlation-free stochastic distur-
bances. The hypotheses regarding the disturbance model
agreed with the criteria of simplicity~Gilchrist, 1984!. The
microtremor model was linear and reproduced the spectral
contour of published microtremor data. The correlation-free
stochastic disturbances and the stochastic driving signal of
the microtremor model was a two-point process, which is the
simplest possible stochastic process and which agreed with
the result of Kloeden and Platen~1999! that the exact choice
of the stochastic disturbances is not relevant when the aim is
to simulate the statistical properties of the variables involved
in a stochastic model.

K. Laryngeal pathologies

One item that remains to be discussed is the claim that at
least some laryngeal pathologies change the size of jitter.
This claim has sparked the interest of many experimenters.
One should not forget, however, that in the framework of
earlier experiments the distinction between type I, II, and III
signals has not always been made explicit. In signals that
were not type I, observed cycle-to-cycle alterations were
possibly the consequence of the kinematics of the vocal folds
rather than increased perturbation. Similarly, correlation and
trends owing to microtremor, pathological tremor, and dec-
lination have often been processed cursorily only before
quantifying jitter.

Consequently, whether jitter in the narrow sense of the
word increases with laryngeal pathologies remains an open
question. The models that have been discussed here suggest
that jitter is the response of the vibrating glottis to outside
disturbances. This means that increased jitter discloses that
the external disturbances have grown or that the vibrator has
changed and responds differently. Within the framework of
models III and V, the parameters that changed the response
were the average cycle length and the coupling constants.
Table V and model III show that increasing coupling con-
stants lowered decorrelated jitter and increasing differences
between the left and right coupling constants raised decorre-
lated jitter.

This phenomenon was distinct, however, from the one
that has been occasionally mentioned in the literature in re-
lation to left–right asymmetries. Strong asymmetries may
switch the laryngeal oscillator from a type I regime to a type
II regime, that is, alter the kinematics of the vocal folds
~Ishizaka and Isshiki, 1976!.

One may therefore provisionally conclude that at least
for some diseases, the reported increase of jitter was genuine
insofar as the increase referred to an amplification of the
perturbations within the same kinematic regime.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This article proposed stochastic models of jitter. The
model is parsimonious. That is, it is linear, it involves a
small number of parameters, and the stochastic disturbances
are based on a two-point process. Properties of jitter that
could be simulated were stochasticity, ergodicity and station-
arity of the cycle length perturbations, the correlation be-
tween perturbations of neighboring cycles, the Gaussian dis-
tribution of the decorrelated perturbations, the lack of
synchrony between the glottal cycles and the intracycle dis-
turbances that collectively cause the observed perturbations,
the frequency modulation owing to microtremor, the size of
the decorrelated perturbations, the relation between size and
average glottal cycle length, and the relation between size
and left–right asymmetries. The model also suggests that
laryngeal pathologies condition jitter indirectly via an alter-
ation of the response of the glottal vibrations to external
disturbances. Finally, the model evokes experimental meth-
ods that would enable estimating the microtremor frequency
from the glottal length time series.
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Three-dimensional vocal tract shapes and consequent area functions representing the vowels@{, ,,
Ä, É# have been obtained from one male and one female speaker using magnetic resonance imaging
~MRI!. The two speakers were trained vocal performers and both were adept at manipulation of
vocal tract shape to alter voice quality. Each vowel was performed three times, each with one of the
three voice qualities: normal, yawny, and twangy. The purpose of the study was to determine some
ways in which the vocal tract shape can be manipulated to alter voice quality while retaining a
desired phonetic quality. To summarize any overall tract shaping tendencies mean area functions
were subsequently computed across the four vowels produced within each specific voice quality.
Relative to normal speech, both the vowel area functions and mean area functions showed, in
general, that the oral cavity is widened and tract length increased for the yawny productions. The
twangy vowels were characterized by shortened tract length, widened lip opening, and a slightly
constricted oral cavity. The resulting acoustic characteristics of these articulatory alterations
consisted of the first two formants (F1 andF2! being close together for all yawny vowels and far
apart for all the twangy vowels. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1352085#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Fq@AL #

I. INTRODUCTION

Voice quality is a broad term that refers to the extralin-
guistic aspects of a speaker’s voice with regard to identity,
personality, health, and emotional state. Quoting Abercrom-
bie ~1967, p. 91!, voice quality is ‘‘those characteristics
which are present more or less all the time that a person is
talking.’’ A broad description of voice quality would include
features contributed by all the subsystems of speech produc-
tion; i.e., respiratory, phonatory, and articulatory systems.

Some components of voice quality arise from individu-
alized organic considerations of the speech organs. Vocal
fold mass, vocal tract length, tracheal length, jaw and tongue
size, and nasal cavity volume all fall into this category and
may indicate information about age, sex, physique, and
health. Other aspects of voice quality are brought forth from
the way in which a speaker habitually uses the vocal organs
for speaking. These may include socio-linguistic qualities ac-
quired from the influence of a particular speaking commu-
nity ~i.e., regional dialect, accent, familial tendencies, etc.!,
emotional and psychological effects, or other purely idiosyn-
cratic speech patterns. Laver~1980! outlined a formal system
to describe this second category of voice qualities based on a
concept of ‘‘settings’’ of the speech organs. These so-called
‘‘settings’’ represent habitual muscle tensions throughout the
speech production system that impose a specific pattern of
use during speech and consequently a specific voice quality.

With the focus of this paper limited to the contributions

of the vocal tract to voice quality, it is noted that Laver
~1980! proposed that long-term ‘‘settings’’ of the vocal tract
bias the resulting formant structure toward a particular type
of global timbre. He defined two categories of vocal tract
settings as longitudinal and latitudinal. Longitudinal settings
describe the state of the long axis of the vocal tract such as
larynx height and protrusion/retraction of the lips. The lati-
tudinal settings are ‘‘quasi-permanent tendencies to maintain
a particular constrictive~or expansive! effect’’ within some
region located along the length of the vocal tract~Laver,
1980, p. 35!. Included here would be labial, lingual, faucal,
pharyngeal and mandibular settings. In a similar vein, Estill
et al. ~1996! have proposed a system for voice quality con-
trol that includes a set of six elements describing the state of
the vocal tract:~1! soft palate control;~2! anchoring~use of
large muscles in the head, neck and torso to facilitate control
of smaller muscles in the larynx!; ~3! pharyngeal width;~4!
pharyngeal length;~5! tongue control; and~6! aryepiglottic
control ~tightening of the aryepiglottic sphincter!. Selection
of the ‘‘position’’ of each element along with a level of
effort can produce a wide variety of voice qualities. Regard-
less of the system used, the necessity to produce appropriate
phonetic sounds for intelligible speech means that vocal tract
settings or positions cannot be regarded as being rigidly im-
posed on the vocal tract at every instant in time, but will
exert an influence on the tract shape whenever conditions
allow. Hence, a long-term ‘‘quality’’ is imposed on the
speech signal.
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Studies of the vocal tract are most often concerned with
understanding and reproducing articulatory configurations
that generate appropriate phonetic sounds~e.g., Stevens and
House, 1955; Fant, 1960; Baeret al., 1991; Narayananet al.,
1995; Storyet al., 1996, 1998! or investigating gender and
age differences of the vocal tract shape~e.g., Goldstein,
1980; Yang and Kasuya, 1994; Fitch and Giedd, 1999!. The
obvious importance of phonetic structure to transmission of
the linguistic message makes this focus quite understandable.
However, voice quality can also have a significant effect on
the linguistic message as was exemplified in the classic study
of Ladefoged and Broadbent~1957! who found that a listen-
er’s identification of a test word was greatly influenced by
the voice quality of a phrase preceeding the test word. Thus
voice quality altered the phonetic identification of vowels.
This was confirmation of Joos~1948! proposal that the rela-
tionship between formant frequencies of a particular vowel
and those present in other words spoken by the same speaker
will determine phonetic quality rather than absolute formant
frequencies. Laver~1980! and Traunmu¨ller ~1994! have both
urged that increased attention be given to voice quality in
studies of speech communication because it plays a vital role
in communicating information to a listener that may be
highly relevant to the message. Speaker-specific differences
may account for much of the acoustic variability encountered
in speech signals.

This paper is concerned with measurement and acoustic
modeling of the vocal tract shape~specifically vowel area
functions! with regard to variations in voice quality. Specifi-
cally, vocal tract shapes produced by two professional vocal
performers under the articulatory conditions for ayawnyand
twangyvoice quality are compared to their normal speaking
vocal tract. A yawny quality was speaking as if initiating a
yawn while the twangy quality is best described as that often
used by Country and Western singers as well as the voice of
former United States presidential candidate Ross Perot~Estill
et al., 1996!.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging~MRI! was used to gather
volumetric image sets of four vowel shapes~@{, ,, Ä, É#!
under the normal, yawny, and twangy conditions. The image
sets were subsequently processed to yield three-dimensional
reconstructions of the vocal tract and finally area functions.
It must be emphasized that the use of vocal performers limits
the scope of this study to the performers’ own interpretation
of these different voice qualities. Thus the results are not
necessarily characteristic of normal, yawny, and twangy
voice qualities in general. In addition, there is nothing inher-
ently special about the yawny and twangy voice qualities,
but they were chosen for comparison to the normal because
they were hypothesized to have significantly enlarged and
reduced cavity volumes, respectively, relative to the normal
tract shape. Additionally, these qualities are ‘‘global’’ in the
sense that they represent potential changes along the entire
vocal tract rather than distinct local modifications such as
Laver’s ~1980! latitudinal settings~e.g., palatized, pharyn-
gealized, etc.!. With a limited amount of scanning time avail-
able for this study, large and global modifications were de-
sired.

The first aim of the paper is to report twelve area func-

tions ~four vowels, three voice qualities! obtained from each
of the two subjects~one male, one female!. In addition, for-
mant frequencies determined from acoustic recordings of the
subjects and those computed from the area functions are
compared. A method is also described that guides the modi-
fication of the area functions so their computed formants
match those extracted from recorded speech. The second aim
is to investigate the mean area function across the four vow-
els for each quality in an attempt to understand the possible
vocal tract ‘‘settings’’ employed to produce each quality.

II. METHODS

A. Image collection and analysis

The methods for image collection and analysis are iden-
tical to those presented in the authors’ previous publications
~Storyet al., 1996, 1998! and will not be repeated here. Only
specific information regarding the subjects and the protocol
will be given.

Volumetric imaging~using MRI! of the vocal tract was
used to collect 12 vocal tract shapes from one male and one
female subject. These consisted of the four vowels@{, ,, Ä,
É# produced with three distinct voice qualities,normal,
yawny, and twangy. Electron beam computed tomography
~EBCT! was also used to collect one image set of the vowel
@Ä# for each subject. For the present study, this image set was
used only to estimate the dimensions of the teeth in order to
make a correction to the MR images during analysis~be-
cause of the low amount of hydrogen in the teeth they are
effectively imaged as airspace by MRI!.

At the time of scanning, the male subject~M1! was 37
years old with no history of speech or voice disorders and is
native to the state of New York~Rochester!. He was 6 ft. 1
in. tall and weighed approximately 190 pounds. The female
subject~W1! was 42 years old and also had no history of
speech or voice disorders. She was 5 ft. 4 in. tall, weighed
approximately 110 pounds, and is native to the state of Colo-
rado. Both subjects have had extensive training in the vocal
arts and both are professional performers. M1 holds the de-
grees of Bachelor of Fine Arts~BFA!, Master of Music
~MM !, and Doctor of Musical Arts~DMA ! in vocal music
and has been active in teaching voice for many years. W1
holds a Bachelor of Arts~BA! in vocal music and has taught
voice for 20 years. More importantly, both subjects demon-
strated an ease of producing a wide variety of vocal qualities.

Prior to the imaging sessions, each subject participated
in two practice/training sessions in which they lay supine on
a comfortable cushion and practiced sustaining each vowel
spoken with each voice quality; concentration on maintain-
ing a steady vocal tract shape was emphasized. The subjects
were, for the most part, allowed to self-interpret each voice
quality. However, during the training session some descrip-
tion of each quality was given. Normal speech was simply a
normal speaking quality, yawny quality was speaking as if
yawning, and twangy was described with examples of Coun-
try and Western singers and also the voice of former U.S.
presidential candidate Ross Perot~Estill et al., 1996!. The
subjects were allowed to phonate at a comfortable pitch of
their choice. M1 maintained the same pitch (B2

[5116 Hz)
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for all vowel productions and within each voice quality.
W1’s level of comfort with each voice quality was pitch
dependent. She chose to useF3

]5185 Hz for normal,B2

5175 Hz for yawny, andB3
[5233 Hz for twangy. By the

end of the second practice session each speaker was adept at
reproducing the three voice qualities. During image collec-
tion typical modal phonation was used for all vowel produc-
tions and all productions were verified by the experimenters
~two of whom are speech scientists! to be representative of
both a given vowel and voice quality.

The MR images were acquired using a General Electric
Signa 1.5 Tesla scanner at the University of Iowa Hospitals
and Clinics. The image acquisition mode and pulse sequence
parameters were identical to those used in Storyet al. ~1996,
1998!. A 24–28 slice series of 5 mm thick contiguous, par-
allel, axial sections extended from just superior to the hard
palate down to about the first tracheal ring. The field of view
~slice dimensions! for each slice was 24 cm324 cm which,
with a pixel matrix of 2563256, gives a pixel dimension of
0.938 mm/pixel. Acquisition of full volume of slices for a
given vowel required approximately 5 min of actual scan-
ning time~about 30 repetitions of the vowel!. However, with
pauses for respiration the total acquisition time was on the
order of 10–15 min.

B. Image analysis

The image analysis proceeded with an airway segmen-
tation technique followed by shape-based interpolation to
generate a 3D reconstruction of each vocal tract shape~Story
et al., 1996, 1998!. As an example, the 3D reconstruction of
M1’s normal @É# is shown as a sagittal projection in Fig.
1~a!. The point indicated as~0,0! is located just above the
glottis and represents the inlet to the vocal tract. Cross-
sectional areas between this point and the lip termination
were determined by first finding the centerline through the
3D reconstruction with an iterative bisection algorithm~see
Story et al., 1996, p. 542!. A sagittal projection~2D! of the
centerline is shown in Fig. 1~b!; note that the origin of the
centerline corresponds to the~0, 0! point in Fig. 1~a!. Next,
areas were measured from oblique sections calculated to be
locally perpendicular to the centerline. The collection of
these areas extending from just above the glottis to the lips
comprises the area function. Each area function was subse-
quently resampled with a cubic spline to contain 44 area
sections. The distanceD l between each cross-sectional area
was dependent on the measured total length (Lt) of each
vocal tract shape~i.e., D l 5Lt/44!. A smoothing filter was

also applied to each area function to remove small disconti-
nuities assumed to be imaging artifacts. The filter function
was implemented as

af~ i !50.029ao~ i !10.471ao~ i 21!10.471ao~ i 22!

10.029ao~ i 23!, ~1!

wherea0 and af are the original and filtered areas, respec-
tively, andi is the section number~section 1 is just above the
glottis and section 44 is at the lips!. Figure 1~c! shows the
44-section filtered area function, again for M1’s normal@É#,
as a concatenated series of discrete area sections. Henceforth,
however, all area functions will be shown with a smooth
curve so that figures don’t become unnecessarily compli-
cated.

The piriform sinuses were not well represented in many
of the image sets for the two subjects and hence no attempt
was made to measure their cross-sectional areas. As is
known from previous studies, the presence of the piriform
sinuses can have an effect on the formant locations~Dang
and Honda, 1997; Storyet al., 1998! and the absence of them
in the present study is noted as a limitation.

While the area function is most often used for quantita-
tively representing a vocal tract shape, it is often difficult to
put this view into the anatomical perspective of a real
speaker. In the authors’ previous publications a sagittal pro-
jection of each 3D vocal tract reconstruction@like the one in
Fig. 1~a!# was shown along with the area function. However,
since this paper is of a comparative nature~i.e., comparing
different voice qualities! a simpler representation seemed
more useful. Toward this end, each area function is also pre-
sented in Sec. III as a ‘‘pseudo-midsagittal’’ projection. This
was done by plotting each element of an area function as a
line of equivalent diameter drawn perpendicular to the vocal
tract centerline. Figure 2~a! demonstrates this process for
M1’s normal @É# vowel, where the curved dotted line is the
sagittal ~x-y! projection of the centerline~determined with
the previously described iterative bisection algorithm!. The
thick solid lines are the equivalent diameters of successive
area elements from glottis to lips. The endpoints of each
equivalent diameter line are then connected to form the inner
and outer profiles of the tract shape@Fig. 2~b!#. For presen-
tation purposes in Sec. III only these profiles will be shown
as demonstrated in Fig. 2~c!.

FIG. 1. Demonstration of determining
the area function from a 3D recon-
struction of the vocal tract for M1’s
vowel @É#, ~a! 3D reconstruction
where the~0,0! point is located just
above the glottis and represents the
first element of the area function,~b!
sagittal projection of the vocal tract
centerline determined for the 3D re-
construction, and~c! the area function
shown as a collection of concatenated
tubelets.
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C. Acoustic considerations

Audio recordings of each speaker were not made during
the scanning procedure but later during a separate recording
session. Some researchers have successfully recorded acous-
tic signals during image acquisition with custom micro-
phones~Baeret al., 1991!. However, in general the MR ex-
amination room is magnetically and acoustically hostile to
audio recording systems and was not attempted for this
study. It is recognized that this is a limitation in comparing
the acoustic characteristics of the vocal tract area functions
with recordings of natural speech. But, one might also argue
that since the image acquisition requires on the order of 30 or
more repetitions of each vowel~Story et al., 1998!, there is
no short segment of acoustic signal that would truly corre-
spond to the measured vocal tract shape.

The audio recording was acquired in a fully anechoic
chamber at the University of Iowa. The subjects lay supine
and wore ear plugs to partially simulate the conditions in the
MR scanner. An AKG-C410 head-mounted microphone was
positioned 4 cm from the speaker at 45 deg off-axis of the
mouth. The speakers sustained each vowel within the three
voice qualities for approximately 5 s. The microphone signal
was recorded onto digital audio tape~DAT! and later trans-
ferred to digital audio files~44.1 kHz sampling frequency
and 16 bits resolution! via a Signalogic SIG31 data acquisi-
tion board installed in a computer workstation.

To find the first three formants of each vowel produc-
tion, a 46 coefficient LPC algorithm~auto-correlation
method! was first used to estimate the frequency response
function. Then a peak-picking technique with parabolic in-
terpolation~Titze et al., 1987! determined the formant loca-
tions. A window size of 25 ms was used and the reported
formants are the mean values over approximately 4 s of the
vowel production.

For each area function, a corresponding frequency-
response function was computed using a transmission-line
type model ~Sondhi and Schroeter, 1987!. Losses due to
yielding walls, viscosity, heat conduction, and radiation were
included in the calculations. In all cases, for both speakers,
the computed frequency response functions showed formant
peaks that were at least slightly different than those deter-
mined from recorded speech; in some cases the differences
were large. Since the image collection and audio recording
sessions were conducted at different times and places and
under different conditions, some discrepancy between com-
puted formants and natural formants is expected. However, it

is of interest to know what differences may have existed
between the imaged vocal tract shape and the shape the
speaker used during the audio recording. To do this, modifi-
cations were made to each area function so that the computed
formant locations matched reasonably well with the formant
values determined from the recorded speech.

Beautempset al. ~1995! have reported an optimization
method for adjusting vocal tract area functions so that the
error between the computed and measured formants is mini-
mized. In the present study, a more interactive approach was
taken. Area function modifications were carried out manu-
ally but were guided by the use of acoustic sensitivity func-
tions calculated forF1, F2, and F3. The sensitivity of a
particular formant is defined as the difference between the
kinetic energy~KE! and potential energy~PE! divided by the
total energy in the system~Fant and Pauli, 1975!

Sn~ i !5
KEn~ i !2PEn~ i !

TEn
n51,2,3 and i 51,...,44,

~2!

where i is the section number~section 1 is just above the
glottis and section 44 is at the lips!, n is the formant number
and TEn5( i 51

44 @KEn( i )1PEn( i )#. The kinetic and poten-
tial energies for each formant frequency are based on the
pressuresPn( i ) and flowsUn( i ) computed for each section
of an area function with the transmission-line type model
mentioned previously. They are calculated as

KEn~ i !5
1

2

r l ~ i !

a~ i !
uUn~ i !u2, ~3!

and

PEn~ i !5
1

2

a~ i !l ~ i !

rc2 uPn~ i !u2 ~4!

wherea( i ) andl ( i ) are the cross-sectional area and length of
sectioni within an area function, respectively.r is the den-
sity of air andc is the speed of sound.

The sensitivity function can then be used to compute the
change in a particular formant frequency (Fn) due to pertur-
bation of the area function (Da) with the relation,

DFn

Fn
5(

i 51

44

Sn~ i !
Da~ i !

a~ i !
. ~5!

This equation says that if the sensitivity function is positively
valued and the area perturbation is also positive~area is in-

FIG. 2. Demonstration of creating a
‘‘pseudo-midsagittal’’ representation
of an area function~M1’s @É#!, ~a! vo-
cal tract centerline~dotted line! and
equivalent diameters of cross-sectional
areas plotted perpendicular to the cen-
terline ~solid lines!, ~b! same as~a! ex-
cept consecutive endpoints of each
equivalent diameter have been con-
nected with solid lines, and~c! same
as~b! but with the equivalent diameter
lines and the centerline removed.
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creased! the change in formant frequency will be upward
~positive!. If the area change is negative~area decreased! the
formant frequency will decrease. When the sensitivity func-
tion is negatively valued, the opposite effect occurs for posi-
tive or negative area perturbations. Because the sensitivity
function is strictly valid for only small area perturbations it is
difficult to efficiently use Eq.~5! in a quantitative fashion.
Instead the the sensitivity functions are used as a qualitative
guide to making manual vocal tract shape changes.

As an example of using sensitivity functions to perform
an area function modification, Fig. 3~a! shows original~solid
line! and modified~dashed line! versions of M1’s normal@i#
area function. The corresponding frequency response func-
tions are given in Fig. 3~b! where the three vertical lines
indicate the formant frequencies obtained from LPC analysis
of the original audio recording. This figure shows that the
area function modification has indeed moved the first three
formants to locations nearly coincident with those from the
recorded speech.

The necessary modification was determined by first not-
ing that for the computed formant peaks to coincide with the
formant locations of the recorded speech,F1 andF3 must
both increase while a decrease is required ofF2; however,
only a modest increase inF3 is needed. Using the calculated
sensitivity functions~for F1, F2, andF3! shown in Fig. 3~c!
as a guide, a region extending from about 10.5 cm to 15.3 cm
~distance from glottis! is observed in whichS1 remains posi-
tive andS2 remains negative. This means that an area expan-
sion in this specific region will increaseF1 and decreaseF2,
as desired. Also within this length region,S3 is both posi-
tively and negatively valued so that an increase~or decrease!
in area should have little effect; i.e., the effect on this for-

mant would be largely cancelled if the area modification
spans equalivalent positive and negative portions of the sen-
sitivity function. The goal is to expand the area in this region
such thatF3 is moved only slightly upward butF1 andF2
are moved more significantly.

The original area function, when multiplied by the two
functions shown in Fig. 3~d! do moveF1, F2, andF3 in the
desired directions. Trial and error was used to create these
functions with the equation,

mk~ i !511qke
218~ i 2 l k /wk!2

, ~6!

whereqk is an amplitude scaling factor,l k is the location of
the center of the modification~specified as distance from the
glottis!, wk is the length of the region over which the modi-
fication will have an effect, andi is again the section number.
~The ‘‘18’’ in the exponential is a scaling factor that allows
wk to be specified as a region length.! A modified area func-
tion can then be specified as

am~ i !5a~ i !)
k51

K

mk~ i !, ~7!

whereK is the required number of modification functions. In
the case shown in Fig. 3,K52. For the first modification
functionm1 @Fig. 3~d!, solid line#, the parameters were set to
be q152.4, l 1512.2 cm, andw155.2 cm; for the second
function m2 they were set toq250.8, l 2512.4 cm, andw2

53.7 cm.
The resulting modified area function@Fig. 3~a!# now

provides a means for understanding the discrepancy between
the formant locations determined from the recorded speech
versus those computed for the measured area function. The

FIG. 3. Demonstration of using acous-
tic sensitivity functions to guide a
modification of M1’s@{# area function
such that the first three formants coin-
cide with those measured from audio
recordings of the speaker’s@{# vowel:
~a! original ~solid! and modified
~dashed! @{# area function, ~b! fre-
quency response functions calculated
for the original ~solid! and modified
~dashed! @{# area function~solid verti-
cal lines represent formant frequencies
determined from the speaker’s audio
recording!, ~c! sensitivity functions of
F1, F2, and F3 for the original @{#
area function, and~d! modification
functions which, when multiplied by
the original area function in~a!, will
produce the modified area function in
~a!.
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expansion that was needed in the highly constricted portion
of the @{# vowel suggests two possibilities:~1! the speaker
produced the vowel in the scanner differently~i.e., with a
tighter constriction! than in the recording session, or~2! the
area in this region was underestimated because of imaging in
only the axial plane@the slice thickness may have been com-
parable to the size of the airspace—see Storyet al. ~1998!
pp. 475–476 for a discussion of this problem#. More likely,
the discrepancy probably comes about as a combination of
both performance differences and imaging artifacts. As will
be seen in a later section, some of the modifications seem to
be obvious performance differences while others lend them-
selves more to an explanation of imaging artifact. The value
of showing each modification is that it indicates the possible

magnitude of change that may have occurred between the
imaging session and the recording session.

It must be clarified, however, that it is not possible to
know that the modified area functions derived by this method
are actually the true vocal tract shapes used by the speaker.
In fact, Mermelstein~1966! showed that three formants~the
number of formants used in the present analysis! do not pro-
vide enough information to uniquely specify a vocal tract
area function. But, the modifications do provide, in the least,
a realistic possibility of how the tract may have been shaped
during the recording of a particular sample. Note that only
modifications in the form of area expansions or contractions
have been used; it is also recognized that length modifica-
tions could move formant locations significantly.

FIG. 4. Area functions, pseudo-midsagittal profiles, and formant spectra for M1’s@{# vowel spoken in thenormal, yawny, andtwangyqualities. In each of the
nine graphs the solid lines correspond to the original area function and the dashed lines to the modified area function~based on the method in Fig. 3!. In each
pseudo-midsagittal profile, the point~0,0! is located just above the glottis and the open end represents the lip termination. In addition, the horizontal axis
represents the posterior-to-anterior dimension~P-A! while the vertical axis represents the inferior-to-superior dimension~I-S!. The formant spectra plots
include frequency response functions computed for the original~solid! and modified~dashed! area functions as well as the three vertical lines that indicate
formant frequencies obtained from LPC analysis of the original audio recordings. This figure is shown in tabular form with each row representing one specific
voice quality and each column giving a particular representation of the vowel~i.e., area function, pseudo-midsagittal profile, and formant spectra!.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 4–7 and Figs. 9–12 show the area functions,
pseudo-midsagittal profiles, and formant spectra for each of
the two speakers’ four vowels and three voice qualities. Each
figure contains information corresponding to only one vowel
and is presented in tabular form with the three qualities~nor-
mal, yawn, and twang! listed vertically and the type of rep-
resentation listed horizontally. Thus figure labels of~a!, ~b!,
... etc. have not been used. In all figures the original mea-
surements are shown with solid lines while modifications are
shown with dashed lines. In each plot containing formant
spectra, the three vertical lines indicate the formant frequen-
cies obtained from LPC analysis of the original recordings.
Tables I and II present total vocal tract length and volume for
each speaker, respectively. The vowels produced with a
given voice quality are referred to in each figure with their
appropriate IPA symbols, but augmented with the subscript

of eithern, y, or t to denote normal, yawn, or twang, respec-
tively ~e.g., the yawnya would be shown asay!.

A. Male speaker „M1…

1. Vocal tract shape

The three voice quality variations of each vowel for
speaker M1 are shown in Figs. 4–7. The first point to note
about these figures concerns the ‘‘accuracy’’ of the area
functions as assessed by the size of the modifications re-
quired to align the computed formants with those extracted
from real speech~i.e., shown as three vertical lines in the
formant spectra plots!. In most cases, the area functions were
altered only slightly, often requiring just a mild expansion of
a constricted region. The source of this type of error could
likely be due to an imaging artifact and subsequent underes-
timation of cross-sectional area. Of course the possibility
does exist that, during image collection, the subject did ac-

FIG. 5. Area functions, pseudo-midsagittal profiles, and formant spectra for M1’s@,# vowel spoken in thenormal, yawny, and twangy qualities. The
arrangement and description of this figure is identical to Fig. 4.
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tually produce the vowels with a more tightly constricted
portion of the vocal tract, potentially as a means of creating
a highly intelligible, but extreme, version of the vowel.

In a few cases, synergistic expansions and contractions
between front and back regions were necessary. The normal
@,n# and @Én# ~Figs. 5 and 7! fall most distinctly into this
category where, in each case, the front cavity needed to be
expanded and the back cavity constricted. For this type of
modification, the source of the error is most likely due to
performance differences between the scanning session and
the audio recording session; error due to image artifact is
more likely to be systematic~e.g., always underestimating or
always overestimating cross-sectional area!. Modifications to
both vowels movedF2 andF3 down in frequency andF1
up in frequency.

In three of the yawn quality vowels,@ {y#, @,y#, and@Äy#
~see Figs. 4–6!, a reduction of the lip aperture area was
needed in order to move the formant peaks to the appropriate

locations. While the speaker may have actually reduced the
lip area during production of these vowels, it is also possible
that the speaker lengthened the tract during the audio record-
ing. Lip area contraction achieves formant changes similar to
those of tract lengthening.

Also of note is that the male speaker produced the@ {y#
~Fig. 4! vowel with the tongue tip in contact with the hard
palate, creating two lateral air flow paths at this point instead
of a single conduit as is typical of vowels. Thus the produc-
tion was similar to an@(# except the contact point was several
centimeters posterior with the lateral airways beginning at
11.2 cm from the glottis and rejoining as a single tube at 15.3
cm from the glottis. This portion of the area function is rep-
resented as the sum of the two lateral pathways. The pseudo-
midsagittal profile, which has an unnatural, right-angle
shape, was based on the average of the centerlines deter-
mined for each lateral pathway. Considering the increased
complexity of this vocal tract shape, the computed formants

FIG. 6. Area functions, pseudo-midsagittal profiles, and formant spectra for M1’s@Ä# vowel spoken in thenormal, yawny, and twangy qualities. The
arrangement and description of this figure is identical to Fig. 4.
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were surprisingly close to those measured from recorded
speech.

With regard to the voice qualities themselves, it is ob-
served that the yawny vowels maintain significantly larger
cross-sectional areas in the expanded portions of the vocal
tract than do either the normal or twang qualities. For ex-
ample, the pharyngeal cavity for@ {y# has nearly twice the

peak area than do the@{# vowels of either of the other two
qualities. Similarly, the front cavities for@,y#, @Äy#, and
@Éy# have areas significantly larger than those of their normal
and twang counterparts. The epi-larynx tube, which is
roughly defined as the first 2–2.5 cm of area function length,
is also seen to possess slightly larger cross-sectional areas in
the yawn quality. An obvious result of enlarged cavities is

FIG. 7. Area functions, pseudo-midsagittal profiles, and formant spectra for M1’s@É# vowel spoken in thenormal, yawny, and twangy qualities. The
arrangement and description of this figure is identical to Fig. 4.

TABLE I. Length (Lt), volume (Vo and Vm!, and fundamental frequency (F0) measurements for 12 male
vowels~speaker M1!. Length is given in cm, volume in cm3, and fundamental frequency in Hz.Vo andVm are
the volumes of the original and modified area functions, respectively.

in iy it ,n ,y ,t Än Äy Ät un uy ut

Lt 16.32 18.39 15.14 16.06 15.84 14.70 16.10 17.56 15.22 18.00 18.52 16.50
Vo 23.7 60.0 20.0 18.5 44.3 20.2 48.0 76.3 47.9 27.9 63.7 19.4
Vm 24.5 59.3 20.4 19.9 41.0 22.0 47.9 75.6 47.0 26.9 62.9 21.7
Fo 116 116 116 116 116 116 116 116 116 116 116 116
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that the yawn vowels maintain a larger vocal tract volume
than either normal or twang vowels, as can be observed in
Table I. In fact, for three of the yawn vowels ({y ,,y ,Éy), the
total volume is nearly double~or more! than that of the nor-
mal and twang vowels.

The @ {y#, @Äy#, and@Éy# also show a larger total length
(Lt in Table I! relative to normal and twang. This increased
overall tract length could arise from either a lowered larynx
or lip protrusion or possibly both. The exception is the@,y#
in which the vocal tract length is slightly shorter than the
@,n# but still more than a centimeter longer than@,t#. It is
worth noting, however, that the modification to the@,y# area
function that was necessary to bring the computed formant
peaks in line with those extracted from recorded speech,
largely consisted of constricting the lip section. As men-
tioned previously, an alternative modification that would
have a similar effect on formant frequencies would be to
lengthen the vocal tract.

The most prominent feature of thetwang quality is a
tendency toward a large lip opening and a slightly con-
stricted epi-larynx, both of which will cause formants to be
relatively high. For@Ät# and @ {t#, the lip opening is larger
than both normal and yawn. Another strong feature of the
twang tract shapes is that, relative to a normal voice quality,
the vocal tract length is shortened. The amount of shortening
is more than 1 cm for the@ {t#, @,t#, and@Ét# while the@Ät#
is shortened by about 0.9 cm.

2. Acoustic characteristics

The measured formants and computed formant spectra
for the three qualities~fourth column in Figs. 4–7! show
consistently that the locations of formantsF1 andF2 in the
yawn quality tend to be more closely spaced than in either
the normal or twang qualities. Furthermore, for the twang
quality F1 andF2 tend to be spread far apart.

Figures 8~a! and ~b! show F1-F2 plots of the yawny
and twangy vowels, respectively, relative to the normal vow-
els. For the yawny quality@Fig. 8~a!# all vowels are shifted
downward~relative to the normal vowels! in the F2 dimen-
sion. In addition, the first formants (F1) of the@ {y# and@Éy#
vowels are higher in frequency than in the normal quality
while those of@,y# and@Äy# are lower. Overall, the range of
variation in both theF1 andF2 dimensions are reduced in
the yawny quality.

For the twangy quality@Fig. 8~b!# all vowels are shifted
upward in theF2 dimension. Interestingly, the@Ät# which
shows an increase inF1 of more that 100 Hz, is the only
twangy vowel that shows a large change in theF1 dimen-

sion. The@ {t# and @Ét# show a slight increase inF1 while
@,t# showed a small decrease.

B. Female speaker „W1…

1. Vocal tract shape

The female speaker’s~W1! vocal tract characteristics for
the three qualities and four vowels are depicted in Figs.
9–12. To maintain consistency the axes on these figures have
been made identical to those for the male speaker. The ‘‘ac-
curacy’’ of W1’s area functions is poorer than for those of
the male speaker as can be seen by the more extensive modi-
fications required to align the computed formants with those
measured from the audio recording. This is not surprising
considering that this subject felt somewhat constrained by
the MR scanner and often had the desire to move. The prob-
lem was not, however, one of claustrophobia, but simply that
this speaker is one who tends to use more body movement

FIG. 8. Vowel space plot for the male speaker’s~M1! vowels withF2 on
they-axis andF1 on thex-axis,~a! yawny~dashed! and normal~solid! voice
qualities,~b! twangy ~dashed! and normal~solid! voice qualities.

TABLE II. Length (Lt), volume (Vo andVm!, and fundamental frequency (Fo) measurements for 12 female
vowels~speaker W1!. Length is given in cm, volume in cm3, and fundamental frequency in Hz.Vo andVm are
the volumes of the original and modified area functions, respectively.

in iy it ,n ,y ,t Än Äy Ät un uy ut

Lt 14.34 14.52 12.94 13.82 15.14 13.64 13.95 17.07 13.38 15.31 13.46 13.64
Vo 29.9 54.9 27.1 25.6 61.7 21.7 36.0 37.4 21.5 24.4 24.2 19.0
Vm 27.7 29.4 24.2 25.3 41.7 24.2 38.8 42.9 24.5 23.9 29.4 14.8
Fo 185 175 233 185 175 233 185 175 233 185 175 233
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during vocalization, making the required supine position
along with the enclosed space of the scanner a constraining
environment.

The most extensive modification had to be performed on
the yawny@ {y# ~Fig. 9! where the original shape seems to
have little or no resemblance to an@{# vowel; in fact, it would
appear to have been produced more like an@,#. The applied
modification constricted the front portion of the tract and
expanded the back part, giving a more standard@{#-like
shape. Even with this,F1 is still higher than the measured
value ofF1. Interestingly, M1’s yawny@ {y# ~Fig. 4! was also
produced rather unconventionally~with the tongue tip in
contact with the hard palate!, suggesting that an@{# vowel
and yawn quality are somewhat incompatible because of the
simultaneous need for a front constriction~to produce@{#!
and an oral expansion~to create the yawn quality!. As a
result the subjects may have been confused as to how to
configure the vocal tract for this shape. This, coupled with

possible fatigue from the experiment, perhaps forced the sub-
jects to adopt a compromised tract shape.

The remaining three yawny vowels also required signifi-
cant modifications but not as extensive as for the@ {y#. In the
case of the@,y# ~Fig. 10!, the oral cavity volume needed to
be reduced in the region 8–13 cm from the glottis but
slightly expanded near the lips. A synergistic modification
was required for the@Äy# ~Fig. 11! in which the cross-
sectional areas in the pharynx were moderately reduced
while those in the oral cavity were expanded slightly except
at the lips where a large expansion was needed. A similar
modification was also needed for the@Éy# ~Fig. 12! except
that both a contraction and expansion of areas was needed in
the pharynx while a large expansion was required for the
areas in the oral cavity between 10 and 12 cm from the
glottis. The modifications applied to the normal and twangy
vowels were also more extensive than those for the male but
subtle in comparison to W1’s yawny vowels.

FIG. 9. Area functions, pseudo-midsagittal profiles, and formant spectra for W1’s@{# vowel spoken in thenormal, yawny, and twangy qualities. The
arrangement and description of this figure is identical to Fig. 4.
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The fact that W1’s yawny vowels required a great deal
of modification suggests that she may have been the most
uncomfortable or unfamiliar with this type of voice quality.
In other words, the yawny quality may have been farther
from her natural~normal! speaking voice than the twang. It
is also notable that expanded vocal tract regions in the
yawny vowels tend to be only slightly larger than those in
the normal or twang vowels. In addition, the tract volumes
for the modified area functions shown in Table II also indi-
cate only slightly larger values for the yawn quality. This
differs from M1’s yawny vowels where the cross-sectional
areas of expanded vocal tract regions and the tract volumes
were much larger than that of the other two qualities.

With regard to vocal tract lengths, Table II shows that
for the @,y# and @Äy#, the total tract lengths are approxi-
mately 1.5 cm and 3.0 cm longer, respectively, than their
normal and twang counterparts. The total length of the@ {y# is

just slightly longer than the normal@ {n# and about 1.5 cm
longer than the twang@ {t#. Oddly, for the @Éy# the tract
length is the shortest of the three qualities. The modification
of the@Éy#, however, still leaves the computedF1 andF2 at
higher frequency locations than the measured formants, sug-
gesting that the vowel may have actually been produced with
a longer tract length during the audio recording.

Like the male speaker, W1’s twang vowels have a ten-
dency toward a large lip opening. However, unlike the male,
the cross-sectional area of the epi-larynx remains similar to
that of the normal quality~in which it is already quite con-
stricted!. What seems to be the most prominent feature for
W1’s twangy vowels is an overall constrictive effect of the
entire tract, except at the lips where the effect is expansive.
This is seen in the oral cavity of the@ {t#, the mid-tract region
of the@,t#, the pharynx of the@Ät#, and the mid-tract region

FIG. 10. Area functions, pseudo-midsagittal profiles, and formant spectra for W1’s@,# vowel spoken in thenormal, yawny, and twangyqualities. The
arrangement and description of this figure is identical to Fig. 4. The ‘‘N’’ shown in the pseudo-midsagittal profile for@,t# signifies that this vowel was
nasalized.
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of the @Ét#. This constrictive effect is also demonstrated by
the tract volumes in Table II where the twangy vowels have
the smallest values. It is also of interest that the constricted
region in the@,t# at about 8 cm from the glottis is located at
nearly the same place as the mid-tract constriction for the
@Ét#. But, the front cavity shapes for each of these vowels is
dramatically different with a rapid increase of area out to the
lip termination in the@,t# and a contracted frontal space for
the @Ét#. A feature unique to two of W1’s twang vowels was
that of nasalization. The@,t# and@Ät# each showed a distinct
airway branching off the main vocal tract coursing up into
the nasal passages where nasal port cross-sectional areas
were measured to be 0.2 cm2 and 0.1 cm2, respectively. Estill
et al. ~1996! notes that twang is sometimes observed to be
produced with nasalization. In the case of these two vowels,
the discrepancy between the formants obtained from the au-
dio recordings and those observed in the computed fre-

quency responses may be somewhat due to the fact the na-
salization was not taken into account for the calculation.
With the exception of the@Ét#, all of W1’s twangy vowels
have tract lengths shorter than the other two qualities as can
be seen in Table II.

2. Acoustic characteristics

Like the male speaker, the spectral structure of the fre-
quency response functions and the measured formant fre-
quencies~fourth column of Figs. 9–12! again show that the
yawn quality tends toward reducing the distance betweenF1
andF2. The vowel space plot in Fig. 13~a! shows that, for all
of the yawny vowels,F2 is reduced relative to the normal
quality. Also, the@ {y# and @Éy# show little change in the
frequency ofF1 butF1 is reduced by more than 100 Hz for

FIG. 11. Area functions, pseudo-midsagittal profiles, and formant spectra for M1’s@Ä# vowel spoken in thenormal, yawny, and twangy qualities. The
arrangement and description of this figure is identical to Fig. 4. The ‘‘N’’ shown in the pseudo-midsagittal profile for@Ät# signifies that this vowel was
nasalized.
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both@,y# and@Äy#. An overall lengthening of the vocal tract
as well as enlarging some tract regions apparently serve to
maintain these features.

The twang quality@Fig. 13~b!# tends toward increasing
the distance betweenF1 andF2, in large part by raisingF2.
In fact, all of the twang vowels show an increase in the
frequency ofF2. Furthermore, all vowels except@Ät# show
an increase in the frequency ofF1.

While the shifting of the formant frequencies for the
twang and yawn qualities was similar for both M1 and W1, it
should be noted that W1 chose to use a different voice fun-
damental frequency (Fo) to produce each voice quality~see
Table I!. In contrast, M1 maintained anFo of 116 Hz
throughout the experiment and never expressed any desire to
use differentFo’s. W1’s use of differentFo’s was motivated
by achieving a level of comfort with the different qualities,
however, it was not clear if this comfort level was associated
with biomechanical or perceptual considerations. Perhaps

W1 should have been required to maintain a consistentFo

across all productions thus eliminating the ambiguity. This,
however, may have forced her into an uncomfortable and
even less natural pattern of vowel production.

C. Mean area functions

In order to condense the area function data, mean area
functions were computed for each speaker across the four
vowels in each voice quality. They were calculated by find-
ing the average area of each of the 44 vocal tract sections
across the four vowels within a specific voice quality~this
was performed on themodifiedarea functions!. Thus, three
mean area functions were created for each speaker. The
length intervalsD l were also averaged across vowels so that
each mean area function has a corresponding mean length.
Figure 14~a! shows the mean area functions for the male
speaker. The observations made in the previous sections are

FIG. 12. Area functions, pseudo-midsagittal profiles, and formant spectra for W1’s@É# vowel spoken in thenormal, yawny, and twangy qualities. The
arrangement and description of this figure is identical to Fig. 4.
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essentially summarized by this figure. The yawn quality has
the largest cross-sectional areas and consequently the largest
tract volume. It is also the longest of the three area functions
and has the most expanded epi-larynx tube. Conversely, the
mean area function for twang has the shortest tract length
and the most constricted epilarynx. In addition, the lip open-
ing is by far the largest of the three qualities. The normal
mean area function is quite similar to the twang except that
the epi-larynx is wider and the lip termination area is more
than 2 cm2 smaller.

Nearly the same characteristics can be described for the
female speaker’s mean area functions in Fig. 14~b!. The
yawn has the longest length and a large volume, at least in
the oral cavity, while the twang again has a large lip termi-
nation area. Unlike the male, however, the cross-sectional
areas within the epi-larynx tube are constricted~,0.5 cm2!
and change very little across the three qualities.

Figures 14~c! and~d! summarize the vocal tract charac-
teristics of the yawn and twang qualities by showing the
difference between their respective mean area functions and
that of the normal quality. In a strict sense these differences
are not valid because each mean area function has a different
mean length and cannot be subtracted from each other cen-
timeter by centimeter. However, the area functions can be
normalized to a single length~in this case to the mean length
across all 15 vowels for each speaker! and then subtracted,
giving a difference function that is perhaps useful as an in-
dicator of the global characteristics of each voice quality
relative to the normal quality. For example, the difference

function for M1’s yawn quality@Fig. 14~c!, dashed line#
shows an increase in cross-sectional area along the entire
vocal tract length with largest increase in the oral cavity.
M1’s twang difference function@Fig. 14~c!, dotted line# os-
cillates between small positive and negative area values for
about the first 8 cm from the glottis~essentially the pharynx!,
then shows a constrictive effect in the oral cavity out to
approximately 15 cm from the glottis, and terminates the
vocal tract with an increase of the lip aperture area. For W1,
the yawn difference function differs from that of M1 in that
a constrictive effect occurs in the lower pharynx~0–7 cm
from the glottis! before showing the oral cavity expansion.
The difference function for W1’s twang quality shows a pro-
gressively increasing constrictive effect from 0 to 12.5 cm
from the glottis, afterwhich the function becomes positive
indicating an expansion at the lip termination.

Plotted in Figs. 14~e! and~f! are the frequency response
functions calculated for each of the male and female mean
area functions, respectively. Each spectrum is shown with a
frequency range of 0–3 kHz so that the first three formants
can be easily seen. There is only a small amount of variation
observed inF1 with a 36 Hz range for the male and a 90 Hz
range for the female. Relative to the normal quality, both
speakers mean area function shapes reduce the distance be-
tweenF1 andF2 for the yawn quality and increase the same
distance for the twang; because of the small range of varia-
tion for F1, it is primarily F2 that is increased or decreased.

Both the difference functions@Figs. 14~c! and ~d!# and
the frequency response functions@Figs. 14~e! and ~f!# con-
firm and summarize the earlier observations of the individual
vowels with regard to spatial variations of the tract shape and
formant locations. In both an acoustic sense and an articula-
tory sense, it might be proposed that the yawn quality is
biased toward the vowel@Ä# since the tendency is to expand
the oral cavity and minimize the distance betweenF1 and
F2. Conversely, the twang could be said to be@{#-biased
because of the constriction of the oral cavity and widening of
lip area as well as a tendency to maximize the distance be-
tweenF1 andF2. In more traditional phonetic terms~e.g.,
Ladefoged, 1993! the yawny vowels have a higher degree of
backnessand lip rounding than the normal quality vowels.
The twangy vowels tend toward the opposite with a more
frontedand lip spread production. Both qualities show a less
systematic variation in theheight (F1) dimension.

The acoustic properties of the twang quality~e.g., in-
creased distance betweenF1 andF2! share some similarity
to languages that use the so-called Advanced Tongue Root or
1ATR. Ladefoged and Maddieson~1996, p. 305! show that
1ATR vowels in six languages~Akan, Ateso, DhoLuo,
Ebira, Igbo, and Ijo! are advanced in the (F22F1) or front/
back dimension much as were the twang vowels in this
study. However, the1ATR vowels also indicated a system-
atic decrease inF1 frequency~increase in vowel height!
which was not always the case for the twang vowels. Fur-
thermore, the physiologic realization of1ATR is apparently
a considerable increase in cross-sectional area within the
pharynx. On average, the twang vowels do show a slight
increase in cross-sectional area within the distance of about 2
cm to 5 cm from the glottis@see Figs. 14~a! and ~c!# for the

FIG. 13. Vowel space plot for the female speaker’s~W1! vowels withF2
on they-axis andF1 on thex-axis, ~a! yawny ~dashed! and normal~solid!
voice qualities,~b! twangy ~dashed! and normal~solid! voice qualities.
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male but a constrictive effect in this same region for the
female@see Figs. 14~b! and ~d!#. Thus while acoustic prop-
erties of the twang quality are similar to1ATR vowels in
various languages, the vocal tract shapes themselves do not
show the same degree of similarity.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has described a simple study investigating
some connections between voice quality and vocal tract
shape for a male and female speaker. Relative to their normal
speaking voice, both speakers interpreted the yawny quality
to have a reduced distance betweenF1 andF2, acoustically,
and both ‘‘reset’’ their vocal tract shape to realize this voice
quality by widening the oral cavity and lengthening the en-
tire vocal tract. The twang quality was interpreted by both
speakers to have the acoustic characteristics of an increased
distance betweenF1 andF2, the opposite of those for the
yawn quality. Furthermore, the twangy vowels for both

speakers were produced by resetting the vocal tract shape to
have a shortened vocal tract, a widened lip aperture, and a
moderate constriction of the oral cavity.

This study has shown how Laver’s~1980! concept of
vocal tract ‘‘settings’’ can be realized in terms of ‘‘tenden-
cies to maintain a particular constrictive~or expansive! ef-
fect’’ within some region or regions located along the length
of the vocal tract and/or to maintain a particular vocal tract
length. The tract shape tendencies observed for the yawny
and twangy qualities were pervasive throughout the four spo-
ken ~and imaged! vowels suggesting that they create a domi-
nant pattern or ‘‘background setting’’ upon which speech
articulation may be superimposed. Such a background set-
ting may serve as the acoustic context in which a person
produces their speech.

An obvious remaining question is how well each of the
vowels and voice qualities can be identified by listeners. As
stated in Sec. II, the production of each vowel within a par-
ticular voice quality was verified during data collection only

FIG. 14. Summary of the results in
Figs. 4–7 and Figs. 9–12 based on
mean area functions,~a! mean area
functions of M1’s normal, yawny, and
twang qualities,~b! mean area func-
tions of W1’s normal, yawny, and
twang qualities,~c! functions repre-
senting the difference between M1’s
yawny and normal qualities~dashed
line! and between M1’s twangy and
the normal qualities~dotted line!, ~d!
functions representing the difference
between W1’s yawny and normal
qualities ~dashed line! and between
W1’s twangy and the normal qualities
~dotted line!, ~e! frequency response
functions computed for each of M1’s
mean area functions~theF2’s for each
quality are denoted with the subscripts
‘‘ n,’’ ‘‘ y,’’ and ‘‘ t’’ !, ~f! frequency re-
sponse functions computed for each of
W1’s mean area functions~the F2’s
for each quality are denoted with the
subscripts ‘‘n,’’ ‘‘ y,’’ and ‘‘ t’’ !.
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by the experimenters. A fair perceptual test of the voice
qualities and the vowels would include an identification of
both recorded and synthetic vowels~generated with obtained
area functions! as well as an intelligibility test of connected
speech produced with each quality. Such a test was beyond
the scope of this paper but should constitute a future study.
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Influence of emotion and focus location on prosody
in matched statements and questions
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Preliminary data were collected on how emotional qualities of the voice~sad, happy, angry!
influence the acoustic underpinnings of neutral sentences varying in location of intra-sentential
focus ~initial, final, no! and utterance ‘‘modality’’~statement, question!. Short ~six syllable! and
long ~ten syllable! utterances exhibiting varying combinations of emotion, focus, and modality
characteristics were analyzed for eight elderly speakers following administration of a controlled
elicitation paradigm ~story completion! and a speaker evaluation procedure. Duration and
fundamental frequency (f 0) parameters of recordings were scrutinized for ‘‘keyword’’ vowels
within each token and for whole utterances. Results generally re-affirmed past accounts of how
duration andf 0 are encoded on key content words to mark linguistic focus in affectively neutral
statements and questions for English. Acoustic data on three ‘‘global’’ parameters of the stimuli
~speech rate, meanf 0, f 0 range! were also largely supportive of previous descriptions of how
happy, sad, angry, and neutral utterances are differentiated in the speech signal. Important
interactions between emotional and linguistic properties of the utterances emerged which were
predominantly~although not exclusively! tied to the modulation off 0; speakers were notably
constrained in conditions which required them to manipulatef 0 parameters to express emotional
and nonemotional intentions conjointly. Sentence length also had a meaningful impact on some of
the measures gathered. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1352088#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Fq@AL #

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent decades have yielded numerous insights into the
acoustic properties of human discourse, including its supra-
segmental or ‘‘prosodic’’ attributes. For the most part, the
purview of these studies has revolved around presumed lin-
guistic or emotional features of the signals under scrutiny,
limiting acoustic data on prosody to a description of one of
these two operational contexts. Meager attention has been
accorded to how linguistic and emotional attributes of spo-
ken utterancesinteract to influence the acoustic form of
speech. The present study addresses this issue, contributing
to an initial understanding of theconjoint influences of emo-
tive and linguistic processes on the acoustic form of spoken
utterances in English. The current design also permitted im-
portant corroborative data on previously described prosodic
phenomena in the acoustic literature~e.g., Eady and Cooper,
1986; Williams and Stevens, 1972! for a somewhat older
group of speakers.

A. Acoustic investigations of emotional or linguistic
prosody

Many researchers have sought to characterize external
acoustic modifications linked to a speaker’s emotional dispo-
sition and associated processes~e.g., Banse and Scherer,
1996; Frick, 1985; Sobin and Alpert, 1999!. A sizable, inde-
pendent literature has accumulated on how speakers exploit
suprasegmental parameters to assign linguistic meaning in

discourse~e.g., Bolinger, 1955; Cooperet al., 1985; Ladd,
1996!. In both areas, most studies have concentrated on the
operation of fundamental frequency (f 0) and duration in the
transmission of prosodic meaning~Murray and Arnott,
1993!, although important data on vocal intensity and ‘‘voice
quality’’ have also been gathered~Bachorowski and Owren,
1995; Cummings and Clements, 1995; Denes, 1959; Lieber-
man and Michaels, 1962; Scherer, 1974; Sobin and Alpert,
1999; Turk and Sawusch, 1996!.

Acoustic properties ofaffectivevocalizations, like other
discernable cues to emotional processes~e.g., facial, gestural,
and body movements!, are shaped by patterned neurophysi-
ological responses coupled with a speaker’s attempt to regu-
late their response due to social-contextual factors~Ekman
et al., 1983; Scherer, 1986; Siegmanet al., 1992!. The
speaker’s physiological arousal during communication, and
to a lesser extent, the relative pleasantness~valence! of the
emotion being experienced, exert a particularly strong influ-
ence on the external configuration of emotion-related cues
when ‘‘internal’’ factors are considered~Davitz, 1964; Hut-
tar, 1968; Laddet al., 1985; Murray and Arnott, 1993; Pa-
kosz, 1983; Scherer, 1986; Siegman and Boyle, 1993; Uldall,
1960!. Given their origin in relatively widespread alterations
in a speaker’s emotional, physiological, and cognitive status,
specifying the acoustic cues to particular types of emotional
responses has proven a challenge~see Bachorowski, 1999,
for a discussion!. Of particular note, collecting naturalistic
exemplars of vocal emotion in speech while controlling for
linguistic/segmental variables and the recording quality of
obtained samples has proven complicated, although somea!Electronic mail: marc.pell@mcgill.ca
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spontaneous recordings of emotion have been analyzed
~Streeteret al., 1983; Williams and Stevens, 1972!.

Despite methodological obstacles—and the inherent
compromises associated with analysis of both spontaneous
and ‘‘simulated’’ emotions—research on vocal emotion ex-
pression has identified several acoustic parameters associated
with purported ‘‘basic’’ emotion states~Ekman, 1992; Izard,
1977!. To summarize this relationship for the emotions typi-
cally investigated, happy, angry, and fearful speech tend to
display a higher meanf 0 and amplitude, with greaterf 0 and
amplitude variation, than emotionally neutral utterances; sad
utterances exhibit the opposite pattern relative to neutral ut-
terances ~lower mean f 0 and amplitude, minimal
f 0/amplitude variation! ~Banse and Scherer, 1996; Breiten-
steinet al., in press; Davitz, 1964; Fairbanks and Pronovost,
1939; Huttar, 1968; Sobin and Alpert, 1999; Williams and
Stevens, 1972!. Speech rate also differentiates among emo-
tional modes, neutral and angry utterances demonstrating an
accelerated rate of delivery relative to sad utterances, for
example~Breitensteinet al., in press; Fairbanks and Hoaglin,
1941; Johnsonet al., 1986; Williams and Stevens, 1972!.
Many of these tendencies in how ‘‘discrete’’ emotions are
differentiated acoustically are captured by a hypothetical
model of affect expression formulated by Scherer~1986!.

Not all suprasegmental forms reflect the outward mani-
festation of emotional processes and associated responses.
Speakers routinely employ prosody to encodelinguistic mes-
sages based on conventionalized knowledge about their lan-
guage system and its sociolinguistic applications~Bolinger,
1978!. Unlike emotional attributes, acoustic correlates of lin-
guistic prosody operate at circumscribed levels of linguistic
representation such as the syllable, word, or utterance, direct-
ing the manner in which these phenomena have been studied.
For example, research on linguistic prosody in English has
illustrated~among others! that ‘‘stressed’’ syllables are asso-
ciated with an elevated peakf 0 and amplitude, increasedf 0
and amplitude variation, and an elongated vocalic segment
when compared to unaccented syllables produced in the
same linguistic environment~Brown and McGlone, 1974;
Cooper and Sorensen, 1981; Klatt, 1976; Lea, 1977; Mc-
Clean and Tiffany, 1973; Morton and Jassem, 1965!. Words
assigned linguistic focus within an utterance display a simi-
lar constellation of phonetic features as stressed syllables or
words ~Eefting, 1990; Ferreira, 1993; Folkinset al., 1975;
Weismer and Ingrisano, 1979!, although more extensive
modifications are witnessed in the case of focus~Bolinger,
1958; Fry, 1955, 1958!.

Speech acts, or utterances varying in their linguistic-
pragmatic intention with respect to the listener~e.g.,
statements/questions!, have also been characterized acousti-
cally; this research points to the critical importance off 0
parameters in the terminal portion of the utterance for many
languages~Bolinger, 1978; Lieberman, 1967; Ohala, 1983!.
However, additional points in thef 0 contour may also dif-
ferentiate the declarative and interrogative ‘‘modality’’
~Hadding-Koch and Studdert-Kennedy, 1964; Majewski and
Blasdell, 1968; O’Shaughnessy, 1979; Studdert-Kennedy
and Hadding, 1973!. A series of investigations undertaken by
Cooper, Eady, and colleagues~Cooperet al., 1985; Eady and

Cooper, 1986; Eadyet al., 1986! furnished important data on
how linguistic applications of prosody operating at the word-
and utterance-levelsinteract in the speech signal for English.
Utilizing a structured elicitation paradigm with a limited
number of speakers, these authors analyzed prominent dura-
tion and f 0 attributes of sentential ‘‘key words’’ according
to the modality of the utterance~statement, question! and the
location of contrastive focus within the stimulus~initial, me-
dial, final key word!. These reports corroborated prominent
duration andf 0 cues associated with linguistic focus and
speech acts summarized above, and were instrumental in ex-
emplifying the interaction of these linguistic processes on
localized acoustic parameters of spoken utterances, as well
as the overall shape of the intonation contour~see Eady and
Cooper, 1986!. The issue of utterancelengthand its potential
impact on the acoustic properties of focus in statements and
questions was also raised by the researchers~Eady and Coo-
per, 1986; Eadyet al., 1986!, although length, focus, and
modality effects on prosody implementation were not exam-
ined directly by the researchers.

B. Intersection of emotional and linguistic prosody in
English

Thus increasingly sophisticated views of how speech
prosody operates in emotional or nonemotional contexts are
tempered by a lack of controlled experimentation looking at
the intersectionbetween emotional and linguistic constructs
on the acoustic form of utterances~cf. Cosmides, 1983;
McRobertset al., 1995; Rosset al., 1986!. Understanding
how emotional and linguistic prosody interact in the speech
signal will supply vital information on human vocal commu-
nication with its concurrent demands for affective and propo-
sitional signaling, despite access to a limited and overlapping
set of acoustic features available to express these different
intentions through speech. The present investigation adopts
methods employed by Cooper, Eady, and colleagues in their
exploration of linguistic prosody in English, adapting this
procedure to evaluate acoustic dimensions of focused words
in matched statements and questions in three simulatedemo-
tional contexts~happy, angry, sad!. New data regarding the
interaction of emotional and linguistic factors on supraseg-
mental parameters were further extended to ‘‘short’’ and
‘‘long’’ utterances elicited from a single group of encoders
~Eady and Cooper, 1986; Weismer and Ingrisano, 1979!.
This design will allow novel insights into factors that affect
the acoustic realization of linguistic meanings through
prosody and how these representations are accommodated by
‘‘prototypical’’ emotional qualities of the voice during
speech in a manner capable of advancing future research in
this area.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Five female and five male normally aging adults
(mean566.1 years, range559– 72! volunteered for the
study; these individuals also served as a control group in
studies examining speech production characteristics follow-
ing unilateral brain damage~Pell, 1999a, b, c!. Subjects were
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native speakers of Canadian English with at least eight years
of formal education and no reported history of speech, lan-
guage, or neurological disturbance. All participants dis-
played good hearing following a pure-tone air conduction
screening~entry criteria: 30 dB HL at 0.5, 1, and 2 kHz, for
the better ear!.

B. Materials

Stimuli were two six-syllable~‘‘ short’’ ! and two ten-
syllable ~‘‘ long’’ ! English utterances matched for stress as-
signment at designated ‘‘keyword’’ positions~italicized!:

Short
1. Barry took the sailboat
2. Mary sold the teapot

Keyword:FOC1 INT1 FOC2
Long

1. Barry took the sailboat for the weekend
2. Mary sold the teapot for a dollar

FOC1 INT1 INT2 FOC2

Long and short items were differentiated by a terminal
prepositional phrase and by the number of keyword sites in
the stimulus. Both short and long stimuli contained two key-
word ‘‘candidates’’ for focus realization in particular con-
texts~FOC—underlined above!. However, short stimuli con-
tained only one rather than two ‘‘intervening’’ keywords
~INT! where acoustic measures were later derived. Stimuli
could be produced in three focus contexts: no focus,
sentence-initial focus~focus on FOC1!, or sentence-final fo-
cus~focus on FOC2!. Each test item could also be intoned as
a statement or yes–no question without subject-auxiliary in-
version in each focus context. Finally, each item was condu-
cive to four emotional interpretations~neutral, sad, happy,
angry! which could not be inferred from the lexical-semantic
content, but only from the prosody.1 An exhaustive combi-
nation of focus, modality, and emotion features yielded 24
prosodically unique exemplars of each item or 96 produc-
tions per speaker~2 items32 lengths33 focus contexts32
modalities34 emotions!.

A recorded vignette preceded each trial to elicit tokens
conveying specific combinations of prosodic attributes~Coo-
peret al., 1985; Eady and Cooper, 1986; Ryallset al., 1994!.
Vignettes consisted of a question or short passage that biased
the target response; half of the recordings biased a response
with a statement intonation and half with a question intona-
tion. Differences in focus were rendered by modifying the
vignette to place information to be used contrastively as
‘‘new’’ or unresolved within the situational context~e.g.,
Eady and Cooper, 1986!. For example, the scenario preced-
ing a neutral, interrogative reading ofMary sold the teapot
with final focus~i.e., @final focus, question, neutral#! was the
following:

You are holding a garage sale at your house with the
help of some friends. After the sale, you notice that
Mary sold many of the articles on her table. To find out
whether the teapot was one of the items that was sold,
you turn to another friend and ask:
@Mary sold the teapot#

To elicit emotional renditions of target utterances, vignettes
provided explicit situational cues consistent with the target
emotion. For example, to bias a sad interpretation of the
passage above, it was explained to the listener that the teapot
had strong sentimental value and had been included in the
sale by accident; the vignette then terminated with a direct
prompt to respond in the target emotion~e.g., you say/ask
sadly...!. Vignettes were recorded in a soundproof chamber
by a male speaker who was coached to produce the passages
in a neutral, ‘‘reporting’’ tone. The tape containing the 96
scenarios was edited to randomize trials for order of presen-
tation and to insert a 5-s interstimulus pause between
vignettes for subjects to execute a response.

C. Procedure

Subjects were tested individually during two 30-min ses-
sions to limit fatigue and possible inattention to pre-recorded
vignettes. Subjects were seated comfortably with a direc-
tional microphone~Sony ECM-909! 20 cm in front of their
mouths and stimulus cards placed on a table in front of them.
Participants were encouraged to pay close attention to the
vignettes~presented free-field! and to complete the story by
producing the sentence on the card in front of them~cards
also contained visual information reinforcing target prosodic
features, such as bold italics to signify focused words!. Rep-
etition of subjects’ responses occurred rarely but was permit-
ted in the event of reading errors, dysfluencies, or subject-
initiated ‘‘corrections’’; for such items, the final production
was considered for further analysis. Five practice trials ac-
quainted subjects with the experimental procedure. All re-
sponses were recorded onto digital audio tape and re-
digitized using the BLISS speech analysis system~Mertus,
1989! at a sampling rate of 20 kHz, with a 9 kHz low-pass
filter setting and 12-bit quantization.

D. Speaker evaluation

To accurately portray the conjoint influences of specific
emotion and focus characteristics on the acoustic form of
utterances, it was imperative to limit acoustic analyses to
speakers who adequately encoded these target meanings in
their productions. This selection process was critical to the
aims of the current investigation by mitigating the potential
effects of encoders who did not accommodate well to the
elicitation procedure on the acoustic findings~also Eady and
Cooper, 1986!. Speaker evaluation criteria took the form of
listener judgments about the emotion expressed or about the
word being focused for a subset of each speaker’s utterances
~the 12 declarative readings of ‘‘Mary sold the teapot’’ !.
These stimuli elicited from each of the ten encoders were
randomized within a single task and presented to ten listeners
twice. On one occasion, listeners identified where the heard
focus within the utterance~initial word, final word, none!.
On a separate occasion listeners identified the speakers’ emo-
tional tone for these tokens~neutral, sad, happy, angry!. Re-
sults confirmed anticipated differences among encoders in
how reliably they transmitted both types of intentions to lis-
teners~e.g., Sobin and Alpert, 1999, for data on emotional
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judgments!; correct listener identifications of focus and emo-
tion targets in productions elicited from the ten encoders was
78.6%~613.7! and 67.2%~614.6!, respectively.2 Based on
the overall group ratings, two male speakers who fell below
both the focus and emotion condition means were excluded
from further acoustic/statistical consideration. It was ob-
served that three female encoders were especially adept at
communicating linguistic and emotional meanings in tan-
dem, yielding correct perceptual judgments of their speech
exceeding 80% in both emotion and focus conditions. A
sample of utterances produced by one of these ‘‘proficient’’
encoders is showcased in Fig. 1.

E. Acoustic Õstatistical analyses

Duration and f 0 measures were extracted at critical
‘‘keyword’’ sites in each utterance~Eady and Cooper, 1986!
and for each stimulus as a whole~e.g., Laddet al., 1985;
Williams and Stevens, 1972!. For keyword measures, dura-
tion ~in ms! was computed for the full vowel~transition and
steady state! on the stressed syllable of each content word
~e.g., MaI-ry, soI ld, tea-pot, doI l-lar!. The correspondingf 0 of
these vowels—roughly the ‘‘topline’’ of the intonation con-
tour ~Cooper et al., 1985; Eady and Cooper, 1986!—was
also computed, as was the meanf 0 of the terminal 150 ms
~T! of the intonation contour~Lieberman, 1967!. For both
vowel and terminal measures,f 0 was extracted via an auto-
correlation algorithm and then five contiguous pulses were
isolated visually at the center of the target constituent by
placing cursors at zero crossings and the inverted period in
Hz was averaged~Behrens, 1988; Ouellette and Baum,
1993!. For whole utterance measures, three parameters were
isolated for analysis:speech rate, or the number of syllables
divided by the total sentence duration in ms;mean f0, the
average of all keywordf 0 values within a token including

the terminal measure; andf 0 range, the calculated difference
between the maximum and minimumf 0 value derived at
keyword sites including the terminal point.

Acoustic measures were normalized for each speaker
prior to statistical analysis. Keyword vowel durations were
divided by the corresponding utterance duration to adjust for
inter-speaker differences in speech rate. Keyword and utter-
ance f 0 measures were normalized for inter-speaker differ-
ences inf 0 range by applying the followingz score trans-
form to each value:f 0i 5( f 0i 2 f 0mean)/s, where f 0i is
the observedf 0 value, f 0 mean is the meanf 0 across all
utterances produced by the speaker~both short and long!,
ands is the standard deviation~Gandouret al., 1995; Rose,
1987!. F0 range was normalized for inter-subject differences
in mean f 0 by dividing the range by the corresponding ut-
terance mean for each speaker. Statistical analyses were per-
formed separately on each acoustic parameter, and for key-
word measures, at each keyword position@FOC1, INT1,
INT2 ~long only!, FOC2, T#. Data gathered for the two
‘‘short’’ and the two ‘‘long’’ items were first collapsed in
each condition. A total of eight 2333234 repeated mea-
sures ANOVAs were performed, with LENGTH~short,
long!, FOCUS ~no, initial, final!, MODALITY ~statement,
question!, and EMOTION~neutral, sad, happy, angry! serv-
ing as within-subjects fixed variables. Geisser–Greenhouse}̈
adjusted critical values determined the significance of tests
involving more than 1 df on within-subjects factors~Max
and Onghena, 1999! and a conservativep of 0.01 was
adopted to focus discussion on the most robust patterns in
the acoustic data.Post hoccomparisons were conducted us-
ing Tukey’s HSD procedure (p,0.01), where appropriate.

III. RESULTS

Results first examine how localized ‘‘keyword’’ mea-
sures of duration andf 0 are associated with focus realization

FIG. 1. F0 contours representing 12 distinct productions ofBarry took the sailboatby one of the ‘‘proficient’’ female speakers.
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in declarative utterances, in matched interrogative utterances,
in short versus long stimuli, and in stimuli expressed in dif-
ferent emotional modes. Data reflecting ‘‘global’’ dimen-
sions of the same utterances are subsequently examined to
elaborate on how emotion influences acoustic properties of
spoken utterances that encode specific combinations of the
prosodic features.

A. Keyword measures

Table I shows the duration of sentence-initial~FOC1!
and sentence-final~FOC2! keyword vowels and Table II dis-
plays the correspondingf 0 of these vowels, of ‘‘interven-
ing’’ content words~INT1, INT2!, and of the utterance ter-
minal ~T!. All values are an average of two items elicited in
each condition, collapsed~for expository purposes! across
eight speakers~Table I! or across female or male speakers
~Table II!.

1. Focus realization in neutral statements: FOCUS
main effect

Duration andf 0 attributes of contrastive focus in En-
glish have been established by several investigators~e.g.,
Cooperet al., 1985; Eady and Cooper, 1986; Weismer and
Ingrisano, 1979! and are largely corroborated here. Focus
realization corresponded to a lengthening of focused versus
unfocused target vowels at both FOC1 and FOC2@FOCUS:
FFOC1(2,14)553.94, p,0.001; FFOC2(2,14)528.22, p
,0.001#. Focused vowels simultaneously exhibited higher
f 0 peaks than corresponding unfocused vowels at each of
these two positions @FOCUS: FFOC1(2,14)511.86, p
,0.01; FFOC2(2,14)527.12, p,0.001#. These well-
accepted parameters likely represent central features of how
‘‘new’’ information is highlighted for the listener in many
spoken languages~Bolinger, 1986; Fowler and Housum,
1987!.

Inspection of the data further looked at how the context
for focus realization~initial, final, no focus! influenced the
acoustic form of specific keywords in statements. For dura-
tion, signaling focus on the initial word of utterances~FOC1!
had a significant effect on the acoustic properties offinal

keywords~FOC2!; as illustrated in Fig. 2, FOC2 vowels spo-
ken ‘‘post-focus’’ ~initial-focus condition! were systemati-
cally shorter than when FOC2 was itself focused~final fo-
cus!, and importantly, than in speaking conditions whereno
contrastive focus was realized in the utterance. Post-focal
reduction of thef 0 of FOC2 was also witnessed for the
stimuli, yielding significant decrements in the peakf 0 values
of FOC2 in the context of ‘‘post’’~initial! focus @see Fig.
3~a!#. These patterns indicate maximal acoustic differentia-
tion of FOC2 as an index of the three focus contexts for both
duration andf 0. In contrast, a reciprocal process of acousti-
cally ‘‘de-accentuating’’ FOC1 vowels in anticipation of fo-
cus at FOC2~i.e., pre-focus effects! beyond those cues ex-
pected in utterances without focus altogether was not a
statistically reliable attribute of the stimuli for either duration
or f 0.

2. Focus realization in statements versus questions:
Effects of MODALITY

Stimuli formulated as a question rather than statement
led to expected changes in thef 0 of all keyword values
following sentence-initial words~FOC1!, consistent with a
fall/nonfall pattern for statements and questions respectively
~e.g., Eady and Cooper, 1986; Studdert-Kennedy and Had-
ding, 1973!. This diverging trend was significantly distinc-
tive within the final 150 ms of thef 0 contour where state-
ments displayed a lower terminalf 0 than questions in all
conditions @MODALITY: FT(1,7)588.41, p,0.001#. The
conjoint influences of linguistic modality and focus context
on the f 0 contour are illustrated in Fig. 3 and were most
notable when focus was realized at FOC1; this led to an
abrupt lowering~statement! or elevation~question! of f 0 by
the speaker on immediate post-focus content words
@MODALITY 3FOCUS:F INT1(2,14)514.34,p,0.01#. This
marked f 0 contrast was maintained by speakers at all re-
maining keyword locations in utterances spoken in the
initial-focus context @MODALITY 3FOCUS:F INT2(2,14)
533.54, p,0.0001; FFOC2(2,14)522.63, p50.001# ~Eady
and Cooper, 1986!. Rendering matched utterances in con-

TABLE I. Mean durationa of sentence-initial~FOC1! and sentence-final~FOC2! keyword vowels produced in four emotional tones as a function of utterance
length, modality and focus context. Shaded cells indicate keywords when focus was realized in each condition.

Length Modality Focus

NEUTRAL
Keyword position

SAD
Keyword position

HAPPY
Keyword position

ANGRY
Keyword position

FOC1 FOC2 FOC1 FOC2 FOC1 FOC2 FOC1 FOC2

SHORT ~.! no 134 106 127 99 118 113 122 107
initial 150 92 159 89 153 100 159 86
final 113 118 118 113 113 124 113 121

~?! no 116 102 127 102 124 108 115 106
initial 164 104 160 96 147 101 150 101
final 120 109 116 103 115 115 117 114

LONG ~.! no 88 78 87 83 85 89 83 86
initial 112 69 109 74 106 79 106 78
final 77 89 79 92 76 94 80 91

~?! no 83 82 86 82 82 88 85 88
initial 109 80 112 79 105 86 113 79
final 78 85 76 92 77 92 76 87

aVowel durations~in ms! were adjusted for inter-speaker differences in speaking rate and then multiplied by 1000.
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texts of no-focus or final-focus was associated with less pro-
nounced modifications to the global shape of statement/
question contours~review Fig. 3!.

There was also evidence that sentences formulated as a

question affected how isolated target vowels at FOC1 and
FOC2 were encoded to express the context for focus, elabo-
rating patterns reported in the preceding section for state-
ments only. As may be seen in Figs. 2 and 3 for duration and

TABLE II. Mean f 0 of vowels produced in sentence positions of potential focus~FOC!, for intervening content words~INT!, and for the ‘‘terminal’’ (T)
portion of utterances spoken in four emotional tones~A–D!. Data are presented separately for female (n55) and male (n53) speakers. Shaded cells indicate
keywords where focus was realized in each condition as a function of utterance length and modality.

SHORT
Keyword Position

LONG
Keyword Position

Modality Focus Gender FOC1 INT1 FOC2 T FOC1 INT1 INT2 FOC2 T

A-NEUTRAL
~.! no female 195 172 202 158 217 194 190 194 150

male 113 115 162 74 116 118 130 154 97
initial female 242 143 136 111 263 157 153 150 132

male 179 100 91 74 210 104 100 85 78
final female 213 186 306 125 211 193 189 208 129

male 117 136 233 89 126 117 135 184 94

~?! no female 191 236 211 349 187 233 210 169 341
male 134 119 147 259 120 126 138 121 234

initial female 183 280 264 369 184 260 264 241 348
male 147 164 171 252 149 157 173 159 238

final female 210 214 214 331 201 215 204 171 316
male 132 121 181 275 126 127 128 149 262

B-SAD
~.! no female 208 187 192 134 203 179 192 189 159

male 137 127 140 75 129 111 118 131 89
initial female 203 154 157 140 220 166 162 151 150

male 139 104 90 72 155 107 120 109 84
final female 223 189 223 140 217 181 183 200 130

male 124 118 125 83 133 110 125 159 111
~?! no female 190 225 204 301 214 203 189 160 294

male 130 133 152 241 123 120 131 129 226
initial female 185 225 230 314 190 218 207 178 264

male 128 158 166 242 142 141 169 151 225
final female 187 201 191 307 205 191 192 176 273

male 130 110 160 234 123 115 131 146 241

C-HAPPY
~.! no female 275 208 311 143 307 211 260 298 141

male 174 128 253 89 197 139 155 214 102
initial female 367 180 168 129 341 181 178 207 111

male 229 140 129 92 240 131 144 140 96
final female 287 224 409 144 257 193 212 335 154

male 154 132 245 85 151 149 160 234 98

~?! no female 261 257 258 430 236 235 224 218 360
male 134 162 172 293 137 125 135 145 220

initial female 221 258 272 414 244 255 256 238 370
male 153 160 200 251 181 155 188 182 241

final female 219 213 239 413 239 208 207 222 373
male 124 135 178 323 132 134 132 134 286

D-ANGRY
~.! no female 222 190 261 120 216 187 214 222 104

male 154 158 134 86 149 142 161 166 87
initial female 235 152 158 113 244 184 169 176 153

male 160 102 100 86 166 124 121 107 84
final female 232 185 277 115 217 187 209 242 153

male 141 133 193 90 141 138 146 181 93

~?! no female 238 225 247 311 239 212 232 213 318
male 143 144 190 280 152 120 157 150 261

initial female 219 238 239 330 232 235 250 221 321
male 151 163 187 264 166 180 189 166 247

final female 201 193 231 376 225 197 212 212 347
male 115 118 178 277 147 139 144 166 265
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f 0, respectively, stimuli posed as questions contained a more
limited set of acoustic features that biased the focus context
of the utterance than statements when measures were re-
stricted to FOC1 and FOC2. In the case of duration~Fig. 2!,
questions were associated with focus-related vowel lengthen-
ing at both FOC1 and FOC2 as described earlier for state-
ments; however, in questions, there was no significant evi-
dence of post-focal vowel reduction at FOC2 in the initial-
focus context beyond that associated with no focus
@MODALITY 3FOCUS:FFOC2(2,14)513.84, p50.001#. In
the case off 0 ~Fig. 3!, formulating stimuli as a question had
an even more pronounced impact on localized cues to focus
at FOC1 and FOC2; unlike statements where reliablef 0 dif-
ferences characterized focused and unfocused vowels at each
of these keyword positions, questions containedno statisti-
cally significant f 0 differences indicative of focus context
when measures were limited to FOC1 and FOC2

@MODALITY 3FOCUS:FFOC1(2,14)512.57, p,0.01;
FFOC2(2,14)522.63,p50.001#.

3. Focus realization in short versus long utterances:
Effects of LENGTH

Producing ten—as opposed to six—syllable utterances
did not alter the relative pattern off 0 cues implemented at
FOC1 or FOC2 to signal different focus contexts. Only the
endpoint of thef 0 contour was influenced significantly by
length, revealing differences in terminal measures for ques-
tions ~‘‘short’’ terminated with a higherf 0 than ‘‘long’’! but
not for statements @LENGTH3MODALITY: FT(1,7)
524.59,p50.002# ~review Fig. 3!.

Figure 4 presents a graphic comparison of keyword du-
ration values in short and long stimuli averaged across mo-
dality. At FOC2, it can be seen that duration parameters cor-
responding to the three focus contexts were not maximally
distinctive in long stimuli@Fig. 4~b!# as they were in short
stimuli @Fig. 4~a!#, although obtained cues were in the ex-
pected direction ~for long: final-focus5no-focus
.initial-focus! @LENGTH3FOCUS:FFOC2(2,14)56.54, p
50.01#. Of perhaps greater importance, temporal attributes
of ‘‘intervening’’ words in the stimuli played a key role in
marking focus interpretation for long utterances. Recall that
long stimuli permitted two vowel measurements between ex-
perimentally designated focus positions~e.g.,soldandteapot
in Mary sold the teapot for a dollar!. When focus was real-
ized at FOC2~sentence-final position!, speakers systemati-
cally reduced the duration of the intervening content word
directly preceding FOC2~i.e., INT2! in this one context
@FOCUS:F INT2(2,14)59.82, p,0.01#. Interestingly, pre-
focus anticipatory markers in long utterances were more pro-
nounced at INT2 in questions (no-focus5initial-focus
.finalfocus) than in statements (no-focus.final-focus
5initial-focus) @MODALITY 3FOCUS:F INT2(2,14)57.29,

FIG. 2. Duration of sentence-initial~FOC1! and sentence-final~FOC2! vow-
els produced in short statements and questions in three focus contexts~av-
eraged across eight speakers!.

FIG. 3. Fundamental frequency of initial~FOC1!, intervening ~INT1,
INT2!, final ~FOC2!, and terminal~T! keyword vowels produced in short
and long sentences as a~a! statement and~b! question~averaged across eight
speakers and four emotions!.

FIG. 4. Duration of initial ~FOC1!, intervening ~INT1, INT2!, and final
~FOC2! keyword vowels spoken in three focus contexts for~a! short and~b!
long stimuli ~averaged across eight speakers and two modalities!.
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p,0.01#. This difference may reveal subtle mechanisms by
which speakers attempt to compensate for apparentf 0 con-
straints in signaling focus in interrogative utterances noted
above. Focus-related alterations in the duration of INT1
~e.g., sold! were never observed for either short or long
stimuli (p.0.01) ~Weismer and Ingrisano, 1979!.

4. Focus realization in emotional utterances: Effects
of EMOTION

Documenting the impact of emotion on acoustic features
reported above constituted the primary aim of the current
investigation. First, as expected, varying emotional qualities
of the stimuli was associated with acoustic changes that were
detectable at isolated keyword locations but unrelated to
other specifications of the stimuli~such as focus!. These
main effects were predominantly tied to the operation off 0,
were significant at all keyword locations
@EMOTION:FFOC1(3,21)534.12, p,0.001; F INT1(3,21)
56.85, p50.01; F INT2(3,21)59.03, p,0.01; FFOC2(3,21)
530.26,p,0.001#, and will be discussed in a later section
on meanf 0 andf 0 variation at thesentencelevel. Of singu-
lar note here, emotion marginally influenced the terminal
point of utterances overall, with happy contours demonstrat-
ing a higher endpoint than sad contours
@EMOTION:FT(3,21)54.92, p50.017#. Terminal f 0 val-
ues of angry or neutral stimuli did not significantly differ in
either case from those of happy or sad stimuli.

Manipulating emotional attributes of experimental
stimuli had a strong influence on patterns off 0 implemented
at FOC1 and FOC2 to mark focus context, which were both
dependent on the linguistic modality of the utterance. At
FOC1, significant interactions emerged for
EMOTION3FOCUS @FFOC1(6,42)57.98, p50.001#,
EMOTION3MODALITY @FFOC1(3,21)510.30, p,0.01#
and MODALITY3FOCUS ~reported above!. Analysis of
FOC2 vowels yielded a three-way interaction of
EMOTION3MODALITY 3FOCUS @FFOC2(6,42)56.29, p
,0.01# which was marginally significant at FOC1 (p
50.08). An overview of the interplay among emotion, fo-
cus, and modality onf 0 characteristics of FOC1 and FOC2
vowels is illustrated in Fig. 5 for short stimuli only.

In summarizing the three-way relationship, it is first
worth stating that differences in emotion did not lead to sys-
tematic alterations in howf 0 was implemented at FOC1 or
FOC2 to communicate the context for focus; rather, the in-
terplay of focus and emotion was mostly attributable to dif-
ferences among the four levels of emotion that were not en-
tirely uniform when each of the focus contexts was examined
separately. In general, thef 0 of FOC1 and FOC2 produced
in a happy tone consistently surpassed that spoken in a sad or
neutral tone. The same keywords expressed in angry stimuli
exhibited a higherf 0 than those in sad stimuli~where f 0
tended to be lowest! but this comparison was significant in
fewer focus contexts. Importantly, these qualitative patterns
were strongly dependent on the linguistic modality of the
utterance and, when inspected carefully, were only true of
statements. For questions, rather, there were no statistically
reliable differences among the four emotions in any of the

three focus contexts when measures were restricted to the
purview of FOC1 and FOC2@compare Figs. 5~a!–~c!#.

Varying emotional qualities of speech had compara-
tively little effect onduration attributes of keywords, affect-
ing only FOC2 and in a manner unrelated to focus or any
other prosodic manipulation @EMOTION:FFOC2(3,21)
56.71, p,0.01#. Speakers systematically prolonged final
words in utterances expressed in a happy tone relative to
those expressed in an angry, sad, or neutral tone in this po-
sition ~which did not differ in any case!. This effect did not
interfere with temporal parameters of FOC2 vowels that sig-
nalled focus realization in the utterance, including post-focus
vowel reduction in the production of neutral statements.

B. Utterance measures

Interplay of emotion and linguistic variables on
global acoustic properties

Acoustic properties of whole utterances were analyzed
to further illuminate potential emotion effects on target pro-
ductions for three measures: speech rate, meanf 0, and f 0
range. For the speech rate data, significant effects were con-
fined to LENGTH @FRATE(1,7)595.69, p,0.001# and
EMOTION @FRATE(3,21)528.14, p,0.001#. Long utter-
ances were produced at a faster rate than short utterances.
The EMOTION main effect@depicted in Fig. 6~a!# was ex-

FIG. 5. Influence of emotion on thef 0 of initial ~FOC1!, intervening
~INT1!, final ~FOC2! and terminal~T! keyword vowels in short statements
and questions in the~a! no focus,~b! initial focus, and~c! final focus context
~averaged across eight speakers!.
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plained by an accelerated rate of delivery for neutral and
happy utterances~which did not differ! relative to angry and
sad utterances~which also did not differ!. No interactions
emerged from this analysis.

Analysis of mean utterancef 0 yielded three related in-
teractions centred around the MODALITY factor:
LENGTH3MODALITY @FMEANF0(1,7)564.67,p,0.001#;
FOCUS3MODALITY @FMEANF0(2,14)528.03, p,0.001#;
and EMOTION3MODALITY @FMEANF0(3,21)56.73, p
,0.01#. Post hoccomparisons indicated that in all condi-
tions of each of these three interactions, questions were as-
sociated with a higher overallf 0 than statements. However,
for LENGTH3MODALITY, short utterances displayed a
higher f 0 mean than long utterances when formulated as a
question but not when produced as a statement. The
FOCUS3MODALITY interaction revolved around stimuli
produced withsentence-initialfocus: these tokens were char-
acterized by a lower~statements! or higher~questions! mean
f 0 than matched stimuli in most other focus conditions.
These trends were undoubtedly linked to the large post-focus
fall or rise following FOC1 in this focus context, described
earlier. The relationship between emotion and modality is
presented in Fig. 6~b!. It is shown that happy sentences ex-
hibited a consistently higher meanf 0 than sad or neutral
sentences in both statements and questions. For statements,

happy sentences were also higher than angry sentences,
which did not differ from neutral or sad. For questions, angry
and neutral sentences were associated with a comparable
mean f 0 and were both significantly higher than sad sen-
tences.

Finally, analysis of f 0 range yielded effects for
EMOTION @FF0RANGE(3,21)520.27, p,0.001# and
EMOTION3FOCUS@FF0RANGE(6,42)54.88, p50.01#, the
interaction being supplied by Fig. 6~c!. Happy utterances
contained greaterf 0 variation than all other emotional
modes examined~angry, neutral, sad!. Angry utterances also
demonstrated a larger range than sad utterances, and neutral
utterances exceeded sad utterances in certain focus contexts
~initial- and final-focus!. Considered another way, it ap-
peared that utterances with overt emotional features~happy,
sad, angry! were associated with a relatively uniformf 0
range across the three levels of focus, whereas thef 0 range
of neutral utterances was more dependent on focus context,
displaying a larger range in contexts where focus was real-
ized in the utterance~initial- and final-focus! than where it
was not~no focus!.

IV. DISCUSSION

Prosodic aspects of discourse provide a vehicle for
speakers to concurrently express linguistic and emotional at-
tributes of their mental states to listeners. Despite long-
standing recognition of the multiple intentions represented in
suprasegmental structure~e.g., Bolinger, 1986; Ladd, 1996!,
the acoustic realization of these conjoint intentions in spoken
utterances has been accorded little empirical attention~cf.
Cosmides, 1983; McRobertset al., 1995!.

Discussion initially revolves around linguistic properties
of the utterances sampled. There was a robust tendency for
focused words in matched statements and questions to dis-
play higherf 0 peaks and extended vowel segments than cor-
responding words produced without focus, supporting well-
established data~Cooper et al., 1985; Eady and Cooper,
1986; Ferreira, 1993; Weismer and Ingrisano, 1979!. As was
also expected, the local distribution of cues marking focus at
designated keyword sites~FOC1 and FOC2 in the present
study! was influenced by thepositionof focus realization in
the utterance~Eady and Cooper, 1986; Weismer and In-
grisano, 1979!. For both duration andf 0, acoustic differen-
tiation of the initial word of utterances~FOC1! was contin-
gent on whether FOC1 was focused or not and did not vary
for either parameter in the ‘‘final’’ and ‘‘no’’ focus speaking
contexts. This description contrasts with how duration and
f 0 were regulated in sentence final position~FOC2!; here,
encoders differentiated ‘‘focused’’ elements from those in
both ‘‘unfocused’’ contexts in the predicted manner. How-
ever, they also reduced the temporal andf 0 prominence of
FOC2 when occurring ‘‘post-focus’’~i.e., in the ‘‘initial’’
focus context! relative to the cues provided in utterances that
did not contain focus~Eady and Cooper, 1986; Weismer and
Ingrisano, 1979 for duration only!. Patterns observed for
sentence-final words imply the operation of a ‘‘retroactive’’
strategy governing a speaker’s on-line decision about focus
production; the semantic value of initial focused words is
reinforced by diminishing the duration andf 0 salience of

FIG. 6. Influence of emotion on three ‘‘global’’ measures of prosody as a
function of relevant linguistic properties of the stimuli~averaged across
eight speakers!.
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later, potentially contrastive forms~Cooper et al., 1985;
Eadyet al., 1986!. However, the same encoders did not sup-
ply ‘‘anticipatory’’ cues to focus produced at the end of ut-
terances by attenuating the acoustic prominence of concepts
at the onset of the stimulus~Eady and Cooper, 1986; Weis-
mer and Ingrisano, 1979!.

Further consideration of the keyword measures argues
that for duration, focus effects are not always strictly local-
ized to the target word as described for previous stimuli
~Cooperet al., 1985; Eady and Cooper, 1986!. Rather, such
effects manifest more broadly throughout carrier utterances
as a function of stimulus characteristics. As recognized by
Eady et al. ~1986!, acoustic studies that have concentrated
their analyses on relatively long~10–12 syllables! utterances
have reported localized durational effects for focus~Cooper
et al., 1985; Eady and Cooper, 1986! whereas those examin-
ing shorter~5–7 syllables! stimuli have not~Folkins et al.,
1975; Weismer and Ingrisano, 1979; also trends in Eady
et al., 1986!. The impact of sentence length was directly test-
able in the current study which elicited six-syllable~short!
and ten-syllable~long! utterances from a uniform sample of
encoders.

Results confirmed that utterance length contributes to
the temporal properties of focused versus unfocused words,
although not entirely in the projected manner. ‘‘Long’’ utter-
ances resembling those employed by Eady and Cooper
~1986! and others exhibited fewer instances where the dura-
tion of neighboring words was modified due to focus place-
ment~especially for final keywords!. This pattern is sugges-
tive of localized cue use. However, post-focal reduction in
the duration of FOC2, a nonlocalized effect, was observed
for both long and short utterances. Moreover, content words
directly preceding FOC2 in long stimuli~teapotin Mary sold
the teapot for a dollar! were sensitive to focus position, dis-
playing reduced durations inpre-focal environments~Cooper
et al., 1985!. Thus neither short nor long utterances con-
tained purely localized alterations in duration due to the op-
eration of linguistic focus. Possibly, syntactic-semantic at-
tributes of experimental stimuli in which such pragmatic
decisions are marked—which vary considerably across stud-
ies in this literature~Cooperet al., 1985; Eady and Cooper,
1986; Folkinset al., 1975; Weismer and Ingrisano, 1979!—
further dictate the extent to which speakers manipulate pro-
sodic aspects of the message to communicate focus, influ-
encing the localizability of associated cues~particularly for
long stimuli!.

The f 0 correlates of focus were not expected to be lo-
calized in the utterance but have a pervasive impact on the
shape of the intonation contour. This assumption was borne
out for both statements and questions, particularly in the
initial-focus condition where marked falling~statement! or
rising ~question! f 0 excursions characterized sentence-initial
words and their immediate post-focus environment~Cooper
et al., 1985; Eady and Cooper, 1986; O’Shaughnessy, 1979!.
These abrupt transitions influenced thef 0 of all subsequent
points of the contour topline for this one focus condition
when matched statements and questions in the other focus
conditions were compared. In neutral- and final-focus utter-
ances, the divergence between falling~statement! and rising

~question! contours progressed more gradually and did not
always differ significantly until the ‘‘terminal’’ point~i.e.,
final 150 ms! where all speakers reliably distinguished these
two speech acts~Eady and Cooper, 1986; Hadding-Koch and
Studdert-Kennedy, 1964; Lieberman, 1967; O’Shaugnessy,
1979; Studdert-Kennedy and Hadding, 1973!.

Thus discontinuities in thef 0 topline may furnish pow-
erful clues to focus position within statements and questions.
This being said, it is interesting to consider that for interroga-
tive utterances, speakers did not furnishany statistically de-
tectablef 0 cues that biased the position of focus in the ut-
terance when measures were limited to sentence-initial or
sentence-final keywords~Eady and Cooper, 1986!. A poten-
tially related trend was noted for keyword duration, where
acoustic differences among the three focus conditions were
smaller and fewer in number for questions than for state-
ments~although recall that focus lengthening was distinctive
in both modality types!. These findings imply that English
utterances produced with the terminal yes/no interrogation
rise place observable constraints on a speaker’s capacity to
modulatef 0 and duration to realize focus using the range of
cues typical of matched words produced in declarative utter-
ances~McRobertset al., 1995!. Presumably, such prosodic
differences have a negligible effect onlisteners’ ability to
infer what linguistic elements are highlighted by the speaker
in declarative versus interrogative speech acts, although the
present study was not designed to address this issue~percep-
tual evaluation of speakers was restricted to declarative ren-
ditions of the stimuli!.

Specifying the acoustic form of ‘basic’ emotional dis-
plays was estimated via three frequently cited parameters of
emotional vocalizations: meanf 0, f 0 range, and speech rate
~Frick, 1985; Scherer, 1986!. In broad terms, results obtained
here for elderly speakers accord with past descriptions of
younger subjects engaged in simulated or naturalistic dis-
plays of vocal emotion. Specifically, sad utterances were
spoken with a relatively slow rate, a low meanf 0 and highly
restricted f 0 range ~Breitenstein et al., in press; Huttar,
1968; Johnsonet al., 1986; Williams and Stevens, 1972!.
Neutral utterances were reliably faster than sad utterances
~Breitensteinet al., in press; Fairbanks and Hoaglin, 1941;
Williams and Stevens, 1972! with a somewhat higher mean
f 0 and extendedf 0 range than sad in many conditions.
Happy utterances exhibited a higher meanf 0 and broaderf 0
range than sad or neutral stimuli~Fonagy, 1978; Huttar,
1968; Scherer, 1974!. In the current data set, angry utter-
ances also displayed a higher overallf 0 and broaderf 0
range than sad and neutral stimuli, and happy exceeded an-
gry stimuli on these dimensions in many speaking conditions
~cf. Williams and Stevens, 1972, for a comparison of happy
and angry!.3 Finally, happy vocalizations tended to be faster
than angry or sad utterances for the present stimuli
(happy5neutral), although attempts to characterize the rate
of ‘‘happy’’ voices have led to mixed conclusions overall
~Murray and Arnott, 1993!. As an overview, the current set
of measures—while clearly inadequate descriptors of the ar-
ray of vocal features contributing to emotional communica-
tion for any speaker group~e.g., ‘‘angry’’ voices may rely
heavily on aspects of voice quality; e.g., Cummings and
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Clements, 1995; Fonagy and Magdics, 1963; Johnsonet al.,
1986!—were nonetheless relatively successful in separating
the four emotional targets at the acoustic level, and in a
manner which was largely predicted by past research~Mur-
ray and Arnott, 1993; Scherer, 1986!.

The impact of simulated emotion on the acoustic corre-
lates of linguistic focus and utterance modality was of central
interest here. First, note that emotion was not expected to
substantially alter the pattern of acoustic associations be-
tween focused and unfocused words beyond that related to
utterance modality and this prediction was confirmed. How-
ever, the especially vital contribution of pitch/f 0 in commu-
nicating both linguistic and emotional aspects of target mes-
sages yielded meaningful interactions among levels of
emotion, focus, and modality whenf 0 parameters of
sentence-initial and sentence-final keywords were inspected.
Notably, speaking conditions in which encoders were re-
quired to modulatef 0 to convey both focus and the
‘‘marked’’ terminal rise of questions in English~Lieberman,
1967! were associated with aneliminationof f 0 distinctions
conducive to different emotional interpretations at the loca-
tion of key content words. Such tendencies were not wit-
nessed for declarative speech acts which seemed to invest
speakers with greater flexibility in manipulating emotion-
relatedf 0 parameters in most focus contexts, permitting the
relatively distinctive array of acoustic gestures typical of
these four emotions~Murray and Arnott, 1993!. Presumably,
past data on the vocal characterization of emotion have been
derived almost exclusively for declarative utterances, ex-
plaining previous failures to detect such modality-related dif-
ferences.

Thus there are tentative indications in the data that
modulating f 0 parameters that preserve the communicative
features of both focus position and yes/no questions mitigate
the scope ofemotion-relatedf 0 differences permitted on key
content words when compared to those expressed in declara-
tive utterances. Certainly, this is not to claim that emotion
markers were absent in interrogative contours; in addition to
speech rate and other unexplored parameters of emotion that
were undoubtedly manifest in both types of speech acts,
analysis of mean utterancef 0 revealed reliable cross-
emotion trends that were qualitatively similar for statements
and questions~e.g., happy exhibited a consistently higher
overall f 0 than sad and neutral!. As such, it may be con-
cluded that emotion-relatedf 0 characteristics of declarative
and interrogative speech acts are encoded consistently as a
global function of the intonation contour~e.g., Laddet al.,
1985; Scherer, 1986!, but that for interrogative utterances,
emotional differences inf 0 are comparatively opaque at
points where contrastive focus is operational. At such points
in the contour,f 0 features of the four emotions tend to con-
verge.

Given these interactive effects onf 0, one may speculate
that the need to assign contrastive focus within rising into-
nation contours—joint linguistic intentions achieved through
regulation of vocal fold tension due to laryngeal~primarily
cricothyroid! activity ~Atkinson, 1973; Liebermanet al.,
1970!—places unique constraints on English speakers in the
modulation off 0 for additional purposes such as emotional

inflection, at least in simulated speaking contexts. This ex-
planation, which appeals to the idea of the ‘‘prosodic load’’
of an utterance and its impact on speakers, resembles an
account proposed by McRoberts and colleagues~1995! in a
related study of simple English utterances~e.g.,November!.
Those authors attributed a trade-off in the ability to program
f 0 for simultaneouslinguistic purposes~stress and interroga-
tion rise! to articulatory constraints imposed on their four
male speakers. However, requiring the same speakers to ma-
nipulate the affective~positive/negative! valence of inter-
rogative stimuli did not yield a similarf 0 trade-off for their
stimuli, suggesting to the investigators that affective and lin-
guistic programming off 0 may be functionally separate
~McRobertset al., 1995!.

Many important differences characterize the methods
and stimuli employed here and in this earlier investigation,
especially the form in which emotionally inflected speech
was characterized and evaluated for experimental stimuli.
Furthermore, McRoberts and colleagues did not require their
subjects to manipulate focus, speech acts,and emotional at-
tributes in tandem~the effects of focus and affect on inter-
rogative contours were evaluated in separate conditions!. As
such, the prosodic load and its presumed effect onf 0 imple-
mentation was greater for the current set of speakers. Indeed,
it is precisely this need to combine ‘‘marked’’ linguistic-
prosodic forms and specific emotional targets that imposed
the most severe articulatory limitations on the present speak-
ers, implying that linguistic and emotional uses off 0 are not
always functionally separate in speech production. Further
work on the interaction between emotional and linguistic as-
pects of prosody will help shed light on these promising, yet
preliminary hypotheses.

Brief commentary is reserved for data on the form of
‘‘happy’’ utterances. In this condition, the duration of
sentence-final keywords was robustly longer than in the
other three emotional modes independent of a broad range of
variables ~focus position, modality, or sentence length!.
Moreover, thef 0 glide of questions terminated at a signifi-
cantly higher point when speakers were happy than in some
other emotional modes~in contrast, the endpoint of state-
ments was a stable feature across emotional contexts; Liber-
man and Pierrehumbert, 1984!. Differences in the terminal
point of the interrogative rise, although consistent with de-
scribed trends in thef 0 data for happy~and formulations
proposed by Ohala, 1983!, are again curious in light of
McRobertset al.’s ~1995! data; those authors reported that
the positive or negative valence of short utterances had no
effect on the extent off 0 rise marking yes/no questions. This
discrepancy will again benefit from future testing employing
a relatively broad range of stimuli.

Evidence of the impact of emotion on aspects of intona-
tion and word duration underscore the diverse ways in which
humans modulate a small set of acoustic parameters to com-
municate complex linguistic and emotional intentions. By
the same token, findings are limited by the restricted purview
of the acoustic measures employed here which do not cap-
ture the range of cues available to speakers to signal such
intentions ~particularly for emotional expression; e.g.,
Scherer, 1986!. Despite relative success in simulating three
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prototypical emotional contexts for analysis, future endeav-
ors which address the influence of emotion on intonation will
benefit from recordings of naturalistic emotional displays,
and a broader range of emotions to weigh against the current
data~e.g., ‘‘fear’’ and ‘‘disgust’’ may constitute basic human
emotions; Ekman, 1992; Izard, 1977!. The important role of
gender on the ability to encode emotion is also showcased
here, as the four individuals who were best able to commu-
nicate emotional qualities to listeners were all female~Sobin
and Alpert, 1999; Zuckermanet al., 1975!.
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Acoustic characteristics of American English sentence stress produced by native Mandarin speakers
are reported. Fundamental frequency (F0), vowel duration, and vowel intensity in the
sentence-level stress produced by 40 Mandarin speakers were compared to those of 40 American
English speakers. Results obtained from two methods of stress calculation indicated that Mandarin
speakers of American English are able to differentiate stressed and unstressed words according to
features ofF0 , duration, and intensity. Although the group of Mandarin speakers were able to signal
stress in their sentence productions, the acoustic characteristics of stress were not identical to the
American speakers. Mandarin speakers were found to produce stressed words with a significantly
higher F0 and shorter duration compared to the American speakers. The groups also differed in
production of unstressed words with Mandarin speakers using a higherF0 and greater intensity
compared to American speakers. Although the acoustic differences observed may reflect an
interference of L1 Mandarin in the production of L2 American English, the outcome of this study
suggests no critical divergence between these speakers in the way they implement American English
sentence stress. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1356023#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Fq@AL #

I. INTRODUCTION

Individuals who speak English as a second language
~L2! vary in their ability to produce phonetic features of
English precisely. Phonetic characteristics of the native or
first language~L1! are thought to interfere with the produc-
tion of L2 ~Cheng, 1987!. The L1 interference with L2 pro-
duction can occur at both the segmental and suprasegmental
level ~Ingram and Pittam, 1997; Shen, 1990!. The more in-
terference which exists between L1 and L2, the less likely
phonetic features of the L2 will be produced accurately.
There have been many acoustic and perceptual studies exam-
ining the effects of various Asian languages on the phonetic
features of English spoken as L2~Flege, 1989; Flege and
Davidian, 1985; Hutchinson, 1973; Ingram and Park, 1997;
Ingram and Pittam, 1987; Kim, 1972; Magnuson and
Akahane-Yamada, 1996; Pittam and Ingram, 1992; Robson,
1982; Tarone, 1980!. The magnitude of phonetic inaccura-
cies appears to be correlated to the amount of experience~or
length of time! speaking English, or the age period during
which L2 was acquired~Flege, 1995; Guionet al., 2000;
Johnson and Newport, 1991!. It is believed that after a ‘‘criti-
cal period,’’ L2 learners have difficulty not only accurately
articulating L2 segments~Flege, 1987; Lennenberg, 1967;
Magnuson and Akahane-Yamada, 1996; Pittam and Ingram,
1992!, but also in acquiring the suprasegmental features of
L2 ~Chun, 1982; Guionet al., 2000; Guzma, 1973; Scuffil,
1982!.

One aspect of American English noted to be of difficulty
for native speakers of tonal languages, specifically East

Asian languages, is the production of stress placed on syl-
lables or words~Cheng, 1968, 1987; Chun, 1982!. Wijk
~1966! noted over 30 years ago that correct stressing of
words presents a major difficulty in the pronunciation of En-
glish for individuals who learn English as L2. There are two
forms of stress which occur in the production of American
English: lexical stress and sentence stress. Lexical stress is
concerned with the emphasis of individual syllables compris-
ing a polysyllabic word. Sentence stress is concerned with
the stress placed on words in order to indicate~or contrast!
their importance/prominence in relation to other words in a
sentence. Varying degrees of syllable/word stress are indi-
cated by changes in vocal fundamental frequency (F0),
vowel duration, and vowel intensity~Berinstein, 1979; Bol-
inger, 1958; Crystal, 1969; Fry, 1958; Potisuket al., 1996!.

The focus of the present study was on the production of
American English sentence stress by native speakers of
Mandarin.1 Clear differences exist in the segmental and su-
prasegmental characteristics of Mandarin and English~Chao,
1948, 1968; Cooper and Sorensen, 1981; Ho, 1976; Kratoch-
vil, 1962; Lehiste, 1970; Pike, 1945; Tseng, 1981!. Such
being the case, we wished to determine whether L1 Manda-
rin interferes with the production of sentence stress in L2
English. Prior to undertaking this research, literature related
to sentence stress production in American English and Man-
darin was reviewed. Results of this review were used to for-
mulate specific research predictions. The literature review
and predictions follow.

A. Sentence stress in English

English is a polysyllabic language with diverse syllable
structure. English is often described as a stress-timed lan-
guage, whereby the speech rhythm of English involves an

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
yc@uwyo.edu
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interplay of prominent~or long duration! syllables and less
prominent ~or short duration! syllables ~Chun, 1982; van
Santen and Shih, 2000!.2 English is also a nontone language
whereby the meaning of a word is derived from the phonetic
composition of the word. In the case of English, tones are
part of what is usually called intonation, and can be spread
across any number of syllables~Chun, 1982; Clark and Yal-
lop, 1995!. The primary acoustic correlate of a tone is theF0

contour and in English the fundamental tonal choice is be-
tween rise and fall. The tone is normally placed on the last
word of an utterance to convey either a statement~‘‘She gave
him the KEYS.’’ ! or a question ~‘‘She gave him the
KEYS?’’ !. However, tones can also be placed on virtually
any syllable within a sentence~i.e., sentence stress!, in which
case the tone has contrastive value~‘‘He doesn’t live IN
Auckland’’ @but nearby#! ~Clark and Yallop, 1995!.

There have been several examinations of the sentence
stress of English~Brown and McGone, 1974; Crystal, 1969;
Fromkin and Ohala, 1968; Ohala and Hirano, 1967; Lieber-
man, 1960, 1967; Pike, 1945!. Notable are the studies re-
ported by Cooper and his colleagues~Cooperet al., 1985;
Cooper and Sorensen, 1981; Eady and Cooper, 1986; Eady
et al., 1986!. Results from a majority of studies examining
sentence stress indicate that the most consistent acoustic cor-
relates underlying stress are an increase in magnitude ofF0 ,
duration, and intensity of stressed words in relation to un-
stressed words. However, an increase in magnitude of each
acoustic correlate is not a necessary requirement for stress to
occur. Liberman~1967! noted that typically two of these
three correlates show an increase in magnitude during pro-
duction of sentence stress.

B. Sentence stress in Mandarin

A syllable in Mandarin consists of segmental and supra-
segmental features~Shih, 1986!. Segmental features consist
of a vocalic nucleus which may or may not be accompanied
by pre-vocalic and post-vocalic consonants~Chao, 1968!.
The syllable structure of Mandarin, unlike English, is mono-
syllabic with primarily a basic CV word shape~Guo, 1992!.
Suprasegmental features include four ‘‘basic’’ tones3

~Cheng, 1968; Gandour, 1978; Howie, 1976; Leben, 1978!.
In a tone language such as Mandarin, a change in tone of a
syllable ~i.e., a word! leads to a change of lexical meaning
~Chao, 1948; Cheng, 1968; Chun, 1982; Dreher and Lee,
1966; Tseng, 1981; Pike, 1948!. Mandarin is also a syllable-
timed language and is generally thought of as showing no
strong pattern of stress, with syllable duration remaining
relatively constant across a sentence~Clark and Yallop,
1995; van Santen and Shih, 2000!.

There are perceptual and acoustic studies which demon-
strate that sentence stress occurs in the production of Man-
darin. For example, Chao~1932! and Chun~1982! examined
sentence stress as perceived in the production of Mandarin
phrases~i.e., a sequential CV production!. Results from both
studies indicated that sentence stress in Mandarin can be
achieved through differential use ofF0 or by lengthening of
syllable duration, depending on the position of the stressed
word in the sentence. The acoustic studies performed by Lin
and Yan~1980! and Shen~1993! found Mandarin speakers to

produce stressed words with higher intensity compared to
unstressed words. Cao~1986! and Shen~1993! reported
lengthening of stressed words compared to unstressed words,
and Xu ~1999! found Mandarin speakers to varyF0 during
the production of Mandarin phrases to differentiate stressed
from unstressed words.

C. Sentence stress in Mandarin speakers of American
English

When Mandarin speakers produce English, they may en-
counter difficulty determining the appropriate location for
stress within a sentence~Cheng, 1987; Chun, 1982!. For ex-
ample, Chun~1982! reported that L1 Mandarin speakers
learning English were perceived to either misplace sentence
stress or produce stressed words with abnormally short du-
rations. Chun~1982! attributed the findings to the lack of a
fixed pitch pattern in Mandarin sentences and to the syllable-
timed nature of Mandarin, which appeared to interfere with
the production of English. To date, information related to
English sentence stress production by Mandarin speakers is
limited to perceptual judgments. An acoustic examination of
the production of American English sentence stress by native
speakers of Mandarin remains to be performed.

Based on what is known about the characteristics of sen-
tence stress in the English and Mandarin languages, three
predictions were made regarding the production of English
sentence stress by native speakers of Mandarin. The predic-
tions were developed with reference to the specific influence
of F0 , duration, and intensity on sentence stress. The first
prediction was that Mandarin speakers will not significantly
differ from American English speakers in their use ofF0 to
signal stress in the production of English sentences. Al-
though tonal languages such as Mandarin are assumed to
alter F0 exclusively to signal a change in word meaning
rather than intent~Chao, 1948; Howie, 1976!, the recent re-
port by Xu ~1999! would suggest otherwise. The second pre-
diction was that Mandarin speakers will show no significant
differences from American English speakers in their use of
duration to signal English sentence stress. Being a syllable-
timed language, Mandarin might be expected to show mini-
mal variation in syllable duration across a phrase; however,
Cao ~1986! and Shen~1993! have found contrary evidence.
The third prediction was that Mandarin speakers will show
no significant differences from American English speakers in
their use of intensity to signal sentence stress. Mandarin
speakers have been shown to alter intensity to signify stress
in phrases~Lin and Yan, 1980; Shen, 1993!. It remains to be
determined whether native Mandarin speakers are capable of
using intensity to signify stress in English sentences.

II. METHOD

A. Participants

Two groups of subjects were recruited from within the
University of Connecticut community~Storrs, CT!. The first
group consisted of 40 adults~20 males, 20 females! who
spoke Mandarin as L1 and American English as L2. All
Mandarin subjects were born in mainland China. The aver-
age age of the Mandarin males was 33 years
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(range530–46 years). The average age of the Mandarin fe-
males was 28 years (range521– 42 years). Selection criteria
for inclusion in the Mandarin group consisted of:~1! a uni-
versity education;~2! formal instruction in English;~3! the
ability to speak standard Mandarin as judged by the first
author~who is a native speaker of Mandarin!; ~4! speaking
English for a minimum of 30% of their daily conversation;
~5! the ability to orally read English fluently; and~6! resi-
dence in the U.S. for a minimum of 2 years. The average
length of U.S. residence was 3 years, 9 months for Mandarin
female speakers (range52 – 12 years), and 4 years, 7 months
for Mandarin male speakers (range52 – 17 years). The sec-
ond group consisted of 40 adults~20 males, 20 females! who
spoke American English as L1. The average ages of the
American male and female speakers were 33 years (range
522– 46 years) and 27 years (range523– 41 years), respec-
tively. All subjects ~native Mandarin and English! were
judged to be free of speech, language, or hearing disorders.4

B. Speech materials

Sentence stress was evaluated during production of the
sentence, ‘‘I bought a cat there.’’ The sentence was produced
four ways with primary stress placed on one of four different
words. The four sentences with varying stress~noted in up-
percase italics! were: ‘‘I bought a cat there,’’ ‘‘IBOUGHTa
cat there,’’ ‘‘I bought aCAT there,’’ and ‘‘I bought a cat
THERE.’’ A similar procedure was used by Copper and So-
renson~1981!. Each of the 4 sentences was produced 3 times
by each participant for a total of 12 sentences per participant.
Individuals were allowed to practice the speech materials as
often as they wished prior to the actual audio recordings. A
sentence was deemed acceptable if it was perceptually fluent,
contained no misarticulations, conformed to the prescribed
placement of primary stress, and was judged by one of the
researchers to be produced at a conversational pitch and
loudness. For the present study, sentence stress was defined
as the stressed placed on the vocalic nucleus of each target
word.

C. Audio recordings

All recordings took place in a sound-attenuated booth.
Order of sentence presentation was randomized across par-
ticipants. Audio recordings were made using a cassette re-
corder~Marantz PMD-360! and a unidirectional dynamic mi-
crophone ~Shure, 515SD!. The microphone was placed
approximately 20 cm from the speaker’s mouth. Three pure
tones of varying intensities were recorded on audiotape for
later intensity calibration. A sound level meter was placed
alongside the microphone for recording the actual sound in-
tensity level. Gain control settings remained in fixed posi-
tions during the recording of the calibration and speech sig-
nals.

D. Acoustic analysis

Each of the four sentences, along with the corresponding
intensity calibration signals, were introduced via a cassette
recorder~Nakamichi, MR-2! into a computer~CPU586!. All
acoustic signals were digitized at 10 000 Hz using a speech

analysis system~CSL 4300B!. Each sentence produced by
each subject was displayed as an amplitude-by-time wave-
form. The four target words in each sentence recitation were
measured forF0 , intensity, and vowel duration. Measure-
ments ofF0 , intensity, and duration were made only for the
vowel nucleus of the four target words. The measurements
performed were as follows.

1. Fundamental frequency (F 0)

Three portions of the vocalic nucleus were measured for
F0 . A 50-ms windowed cursor was placed at beginning,
midpoint, and end locations of the vowel segment, respec-
tively. To minimize possible coarticulatory influences of pre-
and post-vocalic consonants on the vowel of interest, the
beginning of the vowel was defined as the first 50 ms of
periodic activity following the third glottal pulse. The end of
the vowel was defined as the last 50 ms of periodic activity
preceding the last three glottal pulses. Vowel midpoint was
the mathematical middle point between the beginning and
end points. Once the 50-ms window was fixed on the wave-
form, the signal was transformed into an amplitude-by-
frequency ‘‘power’’ spectrum using a Hamming window
weighting. The center frequency of the first harmonic peak
was extracted to represent theF0 . Instances when the result-
ing F0 value was thought be questionable were handled by
re-examining the vowel nucleus using a narrow band~45-
Hz! spectrogram. TheF0 determined for each vocalic
nucleus was based on the median of theF0 values identified
at the three measurement locations. Group data were calcu-
lated as an average of the median values.

2. Vowel intensity

Five data points~i.e., dB values! were extracted from
each of the three calibration tones, and a calibration equation
was then generated by using a linear regression method~Ng,
1996!. The calibration equation was used to calculate the
intensity level in dB SPL during the speech sample record-
ings. The onset and offset of each vowel sample was demar-
cated using the same beginning and end locations used to
measure theF0 for each target word. The demarcated vowel
was then transformed into an energy-by-time plot. The same
three vowel portions used forF0 measurement were ex-
tracted from the energy-by-time plot and the intensity levels
were obtained. These intensity values were then ‘‘corrected’’
on the basis of the calibration equation to determine the true
intensity values. The intensity value for each vocalic nucleus
was based on the median of the intensity values identified at
the three measurement locations. Group data were calculated
as an average of the median values.

3. Vowel duration

Measurement of vowel duration for each target word
was based on the amplitude-by-time waveform display. Ver-
tical cursors were manually placed at the first and last glottal
pulses of the vowel to demarcate the onset and offset points.
The time interval between the two cursors was taken to be
the vowel duration.
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E. Sentence stress calculation

The acoustic measurements of each speaker’s produc-
tion of sentence stress were analyzed using two different
calculations. The first calculation involved computing mean
values ofF0 , intensity, and duration for stressed words only.
This was referred to asaveragesentence stress. Analysis of
average sentence stress provided absolute values of the
acoustic features for stressed words. This analysis alone
might not indicate whether Mandarin speakers produced sen-
tence stress in a manner similar to American speakers. Laver
~1994! indicated that a stressed syllable/word is one that is
produced more prominently than another syllable/word.
Therefore, comparison of the acoustic characteristics of
stressed and unstressed words would be necessary to com-
prehensively evaluate the contrastive~or differentiated! pro-
duction of sentence stress.

The second calculation of sentence stress was designed
to evaluate differentiated stress. This calculation involved
comparing the acoustic characteristics of a stressed word
~e.g., stressed ‘‘BOUGHT’’ ! to the same but unstressed
words~e.g., the remaining unstressed ‘‘bought’’ productions!
produced across the four different sentences. This was re-
ferred to asacross-sentencestress. A ‘‘difference’’ value of
an acoustic parameter (F0 , intensity, or duration! was ob-
tained which indicated the change associated with the
stressed word compared to the average of the remaining un-
stressed words. For example, to calculate the across-sentence
F0(DF0) for the word ‘‘bought’’ across the four sentenc-
es:‘‘I bought a cat there,’’ ‘‘IBOUGHT a cat there,’’ ‘‘I

bought aCAT there,’’ and ‘‘I bought a catTHERE,’’ the
formula is:

DF05F0 BOUGHT2~F0 bought1F0 bought1F0 bought!/3.

F. Measurement reliability

Ten percent of the sentence tokens~96 sentences! were
randomly selected across Mandarin and American speakers
~i.e., four Mandarin and four American speakers! for assess-
ment of intra-judge and inter-judge measurement reliability.
The first author remeasured the 96 sentences for intra-judge
reliability assessment, while inter-judge reliability assess-
ment was performed by another individual who was experi-
enced in acoustic measurements. Average absolute errors for
F0 , intensity, and vowel duration for intra-judge measure-
ment were 4.10 Hz, 0.55 dB, and 1.82 ms, respectively. Pear-
son correlation coefficients forF0 , intensity, and vowel du-
ration between the first and second measurements were 0.95,
0.79, and 0.97 (p,0.01), respectively. Average absolute er-
rors for F0 , intensity, and vowel duration for inter-judge
measurements were 1.48 Hz, 2.01 dB, and 26.88 ms, respec-
tively. Pearson correlation coefficients for measurement of
F0 , intensity, and vowel duration between the two judges
were 0.79, 0.79, and 0.91 (p,0.01), respectively.

III. RESULTS

A. Average sentence stress

The F0 , duration, and intensity values for average sen-
tence stress are shown in Table I for American and Mandarin

TABLE II. Mean ~M!, standard deviation~s.d.!, and range values forF0 ~Hz!, intensity~dB!, and duration~ms! for each stressed word produced by the group
of American~A! male and Mandarin~M! male speakers.

Group
Stressed
word

F0 ~Hz! Intensity ~dB! Duration ~ms!

M s.d. Range M s.d. Range M s.d. Range

A-Male I 140 29 87–222 61 7 46–77 299 82 163–471
BOUGHT 144 25 106–203 67 6 54–79 208 44 118–327
CAT 154 32 106–242 62 6 43–74 170 39 103–297
THERE 127 26 121–203 61 6 41–74 350 66 218–488

M-Male I 160 23 104–215 63 12 35–82 258 92 78–530
BOUGHT 163 22 126–215 68 11 39–84 191 60 69–392
CAT 167 33 107–257 65 11 40–82 140 31 71–209
THERE 145 19 121–182 62 12 39–82 314 57 202–467

TABLE I. Mean ~M!, standard deviation~s.d.!, and range values forF0 ~Hz!, intensity~dB!, and duration~ms! for each stressed word produced by the group
of American~A! female and Mandarin~M! female speakers.

Group
Stressed
word

F0 ~Hz! Intensity ~dB! Duration ~ms!

M s.d. Range M s.d. Range M s.d. Range

A-Female I 219 28 166–303 61 7 43–75 277 89 103–508
BOUGHT 225 34 166–332 63 7 44–75 209 44 125–305
CAT 232 52 168–491 58 8 38–76 160 29 113–247
THERE 201 27 146–285 56 9 39–73 335 48 238–454

M-Female I 257 28 215–329 63 13 37–83 265 75 70–437
BOUGHT 258 29 204–336 65 11 42–83 207 48 111–370
CAT 270 31 222–336 60 13 41–80 160 43 71–290
THERE 237 27 182–290 58 14 29–82 344 68 211–503
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female speakers, and Table II for American and Mandarin
males. Two-way repeated analysis of variance~ANOVA !
tests were performed separately for each acoustic feature ac-
cording to gender group. Native language~American English
vs Mandarin! was the between groups factor and stressed
words ~I, BOUGHT, CAT, THERE! was the within groups
factor.5

1. F0

Results of the two-way ANOVA for theF0 of female
speakers revealed a significant main effect for language
group @F(1,479)5145.1, p,0.01; h250.235], with Man-
darin females producing stressed words with a higherF0

compared to American females. There was also a significant
main effect for stressed word@F(3,479)519.8, p,0.01;
h250.112]. Post hoct-tests foundTHERE to be produced
with a significantly lowerF0 compared to the remaining
three stressed words (p,0.01). There was no significant in-
teraction between female language groups and theF0 of
stressed words@F(3,479)50.14, p.0.01; h250.001]. Re-
sults for the male speakers revealed a significant main effect
for language group@F(1,479)551.8, p,0.01; h250.099],
with Mandarin males showing a higherF0 for stressed words
compared to American males. There was a significant main
effect for stressed word@F(3,479)518.1, p,0.01; h2

50.103]. Post hoct-tests found theF0 of THERE to be
significantly lower compared to the remaining three stressed
words (p,0.01). No significant interaction was found be-
tween language group and stressed word@F(3,479)50.35,
p.0.01; h250.002].

2. Duration

A two-way ANOVA for vowel durations produced by
female speakers was nonsignificant for language group
@F(1,479)50.06, p.0.01; h250.000]. A significant main
effect occurred for stressed words@F(3,479)5212.6, p
,0.01; h250.575]. Post hoct-tests found each of the four
stressed words to be significantly different in duration com-
pared to the other (p,0.01). There was no significant inter-
action between female language groups and the duration of

stressed words@F(3,479)50.59, p.0.01; h250.004]. The
male speakers demonstrated a significant main effect for lan-
guage group@F(1,479)529.7, p,0.01; h250.059], with
Mandarin males producing stressed words with shorter
vowel durations compared to American males. There was
also a significant effect for stressed words@F(3,479)
5196.2, p,0.01; h250.555] with each of the stressed
words significantly different in duration compared to the
other (p,0.01). There was no significant interaction be-
tween language group and stressed word@F(3,479)50.77,
p.0.01; h250.005].

3. Intensity

Results of a two-way ANOVA for vowel intensity re-
vealed a nonsignificant main effect for the female language
groups@F(1,479)55.0, p.0.01; h250.010]. There was a
significant main effect for the intensity of stressed words
@F(3,479)511.5, p,0.01; h250.068], with BOUGHT be-
ing produced with greater intensity thanTHERE(p,0.01).
There was no significant interaction between female lan-
guage group and intensity of stressed words@F(3,479)
50.04,p.0.01; h250.000]. The ANOVA results for male
speakers were nonsignificant for language group@F(1,479)
54.2, p.0.01; h250.009]. There was a significant main
effect for stressed word@F(3,479)58.5, p,0.01; h2

50.051], withBOUGHTbeing produced with greater inten-
sity than the three remaining stressed words (p,0.01). No
significant interaction was found between language group
and stressed word@F(3,479)50.25,p.0.01; h250.002].

B. Across-sentence stress

1. F0

Results of the analysis forF0 are shown in Fig. 1. Both
American and Mandarin speakers produced stressed words
with a higherF0 compared to unstressed words. Results of a
two-way ANOVA for theF0 of female speakers revealed a
significant main effect for language group@F(1,479)
522.7, p,0.01; h250.046]. Mandarin females differenti-
ated stressed from unstressed words with a higherF0 com-
pared to American females. There was a significant effect for

FIG. 1. Comparison of across-sentenceF0 between American and Mandarin speakers. The values represent theF0 difference between stressed and unstressed
words across sentences. Negative values indicate higherF0 values in the nonstressed words compared to stressed words.
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the F0 of stressed words@F(3,479)515.4, p,0.01; h2

50.089]. Post hoc testing found the wordCAT to have a
higher differentiatedF0 compared to the remaining three
words (p,0.01). There was no significant interaction be-
tween female language groups and stressed words
@F(3,479)51.14, p.0.01; h250.007]. The ANOVA re-
sults for male speakers showed a nonsignificant effect for
language group@F(1,479)50.89,p.0.01; h250.002], and
a significant effect for theF0 of stressed words@F(3,479)
517.3, p,0.01; h250.099]. The wordCAT had a higher
differentiatedF0 compared to the remaining three words (p
,0.01). There was no significant interaction between male
language groups and stressed words@F(3,479)52.08, p
.0.01; h250.013].

2. Duration

Results of the duration analysis are displayed in Fig. 2.
Both American and Mandarin speakers produced stressed
words with a longer duration compared to unstressed words.
A two-way ANOVA for vowel durations produced by the
female speakers showed a significant effect for language
group@F(1,479)57.2,p,0.01; h250.015], with Mandarin
females producing differentiated stress with shorter vowel
durations. There was a significant effect for the duration of
stressed words@F(3,479)5123.4,p,0.01; h250.44]. The
word I was produced with longer differentiated duration
compared to the remaining three words (p,0.01). There
was no significant interaction between female language
groups and production of stressed words@F(3,479)52.53,
p.0.01; h250.016]. A two-way ANOVA for male speak-
ers was significant for language group@F(1,479)528.2, p
,0.01; h250.056], with Mandarin males producing differ-
entiated stress with shorter vowel durations. There was a
significant effect for stressed word@F(3,479)5126.3, p
,0.01; h250.445], with I being produced with longer dif-
ferentiated duration compared to the remaining three words
(p,0.01). There was a significant interaction between male
language groups and stressed word@F(3,479)59.35, p
,0.01; h250.056]. Post hoc testing found Mandarin males

to produceI andTHEREwith significantly shorter differen-
tiated duration compared to American males (p,0.01).

3. Intensity

Results of the intensity analysis are shown in Fig. 3.
American and Mandarin speakers produced stressed words
with greater intensity compared to unstressed words. Results
of the two-way ANOVA for female speakers revealed a non-
significant effect for language group@F(1,479)51.9, p
.0.01; h250.004]. There was a significant effect for
stressed words@F(3,479)522.2,p,0.01; h250.124], with
the differentiated intensity ofTHEREbeing higher than the
remaining three words (p,0.01). There was no significant
interaction between female language groups and stressed
word @F(3,479)50.67,p.0.01; h250.004]. Results of the
two-way ANOVA for male speakers was nonsignificant for
language group @F(1,479)58.6, p.0.01; h250.018].
There was a significant effect for the intensity of stressed
words @F(3,479)523.5, p,0.01; h250.130], with the dif-
ferentiated intensity ofTHEREbeing higher than the remain-
ing three words (p,0.01). There was no significant interac-
tion between language group and stressed word@F(3,479)
50.60,p.0.01; h250.004].

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Sentence stress according to F0

It was predicted that Mandarin speakers would be able
to alter F0 in L2 English to differentiate stress from un-
stressed words. The present results indicate that Mandarin
speakers were able to useF0 to differentiate stressed from
unstressed words in the production of American English sen-
tences. Similar to American speakers, stressed words were
consistently produced with the highestF0 . Although results
obtained from the across-sentence analyses indicate Manda-
rin speakers’ appropriate use ofF0 to signal stress, it is in-
teresting to consider the results of the significance testing
regarding the characteristics ofF0 for stressed and un-
stressed words. The ANOVA results obtained from the aver-

FIG. 2. Comparison of across-sentence duration between American and Mandarin speakers. The values represent the duration difference between stressed and
unstressed words across sentences. Negative values indicate longer duration values in the nonstressed words compared to stressed words.
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age stress analysis found male and female Mandarin speakers
to produce stressed words with a significantly higherF0 than
their American counterparts. A significantly higherF0 was
also found for the female Mandarin speakers in the across-
sentence analysis.

Two possible explanations may account for the use of a
higherF0 for sentence stress among male and female Man-
darin speakers. The first explanation is that the higherF0

among Mandarin speakers may simply reflect basic anthro-
pometric differences between Asian and Caucasian speakers.
Yang ~1996! examined the acoustic characteristics of Korean
speakers compared to Caucasian speakers and found that the
vocalF0 and formant frequencies were higher in the Korean
speakers. He attributed the higher acoustic values in Korean
speakers to an overall smaller laryngeal framework com-
pared to Caucasian speakers. However, Ng~1996! found no
differences in vocalF0 between Cantonese-speaking males
compared to American-English speaking males. In the ab-
sence of anatomic measures of the larynx, it is unknown
whether the observed differences inF0 resulted from dis-
crepancies in laryngeal anatomy.

Another reason for the higherF0 among Mandarin
speakers may relate to the influence of Mandarin tones on
the production of American English. Eady~1982! found that
the continuous speech of Mandarin contains significantly
greaterF0 fluctuations at the syllable-level compared to the
continuous speech of English. The greaterF0 fluctuations in
Mandarin sentences were attributed to the fact that every
syllable spoken in Mandarin has its own tone contour. This
finding was examined in greater detail by Xu~1999! who
found that the lexical tone determines theF0 contour for a
syllable, as well as the shape ofF0 contours for surrounding
syllables. In addition, the location of stress within a sentence
serves to vary the overall~global! F0 of the entire sentence.
Shen~1990! found that when native speakers of Mandarin
produce French as L2~a nontonal language!, greater pitch
fluctuations were found in the L2. Shen believed that the
interplay between sentence intonation and lexical tones
served to increase overall pitch level. The suggestion of an
interplay between intonation and lexical tones was also es-
poused by Chao~1968! who suggested that the interplay was

similar to small ripples riding on large waves which results
in an algebraic sum of two kinds of waves. Considering the
results from these various studies, it is possible that the
higher averageF0 shown by Mandarin speakers in the
present study was indicative of interference from L1,
whereby Mandarin speakers produced words with greater
pitch fluctuations compared to American speakers.

To evaluate whether the Mandarin groups produced a
higherF0 regardless of sentence stress, a series of post hoc
analyses were performed. TheF0 values comprising the en-
tire sample of unstressed vowels were summed and com-
pared between Mandarin and American English groups. Re-
sults of the analysis found Mandarin females to produce
unstressed words with a significantly higherF0 compared to
American females @F(1,1439)5402.71, p,0.01; h2

50.22]. Results for the Mandarin males also indicated a
significantly higherF0 for unstressed words compared to
American males@F(1,1439)5253.9, p,0.01; h250.15].
Thus while Mandarin speakers were able to useF0 to differ-
entiate stressed from unstressed words, there was a tendency
for these speakers to use a highF0 across stressed and un-
stressed words in their production of L2 English. This find-
ing lends further support to Shen’s~1990! contention of an
increased overall pitch level during L2 production because of
an interplay between sentence intonation and lexical tones in
L1 Mandarin. Future acoustic comparisons of Mandarin and
American English speakers should consider the possible in-
fluence of anthropometric differences, as well as the inter-
play between sentence intonation and lexical tones to ascer-
tain why Mandarin speakers of English use a significantly
higherF0 .

B. Sentence stress according to duration

It was predicted that Mandarin speakers would show no
significant differences from American speakers in their use
of duration to signal American English sentence stress. Re-
sults of the analysis showed that Mandarin speakers pro-
duced stressed words with a longer vowel duration compared
to unstressed words. The pattern of stress duration shown
across the words was similar to that found for American

FIG. 3. Comparison of across-sentence intensity between American and Mandarin speakers. The values represent the intensity difference between stressed and
unstressed words across sentences. Negative values indicate higher intensity values in the nonstressed words compared to stressed words.
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speakers~Fig. 2!. However, female and male Mandarin
speakers produced stressed words with significantly shorter
vowel durations compared to the same productions by
American speakers. This behavior was particularly apparent
in the across-sentence analysis which examined differenti-
ated vowel duration.

To evaluate whether Mandarin speakers differed from
American speakers in vowel duration regardless of sentence
stress, a series of post hoc analyses were performed. The
vowel duration values comprising the entire sample of un-
stressed words were summed and compared between Man-
darin and American English groups. Results of the analysis
found Mandarin females to produce unstressed words with a
significantly longer duration compared to American females
@F(1,1439)527.3, p,0.01; h250.02], while there was no
significant difference between Mandarin and American
males in the vowel duration of unstressed words
@F(1,1439)52.29, p.0.13; h250.002]. The behavior
noted for production of unstressed words would suggest that
Mandarin speakers’ application of duration in L2 English is
somewhat variable. These results are in agreement with a
recent report by Guionet al. ~2000! who found that temporal
variability is a common feature of L2 English. Because Man-
darin is considered a syllable-timed language, whereby syl-
lable duration is relatively constant across a sentence, it is
not surprising that Mandarin speakers would have difficulty
regulating vowel duration in multisyllabic American English
sentences~Chun, 1982!.

C. Sentence stress according to intensity

The third prediction was that Mandarin speakers would
show no significant differences from American English
speakers in their use of intensity to signal sentence stress.
Results from the across-sentence and average stress analysis
found Mandarin and American speakers to produce stressed
words with comparable intensity. The finding of no differ-
ences in intensity between the two language groups agrees
with previous studies which indicated that intensity serves as
a cue for stress in both Mandarin and American English lan-
guages~Fry, 1955; Lieberman, 1967; Lin and Yan, 1980;
Shen, 1993!.

There are reports of intensity being the least salient and
less consistent acoustic parameter to differentiate stress from
unstressed words~Clark and Yallop, 1995!. Yet, this feature
of sentence stress was perhaps the most comparable across
Mandarin and American speakers. Additional post hoc
analyses examined whether the intensity of unstressed words
was also comparable across Mandarin and American speak-
ers. The analysis revealed that Mandarin females produced
unstressed words with a significantly higher intensity com-
pared to American females@F(1,1439)523.2, p,0.01; h2

50.02]. Mandarin males also produced unstressed words
with a significantly higher intensity than the American males
@F(1,1439)540.2, p,0.01; h250.16]. Therefore, while it
is likely that Mandarin and American groups used intensity
to signify sentence stress, Mandarin subjects appeared to use
intensity to a greater extent across both stressed and un-
stressed words.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study confirmed the predictions that Mandarin
speakers of English would be capable of signifying sentence
stress usingF0 , duration, and intensity. Although the present
group of Mandarin speakers were able to signal sentence
stress, the acoustic characteristics of stress were not identical
to American speakers. Mandarin speakers produced stressed
words with a significantly higherF0 and shorter vowel du-
ration compared to American speakers. Acoustic examina-
tion of unstressed words revealed additional differences be-
tween language groups. Mandarin speakers produced
unstressed words with significantly higherF0 and greater
intensity than American speakers, and the vowel duration of
unstressed words was either similar or longer than that of
American speakers. The most reasonable explanation for
these differences is an interference of L1 Mandarin in the
production of L2 American English. The outcome of this
study suggests that, although there are acoustic differences
between Mandarin and American speakers in the production
of sentence stress, there is no critical divergence between
these speakers in the way they implement sentence stress in
English. The work here adds to the limited body of data
examining the influence of Mandarin on the accurate produc-
tion of L2 American English.

1Putonghua~i.e., the general/standard Chinese language! has been promoted
as the ‘‘official language’’ by the government throughout China since the
1950s ~Chao, 1968; Cheng, 1987!. It is based on the phonological and
grammatical system known as Beifanghua~i.e., the northern dialect!. In
English, Beifanghua is also often referred to as Mandarin~Hua and Dodd,
2000!.

2The interplay of stress and unstressed syllables/words within a sentence is
thought by some researchers to reflect an isochronal~i.e., equal timing!
pattern of speech rhythm~Chun, 1982; Crystal, 1969; Lehiste, 1980!; how-
ever, this remains a matter of debate~cf. Cruttenden, 1986!. The intent of
the present study was to simply note the general timing pattern of English
as contrasted to Mandarin.

3Besides the four ‘‘basic’’ tones in Mandarin Chinese, there is also a fifth
tone, which is usually referred to as a neutral tone. According to Chao
~1968!, almost any morpheme normally having one of the regular four
tones can be produced in a neutral tone under certain conditions. There are
also a very small number of morphemes, such as suffixes, which tend to be
produced in a neutral tone and do not possesses one of the four basic tones.

4Equal numbers of male and female subjects were selected for two reasons.
First, there are limited data concerning the production of American English
sentence stress by native speakers of Mandarin and several acoustic studies
examining Mandarin speakers are based on subject samples of eight or less
~Eady, 1982; Shen, 1990; Xu, 1997, 1999!. The small sample of male and
female speakers has led to the collapsing of data across genders, thereby
requiring that absolute values for features such asF0 be converted to loga-
rithms ~e.g., Xu, 1999!. The relatively large number of male and female
subjects sampled in the present study allowed for grouping subjects accord-
ing to gender and to provide representative estimates of central tendency.
Second, because a portion of the acoustic analyses involved examining
absolute measures ofFu, it was deemed inappropriate to collapse the re-
sults across males and females because of the known influence of laryngeal
and vocal tract anatomy on the subsequent speech product. Although it was
not the intent of the present study to explore whether gender differences
were apparent, we believed that reporting data according to gender served
to provide additional descriptive data regarding English spoken as L2.

5The phonetic composition of the four words was not identical which might
naturally contribute to observed acoustic differences between words. How-
ever, the ANOVA test applied to the present database was thought to pro-
vide the most comprehensive analysis within and between native Mandarin
and English groups. Any significant differences which may have occurred
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This study investigated the extent to which adult Japanese listeners’perceived phonetic similarityof
American English~AE! and Japanese~J! vowels varied with consonantal context. Four AE speakers
produced multiple instances of the 11 AE vowels in six syllabic contexts /b-b, b-p, d-d, d-t, g-g, g-k/
embedded in a short carrier sentence. Twenty-four native speakers of Japanese were asked to
categorize each vowel utterance as most similar to one of 18 Japanese categories@five one-mora
vowels, five two-mora vowels, plus/ei, ou/ and one-mora and two-mora vowels in palatalized
consonant CV syllables, Cja~a!, Cju~u!, Cjo~o!#. They then rated the ‘‘category goodness’’ of the AE
vowel to the selected Japanese category on a seven-point scale. None of the 11 AE vowels was
assimilated unanimously to a single J response category in all context/speaker conditions;
consistency in selecting a single response category ranged from 77% for /e(/ to only 32% for /,/.
Median ratings of category goodness for modal response categories were somewhat restricted
overall, ranging from 5 to 3. Results indicated that temporal assimilation patterns~judged similarity
to one-mora versus two-mora Japanese categories! differed as a function of the voicing of the final
consonant, especially for the AE vowels, /i, u,(, }, #, */. Patterns of spectral assimilation~judged
similarity to the five J vowel qualities! of /(, }, ,, #/ also varied systematically with consonantal
context and speakers. On the basis of these results, it was predicted that relative difficulty in the
identification and discrimination of AE vowels by Japanese speakers would vary significantly as a
function of the contexts in which they were produced and presented. ©2001 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1353594#

PACS numbers: 43.71.An, 43.71.Es, 43.71.Hw@JMH#

I. INTRODUCTION

Early research in cross-language speech perception dem-
onstrated that adult listeners had difficulty perceptually dif-
ferentiating phonetic contrasts that were not distinctive in
their native language~see Strange, 1995, for review!. These
learned, language-specific patterns of perception have been
cited as a major contribution to adult language learners’ dif-
ficulty in acquiring a second-language~L2! phonology.
However, research over the last several years has shown that
there is considerable variability in second-language learners’
perceptual difficulties with non-native contrasts, and relative
perceptual difficulty is often not predictable from contrastive
analyses based on comparisons of native and non-native pho-
neme inventories or phonological features~Kohler, 1981!.
Some distinctions between non-native segments are rather
easily perceived with no prior experience@e.g., Farsi velar
versus uvular stops by English listeners~Polka, 1992!; voic-
ing and place contrasts in Zulu clicks by English listeners
~Bestet al., 1988!#. In other cases, contrasts which are ‘‘the
same’’ as native contrasts in terms of~abstract! phonological

features are nevertheless difficult for second-language learn-
ers to differentiate perceptually@e.g., French /i-e/ by English
L2 learners of French~Gottfried, 1984!#.

Two current theories of second-language~L2! phono-
logical acquisition hypothesize that difficulties in learning
both to produce and to perceive non-native phonetic seg-
ments are predictable in large part on the basis of the per-
ceivedphoneticsimilarities and dissimilarities between na-
tive language~L1! segments and the to-be-learned segments
~Best, 1994, 1995; Flege, 1992, 1995!. In both of these theo-
ries, phonetic similarity is defined in terms of the acoustic
and/or articulatory characteristics of the linguistically rel-
evant speech sounds. That is, both theorists argue that a
context-free phonemic level of analysis is too abstract to cap-
ture the details needed to make precise predictions about
cross-language perceptual patterns. However, to date, there
are limited data describing the phonetic details of segments
in cross-language comparisons of phoneme inventories and
little is known about how cross-language differences in the
phonetic realization of segments affect their perception by
non-native listeners. Most studies which examine cross-
language perception utilize stimulus materials in which thea!Electronic mail: strangepin@aol.com
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target segments are presented in very limited~often single!
phonetic and phonotactic contexts, and most often in
citation-form monosyllables or even in isolation. Since the
phonetic/phonotactic context and the larger prosodic context
significantly affect the phonetic realization of phonological
segments, evidence from these studies of cross-language per-
ceptual patterns cannot be generalized beyond the contexts in
which the target segments were examined.

Support for the necessity of considering phonetic/
phonotactic variables in cross-language perception comes
from studies showing that Japanese L2 learners of American
English ~AE! have significantly more difficulty learning to
perceive the /[/-/l/ contrast in prevocalic contexts~especially
initial consonant clusters! than in postvocalic contexts~e.g.,
Mochizuki, 1981; Livelyet al., 1993; Yamada and Tohkura,
1992a, b! and that vowel context also seems to affect per-
ceptual difficulty~Sheldon and Strange, 1982!. Other studies
have documented context-specific patterns of cross-language
perception of voicing contrasts between stop consonants in
initial position ~cued by voice onset time! and in final posi-
tion ~cued by vowel duration, closure ‘‘murmur’’ and release
bursts! ~cf. Flege and Hillenbrand, 1987; Flege and Eefting,
1987!, although seldom in the same study. Morosan and
Jamieson~1989! also reported that French speakers trained
to perceive English /Z-Y/ in syllable-initial position failed to
generalize to new syllable positions. More recently, Schmidt
~1996! reported effects of vowel context on cross-language
perceptual similarity judgments of Korean and American En-
glish consonants by Korean L2 learners of English.

Previous cross-language studies of vowels have shown
that L2 learners may have persistent difficulties learning to
perceptually differentiate some non-native vowel contrasts
~cf. Gottfried, 1984; Flege, 1995!. Other studies have re-
ported relatively accurate perception of non-native vowels
even by listeners with no previous experience with the lan-
guage~Polka, 1995; Bestet al., 1996!. Further studies have
demonstrated that the acoustic cues upon which L2 learners
base their perceptual judgments may vary from those of na-
tive speakers~cf. Bohn, 1995; Gottfried and Beddor, 1988!.
These and other studies have usually employed stimulus ma-
terials in which vowels are produced~or synthesized! in iso-
lation ~e.g., Kuhl et al., 1992! or in citation-form syllables
with a single consonantal context~e.g., Flege, 1995!; thus,
little is known about contextual influences on perception of
non-native vowels. The Gottfried~1984! study of L2 learners
of French is of particular interest here because he tested per-
ception of the same vowel contrasts when they were pro-
duced ~and presented! as isolated utterances~#V#! and in
citation-form /tVt/ syllables, and found that some vowels
were significantly more difficult to discriminate in consonan-
tal context than in isolation~e.g., 86% correct for /y-Ö/, 65%
correct for /tyt-tÖt/; chance550%!.

According to the perceptual assimilation model~PAM!
~Best, 1994, 1995!, relative difficulty in perception of non-
native contrasts is predictable from listeners’ patterns of per-
ceptual assimilation of non-native vowels to native vowel
categories. Non-native vowels may be assimilated to native
vowel categories on a continuum from ‘‘good’’ to ‘‘poor’’
instances of a native category, or perhaps as ‘‘uncategoriz-

able’’ segments. If two non-native segments are assimilated
to a single native vowel category as equally ‘‘good’’ in-
stances, then they will be very difficult to discriminate
~single category pattern!. If one non-native vowel is judged
to be a ‘‘good’’ instance of a native category and a contrast-
ing non-native vowel is considered a ‘‘poor’’ instance of that
same category or ‘‘uncategorizable,’’ then the two segments
will be easier to perceptually differentiate~category good-
ness pattern!. If two non-native vowels are perceptually as-
similated to different native categories, they will be discrimi-
nated most accurately~two category pattern!.

In order to predict the relative perceptual difficulty of
non-native vowels, then, it is important to understand the
patterns of perceptual assimilation of those vowels to native
language categories and how those assimilation patterns dif-
fer as a function of the context in which the non-native
phones occur. To this end, we have conducted experiments
in which listeners are asked directly to categorize multiple
instances of each L2 vowel as being ‘‘most similar’’ to one
of their L1 vowel classes and to judge the ‘‘category good-
ness’’ of the L2 vowel with respect to that L1 category. The
present study reports results of an experiment on the percep-
tual assimilation of AE vowels by native speakers of Japa-
nese when the vowels were produced and presented in vary-
ing CVC syllables imbedded in a fixed sentence context.

The Japanese vowel inventory consists of five vowel
‘‘qualities’’ ~which we refer to as spectral categories! /i, e, a,
o, u/ which have phonologically distinctive short~one-mora!
and long ~two-mora! cognates. Both one- and two-mora
vowels are produced as monophthongs, and long vowels are
often described as ‘‘double’’ vowels, implying that the dura-
tion ratio of two-mora to one-mora vowels is approximately
2:1. In Standard~Kanto! dialect, the high back vowel /u/ is
phonetically realized as unrounded@%#, while in western
dialects~Kansai! it is more rounded. The American English
~AE! vowel inventory consists of 11 spectrally distinct vow-
els /i, (, e,}, ,, Ä, Å, #, o, *, u/, plus the rhotic vowel /É/ and
the ‘‘true’’ diphthongs. In stressed syllables, /e, o/ are diph-
thongized@e(̂, o*̂] and many of the other so-called monoph-
thongs display considerable ‘‘vowel-intrinsic spectral
change’’~Andruski and Nearey, 1992; Nearey and Assmann,
1986; Hillenbrandet al., 1995!. In many dialects of AE, the
/Ä-Å/ distinction is neutralized to a single vowel@"#. While
vowel length is considered phonologically redundant in En-
glish, phonetically AE vowels can be divided into three cat-
egories: four intrinsically short vowels@(, }, #, *#, two inter-
mediate vowels@ib, ub#, and five long vowels@e(̂, ,b, Äb, Åb,
o*̂] ~Peterson and Lehiste, 1960!.

Both temporal and spectral properties of AE vowels
vary systematically with contextual variables. Vocalic dura-
tions differ as a function of phonetic context~e.g., voicing of
the following consonant!, phonotactic context~e.g., structure
and number of syllables!, prosodic structure~lexical stress,
sentence focus, phrase boundaries!, and the rate of speech
~Crystal and House, 1988a, 1988b; Klatt, 1976; Fourakis,
1991!. The spectral characteristics of vowels~F1/F2/F3 for-
mant values or ratios! have been shown to differ as a func-
tion of consonantal context~Stevens and House, 1963!, dia-
lect ~Wolfram, 1991!, speaking rate and style~Moon and
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Lindblom, 1994; Huang, 1991!, and individual speaker char-
acteristics such as gender, age, and physiognomy~Peterson
and Barney, 1952; Hillenbrandet al., 1995!. While some of
these causes of acoustic variability are due to physiological
constraints of the human vocal system, and are thus universal
across languages, other sources of variability are part of the
linguistic codes of the language.

In the case of language-specific patterns of variability,
perceivers must learn to compensate for the variability by
forming equivalence classes appropriate to the language be-
ing acquired. Developmental research has demonstrated that
language-specific patterns of equivalence classification of
vowels are evident very early in L1 acquisition~Kuhl et al.,
1992; but see Polka and Bohn, 1996!. For the L2 learner,
then, part of learning to perceive non-native vowels accu-
rately involves establishing new rules for equivalence classi-
fication ~Flege, 1992, 1995! by which discriminable differ-
ences between instances of L2 vowels are correctly
partitioned into within-L2-category variations~i.e., allo-
phonic, stylistic, or free variations! versus across-L2-
category variations~distinctive or phonemic variations!. Be-
fore such new equivalence classes are acquired, contextual
variations in the realization of an L2 vowel may very well
lead to its being perceptually assimilated to different L1 cat-
egories~and with different category goodness! when heard in
different contexts.

In a previous study~Strangeet al., 1998! we reported
that Japanese listeners’ perceptual assimilation of AE vowels
to native categories~and their judged category goodness! dif-
fered when vowels were produced and presented in citation-
form /hVba/ bisyllables versus /hVb/ syllables imbedded in
the sentence, ‘‘I say the /hVb/ on the tape.’’ In the sentence
condition, the intermediate and long AE vowels were heard
as similar to two-mora Japanese vowels much more consis-
tently than for the citation-form bisyllables. In both citation
and sentence contexts, the short AE vowels were assimilated
to one-mora categories; thus, assimilation patterns revealed
better temporal differentiation of long versus short AE vow-
els in the sentence condition. This was true, even though the
relative durations of intermediate/long versus short AE vow-
els ~mean ratio51.3! in citation-form and sentence utter-
ances did not differ significantly, and were smaller than typi-
cally found for Japanese two-mora versus one-mora
cognates. Assimilation of the 11 AE vowels to the five Japa-
nese spectral categories~disregarding length! also varied
with context. Four of the eleven vowels@(, ,b, Åb, o*̂], were
actually assimilated most often todifferentJapanese spectral
categories in citation and sentence conditions. Acoustical
analysis of the AE vowel stimuli suggested that some, but
not all, variations in spectral assimilation patterns could be
accounted for by differences in speakers’ productions of the
vowels in the different contexts.

In summary, both temporal and spectral assimilation
patterns of AE vowels by Japanese listeners were found to
vary with prosodic context. In that study, the immediate pho-
netic context was chosen in order to minimize the coarticu-
latory influence of preceding and following consonants on
the formant structure of the vowels~Stevens and House,
1963!, and to precludevariation in spectral structure and

vocalic duration within each condition that was not intrinsic
to the vowel. In the present study, AE vowels were produced
in CVC syllables in the same carrier sentence as used before,
while the preceding and following stop consonant context
was varied. The voicing of the final consonant was varied to
investigate howcontextualvariation in vocalic duration af-
fected temporal assimilation patterns. Place-of-articulation of
preceding and following consonants was varied to examine
the effects of coarticulatory variations in formant structure
on patterns of spectral assimilation to Japanese vowel cat-
egories. Thus, systematic variation in perceptual assimilation
of AE vowels by Japanese listeners as a function of imme-
diate phonetic context was examined, while holding the pho-
notactic and prosodic context constant.

Although there are few systematic studies of the pho-
netic variability of Japanese vowels as a function of contex-
tual variables, phonetic descriptions state that~1! the high-
back vowel@%# is fronted in coronal consonantal contexts
~Homma, 1992; Shibatani, 1990!, and~2! the high vowel /i/
and /u/ are ‘‘devoiced’’ when preceded and followed by
voiceless consonants or following a voiceless consonant in
word final position~Sugito, 1996!. Although the nature of
the devoicing process is controversial, acoustically this leads
to a change in both source characteristics and temporal char-
acteristics of these vowels~Beckman, 1982!. Keating and
Huffman ~1984! reported acoustical data from citation-form
utterances and continuous~read! speech of seven speakers,
showing considerable variation in the formant structure of all
five one-mora vowels, with the overall spread in spectral
values greatest for /a/ and /%/. In continuous speech,F1/F2
values for the five one-mora vowels overlapped considerably
even within an individual speaker’s utterances, suggesting
significant coarticulatory effects on formant structure.
Fitzgerald~1996! reported vowel centralization and system-
atic coarticulatory effects of preceding and following stop
consonants for one-mora vowels produced in CVC syllables
in a short carrier sentence. Temporal patterning of Japanese
vowels also varies with speaking style and context. In con-
tinuous speech contexts, the duration ratio of two-mora to
one-mora vowels is reduced, but two-mora vowels are still
over 50% longer than one-mora vowels~Campbell and Sag-
isaka, 1991!. Vowels before voiced consonants are not sys-
tematically longer in duration than vowels before voiceless
consonants~Fitzgerald, 1996! and, in general, allophonic
variation in vowel duration is said to be more conditioned by
preceding~tautomoraic! consonants than by the following
consonants~Homma, 1981!.

In the present study, four speakers produced the 11 AE
vowels in six contexts: /b-b, b-p, d-d, d-t, g-g, g-k/ in the
sentence, ‘‘I say the /CVC/ on the tape,’’ with instructions to
produce the sentences ‘‘as if speaking to a native speaker,’’
with no pauses or special emphasis on the target syllable.
Thus, their rate and style of speech was thought to be some-
where between careful and casual speech styles and the tem-
poral and spectral characteristics of the vowels were consid-
ered to be closer to those found in continuous speech
utterances than are citation-form utterances. The specific
questions asked were as follows:
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A. Temporal assimilation patterns

~a! Are intermediate and long AE vowels consistently as-
similated to two-mora J categories and the short vowels
to one-mora J categories~as in the previous study! or
does contextual variation in vocalic duration reduce
consistency in temporal assimilation of AE vowels?

~b! Do temporal assimilation patterns vary systematically
with the voicing of the following consonant? Because
Japanese vowels do not vary systematically with the
final consonant voicing, it was predicted that AE vow-
els would be assimilated more to two-mora Japanese
categories when followed by voiced consonants than
by voiceless consonants.

~c! To what extent does vocalic duration alone predict per-
ceptual assimilation to two-mora as opposed to one-
mora Japanese categories?

B. Spectral assimilation patterns

~a! Do patterns of perceptual assimilation of the 11 AE
vowels to the five J spectral categories differ system-
atically with the place-of-articulation~and voicing! of
the preceding and following consonants? Specifically,
are vowels that have no close counterpart in Japanese
assimilated todifferentJapanese vowel categories as a
function of consonantal context?

~b! If spectral assimilation patterns vary systematically
with consonantal context, to what extent do differences
in formant structure predict those variations?

II. METHOD

A. Stimulus materials

Four male monolingual speakers of AE~25–36 years
old! produced the corpus.@These were the same speakers as
in Strangeet al. ~1998!; stimulus materials for the present
study and for that study were recorded at the same time.#
None of the men spoke with a strong regional accent and all
four maintained the@Ä-Å# contrast in their spontaneous
speech. There were, however, some noticeable variations in
the phonetic realization of these vowels and of /,, */. Each
speaker produced the 11 AE vowels in six CVC contexts
/b-b, b-p, d-d, d-t, g-g, g-k/ in blocks of 12 sentences each,
within which the vowels were randomly sequenced, but the
consonant context was constant.~The 12th sentence was a
repetition of the first, and was not used in the experiment in
order to control for any changes in intonation associated with
the last utterance of the list.! Four such blocks of 11 vowels
in each consonantal context were recorded.

The first author monitored the recording sessions of all
four speakers and asked the speaker to repeat any utterances
which were obviously misproduced, or which contained in-
consistencies in intonation, rate, or voice quality. The speak-
ers were familiar with phonetic transcription, but were not
trained speakers. Speaker JM was recorded in an anechoic
chamber at ATR Human Information Processing Research
Laboratories, using a DAT~SONY PCM 2500, B! recorder
and condenser microphone~SONY ECM-77!. The remaining
three speakers were recorded in an IAC chamber at USF

Speech Perception Laboratory using a DAT~SONY TDC-
D10! recorder and dynamic microphone~Panasonic WM-
1325!.

The stimuli were digitally transferred to computer files
and downsampled to 22.05 kHz for storage, analysis, and
presentation to subjects. Three utterances of each vowel in
each context were chosen by the first author as the ‘‘best’’
instances of the vowel. In most cases, these were taken from
blocks 2–4 of the original recordings. However, in a few
cases, the first repetition was considered better and was sub-
stituted. In the judgment of the first author, all productions
were good instances of the intended vowels except in the
case of JM’s productions of@e(̂# in the /g-g/ context. In this
context, the contrast between@e(̂-}# was reduced so that one
of the three ‘‘best’’ @e(̂# tokens was still heard by the first
author as@}#-like. The final stimulus corpus consisted of 198
utterances for each speaker: 11 vowels36 contexts33 rep-
etitions. Separate listening tests were constructed for each
speaker’s utterances. Within each speaker condition, the con-
sonantal context and the vowels varied randomly from trial
to trial within the block of 198 trials. Each listener completed
three such blocks of 198 items from a single speaker, for a
total of nine judgments of each vowel in each consonantal
context.1

A group of 16 native AE speakers who were under-
graduates at the University of South Florida were presented
the listening tests for identification. Pooling over all vowels,
contexts, and speakers, the vowels were identified correctly
94% of the time~where ‘‘correct’’ is defined as the vowel
intendedby the speaker!. Seven vowels /i,(, }, ,, #, o*̂, u/
were identified with>98% accuracy over all speakers and
contexts. The vowels /Ä/ and /Å/ were sometimes confused
with each other, reflecting the dialect patterns of some of the
listeners. Overall correct identification rates for these vowels
were 81% and 83%, respectively~98% and 100% when /Ä-Å/
confusions were not counted as errors!. JM’s productions of
/e/ in /g-g/ context were often misidentified as /}/; correct
identification of /e/ in this context averaged across speakers
was 88%. In all other contexts, correct identification was
>90% for all four speakers. Finally, the vowel /*/ was some-
times misidentified as /#/, especially in labial contexts; the
overall correct identification rate was 85%.

B. Acoustical analysis procedures

Digitized stimuli were analyzed on a Power Macintosh
computer using Soundscope/16 speech analysis software
~GW Instruments!. Vocalic duration was determined by in-
spection of time-aligned waveform and broadband spectro-
graphic displays~300 Hz, 1024 FFT points, 6 dB preempha-
sis!. Vocalic duration was defined as the interval between the
onset of voicing~the first full glottal pulse following the
plosive burst! and the beginning of consonant closure~indi-
cated by a rapid decrease in waveform amplitude and the
cessation of energy in upper formants!. Frequencies of the
first three formants were measured using LPC analysis
~autocorrelation—28 coefficients!. LPC spectral envelopes
were superimposed on narrow-band power spectra~FFT!
computed at three temporal locations centered 25%, 50%,
and 75% through the vocalic duration of the syllable. Win-
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dow width for the 50% point was 25 ms, while 10-ms win-
dows were used for 25% and 75% measurements, since the
latter locations included portions of the syllable in which
formant transitions associated with the consonants were
present, especially for the short vowels. Numerical values
given by the LPC analysis were used unless clear errors~spu-
rious formants or missed formants! were evident. To deter-
mine this, LPC formant tracks were superimposed on the
broadband spectrographic display of the target syllables to
assess formant continuity, and LPC spectral envelopes and
FFT power spectra were compared. In those cases where
LPC values were judged to be incorrect, formant frequencies
were determined by manual measurement of smoothed FFT
power spectra. All measurements were made by two experi-
menters, working separately, and discrepancies~8 ms for du-
ration, 50 Hz forF1, 150 Hz forF2, 250 Hz forF3! were
resolved through additional analysis by the most experienced
research assistant or the first author.

C. Listeners and procedures

Native speakers of Japanese~18 to 24 years old! residing
in the Kansai area volunteered to serve as subjects and were
paid for their participation. Six listeners were randomly as-
signed to each speaker for a total of 24 subjects~13 males
and 11 females! in all. All were college students at nearby
universities and had received the ‘‘standard’’ English lan-
guage training, which consists of six years of instruction in
junior and senior high school, and some classes in college.
English instruction emphasized reading and writing skills,
with little or no experience listening to native English speak-
ers. None of the subjects had lived or traveled extensively in
an English-speaking country. A language-background ques-
tionnaire revealed that 19 listeners were from the Kansai
region, while the remaining five listeners were from other
regions of Japan~Tokyo, Nagoya, Kyushu, and Hokuriku!.

All subjects were tested individually in sound-attenuated
chambers at ATR Human Information Processing Research
Laboratories~Kyoto, Japan! by Japanese experimenters. Per-
ceptual assimilation and goodness ratings tasks were con-
ducted using a NeXT cube workstation for stimulus presen-
tation and response acquisition. Stimuli were converted to
analog signals and low-pass filtered using the NeXT DSP
board, and presented binaurally through earphones~Stax SR
Signature Professional! at a preset comfortable listening
level.

A trial consisted of two presentations of each utterance
in succession. After the first presentation, the subject catego-
rized the target syllable as ‘‘most similar’’ to 1 of 18 J re-
sponse alternatives, by selecting 1 of 18katakanacharacters
displayed on the computer screen. The 18 characters repre-
sented CV syllables containing the five one-mora vowels,
@a, i, u, e, o#, the five two-mora vowels@aa, ii, uu, ee, oo#,2

the palatalized consonant1vowel combinations@ ja, ju, jo]
~1-mora syllables!, the palatalized consonant1two-mora
vowels@ jaa,juu, joo], and the two-mora vowel combinations
@ou, ei#.3 Thekatakanasymbols changed from trial to trial so
that they represented the appropriate initial consonant; thus
the listeners knew the identity of the initial consonant before
responding, but not whether the final consonant~with the

same place of articulation as the initial consonant! was
voiced or voiceless. Following the subject’s categorization
response, the same utterance was repeated and the subject
rated the vowel’s category goodness on a scale from 1 to 7
(75best fit!. The endpoints were labeled ‘‘Japanese-like’’
~7! and ‘‘not Japanese-like’’~1!. Subjects were permitted to
repeat an utterance or change their categorization response
after the second presentation, but were discouraged from do-
ing so. A new trial began after the rating response was com-
pleted; thus, all testing was subject paced.

D. Perceptual data analysis

Categorization responses were tallied for each speaker’s
vowels in each consonantal context. Frequencies of each of
the 18 responses were summed over listeners and converted
to percentages of total opportunities. Goodness ratings as-
signed to each response category were tallied and the median
response, summed over listeners, was computed. For each
vowel, overall response patterns~frequencies of selection of
each response category and overall median goodness ratings!
summed over all four listener/speaker groups were also com-
puted and are presented as summary descriptive statistics in
tables shown later in this work. These overall data thus pool
responses both within and across listener/speaker groups to
obtain reliable estimates of how the ‘‘average’’ Japanese lis-
tener perceptually assimilates the AE vowels of the ‘‘aver-
age’’ ~male! AE speaker.

To assess the effects of consonantal context, speaker dif-
ferences, and their interaction on perceptual assimilation pat-
terns, percentages of selection of the modal~most frequent!
response category for each vowel, summed over listeners,
were analyzed using the proportion of reduction in error
~PRE! procedure~Reynolds, 1984; Wickens, 1989!. This is a
nonparametric procedure for use with categorical data where
the effect-size measures employed with continuous data are
not appropriate. If there issystematicvariation in the assimi-
lation pattern across different contexts and speakers, the
overall modal response category will not be the best predic-
tor of assimilation patterns across all conditions and speak-
ers. The PRE analysis quantifies these systematic changes
across conditions in the native category to which the non-
native vowel is most often assimilated. For each AE vowel,
the proportion of obtained responses not predicted correctly
by the overall modal response—the base rate of error—was
computed. To establish the effect of context on modal as-
similation patterns, the modal response for each consonantal
condition~summed over speakers! was used as the predicted
response; then the number of incorrectly predicted responses
was determined, and the reduction in error was converted to
a proportion of the base rate of error. In the same way, the
speaker effect was computed by using the modal response
for each vowel in each speaker condition~summed over con-
sonantal contexts! as the predicted response; the reduction in
errors, expressed as a proportion of the base rate of error,
was computed. Finally, the interaction between consonantal
context and speakers was assessed by using the modal re-
sponse categories for each speaker/context combination as
the predicted responses for the AE vowel. To the extent that
the proportion of errors isfurther reduced over the reduc-
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tions attributable to contexts and speakers separately, it can
be concluded that the variation in perceptual assimilation
pattern across contexts was different for different speakers.
As in the previous study, a PRE of at least 0.10 was consid-
ered to reflect systematic variation in perceptual assimilation
patterns.@See Strangeet al. ~1998! for further details of the
logic behind these analyses and reliability estimates.# That is,
when context/speaker specific response categories used to
predict assimilation responses led to a 10% improvement in
‘‘fit’’ to obtained response patterns over the use of the
context/speaker independent predicted response, we con-
cluded that there were systematic context/speaker effects on
perceptual assimilation patterns.

III. RESULTS

In this section, we first present descriptive data on as-
similation patterns, pooled over speakers and contexts, fol-
lowed by the PRE analysis of context and speaker effects on
modal response patterns. Following this overall analysis, the
effect of consonantal context on temporal assimilation pat-
terns is examined in more detail. Finally, spectral assimila-
tion patterns and how they varied with contexts and speakers
are presented.

A. Overall perceptual assimilation patterns

After pooling the data across all consonantal contexts
and speaker/listener groups, the overall modal J response cat-
egory and the second most frequent J response category were
determined for each AE vowel, as shown in Table I~columns
2 and 5!. Frequencies of selection of these two responses
were converted to percentages of total opportunities and are
presented in columns 3 and 6 of the table. These values can
be considered measures of the overall consistency with
which the listeners assimilated each AE vowel to particular J
categories, independent of context. In addition, the median
ratings assigned to these responses are given in columns 4
and 7; these values indicate the perceived category goodness
of the AE vowel as an instance of the selected J category. AE
vowels are grouped such that the five~intermediate and long!
vowels which are phonetically most ‘‘similar’’ to J vowels

are presented in the top rows, the two ‘‘new’’ long AE vow-
els ~those with no clear phonetic counterpart in the J inven-
tory! are presented next, and the four short vowels~also con-
sidered ‘‘new’’! are presented in the bottom rows.

As the modal response percentages indicate,no AE
vowel was assimilated to asingleJ category in all contexts
for all speakers with extremely high consistency~values
ranged from 32% to 77%!. As expected, the five similar AE
vowels@ib, e(̂, Äb, o*̂, ub# were assimilated most often to their
analogous two-mora J categories@ii, ei, aa, ou, uu#, with
relatively better consistency~57% to 77%! than new vowels,
and relatively high goodness ratings (median55). Note that
the modal responses for the diphthongized@e(̂, o*̂] were the
two-mora vowel combinations@ei, ou#. For these five AE
vowels, the second most frequent responses were the same
spectral J categories as the modal responses, but were either
the one-mora cognates~for @ib, Äb, ub#! or the two-mora
monophthongal vowels@ee, oo#.3 With the exception of J@a#
for AE @Äb#, the judged category goodness was also relatively
high for the second most frequent responses. Collapsing over
these variations in perceived temporal and diphthongal pat-
terns, these five AE vowels were assimilated to the five J
spectral categories with consistencies ranging from 78% to
99% and median ratings of 5. In general, then, these vowels
were perceived as relatively good to excellent instances of
native categories.

In contrast, the two new long vowels and the four new
short vowels were assimilated less consistently~32% to
50%! and had lower median goodness ratings for some vow-
els ~3–5!. That is, none of these vowels was categorized
more than half the time~over speakers and contexts! as most
similar to a single J vowel category. When the second most
frequent responses are included, it is clear that@Åb# and @*#
were more consistently assimilated to mid-back and high-
back spectral categories, respectively, disregarding variations
in perception of temporal and diphthongal parameters. In
terms of vowel quality then, these vowels were also consid-
ered relatively good instances of Japanese vowels. For the
remaining three short vowels and@,b#, there were clear in-
consistencies in spectral assimilation patterns. For@,b#, two-
and one-mora J@a~a!# responses, combined, accounted for

TABLE I. Overall perceptual assimilation patterns, pooling responses over six consonantal contexts and four
speakers. See text for details.

AE
vowel

Modal assimilation response Second most frequent response

Japanese
category

Consistency
~%!

Goodness
~median!

Japanese
category

Consistency
~%!

Goodness
~median!

ib ii 71 5 i 26 6
e(̂ ei 77 5 ee 13 5
Äb aa 60 5 a 21 3
o*̂ ou 57 5 oo 17 5
ub uu 73 5 u 26 5

,b aa 32 3 a 17 1
Åb oo 46 4 ou 26 4

( i 45 5 e 31 5
} e 37 5 a 22 3
# a 44 5 o 25 4
* u 50 4 uu 32 4
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just less than half of the total responses~49%!, and were
assigned very low goodness ratings~1–3!. Other responses
were distributed across palatalized J categories@ jaa,ja#
~23%; median ratings52 to 3! and mid-front J categories@ei,
ee, e# ~26%; median ratings 2 to 3!. The overall response
patterns for@(, }, ## placed them as perceptually between two
adjacent J categories. Surprisingly, when pooling across con-
texts and conditions, the judged category goodness to the
modal category~median ratings55! were not any lower for
these three short vowels than for the five similar intermediate
and long vowels.

To ascertain how much of the variability in modal re-
sponse consistency was systematically related to context and
speaker differences, PRE analyses were completed for each
of the 11 AE vowels. Table II displays the results; again, AE
vowels are arranged such that the five similar vowels are
grouped above, while the new long and short vowels are
listed below. The second column lists the base rates of error;
the next three columns give the PRE values for context,
speaker, and context/speaker analyses, respectively. PRE
values exceeding the criterial value of 0.10 are printed in
boldface.

Modal responses for the five similar vowels did not vary
systematically with consonantal context, speaker, or particu-
lar context/speaker combinations, except for the high front
vowel @ib#. For this vowel, assimilation to two-mora versus
one-mora high front J categories did change across contexts
for two of the four speakers. Variations in temporal assimi-
lation of @ub# approached thea priori value set for a mean-
ingful variation, again for the same two speaker/context con-
ditions as for@ib# (speaker3context PRE50.091). Thus, for
these five similar vowels, the PRE analysis showed that as-
similation patterns were quite stable across contexts and
speakers, with only weak evidence of systematic variability
in temporal assimilation~discussed further in Sec. III B!.

Variability in modal responses for five of the six remain-
ing AE vowels was attributable, in part, to particular speak-
ers, contexts, or their interaction. For@*#, the variability in
perceptual assimilation to two-mora versus one-mora J high
back categories was due to an interaction between speakers

and contexts.~These results are also described in more detail
in Sec. VII B.! The remaining three short vowels and@,b#
produced very complex spectral assimilation patterns~dis-
cussed further in Sec. III C!. For @,b#, the context/speaker
PRE of 0.135 was not 0.10 greater than the main context
effect (PRE50.091), but did exceed the 0.10 criterion.
Thus, we can interpret this result as primarily due to system-
atic variation with context~see Sec. III C!.

In summary, then, the PRE analyses confirmed that in-
consistant assimilation patterns for 5 of the 11 AE vowels
could be attributed tosystematic differencesin perceived
similarity as a function of consonant context for one or more
speakers’ utterances. In order to examine these variations in
more detail, further analyses were conducted in which re-
sponse categories were partitioned into temporal groupings
~presented in Sec. III B! and spectral groupings~presented in
Sec. III C!.

B. Effects of context on temporal assimilation
patterns

For this analysis, the first question was whether Japanese
listeners distinguished AE vowels in terms of their temporal
structure, as evidenced by differential assimilation of short,
intermediate, and long vowels to one-mora and two-mora J
categories. Thus, responses were partitioned into one-mora
responses@i, e, a, o, u,ja,ju, jo# versus two-mora responses
@ii, ee, aa, oo, uu, ei, ou,jaa,juu,joo# and percentages of each
type of temporal response were computed for each AE vowel
in each context within each speaker condition. On average,
the five long vowels were heard as most similar to two-mora
J vowels 79% of the time~range 61% to 92%!, while the two
intermediate vowels were assimilated to two-mora categories
74% and 73% of the time, respectively. In contrast, the four
short vowels were heard as most similar to two-mora J vow-
els on only 27% of the trials~range 19% to 37%!. Thus, on
76% of the trials, long/intermediate versus short AE vowels
were ‘‘correctly’’ differentiated as~most similar to! two-
mora versus one-mora J categories, respectively.

A second question was whether patterns of temporal as-
similation differed systematically as a function of the voicing
of the following consonant, as would be expected if Japanese
listeners did not ‘‘compensate’’ for non-native allophonic
variation in vocalic duration. In Fig. 1~a!, percentages of
two-mora responses for the five long, two intermediate and
four short AE vowels in final voiced versus voiceless conso-
nant contexts~pooled over repetitions, vowels, speakers, and
place-of-articulation of consonants! are plotted. For all four
speakers’ utterances, there was a clear effect of final conso-
nant voicing on temporal assimilation patterns, especially for
the short and intermediate vowels. All four short vowels
were assimilated to two-mora J vowel categories less often in
voiceless final consonant contexts than in voiced contexts.
The effect of voicing context on temporal assimilation of
intermediate vowels appeared similar to that for short vowels
for three speakers’ utterances, but smaller for the utterances
of JM. Finally, the five long vowels were assimilated to two-
mora response categories in both voicing contexts at about
the same levels.

TABLE II. Results of proportion of reduction of error~PRE! analysis per-
formed on modal responses for each AE vowel. Meaningful effects~.0.10!
are indicated in boldface.

AE vowel
Base rate of

error
Content
effects

Speaker
effects

Context3
speaker

interaction

ib 28.63 0.000 0.000 0.119
e(̂ 23.07 0.000 0.000 0.047
Äb 40.20 0.000 0.000 0.006
o*̂ 42.67 0.000 0.000 0.040
ub 27.77 0.000 0.000 0.091

,b 67.98 0.091 0.023 0.135
Åb 54.39 0.000 0.000 0.057

( 54.63 0.133 0.052 0.234
} 63.04 0.042 0.114 0.229
# 56.48 0.000 0.112 0.145
* 50.23 0.063 0.054 0.204
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To assess the reliability across listeners of these overall
trends, a repeated measures analysis of variance~ANOVA !
with vowels~11! and contexts~6! nested within speaker~lis-
tener! groups was performed, using the number of two-mora
responses as the score. The main effects of vowels and con-
texts were both highly significant,F(10,200)576.360 and
F(5,100)516.287, respectively, bothp,0.001. While the
main effect of speakers was not significant@F(3,20)
50.801#, there were small but significant interactions of
speakers3contexts@F(15,100)52.219, p,0.02], Speakers
3vowels @F(30,200)51.804, p,0.01], and speakers
3vowels3contexts @F(150,1000)52.022, p,0.01]. The
vowels3contexts interaction was also highly reliable
@F(50,1000)53.607, p,0.01]. A planned comparison of
the three voiced contexts versus the three voiceless contexts
also yielded a statistically significant result,F(1,100)
568.842,p,0.001.

To summarize, the patterns of temporal assimilation
shown in Fig. 1~a! were highly reliable across listeners. On
average, vowels were judged as less similar to two-mora J
categories in voiceless contexts, especially for the intermedi-
ate and short vowels. The extent of this contextual effect
varied somewhat across speakers. However, despite these
context/speaker effects, the four short vowels were neverthe-
less most often assimilated to one-mora categories, while the
intermediate and long vowels were most often assimilated to
two-mora categories for all speakers’ vowels in both voiced
and voiceless final consonant contexts.

Figure 1~b! presents the vocalic duration data for the
four short, two intermediate, and five long vowels~averaged
over tokens, vowels, speakers, and place-of-articulation of
the consonants!. For all three sets of vowels, vocalic duration
varied systematically with the voicing of the final consonant.
On average, vowels preceding voiced consonants were 20%
longer than vowels preceding voiceless consonants. Short
vowels in voiced contexts averaged 18 ms longer, interme-
diate vowels averaged 22 ms longer, and long vowels aver-
aged 26 ms longer than their counterparts in voiceless con-
texts.

In order to assess the extent to which temporal assimi-

lation patterns were predictable on the basis of differences in
vocalic duration alone~independent of speaker and context!,
a Spearman rank-order correlation was performed in which
the vocalic duration of each vowel~averaged over repeti-
tions! in each consonantal context and speaker condition was
the predictor variable, and the number of two-mora assimi-
lation responses~averaged over repetitions and listeners! was
the dependent variable. Results indicated a moderate but sta-
tistically reliable correlation (r50.637,p,0.001). Factors
other than absolute vocalic duration clearly accounted for
additional variation in temporal assimilation patterns.

Figure 2 plots the relationship between vocalic duration
and assimilation to two-mora categories for sets of short,
intermediate, and long vowels produced by each speaker.
Vowels in voiced contexts are indicated by filled symbols;
vowels in voiceless contexts are indicated by open symbols.
While this plot clearly shows a positive relationship between
vocalic duration and temporal assimilation pattern, it also
indicates that intermediate vowels were assimilated more of-
ten to two-mora categories than were short vowels, even
when they overlapped in~absolute! vocalic duration. Vowel
duration varies systematically with vowel height in Japanese,
as well as in English and other languages~Fitzgerald, 1996;
Peterson and Lehiste, 1960; Strange and Bohn, 1998!. For
comparison with the AE vowels used here, ranges in dura-
tion of Japanese vowels from utterances produced in similar

FIG. 1. ~a! Consistency in perceptual assimilation~in percentage of oppor-
tunities! to two-mora Japanese categories of long@|P(, ,b, Äb, Åb, Ç*̂#, inter-
mediate@ib, ub#, and short@(, }, #, *# American English vowels in voiced and
voiceless following consonant contexts. Data are pooled over speakers,
vowels within each length group, and labial, alveolar, and velar contexts
within each voicing category.~b! Vocalic duration of long, intermediate, and
short vowels in voiced and voiceless following consonant contexts. Data are
pooled over tokens, vowels within each length group, speakers, and labial,
alveolar and velar contexts within each voicing category.

FIG. 2. Relationship between vocalic duration~abscissa! and consistency in
perceptual assimilation~in percentage of opportunities! to two-mora Japa-
nese categories. Speakers are indicated by initials and shape of symbols.
Filled symbols indicate duration of vowels in voiced following consonant
contexts; unfilled symbols indicate duration of vowels in voiceless contexts.
Lines connect data points for each speaker’s utterances: solid lines for long
vowels, dashed lines for intermediate vowels; dash-dot lines for short vow-
els. Data are averaged over tokens~three! and vowels within each length
group ~four short vowels, two intermediate vowels, five long vowels!.
Ranges in duration of one-mora and two-mora high and nonhigh~mid and
low! Japanese vowels produced in similar CVC contexts in a short sentence
are indicated on the graph for comparison.
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sentential and consonantal contexts are marked on the graph
~Fitzgerald, 1996!. High J vowels are indicated above the
50% point of the ordinate; mid and low~nonhigh! J vowels
are indicated above the 0% point. Note the differences espe-
cially in upper boundaries of the ranges for Japanese high
versus nonhigh vowels. Japanese listeners appear to have
considered L1 phonetic variation in vocalic duration associ-
ated with vowel height when judging AE mid and short vow-
els as more similar to two-mora or one-mora vowels. They
did not appear to have attributed any part of the variation in
vocalic duration to the voicing of the following consonant,
since such allophonic variation in vowel length is not present
in Japanese. Thus, for short and intermediate AE vowels
~whose durations were ambiguous in comparison with J
vowels!, assimilation responses differed significantly with
voicing context and the relationship between absolute dura-
tion and percentage of two-mora responses appeared to be
quite linear.

C. Effects of context on spectral assimilation
patterns

For this analysis, the 18 response alternatives were par-
titioned into the five spectral categories: high-front, mid-
front, low, mid-back, and high-back. That is, differences in
temporal assimilation were ignored, as were differences be-
tween two-vowel sequences@ei, ou# versus double vowels
@ee, oo# and palatalized versus nonpalatalized vowel re-
sponses@a~a!, o~o!, u~u!# versus@ ja~a!, jo~o!, ju~u!#. Table III
presents the overall distribution of assimilation responses to
these five categories for each AE vowel. Data were pooled
over all six contexts and all four speaker conditions and con-
verted to percentages of opportunities. The boldfaced num-
bers highlight the overall modal response choices for each
vowel.

As these data show, there was considerable variability in
the overall consistency with which particular AE vowels
were assimilated to particular J spectral categories. The 11
AE vowels can be grouped into three clusters. The first
group—@ib, e(̂, ub#—were assimilated to their spectrally simi-
lar J counterparts with greater than or equal to 95% overall
consistency. Consistency in spectral assimilation varied from

89% to 100% across the six contexts~pooling across speaker
conditions!. Within particular speaker/context conditions,
percentages ranged from 89% to 100% for@i, u# while they
were slightly more variable for@e(̂# ~74% to 100%!.

The second group of vowels@,b, Äb, Åb, o*̂, *# were
assimilated to J spectral categories with overall consistency
between 73% and 82%. Across contexts~pooling over speak-
ers! consistency ranged from 65% to 93%. However, when
individual speaker/context conditions were considered, spec-
tral assimilation patterns showed considerably more variabil-
ity for these vowels than for the first group~range 31% to
100%!. For @,b, Äb, o*̂, *#, the modal spectral response ac-
tually differed from the overall modal response in one or
more speaker/context conditions.

The third group of vowels@(, }, ## showed the least
overall consistency~51% to 53%! and the greatest variability
in spectral assimilation patterns across contexts~ranging
from 29% to 74%!. When individual speaker/context condi-
tions were considered, the range in selection of the overall
modal response was even greater~4% to 96%!. For these
vowels, then, no single spectral J category was chosen over
50% of the time for every speaker~pooling over contexts! or
for every context~pooling over speakers!.

To quantify the extent to which these variations in spec-
tral assimilation patterns were systematic across contexts
and/or speakers, new PRE analyses were conducted for the
eight vowels showing less than 95% overall consistency. As
before, a PRE of 10% or greater was considered a meaning-
ful effect. These analyses indicated that variations in spectral
assimilation patterns for the@,b, Äb, Åb, o*̂, *# were not
related sufficiently to context and speaker variables to reach
a priori levels of reduction in errors. That is, while consis-
tency ~and sometimes modal response choice! did change
across context/speaker conditions, there was also consider-
able variability within conditions, such that predictions of
assimilation patterns were not much improved by consider-
ation of the context and the speaker. However, for the three
short vowels@(, }, ## the PRE analyses revealed clear sys-
tematic effects of context for one or more speakers, as shown
in Table IV~a!. Here again, base rates of error~column 2!
and PRE values for context, speaker, and context/speaker

TABLE III. Overall pattern of perceptual assimilation of AE vowels to the five Japanese spectral categories,
disregarding length and palatalization. Data~percent of opportunities! are pooled over all six contexts and all
four speakers.

AE vowel

Japanese response categories

High-front
i, ii

Mid-front
e, ee, ei

Low
a, aaja, jaa

Mid-Back
o, oo, ou,jo, joo

High-back
u, uu, ju, juu

ib 98 2
( 51 44 1 4
e(̂ 5 95
} 2 53 44 ,1 ,1
,b 1 26 73
Äb 1 81 16 2
# ,1 1 51 39 8
Åb 13 82 5
o*̂ ,1 ,1 79 20
* 3 15 82
ub ,1 99
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interactions are given, with values exceeding 0.10 in bold-
face.

While the PRE analysis of the spectral assimilation pat-
terns for AE@,b# did not reveal a meaningful effect of con-
text and/or speaker, an inspection of the data indicated that
the proportion of assimilation responses indicating the per-
ception of a syllable with changing spectral characteristics
~i.e., assimilation to palatalized J categories or two-vowel
sequences! appeared to vary systematically with contexts and
speakers. Thus, an additional analysis was performed in
which J responses to this vowel were partitioned into ‘‘non-
movement’’ J response categories@a, aa, e, ee# versus
‘‘movement’’ J response categories@ ja, jaa, ei]. The results
of a PRE analysis based on this partitioning of J response
categories is shown in Table IV~b!. The significant reduction
in errors associated with the main effect of context and the
speaker/context interaction support the conclusion that the
perceptual assimilation pattern varied systematically with
context for three of the speakers’ utterances. Specifically,
more movement assimilation responses were given to the
vowel in velar consonant contexts.

To determine the extent to which systematic variation in
spectral assimilation pattern as a function of speakers/
contexts could be accounted for by production differences
@(, }, ##, multiple regression analyses were performed relat-
ing formant values and modal response consistency~across
listeners and trials/listener! for the 72 tokens of each vowel.
For each analysis, the independent variables wereF1 fre-
quency, F2 frequency, andF1/F2 frequencies combined
~values measured at the 50% duration point in each syllable!,
while the dependent variable was the number of modal re-
sponses~out of 18 possible; 6 listeners33 trials! for each
vowel token. Table V presents the multipleR and adjusted
R-squared values for each combination of independent vari-
ables. For AE@(#, assimilation to high~as opposed to mid!
front J vowels correlated significantly with formant fre-
quency, especiallyF1; however, less than 24% of the vari-
ance in perceptual assimilation responses was accounted for
by spectral variation. For@}#, F1 andF2 frequencies, both
alone and in combination, showed significant correlations
with perceptual assimilation to mid~as opposed to low! J
vowels; together, they accounted for about 59% of the vari-
ance. Thus, vowel height of AE short front vowels, as cued
by F1 frequency~and to a lesser extentF2 frequency!, ac-

counted for some of the differences in assimilation pattern
across speakers and contexts. Mid-high and mid-low AE
vowels with higherF1 values and lowerF2 values were
more likely to be assimilated to mid and low J vowels, re-
spectively. For AE@##, assimilation to low~as opposed to
mid! back J vowels showed a significant, but weak relation-
ship to formant frequencies;F1 andF2 combined accounted
for only 21% of the variance.

A final analysis investigated the relationship between
‘‘vowel-intrinsic spectral change’’ and perceptual assimila-
tion to palatalized and two-vowel J responses categories for
AE @,b#. A Spearman rank-order correlation was computed
in which the predictor variable was change inF1/F2 values
~Euclidean distance inF1/F2 bark space! across the middle
half of each syllable~from 25% to 75% durational points!.
The dependent variable was the number of assimilation re-
sponses to ‘‘movement’’ categories (Cja,Cjaa,Cei). There
was no overall significant relationship between extent of for-
mant movement and assimilation to movement response cat-
egories~r520.083, p50.492!. Thus, although perceptual
assimilation to J movement categories was systematically
greater in velar consonant contexts, this was not significantly
related to greater diphthongization of this vowel in these
contexts. It might be that perceptual assimilation to palatal-
ized categories was associated with slower formant transi-
tions of velar consonant-to-vowel opening and closing ges-
tures, but this hypothesis was not testable with the acoustic
measurements available for these stimuli.

In summary, the analysis of spectral assimilation pat-
terns revealed that the short AE vowels@(, }, ## were percep-
tually assimilated todifferent spectral categories depending
upon the context in which the vowel was produced and pre-
sented. An analysis of the pattern of assimilation of the long
AE vowel @,b# to palatalized and two-vowel versus monoph-
thongal J vowel categories also revealed systematic effects of
context for three of the four speakers’ utterances. Spectral
assimilation of the other new vowels@Åb, *# was more stable
across contexts and speakers, with overall consistency about
equal to AE vowels@Äb, o*̂] which are considered more
similar to J vowels in phonological analyses. Correlations
between formant cues associated with vowel height and
spectral assimilation patterns showed only weak associations

TABLE IV. ~a! Results of proportion of reduction of error~PRE! analysis
for spectral assimilation response patterns for /(, }, #/. ~b! Results of PRE
analysis for ‘‘movement’’ versus ‘‘nonmovement’’ assimilation response
patterns for /,/. See text for details.

AE vowel
Base rate of

error
Context
effects

Speaker
effects

Context3
speaker

interaction

~a!
( 48.69 0.185 0.147 0.357
} 47.45 0.115 0.280 0.380
# 48.69 0.060 0.260 0.281

~b!
,b 30.40 0.193 0.000 0.391

TABLE V. Results of multiple regression analysis relating formant frequen-
cies to Japanese spectral category assimilation responses~percent assimi-
lated to modal spectral category!.

AE
vowel

Modal J
category

Predictor variables
~formant values!

Multiple
R

Adjusted
R2 p value

/(/ /i, ii/ F1 0.475 0.226 ,0.001
F2 0.212 0.031 50.074
F1 andF2 0.498 0.236 ,0.001

/}/ /e, ee/ F1 0.772 0.591 ,0.001
F2 0.538 0.279 ,0.001
F1 andF2 0.773 0.586 ,0.001

/#/ /a, aa,ja, jaa/ F1 0.333 0.098 50.004
F2 0.314 0.086 50.007
F1 andF2 0.482 0.211 ,0.001
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between production variations and J listeners’ perceptual as-
similation patterns.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Summary of results

The results of this study have shown that the 11 vowels
of AE, when produced and presented to Japanese listeners in
CVC syllables embedded in a carrier sentence, were percep-
tually assimilated to native J vowel categories with varying
degrees of category goodness, as measured by consistency of
assignment to a particular native category and goodness rat-
ings. No vowelwas perceptually assimilated to a single J
response category consistently across all consonantal con-
texts. As might be predicted from~abstract! linguistic de-
scriptions of the two vowel inventories, the AE vowels@ib,
e(̂, Äb, o*̂, ub# were most consistently assimilated to their
spectrally similar counterparts in Japanese@ii, ei, aa, ou,
%%#, with relatively little variation across context/speaker
conditions. However, there were systematic differences in
temporal assimilation patterns especially for@ib, ub# as a
function of the voicing of the following consonant. For five
of the six ‘‘new’’ AE vowels @(, }, ,b, #, *#, spectral and/or
temporal assimilation patterns varied systematically across
context/speaker conditions.

Temporal assimilation patterns indicated that long and
intermediate AE vowels were most often assimilated to two-
mora J categories, while short AE vowels were more often
assimilated to one-mora categories, with overall ‘‘correct’’
temporal differentiation on 76% of the trials. This is some-
what lower than reported in our earlier study~Strangeet al.,
1998! which investigated Japanese listeners’ perceptual as-
similation of vowels produced in /hVb/ syllables in the same
carrier sentence~84% ‘‘correct’’ temporal assimilation!.
However, temporal differentiation was superior to that
shown for citation-form /hVbÄ/ bisyllables~53% ‘‘correct’’!,
suggesting that sentence context helps L2 listeners perceive
temporal cues associated with segmental contrasts even
when those cues are more subtle than in their native lan-
guage.

The greater variability in assimilation of AE vowels to
one-mora versus two-mora J categories in this mixed CVC
study, in comparison with our earlier findings for /hVb/ syl-
lables in sentences, was due primarily to the short vowels
being assimilated more often to two-mora J responses cat-
egories when they were produced in final voiced consonant
contexts~36% responses versus 17% in voiceless final con-
sonants; 17% for /hVb/!, and to the intermediate vowels be-
ing assimilated more often to one-mora J response categories
in voiceless final consonant contexts~44% vs 19% in voiced
final consonant contexts; 15% for /hVb/!. The long vowels
were also assimilated somewhat less consistently to two-
mora J response categories in voiceless final consonant con-
texts~76% vs 82% in voiced contexts; 85% for /hVb/!. This
supports the prediction that the allophonic rule in English
whereby vocalic duration differences are attributed~in part!
to the voicing status of final consonants would not be ‘‘hon-
ored’’ by the Japanese listeners. The moderate correlation
found between absolute vocalic duration and perceptual as-

similation to two-mora responses suggests that both physical
duration and native-language phonetic realization rules
~variation in vocalic duration with vowel height! contributed
to judged temporal similarity. That is, J listeners did not
judge L2 vowel length on the basis of a very abstract~vowel
and context-independent! characterization such as moraic
count, nor on the basis of surface level acoustic duration
~utterance-specific!, but rather made L1/L2 phonetic similar-
ity judgments which were consistent with L1, but not L2,
phonetic realization rules~vowel-height-specific, but inde-
pendent of following consonant context!.

Spectral assimilation of the six ‘‘new’’ AE vowels also
revealed differences in their judged goodness as instances of
native categories not predictable from a context-independent
and very abstract characterization. AE@Åb, *# were assimi-
lated to J mid- and high-back categories, respectively, with
about the same consistency as the similar AE vowels@Äb#
and@o*̂# were assimilated to J low and mid-back categories,
and did not show systematic context/speaker effects in spec-
tral assimilation patterns. It is interesting to note that AE@Äb#
and @Åb# were heard by Japanese as perceptually similar to
different native categories, perhaps due to the perceived
rounded quality of the latter. Thus, while AE speakers often
confuse these two vowels, J L2 learners might be expected to
confuse@Åb# and @o*̂# more often.@However, some dialects
of Japanese are said to contrast /Å/ and /o/ ~Sugito, 1996!#.
Likewise, AE @*#, which was sometimes confused with@##
by native speakers of AE, would be expected to be confused
more with AE @ub# by Japanese learners of English. This is
especially the case because of the reduced temporal differen-
tiation of @*-ub# by J listeners. In addition, the mid-high back
AE @*# has a relatively highF2, especially in alveolar con-
texts. Thus, it is similar acoustically to the unrounded@%# of
Standard~Kanto! Japanese. While most of our Japanese lis-
teners were from the Kansai region, they apparently heard
AE @*# as quite similar to the Standard variant of the J high-
back vowel.

The remaining new vowels@(, }, #, ,b# were considered
poor instances of any one J spectral category and yielded
large differences in spectral assimilation patterns as a func-
tion of context. J listeners assimilated AE@,b# in velar con-
texts more often to palatalized J syllables, but more often to
nonpalatalized categories when in labial and alveolar con-
texts. The very low consistency in the overall spectral as-
similation pattern for AE@(, }, ## was attributable, in part, to
systematic contextual effects on the J category chosen as the
most similar. AE@(# was assimilated to J@i# more often in
alveolar contexts, but to J@e# in labial and velar contexts. AE
@}# was assimilated to J@e# most often in voiced velar con-
texts, and less consistently in voiced labial and alveolar con-
texts, whereas in voiceless contexts, it was assimilated more
to J @a#. AE @## was assimilated more often to J@a# in voice-
less contexts~especially g-k!, but more often to J@o# in
voiced labial and velar contexts. These systematic context
effects were only weakly associated with differences in for-
mant structure associated with coarticulatory and idiolectal
variation in the production of these vowels.

In general, the data presented here indicate that J listen-
ers’ patterns of perceptual assimilation of AE vowels are not
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highly predictable either from cross-language descriptions at
the abstract ~context-independent! phonological feature
level, nor from surface level acoustic parameters associated
with vowel identity. Thus, we will argue that cross-language
phonetic similarity must be defined at an intermediate level
of abstraction, in which context-specific phonetic realization
rules in L1 are brought to bear on cross-language judgments
of similarity. The most accurate way of establishing cross-
language perceptual similarities is by direct assessment, us-
ing stimulus materials in which phonetic variation is present
and tasks such as the ones employed here.

Current theories of L2 speech learning are concerned
with how perceptual assimilation patterns might be used to
predict better the perceptual difficulties adult L2 learners
face in acquiring new phonetic contrasts. The data presented
here might be used to predict relative difficulties of Japanese
learners acquiring AE vowel distinctions. Specifically, the
results indicate that perceptual difficulties will vary signifi-
cantly with the phonetic context in which the vowel pairs are
presented.

B. Predicted perceptual difficulty of AE vowel pairs
for Japanese listeners

Using Best’s perceptual assimilation model~1994,
1995!, the perceptual assimilation patterns revealed in the
present study would predict that seven pairs of AE vowels
will be difficult for Japanese listeners to perceptually differ-
entiate because they reflect single category or category good-
ness assimilation patterns in at least some contexts: /i-(, u-*,
e-}, o-Å, ,-Ä, Ä-#, (-}/. However, all but one of these pairs,
/o-Å/, include an AE vowel which differed in modal category
assignment as a function of context. Table VI summarizes
the spectral assimilation data across contexts for five sets of
vowels which, in some contexts, at least, were assimilated to
the same native category.

Consider first the two vowel contrasts between high and
mid-high AE vowels:@ib-(# and@ub-*#, shown in the first two
boxed rows. While these two pairs constitute the ‘‘same’’
non-native phonological feature contrast~height or, alterna-
tively, tenseness!, the perceptual assimilation data would
predict differences in relative perceptual difficulty both
within and across pairs of vowels. Overall, these pairs con-
stitute a category goodness~CG!-type assimilation pattern:
the high AE vowels are excellent~spectral! exemplars,
whereas the mid-high AE vowels are poorer exemplars of J
high vowels. However, context-specific assimilation patterns
predict that both pairs of vowels would be more difficult to
differentiate in alveolar context than in labial and velar con-
texts, at least for the AE speakers’ utterances used in this
study. Indeed, for@ub-*# in alveolar contexts, the spectral
assimilation pattern may be considered a single category
~SC! type, with both AE vowels being considered very good
instances of J@u~u!#. For the front vowel pair in labial and
velar contexts, the spectral assimilation pattern is more a
two-category~TC! type, with AE @(# being more often as-
similated to J@e#, whereas the back vowel pair in these con-
texts reflect a CG pattern in these contexts. Differentiation
on the basis of temporal assimilation pattern would also be
difficult for both these vowel pairs, since assimilation to one-
mora versus two-mora categories for all four of these vowels
differed significantly with consonantal context. Thus, in
Best’s taxonomy, this feature contrast shows a TC pattern in
some contexts, a CG pattern in others, and a SC pattern in
still other contexts. Difficulty in learning to differentiate
these vowels, then, would be predicted to vary from very
easy to quite difficult, depending upon context.

Consider next the two mid/mid-low AE vowel pairs
@e(̂-}# and@ob-Åb# ~shown in the next two rows of Table VI!.
The front pair constitutes a CG-type spectral assimilation
pattern~/e( /an excellent exemplar of J/ei/ or /ee/, /}/ a poor
exemplar of J/e~e!/! or a TC pattern~/}/ an exemplar of J/a/!,
depending upon context. Again, differential temporal assimi-
lation patterns would be of only marginal help to J listeners
in mixed consonantal contexts, since@}# was often assimi-
lated to two-mora categories in voiced contexts. The back
pair would be predicted to be even more difficult to differ-
entiate in all contexts. Both@o*̂# and @Åb# were assimilated
primarily to two-mora native categories and were heard as
good exemplars of mid-back J vowels@oo,ou#; i.e., the pair
constitutes a SC-type pattern. However, response patterns
did suggest that Japanese listeners perceptually differentiated
the diphthongal pattern in@o*̂# from the monophthongal pat-
tern of @Åb#. If this were the case, then discrimination would
be predicted to be easier for these vowels in contexts in
which the AE mid vowels are more diphthongized~e.g., pre-
ceding voiced consonants and in open syllables!.

The low and mid-low AE vowels@,b, Äb, ## were all
assimilated most often to the low J vowels; however, they
differed considerably in perceived category goodness. AE
@Äb# was judged a relatively good exemplar of J@a~a!#, espe-
cially in velar contexts, while@## was judged a marginal
exemplar in voiceless contexts and more like J@o~o!# in
voiced labial and velar contexts. AE@,b# was a poor exem-
plar of J a~a! in labial and alveolar contexts and more like

TABLE VI. Consistency~in percent! of assimilation to Japanese spectral
categories as a function of consonantal context, pooled over all four speak-
ers. Entries for@,b# indicate only nonpalatalized responses.

AE vowel
J spectral
category

Consonant context

Labial Alveolar Velar
b-b b-p d-d d-t g-g g-k

ib High
front
/i, ii/

100 100 94 95 99 99

( 49 38 73 70 50 29

ub High
back
/u, uu/

100 100 96 99 100 100

* 81 71 91 91 83 72

e(̂ Mid
front
/e, ee, ei/

100 100 89 91 97 94

} 56 44 57 45 74 39

o* Mid
back
/o, oo, ou/

77 81 71 66 93 88

Åb 83 86 77 74 87 88

,b
Low central
/a, aa/

60 65 64 60 25 20
Äb 75 78 77 81 84 93
# 39 52 50 54 45 67
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gja~a! in velar contexts. Thus, the@Äb-,b# contrast constitutes
a CG-type pattern in labial and alveolar contexts~or possibly
categorizable-uncategorizable!, but a TC pattern in velar
contexts. The@Äb-## contrast constitutes a CG type in some
contexts and a TC type in others; furthermore, differentiation
would be expected to be helped by perceived temporal dif-
ferences. Thus,@Äb-## should be easier to discriminate than
@Äb-,b# except in velar contexts.

Finally, the AE pair@(-}# ~not shown in adjacent rows in
Table VI! were both assimilated to the J@e# category in some
contexts for some speakers. Since these vowels were both
heard as most similar to one-mora J vowels, we would pre-
dict on the basis of spectral assimilation patterns that they
would be most difficult to differentiate in labial contexts~CG
pattern! and easiest in alveolar contexts~TC pattern! for the
utterances used in this study.

The patterns of temporal and spectral assimilation of AE
vowels to native J vowel categories reported above suggest
generally that all 11 AE vowels are perceptually distinct for
Japanese L2 learners of English in at least some CVC con-
texts. That is, it was never the case that two vowels were
equally well assimilated to the same J vowel category in all
context/speaker conditions. However, predicted perceptual
difficulties based on the overall assimilation patterns, or any
particular context condition, would not be as accurate as pre-
dictions which take contextual variables into account. In ad-
dition to differences which can be attributed to task effects,
L2 experience effects, and other methodological variables,
context effects such as those demonstrated here might ac-
count for the lack of consistency in previous studies of L2
vowel perception outlined in the introduction. In future re-
search on cross-language vowel perception, it will be neces-
sary to consider the prosopic and allophonic details of the
stimulus materials in interpreting the outcomes of perceptual
assimilation and L2 discrimination performance. On the
practical side, results such as the ones reported here can be
used to generate ‘‘graded’’ stimulus materials~Jamieson and
Morosan, 1986! for training studies of non-native vowel con-
trasts. Finally, the results reported here supply additional evi-
dence that an adequate description of the effects of the first
language phonology on the perception~and production! of
L2 phonetic segments by adult second language learners will
require cross-language comparisons of the phonetic details of
both L1 and L2 systems. Neither very abstract phonological
descriptions of phoneme inventories nor acoustic compari-
sons of specific realizations of phoneme categories will be
adequate in predicting cross-languageperceptualsimilari-
ties. Rather, an intermediate level of abstraction, in which
language-specific ‘‘rules’’ about phonetic variation are
brought to bear on categorization processes, appears to be the
appropriate level of analysis of L1/L2 phonetic relationships.
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1In this study, it was impractical to use a completely repeated measures
design, because of the large number of trials. In the previous study~Strange
et al., 1998! using subjects drawn from the same population, we found that
perceptual assimilation patterns were quite stable across independent
groups of listeners. In contrast, we found systematic differences in percep-
tual assimilation patterns across speakers for the same listeners. In the
present study, speakers and listeners are confounded variables. However,
the main variable of interest~i.e., consonantal context! was a within-
listeners variable. Thus, one can think of this design as consisting of four
replications of an investigation of context effects, using different stimuli
~speakers! and different listeners.

2In this article, two-mora monophthongal Japanese vowels will be indicated
in IPA transcriptions by two identical symbols

3There is some ambiguity with respect to whether the Katakana symbols@ei#
and@ou# represent a two vowel sequence. In Hiragana~the syllabary which
is used for words of Japanese origin, as opposed to loan words! the
monophthongal two-mora vowels@ee# and@oo# are often written as@ei# and
@ou#, respectively.
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Evidence for an analytic perception of multiharmonic
sounds in the bat, Megaderma lyra, and its possible
role for echo spectral analysis
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For echolocation, the gleaning batMegaderma lyrarelies on short and broadband calls consisting
of multiple harmonic components, each of which is downward frequency modulated. The harmonic
components inM. lyra’s calls have a relatively small frequency excursion and do not overlap
spectrally. Broadband calls of other bat species, on the other hand, often consist of only a few
harmonics which are modulated over broad and sometimes overlapping frequency ranges. A call
consisting of narrow and nonoverlapping harmonic components may provide a less complete
representation of target structure than a call which consists of broadly modulated components.
However, a multiharmonic call may help the bats to perceive local spectral changes in the echo from
shifts in the peak frequencies of single harmonics, and thereby to extract additional information
about the target. To assess this hypothesis, the accuracy with whichM. lyra can analyze frequency
shifts of single partials in multiharmonic complex tones was investigated. A two-alternative,
forced-choice behavioral task was used to measureM. lyra’s frequency discrimination threshold for
the third partial in complex tones whose spectral composition resembled that of the bat’s sonar calls.
The discrimination threshold for the third partial in a 21.5-kHz harmonic tone amounted to about
2% and was similar to the bat’s pure-tone discrimination threshold at 64.5 kHz. Discrimination
performance was essentially unaffected by random frequency changes of the other partials and by
reducing stimulus duration from 50.5 to 1.5 ms. Both findings are in accordance with predictions
made on the basis of the shape ofM. lyra’s cochlear filters. The comparison between the observed
frequency discrimination performance and a computational estimate of the expected frequency shift
in the third harmonic of an echo reflected by a simple, two-front target showed thatM. lyra’s
frequency resolution is sufficient for analyzing the target-specific information conveyed by shifts in
the peak frequency of single echo components. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1354198#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Ka, 43.80.Lb, 43.66.Gf, 43.66.Fe@WA#

I. INTRODUCTION

Bats have evolved an active auditory orientation system.
They acquire information about their environment by emit-
ting calls and analyzing the returning echoes. By exploiting
the time delay between the emission of the call and the return
of the echo, bats are able to estimate the distance to the
reflecting target~Simmons, 1973!. Bats can also identify the
shape and the texture of targets~see, e.g., Simmonset al.,
1974; Schnitzler and Henson, 1980; Habersetzer and Vogler,
1983; Schmidt, 1988a!. A spatially extended target rarely
reflects a single echo. Rather, the different surfaces of the
target reflect a multitude of partial echoes with slightly dif-
fering delays~Schmidt, 1992; Simmonset al., 1995!. If the
delay differences are shorter than the impulse responses of
the relevant auditory filters, the partial echoes temporally
merge and interfere in the bat’s inner ear. The bat then per-

ceives a complex echo whose spectral composition is
changed relative to that of the call~Beuter, 1980!. The fre-
quency transfer function of the reflection is determined by
the temporal relations between the overlapping partial echoes
as well as by their relative levels. A number of behavioral
studies have shown that bats actually use the characteristic
spectralchanges in the echoes to identify targets with differ-
ent temporalrelations between the partial echoes~Schmidt,
1988b, 1992; Modgans and Schnitzler, 1990; Simmons
et al., 1990!.

When bats are inspecting the shape and texture of tar-
gets, they commonly emit downward frequency-modulated,
broadband echolocation calls~Neuweiler, 1990!. The use of
a broadband call is necessary for the bat to be able to analyze
the transfer function of the reflection over a large frequency
range. The actual frequency–time structure of the broadband
portions of sonar calls, however, differs considerably across
different bat species~Simmonset al., 1979!. It still remains
largely unknown, whichperceptual qualities may be in-
volved in the analysis of the broadband spectral characteris-
tics of echoes and how the perception of echoes is con-
strained by the specific frequency-time structure of the
echolocation calls.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: Centre for the Neu-
ral Basis of Hearing, Department of Physiology, University of Cambridge,
Downing Street, Cambridge CB2 3EG, United Kingdom. Electronic mail:
katrin.krumbholz@mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk

b!Present address: Institut fu¨r Zoologie, Tiera¨rztliche Hochschule Hannover,
Bünteweg 17, 30559 Hannover, Germany.
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The calls of many bat species, for exampleEptesicus
fuscus, consist of one to maximally three harmonic fre-
quency components which are modulated over very broad
and often partially overlapping frequency regions~Simmons
et al., 1995!. The frequency excursion of the first harmonic
component in the sonar calls ofE. fuscusdiscriminating be-
tween targets typically amounts to about 75% of its center
frequency. The Megadermatid~Schmidt et al., 2000;
Schmidt, 1992! as well as Phyllostomid~Simmonset al.,
1979; Thieset al., 1998! bats, on the other hand, rely exclu-
sively on short and broadband echolocation calls which con-
sist of multiple harmonic components, each of which is
modulated with a comparatively small frequency excursion.
In Megaderma lyra, the Indian False Vampire bat, approach-
phase calls typically consist of up to six linearly downward-
modulated, harmonic components~Schmidt et al., 2000;
Schmidt, 1992!. The frequency of the first harmonic may
sweep from about 23 to 18 kHz. Thus, the frequency excur-
sion of this component corresponds to only about 24% of its
center frequency. The individual harmonic components do
not overlap spectrally and appear as distinct peaks in the
composite frequency spectrum ofM. lyra’s calls. With the
multiharmonic calls, the bat is able to resolve target texture
differences in the millimeter range~Schmidt, 1988a!. This
ability may be a prerequisite forM. lyra’s pursuit of ground-
dwelling prey. After the bat has detected a prey by passively
listening for its faint rustling noises~Fiedler, 1979; Ma-
rimuthu and Neuweiler, 1987!, the bat closely approaches
the prey and remains, up to a few seconds, hovering almost
motionless while inspecting the prey’s shape with a series of
echolocation calls~Schmidt et al., 2000; Marimuthu and
Neuweiler, 1987!. Thereby,M. lyra is able to distinguish
between prey and an unpalatable counterfeit that closely re-
sembles the shape of the item of prey~Schmidtet al., 2000!.
Some nectar-eating Glossophagine bats have been reported
to show a similarly remarkable performance in discriminat-
ing the shape of flowers~von Helversen and von Helversen,
1999!.

What, however, is the adaptive value ofmultiharmonic
sonar calls for target structure identification? At first glance,
it would seem that a sonar call consisting of a few broadly
modulated frequency components would be best suited for
analyzing spectral changes in the echo. Such a call would
sample the spectral transfer function of the target over wide,
coherent frequency regions.M. lyra’s multiharmonic calls
exhibit pronounced spectral notches between the harmonic
components. Thus, each call echo provides a less complete
representation of the target transfer function. However, the
multicomponent frequency structure of sonar calls may fa-
cilitate the perception ofnarrow-bandspectral changes in
the echoes. Assume that a reflection from a structured target
causes a characteristic narrow spectral notch in a restricted
frequency region of the sonar call. If the frequency excursion
of the relevant harmonic component in the sonar call is not
too large with respect to the width of the notch, the notch
will change that component’s average frequency1 by cutting
out a part of its frequency range~Krumbholz and Schmidt,
1999!. If we assume that the components of the sonar call
can be perceived separately, the bat may detect the notch as

a pitch shift in the respective echo component.
The shift in the average frequency of the component

would be larger and thusmore easily perceptiblethe smaller
the component’s frequency excursion in relation to the width
of the notch. In a comparative study with human listeners,
Krumbholz and Schmidt~1998! measured the detectability
and the discriminability of narrow spectral notches in very
short ~1.018 ms! frequency sweeps. The sweeps were lin-
early downward frequency modulated with a center fre-
quency of 6 kHz and a frequency excursion of either 3.5 or
5.5 kHz, so their frequency-modulation rates were compa-
rable to the modulation rate of the first harmonic component
in M. lyra’s sonar calls. The width of the spectral notch was
always equal to 810 Hz. In a first experiment, we measured
the detection threshold for a notch with a fixed center fre-
quency in terms of notch depth; in the second experiment,
we measured the discrimination threshold for the center fre-
quency of a notch with a fixed depth of260 dB. The mini-
mum depth required to detect a notch in the 3.5-kHz sweep
was smaller by about 10 dB than in the 5.5-kHz sweep.
Moreover, the discrimination threshold for the notch center
frequency was by a factor of 3 smaller for the 3.5-kHz sweep
than for the 5.5-kHz sweep.

These data suggest that a narrow spectral notch might be
easier to detect and more readily discriminable in the echo of
a multicomponent sonar call whose harmonic components
are modulated with a small frequency excursion than in the
echo of a sonar call which consists of a few broadly modu-
lated components. Krumbholz and Schmidt~1999! showed
that a spectral notch caused by the interference of two partial
echoes with a delay difference of only a few microseconds
can shift the average frequency of the third harmonic com-
ponent in a typical approach-phase echolocation call ofM.
lyra by as much as 10%. IfM. lyra could analyze such shifts
in the average frequency of individual echo components, the
bat might be able to perceive certain narrow-band details in
the reflection transfer function that may be imperceptible
with a sonar call consisting of broadly modulated compo-
nents. However, isM. lyra’s frequency resolution fine
enough to detect small frequency shifts in individual echo
components? And, are the bats able to analyze the frequency
of any particular echo component independent of the fre-
quency of the other components?

The present study investigates the extent to whichM.
lyra is able to make use of the information conveyed by
shifts of the average frequency of single spectral components
in the echoes. For that, we examined the accuracy with
which this bat species is able to analyze the frequency of a
single partial in a multicomponent complex tone with a simi-
lar frequency composition as its sonar calls. Further, we in-
vestigated whether the perception of the frequency of a
single component inM. lyra’s sonar calls is independent of
the frequencies of the other components by testing how the
frequency discrimination performance for a single partial in a
complex tone is influenced by random frequency shifts of the
other partials. In addition, we examined the effect of stimu-
lus duration on frequency discrimination performance. The
experimental frequency discrimination thresholds are com-
pared to predictions that can be made on the basis of existing
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behavioral data on the auditory filter shapes inM. lyra. Fur-
ther,M. lyra’s frequency discrimination threshold for a par-
tial in a complex tone is compared to a computational esti-
mate of the expected frequency shift in the corresponding
echo component caused by a reflection from a simple, two-
front target.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Experimental setup

All experiments were carried out in a sound-insulated
room ~2.233.432.2 m! whose walls were coated with
sound-absorbing wedges. The bat’s starting position was a
perch in the rear upper part of the room. The loudspeaker
was mounted at a distance of about 2 m away from and 1.5
m below the starting position and was directed to the bat’s
head. Two feeding dishes were mounted symmetrically on
either side of the loudspeaker. The experimenter was seated
about 1 m behind the loudspeaker. The room was dimly il-
luminated by a 15-W bulb. The transmission characteristics
of the setup were examined regularly using a B&K1

4-in.
microphone and measuring amplifier~type 2610!. For cali-
bration, the microphone was mounted at the position of the
bat’s head when hanging from the perch.

All stimuli were generated digitally on a DSP board
~AP2, Tucker Davis Technologies!. They were digital-to-
analog converted with a 16-bit amplitude resolution and a
sampling rate of 250 kHz~DA3-2, Tucker Davis Technolo-
gies!, and low-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 100
kHz ~Krohn-Hite 3323!. The low-pass-filtered signals were
attenuated~Elementa!, amplified~Harman/Kardon HK6100!,
and finally fed to the magnetostatic loudspeaker~Technics
EAS 10 TH800C!. The frequency transfer function of the
loudspeaker was linear within a63-dB range between 3 and
100 kHz.

B. General properties of signals

Test stimuli were pure tones or complex tones consisting
of four partials. The stimuli were gated with Gaussian on-
and offset ramps with a26-dB duration of 0.332 ms. The
steady-state portion of the stimuli had a duration of either 50
or 1 ms. Thus, their equivalent rectangular duration2 ~ERD!
amounted to either 50.5 or 1.5 ms. During the initial training,
the test stimuli were preceded by a reference tone with a
fixed frequency of 64.5 kHz. The reference tone had the
same temporal envelope as the respective test stimuli. The
silent gap between reference tone and test stimuli was 200
ms ~between the 0–V points! and the interpair interval was
700 ms.M. lyra is known to have an excellent absolute pitch
~Schmidt et al., 1995!. Therefore, the reference tone was
omitted after the bats had memorized its frequency. All data
of the experiments described below were collected without
presentation of the 64.5-kHz reference tone. Throughout data
collection, the 50.5- and 1.5-ms test stimuli were repeated
with a silent gap of 700 and 400 ms and presented at an
overall level of 55 and 60 dB SPL~measured at the position
of the bat’s head!, respectively.

C. Procedure

Frequency discrimination thresholds for pure tones~ex-
periment 1! and for the third frequency component~partial!
in four-component complex tones~experiments 2 and 3!
were measured using a two-alternative, forced-choice behav-
ioral paradigm and the method of constant stimuli. At the
beginning of each trial, the experimenter triggered signal
presentation via a computer keyboard. The stimuli were pre-
sented repetitively until the bat responded by flying either to
the right or to the left feeding dish. Signal presentation was
stopped after the bat had made its choice and the response
was stored in the computer memory. The animals were
trained to choose the right side if the frequency of the rel-
evant signal, i.e., the pure tone in experiment 1 and the third
partial in the complex tone in experiments 2 and 3, was
higher than the reference frequency of 64.5 kHz. Conversely,
the bat had to choose the left side if the relevant signal fre-
quency was lower than 64.5 kHz. The bat was rewarded with
a mealworm if it had chosen the feeding dish on the correct
side. If the bat had chosen the wrong side in response to a
certain stimulus, the same stimulus was presented in the fol-
lowing trial. The results of these correction trials were dis-
carded. For a given trial, the experimenter could either
choose a specific signal frequency, or invoke the pseudoran-
dom function of the measuring program to pick one of the
possible signal frequencies randomly. Signal frequencies
above and below the reference were presented with equal
probability, and the experiments were double-blind, i.e., the
experimenter was only informed about the rewarded side af-
ter the bat had made its choice. Moreover, not more than four
signal frequencies above, or, respectively, below the refer-
ence were presented in a row to avoid the bats developing
side preferences.

D. Data analysis

The bats’ responses to the test stimuli were expressed as
the percentage of choices to the right,PR , and plotted as a
function of the logarithmic frequency separation~expressed
in cent3!, dF, between the respective test frequency and the
reference frequency of 64.5 kHz in order to obtain the psy-
chometric function for the frequency discrimination task. In
experiments 1, 2 A, and 3, frequency discrimination thresh-
olds were derived from these psychometric functions. For
that, sigmoid functions were fitted to the measuredPR val-
ues. The sigmoid functions were defined by the general
formula4

PR~dF !5
b

exp~2l~dF2a!!11
1c. ~1!

The parametersl anda determine the slope of the function
and its displacement relative to the zero point on the axis of
frequency separations,dF. These two parameters were fitted
to the experimental data using the Gauss–Newton method5

~Schwarz, 1988!. The parametersb and c define the upper
and lower asymptotes of the function, respectively, and
should ideally be equal to 100% and 0%. However, the bats’
responses rarely reached these ideal values even for supra-
threshold frequency separations. Thus,b and c were set to
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appropriate values between 90% and 100% and 0% and
10%, respectively, and remained fixed during the iterations
of the Gauss–Newton fit.6

The frequency discrimination thresholds were calculated
as the mean of the frequency separationsdF255PR

21(25%)
and dF755PR

21(75%) corresponding to the 25% and 75%
values on the fitted sigmoid functions. The error of the dis-
crimination thresholds is the square root of the mean of the
squared error ofdF25 and dF75, which was calculated by
multiplying the mean deviation between the measured and
the fittedPR values with the slope of the inverse of the fitted
function, PR

21, in the 25% and 75% points, respectively.7

E. Animals

Four individuals of the bat speciesM. lyra ~one male
and three females! took part in the experiments. One female
bat only completed the frequency discrimination for pure
tones~experiment 1!. All four bats had participated in earlier
psychoacoustic experiments. The bats were fed on the meal-
worms that they received as rewards for correct decisions
during the experimental sessions. In addition, a small house
mouse was supplied every 2 weeks. The bats’ weight was
monitored daily. The animals were kept in a dimly illumi-
nated flight room at 28 °C, where they had free access to
water.

The experiments in this study were noninvasive and
therefore did not require an animal experimentation ap-
proval. Permission to keep and breedM. lyra in fulfillment
of Sec. 11, Abs. 1, S. 1, No. 1 Tiersch G has been given to
the Zoologisches Institut der Universita¨t München by the
Städtisches Veterina¨ramt der Landeshauptstadt Mu¨nchen,
dated 6th November 1992.

III. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Stimuli

First, the frequency discrimination threshold for pure
tones at 64.5 kHz was measured. The pure tones had an ERD
of 50.5 ms. During the initial training, the frequency separa-
tions between the test tones and the 64.5-kHz reference were
well above the anticipated discrimination threshold. When
the bats responded to the suprathreshold test frequencies cor-
rectly in more than 90% of the cases, psychometric functions
were measured with a set of 14 test frequencies, seven of
which were higher and the other seven of which were lower
than 64.5 kHz. Now, the frequency separations between test
tones and reference comprised both subthreshold and su-
prathreshold values. Each two corresponding frequencies
above and below 64.5 kHz had the same frequency separa-
tion, dF, to 64.5 kHz on a logarithmic scale. Figure 1~ex-
periment 1! schematically shows the spectrograms of two
pure tones whose frequencies are bydF558.7 cent lower or
higher than 64.5 kHz, respectively. In the first five to ten
trials of each experimental session, only the largest fre-
quency separations were presented. In the subsequent trials,
the signal frequency was chosen randomly from the set of 14
test frequencies. Thereby, the easier test frequencies were
usually chosen with a proportionately higher probability, in
order not to discourage the bats with too frequent unre-

warded decisions. A minimum of 31 and up to 110 responses
were collected for each bat and test frequency to establish the
percentage value of choices to the right side,PR , for that
frequency.

B. Results

After about 1 month of training, the bats had learned to
correctly classify pure tones according to frequency relative
to the reference tone. The four panels of Fig. 2 show the
individual responses of four bats to the 14 test frequencies.
The solid lines show the sigmoid functions that were fitted to
the PR values according to Eq.~1!. Each of the fitted func-
tions in Fig. 2 accounts for at least 93% of the variance in the
experimental data. The individual frequency discrimination
thresholds were calculated from the fitted functions as de-
scribed in Sec. II D and are given in the top left corners of
the graphs. The errors are given in brackets. On average, the
four bats correctly classified the pure tones in 75% of the
cases when the frequency separation from 64.5 kHz
amounted to 35.3~64.2! cent, corresponding to a linear fre-
quency difference of 1.32 kHz and a Weber fraction8 of
2.04%.

IV. EXPERIMENT 2

A. Stimuli

1. Condition A

In experiment 2, three of the four bats that had partici-
pated in experiment 1 were trained to discriminate the fre-
quency of the third partial in four-component complex tones.
In condition A, the ‘‘irrelevant’’ first, second, and fourth
partials were harmonics of 21.5 kHz. Thus, their frequencies

FIG. 1. Spectral composition of experimental stimuli. Each column shows
one low and one high test stimulus with the same frequency separation,
dF558.7 cent, to 64.5 kHz for each of the experiments in this study. The
dash–dotted line represents the reference frequency of 64.5 kHz. The short,
solid lines show the presented frequency components. Their lengths indicate
the duration of the stimuli~not to scale!. The filled arrows indicate that the
respective partials were randomized coherently by shifting their fundamen-
tal frequency~experiment 2 B!; the open arrows indicate that only one par-
tial’s frequency was randomly shifted in a given trial~experiment 2 C!. The
vertical bars delimit the frequency range within which the partials were
randomized.
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were fixed at 21.5, 43, and 86 kHz. The bats had to chose the
left or right feeding dish, if the frequency of the ‘‘relevant’’
third partial in the presented complex tone was lower or
higher than the reference frequency of 64.5 kHz,
respectively.9 Figure 1 ~experiment 2 A! schematically
shows the spectral composition of two complex tones whose
third partial is by 58.7 cent lower or higher than 64.5 kHz.
Initially, the levels of the irrelevant partials were attenuated
by 25 dB relative to the level of the relevant third partial.
During training, their levels were gradually increased in
5-dB steps until the level profile of the four partials in the
complex tones approximately corresponded to the average
level profile of the harmonic frequency components inM.
lyra’s typical approach-phase echolocation calls; the first
partial was attenuated by 10 dB relative to the second, third,
and fourth partial which all had the same level. The first
harmonic component inM. lyra’s echolocation calls is usu-
ally attenuated by at least 10 dB and sometimes by as much
as 30 dB relative to the levels of the higher components. The
relative levels of the higher components can vary consider-
ably between different calls. A study by Schmidtet al.
~2000! showed that the levels of the higher components sys-
tematically depend on the different phases during a prey pur-
suit. The complex tones had an ERD of 50.5 ms. In experi-
ment 2 A, psychometric functions were measured with the
same set of 14 test frequencies as used for the pure tones in
experiment 1. The percentage of choices to the right side,
PR , for each test frequency was established from a minimum
of 32 and up to 97 responses from each bat.

2. Condition B

In experiment 2 B, the frequencies of the irrelevant par-
tials were no longer fixed. Their frequencies were still har-
monically related but their fundamental frequency was now
randomly shifted either above or below 21.5 kHz in each
trial. In Fig. 1 ~experiment 2 B!, which schematically shows
two complex tones whose third partial is by 58.7 cent lower
or higher than 64.5 kHz, the filled arrows indicate the ran-
dom frequency variations of the irrelevant partials. The mag-
nitude of the random frequency shifts was uniformly distrib-
uted between 25 and 100 cent. The frequency of the relevant
third partial was independent of the random frequency shifts
of the other partials. The percentage value of choices to the
right side,PR , was determined for a total of eight test fre-
quencies of the third partial, four above and four below 64.5
kHz. Each data point was established from a minimum of 35
and up to 114 presentations of the respective test frequency.

3. Condition C

The irrelevant partials in the complex tones used in con-
ditions A and B of experiment 2 were harmonics of a com-
mon fundamental frequency. Only the relevant third partial
was mistuned with respect to the harmonic relation of the
other three partials. In human listeners, a mistuned partial in
an otherwise harmonic complex tone can perceptionally stick
out of the tone complex and be perceived as a separate tone
~Moore et al., 1985; Hartmannet al., 1990; Demanyet al.,
1991!. Thus, the bats may have possibly heard out the rel-

FIG. 2. Frequency classification performance of four bats for 50.5-ms pure tones at 64.5 kHz~experiment 1!. The open symbols show the percentage of
responses to the right side,PR , as a function of the logarithmic frequency separation between the respective test frequency and 64.5 kHz,dF. The sigmoid
curves~solid lines! were fitted according to Eq.~1!. The frequency discrimination threshold~FDT! and the error for each bat is given in the top left corner of
the graphs.
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evant partial as a separate tone in the complex tones used in
parts A and B of the experiment, which might have helped
them to classify its frequency. In condition C, the frequency
relation of the irrelevant first, second, and fourth partials was
no longer harmonic: next to the relevant third partial, one of
the irrelevant partials was also mistuned from harmony. In a
given trial, either the second or the fourth partial was mis-
tuned with equal probability. The frequency of the selected
partial was shifted either above or below its nominal har-
monic frequency~43 and 86 kHz for the second and fourth
partial, respectively!. The frequency of the first partial was
fixed at 21.5 kHz. The magnitude of the random frequency
shifts of the second or fourth partial was uniformly distrib-
uted between 30 and 100 cent. In Fig. 1~experiment 2 C!, the
open arrows indicate the random frequency variations of the
second or fourth partial. The percentage values of choices to
the right,PR , were measured with the same set of eight test
frequencies of the third partial as used in experiment 2 B.
Each data point resulted from a minimum of 32 and up to 58
presentations of the respective test frequency.

B. Results

None of the bats managed to spontaneously apply the
frequency classification of pure tones acquired during experi-
ment 1 to the complex tones used in experiment 2 A. The
bats were probably confused by the fact that all of the pre-
sented stimuli now contained frequencies both below and
above 64.5 kHz. After about 1 month of training, the bats
had learned to classify the complex tones according to the
frequency of their third partial. Conditions B and C of ex-
periment 2, then, did not require any additional training. The
open squares in Fig. 3 show the animals’ responses to the
complex tones used in experiment 2 A~fixed irrelevant par-
tials! as a function of the logarithmic frequency separation,
dF, between the relevant third partial and the reference fre-
quency of 64.5 kHz. The solid lines show the sigmoid curves
that were fitted to the psychometric functions from experi-
ment 2 A. The fit curves account for more than 95% of the
variance in the data. The three bats’ average frequency dis-
crimination threshold for the third partial in a complex tone
with fixed irrelevant partials amounted to 36.4~65.1! cent.
That corresponds to a linear frequency difference of 1.36
kHz and a Weber fraction of 2.1%. Thus, the mean fre-
quency discrimination thresholds measured in experiments 1
and 2 A are essentially equal. The difference between the
individual discrimination thresholds is quite large for bats 1
and 2. However, due to the rather large errors, none of the
differences between the individual discrimination thresholds
from experiments 1 and 2 A was significant under the as-
sumption that the difference between two thresholds is nor-
mally distributed with a variance that is equal to the sum of
their squared errors~Krengel, 1990; bat 1:z51.211, p
50.226; bat 2:z51.657, p50.0975; bat 3:z50.192, p
50.848!.

The responses to the complex tones used in conditions B
and C of experiment 2 are shown by the filled symbols in
Fig. 3. The filled circles show the responses to the complex
tones whose irrelevant partials were still harmonic but had a
randomized fundamental frequency~condition B!. The tri-

angles show the responses to the complex tones in which
only either the second or the fourth partial was randomly
mistuned from its nominal harmonic frequency~condition
C!. In the case of bats 1 and 2, the data points from condi-
tions B and C can be accounted for by the same sigmoid
function that was fitted to the data points from condition A
~open squares!. In the case of bat 3, the random frequency
changes had a slight detrimental effect on classification per-
formance. However, according to an F test with 6 and 12
degrees of freedom10 ~Linder, 1964!, the mean deviation be-
tween the fit curve obtained for condition A and the data
points from conditions B and C was not significantly greater

FIG. 3. Frequency classification performance of three bats for the third
partial in four-component complex tones with a duration of 50.5 ms~experi-
ment 2!, plotted as a function of the frequency separation,dF, between the
third partial and 64.5 kHz. The open symbols show the percentage of
choices to the right side,PR , for harmonic tones with a fixed fundamental
of 21.5 kHz~condition A!. The sigmoid functions~solid lines! were fitted to
the data points from condition A. The filled circles show the responses to
complex tones with a randomized fundamental frequency~condition B!. The
filled triangles show the responses to complex tones whose second or fourth
partial was randomly shifted out of the harmonic relation~condition C!. The
individual frequency discrimination thresholds~FDT! for condition A are
given in the top left corner of the graphs.
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for any of the bats than the deviation between the fit curve
and the data points from condition A~condition B, bat 1:f
51.022, p50.457; bat 2: f 51.515, p50.254; bat 3: f
52.394,p50.093; condition C, bat 1:f 51.133,p50.400;
bat 2: f 50.787,p50.597; bat 3:f 52.476,p50.086!. Thus,
neither the presence nor the random frequency changes of
the first, second, and fourth partials significantly affected the
bats’ frequency discrimination thresholds for the third par-
tial.

V. EXPERIMENT 3

A. Stimuli

Experiment 3 was almost identical to experiment 2 A,
apart from the different stimulus duration that was used: the
bats had to discriminate the frequency of the third partial in
a four-component complex tone whose first, second, and
fourth partials were harmonics of 21.5 kHz. During the train-
ing for experiment 3, the duration of the complex tones was
gradually reduced from 50.5 to 1.5 ms. In order to give the
stimuli the same energy, the level of the 1.5-ms stimuli
would have had to increase by 15 dB relative to the 50.5-ms
stimuli. However, in order to avoid an effect of possible
level-dependent changes of the cochlear filter characteristics
on frequency discrimination performance, the level of the
shorter stimuli was only 5 dB higher than the level of the
longer stimuli. The psychometric function was measured
with a set of 12 test frequencies of the third partial, six above
and six below 64.5 kHz. Each data point was established
from a minimum of 30 and up to 131 presentations of the
respective test frequency.

B. Results

The bats’ classifications for the 1.5-ms complex tones
are shown in Fig. 4~open symbols!. The fitted sigmoid
curves~solid lines! account for more than 93% of the vari-
ance in the data. The bats correctly classified the third partial
in the 1.5-ms complex tones in 75% of the cases when its
frequency separation from 64.5 kHz amounted to an average
of 31.8 ~67.1! cent. That corresponds to a linear frequency
difference of 1.18 kHz and a Weber fraction of 1.84%. None
of the individual frequency discrimination thresholds from
experiment 3 differed significantly from the discrimination
thresholds measured in experiment 2 A under the assumption
that the difference between two thresholds is normally dis-
tributed with a variance that is equal to the sum of their
squared errors~bat 1: z50.035,p50.972; bat 2:z50.742,
p50.458; bat 3:z50.260,p50.795!.

VI. DISCUSSION

Experiment 1 has shown thatM. lyra’s relative fre-
quency discrimination threshold for pure tones at 64.5 kHz,
with a duration of 50.5 ms and a level of 55 dB SPL,
amounts to about 2%. von Stebut~1999! measuredM. lyra’s
pure-tone frequency discrimination threshold at 24 kHz and
found a slightly smaller Weber fraction between 1% to 1.2%
at this frequency. The difference between von Stebut’s and
our results might be due to methodical differences; von Ste-

but used a slightly different experimental paradigm and pre-
sented the stimuli at a higher overall level of 70 dB SPL.
However, it is more likely that the threshold difference is
brought about by the nonlinear frequency dependence of au-
ditory filter shape inM. lyra. Schmidt et al. ~1992, 1995!
showed that the width of the critical band is proportional to
an expansive power of frequency with an exponent of about
1.71. Moreover, Schmidtet al. ~1995! found that the slope of
the flanks of the critical band is inversely proportional to
frequency raised to a power of 1.71. Under the assumption
that the absolute frequency discrimination threshold~in Hz!
is a constant fraction of the critical bandwidth at the respec-
tive frequency, the relative frequency discrimination thresh-
old at 64.5 kHz is expected to be about twice as large as at
24 kHz. This is in good agreement with the observed thresh-
old differences.

FIG. 4. Frequency classification performance~open symbols! of three bats
for the third partial in a complex tone with a fixed fundamental frequency of
21.5 kHz and a duration of 1.5 ms~experiment 3!, plotted as a function of
the frequency separation,dF, between the third partial and 64.5 kHz. The
sigmoid curves~solid lines! were fitted according to Eq.~1!. The individual
frequency discrimination thresholds~FDT! are given in the top left corner of
the graphs.
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M. lyra’s pure-tone frequency discrimination threshold
at 64.5 kHz is essentially equal to the discrimination thresh-
old for the third partial in a complex tone with a fundamental
frequency of 21.5 kHz. Moreover, the frequency classifica-
tion of the relevant third partial was not severely impaired by
random frequency variations of the irrelevant partials~con-
ditions B and C of experiment 2!. This shows that the bats
had not based their classifications on the overall pitch of the
complex tones, and that their perception of the third partial
was not significantly influenced by the frequencies of the
other partials. The bats’ similar performance across the three
conditions of experiment 2 suggests that they were able to
attend exclusively to the pitch of the relevant partial. Finally,
M. lyra’s frequency discrimination threshold for the third
partial in a complex tone with a fundamental frequency of
21.5 kHz did not deteriorate noticeably when the duration of
the complex tones was decreased from 50.5 to 1.5 ms. The
similarity between pure-tone frequency discrimination and
frequency discrimination in a complex tone and the indepen-
dence of frequency discrimination performance of stimulus
duration down to the millisecond range can be accounted for
by the shape of the cochlear filters inM. lyra. This is dis-
cussed in the next section.

A. Frequency discrimination of a single partial and
cochlear filter shape in M. lyra

In the auditory system, different frequencies give rise to
activity or excitation at different places. The excitation pat-
tern of an auditory stimulus may be defined as the internal
distribution of the stimulus-evoked activity as a function of
‘‘place’’ @for a detailed discussion of the concept of the ex-
citation pattern see Moore~1997! and Moore and Glasberg
~1990!#. Owing to the one-to-one correspondence of place
and frequency, the excitation at a given frequency may be
considered as the total response of all neurons with charac-
teristic frequencies~CF! equal to the frequency. Moore
~1997! suggested measuring excitation physiologically, in
terms of the effective input to neurons at a given CF. In
psychophysical terms, the shape of the masked audiogram of
a given sound reflects the shape of that sound’s excitation
pattern~Zwicker, 1970!. Moore and Glasberg~1983! defined
the excitation pattern in terms of the cochlear filter shape,
which they derived from psychophysical masking data.
Apart from small systematic differences attributable to spe-
cies differences~Evans and Wilson, 1973; Evanset al.,
1992! and fitting technique~Evans, 1995, 2000!, psycho-
physical and physiological measures of frequency selectivity
are essentially identical.

According to the place model of pitch, the perception of
a change in the frequency of a pure tone or a partial in a
complex tone is equivalent to the perception of a shift in the
pattern of excitation that the stimulus elicits along the tono-
topic axis of the cochlea~Moore et al., 1984; Hesse, 1987;
Schorer, 1989!. Thus, a frequency change would be just per-
ceptible if it caused a just-perceptible change in the response
strength of at least one cochlear filter. The frequency change
would be detected at the flanks of the excitation pattern elic-
ited by the stimulus. Thus, the minimum detectable fre-
quency change would depend upon the slope of the steepest

portion of the excitation pattern as well as the size of the
minimum detectable change in excitation level.

The flanks of the excitation pattern elicited by a single
partial in a complex tone can be partially masked by the
excitation caused by the adjacent partials. Therefore, human
listeners’ frequency discrimination thresholds for a single
partial in a harmonic complex tone tend to be larger than the
respective pure-tone discrimination thresholds~Mooreet al.,
1984!. This is especially true for higher harmonic numbers
where the spectral resolution of individual partials is poor.
The similarity betweenM. lyra’s frequency discrimination
threshold for the third partial in a complex tone with a fun-
damental frequency of 21.5 kHz~experiment 2 A! and the
pure-tone discrimination threshold at 64.5 kHz~experiment
1! shows that the flanks of the third partial’s excitation pat-
tern are not substantially masked by the adjacent partials,
i.e., the partials must be spectrally well resolved inM. lyra’s
cochlear filters. This finding is in agreement with existing
psychophysical data on the width and the shape of the criti-
cal bands inM. lyra ~Schmidtet al., 1992, 1995!.

Schmidtet al. ~1992, 1995! estimated the width ofM.
lyra’s critical bands by measuring the masked threshold for
pure tones in a wideband noise masker as a function of pure-
tone frequency. The ratio between the pure tone’s power at
masked threshold and the noise power density is usually
known as the critical ratio~CR!. The CR ofM. lyra as a
function of frequency,f, is reasonably well described by the
analytical expression

CR~ f !54.9•~ f /50!1.71. ~2!

At a selected frequency of 64.5 kHz, Schmidtet al. ~1992,
1995! compared the critical bandwidth~CB! obtained
through measurement of the CR with the CB obtained
through the method of band widening~see, e.g., Moore,
1997, pp. 90–93! and confirmed that both methods yielded
essentially the same estimate for the CB. Schmidtet al.
~1992! characterized the shape of the critical bands inM.
lyra by measuring the spectral masking patterns of narrow-
band noise maskers whose bandwidths approximately corre-
sponded to the CBs at their respective center frequencies.
The masking patterns were measured for pure-tone signals
within a certain frequency range around the masker pass-
band. Masking patterns were measured at masker center fre-
quencies of 23, 30, 40, and 64.5 kHz and at several different
masker levels. Schmidtet al. showed that in contrast to the
human critical bands,M. lyra’s critical bands exhibit sym-
metric low- and high-frequency flanks with a slope of 40 to
100 dB/CB depending on masker level.

The data on the width and the shape ofM. lyra’s critical
bands were used to calculate the excitation pattern for the
21.5-kHz complex tone used in the present experiments~Fig.
5!. The equivalent rectangular bandwidth~ERB! of the exci-
tation patterns associated with each of the individual partials
in Fig. 5 corresponds to the CB at the respective harmonic
frequency@calculated according to Eq.~2!#. The low- and
high-frequency flanks of the excitation patterns are symmet-
ric with a slope of about 50 dB/CB according to the medium
presentation levels used in the current experiments. Figure 5
shows that the widths of the excitation patterns elicited by
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the lower partials are much smaller than the frequency sepa-
ration between adjacent partials, i.e., 21.5 kHz, and so the
lower partials are spectrally almost completely resolved. Ac-
cordingly, the frequency of the third partial in the complex
tone with a fundamental frequency of 21.5 kHz should be
represented with a similar accuracy as the frequency of a
pure tone at 64.5 kHz. The frequency discrimination thresh-
olds measured in the present study confirm this expectation.

The width of a pure tone’s power spectrum as well as
the slope of its flanks are reciprocally related to the tone’s
duration ~see, e.g., Ambardar, 1995!. Thus, the flanks of a
short tone’s power spectrum can be shallower than the flanks
of the critical band centered at its frequency. In this case, the
slope of the flanks of the tone’s excitation pattern would be
limited by the slope of the flanks of its power spectrum
rather than by the frequency selectivity of the cochlear. The
similarity between the frequency discrimination thresholds
for the third partial at 64.5 kHz in complex tones with a
duration of 1.5 ms~experiment 3! and 50.5 ms~experiment
2 A! implies that the flanks of the partial tone’s power spec-
trum in the 1.5-ms stimulus are still considerably steeper
than the flanks ofM. lyra’s critical band at 64.5 kHz, so that
the slope of the flanks of the excitation pattern would still
determined by the slope of the flanks of the critical band.
The envelope of the 1.5-ms complex tone can be roughly
approximated by a rectangular envelope with a duration of
1.5 ms. Apart from a constant factor, the power spectrum of
a rectangularly gated tone burst with frequencyF and dura-
tion t0 is given by the formula

sin~pt0~ f 2F !!2

~pt0~ f 2F !!2 ~3!

~Bronstein and Semendjajew, 1989!, where f means fre-
quency. Fort051.5 ms, the flanks of the main peak of this
power spectrum have an average slope of about 20 dB/kHz.
At an input level of 60 dB SPL, the flanks ofM. lyra’s
critical band at 64.5 kHz have a slope of approximately 50
dB/CB corresponding to 6.6 dB/kHz. Thus, the flanks of the

power spectrum of the 1.5-ms partial at 64.5 kHz are still
considerably steeper than the flanks ofM. lyra’s critical band
at 64.5 kHz, and so the slope of the flanks of the excitation
pattern elicited by the 1.5-ms partial should still be primarily
determined by the slope of the flanks of the critical band, and
the frequency discrimination thresholds for the 1.5-ms partial
should be similar to the discrimination threshold for the
50.5-ms partial, in accordance with the results of experi-
ments 2 A and 3. In human listeners, on the other hand, the
frequency discrimination threshold for pure tones increases
by a factor of about 10 when the pure-tone duration is de-
creased from 50 to 5~Fastl and Hesse, 1984!. The difference
between the effect of duration on frequency discrimination in
humans and in bats is due to the fact that the bat’s hearing
range spans much higher frequencies than the human hearing
range, and so the absolute widths of the cochlear filters are
much larger in bats than in humans. Decreasing the duration
of a pure tone, and thereby increasing the width of its power
spectrum, has a much smaller relative effect if the width of
the relevant cochlear filter is large.

B. Influence of random frequency shifts of the
‘‘irrelevant’’ partials

Experiment 2 has shown that M.lyra’s frequency dis-
crimination threshold for the third partial in a 21.5-kHz com-
plex tone is essentially unaffected by random frequency
changes of the other partials. In contrast, Moore and Glas-
berg ~1990! found that human listeners cannot ignore the
frequencies of irrelevant partials when discriminating the fre-
quency of a single partial in complex tones. In their experi-
ment, listeners had to compare the frequency of the lowest
partial in two complex tones which had either the same or
different fundamental frequencies. The complex tones con-
tained only higher harmonics with harmonic numbers greater
than 6. In this case, the frequency of the lowest partial is
especially well discriminated and the discrimination of the
pitch of the complex tone as a whole is largely determined
by the lowest partial. Moreover, the harmonics immediately
above the lowest harmonics were omitted so as to further
enhance the discriminability of the lowest partial. When the
two complex tones whose lowest partials were to be dis-
criminated had the same fundamental frequency, the dis-
crimination threshold amounted to about 0.2% to 0.5%.
Thus, in this case, the discrimination threshold for the lowest
partial is of the same order of magnitude as the pure-tone
discrimination threshold in the relevant frequency region.
When, on the other hand, the complex tones had different
fundamental frequencies, the discrimination threshold for the
lowest partial was up to a factor of 10 larger than in the first
case. This shows that the human listeners in Moore and Glas-
berg’s study were unable to attend solely to the pitch of the
lowest component, and thus to ignore the differences in the
fundamental frequency of the complex tones, even though
the lowest component was spectrally reasonably well iso-
lated. Thus, the different performance inM. lyra and in hu-
mans cannot be attributed to the spectral resolution of par-
tials in the two experiments and may reflect species-specific
differences in frequency processing.

FIG. 5. Excitation pattern of a four-component harmonic complex tone with
a fundamental frequency of 21.5 kHz. The excitation pattern was calculated
on the basis of the psychophysically measured shapes of the critical bands in
M. lyra ~Schmidtet al., 1992, 1995!.
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C. Implications for spectral echo analysis by M. lyra

The experimental results and the considerations of the
previous paragraphs show thatM. lyra’s auditory system is
well suited for the perception of brief sounds consisting of
multiple frequency components, like the bat’s echolocation
calls. M. lyra’s auditory filters are narrow enough to spec-
trally resolve the harmonic frequency components in the so-
nar calls and their echoes. On the other hand, the slopes of
M. lyra’s auditory filters are not steeper than is needed for
analyzing the spectral characteristics of sounds with a dura-
tion in the millisecond range. Narrower auditory filters
would only facilitate frequency discrimination for signals
with long durations. The frequency discrimination for very
brief signals, like the frequency components inM. lyra’s
sonar calls, would not be enhanced, because it would be
limited by their broad power spectra with shallow flanks.
Due to the reciprocal relation between the width of the pe-
ripheral auditory filters and the duration of their impulse re-
sponse~filter ringing!, more narrowly tuned filters would im-
ply a poorer temporal resolution. Thus,M. lyra can exploit a
maximum of the available auditory information if the widths
of the bat’s auditory filters are not too narrow with respect to
the widths of the power spectra of the brief echolocation
calls.

Experiment 3 has shown thatM. lyra discriminates the
frequency of a single partial in a harmonic complex tone
which has a similar fundamental frequency and duration as
the typical approach-phase echolocation calls with an accu-
racy of about 2%. The bat can probably discriminate the
average frequency of a single frequency component in the
echoes with a similar accuracy:11 a comparative study with
human listeners has shown that the frequency discrimination
threshold for the average frequency of a very short frequency
glide comprising relatively high frequencies~above the
phase-locking limit! is comparable to the discrimination
threshold for an equally short pure tone at the glide’s center
frequency ~Krumbholz and Schmidt, 1998!. On the other
hand, Krumbholz and Schmidt~1999! have shown that the
reflection from a structured target can shift the average fre-
quency of a single component in the sonar call by up to 10%.
The upper panel of Fig. 6 shows two reflection transfer func-
tions that are just discriminable byM. lyra ~Schmidt, 1992;
adapted from Fig. 11 in Krumbholz and Schmidt, 1999!. The
transfer functions correspond to a perpendicular reflection
from a target consisting of two ideally plain surfaces with a
distance of 1.3 and 1.5 mm, respectively. The solid line
shows an idealized power spectrum of a typical approach-
phase echolocation call ofM. lyra ~Schmidt et al., 2000;
Schmidt, 1992!. The call consists of four linearly downward-
modulated, harmonic components with relative levels of
225, 215, 0, and29 dB, respectively. The first harmonic
component has a frequency excursion of 6 kHz around a
center frequency of 20 kHz. The two lower panels of Fig. 6
show the power spectra of the respective echoes, obtained by
multiplying the power spectrum of the call with the two
transfer functions. The two vertical lines indicate the respec-
tive average frequencies of the third spectral component in
the echoes. The average frequency for the 1.3-mm target is
smaller by 6.9 kHz than for the 1.5-mm target because the

respective notch in its transfer function attenuates higher fre-
quency portions of the third harmonic of the call. The differ-
ence between the average frequencies in Fig. 6 amounts to
about 10%. According to the results of the present experi-
ments, this difference should be well discriminable byM.
lyra. Clearly, the situation depicted in Fig. 6 is highly ideal-
ized. In the real echolocation situation, the derived difference
between the average frequencies would be partially blurred
by a number of factors, such as environmental noise. How-
ever, the example gives an impression of the magnitude of
the realistic frequency shifts that can be caused by a reflec-
tion from a structured or spatially extended target. It also
shows thatM. lyra’s frequency discrimination performance
is sufficient to enable the bats to analyze the target-specific
information conveyed by these frequency shifts.

A reflection from a structured target also changes the

FIG. 6. Upper panel: two just-discriminable reflection transfer functions
corresponding to targets consisting of two ideally flat surfaces with a dis-
tance of 1.3~dashed line! and 1.5 mm~dotted line!. The solid line shows an
idealized frequency spectrum of a typical approach-phase sonar call ofM.
lyra ~adapted from Krumbholz and Schmidt, 1999!. Middle and lower pan-
els: frequency spectra of the resulting echoes. The vertical dashed and dot-
ted lines denote the spectral center of gravity of the third frequency compo-
nent in the 1.3-mm echo and the 1.5-mm echo, respectively.
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relative levels of the harmonic components in the echo. Ad-
jacent components inM. lyra’s calls have a frequency sepa-
ration of about 20 kHz. Thus, the relative levels of the har-
monic components are determined by the relations between
widely separated frequency regions of the reflection transfer
function. The average frequencies of the echo components,
on the other hand, are determined by the local characteristics
of the transfer function in the frequency regions covered by
the harmonic components in the sonar call. Thus,M. lyra
could acquire complementary information about the transfer
function by evaluating the reflection-induced changes in the
relative levels, and the average frequencies of the frequency
components in the echoes: the relative levels mediate infor-
mation about the broadband characteristics of the transfer
function, whereas the average frequencies convey informa-
tion about its local features in the frequency regions covered
by the individual components. The analysis of frequency
shifts of the echo components would therefore not only en-
able M. lyra to perceive some of the details in the transfer
function that would not be detectable with a call consisting
of a few broadly frequency-modulated components; it would
also enable the bat to probe the transfer function indepen-
dently in different frequency regions. The results of condi-
tions B and C of experiment 2 show that the perceptual re-
quirement for such a frequency-specific analysis of the
reflection transfer function is met:M. lyra can analyze the
frequency of a single spectral component in a multicompo-
nent sound, like the bat’s echolocation calls and the call ech-
oes, independent of the frequencies of the other components.
Thus, each echo component can convey independent infor-
mation about target structure.

The average frequencies of the spectral components in
the echoes, together with their broadband level profile, define
the spectral signature of the reflecting target.M. lyra may
analyze a target by comparing the spectral features of the
reflected echoes with previously learned patterns. The bat
could identify target structure on the basis of typical spectral
features which are characteristic of certain geometrical as-
pects of the target. Due to the multicomponent structure of
the sonar calls, the local and the global spectral characteris-
tics of the reflection transfer function may be translated into
different perceptual qualities, mediated by the average fre-
quencies and the overall level profile of the frequency com-
ponents in the echoes.
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1The intensity-weighted average of the instantaneous frequency of a
frequency-modulated signal, shortly referred to as the average frequency, is
equal to the signal’s spectral center of gravity~Anantharaman and Krish-
namurthy, 1993!.

2The ERD of a stimulus gated with a smooth envelope is the duration of a
rectangular envelope which has the same maximum amplitude and the
same energy as the smooth envelope~see Zwicker and Feldkeller, 1967!.

3It has proven useful to express frequency separations on a logarithmic ratio
scale comparable to the decibel scale for sound intensity, because subjec-
tive relations between musical notes usually correspond to frequency ratios
instead of linear frequency differences. The ratio measure of the separation

between two frequenciesf 1 and f 2 is defined bydF5 log2(f2 /f1)oct512

• log2(f2 /f1)st51200• log2(f2 /f1) cent, whereby log2 is the base 2 logarithm
~e.g., Terhardt, 1998!. Thus, 1 octave~oct! corresponds to a frequency ratio
of f 2 / f 152 which is equal to 12 semitones~st! or 1200 cent.

4The data were fitted with a sigmoid instead of a cumulative Gaussian func-
tion because it was computationally simpler to fit an analytic instead of a
tabulated function and the difference between the derived threshold esti-
mates was anticipated to be insignificant. We also tried converting thePR

values toz scores~Macmillan and Creelman, 1991! and fitting them with a
linear regression line. However, the thresholds derived from the linear fits
tended to be slightly worse than the threshold estimates from the sigmoid
fits and their errors were larger, probably due to the large variance of thez
scores forPR values near 0 or 100%.

5The Gauss–Newton method is one of the two existing numerical methods
for approximating the solution of a redundant system of nonlinear equa-
tions according to the least-squares principle, in which the system of non-
linear equations is approximated with a linear system in each iterative step.

6The parametersb andc were selected ‘‘by eye.’’ Their exact values did not
affect the thresholds estimates to any significant degree.

7The mean deviation between the measured and the fittedPR values,s, was
calculated according to the formulas5A(1

N(PR
meas2PR

fit)2/df, whereN is
the number of test frequencies and df is the number of the degrees of
freedom. df was set to the number of test frequencies minus the number of
parameters that were fitted with the data, i.e., df5N22.

8The Weber fraction is defined as the ratiodF/F between the just discrim-
inable linear frequency differencedF and frequencyF.

964.5 kHz is also the nominal harmonic frequency of the third partial in a
harmonic complex tone with a fundamental frequency of 21.5 kHz.

10The degrees of freedom, df1 and df2 , of theF distribution were set to the
number of test frequencies used in condition A (N1514) and in condition
B or C (N258) minus the number of parameters that were fitted with the
data, i.e., dfi5Ni22 for i 51,2.

11So far, conclusive behavioral experiments revealing differences in fre-
quency discrimination during echolocation versus passive listening are still
missing. ~Siewert et al., 2000! measured detection thresholds for probe
stimuli whose presentation was triggered by the emission of sonar calls
and found a pronounced forward masking of the probe by the preceding
sonar call. If we assume that frequency discrimination in bats improves
with increasing sensation level, frequency discrimination may deteriorate
somewhat in an echolocation situation with short echo delays.
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Devices known as jawphones have previously been used to measure interaural time and intensity
discrimination in dolphins. This study introduces their use for measuring hearing sensitivity in
dolphins. Auditory thresholds were measured behaviorally against natural background noise for two
bottlenose dolphins~Tursiops truncatus!; a 14-year-old female and a 33-year-old male. Stimuli were
delivered to each ear independently by placing jawphones directly over the pan bone of the
dolphin’s lower jaw, the assumed site of best reception. The shape of the female dolphin’s auditory
functions, including comparison measurements made in the free field, favorably matches that of the
accepted standard audiogram for the species. Thresholds previously measured for the male dolphin
at 26 years of age indicated a sensitivity difference between the ears of 2–3 dB between 4–10 kHz,
which was considered unremarkable at the time. Thresholds for the male dolphin reported in this
study suggest a high-frequency loss compared to the standard audiogram. Both of the male’s ears
have lost sensitivity to frequencies above 55 kHz and the right ear is 16–33 dB less sensitive than
the left ear over the 10–40 kHz range, suggesting that males of the species may lose sensitivity as
a function of age. The results of this study support the use of jawphones for the measurement of
dolphin auditory sensitivity. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1356704#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Ka, 43.80.Jz, 43.66.Gf@WA#

I. INTRODUCTION

Johnson~1967! produced the first detailed behavioral
auditory thresholds for a bottlenose dolphin~Tursiops trun-
catus! that have become the standard for the species~Fig. 1!.
His subject was a 10-year-old male dolphin trained to detect
pure tone, free-field stimuli using an up/down staircase pro-
cedure~cf. Moore and Pawloski, 1990! and a ‘‘go/no-go’’
response paradigm~cf. Brill et al., 1992!. Based on
Johnson’s results, bottlenose dolphins are generally assumed
to have a functional hearing range of 100 Hz to 150 kHz,
above which sensitivity falls off at 495 dB per octave, with
the best sensitivity between 15 and 110 kHz. Audiograms for
several other small odontocete cetaceans show similar char-
acteristics, though best frequencies vary across species
~Andersen, 1971; Hall and Johnson, 1972; Jacobs and Hall,
1972; Whiteet al., 1978; Thomaset al., 1988!.

The hypothesis that the dolphin’s lower jaw is integrally
involved in the reception of high-frequency biosonar signals
has also become generally accepted. Norris~1964, 1968,
1969! first suggested that the flared posterior ends of the
dolphin’s lower jaw, specifically the areas over the charac-
teristically thin pan bones, were primary reception sites for
returning echolocation signals rather than the external audi-
tory meatus and auditory canal. His model hypothesized that
specialized fat bodies filling the lower jaw and connecting to
the tympanoperiotic bone provided an efficient acoustic path-

way from the pan bone to the tympanoperiotic bone. Elec-
trophysiological data reported by Bullocket al. ~1968! and
McCormicket al. ~1970, 1980! support Norris’ theory. Vara-
nasi and Malins~1971, 1972! reported that the fat found in
the lower jaw and melon, which they called ‘‘acoustic fat,’’
was composed of lipids with densities close to sea water,
which would be expected to facilitate sound conduction. By
applying closed-cell neoprene rubber over the lower jaw of
their dolphin, Brill et al. ~1988! behaviorally demonstrated
that the attenuation of returning signals at the lower jaw of
an actively echolocating dolphin prevented the animal from
successfully detecting targets.

Given the evidence for sound reception at the dolphin’s
lower jaw, Moore and Pawloski~1993! designed and intro-
duced the use of ‘‘jawphones.’’ To test their dolphin’s use of
interaural time and intensity cues, they embedded small
transducers in suction cups formed from degassed silicone
rubber. Using these jawphones, they obtained evidence of
interaural time and intensity discrimination in a dolphin su-
perior to the performance of any mammal previously mea-
sured~Moore et al., 1995!. We measured baseline auditory
thresholds masked by the ambient noise of San Diego Bay
on two dolphin subjects: a young female and an older male.
Using jawphones placed over the pan bone to deliver the
acoustic stimuli, masked thresholds for the left and right ears
~referred to as ‘‘jawphone thresholds’’! were independently
measured for each animal. For comparison, we also mea-
sured masked free-field thresholds for the female dolphin.a!Electronic mail: brill@spawar.navy.mil
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Subjects

The subjects were two Atlantic bottlenose dolphins
~Tursiops truncatus!, a 14-yr-old female, and a 33-yr-old
male, housed and tested in a floating pen complex located in
San Diego Bay, San Diego, California. Medical records for
both animals suggested that their hearing capabilities were
normal. The female~CAS! had not been tested previously.
The male~HEP! is the same animal that participated in the
study of free-field sound localization reported by Renaud and
Popper~1975! as well as the studies of interaural capabilities
conducted by Moore and Pawloski~1993! and Mooreet al.
~1995!. No gross hearing abnormalities were noted for the
male in the earlier studies.

B. Ambient noise in San Diego Bay

Au et al. ~1985! described the ambient noise in San Di-
ego Bay as having a relatively constant spectral level from
10–60 kHz averaging 40 dBre: 1 mPa2/Hz with a sharp
decline above 60 kHz. For this study, ambient noise levels at
our test site in San Diego Bay were measured using a B&K
8103 hydrophone. The hydrophone output was amplified and
filtered from 2 Hz to 200 kHz using a B&K 2635 charge
amplifier and input to a HP3561A digital signal analyzer. A
Hanning window was employed to reduce spectral leakage.
The noise spectral density shown in Fig. 2 was the result of
40 averages; the frequency bandwidth is 375 Hz.

The noise level in San Diego Bay has apparently in-
creased over the years; most likely due to increased biologi-
cal load, boat traffic, and other activities. While the spectral
levels are still relatively flat over the range of 1 to 90 kHz,
they gradually roll off from 80 to 65 dB.

C. Equipment and procedure for jawphone
measurements

The basic construction of a jawphone is illustrated in
Fig. 3. Three different jawphones were used to test the ani-
mals’ threshold limits. Each contained only one transducer
and was constructed by hand from a room temperature vul-

canizing~RTV! silicone rubber compound~Visilox V-1063!
manufactured by the Loctite Corporation which has a rho-c
value close to that of water. The uncured mixture was de-
gassed under a vacuum of 30 in. of Hg or greater for 30 min
to remove any air bubbles introduced during the mixing pro-
cess. Once cured, the material had a tensile strength of 550
psi and a specific gravity of 1.1.

For the 10 and 20 kHz test frequencies, a small submin-
iature earphone element encapsulated in an air-filled cham-
ber inside one jawphone was used as the stimulus transducer.
For frequencies of 30, 60, 90, and 120 kHz, an Edo Western
6600, 10-mm spherical transducer embedded in a second
jawphone was used to transmit the test tones. A third jaw-
phone contained a Bruel & Kjaer~B&K ! 8103 miniature
hydrophone used at 120 kHz as a comparison to the Edo
Western 6600. Only the B&K 8103 was used for testing at
150 kHz. Combined, the three jawphones provided an effec-
tive sound source range of 10–150 kHz.

Each of the jawphones was wrapped with closed-cell
neoprene to restrict sound transmission from any direction
other than the suction cup end. This had the effect of limiting
the area of ensonification to the area of the device that at-

FIG. 1. The standard audiogram for the bottlenose dolphin,Tursiops trun-
catus~after Johnson, 1967!.

FIG. 2. Ambient noise measured at the test site in San Diego Bay, jawphone
thresholds measured for the male dolphin~HEP!, and jawphone and free-
field thresholds measured for the female dolphin~CAS! are compared to the
standard.

FIG. 3. A cutaway view of a jawphone. The cylindrical internal void is
filled with degassed Visolox~the same material from which the suction cup
is made! and combines the hydrophone and suction cup into a solid unit.
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tached to the animal. Because this also affected the transmit-
ting response due to the closed sides of the jawphones, the
devices were measured exactly at each test frequency along
the maximum response axis, which was the long axis of the
jawphones terminating in the suction cup attachment~the
direction of sound conduction into the dolphin’s head!.

After potting the transmitting element, each jawphone
was calibrated for each specific test frequency for which it
would be used. These elements have a nonuniform transmit-
ting response across the frequency range used, so a precise
measurement of the transmitting frequency was required.
This was especially true for the earphone element encapsu-
lated in the air-filled chamber. Each jawphone was calibrated
using a special calibration armature~Fig. 4! that secured both
the jawphone and a measuring hydrophone~Edo Western
6660 for 150 kHz and an ITC-6069 for 10–120 kHz!. A
fixed separation distance of 430 mm was set between the
jawphone and the measuring hydrophone acoustic axes. The
two were directly in line with both the long axis of the jaw-
phone being calibrated and the transmitting element. This
same orientation occurred when the jawphone was attached
to the animal’s head. The armature was submerged in a tank
of water. Measured levels were then used to calculate the
animals’ thresholds. Both dolphins were trained to accept a
jawphone over either pan bone of their lower jaw~Fig. 5!.
Consistent placement from session to session was achieved

by the use of external anatomical landmarks on the indi-
vidual dolphin and photographic records made for compari-
son. The animals could dislodge the device at will.

Pure tone stimuli were produced by a BK Precision 5
MHz, Model 4011 Function Generator. The output of the
function generator was fed to an RLC Electronics model
AT201 attenuator and then to custom equipment built at our
laboratory that controlled stimulus duration~1 s! and rise/fall
time ~20 ms to eliminate onset/offset transients!. This shaped
output was fed directly to an additional attenuator~either a
Hewlett-Packard model 350D or a Pasternack Enterprises PE
7008-2, depending on the sound source level during testing!
and then to a jawphone. A Hafler DH-2200 stereo amplifier
was used for mid- to high-range~60–150 kHz! test frequen-
cies.

Similar to the procedures used by Johnson~1967!, the
estimated jawphone thresholds for our dolphins were mea-
sured using a derivation of an up/down staircase stimulus
presentation method~see Moore and Schusterman, 1987! and
a ‘‘go/no-go’’ response paradigm~see Brill et al., 1988!. A
trial began with the dolphin wearing a jawphone and sta-
tioned in front of the trainer. On the presentation of a hand
cue, the dolphin moved to an underwater test station posi-
tioned 50 cm below the surface, where it was required to
remain for two seconds before the stimulus was presented. If
a tone was presented within the following three seconds~the
‘‘go’’ condition !, the dolphin left its station immediately to
touch a nearby response paddle just above the water’s sur-
face. If no tone was presented~the ‘‘no-go’’ condition!, it
remained at its station until a bridging stimulus was deliv-
ered and the dolphin returned to the trainer. All correct re-
sponses were reinforced with a fish reward. The trial type
was determined by a Gellerman series~Gellerman, 1933!
modified to produce a 0.5 first-order conditional probability
of ‘‘go’’ following a ‘‘no-go’’ or the reverse.

Sessions consisted of ten warm-up trials followed by a
sufficient number of test trials to produce a threshold defined
as ten reversals~see below!. Based on prior threshold brack-
eting data, starting stimuli were presented at levels easily
audible to the dolphin. To estimate the threshold for each
frequency tested, the test stimulus was attenuated from the
warm-up level in decrements of 2 dB until the dolphin failed
to respond correctly. The first miss constituted the beginning
of a run and the SPL was increased in 1-dB steps until the
animal again made a correct response to a signal trial~hit!. A
run was defined as a series of attenuator changes in one
direction ~i.e., increments or decrements contingent on the
animal’s response to signal trials!. For the rest of the session,
1-dB steps were used for ascending and descending runs.
False alarms and correct rejections did not modify signal
levels. Thresholds were estimated by averaging the attenua-
tor value of the ten reversal points and subtracting that from
the calibrated stimulus level. This procedure yields an esti-
mated 50% threshold value.

D. Equipment and procedure for free-field
measurements

As a comparison for the jawphone thresholds, auditory
thresholds for the female dolphin were measured in the free

FIG. 4. An armature was used to hold jawphones equidistant from the
measuring hydrophone for calibration while submerged in a tank filled with
artificial seawater.

FIG. 5. The jawphone positioned over the dolphin’s left pan bone or
‘‘acoustic window.’’
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field at 30, 60, and 90 kHz using a B&K 8103 hydrophone as
the transmitter. Free-field source levels were measured using
an Edo Western 6069 calibrated hydrophone fixed at 30 cm
from the acoustic axis of the transmitter, the same position
described above.

Thresholds for the dolphin’s left and right ears were
measured individually by positioning the hydrophone 30 cm
away with the acoustic axis directly in line with the animal’s
pan bone. The testing procedures were the same as those
described above.

III. RESULTS

A. Audiograms for the young female dolphin

The jawphone thresholds for the female dolphin mea-
sured between 10 and 120 kHz and the free-field thresholds
measured at 30, 60, and 90 kHz are shown in Fig. 6. Sensi-
tivity in the two ears is well matched. As would be antici-
pated, the audiograms are typically mammalian and parallel
the standard for this species measured by Johnson~1967!.
The free-field thresholds are in agreement as well.

B. Audiograms for the male dolphin

Jawphone thresholds for the male dolphin are shown in
Fig. 2. Previously, this dolphin was a subject in validation
tests for the use of jawphones and had thresholds that closely
matched the standard audiogram for the test range of 4–10
kHz ~Moore and Pawloski, 1993!. The 2–3-dB difference in
sensitivity between the two ears for thresholds taken at age
26 was considered unremarkable at the time, and it was as-
sumed that this dolphin’s hearing was normal over the range
of untested frequencies. However, our jawphone thresholds
measured for the same dolphin seven years later at the age of
33, revealed substantial hearing deficits when compared to
both the standard and the female dolphin’s audiograms at
high frequencies and for the right ear versus the left ear at
mid-range frequencies. The right ear appears to be 16–33 dB
less sensitive as compared to the left ear between 10 and 40
kHz. Sensitivity in both ears falls off rapidly above 55 kHz,

suggesting a high-frequency cutoff of about 70 kHz lower in
comparison to both the standard~Johnson, 1967! and the
female dolphin in this study.

IV. DISCUSSION

Figure 2 compares Johnson’s~1967! audiogram to our
measurements of the ambient noise at the test site and all
estimated thresholds for both dolphins. Since our female dol-
phin and Johnson’s male were healthy and close in age, we
expected their audiograms to compare favorably. Our mea-
surements are obviously limited by the noise in San Diego
Bay, resulting in a 27–30 dB difference in sensitivity com-
pared to the standard. However, the shapes of the resulting
auditory functions for both jawphone and free-field measure-
ments clearly parallel the standard, indicating normal hearing
for the young female dolphin.

The jawphone data for the older male, however, clearly
show hearing losses in comparison to both the female and to
the standard.

Ridgway and Carder~1993, 1997! first reported hearing
deficits in older bottlenose dolphins observed in the conduct
of an acoustic response time study. Three older males~23,
26, and 34 years of age! exhibited abrupt or progressive
hearing losses between 70 and 120 kHz at 111–135 dBre: 1
mPa while an older female~33 years of age! exhibited a loss
of sensitivity to frequencies above 100 kHz. In contrast, four
other dolphins in the same study~three females of ages 11,
32, and 35, and a 7-year-old male! exhibited no evidence of
hearing loss to the same stimuli. All of the subject animals
were considered to be of normal health without any history
of auditory irregularities.

Our male dolphin’s bilateral loss of sensitivity to fre-
quencies above 55 kHz at the age of 33 is consistent with the
findings of Ridgway and Carder~1993, 1997!. These data
considered collectively support the notion that male dolphins
of this species lose sensitivity to high frequencies as a func-
tion of age; a condition that may be similar to presbycusis
~Gulick et al., 1989! in humans. The distinct loss of sensitiv-
ity in our male dolphin’s right ear, however, suggests that
variables other than or in addition to age are involved. Ketten
et al. ~1997! reported the clinical aspects of the hearing loss
in this animal as well as on those of the Ridgway and Carder
~1993, 1997! study and discussed the implications for hear-
ing loss mechanisms.

There is a good deal of data that indicate the plasticity of
and the dolphin’s control over the parameters of outgoing
echolocation signals~see Moore and Pawloski, 1990!. Brill
et al. ~1992! reported that a false killer whale~Pseudorca
crassidens! adjusted the source level, bandwidth, and repeti-
tion rate of its outgoing signals as functions of target shape
and strength, task specificity, and learning experience. Like-
wise, Auet al. ~1995! described four basic echolocation sig-
nals used by a false killer whale that had a linear relationship
between the center frequency and the peak-to-peak sound
level. Brill and Harder~1991! reported alterations in a dol-
phin’s outgoing signals in response to the attenuation of re-
turning echoes. Houseret al. ~1997! evaluated longitudinal
data on our male dolphin’s outgoing echolocation signals

FIG. 6. The jawphone and free-field thresholds for the female dolphin
~CAS!.
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and found signal variations over time that are consistent with
the decrease in sensitivity that we measured in its hearing.

Unlike the human auditory system, there is no quantified
model of dolphin auditory pathways from the surface of the
head or jaw to the inner ear. Any assumptions concerning the
sound conducting properties of a suspected path are unwar-
ranted. Lacking any scientifically credible model, therefore,
we assume that the calibrated sound levels we measured
were the same levels that reached the animal’s inner ear.
This assumption produces a conservative threshold estimate,
as there are many interfaces between the various fat bodies
and bony surfaces that lay between the surface of the head
and the inner ear that potentially produce acoustic losses.
Also, any effects of loading that may have occurred due to
the attachment of the jawphone to the dolphin’s head were
ignored, as the amount of suction required was minimal.

The observations that the free-field thresholds and the
jawphone thresholds for 30, 60, and 90 kHz are approxi-
mately the same validate our assumption that the jawphone
simply serves to place the sound source in closer proximity
to the animal and concentrates the source in a small, local-
ized area. Since the dolphin ear is water adapted, the pinna
and meatal canal are either nonexistent or nonfunctional
~McCormick et al., 1970!, resulting in the loss of the trans-
former action required of an air adapted mammalian ear. The
dolphin’s tissue and blubber are transparent to sound under-
water and the ‘‘direct path’’ is via the water through the
animal’s tissue to the tympanoperiotic bone. The fat bodies
in the lower jaw and on the side of the dolphin’s head ob-
served by Kettenet al. ~1997! may act to enhance sound
conduction to the tympanoperiotic bone based on frequency.
However, the role of these fat channels is speculative. We
assume that jawphones do not act like headphones do in
humans since humans have an air-adapted ear with an ear
canal, an air–tissue boundary~eardrum!, and a middle ear
transformer composed of the occicular chain. The dolphin’s
hearing, however, is tissue bound and relies on translational
and compressional bone conduction~McCormick et al.,
1980!.

The observation that the shape of functions we gener-
ated for the female dolphin with both jawphones and in the
free field are nearly identical to that measured by Johnson
~1967! supports the notion that the use of jawphones for
auditory assessment is a useful method for the presentation
of auditory stimuli. Given the sensitivity to interaural cues
that has been measured with jawphones~Moore and
Pawloski, 1993; Mooreet al., 1995!, and the fact that the
jawphone thresholds for these two dolphins bracket the es-
tablished standard, our data support the use of jawphones for
measurements of dolphin auditory sensitivity as a legitimate
method that facilitates the use of unilateral or bilateral
stimuli.

Sensitivity to an acoustic stimulus along the lower jaw
appears to be a function of position. Møhlet al. ~1999! used
a contact sound source, a piezoelectric transducer embedded
in a suction cup, and Brillet al. ~2000! used jawphones as
described in this paper to investigate relative sensitivity on
the heads and lower jaws of their dolphin subjects. Both
reported greater sensitivity forward of the panbone area for

higher frequencies. Since the data reported here were col-
lected prior to the Møhlet al. ~1999! and Brill et al. ~2000!,
the pan bone was chosen as the site of best sensitivity as
described above. Had our measurements been taken else-
where, we would have observed some difference in sensitiv-
ity.
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Recently, sonar signals and other sounds produced by cetaceans have been used for acoustic
detection of individuals and groups in the wild. However, the detection probability ascertained by
concomitant visual survey has not been demonstrated extensively. The finless porpoises
~Neophocaena phocaenoides! have narrow band and high-frequency sonar signals, which are
distinctive from background noises. Underwater sound monitoring with hydrophones~B&K8103!
placed along the sides of a research vessel, concurrent with visual observations was conducted in the
Yangtze River from Wuhan to Poyang Lake in 1998 in China. The peak to peak detection threshold
was set at 133 dBre 1 mPa. With this threshold level, porpoises could be detected reliably within
300 m of the hydrophone. In a total of 774-km cruise, 588 finless porpoises were sighted by visual
observation and 44 864 ultrasonic pulses were recorded by the acoustical observation system. The
acoustic monitoring system could detect the presence of the finless porpoises 82% of the time. A
false alarm in the system occurred with a frequency of 0.9%. The high-frequency acoustical
observation is suggested as an effective method for field surveys of small cetaceans, which produce
high-frequency sonar signals. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1356705#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Ka, 43.80.Jz, 43.66.Gf@WA#

I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustical survey is an effective method to detect ceta-
ceans. Submarine detection systems have recorded minke
whale ~Balaenoptera acutorostrata! sounds~Nishimura and
Conlon, 1994! and located blue whales~Balaenoptera mus-
culus! by monitoring their low frequency calls~Stafford
et al., 1998!. The distance and depth of Hawaiian spinner
dolphins~Stenella longirostris! were measured using a one-
hydrophone system~Aubaueret al., 2000!. Atlantic bottle-
nose dolphins~Tursiops truncatus! were localized with a
passive acoustical observation system~Freitag and Tyack,
1993!. The sperm whale’s~Physeter macrocephalus! pulse
signals can be used for measurement of body size~Goold,
1996!. Using the delay of surface reflection from the direct
path signal, the diving depth of a sperm whale was obtained
~Bondaryket al., 1999!. A sonobuoy system used for other
cetacean observations~van Parijset al., 1998!, for example,
humpback whales~Megaptera novaeangliae! ~Norris et al.,
1998!, bottlenose dolphins~Furusawa, 1998! and bowhead
whales ~Balaena mysticetus! ~Cummings and Holliday,
1985!. The search effort and target range of porpoises indi-
cated by echolocation events and pulse intervals were ob-
served in the wild~Akamatsuet al., 1994, 1998!.

Acoustical surveys of cetaceans have several advantages
compared with visual surveys. The acoustical survey can be
operated automatically and maintain an identical detection
threshold over long times. The acoustical survey enables all
day observation even nocturnally. In contrast, the advantages
of the visual surveys are that they can recognize different

species and count numbers of animals directly. An abun-
dance of populations can be estimated using line transect
surveys~Bucklandet al., 1993; Shirakiharaet al., 1994!.

So far, the detection probability of cetacean by acousti-
cal surveys could not be compared with visual findings quan-
titatively, except for several baleen whales~McDonald and
Fox, 1999; Clark and Fristrup, 1997!, because the perfor-
mance of an acoustical observation system is highly variable.
The detection performance depends on vocalization rates,
distances of animals and background noise levels. To deter-
mine the reliability of acoustical detection, a concomitant
visual survey is needed.

Finless porpoises have good echolocation abilities~Na-
kaharaet al., 1997!. They produce echolocation signals ev-
ery three to four seconds~Akamatsu et al., 2000!. The
echolocation signals of this species have a relatively narrow
band spectrum~Kammingaet al., 1986!. These characteris-
tics encourage a good signal-to-noise ratio in a noisy envi-
ronment. The dive time of finless porpoises is usually no
longer than two minutes~Zhanget al., 1996!, which makes
visual detection possible within a couple of minutes by ex-
perienced observers, even in the muddy water environment.
A passive acoustical monitoring of the finless porpoises, con-
current with visual observations, was conducted in the
Yangtze River, China, to determine the detection probability
of the acoustical observation system on the presence of ani-
mals.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Visual surveys

The research vessel surveyed from Wuhan to the mouth
of Poyang Lake downstream. The upstream operation caused

a!Electronic mail: akamatsu@nrife.affrc.go.jp
b!Electronic mail: wangd@ns.ihb.ac.cn
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intense noise and made acoustical monitoring difficult. The
relative speed of the research vessel with water flow was
fixed at 2.8 m/s, which was similar to the maximum swim-
ming speed~2.9 m/s! of a free-ranging finless porpoise~Aka-
matsuet al., 2000!. The ground speed was 2.9 m/s to 4.0 m/s
depending on the current speed of the Yangtze River. Two
visual observers on the top of the research vessel~6.25-m
high from the water surface! searched the left and right sides
of the frontal area, respectively. When an observer found a
group of finless porpoises, the minimum number, the dis-
tance and direction from the research vessel and behavioral
remarks of the animals were recorded. The minimum group
size was defined as the number of the animals surfaced at the
same time. After the determination of the minimum group
size, the observer switched the observation area to the down-
stream area below the last observed animals. This protocol
prevented double counting, because the vessel speed is likely
larger than the swim speed of the animal. The visual detec-
tion was compared later to the recordings of the acoustical
observation system to determine the detection probability of
the system on the presence of animals.

B. Acoustical surveys

Two broad band hydrophones~B&K 8103, sensitivity
2211 dB re 1 V/mPa12/29 dB, up to 180 kHz! were de-
ployed at a depth of 0.8 m, 6.3 m apart from each other on
two sides of the vessel~Kekao No. 1 of the Institute of Hy-
drobiology, The Chinese Academy of Sciences!. A pre-
amplifier with 10-kHz high pass filter~OKI ST-80B! elimi-
nated the low frequency noises caused by water flow and
engine operation. A digital data recorder~SONY PCHB 244,
sampling rate of 384 kHz, dc to 147 kHz within 3 dB! al-
lowed only one channel broad band recording at a time.
Hence the channel on the appropriate side where animals
frequently appeared was recorded accordingly. The calibra-
tion of the present system was done in a test tank of System
Giken Co. by projecting 100 kHz and 10-cycle tone bursts.

All the pulses more than 133 dB peak-to-peakre 1 mPa
were digitized by using an analogu digital converter~System
Design Service, DASS BOX 1000!. A data analysis program
on MATLAB® developed for this study calculated dominant
frequency~an analysis bandwidth of 2.49 kHz! and the pulse
interval of each pulse. Most of the low frequency and high
intensity pulse noises were caused by water flow around the
hydrophone. Since the dominant frequencies of finless por-
poise sonar signals were usually higher than 110 kHz~Kam-
minga et al., 1986; Akamatsuet al., 1998!, only the pulses
having more than a 100-kHz dominant frequency processed.
The irregular~two times or more and half or less! changes of
successive pulse intervals were also considered to be noises,
because the pulse intervals of the finless porpoise echoloca-
tion signals were usually changed smoothly~see Akamatsu
et al., 1998 for details!. Additionally, the maximum sound
pressure levels in a click train detected on the animals at 100
m from the research vessel were averaged.

III. RESULTS

In total, 588 finless porpoises were sighted visually dur-
ing 774-km cruise along the Yangtze River, in November
1998. During 1,835 minutes effective recording time,
echolocation clicks of finless porpoises were present and re-
corded during 214 minutes.

Highly endangered baiji~Lipotes vexillifer!, which share
the same river, are quite different from the porpoise. For
example, baiji have a dorsal fin and emit broad band sonar
signals~Akamatsuet al., 1998!. These features make the dis-
crimination between two species quite easy, both visually
and acoustically. No baiji were observed by both a visual and
an acoustic method during the entire cruise.

The acoustical observation system detected 93,418 ultra-
sonic pulses with dominant frequencies higher than 100 kHz.
The dominant frequency distribution of these pulses had a
local peak at 140 kHz and local minimum at 125 kHz as
shown in Fig. 1. While higher than 125 kHz, the pulses
showed typical narrow band characters of sonar signals of
the finless porpoises. Pulses with dominant frequencies of
less than 125 kHz showed broadband and long duration char-
acters, which were considered to be noise. Therefore, only
pulses with dominant frequencies higher than 125 kHz (n
544,864) were analyzed hereafter.

Numbers of pulses and finless porpoises observed in ev-
ery minute are presented in Fig. 2, showing 500 minutes
~about two days cruise! effective recording time. A clear
coincidence between visual and acoustic detection can be
seen.

The correct detection by the acoustical observation sys-
tem is defined as the detection of more than a cutoff number
of pulses~15 pulses/minute! as depicted by the horizontal bar
in Fig. 3 within a time window. The window width was set
as 62 minutes from the moment of visual sighting of the
animals. A miss is defined as less than 15 pulses captured in
a minute within the time window. Correct rejection is de-
fined as less than the cutoff number of pulses associated with
no visual findings within65 minutes. A false alarm is de-
fined as more than the cutoff number of pulses associated
without visual finding within65 minutes.

FIG. 1. Dominant frequency distribution of ultrasonic pulses detected by the
acoustical observation system. To exclude the noise, only the pulses having
peak frequency more than 125 kHz were analyzed.
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The receiver operating characteristic~ROC! curve ac-
cording to the cutoff number of pulses in a minute were
shown in Fig. 4. At the cutoff number of pulses~15!, reliable
correct detection~82%! and small false alarm levels~0.9%!
were indicated. This was the reason to choose 15 as the
cutoff number of pulses.

The miss rate according to the distance from the re-
search vessel is depicted in Fig. 5. The porpoises could be
observed visually up to 600 m at maximum. Out of the
300-m range, the miss rate of the acoustical observation sys-
tem was higher than 45%, whereas it was less than 25%
within a 300-m range. The average of the maximum sound
pressure level corresponding with visual detection at 100 m
was 137.4 dB p–pre 1 mPa.

IV. DISCUSSION

This study showed that a high frequency acoustical sur-
vey of finless porpoises has a reliable performance to detect
echolocating cetaceans with a small false alarm rate. How-
ever, the acoustic detection probability of the finless por-
poises depends on the source level of the echolocation sig-
nal, directionality of the beam pattern and vocalization rate.
The evaluation of these factors will help to understand the
high detection probability of the present system.

The averaged sound pressure level of the finless por-
poises’ signal was 137.4 dB at 100 m apart from the ob-
server. In the shallow water system, the sounds propagate
spherically up to the depth of the water, then become a cy-
lindrical propagation. Assuming the depth of the Yangtze

FIG. 2. Comparisons between the number of finless porpoises and pulse
signals every minute during part of the observation~500 min!. A clear
coincidence between visual and acoustical detection is indicated.

FIG. 3. Schematic of correct detection and miss of the acoustical observa-
tion system. A time window centered at the visual detection was depicted as
two arrows. The acoustical correct detection of the animals was defined that
the number of the observed pulses in a minute within the time window was
more than 15. The acoustical miss was defined as the lesser number of
pulses in a minute within the time window.

FIG. 4. ROC curve according to the cutoff number of pulses. The false
alarm decreased until up to 15 cutoff number of pulses and was stable more
than 15.
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River is 10 m, the sound produced from a porpoise propa-
gates spherically up to 10 m with220 dB attenuation. Then,
the sound propagates cylindrically and has another210-dB
attenuation up to 100 m. Therefore the source level of the
finless porpoises is calculated to be 167.4 dB. Using this
source level and a 133-dB detection threshold level, the ef-
fective acoustic detection distance is calculated as 275 m.
This is consistent with the higher missing rate of more than
300 m ~Fig. 5!. If we exclude the data out of the 300-m
range, the correct detection rate will increase to be 88%.

The two-minute time window used in the definition of
correct detection and miss was chosen from the 300-m effec-
tive acoustical detection distance estimated above. During
two minutes the research vessel proceeded 330 m. A por-
poise might produce sound before or after visual finding. The
two-minute time window is adequate to detect a sound pro-
duced within the acoustic detection distance. On the other
hand, the five-minute time window used for the definition of
a false alarm and correct rejection was chosen to exclude any
possibility of porpoise existence around the research vessel.
Within the 65 minute cruise, the vessel proceeds 1660 m,
which is approximately five times longer than the acoustical
detection range. If there was no visual finding with no acous-
tical detection, it is considered to be correct rejection. If there
was no visual finding with more than the cutoff number of
pulses recording, it should be treated as a false alarm.

Dolphin sonar signals are directional and the sound pres-
sure levels change by 0 dB to220 dB depending on the
relative angle of a bottlenose dolphin toward a hydrophone
~Au, 1993!. Au et al. ~1999! reported that the 3-dB beam
width of a harbor porpoise~Phocoena phocoena! was ap-
proximately 16.5 degrees. This is wider than other species,
for example, 9.7 degrees for bottlenose dolphins~Au, 1993!
and 6.5 degrees for beluga~Delphinapterus leucas! ~Au
et al., 1987!. According to the acoustic datalogger recording
of free-ranging finless porpoises, the 120 degrees off-axis
sonar signals still had a 160-dB peak-to-peak sound pressure
level at one meter from the animal~Akamatsuet al., 2000!.
In this case, the detection range of the present system is

expected to be 50 m even if the animals are 120 degrees off
the direction to the hydrophone.

Two free-ranging finless porpoises in clearer water of
the semi-natural reserve~an oxbow of the Yangter River!
produced 14.5 to 19.1 click trains in a minute~Akamatsu
et al., 2000!. This suggests that a sufficient number of pulses
can be recorded when the animals were around the hydro-
phone since a click train consists of several tens of ultrasonic
pulses. Especially, in the muddy water of the Yangtze River,
finless porpoises are thought to use echolocation much more
frequently, because of the limited visual sense.

The fresh water population of finless porpoise in the
Yangtze River is now endangered because of the expansion
of human activities, such as fisheries, water transportation
and pollution~Wang et al., 2000!. For the conservation of
this population, the distribution along the entire river should
be known. Once the detection performance of an acoustical
observation system has been evaluated, the presence of ani-
mals can be observed acoustically. For example, when un-
derwater sound monitoring systems are deployed at several
points along the Yangtze River, it seems possible to observe
the movement of finless porpoise passing by the points. Re-
sults may provide the dinural or seasonal migration pattern
of this species. The finless porpoises have no clear natural
marks to identify individuals, thus photo identification does
not work. The acoustical observation method seems quite
helpful for the Yangtze River finless porpoise conservation
and other small cetaceans as well.
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The acoustic calls of blue whales off California are described with visual observations of behavior
and with acoustic tracking. Acoustic call data with corresponding position tracks are analyzed for
five calling blue whales during one 100-min time period. Three of the five animals produced type
A-B calls while two produced another call type which we refer to as type D. One of the animals
producing the A-B call type was identified as male. Pauses in call production corresponded to
visually observed breathing intervals. There was no apparent coordination between the calling
whales. The average call source level was calculated to be 186 dBre: 1 mPa at 1 m over the
10–110-Hz band for the type B calls. On two separate days, female blue whales were observed to
be silent during respective monitoring periods of 20 min and 1 h. ©2001 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1353593#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Lb@WA#

I. INTRODUCTION

The blue whale~Baleanoptera musculus! call repertoire
includes intense, long-duration continuous calls, having the
greatest acoustic power of any animal~Aroyan et al., 2000!.
Little is understood of the behavioral function/role of blue
whale calls. Possible functions include sensing the environ-
ment, prey detection, and communication. The behavioral
significance of communication is typically determined by ob-
serving natural interactions and quantifying changes in be-
havior following a call ~Tyack, 2000!. Among the baleen
whales, the behavioral function of acoustic calls is best stud-
ied for the humpback~Megaptera noveangliae!, somewhat
studied for the right~Eubalaena glacialisand Eubalaena
australis!, bowhead~Balaena mysticetus!, and fin ~Balean-
optera physalus! whales, and less well studied for the other
species~Edds-Walton, 1997!. For humpback whales there is
an established gender bias in calling, where males produce
the songs~Tyack, 1998!.

To better understand the acoustic calls of blue whales,
this study was undertaken to collect visual behavioral obser-
vations, photo-identification history, and gender for whales
which were monitored acoustically for call behavior. The
acoustic monitoring system allowed simultaneous tracking of
multiple calling blue whales, some of which were not ob-
served visually. To test for any communication context asso-
ciated with a whale call we looked for either consistent be-
havioral interactions associated with the call, or an acoustic
response~Edds-Walton, 1997!. An important parameter in
understanding blue whale call context would be the determi-
nation of any gender bias in the types of calls produced.

The blue whale population, which occupies the west
coast of North America, numbers about 2000 animals~Bar-
low, 1995!, of which more than 1100 individuals have been
documented by photo-identification~Calambokidis et al.,

1999!. This may be the largest population of blue whales in
the world, and is among the best studied. These animals are
believed to range from the Queen Charlotte islands of British
Columbia to the Costa Rica Dome based on photo-
identification, satellite tagging, and acoustic recordings~Ca-
lambokidis et al., 1999; Mateet al., 1999; Staffordet al.,
1999b!. The most commonly recorded blue whale call type is
that which we refer to as broadcast calls, typically 15 to 20 s
each part, produced repeatedly with a nearly fixed interval
for long periods of time, hours to days~Tyack, 1998; Wat-
kins et al., 2000!. We believe the term broadcast call is ap-
propriate because of the apparent lack of acoustic counter-
calling and the long duration of these call series. We do not
intend the term broadcast call to imply a specific function.
There is now extensive remote monitoring of the broadcast-
type blue whale calls~Clark and Charif, 1998; Curtiset al.,
1999; Staffordet al., 1999a; Watkinset al., 2000!, but few
recordings have been made together with behavioral obser-
vations, and none, previous to this study, with genetic mate-
rial from the calling animals. A better understanding of these
acoustic calls will contribute to the acoustic monitoring ef-
forts.

II. DATA COLLECTION

A. Effort

The 53.3-m National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration~NOAA! ship McArthur was used to survey whales
off the coast of Oregon and California from 30 September
through 16 October 1997. There were 172 h of survey effort
for the McArthur during 16 days. Procedures and equipment
on the flying bridge of theMcArthur were similar to National
Marine Fisheries Service~NMFS! line transect surveys, in-
cluding computer logging of data with an integrated global
positioning system~GPS! and pedestal-mounted 25 power
binoculars with range finding reticles~Fiedler et al., 1998!.
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At least three observers were always on watch on the
McArthur flying bridge. Two rigid hull inflatable boats
~RHIBs! sometimes ran ahead and to the side of the
McArthur, weather permitting, to increase the chance of en-
countering whales for biopsy, photo-identification, and
acoustic monitoring, but these vessels were not directly in-
volved in line-transect survey efforts.

The primary goal of the survey was to collect photo-
identification of blue and humpback whales with a secondary
goal of collecting blue whale acoustic recordings. When a
blue whale was sufficiently separated from other animals to
be certain acoustic recordings could be correlated to a spe-
cific animal, there was an additional goal of collecting ge-
netic material for gender determination. The cruise focused
on areas where blue whales were likely to be found but re-
mained relatively far offshore where whales would be diffi-
cult to study using small vessels alone.

B. Methods

1. Sonobuoy calibration and recording systems

Broadband sonobuoys of type 57B, and directional
sonobuoys~DIFAR! of types 53B and 53D~Richardson
et al., 1995! were used to obtain the recordings described
here. Sonobuoy signals were received on five radios spe-
cially modified and calibrated by GreeneRidge Sciences, Inc.
~Goleta, CA! to an accuracy of 0.1 dB. Recording systems
included two Sony TCD-D8 stereo digital recorders sam-
pling at 48 kHz. A second system simultaneously recorded
all five sonobuoy channels using a National Instruments A/D
board sampling each channel at 1 kHz through custom-built
active anti-aliasing filters, each calibrated to less than 0.3 dB.
Data recorded on the National Instruments system were used
for quantitative analyses of received levels and for time de-
lay sound source tracking methods, while data from the Sony
recorders were used for DIFAR processing of bearings to
calling whales. The National Instruments recording system
and the Sony recording system each time stamp the acoustic
data with internal clock time which was synchronized to
GPS time to within 1-s accuracy. The time jitter between
channels on the National Instruments system was less than 1
ms. The frequency response of the DIFAR sonobuoys differs
from that of the omni-directional sonobuoys and appropriate
corrections were made in the frequency domain to flatten the
total frequency response of all the sonobuoys and the fre-
quency response of the active filters. The greatest potential
error in our sound level measurements is the sonobuoy
manufacturer specification which is62 dB for type 57 buoys
and 63 dB for type 53 buoys. Some reduction in overall
error was obtained by averaging ambient noise spectrum lev-
els on each buoy in an array during time periods where ship
noise did not appear to cause a bias across the array.
Sonobuoys are expected to always have a self-noise below
ocean ambient noise levels.

A verification of the sound pressure level calibration
was obtained for the 15 October data by comparing observed
ambient ocean noise levels at 500 Hz, largely above shipping
noise frequencies, with expected ocean ambient levels. The
15 October recordings were made during Beaufort zero con-

ditions. A 500-Hz spectrum level of 42 dBre: 1 mPa2/Hz
was observed, corresponding to a Knudsen curve level of
46.5 dB~Urick, 1983!. More recent work suggests the Beau-
fort zero Knudsen levels to be too high for the Pacific~Chap-
man and Cornish, 1993!, indicating our sound pressure level
calculations are in agreement with expected ambient noise
levels. Four of the five sonobuoys used on this occasion
showed the same levels within our 2–3-dB measurement ac-
curacy. The signal recorded from the fifth sonobuoy~a type
53D! showed a totally unexpected frequency response as
judged against the ambient noise spectrum measured by the
other sonobuoys and was not used for source level estimates,
though it was used for direction finding. The 0–500-Hz noise
spectra was examined for each measurement of whale call
received level, and when the sonobuoy or some other com-
ponent of the recording system appeared to be overloaded by
ship or whale sound, these data were not used.

2. Photographic identification of individual blue
whales

Identification photographs were taken using standard
procedures employed in past research off California and
Washington~Calambokidiset al., 1990!. Both the right and
left sides of blue whales in the vicinity of the dorsal fin or
hump were photographed as well as the ventral surface of the
flukes. Identification photographs were first compared to oth-
ers from the same time period and then compared to a cata-
log of 1070 blue whales identified along the California coast
from 1975 to 1997~Calambokidiset al., 1999!. Individual
whales that did not match past years and that were of suitable
quality were assigned unique identification numbers and
added to the blue whale catalog.

3. Biopsies of blue whales

Skin samples were collected to determine gender of in-
dividual whales~Baker et al., 1991!. Biopsy samples were
collected from whales using a biopsy dart system~Lambert-
sen, 1987!. The biopsy dart consisted of an aluminum cross-
bow bolt ~arrow! and a stainless steel biopsy punch, which
has a flange or ‘‘stop’’ to prevent its penetrating too deeply.
The punch is 7 to 9 mm in diameter and 2 to 5 cm in length
and is fitted with two or three internal pins to secure the
sample. A hole drilled transversely through the punch and
just distal of the flange prevents pressure buildup inside the
punch as it penetrates the skin. The dart was fired from a
commercially available crossbow having a 125- to 150-lb
draw. The recoil from the bolt stop striking the whale dis-
lodges it from the whale and the free-floating bolt is re-
trieved by hand. Dart recoveries were sometimes aided by
luminescent dyes added to the bolts. Gender determinations
were made by the molecular genetics laboratory at South-
west Fisheries Science Center.

4. Tracking methods

On several occasions when whales were sighted, line
transect efforts were terminated, allowing both theMcArthur
and the RHIBs to deploy an array of sonobuoys in the vicin-
ity of the whales. Visual whale positions were maintained
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using bearings and ranges from the pedestal-mounted bin-
oculars and an integrated GPS recording system when a
RHIB was not available to directly record the GPS position
of the final flukeprint of a surfacing series. Sonobuoy de-
ployment positions were recorded using GPS. Personnel on
the McArthur flying bridge watched for previously unseen
whales and coordinated the RHIBs.

The sonobuoy array allowed us to determine the location
of calling whales for correlation with visual positions of
whale surfacings. Both time delay localization methods and
DIFAR processing of bearing angle from each sonobuoy
were applied to the data~D’Spain, 1994; D’Spainet al.,
1992!. The DIFAR bearing errors were found to have a stan-
dard deviation of two degrees~McDonald, unpublished
data!. DIFAR localization of calls was found to provide
more accurate positions than time delay localization and was
used exclusively in the acoustic tracks presented here.
Sonobuoy drift corrections were made with visual/GPS buoy
drift information and with acoustic location surveys using
weighted light bulbs as sound sources~Heardet al., 1997!
processed with root mean square~rms! residual grid search
localization methods~Wilcock and Toomey, 1991!.

5. Source level estimation

Received levels were converted to source levels using
only spherical spreading losses~Urick, 1983!. Source levels
were calculated only for the one animal for which a GPS
position was available for every surfacing. The location of
each call from that animal was interpolated by the time of the
call between consecutive surface positions. Only calibrated
receivers at greater than 2.5 km were used because range
errors become less significant to the source level computa-
tion at greater ranges. Sonobuoy calibration is lost for very
short range recordings because the received amplitude ex-
ceeds the dynamic range of the sonobuoy. Only calls free
from interference were used for these measurements, and
many of these calls were recorded without interference on
four calibrated sonobuoys, each at a different range.

A detailed propagation model was not considered to be
viable due to the many poorly known variables including
sound speed profiles, bathymetry, seafloor characteristics,
and depth of the calling animals. Several hundred propaga-
tion loss models were computed with parabolic equation
methods using a range of best estimates for each variable.
The average of these models suggests propagation losses
slightly higher on average than spherical spreading, but a
spherical spreading model was chosen for simplicity.

Fine scale variability in propagation loss was examined
by comparing computed source levels over the 10–110-Hz
band from the same call to different sonobuoys and observed
to be63 dB. To determine if source levels varied from call
to call, computed source levels were examined and observed
to be63 dB, about the same as observed from the same call
to different sonobuoys. Variability in spectrum levels of
components from the same call on multiple sonobuoys and
from multiple calls on the same sonobuoy was observed to
be much greater than 3 dB. Greater variability is to be ex-
pected in tonal propagation losses when compared to band
level variability given the multi-component calls observed in

this study. Fine-scale variability in propagation losses may
be responsible for all the observed variability in source lev-
els.

III. RESULTS

A. Call characteristics

A total of 117 blue whales were seen in 78 sightings
with 43 photographed and 33 identified. Acoustic recordings
were obtained from an estimated 43 individual calling blue
whales. These calls can be classified into two basic types,
either patterned pairs, each of about 17-s duration, or irregu-
lar spaced calls of typically 2-s duration. Many of the esti-
mated 43 individual blue whales acoustically recorded were
never seen and recording was not always undertaken when
blue whales were sighted.

A spectrogram of typical blue whale calls is shown in
Fig. 1~a!, as recorded on 15 October at 1833 local time. This
spectrogram shows three blue whales producing two part
broadcast calls, labeled as ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’ in the spectrogram
with each whale designated by a number. Each of these call-
ing whales was individually tracked acoustically as described
later. Another whale, designated five during this encounter,
was producing downswept calls of about 1-s duration rang-
ing from 60 to 45 Hz, these being labeled as type D calls. Fin
whale calls are also present near 20 Hz in Fig. 1~a!. In Cali-
fornia coastal waters we find the type D call about as com-
mon as the type A-B call~A. Teranishi, unpublished data!,
though type D calls appear less common in mid-ocean re-

FIG. 1. ~a! Acoustic data west of San Nicolas Island from 15 October at
1833 local time on the furthest west sonobuoy shown in Fig. 3, computed
with a 1-s FFT, Hann window, and 75% overlap. Each call is labeled with
the whale number shown in Fig. 3 and the call type designation.~b! Detail
of type A calls from 15 October at 1759 local time, showing variability of
19 to 23 pulses between 92 and 85 Hz for the prominent overtone. Note the
90-Hz components are not harmonics of the 15.8-Hz fundamental. The FFT
length is 0.5 s and overlap is 87.5% with a Hann window. The spectrograms
shown have a frequency response emphasizing the higher frequencies by 4.5
or 6 dB per octave, depending whether a type 53 or 57 sonobuoy was used
for the recording. This emphasis is built into the sonobuoy design and is
intended to compensate for lower ambient noise levels at higher frequencies
and thereby to maximize dynamic range.
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cordings. The character of the type D call can be quite vari-
able, sometimes having characteristics intermediate with that
of the type B call, and is not produced in such a regular
pattern as the type A-B calls.

Figure 1~b! illustrates type A call variance between two
animals. Most A calls have a weak tone near 16 Hz which
precedes the pulsive part of the call by several seconds, and
is followed by 19 to 23 pulses which are particularly appar-
ent near 90 Hz. As previously noted~Thompson et al.,
1996!, the component near 90 Hz is not a harmonic of the
energy near 16 Hz. We encountered one animal producing
A-B call pairs in which the type A calls had only five or six
pulses. Beginning and ending peak frequencies are noted on
the spectrogram of Fig. 1~b!, the 90-Hz component typically
shifting downward in frequency throughout the call. The av-
erage frequency and frequency shift for the 90-Hz compo-
nent provides a measure of individual identification for each
whale producing A-B calls in this encounter, though we do
not suggest these differences will remain constant over
longer time periods or that all individuals can be distin-
guished by such measures.

Both high- and low-frequency weak precursory compo-
nents are commonly seen preceding the type B call when the
signal-to-noise ratio is high@Figs. 2~a! and~b!#. In Fig. 2~a!,
a 10- to 12-Hz upsweep precedes the 16-Hz portion of the
call. This precursor is relatively consistent in character~rate
of change in frequency and amplitude!, frequency, and dura-
tion when present, and has been reported previously
~D’Spainet al., 1995; Staffordet al., 1999b!. The precursory
component near 400 Hz@Fig. 2~b!# ranges in different en-
counters, from about 300 to 500 Hz, from less than one to
several seconds in duration, and shows significant variation
in character. This component may be analogous to a 390-Hz
component which preceded the last call segment in record-
ings of Chilean blue whales~Cummings and Thompson,
1971!.

B. Acoustic activity

On three occasions during the October 1997 cruise
sonobuoy arrays were deployed around animals which were
biopsy sampled during the acoustic monitoring, and which
were sufficiently separated from other whales to be visually
tracked. On two of these occasions~12 and 16 October! the
tracked animals did not produce any calls during the encoun-
ter. During the encounter of 15 October, one of the biopsied
animals did produce calls.

On 15 October at 1652 local time, two blue whales~nos.
1 and 3 in Fig. 3! were sighted together in 800-m-deep water
31 km west of San Nicolas island. One of the RHIBs stayed
with whale one for the next several hours collecting visual
observations along with photo-identification and a genetic
sample while the other RHIB obtained photo-identification
on whale 3. Both of the visually observed animals were pro-
ducing broadcast-type calls as was a third unseen animal
~whale 2!. Two more blue whales~nos. 4 and 5! could be
heard in the area producing D calls. Five sonobuoys allowed
acoustic tracking of the three animals producing the ‘‘broad-
cast’’ calls and general localization of the two animals pro-
ducing D calls.

The tracking precision shown in Fig. 3 is highly vari-
able, being as precise as 100 m for each call in the central
portion of the track for animal 2 and as poor as providing
bearing only on animal 1 when it was far from the array.
Sonobuoy drift was less than 100 m during tracking, the
largest position errors~;50 m! being GPS errors in the po-
sitions taken at buoy deployment time. The positions for
each call from animal 1 are interpolated from GPS fixes in
the final footprint of each surfacing. We are confident no
surfacings were missed for this animal. Bearings from the
DIFAR buoys matched the bearing to this animal, but the
small array aperture in this direction prevents accurate range

FIG. 2. Blue whale call spectrograms recorded with sonobuoys off Califor-
nia. ~a! Onset of a type B call showing the common 10–12 Hz precursor.
The FFT length is 2 s and overlap is 98% with a Hann window.~b! An
example of the high-frequency precursor to the B call. The duration varies
from less than one s to several seconds, the frequency varies by more than
100 Hz and the character is variable. This component is not always ob-
served. The FFT length is 0.75 s and overlap is 75% with a Hann window.
~c! A composite spectrogram of three separate recordings of type D calls
illustrating the variability. The double call in the third example is considered
to be two animals counter-calling rather than a propagation artifact. The
FFT length is 0.74 s and overlap is 93.75% with a Hann window.
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estimation to this animal from acoustics alone. Sound pres-
sure levels from animal one saturated the nearest buoy dur-
ing one call near 1800 hours. The DIFAR bearings to each
whale call, combined with the saturated signal during this
one call, leaves no doubt as to the match between visual and
acoustic data for this whale. Average swimming speeds were
5 km/h for animal 1, 7 km/hr for animal 2, and 9 km/hr for
animal 3. Subtle but consistent differences in call character
@illustrated in Fig. 1~b!# further identified the calls of each
individual animal.

C. Call patterns

The calls from the five whales acoustically monitored on
15 October show no apparent coordination or interaction
~Fig. 4!. The visual observations of surface time coincide
with gaps in the calling sequence for animal 1, with the
possible exception of the last observed surfacing where there
may be a small overlap with the onset of the type A call. A
timing error of only 15 s in reading the wristwatch and re-
cording our visual observation could account for this dis-
crepancy. Such a match between calling gaps and visual sur-
facing intervals has been reported previously~Cummings
and Thompson, 1971! although a possible exception has also
been reported~Edds, 1982!. A hypothetical model for sound
production in the blue whale suggests the type B calls cannot
be produced while at the surface~Aroyan et al., 2000!.

The most common call pattern for California blue whale
broadcast calls is one type A call followed by one type B
call, as produced by animals 1 and 3. The call pattern pro-
duced by animal 2, however, is one A call followed by a
series of B calls. We have not seen type B calls which were
not preceded by an A call, nor consecutive A calls. Each
closely spaced call sequence starts with a type A call. From
examination of the call timeline alone, we can see no direct
evidence of communication between these whales as indi-
cated by use of counter-calls or synchronized surfacing,
though there can be little doubt these animals can hear each

other. The calls from animals 4 and 5 are plotted as one
timeline ~Fig. 4! because it was not possible to distinguish
which animal produced some of the calls though many of the
calls could be attributed to one or the other of the two loca-
tions.

D. Acoustic source levels

The received sound pressure levels and implied source
levels for the A-B paired broadcast calls from animal 1 are
plotted as Figs. 5~a! and~b!. The average source level is 178
dB re: 1 mPa at 1 m over the 10–110-Hz band for 82 ‘‘A’’
calls @Fig. 4~a!# and 186 dBre: 1 mPa at 1 m over the 10–
110-Hz-band for 61 ‘‘B’’ call measurements@Fig. 4~b!#, all
from whale 1.

Because variability is apparent in the intensity ratios be-
tween the 16.5-Hz tone and the third harmonic or 50-Hz tone
of the ‘‘B’’ calls, these ratios were examined to evaluate if
the whale may be controlling the relative intensities of the
harmonics. The spectrum level of the third harmonic is on
average 10.3 dB lower than the fundamental over 55 calls,
with a range of 16 to 0 dB lower. This ratio of fundamental
and third harmonic for the same call observed on different
sonobuoys shows nearly a 16-dB variability, indicating the
variability is primarily due to propagation effects rather than
changes in the sound production mechanism at the whale.
The source and receiver depths are expected to have a pro-
found effect on such frequency-dependent propagation ef-
fects ~Urick, 1983!. Surface reflection interference affects
each frequency component differently and could potentially
be used to estimate the depth of the calling whale.

As with the type B calls, the A calls also have most of
the sound intensity in the lowest frequency portion of the
call, though the 90-Hz portion often has a higher signal-to-
noise ratio because of observed lower ocean ambient noise
levels at 90 Hz. The spectrum level of the component near
17 Hz averages 2.5 dB lower than the 10–110-Hz band level
while the spectrum level of the component near 90 Hz is 14

FIG. 3. Location map west of San
Nicolas Island showing the positions
and interpolated tracks for five blue
whales from 1652 to 2115 local time
15 October 1997. Acoustic position er-
rors are relatively small for whale 2
where the sonobuoy array aperture is
excellent in the direction of that
whale. When whale 1 is east of the
sonobuoy array, the acoustic bearings
are practically the same from all
sonobuoys and acoustics alone cannot
determine position.
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dB lower than the band level. Examination of the clearest
recordings of the pulsive type ‘‘A’’ calls show acoustic en-
ergy at five higher frequencies up to 110 Hz, none of which
appear to be harmonics.

E. Gender, behavior, and history of acoustically
monitored whales

A single female whale was acoustically monitored from
1308 to 1410 local time on 12 October~catalog ID #1323! at
33° 338 N 119° 468 W. She was traveling slowly and con-
sistently in a NW direction. During the 47-min visual obser-
vation period prior to when the animal was struck with the
biopsy dart the animal traveled a straight-line distance of 3.2

km. There was no detectable reaction to the biopsy hit. This
animal had not been previously photo-identified. We are con-
fident no calls were produced by this animal during the time
in which it was acoustically monitored.

Whale 1 of the 15 October encounter was determined to
be male. This large whale was initially spotted traveling in
the lead of a second slightly smaller whale, although these
two quickly separated. The whale traveled consistently in an
easterly direction on a fairly direct course. Dive intervals and
spacing were longer than typical for blue whales in this area.
Most intervals ranged from 14 to 17 min and were inter-
spersed with surface intervals where the animal would sur-
face to breath repeatedly four to five times in close succes-
sion. The whale traveled a straight line distance of 34.2 km
from first sighting at 1605 and last position at 2215. This
animal ~Cascadia Research catalog ID #673! had been seen
seven times prior to the encounter described. These included
six encounters between 27 June and 16 September 1992 with
June and July sightings in the Santa Barbara Channel and a

FIG. 4. The acoustic call patterns for five blue whales producing type A, B,
and D calls, as well as visual observations of whales surface times. Whales
4 and 5, which produced only type D calls, could not always be separated
and thus are plotted together. Note how whale 2 often follows a type A call
with three type B calls. The visual observations of surface times correspond
to gaps in calling.

FIG. 5. The received sound pressure levels and inferred source levels for
blue whale 1 on 15 October as measured over the 10–110-Hz bandre: 1
mPa at 1 m. The levels were determined using a 10-s average, starting 1 to
2 s after the onset of each call, using a Hann window, 80% overlap and a 1
s frame length. Source level calculations use spherical spreading losses. The
scatter in the data may be attributed to propagation variability, rather than
actual differences in source level. The four symbols represent the four
sonobuoys used.
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September sighting in the Gulf of the Farallones. There was
one sighting on 29 September 1993 in Monterey Bay. This
whale was acoustically monitored for 5 h and 25 min and we
are confident the broadcast type calls were produced by this
animal.

A female whale was acoustically monitored for 20 min
from 1205 to 1225 local time on 16 October~catalog ID
#170! at 34° 528 N 120° 548 W. This was a large whale
traveling very slowly consistently in a southerly direction.
Dive intervals were fairly short~under 4 min! and the animal
appeared to be remaining fairly shallow between dives. A
biopsy sample was taken midway through the 39-min visual
observation period and the animal made a quick dive appar-
ently in response to the biopsy. This whale had been seen
seven times prior to the encounter described. The earliest
sighting was 1 September 1987 in the Gulf of the Farallones
indicating this animal is.10 years old. Three sightings were
made in June 1992 in the Santa Barbara Channel. This ani-
mal was also seen three times between 12 and 23 July 1997
in the Santa Barbara Channel. We are confident no calls were
produced by this animal during the time it was acoustically
monitored.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Call activity and gender

The broadcast calls are often produced in a continuous
pattern for many hours at a time, with pauses appropriate for
surface breathing intervals as suggested for blue whales else-
where~Cummings and Thompson, 1971; Edds, 1982! and by
the combined visual and acoustic data presented here. The
amplitude, duration, and repetitive nature of the broadcast
call makes it well suited for long distance signaling. During
observation periods of a few hours, an individual whale usu-
ally produces only one type of call, either the type D call~A.
Teranishi, unpublished data! or the broadcast call~Stafford
et al., 1998!. Only on a few occasions have blue whales been
observed to mix these two call types~M. McDonald, unpub-
lished data! ~Thode et al., 2000!. Whales producing the
broadcast call are often traveling at modest speeds~Mc-
Donaldet al., 1995; Staffordet al., 1998; Tyack, 1998!.

When multiple blue whales are producing the broadcast
call in the same area, this study finds no evidence of coordi-
nation between the callers, as might be suggested by syn-
chronized respiration intervals or patterns in call behavior
among animals. The type D call, however, appears to be used
as a counter-call among multiple whales. Type D calls some-
times occur in overlapping pairs, each produced by a differ-
ent animal, and separated by relatively long intervals@Fig.
2~c!#.

Call behavior of fin and humpback whales has been bet-
ter studied than blue whales and provide a reference with
regard to how call types may vary with gender. There may
be analogies between the blue whale broadcast call and the
fin whale doublet call, and between the blue whale D call
and the fin whale irregular call. Acoustic evidence suggests
widely separated calling fin whales synchronize respiration
intervals and counter-call when using irregular call types, but
do not show such coordination when producing the more

regular doublet call type~McDonald et al., 1995; Watkins
et al., 1987!. It has been argued that only the male fin whale
produces the doublet call as a breeding display~Watkins
et al., 2000!, consistent with our finding of a male blue
whale producing the broadcast call. The humpback song,
which is produced only by males, may be analogous to the
fin whale doublet call and the blue whale broadcast call.

B. Source levels

The average blue whale call source levels of 186 dB
reported here for the type B call are measured in units com-
parable to the 188 dB levels previously reported for blue
whales off Chile ~Cummings and Thompson, 1971!. The
source level in our blue whale recordings is determined pri-
marily by the fundamental tone, as it is sufficiently stronger
than the harmonics and overtones to dominate the signal.
The pressure spectrum level of the fundamental tone is there-
fore nearly equivalent to the band level and the band over
which the level is measured is of relatively little conse-
quence. One other calibrated recording of blue whales off
California ~Thodeet al., 2000! reports source levels in units
of pressure spectral density over a 0.4-Hz bandwidth. The
conversion of these units to either band or pressure spectrum
levels for comparison results in an average level slightly
greater than 180 dB for the type B call, notably lower than
our results or those of Cummings and Thompson~1971!.
Knowledge of source levels is important in studies of the
effects of man-made noise and in determining zones of
masking which limit the communication potential of whales
~Richardsonet al., 1995!.

V. SUMMARY

We describe three blue whale encounters in which biop-
sies were obtained to determine gender and acoustic moni-
toring was in place to determine if the whales were calling.
The observed travel and calling patterns are described for a
group of blue whales including one known male producing
broadcast calls. Two noncalling females were observed in
separate comparatively brief encounters. We describe a pre-
viously unpublished characteristic of some blue whale broad-
cast calls, a 400-Hz precursor to the type B call. The source
level of blue whale calls from one animal is found to average
186 dB for the type B, and 178 dB for the type A callsre: 1
mPa at 1 m over the 10–110-Hz band. Observed variability
in intensity ratios of the third harmonic to the fundamental
within the blue whale call is considered to be a propagation
artifact. With further work we hope to determine if a gender
bias is present in the production of the blue whale broadcast
call and to quantify the blue whale acoustic detection func-
tion for purposes of abundance estimation. Such work could
best be done by visually following acoustically monitored
and biopsied animals. Tagging animals with recorders may
also be useful, though visual contact may be necessary to
determine if a second animal is nearby which could poten-
tially produce calls indistinguishable from those of the
tagged animal.
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Several models that are commonly used to calculate the surface acoustic impedance of porous
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I. INTRODUCTION

Causality is a powerful tool to analyze lossy, linear sys-
tems. The Kramers–Kro¨nig relations, initially derived for
causal optical systems,1 have been used in acoustics to show
that attenuation and dispersions of waves propagating in a
lossy medium are in fact intrinsically connected.2,3 In the
context of surface acoustic impedance, they have been used
by Miki 4 to modify the Delany–Bazley empirical power
laws5 to satisfy causality, and by Daigle and Stinson6 to de-
duce the imaginary part of the ground reflection coefficient
from phase gradient measurements of the magnitude at low
frequencies. In this letter, the local and nonlocal version of
the Kramers–Kro¨nig relations are used to test the causality
of several models of acoustic impedance commonly used to
describe propagation in porous media.

II. BACKGROUND

The surface acoustic impedance of a material is defined
as the ratio of the complex amplitudes of the pressure,P̂(v),
to the normal velocity component into the surface,V̂IN(v),
both evaluated at the surface,S,

Z~v!5F P̂~v!

V̂IN~v!
G

S

5R~v!1 iX~v!, ~1!

where the resistance,R, and reactance,X, are both positive
quantities if the harmonic dependencee2 ivt is chosen.7 It
follows thatV̂IN(v)5 P̂(v)Y(v), whereY(v) is the surface
admittance defined by

Y~v!5E
2`

1`

y~ t !eivt dt, ~2!

wherey(t) is a real valued function representing the physical
time response of the surface to an impulse excitation. If the
incident pressure strikes the surface at timet50, causality
requires that the~passive! surface responsey(t) be zero for
t,0, so that

Y~v!5E
0

`

y~ t !eivt dt

5E
0

`

y~ t !cos~vt !dt1 i E
0

`

y~ t !sin~vt !dt. ~3!

Since

sin~vt !52HTv@cos~vt !#52
1

pE2`

1` dv8

v82v
cos~vt !, ~4!

where HTv denotes the Hilbert transform with respect to
frequency~the integral is taken to be the Cauchy principal
value8!, Eq. ~3! indicates that the real and imaginary part of
the surface admittance are related by a Hilbert transform.
The same is true for the impedance.9,10 This result is quoted,
for instance, in Nussenzweig11 as Titchmarsh’s theorem12 or
as the first and second Plemelj formulas:

R~v!5
1

pE2`

1` X~v8!

v82v
dv8

and ~5!a!Electronic mail: yves.berthelot@me.gatech.edu.
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X~v!52
1

pE2`

1` R~v8!

v82v
dv8.

In other words, the imaginary part of the surface impedance
is the convolution10 ~understood as principal value! of its real
part with the function21/pv. Equation ~5! can also be
expressed over positive frequencies only, in which case it
reduces to the standard form of Kramers–Kro¨nig
relations3,13,14

R~v!5
2

pE0

`v8X~v8!

v822v2
dv8

and ~6!

X~v!52
2

pE0

`v8X~v8!

v822v2
dv8.

O’Donnell et al.3 have applied this formalism to find a rela-
tionship between ultrasonic attenuation and phase velocity.
In the process, they have derived a very useful approxima-
tion to Eq. ~6! for the case where the functionsR(v) and
X(v) are slowly varying functions of frequency. This so-
called local approximation is

X~v!52
p

2
v

dR

dv
. ~7!

In Ref. 3, Eq.~7! yields results that are indistinguishable for
the nonlocal Kramers–Kro¨nig relations, Eq.~5!. In this letter
we evaluate some common models of surface acoustic im-
pedance of porous media in terms of local@Eq. ~7!# or non-
local @Eq. ~5!# causality conditions.

III. MODELS OF POROUS MEDIA

The particle velocity of the gas inside a perfectly cylin-
drical circular pore can be described in terms of a complex
density15

r~v!5r0S 1

12F~Aivt!
D , ~8!

wherer0 is the density of the gas, and whereF(x)5(2/x)
3@J1(x)/J0(x)#, Ji being the cylindrical Bessel function of
first kind and orderi. The time constantt is a2/v, a being
the pore radius~assumed to be much smaller than the wave-
length!, andv5m/r0 is the kinematic viscosity of the gas. In
Eq. ~8!, it is assumed that acoustic motion is in one direction,
and that the effects of viscosity and heat conduction can be
decoupled. Based upon this model, Attenborough has
derived16,17 an expression for the acoustic impedance of a
porous material with arbitrary pore shapes. The result can be
written as

Zs5r0c0S q

V D @12F~Aivt!#21/2

3@11~g21!F~AivNt!#21/2, ~9!

where the time scale is nowt5@(2r0q2)/(seV
2)#. The

quantityq2 is defined as the tortuosity,V is the porosity, and
se is the effective flow resistivity in mks-Rayls/m, defined as

where sf is the pore shape factor ratio.@In Ref. 18, Miki uses
a different definition of the effective flow resistivity,se8 , and
his equation for the acoustic impedance is identical with Eq.
~9! above if one writes t5@(8r0)/se8#, where se8
54se(V/q)2.] In Eq. ~9!, N is the Prandtl number, andg is
the ratio of specific heats of the gas of characteristic imped-
ancer0c0 . In the low frequency limit,16 Eq. ~9! reduces to
what is often referred to as the Attenborough model,17,19and
which is rewritten here as

Zs~v!5r0c0BF 12
1

ivt1

A12
1

ivt2

G , ~10!

with B5A/AgaT, A54q2/3V, a5 4
32@(g21)/g#N, where

t15t/6 andt253at/4, andt has been defined previously.
In the very low frequency limit, Eq.~10! reduces to Eq.~11!
below and the surface acoustic impedance is described in
terms of single parameter~the effective flow resistivity! ac-
cording to

Zs5
r0c0

AF̄
~11 i !, ~11!

whereF̄5(r0f /se) is a nondimensional frequency.
More recently, Allard and Champoux20 proposed new

equations for the surface impedance of porous media in
terms of a dynamic density,r(v), and a dynamic bulk
modulus,K(v). The dynamic density is given in terms of
the function F(v)5A12 ivt8 introduced by Johnson
et al.21 in a heuristic manner to describe the dynamic tortu-
osity of the medium. The functionF was chosen because it is
simple and it satisfies the expected low and high frequency
limits. Using this functionF, Allard and Champoux have
proposed a new model20 for the acoustic impedance of a
porous material, which is rewritten below as

Zs~v!5r0c0F 12C~v!

g2
g21

C~4Nv!
G 1/2

, ~12!

where C(v)5(A12 ivt0)/(2ivt0), with t05r0 /2s.
Here, the flow resistivitys is related to the effective flow
resistivity se by s5se(4V/sf

2), wheresf is the pore shape
factor ratio. In Eq.~3! of Ref. 20, it is implicitly assumed
that the pore shape factor, the tortuosity, and the porosity are
unity, in which case the dynamic density isr0@12C(v)#.
By comparing with Eq.~8!, it is clear that the approximation
consists in replacing 1/(12F) by (12C). One also notes
that, by using the low frequency limit of Eq.~12! with an
isothermal incompressibility of air, one obtains Attenbor-
ough’s very low frequency model, Eq.~11!. In the next sec-
tion, we examine the causality of these standard impedance
models @Eqs. ~9!–~12!# in view of the local and nonlocal
causality conditions, Eqs.~7! and~5!, respectively. Equations
~9!, ~10!, and ~12! represent impedance models for rigid-
porous absorbers in terms of characteristic time scalest i . As
pointed out by Wilson,22 these time scales correspond to re-
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laxation times for the vorticity and entropy modes in the
material.

IV. CAUSALITY

Based on Eqs.~5! and ~7!, one can define a causality
index ~for the local approximation! CL such that

CL5

2
p

2
v

d

dv
@Re~Zs!#

Im~Zs!
~13!

and a causality index~in the nonlocal form!, CNL , such that

CNL5
HT@Re~Zs!#

Im~Zs!
. ~14!

A causality index of unity indicates that the model for the
impedanceZs is causal. The causality indicesCL and CNL

are shown in Figs. 1~a! and~b!, respectively, from 100 Hz to
5000 Hz. In each case, the solid line represents calculations
based on the ‘‘exact’’ model@Eq. ~9!#; the dotted line is
based on Attenborough low frequency model@Eq. ~10!#; the
chain-dotted line represents the very low frequency approxi-
mation @Eq. ~11!#; and the dashed line is obtained by using
the Allard-Champoux model@Eq. ~12!#. The material is as-
sumed to have an effective flow resistivityse5300 000
mks rayls/m, a porosityV50.3, a tortuosityT51.2, and a
pore shape factor ratiosf equal to unity. With these param-
eters, the frequency at whichvt equals unity is about 1480
Hz.

Figure 1~a! reveals that the local causality index for the
very low frequency approximation@Eq. ~11!# is a constant
equal top/4, a result which can easily be derived analyti-
cally. Figure 1~b!, on the other hand, indicates that the non-
local causality index for this model@Eq. ~11!# is unity
~within the numerical error associated with the computation
of the Hilbert transform!, a result that could be expected on
the basis that the Hilbert transform ofu f u21/2 is alsou f u21/2,

i.e., that Eq.~11! is a low frequency causal model.10 The
departure from unity of the local causality index is a clear
indication that the local version of the causality test@Eq. ~7!#
is not an appropriate test of causality, at least in this case.
This supports Szabo’s results23 and the subsequent discus-
sion by Waterset al.24 for the case where the attenuation in
the material does not follow a linear frequency dependence.

Figure 1 also indicates that a high frequencies equations
@~9!, ~10!, and~12!# do not satisfy causality, either locally or
nonlocally. It is not surprising that Eq.~10! does not satisfy
causality at high frequencies since it is a low frequency/high
flow resistivity model. However, Eqs.~9! and~12! both show
departure from causality at high frequencies, even though the
response of the medium, which is proportional to
@ ivr(v)#215(12F)/( iv), with r(v) defined in its ‘‘ex-
act’’ form by Eq.~8!, is causal~nonlocally! at all frequencies
as shown in Fig. 2~a!. Departure from causality in Eq.~9! is
therefore due to the term that represents the complex adia-
batic compressibility, i.e., the second bracket in Eq.~9!. This
term was derived from the analysis of the net heat flow per
unit mass within a single circular cylindrical pore containing
a heat-conducting, inviscid fluid with the assumptions of uni-
form pressure across the pore cross section and purely trans-
verse heat flow. Figure 2~a! also shows the nonlocal causal-
ity index of the response of the medium for the approximate
solution of Allard–Champoux. Here, the response is propor-
tional to @ iv(12C)#21 since the ‘‘exact’’ function (1
2F) is now approximated by 1/(12C), where the function
C, defined with Eq.~12!, is based on Johnsonet al.’s heu-
ristic function F. The dotted line in Fig. 2~a! indicates that
the response of the medium for this approximate solution is
not causal.

It is also interesting to note that, in the asymptotic limits,
neither Johnsonet al.’s function F(v) nor the dynamic tor-
tuositya(v) satisfy local causality. For instance, in the high

FIG. 1. ~a! Local causality index defined by Eq.~13! as a function of
frequency;~b! nonlocal causality index defined by Eq.~14!, based on the
Hilbert transform, as a function of frequency. The causality indices are
evaluated for four different impedance formulations@Eqs. ~9!–~12!#, with
se5300 000 mks rayls/m,V50.3, T51.2, sf51.

FIG. 2. ~a! Nonlocal causality index for the response of the medium. Solid
line: ‘‘exact’’ response (12F)/ iv; dotted line: approximate solution based
on @ iv(12C)#21, with F andC defined by Eqs.~8! and~12!. ~b! Nonlocal
causality index of the functionF5A12 ivt.
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frequency limit,F(v)→Avt8/2(12 i ), and therefore the lo-
cal causality index isp/4. In the low frequency limit,a(v)
@and the dynamic densityr~v!#, are of the form A@1
2( ivt)21# whereA is a real constant, a form which leads to
a local causality index of zero. In fact, Fig. 2~b! indicates that
Johnsonet al.’s function F(v) is not causal.
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There seems to be little doubt that pulse-like acoustic transmissions at 1000 to 5000 km can be used
to measure small changes in average temperature in many oceanic regions, given the numerous
results published by different groups. The early experimental results in this field which led to these
conclusions have been confirmed by recent experiments. Our purpose in this Letter is to summarize
the work in this field in the context of addressing a few reservations expressed about the early
experiments. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1353591#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the propensity of similar experimental re-
sults, there now appears to be little doubt that acoustic ther-
mometers provide accurate estimates of temperature in many
ocean regions at basin-scales. These experiments at 1000 to
5000 km in the Atlantic, Pacific, and Arctic oceans were
used to reach findings about the interpretability of the acous-
tic signals, the short- and longer-term climatic temperature
variability, and the algorithm for sound speed in sea water.
Our purpose in this Letter is to briefly comment on a few
reservations expressed about early experimental findings in
this field.

II. EARLY RESULTS IN ACOUSTIC THERMOMETRY

The earliest basin-scale experiments in acoustic ther-
mometry were conducted in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans
at distances between 2000 and 4000 km.1,2 Despite the long
distances of propagation, many stable acoustic arrivals were
observed with travel times that could be measured over ex-
perimental durations from months to years. These stable ar-
rivals were successfully modeled by tracing rays through
sound speeds derived from climatological records of tem-
perature and salinity. This was important because the eco-
nomic practicality of the technique depended on not having
to sample the ocean along the sections. It was further found
that changes in the path’s travel times could be used to esti-
mate temperature and its changes with great accuracy.

Comments have been made that these findings were in-
conclusive, that several open questions remained having to
do with the accuracy of the way the data were interpreted,
and that it was difficult to interpret the travel times of the
paths.3 Brief comments are made below to review these is-
sues in the context of these experiments.

A. Kaneohe acoustic thermometry papers: Bottom-
mounted source and 3709-km section

The Kaneohe source was used intermittently between
1983–1989 to transmit broadband signals near 133 Hz to
many receiving stations at 2000–4000 km distance. The

source was mounted on the steep northern slope of Oahu at
183-m depth. It was cabled to shore for power and timing.
About ten Sound Surveillance Systems~SOSUS! picked up
stable acoustic arrivals. Climatic changes in temperature due
to El Niño and the Southern Oscillation were shown to be
plausible causes for the half-second changes in travel time.4

The data from one station at 3709-km distance has five stable
arrivals, each of which consists of steep ray clusters that
appear to be similar to rays in a bounded chaotic sea.5 The
stable arrivals reflected from the steep slope of Oahu one or
more times before their long journey across the Pacific to the
continental slope near northern California. The accuracy of
this acoustic thermometer was estimated by quantifying non-
thermal effects which changed the travel times. Comments
have been made that nonthermal effects may not have been
accounted for.3

The nonthermal effects that were discussed included
tidal, mesoscale, and internal wave currents, sea floor spread-
ing, pressure and salinity fluctuations, horizontal refraction,
ray chaos, and bottom interactions. These effects are small,
contributing up to 30 to 40 ms per stable arrival measured
over a day. These aberrations limited the accuracy to 0.02 °C
per day per stable arrival for the average temperature change
in the upper kilometer.2,5,6 The error of 0.02 °C is an upper
bound because an averaging of the travel times from five
arrivals would yield a more accurate temperature than ob-
tained from a single arrival.

The nonthermal effects include the change in travel time
due to the fact that the ray cluster geometries are affected by
changes in the ocean. A comment has been made that be-
cause the depth of the bottom is not well known, it is difficult
to estimate how much the ray’s paths might change because
it is not known to where their reflection points could move.3

An important component of this experiment was carried
out by the Naval Oceanographic Office. They carefully mea-
sured the depth of the bottom at high resolution over a wide
geographic region out to a distance of 130 km from the
acoustic source usingSEABEAM.2,6,7 The locations where the
stable paths interact with the bottom are well within this
surveyed area. A modeling study was made to measure the
amount that the travel times changed due to making changes
in the measured depths of the bottom within experimentala!Electronic mail: johnsr@sas.upenn.edu
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errors. The conclusion reached was that the changes in travel
times were small.4 Indeed, these changes were much less
than 30 ms. This finding is consistent with Fermat’s principle
which specifies that changes in travel time due to path varia-
tions are of second order because travel times are stationary
to first order with regard to changes in path.

Experimental evidence supports the hypothesis that any
changes in path geometries led to small changes in travel
time. The travel times of the peaks of the five stable arrivals
all changed by the same amount at the same time by up to
one-half-second, within measurement error~Refs. 2 and 6!.
If these paths changed significantly, it is hard to see why
their travel time changes would be the same since the points
at which they reflect from the bottom are all different from
one another, and it would be expected that their travel times
would thus change in a discordant manner.

Other evidence based on detecting small tidal signals
suggests that any path changes led to very small changes in
travel time. The barotropic tides and internal tides generated
by flat-topped seamounts several thousands of kilometers
from the source were accurately estimated at five SOSUS
stations, despite the fact that these signals amounted to only
about 10 ms~Ref. 8!. The ability to detect these small
changes in travel time was due to the use of the phase and
amplitude of the acoustic signals. Indeed, the measurements
were made with an accuracy of 135ms at two minute inter-
vals over several months.9

In addition to the detection of tidal signals, nontidal sig-
nals amounting to 10 ms were measured among both the
stable and unstable paths at the 3709-km section. In particu-
lar, the stable paths occupied the first quartile of the duration
of the arriving energy. The changes in travel times of each
quartile were measured separately, and all were within a few
milliseconds of one another~Table II, Ref. 9!. Therefore, the
noise induced by any changes in the acoustic paths was small
compared with 10 ms.

B. No bottom-interacting sound: 3000-km section

In 1987, broadband signals near 250 Hz propagated
from a source near the depth of minimum speed in the wave-
guide to another SOSUS station at 3000-km distance in the
eastern north Pacific.2 The data exhibited sixteen clear,
sharp, and beautifully stable arrivals throughout the duration
of the four-month experiment. The arrivals were successfully
identified using ray theory based on averaged historical mea-
surements of temperature and salinity.10 Estimates of tem-
perature and the speed of sound were made using arrivals
that did not interact with the sea bottom.

A comment has been made that these data were trouble-
some to analyze because the positions of the source and re-
ceiver were not precisely measured and because no measure-
ments of sound-speed were used to initialize the procedure to
estimate the temperature.3

The relative separation of the source and receiver were
known to within 140 m in range and 10 m in depth.11 Cor-
rections to these positions were obtained using inverse
techniques12 that are used by most practitioners. The tech-
nique relies on the approximation that changes in acoustic

travel time are linearly related to changes in the locations of
the instruments for sufficiently small displacements. The ap-
proximation is valid for this experiment.

It was encouraging to find that the geophysical inver-
sions for temperature could be made without any measure-
ments of the sound-speed field between the source and
receiver.2 The standard inversion techniques were used and
no difficulties were encountered in the procedure.

The strongest measure of the scientific validity of a re-
sult is its confirmation by others. The data from this 3000-km
section led to the publication that the international algorithm
for the speed of sound in sea water was too fast at high
pressure.2,13 Subsequently, other groups reached similar
conclusions.14–17 Thus, there are four scientific groups who
have found that Del Grosso’s algorithm for sound-speed is
closer to the truth than the international standard. It seems
unlikely that all these groups would reach similar conclu-
sions about such a small error in the standard sound speed
algorithm if the early results had significant problems in the
analysis.

C. Identification of multipath and modes

The early Atlantic experiment at 2000 km~Ref. 1! and
two Pacific experiments at 2000–4000 km~Refs. 2 and 18!
were successful in identifying the stable acoustic arrivals
with rays over the eleven sections analyzed to date. Com-
ments are sometimes made that appear to imply that a quan-
titative identification of stable arrivals may not have been
made.3 However, since recent experiments are consistent
with early analyses of temperature estimates and corrections
to the sound speed algorithm, and because the early analyses
of path identifications look like the data,1,2,18 it appears that
the early analyses of path identifications are correct. It is not
yet known how far successful identifications can be made in
different oceans, but the upper limits are important to mea-
sure and understand. Further successes at identifying stable
arrivals have been made at distances exceeding 1000 km in
the Pacific and Arctic oceans in more recent times.3,19

III. CONCLUSIONS

The early experiments in acoustic thermometry were
successful in demonstrating the interpretability of the acous-
tic signals at distances between 2000 and 4000 km, from
which accurate estimates of temperature and its change were
estimated. It is wonderful that recent experimental results in
the Pacific and Arctic are reaching similar conclusions. It is
hoped that in the comments mentioned above we have ad-
dressed any remaining reservations about the early reports.

There now remains little doubt about the utility of the
technique for estimating climate change in the oceans. The
study of climate change was one of the motivating factors for
the early experiments in the Pacific,2 and the topic of climate
change may become a more important topic in the next few
centuries.
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On the group velocity of guided waves in drill strings
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A key element to verify the drill-bit signal processing is the estimation of the time delay of the
guided waves transmitted through the drill string from the bit to the surface. This delay can be
measured from drill-bit vibrations or calculated using the mechanical properties of the drill string.
The calculation of the complete solution and the exact dispersion relations requires expensive
numerical modeling. In this work, a simple approach to compute the group velocity of extensional
and torsional waves by averaging the drill-string properties in the low-frequency approximation is
used. The result is a generalization of the group velocity for periodic systems in which stationary
distribution of properties is assumed. Results obtained with real strings show that the group velocity
in the bottom-hole assembly is greater than the velocity in a uniform rod and lower than the velocity
in the drill pipes. © 2001 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1354196#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Cw, 43.40.At, 43.20.Mv@CBB#

I. INTRODUCTION

Drill-string guided waves contain information about the
drilling conditions1,2 and can be used to transmit data from
the bit location to the surface. For instance, Rector and
Marion3 and Mirandaet al.4 investigated the potentials of
these waves for while-drilling prediction ahead of the bit.
The drill bit acts as a seismic source and, in addition, gener-
ates extensional and torsional vibrations in the drill string,
whose wavelengths are much longer than the diameters of
the drill string. These signals are used to correct the arrival
time of the data acquired at the surface by a deployed seis-
mic line. Because the correction is based on the group veloc-
ity of the guided waves, it is important to determine with
accuracy this velocity, which depends on the drill-string
acoustic properties and geometrical features.

Several authors investigated the behavior of guided
waves in drill strings. Barnes and Kirkwood5 analyzed the
passband and stop band effects caused by the presence of
tool joints in the drill pipes of an idealized~periodic! drill
string. Drumheller6,7 investigated the acoustic vibrations of
the drill string for transmission of while-drilling information
between the drill bit and the surface. Using the dispersion
equation, Drumheller6 calculated the group velocity of the
extensional waves for different lengths and cross sections of
the drill pipes and tool joints. He considered a periodic sys-
tem. Using a full-wave modeling algorithm, Carcione and
Poletto8 solved the differential equations describing wave
propagation through the drill string. They computed wave-
forms of the extensional, torsional, and flexural waves by
modeling the geometrical features of the coupling joints, in-
cluding piezoelectric sources and sensors.

In this letter, we propose a method to compute the group
velocity of extensional and torsional waves in a drill string
composed of several elements of arbitrary acoustic properties
and geometrical characteristics. The method is based on av-

eraging the forces, the mass, and the polar moment of inertia
of the different components of the drill string. The condition
of stationarity is required, that is, in a given length of drill
string the proportion of each element~e.g., drill pipes, tool
joints, etc.! remains constant. The resulting equations for the
group velocity are not restricted to periodic systems.

II. ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF THE DRILL STRING

A drill string is composed of several sections and ele-
ments of different weights, diameters, and mechanical prop-
erties. It is divided into two main parts. The upper part, being
the predominant one, is composed of several sections of drill
pipes and coupling joints. The lower part is the bottom-hole
assembly~BHA!, which is heavier and of rather complex
composition. The main parts of the BHA are the heavy-
weight drill pipes and the drill collars. The drill string is
normally made of steel with uniform elastic properties, but
parts of the BHA are made of aluminum and hard rubber.

Each element of drill string is characterized by a density
r, a lengthd, an internal radiusr i , an external radiusr e , a
Young modulusE, and a shear modulusm. Because at seis-
mic frequencies the wavelengths of the guided waves are
long compared to the drill-string lateral dimensions, the drill
string can be approximated as an effective rod.

Let z be the axial coordinate of the drill string,u the
relative axial displacement, andu the relative angular dis-
placement. The axial and angular strains are

e5
]u

]z
and s5

]u

]z
, ~1!

respectively. The strains~1! vary in the drill string according
to the properties of the different elements. We assume the
low-frequency approximation, which holds for wavelengths
that are much longer than the length of the drill-string sec-
tions. At the low-frequency approximation, these sections
can be seen as homogeneous rods, with constant diameter
and elastic properties, where constant axial and torsionala!Electronic mail: fpoletto@ogs.trieste.it
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stresses generate constant axial and angular strains, respec-
tively.

If k is the wave number andv is the angular frequency,
the exact equations for the phase and group velocities are
given by

vp5
v

k
and vg5

]v

]k
5S ]k

]v D 21

, ~2!

wherev5v(k) @or k5k(v)# is the dispersion relation. In-
stead of using the exact dispersion relation, which would
require a lengthy and unnecessary numerical calculation, we
invoke the long-wavelength approximation and substitute the
nonuniform drill string by an effective rod of similar average
properties. Then, the group velocity at seismic frequencies
can be easily calculated from these average properties.

We denotemext ~in kg/m! and mtor ~in kg m! the mass
per unit length and the polar moment of inertia per unit
length, respectively. They are given by

mext5rA, and mtor5rI , ~3!

whereA is the cross section of the effective rod andI is its
polar moment per unit mass and unit length, given byI
5(p/2)(r e

42r i
4). Because in a uniform rod, the group ve-

locities of extensional and torsional waves equal the respec-
tive phase velocities, that is,vg(ext)5(E/r)1/2, and vg(tor)

3(m/r)1/2,9 the group velocities of the effective rod can be
calculated as

Vg~ext!5AEA

mext
, and Vg~ tor!5A mI

mtor
, ~4!

whereEA andmI are the average axial force per unit strain
and the average torque per unit strain, respectively.

III. AVERAGE PROPERTIES

Let the drill string be composed ofN elements, of axial
lengthsdi and cross sectionsAi , i 51,...,N. We calculate the
average of a given property or field variablea by

^a&5S (
i 51

N

di D 21F(
i 51

N

diai G . ~5!

A. Average dynamical properties

The axial force~Newton’s law! and the torque per unit
length are,9

Fi5Air i

]2ui

]t2 , and Mi5I ir i

]2u i

]t2 , i 51,...,N. ~6!

The average axial force and torque per unit lenght are then
given by

F5^Fi&, and M5^Mi&, ~7!

respectively. We obtain the average massesmext5Ar and
mtor5Ir by assuming that the average axial force and torque
are related to the average axial and angular displacements
^ui& and ^u i& by

F5Ar
]2^ui&

]t2 , and M5Ir
]2^u i&

]t2 . ~8!

Averaging Eq. ~6! and using ~7!, ~8!, and ]2^ui&/]t2

5^]2ui /]t2& and]2^u i&/]t25^]2u i /]t2&, we have

K Air i

]2ui

]t2 L 5Ar K ]2ui

]t2 L ,

and ~9!

K I ir i

]2u i

]t2 L 5Ir K ]2u i

]t2 L .

Moreover, assuming statistical independence10 betweenui

andAir i and betweenu i and I ir i , we have

K Air i

]2ui

]t2 L 5^Air i&K ]2ui

]t2 L ,

and ~10!

K I ir i

]2u i

]t2 L 5^I ir i&K ]2u i

]t2 L
@for instance, sinceui , in the long-wavelength limit, varies
linearly and very slowly from element to element, we may
assume~omitting the time derivative! ^Air iui&5^Air i&^ui&,
even if Air i varies by large fractions from element to ele-
ment#.

Comparison of~9! and ~10! yields

mext5Ar5^Air i&, and mtor5Ir5^I ir i&. ~11!

B. Average static properties

Let F be a constant axial force andM a constant torque
acting on the drill string and lete ands be the average axial
and torsional strains, respectively. The strains are related to
the axial force and torque by

e5
F

EA
, and s5

M

mI
, ~12!

whereEA andmI are the averaged properties.
On the other hand, the average value of the axial and

torsional strains are

e5^e i&, and s5^si&, ~13!

respectively. Because

e i5
F

EiAi
, and si5

M

m i I i
, ~14!

we obtain

^e i&5F K 1

EiAi
L , and ^si&5M K 1

m i I i
L . ~15!

Comparison of Eqs.~12! and ~15! and use of~13! and ~14!
yields

EA5 K 1

EiAi
L 21

, and mI 5 K 1

m i I i
L 21

, ~16!

respectively. Equations~16! are averages of the reciprocal of
the acoustic properties. They are similar in form to the effec-
tive elasticity constantc33 of a thinly layered medium in the
long-wavelength limit.11
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IV. GROUP VELOCITY

Substituting Eqs.~11! and~16! into ~4! yields the group
velocities for extensional and torsional waves in the long-
wavelength~low-frequency! approximation

vg~ext!5S K 1

EiAi
L ^Air i& D 21/2

5S (
i 51

N

di D F S (
i 51

N

di r iAi D S (
i 51

N
di

EiAi
D G21/2

, ~17!

and

vg~ tor!5S K 1

m i I i
L ^I ir i& D 21/2

5S (
i 51

N

di D F S (
i 51

N

di r i I i D S (
i 51

N
di

m i I i
D G21/2

. ~18!

These equations are not restricted to periodic systems and
provide a good approximation in the frequency range used
for while-drilling investigations.

If the density and the Young modulus are constant, and
the drill string is composed of a periodic system of pipes and
coupling joints, Eq.~17! becomes the group velocity ob-
tained by Drumheller.7 Moreover, if the shear modulus is
constant, Eq.~18! simplifies to

Vg~ tor!5Am

r
~d11d2!Fd1

21S I 1

I 2
1

I 2

I 1
Dd1d21d2

2G21/2

, ~19!

where d1 and d2 and I 1 and I 2 are the lengths and polar
moments of the pipes and coupling joints, respectively.

V. EXAMPLE

We consider wave propagation through the drill collars
~part of the BHA! for two different cases. They are referred
to as systems 1 and 2 in Table I, whered indicates the length
of each element of the drill collar. In system 1, the radii are
quite uniform, and in system 2 the radii show a larger varia-
tion. Each element has the same acoustic properties:r57840
kg/m3, E5206 GPa, andm578.5 GPa. These values give
rod velocities of 5126 and 3164.3 m/s for the extensional and
torsional waves, respectively. The group velocities obtained

from Eqs.~17! and ~18! are 5123 and 3156.8 m/s and 5077
and 3044 m/s for the extensional and torsional waves corre-
sponding to systems 1 and 2, respectively. As expected, due
to uniform distribution of masses, the values for system 1 are
close to those of the uniform rod.

Let us consider now the drill pipe/coupling joint system
above the BHA, with dimensionsr e55 in., r i54.275 in.,d
59.2 m ~pipes!, and r e56.625 in., r i52.75 in., d50.5 m
~tool joints!. Assuming a periodic system, the extensional
and torsional group velocities are 4727 and 2860 m/s, re-
spectively. Note that the wave velocities in the drill collars
for system 2~with an uneven distribution of masses! are in
between the velocities of a uniform rod and the velocities of
the drill pipe/coupling joint system.

Figure 1 shows an example of real drill-bit signal auto-
correlation corresponding to system 2~see Table I!. Each
trace corresponds to approximately 30 min of listening time.
These data are measured by an axial accelerometer on the top
of the drill string, when drilling from 1900- to 3200-m depth.
The direct arrival is aligned at 1 s. The dipping events are
long period multiples of the drill string. Short-period rever-
berations are observable after the direct arrivals and after the
long-period multiples. These events correspond to reverbera-
tions in the main parts of the BHA, i.e., drill collars~DC!
and heavyweight pipes~HWDP!. The analysis of the mul-
tiples in the DC gives a velocity of 5050 m/s, in good agree-
ment with the calculated group velocity.

A similar analysis for the waves in the HWDP, assum-
ing E5206 GPa, gives a velocity of 4740 m/s. Because of
the different group velocities, the internal reverberations in
HWDP and DC of equal length have different periods. The
difference can be of 4 ms for a length of 150 m.

In summary, we obtained the group velocities for exten-
sional and torsional waves in drill string at the long-
wavelength~low-frequency! limit. For wavelengths longer

FIG. 1. Drill-bit axial pilot autocorrelation. Short- and long-period multiples
have different group velocities in the BHA and in the drill pipes.

TABLE I. Dimensions of the drill-collar elements.

System 1 System 2

r e ~in.! r i ~in.! d ~m! r e ~in.! r i ~in.! d ~m!

6.5 2.8125 0.47 8.0 2.8125 0.7
6.5 2.875 27.58 8.0 2.875 18.37
6.25 2.05 10.33 7.094 3.125 5.39
6.5 2.875 75.40 7.094 3.0 5.95
6.25 2.8125 1.89 8.0 2.875 55.44
6.5 2.875 18.65 8.0 2.75 2.0
6.75 2.8125 1.48 8.0 2.875 9.25
6.75 2.8125 1.48 8.0 2.8125 9.29
6.5 2.875 9.46 8.0 2.75 2.22
6.25 2.8125 0.66 9.25 2.875 0.3
8.5 0.1 0.25 9.625 2.0 9.64

12.25 0.1 0.31
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than a characteristic length~for which the system is station-
ary!, the drill string behaves like a uniform, or nearly uni-
form rod, whose mass is the average mass and whose elastic
coefficients are algebraic combinations of the elastic coeffi-
cients of the single elements. The results are a generalization
of well-known expressions for periodic systems, which are
not expressed as averages, and therefore cannot suggest a
generalization to nonperiodic media or media in which the
acoustic and geometrical parameters and density can take
more than two values. The results can be used to estimate the
delays of low-frequency acoustic signals in the different
drill-string sections.
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The unamplified response of a vented hearing aid can be significant, in particular at the low
frequencies. This letter discusses two different, previously published configurations, in which the
vent response is included in the hearing aid model. Any confusion that can potentially arise from the
difference in the models is clarified, and a preferred configuration is proposed, which is more
consistent with measurable quantities. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modeling of hearing aid systems is essential in the
analysis and design of hearing aids, and in particular when
studying the effect of feedback. Typical components in a
hearing aid model will include the microphone and receiver,
the amplifier or compensation filter, the ventilation tube, or
vent, the receiver tube, and the ear canal. Figure 1 shows a
schematic diagram of an in-the-ear or in-the-canal hearing
aid which includes these components.

The vent is an important component of the hearing aid
system. The vent reduces the occlusion effect caused when
the ear is blocked, but also allows sound to leak from the
receiver back to the microphone, therefore causing feedback,
which limits the hearing aid gain. Although the vent is a
single acoustic component it is usually represented by two
elements in a typical hearing aid system model. The forward
part represents the response from a position outside the ear
canal to a position near the eardrum, while the feedback part
represents the response from a position near the eardrum to
the outside.

Previous studies used different configurations for inte-
grating the two parts of the vent in the hearing aid model, the
main difference being the way in which the contribution of
the forward vent path is combined with the receiver output.
The aim of this paper is to compare the different configura-
tions, and propose a preferred configuration that is more con-
sistent with measurable quantities. It should be noted that slit
leaks arising from improper seal of the hearing aid to the ear
can also cause sound to leak in both directions, and their
effect is similar to that of the vent. Although in this letter it
is assumed that the leaks are caused by the vent, the same
analysis can be used to include the effect of slit leaks by
modeling the combined effect of the vent and the slit leaks.

II. CONFIGURATION 1

Figure 2 shows a simplified model of a hearing aid sys-
tem. H includes the response of the microphone, the ampli-
fier, or compensation filter and the receiver.B denotes the
backward response of the vent andA its forward response.

Pear is the pressure near the eardrum,Pext the pressure at the
microphone position due to an external sound source, and
Pmic is the total pressure at the microphone position due to
both the external sound source and the receiver. A similar
diagram was presented by Kates~1991, 1999! and Rafaely
et al. ~2000!. The system response with the hearing aid in
place and operating, referred to as the real-ear aided response
~REAR! in Mueller et al. ~1992! can be written from Fig. 2
as:

Pear

Pext
5

A1H

12HB
. ~1!

The system response with the hearing aid in place but
switched off, referred to as the real-ear occluded response
~REOR! in Mueller et al. ~1992!, can be calculated from~1!
by settingH50,

Pear

Pext
U

H50

5A. ~2!

But what isA representing? IfA was to be measured in
practice as the response from the pressure at the microphone
position to the pressure near the eardrum with an external
acoustic source, then the pressure at the microphone position
will also be affected byB, the feedback path, as suggested in
Fig. 2. The measured response in this case will be more
accurately represented by the response fromPmic to Pear,
which can be written as:

Pear

Pmic
U

H50

5
A1H

11ABU
H50

5
A

11AB
. ~3!

Equation~3! shows that if a measurement of the real-ear
occluded response was to be performed between the hearing
aid microphone and potentially another probe microphone
placed near the eardrum, as detailed in Muelleret al. ~1992!,
then the measured quantity will not beA but A/(11AB).
MeasuringA will require a measure of the contribution of the
external source to the pressure at the microphone position,
Pext, therefore excluding the effect of the vent on the pres-
sure at the microphone position. This measurement is more
difficult to perform compared to a simple response between
the two microphones. The responseA/(11AB) is thereforea!Electronic mail: br@isvr.soton.ac.uk
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easier to measure and provides a preferred choice for the
definition of the vent ‘‘forward’’ path. Nevertheless, in prac-
tice, A usually has high magnitude at low frequencies, while
B has high magnitude at high frequencies, so the product
AB, particularly for narrow vents, tends to be smaller than
unity @see, for example, Kates~1990! and Rafaelyet al.
~1999!#, and A/(11AB)'A. The next section describes a
system configuration where the forward vent pathA repre-
sents the measurable real-ear occluded response.

III. CONFIGURATION 2

Figure 3 shows an alternative system model for the in-
corporation of the forward vent response. The difference be-
tween it and Fig. 2 is that here the feedback signal includes
the contribution from the receiver only, and not the forward
vent path. This assumes that the feedback part of the sound
through the vent which originated from the external source is
already included in the response ofA. A configuration simi-
lar to Fig. 3 was presented by Kates~1988a, b! and Rafaely
and Roccasalva-Firenze~2000!. The real-ear aided response
can be written from Fig. 3 as:

Pear

Pext
5A1

H

12HB
. ~4!

The real-ear occluded response can be calculated from
Eq. ~4! by settingH50, and is the same as in Eq.~2!, i.e.,
equal toA. The real-ear occluded response when using the
hearing aid microphone as the reference, which represents
the forward vent response, can also be calculated as in Eq.
~3!, and is given by:

Pear

Pmic
U

H50

5H1A~12HB!uH505A. ~5!

In this case the forward response of the vent, as mea-
sured from the microphone to the pressure near the ear is the
same as the forward responseA in the system diagram. The
configuration in Fig. 3 and the corresponding equation~4!
are therefore recommended as preferred system representa-
tions, since the forward pathA represents a measurable quan-
tity, which corresponds to the real-ear occluded response
with the hearing aid microphone as a reference.

The analysis above leads to the interpretation thatA can
be considered as the complete vent response~forward and
backwards! to an external sound source, whileB is the com-
plete vent response to an internal sound source—the re-
ceiver.

It should be noted that although the system configuration
presented by Rafaelyet al. ~2000! is similar to Fig. 2, the
system equations were similar to Eq.~4!. The correct con-
figuration for this study should therefore be as in Fig. 3.

It is also important to note that when measuring the
real-ear aided response with the hearing aid microphone as
the reference microphone anduHu.0, then the response as
described in Eq.~5! rather than Eq.~4! will be measured.
Only when the feedback signal is small, such thatuHBu!1,
will both equalH1A, the combined amplified and acoustic
responses.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This letter presented two configurations for including the
vent response in a hearing aid block diagram. It was shown
that only for the configuration in which the vent forward path
was separated from the backward vent path signal, was the
forward vent path representing the measurable real-ear oc-
cluded response with the hearing aid microphone as a refer-
ence.
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